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O

n February 4, 1862, Senator Charles Sumner introduced the bill by which the
United States of America would officially recognize the existence of Liberia and
Haiti. Both countries had been central to political debates about and within

black American communities since their inception. It had been the American Colonization Society’s plan to send freed African slaves and free U.S.-born blacks to Africa. Thus
was born Liberia, a version of black autonomy palatable to mainstream white America
and backed by Quakers and Southern slave owners alike.1 By contrast, since its enslaved

and free colored population had risen in 1791, the French colony of Saint-Domingue had
been an example of black self-determination and the fulfillment of a slave owner’s worst
fears. Reaching independence as Haiti in 1804 had also led to a diplomatic impasse, as
the major world powers, including the United States, refused to officially acknowledge
that slave rebellion could lead to the birth of a nation.
Ostracized among the nations, Haiti nevertheless remained a beacon of hope
for some. On the eve of Civil War, Haiti still seemed a viable alternative to living in the
United States or emigrating to Liberia for many among the U.S. black population. In 1860,
Haitian President Fabre Geffrard launched an aggressive new campaign to encourage
U.S. black emigration. The scheme had its detractors, among them activist and writer
Martin R. Delany, who was active in a media campaign opposing the efforts of journalist
and publisher James Redpath, Geffrard’s agent in the U.S.
As Sumner’s bill was being discussed in Congress, the Weekly Anglo-African
serially published Martin Delany’s novel Blake; or, the Huts of America (1861–1862). The
massive, organized black uprising presented in Blake’s plot is connected with—if not
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rooted in—the Haitian Revolution. Yet Haiti is mentioned all but twice in the entire
novel, only once by name. Blake mentions it indirectly at a meeting of the revolutionary
Grand Council, when he states that “the like of tonight’s gathering, save in a neighboring
island years before any of us had an existence, in this region is without a parallel.”2 That
the island was Haiti would have been obvious to a mid-nineteenth century reader. This
notoriety was part of the problem Delany meant to remedy. Delany hoped to replace the
Haitian tale of collective black heroism with a new, fictional one rooted in historical and
current fact. With Blake, Delany meant to write over Haiti.
Haiti was better known for its massacres than the complexity of its politics. That
blacks could kill confirmed their alleged savagery; that they could be organized enough,
efficient enough, political enough to foment a revolution and build a new country remained—to use Michel-Rolph Trouillot’s term—unthinkable. This notion “was based not
so much on empirical evidence as on an ontology, an implicit organization of the world
and its inhabitants… Although it left room for variations, none of these variations included
the possibility of a revolutionary uprising in the slave plantations, let alone a successful
one leading to the creation of an independent state.”3 Trouillot does not describe how
this ontology came to be; but I will argue here that the “unthinkability” of the Haitian
Revolution owed in no small part to the extensive treatment of black revolt—or failed
revolution—in Western literature and art.
Slave revolt was a constant—if generally unsuccessful—threat to slave colonies
throughout the Americas throughout the modern era. It provided the backdrop to what
I call the trope of the black avenger.4 The trope developed as the Atlantic slave trade
became central to European economies, in the wake of Aphra Behn’s seminal novella
Oroonoko; or, the Royal Slave (1688). Early black avenger variations systematically play up
the individual against the mass, the courageous prince against the cowardly common
slave, emphasizing the hero in order to deflate the collective. On the eve of the Haitian
Revolution, black revolt—though a tangible menace5—was presented as more of a narrative plot than a political one. Even the undeniable reality of the revolution could not
shake its fictional overtones in Western culture. The narrative terms of the black avenger
tradition were perpetuated in later representations of black revolt in general—and of
the Haitian Revolution in particular—that used terms popularized by Western works of
fiction. Positive and negative narratives of the Haitian Revolution thus portrayed revolutionary leaders Toussaint Louverture and Jean-Jacques Dessalines as black avengers,
trading Manichean simplicity for the complexity of their political backgrounds, actions,
and legacies.
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This article will consider the historical and literary contexts in which Blake was
published and evoke the tradition of black avenger narratives with which Delany engaged.
With Blake, Delany set out to break the paralyzing status of the Haitian Revolution as
the absolute referent of black revolt and autonomy. He looked for balance in referencing
the unavoidable black avenger literary tradition, the related canonical representations of
Haiti, channeling transnational notions of blackness intimately linked to Haitian history
and offering a new, U.S.-specific model. By writing over Haiti in Blake, Delany defined his
novel as a cultural intervention, a renewed literary model for a new black American nation.
Blackness in the U.S.
Henry Blake is a skilled slave on the Franks plantation in Natchez, Mississippi—or so
it first appears. As Blake is away running their errands, the Franks sell his wife Maggie to friends of theirs on their way to Cuba. On finding out, Blake declares to Colonel
Franks: “I’m not your slave, nor never was and you know it! And but for my wife and
her people, I never would have stayed with you till now,” and soon leaves the plantation
to go after Maggie.6 He travels throughout the U.S. South, imparting to select slaves his
“plan for a general insurrection of the slaves in every state, and the successful overthrow
of slavery!”7 After visiting virtually every slaveholding state, Blake eventually makes the
trip to Cuba, where he finds Maggie and manages to buy her freedom. Blake—who, it
turns out, was born free and raised in Cuba—forms an alliance with a group of free and
enslaved co-conspirators to undertake “war—war upon the whites.”8 The novel as we
know it9 ends on a scene heavy with foreboding, as Gofer Gondolier, a member of the
revolutionary Grand Council, steps out into the streets of Havana “to spread among the
blacks an authentic statement of the outrage: ‘Woe be unto those devils of whites, I say!’”10
Floyd Miller sees the novel as the “culmination of Delany’s prewar thinking,”11
containing an “accumulation” of passages written across two decades. It is no surprise
that the novel would evoke the escalation in race-related conflict within the United
States in that time period. Territorial gains from the Mexican-American War reignited
tensions between pro- and anti-slavery parties in Congress and around the country. The
Compromise reached in 1850 led to the Fugitive Slave Act by which assisting escaped
slaves became illegal even in the states of the Union that did not practice slavery. It also
followed that the population of the new Western states would get to vote on endorsing
or banning slavery, pushing activists on both sides to rush to Kansas to force a decision.
In this dress rehearsal for the Civil War, Kansas bled for years and was eventually won
over by abolitionists—among them Captain John Brown—to become a free state. Yet,
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before this outcome, a major blow had been delivered to African Americans and the
abolitionist cause in the 1857 Dred Scott v. Sandford Supreme Court case. Justice Taney’s
majority opinion judged that no person of African descent living on U.S. soil could be
recognized as a U.S. citizen: “it is too clear for dispute, that the enslaved African race were
not intended to be included, and formed no part of the people who framed and adopted
this declaration.”12 The original intent of the Constitution, explained the Supreme Court,
was to define the United States as a white nation 13
At one level, Blake offers a black rejoinder to Taney’s white America, what Gregg
Crane calls a “literary intervention in American jurisprudence.”14 Crane also laments
what he sees as a rehearsal of the racist logic Delany criticizes in the first place: “Delany’s
acceptance of majority status as the sine qua non of citizenship rights threatens to swallow his appeal to the moral restraints that a liberal natural rights theory of American law
would impose on the legal exercise of the will of the majority.”15 Similarly, according to
Katy Chiles, Blake problematically recycles the ideology of the “racializing nation-state,”
trading for white America an equally segregated black America, “orienting itself toward
the U.S. nation-state form.”16 For Delany, the nation-state was the only form of expression
by which an ethnic group could hope to be heard. He explained this a decade earlier in The
Condition, Elevation, Emigration and Destiny of the Colored People of the United States (1852):
“The claims of no people, according to established policy and usage, are respected by
any nation, until they are presented in a national capacity.”17 Ancient and recent history
had proven so much. Though Delany mentioned many historical examples to that effect,
one was there also conspicuously absent: the independent West Indian Republic of Haiti,
barely mentioned in his treatise. Haiti seems equally unimportant in Blake. Chiles exposes
how this absence jars with the very pages of the Weekly Anglo-African in which the novel
was being published, and which constantly featured news and discussions about Haiti.
Chiles explains Delany’s choice solely through his dedication to African emigration:
“Because of the vital but changing role that Haiti plays in Delany’s multifarious early
and late emigrationist writings, it is effectively written out of the novel.”18 I would argue
instead that Blake actively writes over the Haitian narrative, channeling and redirecting
in the process its significance and meaning in U.S. American discourse. To better understand how Americans read Haiti, it is necessary to consider the portrayal of black heroes
in Atlantic culture, and more particularly the black avenger tradition. It contributed to
containing the meaning of the revolution and reduce it to a semantic distillate, a notion
within a nation, a commonplace of U.S. American culture.
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Haiti and the black avenger: American commonplaces
In classical rhetoric, the commonplace could be an exercise, “an expansion of something
commonly agreed upon, whether a fault or a courageous deed” or a section seemingly “cut
off and a part of another speech that has already been delivered, as if it were an epilogue
with the weight of that which has already been proven.”19 Though commonplaces invoke
a universal knowledge of sorts, they are also tied to specific cultural assumptions, and
evolve with them. Haiti became such a commonplace in American culture: a foundation
needing no explanation, on which American orators could build arguments about more
or less remotely related topics. Haiti came to embody—among other elements—a literary
trope intimately tied to historical writing: the black avenger.
Accounts of the Haitian Revolution have traditionally given special attention to
Toussaint Louverture, a former slave who during the Revolution became General in the
French Army and Governor of Saint-Domingue. His reputation was built on tales of his
military prowess, political savvy and magnanimity. He proved a formidable opponent
during the British occupation (1793–1798), forcing them to withdraw. Without express
authorization from French institutions, Louverture agreed to a secret trade treaty with the
defeated side. The agreement was leaked in the British press, leading many in England
and France to believe that Louverture might be considering independence. As Napoleon
Bonaparte reached the position of First Consul in 1799, French policy and opinion began
to turn against the Saint-Domingue Governor. On Bonaparte’s orders, General Leclerc
led a massive military expedition to reestablish slavery in the French West Indies in
1801. French accounts of Toussaint published at the time portray him, unsurprisingly, as
devious, cold-blooded, and conscienceless.20 Louverture’s capture by treachery and his
death at the hands of the French in 1803 only reinforced his reputation in British culture
as an extraordinary historical figu e. It also sealed his position alongside tragic black
heroes of literature. French literature would offer no positive portrait of the General
until Alphonse de Lamartine’s 1850 play Toussaint Louverture. According to Christopher
Miller, “the French public was not ready for Toussaint to join the ranks of idealized black
heroes like Oroonoko…”21
Yet, the British public had been ready: Aphra Behn’s Oroonoko; or, the Royal Slave
(1688) and subsequent theatrical adaptations had already provided the mold in which
British representations of Toussaint were formed. Told by a first person female narrator
witness to some of the events, the novella follows the ill-fated love affair of dashing African prince Oroonoko and Imoinda. Unbeknownst to him, she is sold as a slave to British
traders. Soon the heartbroken Oroonoko is himself kidnapped into slavery and taken
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to an English colony in Surinam in South America, where the lovers are miraculously
reunited. As Imoinda becomes pregnant, she and Oroonoko realize that they cannot accept a life of slavery for their child. Oroonoko leads a slave revolt that is soon quashed
by colonial authorities. To spare Imoinda the insult of perpetual slavery, Oroonoko kills
her before being gruesomely executed. For Laura Doyle, Oroonoko “begins the work of
the Atlantic novel” in exposing and accepting race as the measure and limit of modern
definitions of freedom.22 Doyle charts a literary tradition born in seventeenth century
England, in which freedom is presented as a “race myth,” the birthright of untamable
Saxons. Much of the myth’s power seems connected to storytelling as a form of (hostile)
takeover: Behn’s narrator finds her place in white modernity at Oroonoko’s expense. By
taking over the telling of Oroonoko’s life, she distinguishes herself as a colonial subject
from him, the fascinating colonized object of her narrative. The relative freedom she find
rests on the cultural exploitation of Oroonoko, much like modern Anglo-Saxon freedom
rested on the exploitation of Africans. Further yet, I argue that Oroonoko itself contributed
to the cultural appropriation of African resistance in the West.
Behn’s novella was adapted into a very popular play by Thomas Southerne
published in 1696, and introduced the trope of the black avenger—an extraordinary man
of African descent taken into slavery who decides to take personal revenge against the
institution, generally by leading a mass movement that is inevitably defeated. Oroonoko,
like most of the black avengers that followed him, may be an extraordinary individual
and an honorable hero, but the low-born slaves he leads into revolt are depicted as natural followers and cowards. They can be roused to insurrection but they cannot sustain a
fight, and much less build a viable political alternative to their enslavement. Oroonoko
cries his shame at “endeavouring to make those free, who were by nature slaves, poor
wretched rogues, fit to be used as Christians’ tools.”23 In the process, the text makes it
possible for a Western reader to lament the enslavement of a specific African—portrayed
as a proto-European—without questioning the enslavement of Africans or the economic
and political structures that make it possible. Oroonoko is the template for a line of black
avengers of Western literature, whose tragedy, even more than the Atlantic slave trade,
is the inadequate community from which they hail.
The black avenger trope throve in the abolitionist poetry of the latter eighteenth
century and in Enlightenment thought. By way of Abbé Raynal’s late eighteenth24

century multivolume treatise on European colonies, Philosophical and Political History
of the Settlements and Trade of the Europeans in the East and West Indies (1770), it plays a
crucial role in the way Louverture was portrayed in the West. This European bestseller
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contains a passage warning the slaveholding colonies of the unavoidable coming of a
“black Spartacus” who would redeem his race and punish slaveholders. The Western
media soon presented Louverture as the embodiment of that figu e. Culture, however
hegemonic, is never a one-way street. For Srinivas Aravamudan, the Raynal connection
should also be seen as an instance of Enlightenment discourse speaking to “accidental,
unintended, and indirect addressees” in black audiences, whose input challenges this
discourse in return.25 Portraying Louverture as the fulfillment of Raynal’s prediction
served white hegemonic purposes by suggesting a kind of cultural debt to the West, but
one cannot underestimate Louverture’s agency in accepting and encouraging comparisons with literary black avengers. A bona fide “spin doctor,” Louverture routinely wove
Western expectations in his writings and speeches.26 Appropriating and repurposing are
not the prerogative of the oppressor, and in cultural production contrary purposes often
cross. The black avenger tradition has roots in anxiety and enthusiasm over the prospect
of black revolution, real or imagined. It taps into the many textual strata accumulated
around related historical and literary events. Visions of Oroonoko influenced the way
Louverture represented himself and was represented by others, which in turn impacted
understanding of the Haitian Revolution around the world.
As the turmoil of the Haitian Revolution subsided, the complexities of the conflic
were increasingly smoothed over and the revolution as narrative shaped to fall nicely
within broad ideological confines. Matthew Clavin argues that memories of the Haitian
Revolution were organized around “two competing narratives…the horrific Haitian
Revolution… [and] the heroic Haitian Revolution,” both of which drew from the black
avenger tradition to illustrate their claims.27 Representations of Toussaint Louverture
remained prominent in positive and negative assessments of the Revolution alike. It became common practice to reduce the Haitian Revolution to its most commendable figu e
rather than to the one who achieved independence at the end of an atrocious war, JeanJacques Dessalines. The tragedy of Toussaint’s fate made him a perfect cultural product,
able to both embody the spirit of revolt and obfuscate the material minutiae of a complex
and bloody conflict. Toussaint’s death is a crucial element of his legend: it illustrates
the ruthlessness of his French opponents, but it also isolates him from the revolution he
led, making him a martyr in the black avenger grain. A dead Toussaint was a more easily manageable symbol, one that could be used to contain the political relevance of the
Haitian Revolution. Wordsworth’s ode “To Toussaint L’Ouverture” thus celebrates the
military leader at his most powerless moment, as if he could only be considered a hero
in England when he was no longer a threat to its involvement in the slave trade.28 Tous-
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saint’s life story mapped onto the black avenger trope with which British audiences were
perfectly familiar. By focusing on Toussaint, one could subtly imply that the righteous
revolution had died with its righteous leader. Toussaint dead, the Haitian Revolution
had lost its prince, and turned to savagery.
Haiti’s aura
Race remained a problem among the population of independent Haiti. Disputes born
of independence owed both to the old socio-racial order and to the inequities brought
by the new order: being born in the Americas carried a higher status than being born in
Africa; anciens libres, those who were already free before the Revolution, were socially
more prominent than nouveaux libres, whom the revolution had freed. Color prejudice,
which had played such an important part in the social organization of the island before
independence, still carried meaning. Of course, the official rhetoric of the new state insisted
on unity: the second founding document of the Haitian nation, the Constitution of 1805,
forbade whites from owning property in the island, and made all Haitians—including
some naturalized German and Polish soldiers who had deserted Napoleon’s army—officially black.29 Haiti was a black country by law. As an article in the Constitution, the
declaration of race unity claimed a performative function: it meant to create a reality out
of an utterance. Within Haiti, this unifying gesture also meant to smooth over the complex dynamics of political strife among the different socio-ethnic groups. Haiti’s racial
unity, forged as it was against common enemies, was much more complicated than its
Constitution declared. But texts travel better than armies, and Dessalines was speaking a
language the entire West could understand. Haiti had won the war and its leader hoped
to win battles in the war of words. Jean-Jacques Dessalines proclaimed himself “avenger
of America,”30 showing the same awareness of the tradition as his predecessor.
Dessalines was assassinated in 1806 and the country broke into the kingdom of
Henry Christophe—now Henry I—to the north and the Republic of Alexandre Pétion
to the south. Each head of state introduced a new Constitution toning down Dessalines’ radicalism and adopting a more conciliatory stance towards European powers.31
Yet Dessalines’ bid for black union had made an indelible impression outside Haitian
borders. Independent Haiti never directly threatened nearby slaveholding countries; its
most ostentatious involvement in international revolution was indeed with the South
American Creole revolution of Simón Bolívar. The Liberator launched both of his first two
campaigns—in 1816—from the Republic of Haiti, backed by Haitian money and armed
with Haitian weapons, on the only condition that he would abolish slavery.32 A decade
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later, Bolívar presented his project for an independent federation of South American
countries as a guarantee against “that horrific monster which has devoured the island
of Santo Domingo.”33 Yet Haiti remained a dangerous example in a region whose wealth
depended on slave labor. It was cited as the principal inspiration for—and potential accomplice of—slave revolts around the Caribbean and the United States including Gabriel
Prosser and Denmark Vesey’s aborted plots in 1800 and 1822, as well as Nat Turner’s
rebellion in 1831.34
Haiti also cast its shadow over Cuba: in 1812, organized groups of slaves attacked
and burned plantations to the ground until the capture of their leader, free black and militia
commander José Aponte.35 Portraits of Haitian leaders featured prominently in the main
piece of evidence used in the trial against José Aponte—a notebook full of subversive
drawings he allegedly showed his accomplices in their secret meetings—and Aponte was
rumored to have asked the Haitian government for support in his endeavor.36 Several
plots were thwarted in the following decades, the most notorious being the 1844 Escalera
conspiracy, in which a large group allegedly led by the poet Placido—Blake’s uncle in
the novel—plotted to overthrow white rule in Cuba. These attempts had a tremendous
effect on the white population of Cuba—which counted many Americans—and their
shock waves reached U.S. shores. When Cuba found itself at “moments of revolutionary
change, the image of Haiti would reappear, metaphorically revealing how racial divisions
continued to structure Cuban society.”37
In the mid-1840s, U.S. slaveholding interests began pushing for the annexation
of the island, by purchase or by force. The threat of an independent, black Cuba was
often dangled to justify the enterprise. Spain rejected successive monetary offers from
Presidents James K. Polk and Franklin Pierce, and between 1849 and 1851 the Venezuelaborn Cuban filibuster Narciso López, backed by Southern money and men, unsuccessfully attempted to invade the island on several occasions.38 In 1853, the appointment of
Juan de la Pezuela—a known opponent to slavery—as Captain General of Cuba only
bolstered the fears of planters in Cuba and in the U.S. Their influence on U.S. politics is
clear in the “Ostend Manifesto,” a dispatch to President Pierce in which U.S. diplomats
Pierre Soulé, James Buchanan and John Mason present the annexation of the island as a
matter of national—and hence, racial—security:
We should, however, be recreant to our duty, be unworthy of our gallant forefathers, and
commit base treason against our posterity, should we permit Cuba to be Africanized and
become a second St. Domingo, with all its attendant horrors to the white race, and suffer
the flames to extend to our own neighboring shores, seriously to endanger or actually to
consume the fair fabric of our Union.39
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Soulé and his colleagues had no qualms using the “horrific Haitian Revolution” narrative,
but by the 1850s Haiti’s reputation rested more on its past than its present potential. JeanPierre Boyer’s long presidential tenure at the head of a reunited Haiti confirmed that the
country’s military influence was unlikely to ever reach beyond the island: Boyer annexed
Spanish Santo Domingo, but never made an attempt on any other country. He was ousted
by an insurrection led by the foremost members of his own party in 1843. Years of utter
political instability ensued, during which the colored elite ran the country by putting
dark-skinned puppet presidents in power in order to placate the masses. La politique de la
doublure (politics of the understudy) “allowed the light-skinned elites to remain in power,
but under cover of blackness.”40 Successive Haitian heads of state, members of the elite
or individuals controlled by them, focused on keeping their entourage, the people, and
Santo Domingo under control, with little success. Once feared by slaveholders around
the hemisphere, Haitian force had become strictly the stuff of legend. That legend, in
turn, was now part of the rhetorical arsenal of the West.
Eric Sundquist notes that Haiti’s encroachments on Santo Domingo were “sometimes perceived abroad as a campaign to exterminate the white race.”41 Yet if the racial
makeup of Santo Domingo was different from Haiti’s, it was hardly a white country, and
the country’s diversity showed in the leadership of the resistance to Haitian occupation.42
Foreign accounts nevertheless played down the racial variety of Santo Domingo to better fit the conflict into the narrative framework by which black Haiti was necessarily a
danger for whites. Socio-racial strife was widely used as supporting evidence for condescending judgments of Haiti and black people in general. In “Occasional Discourse
on the Negro Question,” his infamous 1849 attack on emancipation in the English West
Indies, Thomas Carlyle warned that the emancipated slave of the English colonies should
be forced to work,
[o]r, alas, let him look across to Hayti, and trace a far sterner prophecy! Let him, by his
ugliness, idleness, rebellion, banish all white men from the West Indies, and make it all one
Hayti, with little or no sugar-growing, black Peter exterminating black Paul, and, where
a garden of the Hesperides might be, nothing but a tropical dog-kennel and pestiferous
jungle—does he think that will forever continue pleasant to gods and men? (534)

In The French Revolution: A History (1857), Carlyle offered another appraisal of Haiti: “shaking, writhing in long horrid death-throes, it is Black without remedy; and remains, as
African Haiti, a monition to the world” (60). Independent Haiti could only be black, and
being black could only be a disaster. By the mid-nineteenth century, Haiti had become a
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case study for works of scientific racism throughout the Western world. In The Inequality of
Human Races (1853–1855), French author Arthur de Gobineau deemed Haiti as “depraved,
brutal, and savage” as Africa, and “the history of Hayti, of democratic Hayti... merely a
long series of massacres; massacres of mulattoes by negroes, or negroes by mulattoes.”43
In international public discourse increasingly influenced by interpretations such as these,
Haiti’s political troubles were blamed on the same ‘Africanization’ now threatening Cuba.
Haiti gained independence but found itself bound by words. The claim to blackness in Haiti’s first Constitution was a display of what has been deemed by Gayatri
Spivak “strategic essentialism.”44 Declaring Haiti a black country made it irremediably
un-French, which mattered more than anything; it was also a bold statement of self-worth
and strength in the heart of the slave world. Dessalines and his officers were representative of Haiti’s socio-racial variety, and fully aware of the political significance of their
choice to identify as black. Yet Haiti’s constitutional blackness ultimately left it open to
attacks similarly based on rhetoric rather than facts. As Susan Buck-Morss notes, “even
the strategic use of definitional essentialism is vulnerable to the most basic dialectic fallacy. Insofar as essentializing identities are politically successful, their claims outlive the
context in which they were formulated.”45 Thus Haiti’s rhetoric was also used in the wider
struggle against Atlantic slavery in essentialist arguments both in support and against the
peculiar institution. In matters of black revolution, there was no avoiding the narratives
of Haiti, but they left little possibility to access the particulars of this experiment in black
political agency. Haiti had little control over its own narrative, overlapping as it did a long
tradition of fictional black representation. Heroic narratives of black revolt were often as
simplistic as their horrific counterparts. Delany certainly recognized the power of black
hero narratives, but he could also see the issue in ignoring collective agency. With Blake,
Delany revised the black avenger trope by adding the complexity of the collective to the
strength of the individual hero.
Covering the Oroonoko tradition
Robert S. Levine has discussed the ties that bind Delany’s Blake to two other black heroes
of U.S. literature: Frederick Douglass’s Madison Washington in The Heroic Slave (1853) and
Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Dred: A Tale of the Great Dismal Swamp (1856): Douglass’s novella
“can be read as… a critical revision of Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” while Dred “can be regarded
as an African American-inspired revision of Uncle Tom’s Cabin.”46 Blake, in turn, is “a response, both critical and admiring, not just to Uncle Tom’s Cabin but also to Dred.”47 The
three novels also belong to the black avenger tradition.48 Blake not only responds to these
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two contemporary texts, but also to their seventeenth-century forebear. In Aphra Behn’s
novella, Oroonoko and his retinue are taken on board a slaver by a British captain “very
well known to Oroonoko, with whom he had traffick’d for slaves.”49 Seemingly returning Oroonoko’s hospitality, the captain offers to let the group visit his ship. He has them
seized and put in chains, and departs for South America. Outraged at this humiliation,
Oroonoko leads the group in a hunger strike. The captain coaxes the prince into eating
again by assuring Oroonoko that “he should be freed as soon as they came to land.”50
Oroonoko himself convinces his devoted followers not to attempt a revolt and resume
eating. Honor is everything to the prince; it means much less to the captain, who sells
them all into slavery immediately on landing in Surinam.
Compare Oroonoko’s experience to Blake’s first encounter with a slave ship: the
seventeen-year-old Carolus Henrico Blacus—not yet known as Blake—, son of a wealthy
colored Cuban tobacco planter, decides to apprentice on a Spanish man-of-war bound
for Spain, undoubtedly in search of adventure and experience. The ship turns out to be
a slaver on its way to Africa, where it will embark slaves to be smuggled into Key West,
Florida. Blacus merely “expresse[s] dissatisfaction at being deceived” this way, which
is nevertheless enough to enrage the captain.51 He seizes Blacus and sells him as a slave
to an American trader, but keeps him as an enslaved apprentice on several transatlantic
voyages. Blacus becomes an accomplished pilot, well acquainted with the African coast.
Blacus’s “dissatisfaction” seems directed not so much against the slave trade as against
the lie he fell for, the illegal action in which he was forced to participate. Like Oroonoko,
Blacus is at first mostly sorry for himself. The two have much in common: both are young
men of high social station brought to turmoil by their heightened sense of honor. Both
are treacherously sold into slavery, and for a time bound by love to accept their new
condition. Love is also what leads both of them to revolt: Oroonoko organizes the uprising after he comes to the realization that, as slaves, his wife and unborn child are under
constant threat from their masters. Blake accepts bondage only so long as he is with his
wife and son; when Maggie is sold, there is nothing to stop him from rebelling. They
seemingly lead mass movements because of personal outrage and for personal revenge.
Yet, profound differences are revealed in the way they go about leading mass revolt.
Oroonoko dies of overestimating the moral conscience of everyone around him,
and of believing that the heroic code of honor he lives by has the same sway in the new
world as in the old. He kills Imoinda to save his own honor, thinking that he can still be an
African prince in the Americas. Indeed, he appears to be such: the “Coramantien” slaves
“[pay] him even divine homage” and prostrate themselves in his presence, just as they
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also recognize in him “that Prince who had, at several times, sold most of ‘em to these
parts.”52 Oroonoko, who when his followers abandon him in battle declares them to be
“by nature slaves,” is the one who enslaved them in the first place.53His princely status
proves empty once stripped of the community that gives it meaning. In Cuba, Blacus
is a prince of sorts, but as a product of the Atlantic slave trade, he cannot be as naïve as
Oroonoko: the surprise of the man-of-war stratagem passed, Blacus knows that he will
have to forfeit his social status to survive. His name change is thus eminently significant,
and a mark of agency: Oroonoko was renamed Caesar by one of the Englishmen of the
colony; Blacus Anglicizes his own name on entering servitude in the United States. The
planter’s son found himself a mere black man when the ship captain decided to sell him.
Henry Blake is Blacus after his education in the slave trade. He has learned that, in Atlantic slavery, racial classification can always trump social class. More pragmatically, he
has also learned to pilot a ship, a skill that proves important when he works on a slaver
again later in the novel. In the process, Blake comes to understand the power of collective
definition. Paradoxically, the Manichean label forced onto people of African descent—all
potential slaves because of the color of their skin—can also be the foundation of their
agency. Extraordinary though he may be, Blake cannot change history on his own. He
therefore sets out against the peculiar institution armed with his own plot, but also the
conviction that success will demand organized, collective action.
Sentiment is not absent from Blake: Blake’s devotion to his wife is one of the most
poignant aspects of a novel that generally eschews melodramatic effect. Family drives
Blake’s plot for much of its first part, but it is eventually sublimated as the rationale for
revolt. So much is made clear in an exchange between Blake and Maggie:
As God lives, I will avenge your wrongs; and not until they let us alone—cease to steal
away our people from their native country and oppress us in their own—will I let them
alone. They shall only live—while I live—under the most alarming apprehensions. Our
whole race among them must be brought to this determination, and then, and not til then,
will they fear and respect us.54

Tellingly, Blake begins his sentence with the personal (“I will avenge your wrongs”) only
to slip into the collective (if the first “us” may be referring to Blake and Maggie, it soon
turns to “our people”): the pain inflicted upon Maggie by her former masters originally
pushed Blake to act, but Maggie’s freedom does not end the struggle. In fact, it lets Blake
ponder the terms of his “political arithmetic”: “Whatever liberty is worth to the whites,
it is worth to the blacks; therefore, whatever it cost the whites to obtain it, the blacks
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would be willing and ready to pay, if they desire it.”55 In some cases, as for Maggie, the
cost may actually be paid in money. But white Americans gained their collective freedom
through revolution, and so will black Americans. It bears noting that because much of
this information is delivered at different moments in the novel in flashbacks, Blake’s
awareness and pragmatism become clear only late in the novel. While the episodic nature
of Blake’s original publication may account for the manner in which some of the novel’s
most puzzling twists are revealed, this structure also dramatizes Blake’s journey from
personal emotion to collective politics. One of these twists in particular reveals the utter
pragmatism of Blake’s plans during his second trip on a slave ship—one that he very purposefully chooses to undertake as part of the Grand Council’s strategy for general revolt.
Blake joins the crew of a slaver sailing out of Cuba. He has a plan: on the African
coast, he will negotiate with African leaders to “obtain as many [men] as I wish, who will
make a powerful force in carrying out my scheme on the vessel,” which is to take control
of it at sea, with the help of other black crewmembers.56 Things do not go so well: on the
eastward crossing, the white captains quickly become suspicious of Blake’s intentions. In
Africa, Blake disappears during the several days while the ship is filled with its human
cargo. What he does during this time—beyond spying on the local slave factor—is not
mentioned. On the way back to America, the slaver is chased by a British ship intent on
stopping slave smugglers, and the captains order black crew members to throw overboard
six hundred of the eighteen hundred captives, as Blake “look[s] on without an evidence of
emotion.”57 A tempest follows during which the slaves, led by “fine specimen of a man”
and native chief Mendi, manage to procure weapons and seem ready to take over the
ship. The two American captains catch glimpses of Mendi and his fellow slaves up in
arms in the hold, and discuss the best way to contain the seemingly unavoidable mutiny,
as thunder and lightning shake the vessel. The scene ends abruptly as the weather clears,
and the ship arrives in Cuba. “Blake during the entire troubles was strangely passive
to occurring events below,” seemingly—though rather unaccountably—because of the
suspicion under which he was throughout the journey.58 The billhooks and sugar knives
apparently vanish from the hands of the slaves, and we only learn that “the most restless
spirits among the captives were disposed of as soon as possible.”59
This particular moment is crucial to define the originality of Blake within the black
avenger tradition. It is one of several narrative red herrings in the novel, given so as to
fool readers’ expectations. The promised mutiny never takes place: Blake’s plan is more
complex. Early in the novel, Blake complains to his wife’s parents about the passivity
Christianity teaches them in the face of injustice. Appalled at Blake’s anger, Daddy Joe
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suggests he follow the teachings of the Bible and “ ‘stan’ still an’ see de salbation.’” “I’ll
stand still no longer,” replies Blake.60 He recognized Moses’ injunction to the Hebrews
terrified by the coming of Pharaoh’s troops: “Fear ye not, stand still, and see the salvation of the Lord, which he will shew to you to day: for the Egyptians whom ye have seen
to day, ye shall see them again no more.”61 Words of Christian passivity in Daddy Joe’s
mouth, they are later returned to something akin to their original meaning by Blake.
They become code for revolutionary strategy, an order to the organized slaves around
the hemisphere to wait for the signal to begin a continent-wide uprising.62 The middle
passage shows Blake practicing the patience he has been preaching, as he systematically
sheds the legacy of Oroonoko.
The freemasonry of the race63
The aborted mutiny serves the revolution well. Success would likely have yielded little,64
but also made Blake and the Grand Council targets for the Cuban government. The
Africans embarked on the Vulture would be more useful on land than at sea, which is
why the pretense of mutiny proves more efficient than an actual uprising: back on shore,
Blake spreads the news that the slaves were rebellious, thus bringing down their price
and making it possible for the Grand Council to buy them all. The slavers are convinced
of the seriousness of the slaves’ intention, but not so much as to jeopardize their sale.
Throughout the Americas, rebellious slaves were routinely sold in the next slave market,
the logic of profit trumping that of safety. This tendency contributed to black identities
specific to the New World: known by Europeans as Coromantins after the African slave
factory where they were gathered, Gold Coast Africans were members of a variety of
sometimes rival ethnic groups. Walter C. Rucker argues that they nevertheless had in
common the Akan language and certain cultural practices; “this common ‘Akan’ identity
was not present in the Gold Coast and was unique to the Americas... This was the first
step of many in creating a collective ‘African’ and later ‘African American’ identity.”65
In his study of major slave revolts in early American history, Rucker finds evidence of
elements of African military strategy and techniques. In Blake, the would-be mutineers
become the shock troops of an organized revolution. Blake was not entirely passive after
all, on shore or on the ship: he somehow made contact with Mendi and Abyssa, military
and spiritual leaders for the new slaves, who later on appear as members of the Grand
Council.
The cost of this strategy is horrendous: the black crewmembers obey the order to throw six hundred people overboard only to ultimately let the twelve hundred
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remaining make it to Cuba to become soldiers for the black revolution. This “political
arithmetic” is dreadfully pragmatic; it also signals a fundamental departure from the
classic black avenger tale, in which the righteous leader finds, when action is needed,
that his followers have abandoned him. Blake’s men among the slaver’s crew perform
their terrible task, frightened, but steadfast in following Blake’s lead. If Blake’s behavior
on the ship is at first puzzling, later developments explain his cold calculation. Buying
slaves is the principal articulation of the commercial logic of slave society; in departing
from emotional response and playing the market, Blake shows his understanding and
mastery of the slave system’s rules. More importantly, he makes those rules work for black
revolution. According to Houston Baker Jr., “classic works of Afro-American expressive
culture will reveal a negotiation of the economics of slavery leading to black expressive
wholeness.”66 Blake rigs the market: he agrees with African chiefs to stack the group of
slaves destined for the Vulture with warriors. Furthermore, with his scheme to drop the
price of the African slaves, Blake turns the logic of the economics of slavery against itself,
revealing the resolutely African American character of Blake.
On the ship, Blake found in Mendi and Abyssa the kind of cadre necessary for
efficient military action:
Mendi was expected to be a powerful accession to their forces, as, being a native chief, he
would meet with many of his race whose language he understood, and was thereby better suited to them than many others among them. The mere slave, as such, was deficient
in discipline, except that which unfitted him for self-reliance. That was the curse which
blighted his moral prospects… .67

It bears noting that Mendi himself is a black avenger figu e, as reminiscent of Oroonoko
as Blake. Blake’s presence reshapes Mendi’s middle passage into a revolutionary asset:
Blake takes the Oroonoko out of Mendi and helps make him a member of a collective
body aiming at collective liberation, performing within the novel the revision Delany
means for the novel to perform. Blake fundamentally revises the black avenger trope by
reorienting its emphasis on individuality towards dedication to the collective.
Haiti, Black America, and Blake
During a meeting of the Grand Council in Cuba, Madame Montego, wife of the colored
Colonel Montego, asks a candid question: “‘What aid may we expect from Hayti—she
is independent?” Placido didactically replies: “‘Hayti is a noble self-emancipated nation,
but not able to aid us, excepting to give such of us shelter, as might find it necessary or
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convenient to go there’.”68 When the Weekly Anglo-African published Blake—between
1861 and 1862—even Haiti’s status as a black haven was questioned within the African
American community. In July of 1861, Spain—having momentarily reconquered Santo
Domingo—sent a flotilla to the harbor of Port-au-Prince to force the government of Haiti
to pay tribute for allegedly abetting Dominican independence.69 Thirty years after accepting France’s blackmail, Haiti still had no recourse against gunboat diplomacy.
Delany converted to African emigration following his Niger Expedition, which
certainly influenced his opposition to Haitian emigration, a constant topic of debate in
African American newspapers of the time. In 1860, a year after overthrowing the emperor
Faustin Soulouque, Haitian president Fabre Geffrard launched a new campaign calling
on U.S. blacks to rejoin “the common country of the black race.”70 This followed several
earlier efforts to encourage U.S. blacks to emigrate to Haiti. They had all ended in disaster.71
Wary of Geffrard’s scheme, Delany also resented the juggernaut methods employed by
Scottish American radical James Redpath, the man in charge of the campaign. Activists
committed to notions of black agency and self-sufficiency were particularly dismayed
by Redpath’s whiteness, and Delany voiced reservations in strong terms:
Neither do I regard or believe Mr. Redpath, the Haytian Government Agent, nor any
other white man, competent to judge and decide upon the destiny of the colored people
or the fitness of any place for the bettering of their condition, any more than I should be
a Frenchman to direct the destiny of Englishmen.72

In paralleling skin color and national identity, Delany asserts his own nationalist program,
but also questions the commitment of Haitian authorities to self-definition as the “common country of the black race.” With Geffrard, the colored elite was back in power in
Haiti, and the choice of Redpath as agent was very much a reminder of Haiti’s inability
to truly overcome color prejudice.
Henry Blake’s personal history is evocative of Haitian history, if only for the typically Caribbean socio-racial structure from which it stems. He is a wealthy free colored
by birth, and he expresses throughout the novel the elitist vision of the black race typical
of his caste: he is wary of slaves, whose lack of education and spine may jeopardize his
project, lest they be duly initiated. The “secret” in which Blake educates black people
throughout the states can be read as a reference both to the education denied the enslaved
and accessible to freemen and to the secret Masonic rites to which Delany was privy as
a Prince Hall Mason.73 Both education and Free Masonry are intertwined and related in
providing a black hermeneutics: the educated black man enters a masonry of readers
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and interpreters of history. Blake’s co-conspirators are initiated into reading between the
lines of official American history, as well as beyond American versions of Haitian—and
international black—history. As we have seen with Blake’s apprenticeship in the middle
passage, education in blackness cannot be strictly academic; it is rooted in lived experience. Meeting the Maroon community of the Dismal Swamp, Blake finds out that there
are vernacular, non-academic ways by which one can be educated in blackness in the
United States. The community is led by the Seven Heads, a group of venerable High
Conjurors among whom Gamby Gholar, a former companion of Nat Turner, who has
been hiding in the swamp since the rebellion, close to thirty years earlier. The Swamp
maroons seem to be old, superstitious and unreliable storytellers. They try one of their
tricks on Blake, attempting to scare him with a “large sluggish, lazily moving serpent”
which Blake instantly identifies as “so entirely tame and petted that it wagged its tail.”74
Among other such apparently comical behavior, they claim outlandish connections to the
Revolutionary War, or rather “de Molution wah.”75 Prodded by Blake, they even assert
that General Gabriel, the leader of the 1800 slave rebellion, also took part in it. For all his
contempt for “conjuration and such foolishness and stupidity,” Blake nevertheless plays
along. He eventually gets the Conjurors’ blessing and is anointed priest among them.76
On the one hand, this scene seems to be poking fun at African American attachment to
the American Revolution. Yet as Andy Doolen notes, in their revisionist references to the
Revolutionary War, the High Conjurors also suggest an alternative historiography that
reinscribes the largely obfuscated black participation in the Revolution and substitutes a
line of black heroes for the fathers of American independence. This historiography emphasizes the fact that blacks are still working at completing the quest for freedom which
the Founding Fathers did not bother to finish: “In prayer, prophesy, and song, another
version of the Revolutionary War is being narrated, this one not linked to the Founding
Fathers or their documents.”77
Blake is amused by the theatrics of the High Conjurors. He dismisses their magic,
which bears much resemblance to voodoo, as mere means to be feared by the slave
population, but nevertheless seeks their approval because it “makes the more ignorant
slaves have greater confiden e in, and more respect for, their headmen and leaders.”78
Blake also recognizes the High Conjurors’ power among self-aware black people. The
chapter describing his encounter with them also discusses the Brown Society, “an organized association of mulattos, created by the influence of the whites, for the purpose of
preventing pure-blooded Negroes from entering the social circle, or holding intercourse
with them.”79 Blake’s encounter with one of those mulattoes almost results in his arrest.
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The Conjurors may be easy to ridicule, but their commitment to black revolution is
undeniable. The contrast reveals the true character of the education provided to those
initiated into the secret. Formal education is not sufficient; it needs to be rooted in black,
political commitment.
Blake’s plan is to federate around blackness as a political choice. As a result, Blake’s
plot is international not merely in location: it borrows details and even characters from
the most renowned, most revered black uprisings of the hemisphere; it builds around
the varied experiences of blacks around the Atlantic world. It is connected to African
military techniques through Mendi and to European ones through the Cuban officers, to
U.S. slave revolts by the blessing of the High Conjurors and to the Escalera conspiracy
through Placido. The structure of the conspiracy evokes Masonic organization, but also
Cuba’s cabildos de nación. These “voluntary grouping[s] by common ethnic identity of
the numerous African ‘nations’ forcibly imported to Cuba,” where free and enslaved
blacks mingled, played an important role in the Aponte rebellion, and are also indirectly
described in the “grand national fete” in the closing pages of the novel.80 Blake conflates
time periods, organizational details and political goals to distill the perfect black revolution. Political blackness had been Dessalines’ project, and still constituted the kernel
of awe powering the Haitian legend. But that legend stood in the way, and in refusing
to spread black revolution outside its borders, Haiti effectively wasted its potential. To
reconnect with Dessalines’ project, a new narrative was needed, one capable of reviving
the righteous terror the Haitian revolution instilled in slaveholders around the Atlantic
world without suffering from subsequent Haitian history and historiography.
The members of the Grand Council are the new black heroes necessary to this
new black narrative, their group forming a synecdoche for a black race understood as a
political choice rather than mere biological accident. This collection of leaders provides
a fictional alternative to the reductive individualism of the black avenger figu e that
nevertheless retains its call for extraordinary action. The Grand Council provides a myth
adequate for Delany’s fictional, all-encompassing black nation, the “African race” that
“includes the mixed as well as the pure bloods.”81 All social and ethnic groups that form
this unified black race are represented in the group, from “noted gentlemen” of Cuba,
people of “the fairest complexion among the quadroons, who were classed as white,” but
also “fine looking mulatto officers” and wealthy blacks, planters or merchants, soldiers,
artists, artisans and people “of humble pretensions,” to slaves just arrived from Africa
like Mendi. Together they form a heroic representative body for a nation in the making,
a black American nation that avoids the inner strife faced by Haiti by choosing blackness
before gaining independence.
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Conclusion
Although Blake as we know it ends before the announced general uprising, it nevertheless
manages to evoke a sense of communal black agency. By depicting black revolution as
a painstakingly rational and organized collective movement, Blake offers an alternative
to the slaveholding Americas’ horror narrative of black revolution and to its bogeyman,
the black avenger, who embodied slaveholders’ nightmares and abolitionist dreams in
the solitary shape of Toussaint Louverture. Simplified stories of the Revolution share
easily recognized structures, narrative or plot devices. The black avenger trope is such a
simplifying, yet powerful narrative trope. Blake denounces how this trope can be made
to work for white supremacy, and for that reason makes it central to its own argument.
The result is an enlightened black avenger narrative, aware of its narrative lineage, and
proactive in its attempt to appropriate the trope. Delany makes the format implode: an
incontestable hero in the first part of the novel, Blake relinquishes some of his centrality
to the novel’s plot just as he begins sharing revolutionary duties with the members of
the Grand Council.
No copies of the issues of the Weekly Anglo-African containing Blake’s purported
final chapters have been found, leaving the outcome of the planned uprising forever elusive. This Blake nevertheless offers a political vision that is also the revision of a popular
scenario. Its “African race” is a black Pan-Atlantic project: it designates Cuba, the heart
of the Americas, as the future homeland of the coming nation. The African Americans
described in Blake are connected to the Haitians, but they will form a distinct nation, a
“better” one no doubt, if only because it purports to learn from Haiti’s problems, starting with projecting a carefully constructed literary image of itself. Of the many ways in
which Western powers worked to silence the Haitian Revolution, the black avenger trope
is perhaps the most widely circulated, and the most subtly undermining. Though always
located at the heart of collective movements, black avenger narratives are intrinsically
tales of individual greatness, and as such work against the wide movements they portray,
often sympathetically. Delany’s Blake must be read within and against that literary tradition, as a commentary on the ways in which it contributed to impose a deforming lens
over historical occurrences of black revolution. At a time of profound hopelessness for
U.S. blacks, Delany’s Blake and its coalition of black avengers attempted to offer a new
narrative of black revolt, one that reinscribed the sense of black political agency once
imparted by the Haitian Revolution by writing it over, and writing over it.
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But it does shape our understanding of Zola’s late work in particular, which
continues to demand more analysis. Moreover, Febles’s introduction hints
at a wider set of implications: the link between anarchism and art in Third
Republic France. More work has been done on anarchy in the symbolist
and modernist aesthetic, while ignoring its connection to realist and naturalist works that express the everyday of Third Republic France. Scholarship has tended to emphasize the tension between the spatio-temporal and
narratological orderliness of the naturalist project, and not without reason,
but it has left little room for the troubling unpredictability of the anarchist
or other revolutionary politics. One of the book’s goals is to make headway for an “integrated theory of anarchy and literature” (20) that discards
the assumption that entropy reveals realism and anarchism to be mutually
incompatible (27). For Zola’s novels at least, Febles provides a useful corrective to that assumption (in Uri Eizensweig’s Fictions de l’anarchisme, for
example) by inviting us to rethink the relation between realism and anarchism, on both historical and aesthetic grounds.
As a final note, Febles’s work is solidly grounded in an understanding of
by now well established thinking on the role of anarchism in this period and
beyond. This includes sources such as Jean Maitron’s exhaustive history of
Le mouvement anarchiste en France, but also others dealing with aesthetic
form and its relation to anarchy and anarchism, such as Richard Sonn’s studies of anarchism in fin de siècle France, David Weir’s study of anarchism in
aesthetic modernism in Anarchy and Culture, and Alexander Varias’s examination of Paris and the Anarchists. Published in 2010, it is something of a
shame that Explosive Narratives was unable to engage with John Merriman’s
work The Dynamite Club (2009), in which we learn of Emile Henry’s reading of Zola—might there have been a feedback loop at play here? At the very
least the proximate appearance of these two works, one with a literary focus
and the other historical, tells us that the discussion will proceed.
Daryl Lee, Brigham Young University

Pim Higginson. The Noir Atlantic: Chester Himes and the Birth of the
Francophone African Crime Novel. Liverpool: Liverpool University Press,
2011. 216 pp.
France was the setting for Chester Himes’ well-known shift from protest fiction inspired by his literary model Richard Wright to the frantic detective
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fiction that characterized the second half of his career. Marcel Duhamel,
the founder of the Série Noire, himself suggested that Himes write noir for
his book series, giving him pointers on how to approach the genre. Himes
would write nine novels for the French market, where he soon gained the
name recognition that had always escaped him in the United States. The
French took Himes’ increasingly outrageous Harlem noir very seriously. So
have many critics since, finding in it traces of the political commitment typical of his earlier protest fiction. Yet to Himes, the Série Noire novels were
the expression of his finally getting “the handle to the joke” of living black in
the Western world and learning to find it funny. Himes’ answer to the many
pressures and oppressions brought to bear on his writing was to devote
himself to what Pim Higginson dubs “the frivolous literary,” a writing that
emphasizes undervalued notions such as “pleasure, entertainment, humor
and profit” rather than the ethnographic, politically-driven fiction expected
of black authors in the protest mold (4).
This way of navigating the demands of artistic existence as a black author
between New York and Paris—two beacons not simply of black culture, but
also of its inscription in, and appropriation, by white Western culture—are
what made Himes, Higginson argues in the Introduction to his Noir Atlantic,
the point of reference for noir made in Francophone Africa. With Himes as
a compass rose, Higginson goes on to provide a loose map of African Francophone noir, dedicating his first chapter to the Senegalese author Abasse
Nidone’s La Vie en Spirale (1984), the first African noir novel (eventually published in the Série Noire in 1998). Ndione’s novel which follows marijuana sellers and consumers in Senegal, remains the most popular African noir novel
to date. It embodies a crucial shift in African literature; rather than follow the
“utopian idealism motivating most earlier works” of African fiction, La Vie en
spirale “demands the right to the frivolous, to the defiantly unproductive” (61).
Chapter 2 explores Simon Njami’s Cercueil et Cie, a tongue-in-cheek, metafictional exploration of Himes’ relevance to Francophone African culture and
its compulsory relationship with the Parisian cultural milieu. In this novel,
Njami revives Himes’ playful borrowings and emphasizes their relevance to
contemporary African contexts. Chapter 3 studies the evolution of Congolese author Achille Ngoye’s concerns with language in three novels published
in the Série Noire. While his first novel uses the artificial argot typical of
the Série Noire, Ngoye eventually breaks out of this linguistic mold, moving
beyond the Série’s traditional erasure of race-inflected discourse in order to
present a broader chorus of Francophone voices. In his fourth chapter, Higginson discusses the Congolese author Bolya Baenga, whose La Polyandre
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takes readers’ expectations to task. The novel’s investigation into the titillating world of African polyandry comes in the guise of ethnographic writing,
only to deconstruct its mechanisms and underline the active role played by
informants in a form of discourse that appears to exclude them. Chapter 5
further considers African noir’s engagement with ethnographic expectations,
but also with the misogyny endemic in noir fiction, through Aïda Diallo’s
Kouty, mémoire de sang, a revenge story steeped in Malian ethnic strife. Diallo
complicates the genre by asserting the possibility of female agency within the
bounds of noir. Finally, Chapter 6 focuses on the widely recognized Cameroonian author Mongo Beti to discuss his eminently Himesian shift from the
“ideological earnestness” of the political fiction of his beginnings in the mid1950s to the noir novels he published near the end of his career in the 2000s.
Higginson argues that Beti’s shift to noir is a symptom of his disillusion with
post-colonial Cameroonian society and the “ideological earnestness” that
corresponded to it in his own writing (183). As Higginson asserts, Beti’s turn
to noir is a symptom of his understanding that “in the final analysis, profit
trumps politics” (191).
The connection between Himes and the diverse set of authors studied
here is not always as direct as in Njami’s novel, whose protagonists are none
other than Chester Himes’ own Harlem detectives Coffin Ed Johnson and
Grave Digger Jones—or rather, impersonators living in France on the fictional characters’ fame. Indeed, Higginson himself notes in the case of Aïda
Diallo that such connection is “at best circumspect, if not downright suspicious” (143). Yet the strength of Higginson’s study resides precisely in his
ability to show the deep affinities between the stakes of Himes’ noir writing
and those explored by authors in the rising Francophone African noir genre.
Steeped in the political discussions and disappointments of post-colonial
African countries, the African authors studied by Higginson all find themselves stuck in conundrums not unlike those once faced by Himes. They
have to navigate the political and cultural demands of writing in a postcolonial state in the language of the former colonial power, while having to
take into account the expectations of the French readership. As Higginson
demonstrates compellingly, in such circumstances noir is a trump card that
simultaneously lets authors play within rigid rules dictated by French taste
and against them. Subversion, Higginson convincingly argues, is delivered
in the mode of the frivolous literary, a dedication to the game of genre writing rather than its potential—and often elusive—political outcomes.
Grégory Pierrot, University of Connecticut at Stamford
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pr e f a ce . . . a nd in 2014
Philippe Carles and Jean-Louis Comolli
Philippe Carles: It has been about forty-three years since Free Jazz/Black
Power was first published, and as the English translation is in the works, we
learn of the death of LeRoi Jones/Amiri Baraka. Had we not read the writings
of this African American poet, musicologist and activist—among which the
unavoidable Blues People—I wonder if our book would have been much less
lively, or if it could have been at all.
Jean-Louis Comolli: Our work was profoundly inspired by LeRoi Jones’s
book. But we used it in a particular way: we set out to connect the history of
jazz to that of the liberation and struggle of black people in the United States.
We still believe that music, whatever genre it may be, refers more or less directly to the real lives of those who make and listen to it, and even more to the
themes that animate its times. The conjunction of Black Power and free jazz is
one of those encounters one might call logical, the same way Rimbaud spoke
of “logical revolts.”1 Behind the four words that make up this title—Free Jazz/
Black Power—are four histories that, back in the 1930s or 1950s, did not seem
like they could converge or interact. As sometimes happens in the history of
humanity, those elements then crystallized. By contrast, I would say that the
current buﬀering of black demands, the destruction of all desire for revolution through violence and fear in the United States and elsewhere, make the
English translation of this book absolutely necessary. It is undoubtedly a testimony of times past, but its aura and sound waves still manifest themselves
in our present.
PC: Many of the ideas and/or theses that make up Free Jazz/Black Power have
since its first publication been more or less absorbed (and often ill-digested,
if not corrupted) to the point of being considered commonplaces bereft of all
dilemmas and edges. Initial attacks and reactions from moldy figs and/or those
who believe that “music is a beautiful mute”2 have been replaced by finer, more
learned, and at times intricately perverse critiques.
Thus questions and criticism have often focused on the fact that a discourse
considered so “radical” and “provocative” in 1971 would be held by two Frenchmen born in Algeria in 1941. Early accusations and suspicions of crypto-Marxism—or even zhdanovism3—were in time followed by varied allegations of
racism on our part. Beyond the simplistic criticism asking how and in whose
name could these French-speaking whites dare analyze, gauge, and explore
vii
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the history and present of an African American art, more punctilious readers believed they could find a form of “post-colonial” condescension and hierarchizing distinction when we depict connections, exchanges, and influences
between creators from the jazz sphere and the works of composers of classic
or contemporary European music.
If the notion of a jazz “oeuvre,” no matter the style or the time, is in a variety of ways inseparable from that of the “given moment,” so much could be
said of our book. Like the words making up a slogan in a demonstration, the
words in this book’s title announce its context, its time, and its locations.
JLC: Some critiques (alas!) deserve no response. Let us simply underline the
fact that most of the historians of any given culture or artistic movement
belonged neither to that culture nor that movement. Physicists and philosophers have taught us that the critical locus builds itself as foreign to the critiqued thing. In order to explore an inside, one must not be caught in it, even
though undoubtedly, “The observer is part of the observation,” to paraphrase
Einstein. So much is true, yet one takes part through diﬀerence and distinction. Any serious observation supposes proximity and distance, familiarity
and foreignness, flattening and perspective.
French criticism did much to spread appreciation and understanding of
jazz musicians and their oeuvre (as it also did for Hollywood cinema). I, like
you, have been troubled by an accusation I did not expect: that of having “despised” so-called contemporary music. I believe the exact opposite is true. In
our book, we perceived a deep relation between what was then at stake for
“classical” musicians and “free” jazzmen. Like the two banks of the same musical river, both groups were immersed in the same questions about length,
time, about involving the body and sound matter of instruments themselves.
The questions that occur to creators and the answers they find follow similar
preoccupations, determined here by what happens in the field of mass culture,
there by the music industry, etc. In the end, I welcome the kind of critique that
calls for debate.
PC: Over the past four decades the jazz sphere has expanded; music and its
commercial and/or taxonomical labeling have never stopped diversifying,
multiplying, as if after the explosions of free jazz, an infinity of aftereﬀects,
corollary productions, and changes generated a kind of universal polyphony. It
is as if the free jazz phenomenon had pollinated almost clandestinely and in all
directions, including some that seemed impervious to its eﬀects and echoes.
Today, in a time when terms like “free jazz” or “black power” are likely to be
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seen as obsolete museum pieces, it is important to look for and analyze their
avatars and oﬀspring, whether they be natural, adulterine, or adopted.
JLC: Yes, of course. To borrow Bourdieu’s terminology, there has never been
such a thing as unity in artistic fields.4 Power relations have always divided
them, and in turn divided the divisions within them. One could call it vitality, of course, or a multiplication of commercial supply. Yet what is happening
with the persistence of free jazz forms is of a diﬀerent order. Free jazz picks
up on all sorts of desires for liberation and improvisation, not only in jazz but
also in a variety of cultures. It would be a mistake to assign a territory or a
time period to free jazz. Here, there, everywhere, desire for freedom rises. The
more formatted the forms (musical or not) become, the more artists refuse
the mold and open up the field. Free jazz may well only have been the continuation of jazz by means other than those set by previous successive traditions.
Jazz historians and aficionados alike have always asked: “What do we call jazz/
what is this thing we call jazz?” The answer we give in this book is that all of
jazz came from this deep need for freedom. What the African American people,
the descendants of slaves have reminded us of—and continue to—through
their music is this one word: freedom!

free jazz/black power :
an introd uction
Grégory Pierrot
Jazz is commonly regarded as having gone through several cycles. It rose from
its roots in the blues to early development in the ragtime form, commercial
explosion in the 1920s and settled into mainstream popular music prominence
in the late 1920s, early 1930s swing era. Jazz experienced its first radical turn
in the early 1940s with bebop, the genre brought about by the likes of John
Birks “Dizzy” Gillespie and Charles “Bird” Parker. Formally turning away from
the danceable, entertainment format of swing, bebop gave jazz at large an increased level of respectability, brought it a step closer to Western criteria for
art. The innovations of bebop were soon swallowed by the mainstream, but
the cooling of jazz brought its own reaction: in the early 1960s, a number of
young jazz musicians began doing away with formal, melodic, and rhythmical
limits, taking jazz far from the borders within which it had developed. This
new music went unnamed for a while; some called it the “New Thing.” In 1961,
the late African American jazz critic, poet, and theorist LeRoi Jones declared
about these musicians: “There is definitely an avant-garde in jazz today. A burgeoning group of young men who are beginning to utilize not only the most
important ideas in ‘formal’ contemporary music, but more important, young
musicians who have started to utilize the most important ideas contained in
that startling music called bebop.”1 The iconic 1960 LP Free Jazz: A Collective
Improvisation, by one of the new music’s figureheads, multi-instrumentalist
Ornette Coleman, eventually provided the new music with its most lasting,
and arguably most descriptive label. The music was weird, grating, iconoclastic, and provoked reactions as extreme as its departure from jazz listeners’
expectations. The free jazz wave from the United States took no time to reach
foreign shores, and soon the new sound was grating the nerves and challenging the beliefs of people the world around. The book you are now holding is a
testimony to the impact free jazz had on post-1968 French culture.
As its title makes fairly clear, Free Jazz/Black Power is a treatise on the
confluence of avant-garde jazz and radical African American politics. Fortysome years after it was first published, it still stands as a testimony to the long
ignored encounter of avant-garde African American music and politics with
French left-wing theory and criticism. The authors Philippe Carles and JeanLouis Comolli set out to undertake a novel task about a novel music: to show
that the strong and mostly negative reactions to free jazz by classic jazz critics
on both sides of the Atlantic could be better understood by analyzing the sox
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cial, cultural, and political origins of jazz itself. In the authors’ words, the book
was meant “to study the ideological discourse of jazz criticism in its cultural,
economic, and aesthetic implications and its consequences on the evolution
and understanding of black music.” In surprisingly self-aware fashion, Carles
and Comolli analyzed the circumstances of the production of jazz criticism as
discourse, producing a work of cultural studies in a time and place where such
was virtually unknown.
The Authors

Philippe Carles has been a central figure of French jazz criticism since the
mid-1960s. He was an editor and writer for Jazz Magazine for six years before becoming its editor in chief in 1971. He currently produces and hosts jazz
programs on the French radio station France Musique. In these positions
Carles has interviewed innumerable jazz artists, among them George Russell, Charles Mingus, Sun Ra, Sy Oliver, Jimmy Giuﬀre, Cecil Taylor, Anthony
Braxton, Ornette Coleman, and Billy Strayhorn. He wrote texts for The Eye of
Jazz: The Photographs of Herman Leonard (Viking Adult, 1990), for Jazz Meetings (Editions du Layeur, 2003), for Christian Rose’s collection of photographs
Instants de jazz (Filipacchi, 2006), and Giuseppe Pino’s Jazz My Love (Vade
Retro, 2003). He has co-edited Le Dictionnaire du jazz, and written liner notes
for albums by Archie Shepp (Yasmina, a Black Woman, Get Back Italy, 1969),
Anthony Braxton (Saxophone Improvisations Series F, Inner City, 1972), Sun Ra
(Cosmos, 1976), Paul Bley (Homage to Carla, Owl Records, 2001; Ramblin’, Sunspots, 2002), and the Verve Records “Jazz ’round Midnight” series. In 1989,
one of his dreams—the re-formation of the trio of Jimmy Giuﬀre, Paul Bley,
and Steve Swallow—came true after he suggested it to Jean-Jacques Pussiau,
owner of Owl Records, who was then searching for new projects.
Jean-Louis Comolli wrote for the prestigious French magazine Les Cahiers
du Cinéma between 1966 and 1978. He was the magazine’s chief editor between
1962 and 1971. He also wrote for Jazz Magazine, and with André Clergeat and
Philippe Carles, he co-edited Le Dictionnaire du jazz (1988; Robert Laﬀont: Paris,
1994). He has acted in the films of his Nouvelle Vague fellows, such as Jean-Luc
Godard (Alphaville, The Riflemen) and Eric Rohmer (La Carrière de Suzanne). He
has directed some forty films, most of them documentaries, from his first Les
deux Marseillaises in 1968 to his latest, Le peintre, le poète et l’historien in 2005.
He currently teaches at the University of Paris VIII, La Fémis (French National
School of Sound and Image Professions), and the University of Barcelona. He
has written several books on film, including Voir et pouvoir (Verdier, 2004), for
which he won the Film Critica Prize in 2005.
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The Context

Free Jazz/Black Power has a solid, if ambivalent, reputation among jazz musicians and scholars in the United States. It has been mentioned or quoted
in several classics of jazz and music studies (Ekkehard Jost’s Free Jazz [Da
Capo, 1994], Jacques Attali’s Noise: The Political Economy of Music [University
of Minnesota Press, 1985], among others), but has until now remained accessible only to readers of French. Free Jazz/Black Power, first published in 1971,
is comparable in intent and in its theoretical foundation to Frank Kofsky’s
Black Nationalism and the Revolution in Music (1970), which may well explain
its relative anonymity in the United States. Yet it is unique in its exhaustive
scope and thorough research, and obviously in the fact that it was written by
French authors.
Written a few years after French society and culture were shaken to the
core by the student uprisings of 1968, Free Jazz/Black Power undeniably bears
the marks of that tumultuous period. Carles and Comolli’s writing clearly positions itself in a Marxist perspective; but it was and remains unique in French
theory for what it owes to African American cultural and political thought.
In the introduction, the authors recognize and celebrate the influence of LeRoi Jones/Amiri Baraka’s seminal Blues People, but they also cite E. F. Frazier,
W. E. B. Du Bois, and Sterling Brown, references all the more important given
that, in the late 1960s, these authors were still ignored by many in their own
country. Carles and Comolli’s goal in writing was to defend free jazz, a musical
label vilified by classic jazz critics on both sides of the Atlantic and even by
some musicians.
Carles and Comolli cite African American authors in no small part as a political gesture. If one is to expose the ties that bind free jazz to African American culture, history, and the political struggle that was still raging in the early-1970s United States, one should show awareness of the African American
archive. This gesture alone set them apart from the already storied tradition of
French jazz criticism. Though the French had been among the first to take jazz
seriously, their studies had early been tainted by profound racial and cultural
prejudice, Eurocentrism, and condescension. Thus, if early twentieth-century
century critic Hugues Panassié can be recognized as a pioneer of jazz criticism,
notably for his archival work on the origins of jazz, this very endeavor was
inseparable from a disturbing tendency toward racial essentialism on his part.
That Panassié would eventually lead the charge against what he considered to
be the abominable innovations of bebop is a testimony to the toxic outlook
characteristic of early French jazz criticism. In a proto-ethnographic mode,
French adepts purported to proclaim the Truth about music and people they
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barely knew, to oﬀer taxonomies of forms, styles, and musicians whose opinion they rarely sought. Carles and Comolli reflect on the legacy of French jazz
criticism in the light of African American texts and contexts. They propose
that to fully understand free jazz and the reactions it provoked in the United
States and abroad, one must be aware not just of African American history,
but also of African American intellectual traditions.
Art or Propaganda?

With this book, Carles and Comolli choose sides in a longstanding debate tied
to African American culture, one which in 1928 the critic Alain Locke described
as “the one fundamental question for us today—Art or Propaganda?”2 Locke’s
text was a response to W. E. B. Du Bois’s famous phrase in “Criteria of Negro
Art” (1926): “All art is propaganda and ever must be.”3 Writing at the height of
the so-called New Negro Movement, or Harlem Renaissance, Du Bois was reacting against such artists as Countee Cullen, whose dedication to art for art’s
sake he considered anathema. In his rejoinder two years later, Locke vowed,
“Our espousal of art thus becomes no mere idle acceptance of ‘art for art’s
sake,’ or cultivation of the last decadences of the over-civilized, but rather a
deep realization of the fundamental purpose of art and of its function as a
tap root of vigorous, flourishing living.” Locke and Du Bois were concerned
with African Americans’ status as second-class citizens in the United States,
and each thought in his own way that art should be a tool for racial uplift.
Both agreed that it should represent the best African Americans could produce
and demonstrate worth through excellence. At the same time, the young poet
Langston Hughes proclaimed that African American music, as the most direct
emanation of folk forms of expression, spoke from the very essence of the
African American community. While Hughes’ argument was in no small part
class-based—and as such, a reply to the patrician disdain of Du Bois—it also
smacked of racial essentialism, and in this regard did not necessarily challenge
the romantic racism that often fueled white fascination with black music in
the United States and Europe.
It bears noting that for the most part, Du Bois and Locke at best ignored
jazz, when they did not voice outright distaste for it. They discussed high art,
poetry, drama, classical music, and looked at the popular music that was taking the world by storm with a certain measure of disdain. This was not the
position of other African American artists and critics, such as James Weldon
Johnson—who had a career as a songwriter for Tin Pan Alley in the early
1900s—or Langston Hughes, whose poetry celebrated blues, jazz, and the
black working class. Hughes and other younger artists saw in jazz the most
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authentic expression of African American culture. The patrician Du Bois found
the music’s lightness, its dedication to entertainment, and its licentiousness
an embarrassment.
This question—“art or propaganda?”—drove critical outlooks on African
American literature throughout the twentieth century, the pendulum swinging in cycles from one side to the other. When Carles and Comolli wrote their
book, the notion that art should serve the African American people underlay
the activities of the Black Arts Movement and its figurehead, Amiri Baraka. In
his essay “The Myth of a Negro Literature,” Baraka had made the provocative
argument that while African American literature was characterized by utter
mediocrity, “Only in music, and most conspicuously in blues, jazz, and spirituals—‘Negro music’—has there been a significant contribution by Negroes.”4
His Blues People explored African American musical traditions in the light of
social and political history. Baraka’s groundbreaking text had its detractors,
foremost among them the author and musician Ralph Ellison. In his review of
Blues People for the New York Review of Books, Ellison explained his frustration
with Baraka’s sociological outlook:
The blues are not primarily concerned with civil rights or obvious political
protest; they are an art form and thus a transcendence of those conditions
created within the Negro community by the denial of social justice. As such
they are one of the techniques through which Negroes have survived and kept
their courage during that long period when many whites assumed, as some
still assume, they were afraid.5

Baraka and Ellison’s disagreement echoed in many ways the earlier discussions
between Du Bois and Locke; it also bore the marks of its time, the civil rights
and Black Power era. Ellison’s pointed criticism notwithstanding, Baraka’s
unabashed cultural nationalism was in no small part a strategic move meant
to force white commentators to question their own social, economic, and political positioning.6 This concern is crucial to Carles and Comolli’s endeavor.
Translated to a white, European critical milieu, it nevertheless retains some of
the problematic aspects that Carles and Comolli criticized in their forebears.
The Reception

The publication of Free Jazz/Black Power was the culmination of an ongoing
debate between old and new guard of French jazz criticism over the import
of politics into the New Thing and its potential impact. In a 1966 radio debate with Jean-Louis Comolli, French jazz critic and composer André Hodeir
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expressed his fear that making free jazz political would prevent cultural exchange, and preclude its becoming “worldwide music.”7 In a rare contemporary
review of the book in an American journal, Isabelle Leymarie, echoing Ellison’s
criticism of Baraka, states that “the main defect of this essay is its overemphasis of social and economic variables at the expense of musicological analysis.”8
More recently, other jazz scholars similarly criticized the French jazz criticism
of the late 1960s for being too focused on social and political perspectives detrimental to the music itself. Stephen Lehman argues that free jazz musicians
in France “met resistance when their music crossed tacit cultural boundaries.”9
He further argues that “in many ways, the French jazz press and its evolution
over the course of the 1970s demonstrate a kind of cultural nationalism” that
saw “certain cultural and musical domains, such as through-notated forms
and intellectualism, as uniquely French or European.”10 Significantly, though
he mentions Carles’s articles, Lehman does not specifically discuss Free Jazz/
Black Power. Doing so would indeed require considering this outlook in the
wider French political and cultural context, but also in light of its international relevance.
Indeed, Carles and Comolli’s analysis, in making an eﬀort to move away
from race and focus instead on class, places itself against a tradition of French
jazz criticism that essentializes race. For Jedediah Sklower, this partakes of a
French tendency to idealize the free jazz musician as an “avatar of the ‘proletarian/African American musician’ essence created by the capitalist system”
to the detriment of more aesthetic analyses of the music.11 Yet, as Eric Drott
notes, the authors “imagine the fusion of African Americans into a single political bloc in Marxian terms: it is not to be achieved through the collective
recognition of ‘blackness,’ but through the collective recognition of exploitation—exploitation that had been enabled and perpetuated by the American
racial hierarchy.”12 Drott makes the crucial argument that French jazz criticism must be read in the light of its socio-historical circumstances, in France
and beyond. Carles and Comolli’s book was not just a treatise on free jazz; it
was also an intervention into wider French debates over worldwide proletarian revolution, post-colonialism, and racism. Drott argues that Free Jazz/Black
Power can be seen as
a sublimated reaction to France’s colonial past. . . . In this context jazz became
a surrogate by means of which the more immediate, local questions raised by
decolonization and immigration could be negotiated. . . . According to this
interpretation, knowledge of American race relations, made possible through
critics’ contact with jazz musicians, aﬀorded French listeners a venue where
they could confront certain social dynamics that were perhaps less pro-
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nounced (but still present) in French society, dynamics that would come to the
fore in the wake of decolonization.13

The French Left saw the African American struggle as one of many revolutionary movements throughout the world. Carles and Comolli strive to depart
from the cultural nationalism of a Baraka by way of a Marxist analysis that
presents the African American struggle as a single branch of the worldwide
class struggle. Such reading is in fact fairly similar to the ways in which Black
Power thinkers such as Stokely Carmichael/Kwame Ture and Huey Newton
integrated the anti-colonial critique of Frantz Fanon into their revolutionary
theory. Born in the French West Indian island of Martinique, Fanon joined the
Algerian National Liberation Front in his fight against French colonial rule.
His 1961 book The Wretched of the Earth became a fundamental reference for
the Black Power movement, and echoes of its reflection resonate in Carles and
Comolli’s take on the correlation between cultural production and politics.
Thus, Fanon writes:
When the native hears a speech about Western culture he pulls out his
knife—or at least he makes sure it is within reach. The violence with which
the supremacy of white values is aﬃrmed and the aggressiveness which has
permeated the victory of these values over the ways of life and of thought of
the native mean that, in revenge, the native laughs in mockery when Western
values are mentioned in front of him. In the colonial context the settler only
ends his work of breaking in the native when the latter admits loudly and
intelligibly the supremacy of the white man’s values. In the period of decolonization, the colonized masses mock at these very values, insult them, and
vomit them up.14

Reading African American free jazz’s innovations through an anticolonial lens
makes it almost necessary to reject its similarities and connections to white
European avant-garde eﬀorts. For this musical revolution to be proletarian
and black, it had to reject bourgeois influences—including European-style
avant-garde—but also to eschew European influence by asserting its rootedness in African tradition. Such a position forced the music into a somewhat
paradoxical position, in which it was expected to be both iconoclastic and traditional at the same time. Yet this paradox was an important topic of discussion at the time, one that Free Jazz/Black Power addresses without pretending
to solve. This political vision of music can certainly be criticized, and the four
decades that now separate us from the time when it was first put in print allow
us to put it in historical perspective. Nevertheless, we cannot overlook the fact
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that it expresses an opinion for its time, a time when radical African American
leaders were routinely targeted for execution by the American government
through the FBI’s Counter Intelligence Program, a time when black revolution
seemed not only probable, but also necessary. In “Black Art,” Amiri Baraka
called for “poems that kill”: that Carles and Comolli would think that free jazz
should “vomit up” Western norms and values should not be so surprising.15
Free Jazz/Black Power was in 1971 and remains a militant book, with the
flaws pertaining to such endeavors. Columbia professor and Association for
the Advancement of Creative Musicians (AACM) member George E. Lewis’s
constant praise for the book also shows that Free Jazz/Black Power found even
then many among free jazz musicians who agreed with its message. In a 2004
article, Lewis oﬀers an explanation for the reservations of American critics in particular about Carles and Comolli’s book: “In contrast to post-1990s
American scholarship, French critiques of the 1970s positioned free jazz as a
postmodernist, rather than a modernist phenomenon.”16 Carles and Comolli’s
book is an educational treatise about the origins and contexts of a movement
relatively unknown and misunderstood in France. Critics’ reservations confirm that Free Jazz/Black Power is a book with an agenda; as such it is indispensable as a reflection of both its time and the unsung cultural and political
connections that then tied a certain America and a certain France and, to a
great extent, still do.
Conclusion

The impact of this book on French readers in particular and European readers
at large is not to be underestimated. While regretting the book’s quasi-sociological angle, Ekkehard Jost nevertheless deemed Carles and Comolli’s endeavor “imperative” and “productive” in the introduction to his seminal 1974 book
Free Jazz. It is safe to say that Jost, like most European jazz aficionados, had
read and learned from Free Jazz/Black Power before writing his own essay on
the topic. As noted by George Lewis, after the book was released, “Commentators across Europe quickly signed on to Carles and Comolli’s Jones-influenced
assertion that the new black music was a direct expression of black power
ideology.”17 As noted in Mike Heﬄey’s Northern Sun, Southern Moon: Europe’s
Reinvention of Jazz, German free jazz luminaries Ulrich Gumpert and Guenter
“Baby” Sommer credit this book with changing their view on their musical
practice: “It made us mine the potential of jazz as a gesture of resistance. It
forced us to politicize, rather than just musicalize, our lives more.”18 In his review of Heﬄey’s book, Lewis declares that “Free Jazz/Black Power articulated
a proto-postcolonial emphasis which stood in sharp contrast with nearly all
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American accounts of the history of black music.”19 In this contrast, one can
measure the distance between (African) American culture and its French interpretations, and catch a glimpse of the complex and rich world that develops
in the interstices of cultural translation.
In the past ten years, scholars in the humanities have begun looking at cultural phenomena from resolutely transnational perspectives. Jazz is regularly
featured in these studies as a major transnational cultural vehicle. Carles and
Comolli’s book is both a tool for research and an archival item. It occupies a
central place in the complex network of cultural and political ties that bound
artists, intellectuals, critics, political activists, and audiences together across
the Atlantic in the period between the mid-1960s and early 1970s. Free Jazz/
Black Power, for what it shows of the French cultural Left’s attachment to
American culture and liberation movements, is crucial to the mapping out of
this period. It is indispensable in the attempt to form a complete view of the
international nature and impact of free jazz. This book not only caught the
spirit of its time; it also shaped it. Its translation into English is long overdue.

t r ansla tor’ s note
Beyond the stylistic issues one expects in translating from French into English, the main problem I encountered in Carles and Comolli’s text had to do
with unrecoverable English-language sources. The authors cite many interviews with American musicians published in French jazz magazines that were
originally conducted in English. I did not have access to the original recordings; neither did Philippe Carles, and I therefore had to retranslate them. All
quotes from Jazz Magazine, Jazz Hot, and Les Cahiers du Jazz are therefore
translated from the French in which they were published.
I worked from the 2000 Folio edition of the book published by Gallimard.
In some cases, the sources indicated in the original text were either erroneous
or absent. I corrected those errors where and when possible and indicated in
footnotes when I could not locate the original text.

t r ansla tor’ s a cknowled g me n t s
This translation was a long time coming. I thank the authors Philippe Carles
and Jean-Louis Comolli for writing this book in the first place; for the intellectual stimulation it has provided from first reading to last; and for their patience and help throughout this long and arduous process. I also thank my
colleagues Paul Youngquist at the University of Colorado, Jonathan Eburne,
Aldon Nielsen, and Kevin Bell at the Pennsylvania State University for their
help and support at diﬀerent stages of this adventure. Tabitha McIntosh was
tremendously helpful in the last stretch; so was Robert Jeﬀerson Norrell, who
kept my writing honest. I am eternally grateful to both.
Finally, I cannot express enough gratitude to Katharine Tune Pierrot, without whom nothing would ever get done; and to Chloë Pierrot, around whom
little ever seems to get done, but who taught me that “Can You Get to That?” is
a question that demands an answer.
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FREE JAZZ /
BLACK POWER
Pointless to seek any longer an explanation for coloured
people suddenly breaking, with an incongruous extravagance,
an absurd stutterer’s silence: we are rotting away with neurasthenia under our roofs, a cemetery and common grave of so
much pathetic rubbish; while the blacks who (in America and
elsewhere) are civilised along with us and who, today, dance
and cry out, are marshy emanations of the decomposition
who are set aflame above this immense cemetery: so, in a
vaguely lunar Negro night, we are witnessing an intoxicating
dementia of dubious and charming will-o’-the-wisps, writhing and yelling like bursts of laughter. This definition will
spare us any discussion.
—Georges Bataille1

Introduction (1971)
The appearance and fast development in the USA of so-called “free jazz” and
its diﬃcult entry in France have provoked a veritable trauma in the small
world of jazz criticism.
From the start, there was something intolerable about this music for many
listeners, and even for music specialists. The music was shocking, to say the
least: it hurt, quite literally. Ten years later, after Ornette Coleman, Cecil Taylor, Sun Ra, Albert Ayler, Archie Shepp, Don Cherry, Pharoah Sanders, the
Chicago Art Ensemble, its shock power remains intact. Free jazz still triggers
violent reactions, rejection, insults, and derision.
Some free jazz musicians show a deliberate partiality for sonic aggression;
but this is not enough to explain the aggressiveness with which they were received. The new music broke away from well-supported, good old jazz traditions and the habits, certainties, and comfort that had come with them. It
suddenly challenged a certain idea of the function and beauty of music, an
idea of aesthetic pleasure and cultural consumption that was governed by the
dominating ideology of capitalist societies and therefore marked with the seal
of Western civilization.
The new music was not only produced and played according to aesthetic
norms and cultural codes diﬀerent from ours; it did not only transgress most
of the rules then held to be specific to jazz—it also purported to testify to the
oppression of black Americans, to express their revolt, and even to play a role
in their revolutionary struggle. In short, it was mixing the unmixable: music
and politics. This, indeed, was intolerable for jazz critics, they who had toiled
to raise jazz to the level of art, but had done nothing to think about art in
terms other than those used by bourgeois aesthetics and consumed by Western culture.
Criteria and definitions weathered by thirty years of jazz and criticism were
suddenly useless. They should have been revised; but, instead, free jazz was received with jeers and whistles yet unable to cover up the silence of jazz critics.
They seemed to have nothing left to say (beyond accusing the very few defenders of free jazz of wishing “the death of jazz”).
The works of black critic (and poet and playwright) LeRoi Jones constituted
the first global approach to the free jazz phenomenon. They study both free
jazz’s complex relations with jazz history and forms (which free jazz rejects,
rewrites, and reactivates) and the way free jazz is determined by the black
American socio-cultural field. In an era of Black Nationalism, LeRoi Jones
3
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focused on the study of Afro-American culture and arts, on propagating them
among black masses, in the lumpenproletariat of the ghettoes (under pressure from intellectual and political militants, the long-ignored Black Studies
entered black-university curricula—but for this very reason, they have been
reserved to students and the future elite of the black bourgeoisie).
Black is beautiful: in order to fight against the integrationist policies that
were discouraging them and perpetuating their exploitation, the black masses
had to regain pride in their skin color and in their race. Referencing the values
of African civilizations, educating on the feats of black history, systematically
promoting proofs of the non-inferiority of African Americans (such as revolts,
sports exploits, religious and political concepts, artistic creation, etc.) are the
weapons of choice in this struggle waged on ideological grounds, in order to
counterbalance the eﬀects of the racist ideology of white American capitalism
(according to which the black race is inferior and can only rise above by imitating whites).
Of all the forms of expression of black Americans, their music, jazz, is
both the most prestigious and the most representative of African American
culture. In his articles, and more specifically in his book Blues People,1 LeRoi
Jones has taken on the task of giving back to black people their own music,
because though created and illustrated by blacks, jazz has long been oﬀered to
the musical influences, commercial interests, cultural pillaging, and aesthetic
values of white America, and Western civilization at large. Some black musicians have denounced this situation of cultural and economic dependence.
Most critics (being, to some extent and among other things, agents of this
dependence), although informed on the subject, do not see the consequences
of this twofold colonization on the very evolution of the musical forms of jazz.
LeRoi Jones was the first to retrace the history of jazz and complete it with a
history of the many pressures it has suﬀered. This has led him to present free
jazz as an attempt at liberation from some of these pressures.
The black point of view on jazz therefore operates a reversal of orders and
values that cannot be ignored. In connection with the works of LeRoi Jones,
informed by them but also by this new phenomenon in the jazz world that
is the politicization and radicalization of free jazz, a few French critics2 have
started reexamining the admitted “truths” of jazz. Free jazz is no longer defined as a musical aberration born of mysterious motivations; an eﬀort is being made to understand the way it interacts, on the one hand, with anterior
forms of jazz, and on the other with the sociopolitical context in which it is
produced.
Our work is part of this necessarily collective enterprise.
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Everything we owe to LeRoi Jones’s theses leads us to depart from them on
one important point. The facts and determinations he pointed out make possible a political reading of the evolution of jazz forms. Yet LeRoi Jones stops
short of this particular reading. He notes the extent to which the songs and
musical forms of the slaves are connected to economic and cultural conditions,
to the racist oppression of slavery. He emphasizes the primordial role of the
blues, a stalwart of permanence in the evolution of jazz. He denounces the
cultural and economic exploitation of jazz by white America. He valorizes the
African sources of black music, and presents free jazz as a rejection of Western influences and constraints and a recognition of African civilizations. But
in the networks that constitute “black music in white America,” he only sees
multiple embodiments of a unique contradiction that opposes whites and
blacks, Africanness (or Afro-Americanness) and Western identity. We think
that the contradiction between white and black values—seen at work in the
colonizations of jazz and in the resistance to these colonizations—is but one
of the moments in the main contradiction: between colonizers and colonized,
exploiters and exploited; between capitalism and its prey. Racist ideology, the
devalorization of a race and a culture for the benefit of another, are but the
eﬀects, the products of capitalist expansionism, and they serve to legitimize
it. Western civilization has only glorified itself as universal and superior so
as to obfuscate and impose its economic imperialism. The cultural diﬀerences
between African and Western civilizations were leveled, in the case of African
Americans, by capitalist exploitation (in its primitive form, slavery, and in its
modern forms) and its ideology. Rejecting this ideology to replace it by Afrocentrist mythology and culture is clearly not enough to suppress its conditions of existence, its base: capitalist exploitation itself. The history of African
Americans is not solely made of cultural resistance and battles, but also of
political struggle, which point to a revolution that is more than just cultural.
The cultural nationalism LeRoi Jones has adhered to (under the name of
Imamu Amiri Baraka, he heads the United Brothers organization in Newark),
and whose other leaders are Ron Karenga and Stokely Carmichael, is strongly
opposed by the black revolutionary militants of the Black Panther Party, who
see it as a demobilizing force, and ultimately as an accomplice of American
capitalism and racism. To Stokely Carmichael’s statement that “what counts in
our struggle is culture,” the Panthers ironically answer that “power flows from
the sleeve of a dashiki.”3 The study of the contradictions and struggles between
two cultures, among black Americans and in their artistic productions, implies
taking into account the ideological instance, and therefore politics and the way
politics is determined by class struggle.
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We have tried to show some of the ways in which jazz and free jazz work
jointly with black struggles, movements, and political programs, with the development of revolutionary consciousness among African Americans. This
work posed a certain number of problems. On a cultural level, our being white
Westerners threatened—precisely—to disqualify us in the appreciation of
black political, cultural, and musical phenomena.
But, on the one hand, recent evolutions in music and in black political movements have gone beyond the mutual exclusion of the two races and cultures:
black free jazz musicians play with white musicians when their collaboration
challenges what jazz was and the Western values grafted onto it, when it is the
common eﬀort of those who, for racial and/or political reasons, refuse those
values. Similarly, black revolutionary militants accept alliances with white revolutionary militants (while they reject the influence of the white liberals who
long “guided” black movements), their common goal being the destruction of
the capitalist system (in America and in the world).
On the other hand, jazz, an Afro-American music, not only has been commercially and culturally exploited by whites (capitalists, musicians, and politicians); its history, its aesthetics, its analysis have been exclusively undertaken
by white critics, in the USA and in Europe. Our work follows the work of LeRoi
Jones, which deconstructs the white history and aesthetics of black music.
We are therefore engaging the dominant ideology of a society and the cultural
system of a civilization in which we are.
Therefore, it is important to say precisely what we aim at when we fire at
Western (American and European) jazz criticism as we often do in this book.
Of course, certain jazz historians and critics in America and Europe have produced relevant knowledge about, and valuable assessments of, black music.
But these critical and historical discourses are sometimes contradictory fragments emanating from a common ideological discourse that says what they
do not say. We are not as interested (not always) in the precise ways in which
jazz criticism can be applied as in the problems criticism exposes, more or less
unknowingly, when it discusses jazz without questioning the very location,
conditions, and contradictions of its own production as critical discourse.
Western criticism is coterminous with cultural axes, values, aesthetic norms,
and ideology that, even with the best of intentions, come to plague its object,
jazz, and weigh on and against it. We have tried to study the cultural, economic,
and aesthetic implications of the ideological discourse of jazz criticism, as well
as its consequences on the evolution and understanding of black music.
It is remarkable that one of the main problems that black American political activists face nowadays is that of the influence of the dominant ideology
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on the black elite and part of the black masses. They have to fight against the
feeling of resignation and the illusion of progress that American capitalist ideology feeds to the masses. It is no less remarkable that free jazz has appeared
as a reaction against the co-optation of black music by this same ideology.

Part 1. Not a Black
Problem, But
a White Problem

1. Jazz Today
We see jazz as one of the most meaningful social, aesthetic contributions to
America. It is that certain people accept it for what it is, that it is a meaningful, profound contribution to America—it is anti-war, it is opposed to the U.S.
involvement in Vietnam, it is for Cuba; it is for the liberation of all people.
That is the nature of jazz. That’s not far-fetched. Why is that so? Because jazz
is a music itself born out of oppression, born out of the enslavement of my
people.
—Archie Shepp, “Point of Contact: Discussion,” Downbeat Music ’66: The 11th
Yearbook (1966), 20.
a) The “Free” Movement

In 1960, saxophonist Ornette Coleman, considered by all critics and by the
great majority of jazz aficionados as an “avant-garde” musician and composer
of diﬃcult, unpleasant, “hermetic” music, recorded with a double quartet—
an exceptional formation—a 36’ 23” piece entitled Free Jazz. This was collective improvisation music, deliberately played outside of the stylistic norms
and structures of both “classic” jazz (1920–40) and what was then considered
“modern” jazz (coming from bop, cool jazz, etc.). The piece was a scandal, at
least musically speaking, and only in the very small world of jazz aficionados,
musicians, and critics. Since Ornette Coleman was already known for scandal in this small world of jazz, this could have been just another one—if the
radically novel character of his music had not immediately taken on meaning
as a manifesto of sorts, and its title become a slogan, for those young black
jazzmen outraged at the recent formal evolutions of their music. This “free
jazz,” being itself a reaction to the dominant tendency of jazz at that time,
could only respond to the expectations, and focus the experimentations, of
musicians who, in isolation and with diﬃculty, were attempting to resist the
freezing of jazz, its gradual weakening into increasingly precious styles (the
Modern Jazz Quartet, Third Stream, cool), its stereotypes. It responded to this
opposition—but it also revealed and centered it (see III).
Dubbed “free jazz,” “new music,” “the new thing,” or simply—in opposition
to “jazz” as a music invented and played by blacks but culturally and economically colonized by whites—“black music,” a movement sprang onto the jazz
scene that was more than another style or school, and which would create a
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rift among musicians, listeners, and critics, triggering the most violent controversies jazz had known since the birth of bop (1940–1947, see I. 3.e).
Ornette Coleman himself gives an idea of what these seemingly exclusively musical controversies hide: “Well, for myself, I’m a Negro and a jazz man.
. . . And as a Negro and a jazz man, I just feel miserable.”1 Much like bebop but
even more clearly, free jazz not only challenges musically the forms and styles
that precede it but acts beyond the strictly musical in the cultural and ideological fields. It quickly presented itself as an act of cultural resistance, the retaking—with the changes that necessitates—by black American musicians and
listeners of a music that was originally theirs, that they had made in historical,
social, and cultural conditions (deportation, slavery, poverty, and racism) that
were exclusively theirs. Yet immediately, and for over half a century, under pressure from commercial, social, racial, cultural factors, this music was leeched
and exploited precisely by that which had enslaved Africans, had given birth
to racist ideology and used it against them, and which continues to exploit
and oppress them today: white American capitalism, its ideology and value
system. Not only did American society economically and culturally profit from
jazz, but in exploiting it for profit, has incessantly controlled and influenced
its stylistic development. It has imposed its aesthetic and commercial norms,
forms, and a finality that were not only not those of the original black music,
but, moreover could not, and would not, provide to black Americans what they
were seeking in their music. Thus they aimed specifically at separating blacks
from their music by performing cultural expropriation.
Free jazz resists this expropriation, rejects the musical and extra-musical
values of dominant ideology—which in the United States is capitalist and
white—and attempts to achieve cultural freedom, echoing the struggles of
black Americans for their political and economic freedom. It endeavors to
regain and build a specifically Afro-American culture. “Free” in free jazz does
not simply indicate the rejection and/or sublimation of certain musical norms
that once were jazz’s; it also confronts a colonized music with a music and a
culture involved in, and produced by, anti-imperialist and revolutionary culture. This situation, at the crossroads of the cultural and the political, is well
explained by Archie Shepp: “New jazz is old jazz. Nothing really new here, except a message that could never be expressed until now. . . . For a long time
a point of view that was not theirs was imposed on black Americans.”2 What
purely musical innovations happen in free jazz are first and foremost eﬀects
and symptoms of a more general change in the relation of black Americans to
their culture and in the role culture plays in their political struggles. Analyzing
and assessing only the musical transformations performed by free jazz would
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amount to obfuscating what determined them at the political level, and thus
ultimately obfuscating the political itself.
b) The Black Power Stage

The political history of black Americans is as rich and long as it is poorly
known—and this is no accident: the ideological apparatuses of American
society (school, the press, cultural networks, etc.) have systematically obfuscated and interfered with it. We study its diﬀerent stages further in relation
to the evolution of jazz (see II). Let us for now note that the birth of the “free
jazz” slogan and the development of the free movement were contemporaneous with a clear radicalization of the political struggles of American Negroes
(1960–1970). This radicalization operates on three levels.
1) Organizations

The famous boycott led by the blacks of Montgomery, Alabama, which forced
the transportation company to desegregate its buses in 1956, marked the beginning of a new kind of protest movement: the civil rights movement. Its
aim—the recognition of black Americans’ constitutional rights—was similar
to that of the traditional black organization, the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), founded by W. E. B. Du Bois, yet
it privileged direct action at the local level (through demonstrations, sit-ins,
boycotts, etc.) over judicial and administrative recourse such as lawsuits and
petitions to centralized authorities. The NAACP and black church militants
performed these local and completely nonviolent—if not excessively gentle—
actions. But their increasing number and relative success in the racist South
triggered on the part of the local white authorities and population an extremely violent repression that in turn contributed to toughening the movement.
The necessity of coordinating these varied anti-segregationist demonstrations
led to the birth of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)
in 1960, a group that would notably lead a significant battle to register blacks
on electoral lists in the southern states. This extremely rough campaign had
rather disappointing results. In 1963, SNCC refused to agree to an electoral
compromise with the Democratic Party, the terms of which would necessarily
have been unfavorable to blacks. White liberals and the traditional integrationist organizations they support disavowed SNCC, and finally the call for
insubordination by black conscripts ordered to Vietnam (1966) forced SNCC to
go beyond its initial “apolitical” stance. In 1966, SNCC’s president Stokely Carmichael introduced the slogan Black Power. It drew a firestorm from whites—
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liberals included—and led some to call racists the very victims of racism. It
further widened the rift between SNCC and integrationists and black bourgeois elites.
2) Ideology

With his speeches and articles, Malcolm X played a considerable role in the
political radicalization of blacks, first as a member of the mystical sect the
Black Muslims (headed from 1932 by the “prophet” Elijah Muhammad, and influential in the black ghettoes of big cities), which preaches the rejection of
all things white and the glorification of the Negro at all levels (religion, culture, history), and then, beginning in 1964, outside of the sect. Malcolm X’s
action was twofold: at the ideological level he strove to “decondition” black
Americans, to make them critical and suspicious of their own ideas insofar as
they were undergirded by the dominant ideology and manufactured by white
society:
You know why they always say Negroes are lazy? Because they want Negroes
to be lazy. They always say Negroes can’t unite, because they don’t want Negroes to unite. And once they put this thing in the Negro’s mind, they feel that
he tries to fulfill their image. If they say you can’t unite black people, and then
you come to them to unite them, they won’t unite, because it’s been said that
they’re not supposed to unite. It’s a psycho that they work, and it’s the same
way with these statistics.3

This leads him to underline black history and culture as signs of the worth of
black Americans:
One of the things that made the Black Muslim movement grow was its
emphasis upon things African. This was the secret to the growth of the Black
Muslim movement. African blood, African origin, African culture, African ties.
And you’d be surprised, we discovered that deep within the subconscious of
the Black man in this country, he’s still more African than he is American. He
thinks that he’s more American than African, because the man4 is jiving him,
the man is brainwashing him every day.5

Overall, through him the black struggle took an important political step (joining W. E. B. Du Bois’s Marxist conclusions) by subordinating the entirety of
racial, legal, social, and cultural demands to a more directly political demand:
the struggle against American capitalism, which became the main enemy.
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3) Action

As if synchronized with the radicalization of militant organizations and the
politicization of their agendas, in 1964 and 1965 bloody urban riots exploded in
several black ghettoes (Harlem, Detroit, Watts, etc.), terrifying white America
and accelerating the transformation of protest into a pre-revolutionary struggle characterized by illegal activity, armed resistance, and the formation of
revolutionary movements such as the Black Panther Party. This demonstrated
that a part of the black masses refused integration, no longer followed the old
leaders, and was becoming aware of the fact that it had “nothing to lose.”
At the same time, after the end of the war in Algeria decolonization accelerated in Africa, at the cost of violent struggles in which colonizers lost,
on top of everything else, the heroic role that was theirs in colonial myths.
Third world resistance to American imperialism in Cuba, Vietnam, and South
America was of direct concern to black Americans; it put an end to their feeling
of isolation, and by shattering America’s trademark image as all-powerful and
liberal, it lifted their spirits:
In my estimation, [the United States] is one of the most vicious, racist social
systems in the world—with the possible exception of Northern Rhodesia,
South Africa and South Vietnam. I am, for the moment, a helpless witness
to the bloody massacre of my people on streets that run from Hayneville
through Harlem. . . . I ask only: don’t you ever wonder just what my collective
rage will—as it surely must—be like, when it is—as it inevitably will be—unleashed? Our vindication will be black as the color of suﬀering is black, as Fidel
is black, as Ho Chi Minh is black.6
c) Black Beauty

Under the pressure of these converging forces, the political maturation of
black militants and black masses was accompanied by important changes at
the ideological level and in the cultural field: the ideological hierarchy was upended; the black man and Africa were valorized against the white man and the
West, against the “Tom” who imitates them. The Black Muslims adopted Islam and renounced their “slave names,” replacing them with an emblematic X.
After Islam, African religions and civilizations were called upon; many musicians took on Arabic or African names. Black universities created Black Studies
departments, and in the ghettoes militants such as LeRoi Jones taught black
youths a diﬀerent history, a diﬀerent culture, and diﬀerent myths from those
presented as “universal” in white schools:
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History has been so “whitened” by the white man that even the black professors have known little more than the most ignorant black man about the
talents and rich civilizations and cultures of the black man of milleniums ago.
I have lectured in Negro colleges and some of these brainwashed black Ph.D.’s,
with their suspenders dragging the ground with degrees, have run to the
white man’s newspapers calling me a “black fanatic.” Why, a lot of them are
fifty years behind the times. If I were president of one of these black colleges,
I’d hock the campus if I had to, to send a bunch of black students oﬀ digging in
Africa for more, more and more proof of the black race’s historical greatness.
The white man now is in Africa digging and searching. An African elephant
can’t stumble without falling on some white man with a shovel. Practically
every week, we read about some great new find from Africa’s lost civilizations,
all that’s new is white science’s attitude. The ancient civilizations of the black
man have been buried on the Black Continent all the time.7

It is interesting to note how Malcolm X does not mind couching the value of
African civilizations in a reference to the kind of interest “white archaeologists” have in them. The struggle for black history and culture is waged at the
ideological level, against the teachings and prejudices the white system inculcates in blacks. To manifest “black beauty” is not simply to value one’s race
and culture; it is also to forcibly extricate oneself from a mode of thinking and
a scale of values that systematically devalue all that is black. It is to reject the
dominant ideology in oneself, to renounce one’s very self-image. Rap Brown
also discusses this topic:
Negroes have a hard time accepting anything Black unless it’s been legitimized
by white people. . . . If the white man was to package horseshit, put a name
on it and advertise it on t.v., “Barbecued Horseshit,” negroes would go buy it,
because the white man said it was good. But that’s the way it’s going to be as
long as white people have the power. Anything you don’t control is a weapon
against you. . . . The Black college student, if he is revolutionary, can help Black
people to purge themselves of the misinformation that they’ve been fed all
their lives. White nationalism has been instilled into us whether we know it or
not. . . . America has negroes in the dilemma of thinking that everything Black
is bad. Black cows don’t give good milk; black hens don’t lay eggs; black mail is
bad; you wear black to funerals, white to weddings; angel food cake is white,
devil’s food cake is black. And all good guys wear white hats. And Black people
fall for it. Everything Black is bad. That’s white nationalism. And they tell you,
you can’t talk about Black nationalism.8

Black nationalism therefore appears as a necessary stage in the development
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of the black struggle in America, the moment of battle on the ideological field,
against all the white myths that befuddle the consciousness of the black masses, from those directly linked to capitalism (“make a fortune,” “work in order
to be integrated”) to those that indirectly support and justify it: “American democracy,” “equality,” “freedom,” etc. Indeed, in order to survive or live better,
a non-negligible portion of black Americans strive to adapt to the ideological
conditions of white capitalism (and its black replicas). This fringe of the population slows down the politicization of the black masses by duplicating white
ideology, and its class-race collaboration must therefore be denounced.
Yet the influence of dominant ideology is not confined to the black middle
and upper- middle class. Through diﬀerent ideological apparatuses (foremost
among them school, the news, and advertising), this ideology controls the
black masses’ “way of seeing,” which is torn in an insolvable conflict between
the immediate and invariable reality of their skin color—of which they are
constantly reminded by everything in American society—and the scorn and
rejection one must feel about this color:
Among the so-called Negroes in this country, as a rule the civil-rights groups,
those who believe in civil rights, spend most of their time trying to prove they
are Americans. . . . When they look upon themselves upon the American stage,
the American stage is a white stage. So a black man standing on that stage in
America is in the minority. He is the underdog, and in his struggle he always
uses an approach that is a begging, hat-in-hand, compromising approach.9

This contradiction undoubtedly creates considerable inertia for American Negroes: political struggle against their living conditions should begin by questioning the way they are represented, including by their peers, on the “American stage.” Politics is not visible without a critique of dominant ideology. Far
from being—as some have argued—a “return to the past,” to origins, or even
“reverse racism,” 1960s black nationalism acted in the history of the black
struggle as an ideological counter-attack both anchored in and allowed by the
level of development of this struggle. It was also a condition necessary for
the next stage: with Malcolm X, H. Rap Brown, and the Black Panther Party
overall, the transition from Black Power to All Power to the People, from black
nationalism to proletarian internationalism.
d) Revolutionary Culture

Indeed, the same black political leaders who had campaigned for Black Power
and Black Beauty, African civilizations and conspicuous signs of Africanness,
sublimated this “culturalist” phase. This was no easy feat: many militants ad-
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vocated cultural nationalism as an end in itself, shutting themselves into it.
They suspected any revolutionary ideology that was not “purely African” of
being a compromise with the white world, all social systems, including capitalism, appearing acceptable as long as they were black. Thus black revolutionaries denounced the demobilizing potential of taking satisfaction in such fantasies as learning to speak Swahili, dressing in African garb, etc., which were all
substitutes for revolutionary action. At the same time, in order to break down
the many social, cultural, and political barriers such as isolation in the ghettoes, the Africanist cultural circle, the black nation as racial minority, activists
emphasized the fact that black Americans were victims among other victims of
American capitalism: the people of the Third World, the colored majority. H.
Rap Brown thus declares:
Half of the Black “militants” ain’t nothing but a bunch of potheads, bootleg
preachers and coﬀeehouse intellectuals. They are caught up in that whole
identity thing. They just discovered that they were Black, because they were
working so hard all their lives to be white. They’re further away from being
revolutionaries than the poor people who are not militantly political. But
the coﬀeehouse intellectual, the Black militant, thinks he’s political because
he reads Fanon. Books don’t make revolutionaries. I contend that the Black
people who burned down Watts and Detroit don’t have to read. These cats
have lived more than the intellectual has read. So they are political by having learned from their existence. Oppression made these cats political. The
militants spend all their time trying to program white people into giving them
some money. “The man” has created a new type of Tom. They are willing to be
anything, as long as they can be Black first. Black capitalists, Black imperialists, Black oppressors—anything, so long as it’s Black first.10

And further: “Because most of the laws in this country are built on attitudes,
not justice, not equality, revolution is necessary. Racism, capitalism, colonialism and imperialism dominate the lives of people of color around the world—
the people of Africa, Asia, Latin America, the colonized minorities who live
inside the united states.”11 Malcolm X had already emphasized the deep connection between the liberation of American Negroes and that of the people
exploited by American imperialism, in order to avoid putting Negroes alone
on the “American stage.”
The birth of the Black Panther Party in 1966 announced the elaboration of
a coherent revolutionary political doctrine analyzing the situation of American Negroes in its interdependent relations with anti-imperialist struggles the
world around. The BPP changed the political, ideological, and psychological
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characteristics of black struggles. It is organized like a revolutionary party
rather than like traditional associations and civil rights groups; it teaches
politics and weapons handling to adherents recruited among the lumpenproletariat of the ghetto. They do not hesitate to parade in arms and uniforms
in front of the police, systematically defying the “pigs” (police, judges, civil
servants, white politicians and their allies, etc.) with oﬀensive words and acts,
undertaking armed self-defense against increasingly frequent and deadly attacks by the government and its police force (twenty-eight party leaders have
been killed; hundreds have been jailed, wounded, or lynched, either figuratively in court through special proceedings, or literally, by “friends of the police”). They lead mass demonstrations (the campaign to free Huey Newton,
Eldridge Cleaver’s presidential campaign, etc.) and organize for urban guerilla.
Through daring acts of exorcism (publicly insulting the most powerful whites
with ghetto slang, which proves to the black masses that whites can be frightened, pushed back, that they are not always the strongest), total commitment
to the struggle (jail, death, or victory), the impact of its propaganda, but also
through its Marxist-Leninist political analyses (blacks are first and foremost
victims of capitalist exploitation, the struggle against the USA is international), the BPP has definitively moved black demands from the shifty terrain
of asking America to respect its own legal and moral codes, to anti-capitalist
revolution. The BPP sees black liberation as a consequence of the toppling of
the American capitalist system in international anti-imperialist struggles. Rejecting all racism, whether black nationalism or “culturalism,” the BPP accepts
alliances with white clandestine revolutionary movements in the USA. It also
replaces an exclusively Africanizing culture with the concept of revolutionary
culture:
Concerning our political educational work, in the black community we’ve
opened what is called Liberation Schools for young black people and adults;
for the young children we have classes in elementary school subjects, such
as science and mathematics; then we have what is called black history and
the teaching of African languages, but these teachings are not based upon a
historical retreat into Africa. For instance, some people in the Congo speak
Swahili but Swahili has not freed them. Africans in South-West Africa or in
Mozambique wear African robes and have not lost their African cultural patterns but at the same time they’re slaves to colonialism and neocolonialism,
so that our teachings for both adults and young black people is the necessity
to have a revolutionary culture. Our education and culture is the culture of the
gun and the culture of resistance to racism and imperialism. The reason we say
that the only culture worth keeping is the revolutionary culture of revolution-
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ary agitation is that in revolution there is change—there is complete, radical,
absolute and total change. That is, if we merely retreated back into our African
past, we would not be engaging in complete change. For instance, the culture
of the people may be defined as the total ways of the people. And therefore, in
order for us to defeat racism, neocolonialism, and imperialism, our total ways
must be revolutionary. . . . In other words, our dances, our songs, and the way
we embrace one another must be geared towards resistance.12
e) The Place of Jazz

The relationship of black Americans to their music—blues, jazz, free jazz—
is complex and often contradictory. For instance, the more or less westernized kind of jazz that is mass broadcast on the radio, TV, and in films never
fails to satisfy a great number of blacks. Others prefer rougher genres played
exclusively by blacks, such as rhythm and blues or soul music. Some of the
bourgeois elite only have a taste for the most watered down jazz, closest to
the white American variety. Others, the intellectuals, artists, activists, have
no issue adopting free jazz.
Black musicians have played a central role in the history of jazz that has
been recognized—and therefore preserved—by white elites: Louis Armstrong
made the cover of Life magazine, Monk that of Time magazine, Ellington and
Gillespie acted as world ambassadors of American prestige. In relation to this,
and in spite of the many diﬀerences in taste, most black Americans recognize
themselves in jazz, more than in fiction or poetry. This recognition is as ideological, if not more, as it is cultural, which is problematic. Outside of boxing,
music is the career where blacks have met the least racial and social obstacles
in the USA; needless to say, this is because American society finds commercial
and ideological profit in it as well as entertainment. The image of the grinning
Negro (Armstrong) is dear to the hearts of white Americans: it perpetuates
the notion that black people are entertaining and futile children. Let blacks in
turn choose this image as a model or a reference, and it becomes diﬃcult not
to see in this “choice” the eﬀect of ideological pressure.
Yet this recognition is also undeniably cultural. The color line includes black
musicians among black people: “Essentially there is no diﬀerence, as long as
you’re black, where you come from,” notes Cecil Taylor. “The thing that unites
us is the sameness in the oppression that we have undergone at the hand of
the white man.”13 Even though the majority of blacks do not constantly listen
to jazz and prefer its derivations (the white variety or black R&B), they are
aware of its cultural significance as a black creation and “gift” to white America, as well as its fundamental proximity to their vital problems: the founda-
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tions for a wider adhesion to jazz by the black masses do exist. There are some
politicians who have noticed as much, and refer to jazz both as a testament to
black originality and as a vector of mobilization.
To the extent that political activists were invoking it, jazz could not remain
outside of black movements and struggle. It became a field for ideological
conflict between two conceptions of jazz (westernized and Africanized); two
conceptions of music (entertaining or functional); a conflict between what
pertains to commodity and art and what pretends to activism (see III).
However politically aware, however involved in activism, musicians are all
directly implicated in the development of the black struggle. They all have to
suﬀer the same oppression as the black masses: economic exploitation compounded by racism, which in its hatred levels all that are black: intellectuals,
artists, but also workers, turned into sub-proletarians. Both economic exploitation and racism are factors of politicization: “Every Black person belongs
to the Movement, whether he’s been on a demonstration or not. The lives of
Black people are political, because Black people carry on a constant war against
‘the man.’ So I was political, even before I knew the word.”14 Under the pressure
of American living conditions and the weight of dominant ideology, the politicization of blacks becomes inescapable. For musicians, the very people whose
aesthetic practice might appear to contradict political commitment, class consciousness builds parallel to, and through, race consciousness.
But it is especially in free jazz that jazzmen become more politicized, or at
least more aware of politics. Their statements make this very clear:
Many among us want to kill, because we were treated like animals and fascistic
methods were used against us. (Charles Mingus)15
Already it’s not easy for whites to be artists in a white world. . . . In the United
States, if you’re black and a jazz musician, it’s very hard not to go crazy.
(Marion Brown)16
The kids are rebelling because they have learned that America has made the
white, the black, the rich, the poor kid each an orphan unto himself, and this
reason alone has created the most searching stage of youthful expression.
(Ornette Coleman)17
I never really paid attention to politics. Religion is much more important to
me. But in the United States, [the race question] is part of the problem. You
can’t forget you’re black. You have to always be aware of it. As for me, I do my
best to help my colored brothers. (Don Cherry)18
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To me, Jomo Kenyatta is still the one who leads from the darkness to the
light. (Robin “Kenyatta”).19

And declarations such as the following by Archie Shepp must be considered
against the lasting silence of Western musicians:
The black musician is a reflection of the black people, as a cultural and social
phenomenon. His goal must be to free America of its inhumanity, on the
aesthetic and social levels. The inhumanity of the white American towards the
black American, or the inhumanity of the white American towards the white
American, are not fundamental in America: they can be exorcised. I think
that blacks, through the violence of their struggle, are America’s only hope of
salvation.20

Free jazz musicians are starting to think of their own aesthetic practices in
terms of political commitment, thanks to the growth in political consciousness among the black masses and to struggles on the ground. The very dynamic of those struggles let them conceive of, and perform, their musical practices
and productions as part of social practices, connected to liberation movements
and revolutionary forces, rather than under the dominion of the classic bourgeois characteristics of art: separation, isolation, and ruin. The black musician produces among his people, for the people, and that makes up his music:
“When you listen to Coltrane, he tells you about the life of black people from
New Orleans origins to today.” (Archie Shepp)21
On the other hand, black activists and political leaders are becoming increasingly aware of the importance of jazz as a black cultural manifestation,
i.e. as a propaganda weapon, and they have begun using it as such. See Stokely
Carmichael: “The music of Archie Shepp is the great black beauty of black power.”22 Or Malcolm X:
And in that atmosphere, brothers and sisters, you’d be surprised what will
come out of the bosom of this black man. I’ve seen it happen. I’ve seen black
musicians when they’d be jamming at a jam session with white musicians—a
whole lot of diﬀerence. The white musician can jam if he’s got some sheet music in front of him. He can jam on something that he’s heard jammed before.
If he’s heard it, then he can duplicate it or he can imitate it or he can read it.
But that black musician, he picks up his horn and starts blowing some sounds
that he never thought of before. He improvises, he creates, it comes from
within. It’s his soul, it’s that soul music. It’s the only area on the American
scene where the black man has been free to create. And he has mastered it. He
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has shown that he can come up with something that nobody ever thought of
on his horn.
Well, likewise he can do the same thing if given intellectual independence.
He can come up with a new philosophy. He can come up with a philosophy
that nobody has heard of yet. He can invent a society, a social system, an economic system, a political system, that is diﬀerent from anything that exists or
has ever existed anywhere on this earth. He will improvise; he’ll bring it from
within himself. And this is what you and I want.
You and I want to create an organization that will give us so much power
we can sit down and do as we please. Once we can sit down and think as we
please, speak as we please, and do as we please, we will show people what
pleases us. And what pleases us won’t always please them. So you’ve got to get
some power before you can be yourself. Do you understand that? You’ve got
to get some power before you can be yourself. Once you get power and you be
yourself, why, you’re gone, you’ve got it and gone. You create a new society and
make some heaven right here on this earth.23

Note the rhetorical form used in this passage, borrowing from black churches
its flow, repetitions, call and response, punctuated with words of approval
from the audience. Note also Malcolm X’s constant eﬀort to link cultural liberation and political liberation. The creative force of black Americans has so
far only expressed itself to a limited degree, but it needs political strength to
express itself further. Finally, his allusion to “heaven right here on this earth,”
like the form of this speech, aims at the religious reflexes of the black masses.
That politicians would in this way refer to black music as the vanguard of
Afro-American culture—and therefore the proof of its existence and worth—
and, more broadly, their focus on ideology meant to change the cultural moorings of the black masses, could only make musicians more conscious of the cultural role they could play at the juncture of political struggles. In free jazz, one
can witness the political positioning of music, through activist preoccupations
and their influence on aesthetic experimentation and the very conception of
music.
Free jazz appeared at first to be a purely musical phenomenon, which is to
say its determination by politics remained invisible. But under the pressure
of political forces around and within it, free jazz was soon conceived by those
who made it and those who listened to it as not only having a social function—
which old jazz also had in its own way—but also a political status and function
in the cultural realm. In eleven years (1960–1971) it has evolved to the beat of
black political struggles. Thus its entry onto the American cultural stage was
made possible by the advanced state of political struggles in the United States
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and around the world, and their theorization by black American activists. The
reflection of these struggles on the ideological instance made it possible both
for free jazz to develop and for its specific contribution to be formulated. The
reach and stakes of free jazz’s cultural role have widened, from the original
reaction against the colonized forms of jazz and the search for references to
African music, to a more global protest against the cultural values of Western
civilization, the building of a specifically Afro-American music, and the practice of music as a revolutionary art in the service of revolution. In parallel,
the political evolution of black struggles—and the qualitative leap tied to the
Black Panther Party—transformed the question of black culture and black art.
From the assertion of authentically black culture and art referring solely to extinct African civilizations, we moved to more internationalist art and culture,
turning towards all cultures (African, Asian, Indian) suﬀering from Western
imperialism. In this new stage, musical production opens up to a great variety
of trends and influences outside of Africa, which Afro-American music, strong
in its self-assertion, no longer fears to associate with.

2. Economic Ownership
of Jazz
It seems that production and publicity are so closely related that they turn
into the same thing. What I mean is, in jazz the Negro is the product. The
way they handle the publicity on me, about how far out I am and everything,
it gets to be that I’m the product itself. So if it’s me they’re selling, if I’m the
product, then the profits couldn’t come back to me, you dig?
—Ornette Coleman, quoted in A. B. Spellman, Four Lives in the Bebop Business,
Pantheon Books: New York, 1966, 66.

In its first stages, jazz was only known and played in black neighborhoods, red
light districts (New Orleans’s Storyville) and black cabarets and dancehalls (in
Chicago and New York). The rare ethnomusicologists interested in it then recognized it, at best, as a limited and extra-artistic folk music. At worst, they saw
it as an evocation of primitive savagery, an exotic oddity. For the few whites
who could hear it, jazz was a special kind of mood music, associated with sexual debauchery and race mixing. Associated early by its very name (“jass” was
slang for sex) to orgies both shameful and savage (African), jazz had virtually
no chance to be broadcast widely in white Puritan and racist America, nor to
reach commercial success. For jazz to be widely circulated and commercialized,
white musicians had to take it over. They plagiarized it, valorizing it by “whitening” the genre, by exorcising its blackness and the related fantasies of repulsion among racist white populations, but also by making a profit from it, since
in a capitalist system—and even more so in the US—profit is a guarantee of
value. Capitalist logic demanded that Puritanism and racism defer to the priority of trade.
Introduced by minstrels1 long before the historical birth of jazz, the commercial exploitation of black music could only be performed on a grand scale
after the emergence of industrial capitalism. The invention and industrialization of sound-reproduction techniques (piano rolls, then records) mark jazz’s
transformation into an object of trade—and, therefore, into an object of art.
Indeed, only piano rolls and records could ensure the conservation of music
that was then unscored, and almost completely improvised (if often repeated).
But during the 1910s, the music industry, as would later be the case with
radio, was in the hands of white capitalism alone. The jazz market was also
first and foremost made up of a white audience, for its financial means and
25
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numbers. A small black middle class existed, but busy as it was mimicking
white ideology, it rejected anything below itself as a reminder of its origins
and condition. In general the black middle class despised jazz, accepting only
its most westernized variations. The black audience for jazz only built slowly,
hampered by the cost of record players and records, but also, as noted by Leroi Jones, wary of what the radio and the industry oﬀered up as “jazz”—Paul
Whiteman et al.
This situation—white labels and a white audience—explains why, although
many great black bands existed (King Oliver, Freddie Keppard, New Orleans
marching bands, etc.), it was the Original Dixieland Jass Band, a white band,
that had the honor of recording the first jazz record. Similarly, it was another
white band, Paul Whiteman’s—even further removed from authentic black
music than the ODJB—that for a majority of Americans and later on for Europe represented jazz. Whiteman (who was dubbed the King of Jazz) inaugurated the long series of white musicians who owed their fame and wealth to
the pillaging of black music: Benny Goodman (the so-called King of Swing),
the Dorsey Brothers, Harry James, Artie Shaw, Glenn Miller, Charlie Barnet,
Stan Kenton, Woody Herman, Gerry Mulligan, Dave Brubeck. . . . In 1956,
Lucky Thompson explained how “colored musicians are fully aware that since
the beginning of jazz, their music has been exploited in such a way that they
only get minimal profit, even as people try to take away their privilege as creators of the music.”2
Not just black musicians, but also black critics and writers denounce this
cultural and economic spoliation: LeRoi Jones, of course (“Black Man, Black
Man, The White Man Owns You”3), but also Harold Cruse, who wrote in 1963:
In America the entire industry of popular music writing, publishing and
selling was established by white appropriation of the whole body of AfroAmerican folk music—the only original music in America with a broad
human appeal. This music has been cheapened, debased and commercialized for popular appeal. The American music industry has been exploiting,
cheating, stealing from, browbeating, excluding, plagiarizing Negro singers,
jazz musicians, composers, etc., for decades and getting away with it. The
cultural exploitation established by white America in the early years of the
twentieth century by the white appropriation of Afro-American folk-music
was the first great manifestation of the racist development in the economics
of American culture. This racist cultural doctrine, once established in music,
spread through the entire field of cultural expression in America. It has had
its poisonous eﬀect on American theater, both musical and dramatic, and a
distorting influence on American dance. Today it is still rampant in the jazz
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fields. The racial attitudes behind American cultural developments were the
basic problem of cultural competition between white and Negro. The whites
very quickly realized that from the lowly Negro in America came the only rich
vein of untapped and completely original material for song, dance, music and
theater. . . . The economic benefits derived from the creative and artistic use
of Negro cultural ingredients were reaped by the whites through the simple
practice of cultural appropriation of aesthetic ideas not native to their own
tradition. As a result there came into being a long line of white creative artists
and performers who either enriched themselves or got their start by using
Negro material—the Al Jolsons, the George Gershwins, the Amos ’n’ Andys,
Eugene O’Neill, Ridgely Torrence, Marc Connelly, and more, plus scores of
plagiarizing white composers (including very big names). Booking agents and
managers have for decades made millions by the shrewd exploitation and
manipulation of Negro performers and creators over whom they held the life
and death economic power to hire or fire.4

LeRoi Jones and Harold Cruse both emphasize that this parasitic relationship
is cultural and economic, but they do not analyze the connections between the
two fields of action. More precisely, they do not address how the economic imperatives of American capitalism may determine the forms of black music, nor
how many elements of the music are filtered out because they do not conform
to the established ideological frame. For the most part, these are the essential
Afro-American elements. To steal their music away from blacks amounts to
stealing blacks away from their music, to drive them away. Cecil Taylor says,
I don’t want my music to be called jazz, but I feel it is jazz. Jazz is what some
exploit for profit, which would be fine if musicians benefitted from it. Jazz
comes from the black community. It is the musical manifestation of a subculture and has nothing to do with the fancy places where you can listen to it.
You can hear it on the radio, but not really on television—no doubt because
some might find Negroes on the screen shocking. . . . No one wants to invest
money in jazz, people would rather take money from jazz.”5

Indeed, white commercial interests want to profit from their economic domination of jazz, but further still they aim to ensure that this profit remain
steady, and to that eﬀect they influence the very development of the music.
New trends, styles, and musicians are regularly introduced, bolstered by advertising campaigns; the press and the radio inculcate taste for such and such
music genre to the public. In the process, the musical forms and musicians
that go against the grain are blocked; commercial interests control the schools,
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careers, and potential collaborations between musicians. The white public’s
tastes in jazz are not rooted in any of the founding histories or cultures of
jazz, and for that reason they are extremely flexible. Ready for any conversion
that will not challenge their norms, the record and radio industries manage
to manufacture fame and trends (such as swing or cool jazz) while simultaneously impeding the work of forces of production they cannot immediately
recuperate. Contrast Ornette Coleman’s decade of misery and labor, or the
diﬃculties faced by Sun Ra and Cecil Taylor, with Dave Brubeck and Cannonball Adderley’s6 quick fame. Think about the immense and sudden success of
the musician presented in ads as the gravelly-voiced trumpeter born in New
Orleans—no, not Louis Armstrong: Louis Prima.
The consequences of the constant—and in this place and time, inevitable—
intrusion of commerce in the very evolution of jazz are ultimately serious.
Some are easily noticed: one-hit wonders, commercial coups, etc. Others that
participate in the repression and censorship of forms originating outside of
the programs of the industry are more diﬃcult to see. Let us simply mention
what remains the rule for most musicians recording their first albums: they
have to play with accompanying musicians they do not choose. About such
intrusions, Ornette Coleman said: “I thought that as long as they were white,
they all had the same thing in common, to control and rule you.”7
Finally, among the schemes and censorship generated by commerce we also
have the adulteration of the musical forms themselves (see further in Chapter
3.a). The emergence of free jazz has only emphasized the issue of (white) commercial domination over jazz. Everything about the New Thing clashed with
the habits of jazz lovers; on the other hand, the black masses, those for whom
the music was being played, either took time to discover and recognize it, or
decided instead for the simpler violence of soul music. Despite early hopes, the
big record labels showed little urgency in supporting free jazz: Sun Ra had
already been among the first to create his own label, Saturn. ESP, a brand new
label founded by a white jazz lover named Bernard Stollman, recorded Ayler,
Pharoah Sanders, Byron Allen, the New York Art Quartet (with LeRoi Jones),
but also Sun Ra, Marion Brown, Frank Wright, Sunny Murray, Milford Graves,
etc. More importantly, free musicians formed several union-like associations:
the Association for the Advancement of Creative Musicians (AACM),8 the
Jazz Composers Guild.9 “I believe the Guild was Bill Dixon and Cecil Taylor’s
idea,” says Archie Shepp. “They mostly wanted to fight against the dictatorship of club managers, record labels and critics. They knew our time would
come sooner or later. Musicians who belonged were to only play in a club if
the Guild accepted the conditions it oﬀered. It was the same for recordings.
This way musicians would no longer be exploited.”10 Crippled by infighting and
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racial conflict, the Guild disappeared and was replaced by the Jazz Composer’s
Orchestra Association, led by Mike Mantler and counting among its members
Charlie Haden, Carla Bley, Andrew Cyrille, Ron Carter, etc.
Free jazz musicians are fully aware of their economic dependence on American capitalism (on record labels and radio stations, but also, on a smaller scale,
on club owners, concert organizers, agents, etc.). They also know well that the
nature and aim of their music means it will never be very “commercial,” which
leaves them relatively unarmed, much like all black musicians. They have to
face the same capitalist exploitation as the rest of jazz, with the diﬀerence that
their music is infinitely less likely to be co-opted by commerce and ideology,
because of its focus on politics and cultural resistance. Free jazz is played amid
the same economic contradictions as the rest of jazz. Yet it strives to cancel
out the eﬀects of such pressure at the aesthetic level by adopting a position
critical of the ideology and culture dominant even within jazz, and by positioning itself in political struggles.
Thus the political commitment and activism of most free jazz musicians appears necessary to sublimate their own exploited position within the capitalist
system of the music industry. Ornette Coleman declared in 1966:
This is the worst kind of suﬀering. This psychological suﬀering of knowing
that you’re being exploited, whether it’s whites doing it to whites or whites
doing it to blacks or blacks doing it to blacks, it’s still the same thing. But I’ll
tell you this, I’m thirty-five years old, and I don’t believe I’ll live to see the time
when blacks will be exploiting whites.11

The economic colonization of jazz by American capitalism is but one aspect of
the colonization and commercial exploitation of blacks by the same system;
awareness of the intolerable character of this exploitation is what brings musicians and the masses alike to the necessity of revolution. It is therefore not by
chance that all jazz critics (A. B. Spellman and LeRoi Jones excepted) in their
histories and commentaries have modestly minimized—when they have not
flatly ignored—the gravity of the capitalist exploitation of jazz in the name
of aesthetic purism. To emphasize the exploitation would amount to exposing the wider capitalist exploitation of black people, of which jazz exploitation
is but a detail. They obfuscate those economic contradictions specific to jazz
(which, though denounced by musicians, have been ignored by critics) and the
entire economic field in the process, thus forbidding the possibility of political
analysis of the situation of black people in America.
We know the eﬀorts made by capitalism, using its ideological apparatuses,
to encourage the belief that its domination belongs to the natural order of
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things, and that economics is but one element of the issue, etc. In the case of
America, because the “Negro question” is ultimately about the exploitation of
part of the population by the class in power and its allies (racism, it deserves
to be repeated, is a product of ideology), it is easy to understand how that class
might benefit from hiding the economic reality of its domination behind a series of endless and insoluble debates on the race issue, the psychology of black
people, their sociology, religion, morals, civil rights, and even aesthetics.

3. Cultural Colonization
I have certainly learned more in the black ghetto of Boston than in the conservatory. . . . Why do we have to spend so many years learning European musical
traditions, when none of the teachers or musicians knows anything about
Harlem or Afro-American traditions? The criteria they use are particular to
their music, after all! But what is Louis Armstrong’s idea of beauty? Who cares
about that? And even if they cared, their opinion does not interest me, simply
because they can’t imagine that we would have our own criteria.
—Cecil Taylor, quoted by Daniel Berger in “Cecil Taylor à la trace,” Jazz Hot
(February 1967), 19.
a) White “Jazz”

The appearance and development of the free jazz movement led many musicians to refuse to call their music “jazz” (see Cecil Taylor above, and Charles
Tyler: “I think jazz will free itself from being jazz, or at least from what the
public thinks jazz is”1). This shows the distance gradually taken by jazz itself
and jazz musicians from what has long passed—and still does pass—for “jazz”
to the white public, American and European critics, historians, etc. “Jazz”
in quotation marks refers to a long period in this music’s history in which
the commercial interests of white capitalism, their determination of musical
forms, white ideological norms, and white musicians all prevailed. That period
spans roughly the time between the commercialization of jazz (1920) and the
rise of bebop (1940–45).
The worldwide commercial success of jazz after 1930—along with the imperative condition and consequence of this success: the necessity of fitting the
“tastes” of the white majority—make this a period of utter alienation for what
remained of black music in “jazz.” On the commercial and musical planes, this
was a phase when the inventions of the preceding era, the formulas and recipes created during jazz’s gestation period, were intensely exploited. Of course,
in the margins, black musicians kept creating music that resisted the ossification of jazz; but the major trend during those twenty years was commercial,
white, and mostly uninventive, a series of variations on the original forms, a
work of infinite reiteration. “Jazz” acquired rules, aesthetic structures, and a
definition recognized and perpetuated by those who made it, those who heard
it, and those who exploited it. “Jazz” was either swing or big band; it was made
for dance and entertainment; rhythmical fixity was emphasized, themes were
31
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valorized, and invariability in song structure (the length and placement of “improvisations,” a mechanical adjustment of the ratio of each part to the other)
was preferred. Jazz criticism was established during the same period in the US
and Europe, took note of those dominant characteristics, and with beautiful
recklessness promoted them as the transhistorical values of jazz. Blind to the
historical, social, and ideological determination of these characteristics, critics
oﬀered them to musicians as references and models. Musical and aesthetic criteria whose origin, moment, and location of emission had not been questioned
took hold of jazz, molded it, and fixated it in a series of exact copies, diﬀerentiated only by variations in details and accessories. What was made took on
force of law, and since all that was made was what commerce and ideology demanded, the criteria of “good” and “true” jazz were white. Only black musicians
became alarmed—the black masses either followed white fashion passively, or
focused their interest on the primitive forms (blues) and on the few black musicians who, in spite of the multiple adaptations to which they had to submit
themselves in order to survive, prolonged as well as they could the forces of
black music. They did so in interpretation (Armstrong), reference (Ellington),
and rhythm (Lunceford) rather than on a strictly regulated formal plane.
It is therefore not surprising that black musicians would have been the first
to consider “jazz” a long misadventure for black music. Faced with the success
of white jazz, the pillaging and dilution of their own music, black musicians
felt constantly robbed. This theft added to a long list of despoliations in all
domains, as this anonymous musician quoted by Eric Hobsbawm testifies to:
You see, we need music. We’ve always needed a music—our own. We have
nothing else. Our writers write like the whites, our painters paint like them.
Only our musicians don’t play like the whites. So we created a music for ourselves. When we had it—the old type of jazz—the whites came, and they liked
it and imitated it. Pretty soon it was no longer our music. . . .
You see as soon as we have a music, the white man comes and imitates it.
We’ve now had jazz for fifty years, and in all those fifty years there has been
not a single white man, perhaps leaving aside Bix [Beiderbecke] who has had
an idea. Only the colored men have ideas. But if you see who’s got the famous
names, they’re all white.
What can we do? We must go on inventing something new all the time.
When we have it, the whites will take it from us, and we have to start all over
again. It is as though we were being hunted.2

Yet, without minimizing the importance of the economic and musical pillaging of black music, the fact that only white musicians profited from the in-
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vention and production of new forms by blacks, that American variety and
popular music owed everything to jazz (Bing Crosby, Sinatra, etc.), all these
despoliations make but for one aspect of the parasitism of black music by
white businessmen and musicians. The other aspect was their influence on
the very evolution of jazz and on its aesthetics. In the imitation, the vulgarization, and the adaptation of black music by whites, the music was distorted
and filtered: its most assimilable, constitutive elements (simple and regular
rhythms, pretty melodies, for example) were valorized, while those less easy to
incorporate (rhythmical and structural complexity, violent sounds, etc.) and
altogether undesirable elements (the social function of black music, references
to its racial and African origins) were censored.
We have seen how the cultural colonization of jazz by white aesthetic and
commercial values started with the advent of the music under white control.
Jazz owes it only to its white plagiarizers and vulgarizers for turning it into a
business, and later into an art recognized and normalized by a section of the
Western elite: whites had to start playing jazz for other whites to feel allowed
to listen to it and to justify their interest by calling it art. In order to be accepted, what had initially been the music of black Americans could no longer
belong to them exclusively.
In this first change of roles black music lost economically and culturally.
Under the joint pressure of commercial interests and dominant ideology, what
in jazz pertained to black struggle—which had produced jazz as its expression—was obfuscated in priority. Jazz was first “universally” defined as entertainment music (by opposition to “serious” classical music), because the label
was popular and did not emphasize color. When discussing jazz as art finally
became acceptable, it did not change a thing: color was not to be emphasized.
The strict regulation of jazz by commerce and capitalist ideology came with,
and perpetuated itself through, aesthetic reshaping and cultural redefinition
of jazz: to be accepted as art, jazz necessarily had to be seen as compatible with
Western criteria of musical and artistic normativity. This meant that white
translations of jazz had to be aesthetically and ideologically vetted and authenticated by jazz historians and critics. The crowning of jazz as art, considered everywhere a “progressive” victory over conservatism, actually perfected
the colonization started by commerce.
b) White Criticism

There is between jazz and jazz criticism an obvious contradiction, which has
only recently been discovered, in LeRoi Jones’s first writings in the early
1960s. Whereas jazz is for the most part made by African Americans (it is a
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product of their history, of their social insertion and their cultural traditions),
the criticism, theory, and history of this music have been since their first manifestations, and continue to be exclusively, the domain of white specialists, in
the USA or in Europe. Jazz performance is the domain of black musicians; but
when it comes to commenting on jazz, analyzing it, judging its aesthetic value,
jazz becomes the private domain of white historians, critics, and musicologists.
The fact that apart from LeRoi Jones, his fellow poet A. B. Spellman has
been the only black to play any role in jazz criticism can be explained first by
the importance and longevity of the cultural obstacles set up by white society
against African Americans. As far as access to education and the nature of education are concerned, everything (racism, overt and indirect segregation, poverty, the necessity of working young in order to survive, the cost of studies,
the inadequacy of curricula, the rare and disappointing if not downright illusory nature of career opportunities) has worked towards barring blacks from
going to school and conspired to turn them away from it. Only in 1960 did the
scholarly results of blacks reach levels comparable, though inferior, to those
of whites. In 1962, the average length of schooling for whites age 14 and older
was 11.5 years, compared to 9 years for blacks; in 1961, 6.2 percent of 3,721,000
American high school students were black, while blacks made up 10.5 percent
of the country’s population and 12.1 percent of its student population.
Even more influential is the prejudice of the black middle class against everything that distinguishes it from the white bourgeois it tries to emulate, especially in rejecting all cultural connections with working class blacks, whom
they despise as much as the whites despise them. E. Franklin Frazier, Malcolm
X, and Rap Brown all have emphasized in their writings how this black bourgeoisie—from which are recruited the proponents of integrationism, nonviolence, and collaboration with white liberals and capitalism—has mitigated
black social and political demands. In the words of Rap Brown:
When a Black man looks at Black people with a Black mind and Black soul, it
is immediately apparent that Black people possess certain unique characteristics which not only distinguish them from whites and negroes, but which
have greatly contributed to the survival of Blacks. Whites recognize this and
have always attempted to eradicate these characteristics or discredit them. In
instances where they have succeeded, negroes have been created. . . . Negroes
know that whites prefer institutionalized Blacks, i.e., Blacks who give their
allegiance to white cultural, political, social and economic institutions. . . . Any
action or behavior which is not endorsed by whites, negroes consider “acting
a nigger.” What was “acting a nigger” two years ago is now accepted as “soul.”
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Naturally, this was endorsed by whites before being accepted by negroes. . . .
Negroes say: Nobody but niggers listen to the blues.3

Or Malcolm X:
This modern, twentieth-century uncle Thomas now often wears a top hat. He’s
usually well-dressed and well-educated. He’s often the personification of culture and refinement. The twentieth century uncle Thomas sometimes speaks
with a Yale or Harvard accent. Sometimes he is known as Professor, Doctor,
Judge, and Reverend, even Right Reverend Doctor. This twentieth century
Uncle Thomas is a professional Negro. . . . By that I mean his profession is being a Negro for the white man.4

This attitude of submission to white ideologies explains how jazz can be
scorned by its own people. LeRoi Jones writes:
Until relatively recently, those Negroes who could become critics, who would
largely have to come from the black middle class, have simply not been
interested in the music. Or at least jazz, for the black middle class, has only
comparatively recently lost some of its stigma (though by no means is it yet
as popular among them as any vapid musical product that comes sanctioned
by the taste of the white majority). Jazz was collected among the numerous
skeletons the middle class black man kept locked in the closet of his psyche,
along with watermelons and gin, and whose rattling caused him no end of
misery and self-hatred. As one Howard University philosophy professor said
to me when I was an undergraduate, “It’s fantastic how much bad taste the
blues contain!” But it is just this “bad taste” that this Uncle spoke of that has
been the one factor that has kept the best of Negro music from slipping sterilely into the echo chambers of middle-brow American culture. And to a great
extent such “bad taste” was kept extant in the music, blues or jazz because the
Negroes who were responsible for the best of the music were always aware of
their identities as black Americans and really did not, themselves, desire to
become vague, featureless, Americans as is usually the case with the Negro
middle class. . . . Any Negro who had some ambition towards literature, in the
earlier part of this century, was likely to have developed so powerful an allegiance to the sacraments of middle-class American culture that he would be
horrified by the very idea of writing about jazz.5

Most black intellectuals of middle-class extraction have inherited middleclass prejudice and have not yet shed it, and therefore jazz, this “savage mu-
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sic, nigger music,” has suﬀered from discrimination on the part of the very
people—i.e. black professors, black historians, black journalists—who would
have been more apt than white critics to study it and reflect on its cultural
status. They did not, which gives an idea of the power of dominant ideology
over the dominated. (“Racism systematically verifies itself when the slave can
only break free by imitating the master: by contradicting his own reality.”6) To
white prejudice—against blacks, against black musicians likened to clowns or
pimps, and more generally against “artists” and their debauched lives—was
added the white bourgeois prejudice of “integrated” blacks.
Black culture only gained value in the eyes of the black elites when black
intellectuals eventually rejected and deconstructed dominant ideology, thanks
to the political work of mostly autodidact militants (on the importance of this
ideological struggle, see I. 1.b). Black culture, and, with it, jazz, could finally
pretend to the status of object of study.
c) The First Jazz War

The misadventure of Western jazz criticism began shortly after the misadventure of black music also known as “jazz.” It began when “jazz” was rejected by
bourgeois intellectual elites in the US and in Europe.
Commerce was in the process of taking over black music and, in order to
reach the white audience, broadcast pale reproductions of it as “jazz.” Presented as and considered true jazz, these reproductions were scorned by
bourgeois music lovers, and by those who were simply attached to traditional
forms of Western classical music, even if they found them boring. “Jazz” —
[Paul] Whiteman’s jazz!—was condemned as “jungle music,” “vulgar” music,
non-music. The moral, religious, and cultural authorities in the US and Europe
supported such judgments: “Governments should ban jazz like morphine and
cocaine, as this music does nothing but degrade the taste and morale of the
public.”7
The first jazz critics were forged in this battle. From the start, their purpose
was to defend a music they liked—and which had only remote connections to
black music, a fact they were not aware of—in spite of their culture and musical habits, and to defend it against both the moral guardians of the Western
bourgeoisie and the music lovers and musicians jealous of classical music traditions: a mixture of cultural and racist prejudice. In 1920, one could read the
following in the French Revue Musicale:
To speak cynically, jazz is an orchestra of brutes with non-opposable thumbs
and prehensile feet, in the forest of Voodoo. It is all excess, and therefore it is
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worse than monotone: the ape is left to himself, without morals, without discipline; fallen into the undergrowth of instinct, exposing his naked flesh with
every bound, together with flesh even more obscene, his heart. These slaves
must be subdued, or masters are no more. It is shameful that they reign. There
is shame in ugliness and in its triumph.8

Ideological, cultural, and aesthetic implications are already inseparably mixed.
These lines give an idea of the tone used by the opponents of jazz—especially when one takes into account that French colonialists thought themselves
much more progressive than American slavery apologists.
Encouraged by the fact that a certain number of intellectuals and musicians, in reaction to the bourgeois tendencies of their society, had pronounced
themselves in support of jazz, the first wave of jazz criticism worked at convincing skeptics that 1) jazz was indeed music; 2) jazz was not savage music,
if only because it was influenced by Western music; 3) jazz was exotic, yet assimilable by Western aesthetic criteria; 4) jazz was not exclusively, nor mainly,
black music: white jazzmen were more numerous; 5) in consequence, jazz was
indeed an art, which reiterated the ideological eﬀects of all these arguments.
The “defense” of jazz had no other weapon but a quest for compromise. It
had to obfuscate all signs of jazz’s alterity, soften them into exotic traces in
order to produce a more acceptable image of jazz, in spite of its more or less
concealed or concealable diﬀerences with Western musical norms. Jazz critics
therefore reiterated the filtering and adaptation of jazz undertaken by commerce, without even knowing it. This retreating defense of “jazz”—which was
itself a retreat from the original black music—twice erased the African American social and cultural traits of jazz, both from the musical foreground and the
aesthetic foreground.
On one hand jazz was defended through dissimulation, by downplaying differences and reinterpreting and recuperating them culturally. On the other
hand, the goal of this defense being the artistic consecration of jazz, the battle
was waged on the field of aesthetics. This was choosing the enemy’s field; indeed, jazz was being rejected on aesthetic grounds, a dignified façade to cover
the ideological repulsion and moral interdictions that such rejection involved.
Jazz forms were criticized, as if only forms counted, as if this critique came
from a place where all forms were treated equally, and all arts and cultures
were accepted according to principle and judged on a level plane.
Western bourgeois aesthetic criteria would therefore serve to “define”—
elect, set aside—the specific characteristics of jazz. In order to both valorize
and assimilate certain jazz forms, such as collective improvisation, the dialogue between instruments, or the importance of vocalization, critics auto-
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matically mentioned old forms of European music such as polyphonies, canons, etc., in reference. This concern for ennobling jazz by rubbing it against
musical or extra-musical Western values9 rested on the belief that a victory
on the aesthetic front would make ideological hang-ups crumble. Recognized
as a cultural object, jazz would no longer be despicable—which implied that
its market would grow. But this did not so much destroy hang-ups as obscure
their cultural significance, and their relation to one civilization, the Western
civilization, which sees itself as superior to and exclusive of all others. Such a
repression, in providing the means to “understand” jazz in its relative proximity, took away the means of thinking about jazz’s diﬀerences and alterity.
To illustrate the castrating approach characteristic of most of Western criticism—and not only in its early writings—let us look at two excerpts from
André Coeuroy’s Histoire générale du jazz. His point of view is more than outrageous, but as such it shows the symptoms of the historical and cultural determination typical of the first wave of jazz criticism:
Jazz therefore appears to be an instrumental concerto. It is a concerto in its
abrupt irruptions of tutti, in its infinitely ornate phrases, and in the multiplicity of cadences thanks to which each soloist can display his virtuosity and his
gift for improvisation or variation (when in modern symphony and concertosymphony, space is no longer10 given to these two qualities), in the new
existence of a continuous metric and harmonic bass. . . . But it is a concerto
permeated with vocal and polyphonic habits, one that evokes dance through
its beats. It provides space for a kind of savagery that Western music, out of
stylistic modesty, had11 until now repressed. But this is a controlled release:
that is the point. The European feel of the music is what keeps the Negro in
check, what resolves seemingly inexplicable anomalies. One often marvels at
the fact that Armstrong, who is so animalistic when he sings, becomes such
a tasteful virtuoso when he plays the trumpet. In his good era [sic], never did
he play adulterated tones nor muted notes, but always a pure and sober chant,
even when it was poignant, and a style of improvisation that, though weak,
was never anarchical. This is because Armstrong possesses a sure sense of harmony, and he applies at every instant the modal rules that dictate composition in European countries.12

All the elements are here: legitimacy provided by classical music, notions of
“taste,” “purity,” “sobriety,” the rejection of the “animalistic,” the “adulterated,”
the “anarchical.” Jazz forms are molded after, and shown as descending from,
classical forms—as if the latter had anticipated the former in the concerto, the
continuous bass (continuo basso), modal rules, etc.
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Coeuroy concludes the chapter entitled “Black and White” with these
words:
All the “musical material” at the origin of jazz (religious or social songs,
ballads and dances, spirituals and blues) bears the mark of the tribute paid
to Europe. . . . One can therefore conclude that jazz has found its unity13 by
mixing in the European mold of variation and concerto European harmonic
technique (from Liszt to Ravel and Debussy), melody inherited from protestant choral, half-black and half-white rhythm patterns, and a specific use of
instruments. Jazz is not a Negro art: it exists, in the words of Hoérée, in the
margin of Negro art. Those who hate Negro art therefore do not have to hate
jazz. It belongs to whites as well as blacks. If blacks first put it to good use, it is
up to whites to get their own back. It has already started.14

While these comments do not represent the wide scope of Western criticism,
they have the merit of illustrating how intertwined the aesthetic and ideological (commercial) planes have been, and how they have merged: aesthetically
whitened, jazz becomes an art that can be appreciated by those who “do not
like Negro art.” Noting signs of Westernness and rejecting signs of Africanness go together and serve no other cause than that of “jazz,” both actions
being determined by the obsessive fear that jazz might escape criticism (and
commerce). “It belongs to whites and to blacks” actually means that the less it
belongs to blacks, the more it belongs to us.
From the start, Western jazz criticism has been concerned with the recognition of jazz as an art. This concern has dictated its goals ever since. For this
reason, jazz criticism has remained blind to its own complicity with a dominant ideology that on the one hand focuses on aesthetic issues, and on the
other is concerned with commercial and advertising issues. To make audiences
accept jazz was to render jazz palatable.
The causes of this blindness were simple: leading its crusade for jazz in the
name of noble principles (tolerance, open mindedness, modernity, progressivism, etc.) and against the backward-looking and ideologically hermetic aspects
of the Western elite, jazz criticism could only fancy itself in the role of the
pioneer (with a dash of the prophet). That is to say that critics had to position themselves ahead (and even, in their view, outside) of dominant ideology
and Western cultural trends. This is why the opposition between supporters
and detractors of jazz, because of its very visibility, long passed for the main
contradiction. In fact, those who defended jazz were on the same side as those
who attacked it, not only because they all were caught in the same historical
and ideological determination, but also because the defenders of jazz let the
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dominant ideology—and the commercial pressure that demanded that they
talk about art as soon as possible—force on them the Western bourgeois conception of art as a frame for this debate. A double trickery for criticism, and
a double trickery for black music: the object (jazz) had already been sanitized
by commerce, and jazz’s defenders positioned it in the most neutralizing of
frames, that of Western aesthetics.
Critics and historians old and new, from the USA and Europe, forced themselves to devote long demonstrations to proving that jazz was deserving of artistic dignity, without realizing that the music at stake in and under the word
jazz had nothing to gain from this dignity, and much to lose: it risked perpetuating its commercial and cultural exploitation. Even when critics spared
themselves a demonstration they felt had already been made, the same contradiction still weighed down on their discourse: while they believed the contradiction to be resolved, it was only repressed, and the fragility of this “resolution” suggested that the contradiction might very well return. The argument
for and against jazz (jazz as art or not) that has long occupied criticism has
also served to mask the main contradiction between, on the one hand, a music
determined historically, socially, and culturally by both a non-Western civilization and the worst realities of the capitalist system and ideology (slavery and
racism), and on the other hand, the bourgeois aesthetic criteria—inherently
part of Western civilization—that pretends to judge it.
Jazz has nothing to do with the aesthetic idealists who rule music and art
in capitalist societies; historically and culturally produced by other forces,
other needs, other perspectives, it does not belong to the history of Western
arts. As the capitalist bourgeoisie has come to think of its own arts as Art, the
ultimate reference and model, the measure of all the others, to pull African
American music into that Art’s domain inevitably ignores what in that music
is irreducible to Art, what has constituted it as a form of resistance against
Westernness and the bourgeois representation of Art:
Even though the white middle-brow critic15 had known about Negro music
for only about three decades, he was already trying to formalize and finally
institutionalize it. It is a hideous idea. The music was already in danger of being forced into that junk pile of admirable objects and data the West knows as
culture.16
d) White Jazzmen

White-black opposition in jazz is one of the false quarrels grafted onto the
one we have just exposed. From the start, more or less talented white mu-
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sicians imposed their names and music on “jazz,” and often became famous
sooner than black musicians, a phenomenon that became only more common
with time. Soon, then, the question about the connection between a musician’s worth and the color of his skin was raised. This debate returned regularly, filling thousands of pages in books, magazines, etc., as it obfuscated
more serious questions about the economic exploitation of jazz or the political
struggles of blacks in jazz. Interestingly, with the exception of Hugues Panassié (a case we will study a little further), all critics, emphasizing more or less
the importance of black musicians—and more and more so as the political role
of blacks increased—reached the conclusion that a certain musical equality
existed between whites and blacks. This amounted to not taking into account
social inequalities or diﬀerences in historical, economic, and cultural determination and their respective political spectrums, in the name of humanistic
egalitarianism and for fear of being called a reverse racist.
The great majority of black musicians—until free jazz, when the elements
of the matter changed, politically speaking—agree that white musicians have
only had a secondary role in the development of the music; yet jazz critics, following the tendencies of the white public and the black bourgeoisie that emulates it, seem to have overestimated their import. That the white public would
do so is easily conceivable, not only in the light of the advertising eﬀorts of the
record industry, but also because of ideological recognition: in the words of
LeRoi Jones, “You cannot, for instance, blame any white man for liking Andre
Previn more than Cecil Taylor; it is his life that is reflected by his choices (is,
in fact those choices). Most white men in America are closer to Andre Previn
than CT or Duke Ellington either, for that matter.”17 This “spontaneous” recognition is therefore exploited and repeated by ideological apparatuses: the
press, advertising, cultural commerce. But it is remarkable that it would also
be repeated by jazz critics who were better informed, more aware. If the point
of view of specialists—concerned with impartiality and objectivity—in fact
confirms and authorizes with its comments the tendency of the majority of
consumers to prefer their music to that of others, even when the former is
borrowed from the latter and often less interesting, then setting racism aside
at the critical level and refusing to reflect on its action and its consequences
participates in its subtle perpetuation at the ideological level.
In fact, it seems that jazz criticism still confuses the direct participation
of white musicians in a black music—which is on the level of more or less
decent imitation, borrowing, or influence of black on white—with the game
of influences of white on black, the Western influences on jazz. The fact that
jazz was musically born of the assimilation and reinterpretation of a great
number of Western musical elements (marching bands, dances, church music,
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borrowings from classical and contemporary music) does not make it ipso facto
assimilable by Western musicians. Deported into a foreign civilization, black
Americans have found themselves forced to ingest and digest a considerable
mass of exogenous elements, not only in music: in religion, social systems, language and writing, morals, culture, ideology, philosophy, etc. The very fact of
being absolutely subjugated to these influences with no possible choice is what
is specific to the historical, social, and cultural situation of black Americans:
and that is what cannot be imitated.
The black’s double extraction, African and American, determines all of his
productions in many and complex ways; but this multi-determination is itself
the privilege of African Americans. A black musician uses the multiple Western traces present in jazz to work on the specific and original character of this
multiplicity, this diversity that constitutes jazz as music. For a white musician,
the work is diﬀerent: it is undertaken not on a duality or on a multiplicity of
cultural codes imposed on him en masse, but on what could (or just as well
could not) come as a supplement to his membership in Western culture alone.
For the white musician, black inspiration is a supplement of soul (when it is
not just a supplement of profit). “Western influences” are for blacks precisely
what they have not chosen, desired, or appreciated; they’re what they have
been forced to live with, to struggle with daily. In jazz, these influences are
elements of internal contradiction, permanent conflict, one of the poles incessantly challenged by this music’s dialectic development. The most recent and
most violent of these challenges came from free jazz, which targets both initial
Western influences and ulterior influences grafted onto jazz along its history.
By mechanically opposing white with black jazzmen, only to resolve this
opposition in terms of an equivalence of principle, Western criticism has prevented itself once more from thinking of diﬀerences as productive and specific
to jazz. To define jazz as “syncretic music,” as “a synthesis of Western and African influences,” might seem to constitute a recognition of those diﬀerences.
But, in fact, it shows how little they are known, in that they are summoned but
once in mythical accounts of the birth of jazz, and understood as having since
been resolved, or more precisely, synthesized. Every time criticism mentioned
these diﬀerences and, content with a mere mention, neglected to study them
within the social and historical frame of their work—that is, not as accessories in the music’s christening, but as a series of brutalities and resistances
(conflicts)—it denied their specific importance and the power of this contradiction. Jazz is no ecumenical music; it is a music of divisions, of unresolved
tensions and open wounds.
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e) “True” Jazz

In the concert of Western criticism and its diﬀerent phases, European criticism has played a relatively more important role than American criticism,
culturally if not commercially. LeRoi Jones notes without elaborating on it
that “there were few ‘jazz critics’ in America at all until the ’30s and then they
were influenced to a large extent by what Richard Hadlock has called ‘the carefully documented gee-whiz attitude’ of the first serious European critics.”18 We
think that this had to do with the gap between European jazz lovers and the
object of their passion. Of course, they could only have an indirect knowledge
of jazz (through records, the press, and then concerts), but this remoteness
threatened to decenter their critical reflection and give it a peculiar perspective.
In spite of its colonies, Europe’s relation to blacks was of course very different from America’s: as trauma only went in one direction, censorship was
milder and less necessary. When in the USA the fear of a bloody political uprising made impossible anything but derisory depictions of black life, European
colonialism, as if it had a clean conscience, gave itself the luxury of discovering exoticism and the Africas (in missions, in the beginning of ethnology, the
Negro art craze, etc.). The “black character” of black music therefore appeared
more readily and more quickly to European critics than to their American
counterparts.
As soon as groups and musicians other than the Original Dixie Jazz Band
and Paul Whiteman’s Orchestra became known in France (Armstrong, Bechet,
Ellington, Fletcher Henderson, etc.), the term “jazz hot” appeared, in contrast
to the policed music of white bands. Around Hugues Panassié, French jazz
fans gathered in “hot clubs.” Panassié’s first writings (his book Le Jazz Hot was
first published in 1934) had tremendous influence in Europe and in the USA:
he discovered and valorized Chicago and New York jazz as authentic. This was
a true revolution in the growing world of jazz criticism.
Let us immediately state what the consequences were: on the one hand, this
put a rightful emphasis on the true creators of jazz, revealed them to the European public, and gave a boost to the commercialization of original productions
rather than white copies. On the other hand, critics were unable to conceive of
this as a specifically black contribution to jazz (owing to the weakness of theoretical, critical, and musicological tools at the hand of the author). Panassié
only dropped names, titles, described styles in epithetic cascades, separated
the “good” from the “bad,” without explanation. His excessive recourse to a
terminology of excitation (the music gets heated, it burns, it shakes, it swings,
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etc.) went hand-in-hand with his refusal of any critical approach, which he saw
as desacralizing the cult object.
In fact, Panassié’s extreme and feverish agitation chose black music because it found ecstasy in it, but also myths of primitivism, of strength and violence; in short, the entire mythic and psychoanalytical arsenal of the regression to the “values” and “truths” of the past. Curiously, it is because of his own
staunch backwardness that Panassié defends black jazz as the permanence of
primitiveness, a refusal of modern progressive commercial developments and
decadence. Thus, what he praises in jazz is not very far from what other “enemies of progress” despise in it. Panassié’s compulsive glorification of everything black evokes the practice of another prophet:19 Elijah Muhammad. Both
of them, in the same time period, defended black superiority in all domains.
There were two notable diﬀerences: first, Panassié is a Catholic and not
a Muslim, and he is white, not black. One can then study what for Panassié
could only be a fetishization of blacks directly connected to the place of the
black man in white American fantasies (as a rapist of white women). The second diﬀerence is that Panassié only valorizes the few primitive forms of expression always directly related to the physical, i.e. dance and music, boxing
and running, while he completely neglects political (revolts, speeches, pamphlets, associations, etc.) and intellectual (poetry, black literature, political
theory) manifestations. The double obfuscation of the cultural and the political of course implies complete contempt for the black liberation struggle: the
more primitive the black—that is, the less “contaminated by whites,” the more
uneducated, and the closer to slavery—the better. Panassié did not really see
blacks any diﬀerently from colonizers; he just liked them, while colonizers did
not.
This sacralization of primitivity manifests itself in two ways in Panassié’s
“critical” approach: through his turn toward origins and his fantasies of purity.
The two mechanisms managed to coincide perfectly in the author’s first major crisis: at the end of his first trip to the USA (which served as a regression
of sorts, a journey to the roots), Panassié recanted his initial judgment and
transferred the purity of jazz to its historical roots in New Orleans, to which
he sacrificed his first loves, Chicago and New York. Note here the mechanistic
character and the religious connotations of his reasoning: purity lies in the
point of origin. We will see that, while New Orleans style is close to the origin,
it is far from embodying the primitive purity claimed by the author.
Panassié experienced a second, much more serious crisis after the birth of
bebop. Panassié had not seen it coming, had not discovered it himself (his
former disciple André Hodeir would be its main proponent in France), and
bop constituted a musical disavowal of his anti-evolutionist conception. After
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a long hesitation that threw the faithful into great and terrible anguish (not
knowing whether or not to like the music, to buy it or not), Panassié violently
denounced bop as heresy, in the name of “true jazz.”
The importance of the phenomenon must be noted. Until then, in jazz criticism, definitions and aesthetic criteria had been used either to “explain” and
justify jazz in its entirety, or, more rarely, to valorize this or that musician
or style. But with bebop came something more than a new style: this was a
historical moment in black music, which saw the collective work of its greatest musicians (Parker, Monk, Gillespie, Coltrane. . .) condemned en masse by
a European critic for deviating from the oﬃcial party line. There is something
ludicrous about Panassié, who thought himself trusted with the truth on jazz,
pronouncing anathema on the very people who create black music, their own
music. Black critic A. B. Spellman put it this way: “What does anti-jazz mean
and who are these ofays who’ve appointed themselves guardians of last year’s
blues?”20
More disturbing yet was to see springing out of nothing what was claimed
to be a bona fide aesthetics of jazz, with norms, scales of value, exclusive systems, and even traditions, when nobody (and especially not Panassié) had
bothered to enunciate its theory or test its concepts. These aesthetics could
only function on dogmatic pronouncements and revelations. Swing—whose
role and definition are more or less those of the Holy Spirit—was either present in music or not; some could see it, others could not; dance was decreed
constitutive of “true” jazz, as faith was to the “true” Christian; since bop could
not be danced to, it was therefore not jazz. New Orleans musical structures
were sanctified and declared untouchable: by daring not to respect them and
by reacting against certain jazz traditions, bop lost its status as jazz, and, more
or less implicitly, bop musicians were presented as traitors to the “spirit of
their race,” etc.
Of course, since this aesthetic foundation was especially inconsistent, Panassié had to rigidify it to the extreme, surrounding his pseudo-critical interventions with a considerably vindictive and insulting machinery. He slandered
musicians and critics outside the dogma, accusing them of selling themselves
to the mysterious “progressive” interests of a mafia of sorts. What this obscure
organization would gain by pushing jazz towards all that Panassié reproaches
it for (elitism, intellectualism, abandoning dance, etc.) remained unclear.
This “Battle of the True Jazz” began raging in 1949 and for about a decade
occupied center stage, involving most of the forces of jazz criticism in France
and around the world. The result of this thousand-page conflict21 was twofold:
through terror tactics, an aesthetic system was imposed on jazz, and debates
bogged down in discussions of authenticity and the norms and principles of
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jazz, all notions forced onto the music. On the other hand, the specific importance of the bop revolution remained completely unknown, obliterated by
long speeches on “modernism” and “tradition” in art and music, “progressivism” as decadence, etc.
Bop started in the margins of mainstream jazz (at the end of the swing era,
and during the New Orleans revival) where it was created as an experiment
in new forms in reaction against mainstream trends. As the music of certain
black musicians fed up with the jazz they were commercially forced to play,
it marked the realization by these musicians of the alienation of their music,
of its then complete subjugation to white commercial interests and cultural
values. The bop reaction aimed precisely at re-authenticating black music, at
bringing it closer to its people. That it was carried out by integrating varied
elements, “modern” (European experimentation) and otherwise (African resurgence), was not a drastic change if one looks at the birth and development
of jazz, a culturally composite and conflictual music. It was not because bebop was more “modern” than old jazz that it was the less jazz: what made it
diﬀerent from the jazz that preceded it (and what brought it closer both to
blues and to “primitive” jazz, which Panassié could not see) was an attitude of
resistance to, and cultural rejection of, a state of colonization of black music.
It is symptomatic that Panassié, self-appointed defender of black authenticity, remained blind and deaf to the recovery by blacks of their own music: his
passion for blacks did not go as far as recognizing their struggles, which he no
doubt also judged to be too “progressive.”
We have lingered on this case because it represents the incapacity of Western jazz criticism to grasp its object in all its specificity: like free jazz, bebop put
at the forefront of black music its social and cultural implications, and thus
oﬀered critics an opportunity to reposition jazz in African American reality.
This opportunity was lost and buried under an accumulation of contradictions
that did not belong to jazz, but indeed to jazz criticism.

4. The Blind Task
of Criticism
But one of the most persistent traits of the Western white man has always
been his fanatical and almost instinctive assumption that his systems and
ideas about the world are the most desirable, and further, that people who do
not aspire to them, or at least think them admirable, are savages or enemies.
—LeRoi Jones, Blues People, 18.

Along with jazz, the contradictions inherent to jazz criticism have taken—and
overwhelmed—center stage as “issues,” “quarrels,” and “theses.” Toxic redherrings such as these have contributed to the misunderstanding of jazz as
much as to the understanding of it. Through these devices, critics presented
their stories as history, their fiction as truth, believing that they were writing
about jazz when in reality they were inscribing jazz within criticism, outside
itself. In spite of their opposition to one another, and the noise of their quarrels notwithstanding, the diﬀerent schools of criticism remain accomplices in
that they are all connected to, and regulated by, the majority point of view
of Westernness. Dominant ideology reigns at the center of these “contradictions” and varieties. It produces such “contradictions” and “diﬀerences” as surface eﬀects, masks, blinds meant to cover and isolate the place from which it
speaks, and what it speaks of by speaking of something else.
Once more, the West put itself in a position to judge an artistic practice
that did not belong to it. Indeed, jazz is determined in complex ways by nonWestern cultural traditions (African, Muslim) and by conditions of production
(slavery, exploitation, racism) willed— but neither suﬀered nor experienced—by
Western capitalist bourgeoisie.
Jazz’s alterity in relation to Western civilization is therefore double: on the
one hand, it comes from an elsewhere the West has long loathed but considered
to be its own rightful possession. The West censors jazz’s alterity just as it attempts to turn it into a niche for its own markets and missions, an endless
reserve to tap for wealth. The West ignores or fights all that is not a source of
profit, whether it be financial, political, or even ideological: indeed, one of the
benefits of colonization is that it valorizes the myth of white supremacy. On
the other hand, jazz is born in the doubling of this elsewhere, the place where
this form of colonization was perpetuated and reinforced: America, land of
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slaves. Double the colonization, double the censorship of interests specific to
the colonized, if they are not those or do not serve those of the exploiters.
The second level of censorship both confirms and justifies the first: as
blacks supposedly had no culture in Africa, they must have even less outside
of Africa. Beyond economic exploitation and racist repression, slaves necessarily suﬀer from the “influence” of their masters: their religion, their ideology,
their value systems, etc. Such compulsory influence has a twofold objective: to
erase the traces of original influences, and to prove in the same movement
their inconsistency, their lack of value. Though forced to imitate his master,
the Negro is despised for it. It is a classic trait of colonialism to twice diminish
its victims: because colonialism rejects their civilization and imposes its own,
its victims are considered twice as “inferior.” LeRoi Jones writes:
What made the American most certain that he was “superior” to the African.
. . was the foreignness of African culture. This came to be the African’s chief
liability in the New World: in the context of slavery, the most undesirable attitudes the foreign slave and his many generations of American-born oﬀspring
could possess. In fact, twentieth-century American society finds many of
these same oﬀspring denying any connection with this culture in what may
seem to most Americans a perfectly natural attempt to dive headlong into
and immerse themselves completely in the tepid safety of the mainstream of
contemporary America.1

We have seen that, after initial reticence, the “mainstream of contemporary
America” eventually came to recognize jazz as a product for entertainment
and cultural consumption and to support and love it, pressed by radio stations, advertising, commerce, but also by the new international prestige “its”
music brought to the USA. For this assimiliation to happen, jazz had to make
cultural compromises, filter and reshape itself, so much so that what of jazz
made it to the market had little left in common with black culture. Only those
aspects deemed ideologically acceptable, as they were or after adjustments,
made the grade; the rest—i.e. this music’s original traits, its history, its social
function—were lost on the way.
Moreover, the assimilation could only be performed with the help and advice of critics. Criticism played its role—mediation and transmission—in the
relatively successful molding and remodeling of jazz by the cultural and commercial interests of the dominant ideology. Critics did not see that what they
were doing in the interest of jazz, and for its cause, they were doing first and
foremost for an ideology and a culture that could only see themselves as domi-
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nant, and could only admit black culture and music inasmuch as they were
dominated.
In pontificating wisely on jazz for forty years, Western critics therefore
judged, according to their own criteria, values, and cultural assumptions, a
musical production irreducible to them, remaining blind the whole time to
their ideological underpinnings. Critics rewrote the history and aesthetics
of jazz according to this ideology, sorting out all that they could understand
about jazz. They then oﬀered certain elements as currency: musicians’ names,
styles, rules, legends, etc., which they circulated at the ideological level. Because their selection itself was ideologically programmed, these currencies
were adopted and consumed. Critics and audiences eventually acquiesced and
mutually confirmed each other’s opinions about jazz: two complicit elements
in the same system, obfuscating and influencing jazz.
The consequences of this forty-year critical occupation of jazz have been
particularly grave for jazz history. Completely hiding social and racial determinants was impossible, so they were instead modestly posited, from a sociologist’s point of view, as a kind of backdrop that explained nothing because it
explained too much. We know how in the USA the rush to sociological explanations for the “Negro problem” considerably muddled and distanced the actual
issues faced by black Americans. The frenzy with which American sociologists
have accumulated piles of observations, fabricated and endlessly compared
statistics into floating reference networks, can be explained as an eﬀort to
replace the search for causes with the endless analysis of clues and eﬀects. All
“explanations” are invoked—sociological, psychological, legal, religious, psychoanalytical—all except economics and politics. This partial accumulation
can only lead—indeed, it is its ultimate goal—to forbidding one from reading
in the “Negro problem” the white problem: capitalism.
Echoing the ideology of such hardly innocent sociological works, jazz historians have kept to summary descriptions of the condition of black Americans—virtually silencing, for example, the entirety of black political demonstrations (uprisings, riots, pamphlets, organizations) throughout history,
which is no small feat. Considering slavery “abolished,” they have avoided examining the equivocal aspects of abolition and its aftermath in segregation
and the economic exploitation of blacks. In other words, jazz historians have
delivered limited information about the condition of black Americans, making
sure to present it as a reminder of sorts—as if this were well-known information—and as a supplement to jazz history per se. In this way they could avoid
connecting this information to, and showing its relationship with, musical
phenomena.
Western criticism built its history of jazz on the idealist model of Western
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art history: as an autonomous, simple series of facts and names, regulating
itself apart from History, safe from it. To be sure, it experienced variations,
stylistic evolutions, diﬀerent schools, but only as if they had self-generated,
independently from the pressures of society and History. Trends and fashions followed each other, very much alike, and one would study their minutest
nuances, detailing each musician’s style, the debts he owed others, all of this
taking place in isolation, in the white margins of History. Everything a musician might owe to his personal experience of life, what in his music bristled
with conflict, what made such and such movement emerge when it did, all of
this was ignored, because it exceeded the purview of art and entered diﬀerent
categories: sociology, politics, history.
Not by chance is art given “a place apart” in dominant ideology. This ideology’s function is to reinterpret social relations by obfuscating relations of
economic dependence and production in order to calmly perpetuate capitalist
exploitation. To that eﬀect, ideology has traced a series of borders and walls
between the sectors of the social field: it has separated art from politics, and
politics from law and education. These hermetic compartments supposedly all
have their proper history, separate from the rest. The multiplication of these
segmentary histories and their contradictions eﬀectively prevents the recognition of their common determination by class struggle.
Ideology’s domination over the work of criticism, aesthetics, and art history is only eﬀective as long as such work does not examine the areas and conditions of its own production, the place where it is made and the place it makes
in the process. Black jazz criticism, emerging again after a long absence, was
first to undertake the task of deconstructing the myths of Western criticism.
Speaking from elsewhere, as it were, it was able to see and show where critics
had been speaking from until then.

Part 2. Notes on a Black
History of Jazz
Three Preliminary Remarks

a) In these “notes on a black history of jazz,” we propose to point out a certain
number of facts and historical data that are usually left out of jazz histories.
In other words, we will simply note the musical facts featured and extensively
commented upon in these histories, or rather we will attempt to put them
in relation to all the things that determine them, directly or indirectly: historical, economical, social, and political axes. We hope to show that what has
usually been considered mere backdrop to black music, what has usually been
neglected and repressed, has often played a major role in the history of black
music. In any case, after the works of LeRoi Jones and free jazz, it is no longer
possible to analyze black music as an autonomous art, a purely aesthetic phenomenon. Music—the blues and jazz—is the privileged mode of expression of
black Americans; it holds a position in their social field, it plays a role, secondary or preeminent, in their political struggles. We think that the relation between music, society, and politics revealed in free jazz’s political commitment
actually predates free jazz. It is indeed a constant, an original, a constitutive
element of black music. To understand it, and understand the role and historical position of free jazz, we think it indispensable to show where, and under
and against what this music was built, and to reposition black music in white
America and in black struggles.
b) The commercial valorization of jazz—after the initial embarrassment—and
its use as an element of prestige by white America have increased the rejection
of other black American forms of expression. This is in part because music
(even unadulterated) was, of course, considered less “dangerous” than black
literature, poetry, and thought, but also because the trademark dancing Negro
image matched the expectations of the average American better than that of
the black intellectual. This is why we decided to reposition black music among
the artistic and intellectual productions of black Americans.
c) This twofold contextualization of the black music that preceded and generated free jazz gives us the means to appreciate the specific contribution and dimensions of the free jazz movement. It is indeed impossible to reduce free jazz
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to a “new style” once it is connected to the contradictions and forces at work
in the common history of black music and struggles in America. To the extent that free jazz—which appeared as increasing numbers of black Americans
began studying their own history, their past, their culture, and have started
using them politically—revisits and reinscribes in itself the history of these
struggles and the developments of jazz, we found it necessary to follow the
same detour.

5. What the Blues Say
In song and exhortation swelled one refrain—Liberty.
—W. E. B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk: Essays and Sketches (Chicago: A. C.
McClurg and Co., 1903), 6.

All the histories of jazz published to this day consider the blues, ballads, gospel songs, and work songs as so many testimonies of black life in the United
States. Yet only Paul Oliver,1 A. B. Spellman,2 and LeRoi Jones3 distill from
these documents the fact that black revolt, begun almost four centuries ago
with the first slaves, is the essential trait of the history of black Americans.
Though forgotten, denied, or reduced to mere “accidents,” manifestations
of black resistance were numerous long before the word “jazz” appeared. There
was resistance on the first slave ships crossing the Atlantic, when shipments of
“ebony” were unloaded on American shores, and throughout the centuries of
organized slave trade and after emancipation; and later these manifestations
of resistance formed a direct counterpoint to the evolution of Afro-American
music. But these acts of resistance—so old, so diverse, so violent—how could
they not have influenced, how could they not have traumatized the prehistory
of jazz? According to some white musicologists, that same jazz might have
been born magically with the sole aim of making recently emancipated slaves
dance, and soon all of an America tired of polkas and other imported European dance steps. Not by chance are the oldest songs kept by oral tradition work
songs. These melodically and rythmically simple (functional) songs are the direct product of a system of economical and social exploitation: slavery. In the
study of any form of black expression, it is obviously impossible to neglect the
still overwhelming weight of this astounding aggression carried on until fairly
recently against millions of people. “Black rage” is not a mood swing, black
struggles do not come from nowhere. The scars have not been “erased.”
a) Slavery: The Birth of White America

Marxist economists and sociologists have shown that slavery was the result
neither of the “inferiority” of blacks, nor of the “perversity” of whites: it was
simply a very profitable aﬀair for slave traders, sellers, and breeders, and unevenly profitable for American planters. Racist arguments were produced after
the fact to justify the law of profit, and spread in order to perpetuate it.
Indeed, beginning in the sixteenth century, the colonization and exploita53
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tion of American land was carried out under the sign of slavery; yet the first
American slaves were not Africans. European settlers first attempted to use indigenous populations. But Indians were relatively weak, few, spread out over
a territory whose limits were mostly unknown to explorers, and soon replaced
by white workers: debtors, convicts, and indentured servants who would serve
a settler for the amount of years judged necessary to reimburse the cost of
their transportation across the ocean. In spite of the eﬀorts of English tribunals that multiplied common law convictions in order to provide American
colonies with white cattle, this source of labor eventually dwindled. It became
expensive to keep servants, who were disobedient and often fled the plantations to participate in the conquest of the West.
Producing tobacco, rice, indigo, sugar, and eventually cotton on increasingly vast lands demanded numerous and cheap labor: settlers found it in Africa.
Thus at the origin of the intensive exploitation of black slaves lies the development of large plantations, better adapted to monoculture.
“Plantation slavery had in strictly business aspects at least as many drawbacks as it had attractions. But in the large it was less a business than a life;
it made fewer fortunes than it made men.”4 The issue of increasing slaves’
profitablity and, more importantly, the fear of slave uprisings generated a
strengthening of surveillance and the creation of codes regulating slaves’ activities: they were forbidden to bear arms, forced to learn English (to be able
to obey the overseer’s orders), drumming was banned (as drums could be used
to transmit messages), etc.
Supported by the French and English governments, the slave trade became
a boon for the companies and ship owners who participated in it. In the United
States, if massive slave importation remained confined to the South, it was
less for humanitarian reasons than because the expansion of slavery ran into
insurmountable obstacles in the North: the climate was first and foremost
especially hard on recently transplanted Africans, but it also forbade exotic
monoculture. Blacks were only profitable in monoculture, where labor requires no professional qualification, and the very principle of slavery excluded
wasting time on education: the system could only survive if it prevented the
intellectual development of its victims (Northern colonies nevertheless profited from the slave trade: Rhode Island, for example, became one of the most
important slave markets and owed a great part of its wealth to this traﬃc).
From the sixteenth to the nineteenth century, some two hundred million
Africans (this number varies between one hundred and three hundred million according to the scholar) were transported all over the American continent. While Western Africa was thus bled of its human potential, the trade
benefitted the capitalist countries of Europe, and the New World flooded the
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European market with the products of its plantations, eventually becoming
wealthy enough to be able to separate from the metropolis and become the
United States of America.
Around the mid-eighteenth century, overproduction of tobacco and the
collapse of the market led to the development first of rice culture and later
indigo and sugar cane. By the end of the century, the economic decline of plantations (except in South Carolina and Georgia) brought some economists to
question the eﬃciency of the slave system. But a technical revolution gave new
life to slavery: in 1794, Eli Whitney invented the cotton gin. Bolstered by the
rise of the textile industry in England, cotton culture boomed and the South
became its kingdom, provider of cotton for the entire world. Planters—there
were less than 400,000 of them—became capitalists, exploiting immense territories and having the disposal of entire armies of slaves. The value of a “piece
of India” (the ideal Negro, six feet tall, aged eighteen to thirty-five) went from
selling for between $100 and $200 in 1800 up to $2,000 in 1860, a year when
slaves numbered four million in the United States (they were two million in
1830, and 750,000 when the United States declared Independence).5
When in 1776 southern planters and northern traders began to feel unfairly treated by the laws of the mother country—which controlled the triangular trade, making it very profitable for the metropolis, but also diﬃcult
for colonists to trade with countries other than England, which also imposed
multiple taxes, etc.—a political break occurred and the War of Independence
broke out. Thus were blacks—and more precisely the repartition of the profits
drawn from their unconditional exploitation—one of the deep causes of the
independence of the United States. But in this war between whites there was
no place, no role for them to play. If they were sometimes used, they were
merely an economical way to spare white lives in the strategic game. With
some oﬃcers having remarked that Negroes had nothing to lose (or to win) in
this war and worrying about letting them use weapons, George Washington
(and Congress with him) forbade the enrollment of Negroes. He nevertheless
had to recant because the English were promising freedom to any slaves who
joined their side—this is how thousands of Negroes deserted plantations and,
in one instance, a slave led his master (a Virginian planter turned colonel in
the Continental Army) to British lines. The American Congress then decided
to limit enrollment to free blacks. Yet, following the terrible defeat at Valley
Forge, every able-bodied man, white or black, slave or free, was welcome in the
American army. Over a hundred thousand blacks gained their freedom during this colonial war (some escaped to Canada, to Florida, or to Indian tribes,
while others followed the “Redcoats” to the United Kingdom), but the mass of
slaves kept increasing thanks to the intensification of the trade.
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In order to fight against the burgeoning abolitionist propaganda,6 planters sought justification in science and religion. Thomas Dew, a professor from
Virginia, thus attempted to demonstrate that “the Negro possessed the form
and strength of a man but had the intellect of a child and was therefore unfit
for freedom.”7 Also in Virginia, Reverend George D. Armstrong published The
Christian Doctrine of Slavery and Slavery Ordained of God. New laws reinforced
slavery: in 1857, the Supreme Court issued the Dred Scott decision, which asserted that the black American “had no rights which the white man was bound
respect.”8 The court specified that Negroes “were at that time considered as a
subordinate and inferior class of beings who had been subjugated by the dominant race, and, whether emancipated or not, yet remained subject to their authority, and had no rights or privileges but such as those who held the power
and the Government might choose to grant them.”9
Let us also recall this declaration from a representative of the state of Virginia:
We have as far as possible closed every avenue by which light might enter
[the slaves’] minds; we have only to go one step farther,—to extinguish the
capacity to see the light,—and our work will be completed; they would then
be reduced to the level with the beasts of the field, and we should be safe; and
I am not certain that we would not do it, if we could find out the necessary
process, and that under the plea of necessity.10

Slave owners went as far as replying to abolitionists:
Supposing that we were all convinced, and thought of slavery precisely as you
do, at what era of moral suasion do you imagine you could prevail on us to give
up a thousand millions of dollars in the value of our slaves, and a thousand
millions of dollars more in the depreciation of our lands, in consequence of
the want of laborers to cultivate them?11

Thus justified by law, religion, and profit, slavery reduced Negroes to the exchange value they represented for their owners. To increase their productivity
and profitability, owners used every imaginable device: torture, flogging, persuasion, “brainwashing,” and every imaginable physical and moral abuse. Yet
masters still had to maintain their slaves so that the “human machines” could
function without great diﬃculty. Herbert Aptheker writes:
Slaves were instruments of production, were means by which men who owned
land were able to produce tobacco and rice and sugar and cotton to be sold,
on a world market, and to return them a profit. Their existence had no real
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meaning other than this for their employers. Profit must be gotten from these
workers whom the bosses owned no matter what suﬀering this entailed, and
the more profit the better.12

The planters’ “hardware” landed in the United States in numbers of about
twenty thousand Africans a year at the beginning of the nineteenth century,
and six thousand by 1850. As soon as the trade slowed down, breeding took
over. Landowners in Virginia and in the Carolinas brought to the verge of
bankruptcy by the depletion of their lands were saved from disaster by intensive breeding of the “black cattle” they still possessed. Thus did her reproductive capacities make the black female a new source of profit. Breeding followed
more or less scientific, but quite rigorous selection methods that were for Negroes yet another obstacle to having a family. Some males were turned into
studhorses, while many black women were “specialized,” numerous progeny
being sometimes the way to preferential treatment. While testimonies and
evidence attest to this system of breeding,13 it is more diﬃcult to assert that
slave owners impregnated their most beautiful slaves specifically in order to
participate in the increase of their cattle and its “improvement” through the
increase of mulatto children. Bastard mulatto children were generally used as
servants, and blood relation got in the way of maximum profit during sales. In
his Autobiography, Malcolm X confirms the privileged status of mulattoes (he
himself was, like his mother, rather light-skinned): “I actually believe that as
anti-white as my father was, he was subconsciously so aﬄicted with the white
man’s brainwashing of Negroes that he inclined to favor the light ones, and I
was his lightest child. . . . It came directly from the slavery tradition that the
‘mulatto,’ because he was visibly nearer to white, was therefore ‘better.’”14 He
adds, “Out in the world later on, in Boston, in New York, among the millions
of Negroes who were insane enough to feel that it was some kind of status
symbol to be light-complexioned—that one was actually fortunate to be born
thus. But, still later, I learned to hate every drop of that white rapist’s blood
that is in me.”15
There were about sixty-five thousand slaves in the southwestern states in
1820; forty years later, their number had increased tenfold. Similar increase
could be witnessed across the country: there were less than ninety thousand
slaves in 1790, 3.2 million in 1850, and 4 million in 1860. About a quarter of
the slaves worked on plantations holding fewer than ten slaves; another quarter worked in bigger plantations of fifty slaves or more. The remaining half
worked in plantations of between ten and fifty slaves. A mid-nineteenth century census showed that close to four hundred thousand slaves lived in cities,
where they worked as servants, artisans, and manual laborers.
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Opposite this “black cattle” were two and a half million free families living across the South, among whom were 384,000 slave owners concentrated
between Georgia and Louisiana. While most slaves were field workers, many
were rented out by their masters to individuals and companies such as textile
factories, blacksmiths, tobacco factories, etc. In 1842 in Richmond, Virginia,
the Tredegar iron works began using slaves in order to improve their profit
margin. Following a strike by their white laborers, they fired all of them, thus
gaining the capacity to compete against northern industry thanks to their low
production costs. Factories throughout the southern states followed this example. Railway companies, mines, building companies, all resorted to slave
labor. This unavoidably generated rivalry between black slave labor and the
white proletariat. The status of specialized slaves was superior to that of white
workers inasmuch as the latter did not benefit from the kind of protection
demanded for the precious human material of the former by their owners.
This “renting out” system allowed a certain number of slaves—the most
professionally qualified among them—to buy their freedom, thus forming the
embryo of what would become the black petty bourgeoisie (truly a proletariat for which wage slavery replaced slave labor). Documents and testimonies
about the daily life of slaves have accumulated in the past few years (autobiographies, interviews of former slaves, archival research into the records of the
slave trade, the Black Codes, etc.16) as future black militants were growing in
political awareness. Malcolm X devoted an important part of his activities to
the study of the African American past:
The field Negroes—those were the masses. . . . The Negro in the field caught
hell. He ate leftovers. In the house they ate high up on the hog. The Negro in
the field didn’t get anything but what was left of the insides of the hog. They
call it “chitt’lings” nowadays. In those days they called them what they were—
guts. That’s what you were—gut-eaters. And some of you are still gut-eaters.
The field Negro was beaten from morning to night; he lived in a shack,
in a hut; he wore old, castoﬀ clothes. He hated his master. I say he hated his
master. He was intelligent. That house Negro loved his master, but that field
Negro—remember, they were in the majority, and they hated the master.17
b) Abolition, Secession, Reconstruction

Intense work, insuﬃcient food and comfort, and inadequate or nonexistent
medical care are so many elements that explain the short lifespan and high
mortality rate among the servile population.18
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Beyond the movements generated by the ambition of Northern capitalists
for whom the abolition of slavery was just a means to ruin Southern planters,
other whites (the Quakers, most particularly) deplored the condition of slaves.
Following the example of the Society for the Extinction of the Slave Trade
created in 1823 in England,19 the American abolitionist movement—whose
followers belonged for the most part to the middle-class—attacked slavery
from an idealistic and religious point of view. Considered fanatics, abolitionists were persecuted, sometimes even assassinated.20 The actions of abolitionists, though isolated from the activity of other whites, would help Northern
capitalists find moral authority and justifications in their eﬀort to thwart
planters’ expansion. Anti-slavery activism was also bolstered by the passing of
the Fugitive Slave Act, which ordered the restitution of fugitive slaves to their
masters. Abolitionism shifted from moral stands to action with the inception
of the Underground Railroad, a clandestine network helping escaped slaves.21
The progress of abolitionism in turn led to an increase of racism in the South.
Nevertheless, economic rather than ideological rivalry was at the origin of
political opposition between the North and the South. As a cotton-exporting
region and the customer of the industrial North, the South needed manufactured products and was a strong supporter of free trade, whereas the North,
feeling insuﬃciently industrialized, felt a need for customs barriers. As retaliation against this protectionism, European countries such as England increased
their tariﬀs and started looking for alternative sources of cotton. The price of
cotton fiber dropped from fifteen cents a pound in 1824 to a little under ten
cents in 1830, and planters suﬀered: the South was the victim of retaliation
occasioned by Northern attitudes.
This economic conflict was soon compounded by a political and electoral
conflict. North and South fought for control over the federal government. In
a compromise that had made the formation of the United States possible, the
North had accepted that the representation of slave states in Congress be calculated on the basis of their white population, increased by three-fifths of the
number of their slaves. Thus privileged, the South controlled all the important
committees in the Senate.
North and South were also in disagreement not so much on the principle
of slavery as on its expansion. As the country reached further west, a question
was raised: would slaves or free men settle the new territories? For the slavery
party, expansion was necessary inasmuch as the use of slave labor exhausted
the land quickly; having impoverished lands in the East, planters and their
armies of slaves were now moving west. Northern businessmen were also
attracted by the West, which they were hoping to monopolize for their own
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profit. There had been country planning; there were now compromises. The
opposition between the two American “empires” was reaching the point of no
return. War was the predictable outcome of this conflict.
When eleven southern states organized themselves into a confederacy
rather than obey the majority, they therefore did so less out of anti-abolitionist reaction than to avoid economic collapse. Southern planters and Northern capitalists had common economic interests; owners in the North and
the South tended to unite against the social forces (small farmers, workers,
and slaves) that had started to threaten their privileges. The North often reluctantly played its role as “liberator.” During the first year of the Civil War,
for example, blacks were not allowed to bear arms. But as the North pushed
further, thousands of slaves joined its troops. They were alternatively pushed
away, treated as “spoils of war,” or used as auxiliaries and irregulars; they
posed an embarrassing problem for Northern generals. Black soldiers under
white command nevertheless reached two hundred thousand. Forty thousand
died in battle. President Abraham Lincoln was among those Northern men
who doubted the military valor of Negroes. In an oft quoted 1862 letter to Horace Greeley, he explained that his “paramount object in this struggle [was] to
save the Union, and [was] not either to save or to destroy slavery.”22 Although
he had often condemned slavery in speeches, his reticence about the complete
emancipation of slaves “was based on his conviction that Negroes and whites
could not live together in the same community.”23
In 1863, slaves were emancipated in the rebel states; two years later, the
Thirteenth Amendment made slavery illegal in the United States;24 Lincoln
became the Great Emancipator and started the Reconstruction Era. While
planters were deprived of their right to vote, and emancipated slaves gained
voter status. Under the control of governmental troops and thanks to universal suﬀrage, Negroes and poor whites were able to install a democratic regime
exalting economic and political equality for all in the South. For many white
historians, these were the “terrible years,”25 while black historian W. E. B. Du
Bois speaks of “an upheaval of humanity like the Reformation and the French
Revolution.”26 Dictatorship of the proletariat, blacks and poor whites participating in constituting assemblies, an increased number of Union Leagues, the
creation of popular black militias, twenty-two black representatives in Congress—everything seemed to be in place for a more popular form of government: “The general government of the republic has, by proclaiming the emancipation of the slaves, commenced a great social revolution in the south, but
has, as yet, not completed it.”27 Wendell Phillips, one of the leaders of the revolutionary branch of the abolitionist movement,28 added: “That proclamation
frees the slave and ignores the Negro.”29
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During Reconstruction, some seven hundred thousand Negroes were registered on voting lists. But several restrictive measures would come to hurt the
amendments guaranteeing their right to vote: conditions of residency, voting
taxes too costly for most Negroes, the grandfather clause (which forbade voting
registration for anybody whose father or grandfather had not held the right
to vote on January 1, 1867, a date when Negroes had not yet been granted
voting rights), white primaries (closed meetings of the Democratic Party reserved for white members, during which candidates would be designated prior
to elections), etc. To justify these attacks on democracy, a campaign began
that meant to exacerbate the racial prejudice that had once kept anti-slavery
activism in check. The Ku Klux Klan was the main instrument of this counterrevolution. Its main objectives were to reestablish planters’ privileges and defend their possessions against Negroes, to put Negroes back into servitude,
take away political rights from freed slaves, and, finally, to “maintain the purity of white blood.”30 With rifles, ropes, and fire, Negroes were gradually kept
away from ballot boxes and all political or simply civic activities in which they
naively thought they had gained a right to participate:
We knowed freedom was on us, but we didn’t know what was to come with it.
We thought we was going to get rich like the white folks. We thought we was
going to get richer than the white folks, ’cause we was stronger and knowed
how to work, and the whites didn’t, and they didn’t have us to work for them
any more. But it didn’t turn out that way. We soon found out that freedom
could make folks proud, but it didn’t make ’em rich.31

In fact, on top of being swindled out of their voting rights, Negroes were also
the principal victims of the change in ownership of the big plantations of the
South. Some plantations were given back to their original owners; southern
bourgeois or northern capitalists acquired some mortgaged plantations. Free
but just as destitute as before, Negroes remained on the plantations as agricultural workers or sharecroppers. Yesterday’s slaves became proletarians. Forced
into debt alongside ruined small white owners, they found they had come out
of slavery only to fall back into utter misery under the control of planters. This
was the beginning of disenfranchisement.32 Racial segregation soon added up
to economic impasse and political exclusion.
The threat of a common front between Negroes and poor whites led planters and their supporters to dig an insurmountable gap between the two communities. In most of the former Confederate states, Jim Crow laws33 were
implemented that forbade interracial relationships and marriages, enforced
racial separation in public transportation and all public spaces, including cem-
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eteries, etc. Some poor whites justly analyzed this eﬀort to separate the races:
“You are kept apart that you may be separately fleeced of your earnings. You
are made to hate each other because upon that hatred is rested the keystone
of the arch of financial despotism which enslaves you both. You are deceived
and blinded that you may not see how this race antagonism perpetuates a
monetary system which beggars both.”34
Segregationist maneuvers were reinforced by the conciliatory and conservative attitude of the rare black elected oﬃcials, who generally hailed from the
free black class and/or former “favorite” slaves, and who mostly tried to satisfy
everybody. One of them would declare to his white colleagues:
I believe, my friends and fellow-citizens, we are not prepared for this suﬀrage.
. . . We may not understand it at the start, but in time we shall learn to do our
duty. . . . We recognize the Southern white man as the true friend of the black
man. It is not our desire to be a discordant element in the community, or to
unite the poor against the rich. The white man has the land, the black man has
the labor, and labor is worth nothing without capital.35

Similarly, the rise of the black bourgeois elite only occurred under the control of white liberals; for example, varied philanthropic foundations financed
by northern capitalists helped some Negroes get a college education: “Negro
teachers who were beneficiaries of the [Peabody] Fund were expected to conform to the racial policy of this foundation. . . . This was especially true in the
case of the beneficiaries of the Rosenwald Fund. . . . It was hostile to any Negro
who showed independence in his thinking in regard to racial and economic
problems.”36
Booker T. Washington belongs to this first generation of black intellectuals.
In 1876 he began asserting himself as the first black leader recognized by white
figures of authority. His obstinate conservatism and his taste for compromise
are exemplary of the “gradualist” reformism that W. E. B. Du Bois and all black
radicals would come to oppose:
Mr. Washington came, with a simple definite programme, at the psychological
moment when the nation was a little ashamed of having bestowed so much
sentiment on Negroes, and was concentrating its energies on Dollars. His
programme of industrial education, conciliation of the South, and submission
and silence as to civil and political rights, was not wholly original.37

Booker T. Washington preached nothing but resignation. Washington’s mes-
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sage was to work hard, learn a trade, favor technical over higher education,
earn money, own property, abstain from politics, and you will be accepted into
American society.38 Though such advice helped some Negroes achieve incontestable professional and intellectual improvement, it also encouraged blacks
to renounce all African American tradition and culture on the one hand and all
revolutionary activism on the other. It also gave free rein to the racism rising
at the end of the nineteenth century. Booker T. Washington, then head of the
Tuskegee Institute, would become the perfect instrument of cultural repression for his students: “Art and music, for people who live in rented houses and
have no bank account, are not the most important subjects to which attention
can be given. Such education creates want without a corresponding increase of
ability to supply these increased wants.”39
Having convinced part of the future black bourgeoisie, Washington was in
great part responsible for the deculturation—regarding all African American
traditions—that E. Franklin Frazier considered one of the characteristic traits
of the black bourgeois,40 and which translated into their contempt for black
music (spirituals and later jazz).
In spite of the “collaborationist” attitude of this minority (once favorite
slaves, now bourgeois), the radical demands of the black community would
not lose intensity; the spirit of revolt had been for four hundred years part of
the African American cultural heritage.
In direct action, protest, novels, poems, newspapers, religious ceremonies,
work songs, and spectacles, manifestations of black consciousness always participated in a common (more or less conscious) will to transform the condition
of the African American people—in spite of the diversity of these actions and
the violence that often made them spill out of strictly cultural frames, and in
spite of the contradictions inseparable from white, Christian, capitalist, colonialist oppression. Once freed from the insidious and spontaneous censorship
of chroniclers, novelists, and filmmakers conditioned by the dominant white
American ideology, the history of blacks struggling for their freedom shows us
a “Negro” much diﬀerent from the one here described by English historian Sir
Harry Johnston:
He is possessed of great physical strength, docility, cheerfulness of disposition, a short memory for sorrows and cruelties, and an easily aroused gratitude for kindness and just dealing. . . . And, provided he is well fed, he is easily
made happy. . . . He has little or no race-fellowship—that is to say, he has no
sympathy for other negroes; he recognizes and follows his master independent of any race aﬃnities.41
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c) Revolts

There were innumerable mutinies and collective suicides on board slave ships,
and permanent passive resistance on plantations (through sabotage, systematic negligence, etc.42), and revolts broke out in American colonies as soon as
slaves were settled, demonstrating that more or less organized struggle could
precede artistic manifestations and political consciousness.
In 1526, twenty-four years after the Church had justified slavery (in the
name of the Christian truths proclaimed to destitute Africans by the Spaniards), black slaves revolted in the colony established by Lucas Vasquez de
Ayllon (now South Carolina). A century later, in Jamestown, Virginia, a black
child born on American soil was baptized for the first time.43 In the meantime,
Massachusetts had become the first colony to recognize lifelong slavery.
As early as 1663, black slaves and white indentured servants organized a
plot that was thwarted following its betrayal by a servant, who gained his freedom in exchange44 (while, as of 1971, a coalition of white and black workers
remains a political pipe dream in the United States). Half a century later, also
in Virginia, a group of black rebels found allies in local Indians. In New York
in 1712, six slaves committed suicide as twenty-one of their companions were
executed following a major revolt. In South Carolina, rebel slaves were exiled,
hanged, or burnt at the stake.
Successive failures and fierce reprisals necessarily led to escalation. Little
by little, revolts became better organized, and slaves chose leaders. In the
same movement, subversion and repression grew more eﬃcient, which is
to say bloodier. In 1739, thirty whites were killed during an action led by the
slave Cato in South Carolina. Two years later, in New York, a new white and
black plot emerged: a hundred and fifty slaves and their twenty-five white accomplices were hanged, burned alive, and exiled. Massacres followed in North
Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, and Louisiana.
After 1800 (the year when Nat Turner and John Brown were born), almost
all revolts would be organized with quasi-military care. On August 30th that
year, Gabriel, slave of Thomas Prosser, gathered an “army” of ten thousand
slaves to take over Richmond, Virginia. Betrayed, he was captured and hanged
on October 7th. In Norfolk, the black man Tom Copper was arrested along
with a few hundred slaves and white accomplices. In 1811, Charles Deslandes
was defeated by federal troops in New Orleans.
The end of the eighteenth century also saw the American Revolution and
numerous discussions on the Rights of Man and the theories of John Locke
and Thomas Jeﬀerson. It is unlikely that these influenced the increase in slave
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revolts, but the revolts were all thought out, premeditated, and organized;
they were no longer spontaneous reactions to particular acts of cruelty.
Aware of the fatal consequences that would follow if they were caught in an
act of rebellion against their masters, many fugitive slaves would regroup and
attack and pillage the most remote white colonies. Such outlaw communities
would settle in mountains, forests, or swamps in the southern states. Several military expeditions were organized to destroy them. In Alabama, such a
group was defeated as they were about to build their own fort.
Long before Archie Shepp declared, “Our vindication will be black. . . as
Fidel is black, as Ho Chi Minh is black,”45 black slaves knew how to find allies
in other communities oppressed by American colonialism. Like the Cubans,
like the Palestinians and the Vietnamese, American Indians were also “niggers.” And Andrew Jackson’s troops had to fight a real guerilla war in order to
subdue the maroon communities settled in Seminole territory in 1818. Welcomed and supported by the South Carolina and Florida tribes, blacks and
their Indian allies resisted governmental troops for two years, until the battle
of Seewanee.
With Denmark Vesey, we see the beginnings of a true political consciousness. A slave, Vesey won the lottery and bought his freedom with the earnings,
settling as an independent carpenter. Now a member of a privileged minority,
the free blacks, he could have become uninterested in the condition of his former fellows, like many others (in 1830, 3,777 black families owned slaves!). But
he kept in his mind tales of the French Revolution and dreamed of liberating
his people, as Toussaint Louverture just had in the island of Saint-Domingue.
Bolder and better informed than his companions, he attempted to convince
blacks that they were equal to whites, but also that they possessed the power
on which, some hundred and thirty years later, Malcolm X and Stokely Carmichael would base their propaganda. If whites were able to maintain blacks in
slavery, it was only because they held the power. Blacks would only be free if
they used their own power—which, for the time being, meant using physical
strength:
Even whilst walking through the streets in company with another, [Vesey] was
not idle; for if his companion bowed to a white person, he would rebuke him,
and observe that all men were born equal, and that he was surprised that any
one would degrade himself by such conduct,—that he would never cringe to
the whites, nor ought any one who had the feelings of a man. When answered,
“We are slaves,” he would sarcastically and indignantly reply, “You deserve to
remain slaves.”46
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With the complicity of a few whites and thousands of blacks, he organized in
1822 one of the most important revolts in United States history, in Charleston,
South Carolina. It was thwarted by a slave’s betrayal: Vesey was hanged along
with thirty-six of his companions.
Nat Turner’s famous plot in Southampton County, Virginia, also deserves
to be noted, inasmuch as it can be considered the indirect consequence of
white Christian oppression. Turner interpreted the 1831 solar eclipse as a
divine sign and, along with about sixty other slaves, prepared in accordance
to accomplish the terrible design: the massacre of several families of planters.
Contrary to the aforementioned revolts, Turner’s was not very well organized.
A devout Baptist, Turner spent most of his time praying for the triumph of his
cause rather than organizing his followers. They were all caught soon after the
alarm was sounded, and they were hanged. But the incident would traumatize
blacks and whites alike in the South. It marked the mythology and history of
slavery. Other revolts happening in the period suggested for a time the possibility of a vast plot. Turner’s rebellion remains most famous for having occasioned a written confession.47 For Malcolm X, Nat Turner, because “he wasn’t
going around preaching pie-in-the-sky and ‘nonviolent’ freedom for the black
man,” succeeded in “put[ting] the fear of God into the white slave master.”48
Soon after the black prophet Nat Turner’s rebellion, whites passed laws forbidding blacks from preaching.
As we have seen, black rebels were not without allies: white indentured
servants, Seminoles, etc. were at their side. Their most prestigious ally in the
eyes of blacks themselves was without a doubt the abolitionist John Brown. In
the words of Malcolm X, “He was a white man who went to war against white
people to help free slaves. He wasn’t nonviolent. . . . If we want white allies, we
need the kind that John Brown was.”49
With twenty-one men, including five blacks, John Brown, whose main objective was to organize secret camps for fugitive slaves, attacked in 1859 the
armory at Harper’s Ferry, Virginia. They were caught by the troops of Robert E. Lee, future general of the Confederate Army, and executed. Brown’s
sentence caught the world’s attention, and famously brought Victor Hugo to
write his open letter “To the United States of America” published in all the free
newspapers of Europe: “Yes, let America know it, and ponder on it well—there
is something more terrible than Cain slaying Abel: It is Washington slaying
Spartacus!”50
Today still, John Brown is considered a hero by white liberals and black
militants alike. In the years following his death, blues and ballads reminded
blacks of his tragic action. He became an exemplary historical figure, along-
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side Nat Turner and Toussaint Louverture. This appears clearly in this text by
Charlotte Forten, a black teacher who after emancipation taught in the Sea
Islands oﬀ the coast of South Carolina:
After the lessons, we used to talk freely to the children, often giving them
slight sketches of some of the great and good men. Before teaching them the
“John Brown” song, which they learned to sing with great spirit, Miss T. told
them the story of the brave old man who had died for them. I told them about
Toussaint, thinking it well they should know what one of their own color had
done for his race.51

During the years of the slave trade, many slave revolts took the form of mutinies on slave ships. They were so common that “loss by mutiny” became a
traditional column in ship owners’ record books. The two most famous slave
mutinies led to the hijacking of ships, long before Fidel Castro and Cuba. In
1839, under the leadership of Cinquez, son of a tribe chieftain from Sierra Leone, some fifty blacks recently acquired by the Spaniards killed the captain
and took over the ship they were being transported on, the Amistad.52 After
disembarking the crew53 they forced their former masters to sail towards Africa. But the navigator deceived them and sailed to Long Island. The ship was
taken and the mutineers accused of murder. A trial opened in New Haven;
the American Abolitionist Society organized the Amistad Defense Committee
and, following an eight-hour plea, the abolitionist lawyer John Quincy Adams
(then seventy-three years old) obtained the liberation of the mutineers and
their return to Africa.
Two years after the Amistad trial, the unwilling passengers of the Creole
repeated Cinquez’s feat. After landing in Nassau, the mutineers were freed by
British authorities in spite of pressure from the American Secretary of State,
Daniel Webster.
Slave revolts were long minimized in the United States, and for the most
part were studied and recorded only by radical historians. One among them,
Herbert Aptheker, estimates that about two hundred and fifty conspiracies
were organized by blacks in the United States.54
Beyond more or less organized collective violence, because of the constant
surveillance by white masters, resistance often took the form of individual
actions. Most of the crimes committed by blacks during the time of slavery
were truly raw expressions of individual revolt. In Virginia, for example, of 346
sentences for murder, 194 victims were white: 56 slave owners, 7 overseers, 11
wives of slave owners, two sons of slave owners, and 111 other whites. Of the
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60 unidentified victims, we can imagine that a majority were white. Of 111
sentences for attempted murder, there were only two cases where the victims
were black.55 Thus, we can agree with Michel Fabre:
In the light of slavery considered as both a historical moment of the African
American experience and a specific American institution, contemporary manifestations of black power and the resistance opposed to them by white society
in the United States seem disconcerting and less characteristic of our time.
For the students of slave revolts, the explosions of violence in the ghetto and
the self-defense tactics of the Black Panthers are quite logically located within
a secular tradition of protest.56

As abolitionist movements developed among white liberals (such as the Quakers) and “evolved” blacks, slave revolts changed. They either turned into violent and spontaneous urban uprisings anticipating the 1965 Watts riots, or
into more politically structured, organized protest, like W. E. B. Du Bois’s Niagara Movement and the action of twentieth-century black leaders. This transformation came with the influx to northern cities of the fugitive slaves and
freemen who would constitute the core of the black intellectual elite, which
would play an increasingly important role.
d) Organizations and Demands

The multiplicity and diversity of the movements edging for political leadership of the black masses in the twentieth century seem to have always been
inscribed in African American forms of protest. Freed slave Paul Cuﬀee took
thirty-eight freed slaves back to Africa in 1816, long before Marcus Garvey57
and in much more practical fashion;58 in 1822, the country of Liberia, created
with the oversight of the American Colonization Society, gave freed slaves an
opportunity to become colonizers. It remains the only example of a black nation realized by Americans.59 But most blacks considered that the goal to reach
was to live free in the United States.
In 1829 David Walker wrote An Appeal to the Coloured Citizens of the World,
which incited slaves to fight their masters;60 there was Sojourner Truth,61 a former slave and the first female abolitionist lecturer; Harriet Tubman,62 an escaped slave who traveled to the South nineteen times to help some three hundred slaves escape, among them her own parents (Southerners put a $40,000
bounty on her head); William Still;63 David Ruggles; Prince Hall, one of the
founders of the Negro Masonic Order in 1787;64 Absalom Jones and Richard Allen, who in 1778 created the Free African Society;65 Robert Purvis; Charles Re-
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mont; Theodore Wright; the slave Dred Scott, who in 1847 filed a suit for his
freedom at the St. Louis Circuit Court;66 pastors Samuel Ringgold Ward and
Henry Highland Garnet, born in slavery, the former of whom became a man
of letters and the latter a diplomat, dedicating their lives to the liberation of
their former fellow slaves. “Brethren, arise, arise!” Garnet exclaimed during
the 1843 National Negro Convention in Buﬀalo:67
Strike for your lives and liberties. Now is the day and the hour. Let every
slave throughout the land do this, and the days of slavery are numbered. You
cannot be more oppressed than you have been—you cannot suﬀer greater
cruelties than you have already. Rather die free men than live to be slaves.
Remember that you are FOUR MILLIONS!... In the name of God, we ask, are
you men? Where is the blood of your fathers? Has it all run out of your veins?
Awake, awake; millions of voices are calling you! Your dead fathers speak to
you from their graves. Heaven, as with a voice of thunder, calls on you to arise
from the dust. Let your motto be resistance! resistance! RESISTANCE!68

All these black men and women who, after living through slavery, opened the
way of freedom to their people, show that the political and social consciousness of African Americans did not wait for the creation of the NAACP, SNCC,
or the Black Panther Party to manifest itself with strength and perfect lucidity: “There shall be no peace to the wicked. . . . This guilty nation shall have no
peace, and…we will do all we can to agitate!”69 “If there is no struggle there is
no progress. Those who profess to favor freedom and yet depreciate agitation,
are men who want crops without plowing up the ground, they want rain without thunder and lightening. They want the ocean without the awful roar of its
many waters”:70 these statements worthy of a Malcolm X or an Eldridge Cleaver, were delivered in the 1840s. Their author, Frederick Douglass, was born in
1817 of a black slave mother and a white man who did not recognize him. He
grew up a slave. In 1838, he escaped Maryland and settled in Massachusetts.
He had been lucky enough as a child to have a mistress who taught him how
to read and write, and was able to write an autobiography71 that would become
a weapon for abolitionist propaganda. An anti-slavery militant and a brilliant
orator, he collected by his lectures suﬃcient funds to help slaves escape. A
journalist, he dedicated the first issue of his North Star “to the cause of our
long oppressed and plundered fellow countrymen.” A friend of the white abolitionist John Brown, Douglass organized regiments of black volunteers during
the Civil War and was one of Lincoln’s advisers. He hoped to accelerate the
liberation process by putting blacks alongside Northern troops during the war.
In fact—and the theories of 1971 radical militants are no diﬀerent—he thought
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that blacks had to gain freedom on their own, without the help of white liberals. The case of Douglass is the perfect example of the importance of literacy
in the evolution of African American protests and demands (young Douglass’s
master had predicted to his wife: “If you teach that nigger how to read. . . there
will be no keeping him”72).
As early as 1773, literate slaves wrote a petition to Boston oﬃcials requesting not only their freedom, but their return to Africa:73 this was the first manifesto written by black slaves.
e) Writings, Pamphlets, Newspapers and Poems

Long before the Civil War broke out, pamphlets, petitions, and other protest
writings had been the only means for blacks to make public and explain their
objections to the oppressive system. The themes treated of in these documents are all symptomatic of the social injustice inherent to slavery’s reign:
living conditions of slaves, request for compensation of slave labor and for
the abolition of slavery, education for blacks, fair wages, electoral demands,
etc. Thus from the eighteenth century was established an entire literature
perfectly representative of the life and interests of the black community74
and which—of course—was only revealed and studied recently. . . . The tone
and terminology of these texts are often influenced by the style of early black
preachers (many of whom were the authors of the pamphlets and petitions),
which literate blacks emulated, hoping to reach an audience used to the language of sermons. This deliberate reference to a Christian/religious context
also helped to allay the worries of whites, and sometimes even to draw their
sympathy or support.
Black churches were the only available meeting places for slaves. There they
were able to talk relatively freely about the oppressive social conditions under
which they lived. Some of these sermons and manifestos were printed and
distributed, which helped develop this “subversive” literature. In 1794, Richard Allen—a former slave and the founder, with Absalom Jones, of the first
African Church in the United States—published a relatively moderate manifesto. His Address to Those Who Keep Slaves and Approve the Practice referred to
the enslavement of the Hebrews in the Old Testament.75 In Baltimore in 1810
there was published A Dialogue between a Virginian and an African Minister. The
author was the Reverend Daniel Coker, “a descendant of Africa, Minister of
the African Methodist Episcopal Church,” and the text was “Humbly Dedicated to the People of Colour in the United States of America.”76 His commitment
to the critique of slavery and—much like Allen—his role in the creation of an
African church brought him to leave America with black emigrants to Liberia
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in 1820. He resumed preaching in Africa and founded a church in Sierra Leone.
Preacher for the First African Baptist Church, Nathaniel Paul attempted to
demonstrate that all would benefit from freeing the slaves in his 1827 Address,
Delivered on the Celebration of the Abolition of Slavery, in the State of New York.
Emphasizing the aberrations of a system still in use in the rest of the country,
he anticipated the arguments of William Hamilton (Address to the Fourth Annual Convention of the Free People of Color in the United States, 1834), who saw
“evil purposes” behind the actions of the Colonization Society and declared
that reason would have no “full sway, until the community shall see that a
wrong done to one is a wrong done to the whole.”77 A Treatise On the Intellectual Character, and Civil and Political Condition of the Colored People of the United
States (1837) written by Reverend Hosea Easton, “A Colored Man,” prefiguring
the work of Malcolm X, compared the historical barbarity and warmongering
of European nations to the artistic and pacific traditions of black peoples, thus
countering the arguments of white supremacists. . . .
If these texts often suﬀer from a pompous style of rhetoric influenced by
the pedantic sophistications inseparable from the cultural and literary conditioning of the first literate African Americans, they nevertheless reveal a constant: the desire to obtain full political and civic freedom in all aspects of life.
Though Franklin Frazier considers the black press “the chief medium of
communication which creates and perpetuates the world of make-believe for
the black bourgeoisie” and asserts that “although [it] declares itself to be the
spokesman for the Negro group as a whole, it represents essentially the interests and outlooks of the black bourgeoisie,” he also recognizes that “the Negro
press, like the press of other ethnic and racial minorities in American life, began as a medium for the expression of the opinions of the small intelligentsia
among Negroes.”78 Developed along with elementary instruction, easier to circulate and read than books, the press played a crucial role in the awakening of
black consciousness. It was born of the needs of abolitionist propaganda, before the Civil War. After the Freedom’s Journal, created in 1827 by the two freed
slaves Samuel Cornish and John Russwurm (the first black man to graduate
form an American college), followed the Weekly Advocate, the Colored American, and the Mirror of Liberty. In 1847, Frederick Douglass announced the goals
he had set for his North Star (later renamed Frederick Douglass’s Paper) in his
first editorial: “Giving no quarter to slavery at the South, it will hold no truce
with oppressors at the North.”79 These first newspapers mostly covered the issue of slavery and protested racial discrimination, but their distribution was
limited to free blacks in the North (the literate minority). After the Civil War
more bourgeois, less radical publications replaced them. These were the days
of Booker T. Washington’s compromise. The rise of the black press correspond-
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ed to an increase in the migration of free Negroes to the cities. According to
W. E. B. Du Bois, the black press in 1898 included three magazines, three dailies, eleven school newspapers, and one hundred and thirty-six weeklies, more
than sixty of which were published by religious groups or more or less secret
organizations. The three dailies were published in Norfolk, Virginia, Kansas
City, and Washington, DC. At the beginning of the twentieth century, the two
most important vehicles in the black press were the Guardian, published in
Boston by black scholars struggling for equal rights, and the New York Age,
which defended the sedative positions of Booker T. Washington.
The same way black newspapers were first simply “an organ for the Negro
protest,”80 the first books written by Negroes were testimonies, autobiographies telling about (and commentating on) the experience of slavery. Beyond
the infamous Confessions of Nat Turner,81 compiled in 1831 by his lawyer (and
fictionalized in 1967 by white writer William Styron, whose adaptation/hijacking of this first autobiographical testimony on black revolt drew the ire of black
intellectuals), let us mention The Interesting Narrative of Olaudah Equiano,82 the
first published account written by a former slave, books by Charles Ball,83 Henry Bibb,84 Henry “Box” Brown,85 William Wells Brown,86 Henry Bruce,87 Frederick Douglass, The Refugee, or Narratives of Fugitive Slaves in Canada,88 Moses
Granby,89 Josiah Henson (who served as a model for Harriet Beecher Stowe’s
Uncle Tom),90 Lunsford Lane,91 Jermain W. Loguen,92 Sojourner Truth,93 Henry
Watson,94 Samuel Ringgold Ward,95 etc. Most of these books were published
in the mid-nineteenth century, when the abolitionist movement solicited and
supported propaganda through direct testimony.
However, black fiction authors manifested themselves only later. William
Wells Brown published in London in 1853 what is considered the first black
novel: Clotel, or the President’s Daughter.96 The novel is semi-autobiographical
and doubles as a plea for the abolition of slavery.
Six years later appeared Blake, or The Huts of America,97 of which only an
incomplete version remains. In this novel, rather violent for its time, author
Martin Delany distinguishes himself from traditional abolitionists by delivering a quasi-Marxist analysis of slavery, which he defines as first and foremost a system of labor exploitation. His protagonist attempts to organize a
general slave uprising throughout the South. Addressing field workers rather
than mulattoes and other “favorite” slaves, he appears like a proletarian leader
avant la lettre.
In The Garies and Their Friends, published in 1857, Frank Webb is less interested in issues related to slavery (he hailed from the free black community of
Philadelphia) than in civic and economic emancipation and discrimination at
large (as it relates to marriage, etc.).98 In chronological order, the Civil War,
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Reconstruction, integrationist demands, the impossibility of interracial love,
and late nineteenth-century white terror were the favorite themes of Frances
E.W. Harper, Walter Stowers, William A. Anderson, J. McHenry Jones, and
Charles Chesnutt.99
A special spot must be reserved for the pastor Sutton Griggs and the contradictory character of his works. Resigned and conciliatory to the point of
servility in Pointing the Way,100 he shows uncommon violence in Imperium in
Imperio.101 Presented as a “black patriot,” his main protagonist leads a secret
society of students whose goal is black revolution. They join a clandestine
revolutionary government that intends to take over Texas and make it a black
nation separate from the United States. The anti-white and anti-mulatto sentiment of the novel is reminiscent of early Malcolm X speeches.
The success met by Paul Laurence Dunbar was less surprising; his works
are a testimony to the unsorted contradictions and psychic confusion once
characteristic of parts of the black elite. Dunbar’s father was a plasterer in
a Kentucky plantation; despairing of ever being able to obtain freedom, he
escaped to Canada through the Underground Railroad and came back wearing
the uniform of the Union during the Civil War. He married a former slave who
taught herself to read and write and managed to take night classes in spite
of working as a washerwoman. Paul Laurence Dunbar was born in 1872, his
only knowledge of slavery coming from the carefully edited stories told by his
mother.102 In his first novel, The Uncalled, he tells the story of a young white
man forced into a career as a minister, and his rebellion against priesthood
(Dunbar’s mother wanted him to become a preacher). Dunbar became famous
as poet, though. A great admirer of the classics and of the British and American Romantics, a friend of Frederick Douglass, a prodigal son (he started writing in elementary school, when he often found himself the only black person
in class) who was unable to finish his schooling for financial reasons, writing at
the time when Booker T. Washington was spreading his conciliatory message,
he can now be considered the exemplary product (if not the victim) of the ideological confusion dominating his period. On the one hand, much like southern whites, and with similar nostalgia and retrospective optimism, he sings of
“the good old time of the plantations” (which he himself only knew through
his mother’s tales): masters were good, slaves happy and faithful, and when
they saw one another, they fell crying in each other’s arms. . . .103 And when
he oﬀers short glimpses of the atrocities of slavery, they are soon dispelled
by renascent optimism: in the memories of his favorite characters, old slaves,
the most painful images are repressed through a classic mnesic device. . . . In
“When Dey ’listed Colored Soldiers,” he expresses sympathy for the Southern
grey as much as the Northern blue. In fact, he bears witness to the ideology of
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planters—which he seems to have more than tolerated—like no other black
author had, in a rather equivocal manner, to use the least severe term used by
critics—some white—to define his stance. His portrait of freed slaves is a true
betrayal in that he takes no account of the eﬀects of white ideological conditioning and presents an image of the Negro similar to that spread by white
Southerners:
Willfully created and spread by the colonizer, this mythical and degrading
portrait ends up by being accepted and lived with to a certain extent by the
colonized. It thus acquires a certain amount of reality and contributes to the
true portrait of the colonized. . . . It is common knowledge that the ideology
of a governing class is adopted in large measure by the governed classes. . . .
By agreeing to this ideology, the dominated classes practically confirm the role
assigned to them.104

It bears noting that, under the influence of Booker T. Washington, compromise was the word of the day. However—and this reveals unavoidable contradictions—Dunbar was also the author of an “Ode to Ethiopia,” wherein Ethiopia is presented as the glorious incarnation of the black race. In 1903, he paid
homage to Frederick Douglass:
Ah, Douglass, we have fall’n on evil days
Such days as thou, not even thou didst know . . .105

In “Slow through the Dark,” he loses some of his optimism and represents the
improvement of the condition of the black race as a slow climb through the
dark. In “The Haunted Oak,” he describes and condemns a lynching and dares
to present a judge, a doctor, and a pastor—three local Ku Klux Klan oﬃcials—
as the authors of the crime:
Oh, the judge, he wore a black mask,
And the doctor one of white,
And the minister, with his oldest son,
Was curiously bedight.106

He shows racial solidarity in his vernacular poems, asserting himself—almost in spite of himself—as a Negro facing a white audience. This audience
preferred his vernacular poems to those written in received English, which
deeply humiliated Dunbar. A band accompanied Dunbar when he recited his
poems in public, and, with gestures, added to his poems a rhythmic commen-
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tary closer to African American musical traditions than to Anglo-Saxon meter.
. . . Music (what would soon become “jazz”) was no stranger to Dunbar’s inspiration. In their rhythmic structures and patterns of repetition, some of his
poems show obvious relation to African American music and song. In “The
Colored Band,” Dunbar goes as far as comparing white and black musicians
as he describes a black band marching down a city street, playing a ragtime
version of a Sousa march.107 A similar network of references is summoned in
“When Malindy Sings” (a poem that Abbey Lincoln, the wife of jazz drummer
Max Roach, would put in music half a century later108), where the poet remembers his mother singing spirituals. In his love poems, Dunbar even anticipates
the proponents of the slogan black is beautiful: he praises the dark eyes, nappy
hair, and ebony skin of a young woman, sings of the purity of blackness with a
certain amount of scorn for mulattoes:
Dely brown ez brown kin be
An’ huh hair is curly. . . .
She ain’t no mulatter;
She pure cullud,—don’t you see
Dat’s jes’ whut’s de mattah?
Dat’s de why I love huh so,
D’ain’t no mix about huh.109

Although clearly capable of overcoming the prejudice determined by a society in which he had no more chosen to live than his ancestors, Paul Laurence
Dunbar was also torn by conjugal strife at the social and racial level. The son
of a washerwoman, “black as sin,” Dunbar married (against the wishes of his
future parents-in-law) a New Orleans teacher who, like him, wrote verse, but
came from a bourgeois family and whose skin was almost white. Throughout
their life together she reproached him for associating his name with minstrel
shows (he wrote lyrics for black musicals), and was infuriated when critics
called him “the Prince of the Coon Song Writers.”110
More for their contradictions and hesitations perhaps than for their literary
qualities alone, Dunbar’s writings (and his life) reflect and illustrate the conflicting impulses, diverging tendencies, and antagonistic cultural and social
references that tore black consciousness in the troubled period that the end of
the nineteenth century was in America. The issues of interracial love depicted
by James Edwin Campbell,111 the heavy comedy borrowed from minstrels by
Daniel Webster Davis, and the dreams of magical whitening of J. Mord Allen
were so many fragmentary visions of a universe that Dunbar himself had already entirely surveyed.
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The only poems older than Dunbar’s that have reached us are those of the
slave Lucy Terry, published in the second half of the eighteenth century, which
have “nothing specifically Negro about them;”112 the spiritual sermons of Jupiter Hammon, whose main credit was to be the first black American to see his
poetry in print; and of course the works of Phillis Wheatley, who did not let
the very classical form she used prevent her from asserting an already marked
racial consciousness:
Some view our sable race with scornful eye—
“Their color is a diabolic dye.”
Remember, Christians, Negroes black as Cain
May be refined, and join th’ angelic train.113

By comparison, in George Moses Horton’s “The Slave,” protest remains embryonic:
Because the brood-sow’s left side pigs were black,
Whose sable tincture was by nature struck,
Were you by justice bound to pull them back
And leave the sandy-colored pigs to suck?114

Many other literate blacks attempted to parallel their abolitionist activism
with their poetry. The results were overall as mediocre and boring as the works
of some of their white counterparts, tied as they were to literary trends of
a certain romantic tradition that mixed monotony and lament. After listing
all African American poets, no matter the literary quality of their work, Jean
Wagner writes:
How much fresher, by comparison, how eternally youthful is the lyric poetry
of nameless folk poets! How much more eloquently it pleads in its naive spontaneity for the cause of black humanity out of whose suﬀering it has arisen!
Everything here has been truly lived; it is inborn and authentic. Song is an
immediate upwelling; issuing directly from the heart, it blithely disregards all
accepted metrical notions. However, years had to elapse before the incomparable beauty of folk poetry could be recognized. The prestige of the singer
determines the prestige of the song: this often is the aesthetic criterion. It was
not until these millions of slaves had been declared free men under the law
that anyone deigned to listen, although over the centuries they had, by their
singing, abundantly demonstrated their membership in the human race.115

6. Black Music
before Jazz
And finally, when a man looked up in some anonymous field and shouted,
“Oh, Ahm tired a dis mess,/ Oh, yes, Ahm so tired a dis mess,” you can be sure
he was an American.
—LeRoi Jones, Blues People, xii.

Before LeRoi Jones, Alain Locke,1 a black scholar representing both the black
bourgeoisie (its concern for respectability, its understanding of the diﬀerences
between black and Western art as diﬀerences in degree, its intellectual inferiority complex) and a certain black intellectual elite (bent on valorizing black
cultural contributions, cataloguing all black creators, alluding to the innumerable obstacles met by black artists in American society, etc.) had through his
research underlined the importance of black music in the United States. But
it is only with LeRoi Jones that the appearance and evolution of the African
American musical phenomenon began to be studied in its relation to three
essential elements: the persistance of Africanisms, the influence of an oppressive social context, and the continuous presence of protest in all vocal and
instrumental black manifestations in America—this third element being inseparable from the second.
a) African Music in America

The music of the first generations of slaves (those born in Africa) could only
be a reconstitution of African music. Prisoners in a foreign land whose language they could not yet speak, forced into a kind of labor and a pace they
were not used to, they tried for a time—it seems—to adapt to the monotony
of agricultural work in American colonies the songs and chants that traditionally accompanied both profane and sacred activities in Africa. The former
Ibo slave who gained freedom in 1766, Olaudah Equiano (Gustavus Vassa),
writes in his autobiography: “We are all of a nation of dancers, musicians,
and poets. Thus every great event, such as a triumphant return from battle,
or other cause of public rejoicing, is celebrated in public dances, which are accompanied with songs and music suited to the occasion.”2 Each musical style,
each dance,
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represents some interesting scene of real life, such as a great achievement,
domestic employment, a pathetic story or some rural sport; and as the subject
is generally founded on some recent event, it is therefore ever new. This gives
our dances a spirit and variety which I have scarcely seen elsewhere. We have
many musical instruments, particularly drums of diﬀerent kinds, a piece of
music which resembles a guitar, and another much like a stickado. These last
are chiefly used by betrothed virgins, who play on them on all grand festivals.3

At the beginning of the slave period, Africans tried to perpetuate their musical
traditions. For a time colonizers did not think to oppose it—as long as it did
not hamper productivity. But, little by little, obstacles were raised that made
the preservation of African cultures impossible. This progressive “disafricanization” saw elements of the culture disappear, African elements banned or
replaced by new (colonial or Western) elements.
Slaves first lost the instruments necessary to play their music (drums, balafons, etc.); therefore, as soon as they had the opportunity (or the authorization), they either made new ones from memory, or learned to use Western
instruments when they could procure them. More decisive was the disappearance of the tribal context. Musical manifestations were almost always collective in Africa, but during slave sales Africans were not only separated from
other tribe members, but also from family members—they were thus cut oﬀ
from the people likely to stimulate and appreciate their musical production.
African music was also almost always associated with—if not completely integrated into—the religious traditions of each tribe. In changing continents
Africans lost their gods, partly because these gods corresponded to climatic
and geographical elements of Africa that they did not find in America, but
also because the white masters (especially Anglo-Saxon protestants) soon forbade “niggers” to perform their “orgies,” “sabbaths,” and other ritual devilries.
Traces of these cults subsist in voodoo ceremonies—especially in the Caribbean, colonized by the Spaniards and the French—or in Macumba ceremonies
in South America. One can imagine, along with LeRoi Jones, that “in the essentially Catholic New World cultures, the many saints were easily substituted
for the many loa or deities in the various West African religions. But in Protestant America this was not possible.”4 One must add that Anglo-Saxon Puritans
considered music and dance devilish manifestations, detrimental to work, seriousness, and morals. The fact that slaves used African music and songs as
means of communication was another reasons for colonizers to be wary of
them: “The slave-owners found to their cost that drums which beat for dances
could also call to revolt, and thus it came about that in many parts of the New
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World the African type of hollow-log drums were suppressed, being supplanted by other percussion devices less susceptible of carrying messages.”5
In several southern states, laws were enacted that forbade slaves from
drumming—the Black Codes of Georgia and Mississippi made it illegal to
“beat drums or blow horns.” Thus the percussion instruments traditionally
used by the Ashanti, Yoruba, and many other Western African tribes as means
of communication disappeared; transplanted along with their users in a foreign universe, this system became a secret code and therefore a potential
means of major revolts. Soon after Nat Turner’s rebellion in 1831, a series of
laws made it illegal for blacks to learn to read or write, or to play music, as music might have reawakened violence among slaves or bolstered rebellion.6
As African musical elements were gradually eliminated, diluted, or simply
ignored, the process of uprooting slaves also brought inevitable transfers and
substitutions. We know that most African music and songs are functional, or
at least circumstantial; they accompany, stimulate, or celebrate traditional activities, and beats and percussion are used in initiations. Deprived of their
essential sources of inspiration (fishing, gathering, hunting, war, celebrations,
religious ceremonies, etc.) and forced to dedicate all their energy to new and
monotonous work (and the automatism dictated by monoculture), plantation
slaves adapted their songs to the colonial system of reference that brutally
replaced African systems.
Another decisive factor for the future of black music in America was the obligation to change linguistic systems. Slaves were unable to find other speakers
of their native tongues (as a tribe’s members were generally dispersed during
sales), and if they did, the master or the overseer, always wary of potential
revolt or escape, would use the whip to discourage conversation. This forced silence, along with the necessity of understanding the overseer’s orders, made it
necessary to learn the colonizers’ language—Portuguese or Spanish in South
America, Spanish, French, or English in the United States.
The gradual disappearance of ancestral cultures should have been followed
by the acquisition of the masters’ cultures. But this substitution, or rather its
second step, acculturation, happened with singular slowness: all the restrictions on relations between blacks and whites imposed by the slave system
slowed down the “civilizing process.” The only teaching allowed was professional; educating slaves was contrary to custom and, sometimes, law. Thus,
between the loss of a network of traditions thousands of years old and the
impossibility of integrating completely or easily into a civilization of a new
kind, blacks found themselves for a time in a cultural void of sorts. In order to
gain control over such a disturbing situation, they had to invent an original,
inevitably heterogeneous system of references by using the remaining African ele-
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ments they still had access to, but also by practicing a kind of cultural poaching in
their new surroundings.
The first consequence (or, at least, the most obvious to white observers):
the appearance of hybrid languages (black French, black English) that preceded and anticipated the formation of African American dialects. Colonizers
did not understand African dialects, and they understood no better the patois
invented by their slaves; not only did African accentuation transform European (English, French, Spanish) words, but the very form of sentences seemed
to indicate a complete incapacity to assimilate European syntax. Colonizers
considered African American speech to be a linguistic jumble demonstrating
blacks’ intellectual inferiority. It was in fact the product of a collision between
European vocabularies and African syntactic systems: slaves organized English words in the grammatical frameworks they possessed. Rather than “gobbledygook,” this linguistic product was one of the last active manifestations of
African culture, a new testimony of the cultural in-between where slaves were
kept, proof of their resistance to abandoning African dialects, but also of the
lack of instruction in European grammatical systems. In spite of the dilution
and gradual disappearance of African linguistic elements, the black people of
the United States would keep the particular accent that gives its “exotic” color
to all their vocal manifestations and which white minstrels caricature, which
poets (like Dunbar) use, and which would give birth to jive (the black slang
present throughout white clarinetist Mezz Mezzrow’s autobiography7) and be
valorized by black jazzmen in the 1950s (see II. 2. g).
Linguistic phenomena are inseparable from the social and ideological context in which they appear and the vocal and musical manifestations of all human groups (song, influenced and conditioned by language, can also in turn
have an influence on language); it is therefore possible to consider language,
social, political, and economical conditions, and vocal and instrumental music
as three perfectly parallel and connected axes in the evolution of the black
American people. No wonder soul music, for example, was contemporaneous
with nonviolent activism and the evangelical language of Martin Luther King
Jr (see II. 3. g).
Thus, from the pure African dialects linked to a time of freedom and intact
culture, blacks taken in the slave trade moved to a “double,” African-English
linguistic system, where their nostalgia for Africa and their resistance to enslavement (by the rejection or interdiction of the colonizer’s syntactic system
and by maintaining African words, songs, and beats) intersected with their
desire (or need) to integrate the imposed dominant cultural system. These attitudes led to a situation of conflict repeated at all stages and in all domains
of African American history (opposition between “favorite” slaves and rebel
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slaves, house servants and field workers, mulattoes and Negroes, voodoo and
Christianity, “bourgeois” integrationists and radical proletarians, Booker T.
Washington and W. E. B. Du Bois, vernacular poets and “integrated” poets,
etc.). From this permanent duality—the double consciousness discussed by
W. E. B. Du Bois—contradictions, imbalance, and hesitations would spring
up that, added to the conditioning and trauma of colonization, slavery, discrimination, racism, and lost illusions, would get in the way of the political
and ideological union of Negroes in America. This duality was of course fed by
colonial and capitalist society in that it made enslavement easier (see 1. b, c, d):
“The history of the American Negro is the history of this strife—this longing
to attain self-conscious manhood, to merge his double self into a better and
truer self.”8
Because of the primordial importance of the word in African civilizations,
this linguistic struggle would prove crucial. Its consequences were the evolution of music (song is speech, speech is rhythm) and the substitution of one
religious system for another (the word creates through the Word of God: “God
spoke and the breath of his word was creation”9).
Du Bois writes: “What are these songs, and what do they mean? I know
little of music and can say nothing in technical phrase, but I know something
of men. . . . They are the music of an unhappy people, of the children of disappointment; they tell of death and suﬀering and unvoiced longing toward a
truer world, of misty wanderings and hidden ways.”10 He also states further:
The human spirit in this new world has expressed itself in vigor and ingenuity rather than in beauty. And so by fateful chance the Negro folk-song—the
rhythmic cry of the slave—stands to-day not simply as the sole American music, but as the most beautiful expression of human experience born this side
the seas. It has been neglected, it has been, and is, half despised, and above all
it has been persistently mistaken and misunderstood; but notwithstanding,
it still remains as the singular spiritual heritage of the nation and the greatest
gift of the Negro people.11
b) Work Songs

If the work songs of slaves12 are “rhythmed chants,” it is not only because of
the importance of rhythm in African music: cutting sugar cane or picking cotton—much like pulling barges on the Volga—is less taxing when done to the
rhythm of a song whose structure matches the succession of movements necessary to the task at hand. First, the functional value of work songs explains
why colonizers did not forbid them. Secondly, these songs produce a kind of
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throbbing drive (tension and release) that can be compared to the rhythmic
cadence of early blues, and which we also find in chain gang songs13 by prisoners experiencing collective subjection in post-slavery times. Prison is much
less exceptional for many black Americans than whites might think. The high
percentage of blacks delinquents and convicts is in part due to the particular
severity of judges—influenced like the rest of their compatriots by the dominant racist ideology—and to the phenomenon now considered classic by most
sociologists whereby delinquency is bolstered by a socially oppressive and miserable environment. Thus many Negroes, even among the most famous, have
recognized the crucial influence their prison stays had on their lives and ways
of thinking. Malcolm X and Eldridge Cleaver started reacting politically to the
condition of black Americans while they were serving terms in prison, the former for robbery and the latter for rape. The bluesman Leadbelly and the writer
Chester Himes also spent long years behind bars.
Reading certain testi14
monies, one might be struck by the often benign, resigned, if not happy and
carefree character of work song lyrics. It seems that colonizers only tolerated
these songs to the extent that they helped increase production (this attitude
is comparable to that of certain “modern” cattle breeders who broadcast in
their stables music scientifically chosen to improve milk production in their
cows; analogous experiments have also been undertaken in our factories), and
therefore were never melancholy or nostalgic. There could be no criticism of
plantation life or, of course, any exhortation to revolt. The same concern for
production explains how slave ship captains regularly forced slaves to dance
on the deck: the “cattle” had to be in good shape for the sale. Thus, from the
first contacts between Negroes and their exploiters, the content and meaning of black songs were systematically censored, bent towards entertainment, a
word that later became traditionally synonymous with “jazz” or “black music” for a
majority of white Americans.
c) African Memories

In spite (or because of?) these diverse repressions, interdictions, and constraints, references to, and more or less denatured memories of, Africa remained in the family traditions of many Negroes. Despite a series of laws
meant to end the slave trade, it had not stopped at the beginning of the nineteenth century, and Africans were still being deported to ensure the reign of
“King Cotton” in the South. Thus connections to the African continent were
not severed, contrary to what one might think. Until 1859, slave ships regularly dropped oﬀ their human cargoes on American shores. This explains how
even in the time of minstrel shows (the second half of the nineteenth cen-
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tury), some Africanisms in black American speech, songs, and music testified
to a relatively recent past. In The Souls of Black Folk and Dusk of Dawn, W. E. B.
Du Bois remembers his ancestors, and through them, a certain Africa:
He [Jacob Burghardt, Du Bois’s great-grandfather] married a wife named Violet
who was apparently newly arrived from Africa and brought with her an
African song which became traditional in the family. . . . With Africa I had
only one direct cultural connection and that was the African melody which my
great-grandmother Violet used to sing. Where she learned it, I do not know.
. . . But at any rate, as I wrote years ago in “Souls of Black Folk,” “coming to
the valleys of the Hudson and Housatonic, black, little, and lithe, she shivered
and shrank in the harsh north winds, looked longingly at the hills, and often
crooned a heathen melody to the child between her knees, thus:
Do bana coba, gene me, gene me!
Do bana coba, gene me, gene me!
Ben d’nuli, nuli, nuli, nuli, ben d’le.
The child sang it to his children and they to their children’s children, and so
two hundred years it has traveled down to us and we sing it to our children,
knowing as little as our fathers what its words may mean, but knowing well
the meaning of its music.15

African elements also persisted in instruments. Many testimonies discuss the
“savage music” of early slaves, the best known being the account written by
architect Benjamin Henry Latrobe on a trip to New Orleans and Congo Square,
where slaves were allowed to gather at night:
The music consisted of two drums and a stringed instrument. An old man sat
astride of a cylindrical drum about a foot in diameter, and beat it with incredible quickness with the edge of his hand and fingers. The other drum was an
open staved thing held between the knees and beaten in the same manner.
. . . The most curious instrument, however, was a stringed instrument which
no doubt was imported from Africa. On the top of the finger board was the
rude figure of a man in a sitting posture, and two pegs behind him to which
the strings were fastened. . . . [Another instrument], which from the color of
the wood seemed new, consisted of a block cut into something of the form
of a cricket bat with a long & deep mortice down the center. This thing made
a considerable noise, being beaten lustily on the side by a short stick. In the
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same orchestra was. . . . also a calabash with a round hole in it, the hole studded with brass nails, which was beaten by a woman with two short sticks.16

Herbert Asbury notes that in 1817, Congo Square was
designated by the mayor of New Orleans as the only area to which slaves
might resort, and thereafter all such gatherings were held under police
supervision. The dancing was stopped at sunset and the slaves sent home.
Under these and other regulations the custom of permitting slave dancing in
Congo Square continued for more than twenty years, when it was abolished,
for which the city records do not make clear. It was resumed in 1845. . . . [and]
reached the height of its popularity during the fifteen years which preceded
the Civil War.17

Municipal authorities forbade gatherings on Congo Square during the troubled period that followed the city’s occupation by Union troops. During the
1880s, George W. Cable witnessed similar musical and choreographic performances in a vacant lot on Dumaine Street. His extremely precise descriptions
of the instruments and of the physical characteristics of dancers underline the
still very African traits of the music and of the slaves themselves.18
d) Religious Songs

The “concerts” on Congo Square seem to have been an exception in the history
of black music, which can be explained by the traditionally paternalistic attitude of the French and Spanish Catholic colonizers who constituted a majority
of the white community in Louisiana. They were generally more tolerant towards slaves than the Protestant colonizers from England, Germany, etc., who
dominated in the other North American colonies, where slaves could only go
to the fields to work, to their quarters on the plantations to sleep (at the beginning of the nineteenth century, a law declared that any slave found further
than eight miles from the house of his master would be considered a fugitive
and therefore susceptible to the most severe corporal punishments19), or, possibly, to church.
From the beginning of the colonial period through the twentieth century,
Christianity has played a permanent, decisive, and singularly ambiguous role
in the history of Negroes in America. Detribalized, deprived of their ancestral gods, slaves were soon disposed to listen to pastors’ sermons; by adopting the religion of their masters, they were likely hoping to understand the
reasons for their enslavement, and also find in the new ritual manifestations
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oﬀered to them an opportunity for respite, if not merely a distraction from
the monotony of their work. (We know that to this day, in prisons, religious
ceremonies attract a great number of prisoners whether or not they correspond to particular religious convictions). Among the causes for the Christianization of slaves, on top of the interdiction against practicing African cults,
LeRoi Jones adds “a traditional respect for [the African’s] conqueror’s gods.
Not that they are always worshiped, but they are at least recognized as powerful and placed in the hierarchy of the conquered tribe’s gods.”20 Moreover, the
adoption of Christianity—though one can suppose any other religion would
have worked—permitted slaves to recover the kind of collective psychological current21 so essential to tribal society. The need to imitate the behavior
of whites is another determining factor that explains why the first converts
were “favorite” slaves, the servants living closer to the masters. Through their
diversity and contradictions, the causes for Christianization were also responsible for the twofold aspect of the Afro-American religious phenomenon. The
church was both the main center of Negro social life and the most eﬃcient
tool of control at the hands of colonizers. While the majority of slaves turned
to the Baptist and Methodist churches, which Negroes had discovered during
the Great Awakening at the beginning of the eighteenth century (missionaries of the time organized mass, open-air camp meetings that were accessible
to Negroes, where the faithful would sing religious hymns together), house
slaves, servants, “favorites,” mulattoes, and free men generally belonged to
the Episcopal, Congregationalist, Presbyterian, and sometimes even Catholic
denominations, those that, they thought, got them closer to their white models, and put them at a distance from other Negroes.
Initially watched and controlled by whites, black churches would nevertheless generate more than purely ministerial vocations; they saw the rise of
the first black nationalist leaders, as well as the first supporters of a kind of
gradualist and integrationist collaboration. Headed by black preachers, these
churches would constitute the “Invisible Institution,”22 as the ensemble of the
non-institutionalized congregations reserved to Negroes was designated in
the United States. There the first quasi-political meetings took place; there
scriptures were interpreted in diﬀerent ways in order to either justify slavery
as a “divine curse,” or instead to reveal to Negroes the injustice and hypocrisy
to which they were subjected in the name of the principles of love and justice.
There the first “subversive” manifestoes were also broadcast “live.”23 There,
finally, were created the first black religious songs: spirituals, gospel songs,
groans, moans, etc.
To the extent that church was the only place where Negroes could express together their repressed feelings, spirituals cannot be considered merely religious
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songs: they also have to be heard as testimonies of the violence prominent in
the slave’s life (like African chants told the history of the tribe as transmitted through oral tradition). The first preachers were often the most educated
slaves. As true race leaders, they took care of their constituents’ spiritual lives
as well as their secular problems. Thus did the black church begin to play a
social and political role. Following slave revolts in the nineteenth century, services where only Negroes gathered were forbidden. “The Invisible Institution”
became a true secret society, and the spiritual a code of sorts through which
Negroes could communicate unbeknownst to their masters. Spirituals became
code between fugitive slaves and “conductors” of the Underground Railroad.
This way of using hymns, unexpected by white preachers, was evoked by Frederick Douglass24 and Martin Luther King Jr:25 Canaan was Canada, Pharaoh
stood for white masters, the Hebrews were the Negroes, etc. Discussing the
spiritual “We’ll Soon Be Free,” a black soldier explained to T. W. Higginson that
all the people who sang the verse “De Lord will call us home” thought, “de Lord
mean for say de Yankees.”26 If most spirituals, much like Christianity at large,
promised paradise to those who had known hell on earth, it remains that the
frequent use of the words free and freedom must have had a completely diﬀerent meaning for slaves, in spite of the explanations of some southerners:
The haunting melody of these “spirituals,” their notes of sorrow, aspiration
and jubilance, have given rise to a common belief, demonstrably false, that
in these songs we have the negro’s expression of suﬀering under slavery and
of his joy at liberation. Without pausing to expose this fallacy in detail, one
needs only to call attention to the fact that a strain of supposed melancholy
is a common property of folk-songs everywhere and does not always reflect a
really melancholy mood.27

Following Jean Wagner,28 one can simply oppose to such an argument the unambiguous lyrics of some of these songs:
No more auction block for me
No more, no more,
No more auction block for me
Many thousand gone29

Or:
White man use whip
White man use trigger,
But the Bible and Jesus
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30

Made a slave of the nigger.

The recurrent references to Old Testament passages recounting the enslavement of the Hebrews in Egypt even suggest hopes of vengeance:
Oh Mary, don’t you weep, don’t you moan,
Pharaoh’s army got drowned.31

Thus, we find that resignation and carefree happiness were not the essential
characteristics of slaves’ vocal manifestations, which, as a collective phenomenon, testify to an ever-present protest tendency in black consciousness, even
in areas where one might think it had been put to sleep by promises and good
words.
Paradoxically, this aspect of the spiritual is not what has caught the attention of most specialists (musicologists, sociologists, ethnologists, etc.). Black
and white intellectuals seem to have preferred to study a diﬀerent—and much
less urgent, of course—issue: that of the origin of the spirituals. Were they African? Anglo-Saxon? Both? Call and response, hand clapping, collective improvisation and trance, all constants of the spiritual, can also be found in songs
of Western Africa; but many spirituals are undoubtedly inspired by Methodist
hymns. African and European elements meet in variable proportions in spirituals as in any other form of African American music, a mixed music whose history is overall the history of mixing and of the many diﬀerent outcomes and
conflicts it occasions. Everything about this music—whether it be religious or
secular—seems to suggest that it obstinately refuses to conform, thus preserving its original productive contradictions.
e) The Blues

The origin, gestation, and evolution of the blues are no less complex than the
spirituals’, but they are more obscure in that the location of their birth is not
confined to the temple or the church, and in that this birth was not determined by religious sentiment or religious occasion. LeRoi Jones was right
to note—against those historians that make the blues into a second nature
for Negroes—that Africans did not sing the blues as they walked out of slave
ships.
Through their content and their social inscription, the blues already constitute the Negro’s response to his situation as a slave, the Negro’s personalized reaction to white America. And this reaction is thought out and sung in English.
The first diﬀerential trait of the blues is that it is sung in the singular, by an
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individual who is the subject of the song. Spirituals are collective and generally speak in the plural. In the blues, the black subject is in the forefront; it is
a monologue of subjectivity. This calls for two remarks. First, that the formal
structure of the blues can be an adaptation of the necessarily collective calland-response principle of African origin to individual performance, notably
through the repetition of the first verse. This adaptation/preservation of the
form reintroduces Africa in an English-language song with American themes
and collectivity (thought of as the listener or the interlocutor to the singer) in
individual expression. Second, that one of the blues’ original elements is most
likely the field hollers—those shouts and calls that helped the slave communicate with his fellows around the plantations—which reinforces the occult,
driving role of the collective in the blues.
Another important element in the central role played by the blues in African American music is the fact that it was initially repressed: since masters
forbade melancholy and protest songs, the blues was forced underground
throughout slavery. It was sung at night in cabins, in solitude, but it did not
constitute a spectacle, which settled its character as an interior monologue.
Finally, the importance of speech in African civilizations is here multiplied
by the fact that the Negro rarely possessed musical instruments, that he had
lost his own, that he obviously was not allowed to quit his job in order to start
playing music, and finally that the instruments he could use were without exception European instruments. The blues, sung alone, often without other accompaniment than the noises the singer could make, was the response to instrumental deprivation, to the emphasis on spoken language, and to the need
for discretion and secrecy.
All these factors, confirmed by the themes and content of the blues (commentary on the life of Negroes, their problems, etc.), lead us to hold the blues
as the major formation of African American music, with jazz only an adaptation of it, an instrumental translation, a musical compromise struck with the
diﬀerent orders imposed by white America: an instrumental and entertaining
music designed for spectacle.
What returns in the blues is what white America repressed first in the slave,
then in the poor black: his subjectivity, either completely denied or ridiculed
by the masters (“Negroes have no soul”), his need to locate himself at the center of his own mode of expression, to be the subject of his own story. Another
symptom of this return of the repressed in the blues resides in the “dirtiness,”
the “obscenity” not only in its vocabulary (the blues transgresses dominant
moral and social codes with its language: sex, money, and filth are the leitmotivs of the blues) but also in its tone (bawdy or bemoaning), both assaulting
the codes of social “distinction” and the “measure” of white music and society.
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The blues grunts, cries, moans, slurs: the “bad nigger” sings it and the blues
talks about him, this “bad nigger” who is the dark and dangerous other side of
the “stage nigger,” the minstrel, the whitened Negro.
Finally, one must note that the blues, the confessions and complaints of
the black Subject, was throughout the history of jazz both the form of black
music that whites were the most resistant to and the music the black masses
most easily identified with. They indeed put in place a process of identification
between the singer and his listeners: the issues and tribulations of this Negro
are in fact the issues and tribulations of all Negroes: the Subject here is but the
spokesperson of black ideology (see III. 1).
The first famous blues—which were chronicles in song—date back to the
Civil War; they multiplied around the time of emancipation. The bluesman
was often a kind of vagabond, an emancipated or freed slave migrating from
the southern farmland to the industrial cities of the North. According to Frederic Ramsey, what we call the blues today were once also called reels and cornfield songs.32
For white listeners, one of the most surprising characteristics of the blues is
the appearance of blue notes, these modulations already present in field hollers
and in the calls of southern street vendors.33 Although blue notes are not part
of the (temperate) Western scale, any European instrument can reproduce
them. They were therefore interpreted by the majority of Western musicologists as the result of a diﬃculty, if not an inability on the part of Negroes who
had been taught European hymns by missionaries, to produce the third and
seventh degrees of the Western scale, those degrees being absent in the primitive, five-tone scale.34 Sidney Finkelstein replies,
These deviations from the pitch familiar to concert music are not, of course,
the result of an inability to sing or play in tune. They mean that the blues are
a non-diatonic music. . . . Many books on jazz . . . generally describe the blues
as a sequence of chords, such as the tonic, the subdominant and dominant
seventh. Such a definition, however, is like putting the cart before the horse.
There are definite patterns of chords which have been evolved to support the
blues, but these do not define the blues, and the blues can exist as melody
perfectly recognizable as the blues without them. Neither are the blues simply
a use of the major scale with the “third” and “seventh” slightly blued or flattened. The fact is that both this explanation, and the chord explanation, are
attempts to explain one musical system in terms of another; to describe a
non-diatonic music in diatonic terms.35

Similarly, to generally accepted definitions of “classic” blues as black American
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folklore, fixed-form poems comprising several stanzas of three verses each,
twelve bar themes, etc., one can reply with this statement by Archie Shepp:
“Certainly Blind Lemon Jeﬀerson and Hudie Leadbetter must have played 13,
17, 25 bar blues.”36 The blues should therefore be defined through its meanings
rather than its musical “anomalies”; “The blues,” says singer Chester Burnett
(known as Howlin’ Wolf), “mean trouble. When a man has no money, no job
and has to take care of his family, when nothing goes right for him . . . that’s
what I call the blues, when nothing goes right.”37 “No white man ever had the
blues,” adds Huddie Leadbetter, or Leadbelly.38 In White Man, Listen!, Richard
Wright gives several examples of another aspect of the blues: its expression of
a revolt already obvious in “religious” songs (“If I had-a my way/ I’d tear the
building down/ Great God, then, if I had-a my way/If I had-a my way, little children/If I had-a my way/I’d tear this building down”), which from recalling the
harm suﬀered, often turn to telling the story of criminal acts against masters
or death wishes against whites:
We raise the wheat
They give us the corn;
We bake the bread
They give us the crust;
We sift the meal,
They give us the husk;
We peel the meat,
They give us the skin;
And that’s the way
We skin the pot,
They give us the liquor,
And they say that’s good enough for nigger.

Or:
Yes my old master promise me;
But his papers didn’t leave me free.
A dose of poison helped him along.
May the Devil preach his funeral song.

Or again:
I wish to God that east-bound train would wreck
I wish to God that east-bound train would wreck
Kill the engineer, break the fireman’s neck.39
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Sometimes the singer also talks of the duality in which Negroes are condemned to live:
Me and my captain don’t agree
But he don’t know, ’cause he don’t ask me
He don’t know, he don’t know my mind
When he sees me laughing
Laughing to keep from crying
Got one mind for white folks to see
Another for what I know is me.

Despite black churches and spirituals, these songs sometimes allude to the
injustice of masters who pretend to be Christians:
Our Father, who art in heaven
White man owe me ’leven, and pay me seven,
Thy kingdom come, thy will be done
And ef I hadn’t tuck that, I wouldn’t got none.40

This prayer-poem by W. E. B. Du Bois strikes a similar tone:
Doth not this justice of hell stink in Thy nostrils, O God? How long shall the
mounting flood of innocent blood roar in Thine ears and pound on our hearts
for vengeance? Pile the pale frenzy of blood-crazed brutes, who do such deeds,
high on Thine Altar, Jehovah Jireh, and burn it in hell forever and forever!
Forgive us, good Lord; we know not what we say!41

Though Christianized, black slaves were equated with animals, “soulless creatures.” Slavery, institutionalized and justified by some members of the clergy,
was a permanent denial of the teachings of Christ. The religious definition of
marriage was ceaselessly betrayed by the sale and dispersal of families, while
black women were at the mercy of the sexual appetites of their masters. . . .
Christian principles were challenged every time they were confronted with the
reality of slavery, which explains why the religious fervor of Negroes was not
as widespread as some historians have claimed. The blues acts contrary to the
spirituals, and often refutes them.
The blues appeared and was practiced by the people long before jazz, but
jazz did not replace it: it is jazz’s source, and remains its secret force, its subterranean undercurrent.42 We will therefore have to speak again of the relations
of coexistence and sometimes conflict with jazz, and even free jazz (see II. 3
and II. 1).
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f) The Ballads

The ballad is another black vocal form, just as mixed as the spiritual. Transmitted through oral tradition, it consists of as many African elements (improvisation, more or less mythical tales told by the tribe elders) as European references (traditional English ballads imported by immigrants), and tells the tales
of black heroes (such as John Henry, who died of exhaustion digging a railroad
tunnel in a race against a steam-powered hammer), the tribulations of a bad
man such as Stackolee, or dramatic tales of love like “Frankie and Johnnie.”
Often considered by whites “more entertaining” than the blues, in spite of
its relatively “subversive” allusions (a critique of the man-crushing machine,
references to more or less heroic outlaws, etc. . . .), these songs started the
exceptionally meaningful phenomenon of the minstrel shows (see further, i).
g) The Dirty Dozens

The inferiority of blacks, the passivity of slaves, the religious fervor of Negroes: so many myths easily debunked through the merest examination of
facts, myths which were nevertheless carefully perpetuated by white chroniclers.
The musical productions of Negroes were expunged and censored as soon
as they began to be published. Some, whose character was judged “subversive”
or “immoral”—protest songs deemed too violent, obscene or profane lyrics,
etc.—were not published at all. Only black militants such as Richard Wright,
LeRoi Jones, or Rap Brown lifted the hypocritical reservations of white historians and insisted on the importance of obscenity as displayed in the singing
and rhyming duels known as the dirty dozens. Insults, obscenities, and slander—much like in the vocabulary of the Black Panthers43—were means of protesting the cruelty and hypocrisy of the pseudo-Christian white world.
The dozens are somewhat comparable to the songs of recrimination and
palavers of Africa and the hain-tenys of Madagascar.44 You need two people
to play the dozens, a game that remains very popular in Harlem.45 One of the
players throws increasingly barbed, insulting remarks at his adversary until he
leaves or, to the contrary, responds with even more barbed insults, or blows.
For Rap Brown, playing the dozens is basic schooling for kids in the ghetto:
The street is where young bloods get their education. . . . Hell, we exercised our
minds by playing the Dozens.
I fucked your mama
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Till she went blind.
Her breath smells bad,
But she sure can grind.
I fucked your mama
For a solid hour.
Baby came out
Screaming, Black Power.
Elephant and the Baboon
Learning to screw.
Baby came out looking
Like Spiro Agnew.
And the teacher expected me to sit up in class and study poetry after I could
run down shit like that. If anybody needed to study poetry, she needed to
study mine. . . . The real aim of the Dozens was to get a dude so mad that he’d
cry or get mad enough to fight.46

For Richard Wright, the deliberately dirty aspect of the dozens was first a reflection of the pessimism of Negroes: “These Negroes seem to have said to
themselves: ‘Well, if what is happening to me is right, then, dammit, anything
is right.’ The Dirty Dozens extol incest, celebrate homosexuality, even God’s
ability to create a rational world is naively but scornfully doubted. . . . This is
not atheism; this is beyond atheism; these people do not walk and talk with
God; they walk and talk about Him.”47
The dozens are also improvised duels between soloists, the prefiguration
and verbal equivalent of saxophonists’ chases and trumpet players’ battles.48
The provocation, the insistence of the dozens will make them—along with
bottles and bolts—the weapons of choice for black activists facing the pigs and
the National Guard.
h) Attempts at “Serious Music”

Whether religiously inspired or profane, collective or individual, fictional and
fantastic or realistic and activist, these diverse forms of vocal expression illustrate the state of mind of Negroes confronted with the oppressive white system, with infinitely more nuance and truth than the writings of contemporary
black intellectuals (poets, novelists, etc.). Here again we see at work the duality inseparable from the process of socio-cultural stratification imposed by
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colonialism and capitalism. The spontaneous expression of the black masses
stands opposite an already gentrified, self-censoring literature that seeks to
translate concerns that might be palatable for whites. Only in the twentieth
century would the members of the Negro Renaissance try to join poetry and
popular lyricism,49 or, with free jazz, musical innovation and activist music.
The musical field would not escape such whitening/gentrification, however.
Alain Locke cites a few black, creole, and white musicians who in the nineteenth century voluntarily strayed from popular vocal and musical tendencies
to compose or interpret works likely to satisfy European aesthetic norms: the
violinist Edmund Dédé, born in New Orleans in 1829, was sent to the Conservatoire in Paris and composed an overture, Le Palmier. Joseph Write, a black man
from Cuba, presented his violin compositions to music lovers in Boston and
New York. The New Orleanian Louis Moreau Gottschalk authored a “Cubana”
that would a century later inspire a very popular rumba, “The Peanut Vendor,”
and several pieces in which he attempted to associate a romantic style with
Louisiana references (“Bamboula,” “Negro Dance,” “Le Bananier,” “The Banjo,”
“La Savane,” etc.). Elizabeth Taylor Greenfield, nicknamed “the Black Swan,”
was compared to the greatest sopranos of her time; Anna and Emma Louise
Hyers became famous for their interpretations of great lyrical duets. Thomas
“Blind Tom” Green Bethune was a blind virtuoso pianist whose success is very
reminiscent of the advertising campaigns organized around other blind black
geniuses (such as pianists Art Tatum or Ray Charles). As Phillis Wheatley in
the eighteenth century (a slave born in Senegal, she had learned Latin and
written her first poem by the time she was seventeen; admired as a curiosity by the Boston elite, she was sent to England where she became “a sensation” in literary salons50), most of these black artists were presented to white
elites as circus freaks. They were simply imitating the white musicians of the
time, and in this way they reassured whites and comforted them in their social
and racial prejudice. The attitude of whites toward specifically black aesthetic
manifestations appears to have been scornful and ignorant: inferior to whites,
Negroes could only be admirable or exceptional when they did their best to resemble whites. Black folklore, in turn, only became “interesting” or “entertaining” through minstrel shows in which white actors caricatured black singers,
dancers and musicians, parodying black speech, dressing up like Negroes. Black
imitators of whites or white imitators of blacks both bolstered the obfuscation of
purely black forms of expression and perpetuated the only image of the Negro
wished for and supported by whites: resigned, if not self-content, happy, carefree, and naive, capable of progress only when he deigns to forget his natural
laziness and tries to imitate his masters.
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i) Minstrels

This “ideal” portrait of the American Negro—already sketched out by some
favorite slaves summoned by their masters to entertain their guests—was
spread out and commercialized from the end of the eighteenth century by European immigrants who, unlike American planters, had seen in black folklore
an inextinguishable source of inspiration and profit. On December 30, 1799,
at the Federal Street Theatre in Boston, an all-white audience gave a triumphant welcome to Johan Christian Gottlieb Graupner, a German musician and
remarkable interpreter of Haydn and Mozart. His face blackened with burnt
cork, he sang “The Gay Negro Boy” [sic], accompanying himself on the banjo.
He admitted himself that the tune was only an adaptation of a melody he had
heard in the South, a paradoxical homage to the music of Negroes who were
forbidden from the stage.51 Singing and dancing Negro boys, Negro dances,
blackface entertainers, blackface singers, Zip Coon,52 and of course Jim Crow
would provide circuses, music halls, and theatres across the United States with
entertainment throughout the nineteenth century. Success with white audiences was guaranteed since, as Constance Rourke noted, “To be black is to be
funny.”53
Irish-born Thomas Dartmouth “Daddy” Rice asserted himself in 1830 as
the “father of minstrels” and became the inventor of “Jim Crow.” A music-hall
artist, he was seduced during a tour in the South by the grotesque and melancholy character of a tune sung by a black stableman:
First on de heel tap, den on de toe,
Turnabout and wheel about an’ do just so
An’ every time I wheel about, I jump Jim Crow!54

When he introduced this new dance and its accompanying song to the audience of the Pittsburgh municipal theatre, it was a triumph. There were eighteen encores! To achieve a more “realistic” eﬀect, Rice had borrowed a black
porter’s tattered clothes, wore a nappy wig under a straw hat, and the song he
had heard in Kentucky had become:
O, Jim Crow’s come to town, as you all must know,
An’ he wheel about, he turn about, he do jis so,
An’ every time he wheel about he jump Jim Crow.55

His dance and outfit provoked hilarity that was only topped by the surprising
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appearance on stage of the clothes’ rightful owner, who had begun to worry
backstage.56
“Jim Crow” immediately joined the long list of nicknames and racial slurs
used throughout the history of black presence in the United States to designate black people—such as burnt wood, piece of India, darky, burnt cork,
yaller, coﬀee, brown, coon, crow, etc. There were “Jim Crow laws”; cars reserved for black people on American trains were called “Jim Crow cars,” “Jim
Crow churches,” etc. “Jim Crow” became more than merely a synonym for Negro: it came to embody anti-black racism, to the point that C. Vann Woodward
entitled his book on the history of racial segregation The Strange Career of Jim
Crow.57
Like their white imitators, freed blacks began organizing minstrel shows as
soon as 1821: The African Company, William Henry “Juba” Lane (“this extraordinary youth who, we doubt not, before many weeks have elapsed, will have
the honor of displaying his dancing attainments in Buckingham Palace,” wrote
an anonymous English journalist in 184858), The Ethiopian Minstrels, banjoplayer Horace Weston and the Georgia Colored Minstrels, etc.
The composer and lyricist Stephen Collins Foster, for his part, was inspired
by the work songs of the coal-trimmers and stevedores of Pittsburgh and Cincinatti, the religious hymns he heard in the black church where his parents’
mulatto servant would sometimes take him, and, as he himself admitted, by
all the black melodies he discovered in his travels. Among white musicologists
and historians he acquired a reputation as “folk-song genius of America,”59 and
was among the main forces behind the spread and authentication of a mythical portrait of the Negro likely to satisfy all the demands of “well-bred” Americans. James Weldon Johnson would write, “It was from the minstrel show that
millions of white Americans got their conception of Negro character. . . . To the
minstrel stage can be traced the diﬃculty which white America finds in taking
the Negro seriously.60”
If the minstrel phenomenon is a perfect example of the cultural and economic recuperation and colonization of black music, dances, and songs (numerous white composers and interpreters became the first variety “stars”
of America thanks to minstrel shows), if it anticipated the triumph of white
jazzmen/imitators of the twentieth century and the extraordinary success
of pop music “idols” (who, from Elvis Presley to the Rolling Stones, do not
hide their multiple borrowings from black American instrumental and vocal
forms), then it was also a place of crystallization—the true melting pot, white
and for whites, of jazz experiences—which would prepare the rise of jazz and
of all American popular music. Minstrel-show programs featured more or less
caricatural spoken and sung sketches of Negroes (defining the “professional
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Negro,” or “Negro for whites” evoked by Malcolm X that we also find in American cinema—from the “black” judges of D. W. Griﬃth’s Birth of a Nation and
the roles that have become Sidney Poitier’s specialty, to the carefree and naive character of Zeke in King Vidor’s Hallelujah), songs in black dialect-mixing
borrowings from all vocal form of black folklore (spirituals, blues, work songs,
ballads), dances (tap dance, clog dance that anticipated the success of. . . Gene
Kelly and Fred Astaire), some of which—such as the Jim Crow dance, which
already contained the future steps of the Black Bottom—would become the
fashionable dances of the twentieth century, and exhibitions of instrumental
virtuosity (tambourine, banjo, or piano solos). In this frame certain characteristic traits of future jazz were beginning to appear. Jazz is a product of minstrel shows that attempts to save and recover, rather than deny and lose, the
blues: it is the result of a conflict between two polar opposites, white and black,
between which jazz oscillates under the pressure of history.
j) Marching Bands

To the extent that a military career is a “serious” thing, before emancipation
few Negroes were allowed to join marching bands and learn how to use those
instruments that would play an essential role in jazz: horns. Although there
were then no regular black regiments, Alain Locke indicates that a few black
marching bands became famous in the nineteenth century. The most famous
appears to have started in Philadelphia in 1839. Conductor, composer, arranger, and trumpet player Frank Johnson led it until his death in 1846. He was so
successful that he toured Great Britain and received a silver trumpet in praise
of his virtuosity from the hands of Queen Victoria herself. Joe Anderson led
the band until 1874, when it split into two bands: the Excelsior Band and Frank
Jones’ Orchestra. According to reports of the time, these orchestras were constituted of accomplished musicians and included string sections in order to
play works by “classical” composers on top of their repertoires of marches and
hymns.
To be accepted and listened to by white audiences, these pre-jazz orchestras
had to integrate into their music elements of “respectability,” such as virtuosity (as defined by Western academic criteria of technique), the presence of
“noble” instruments (violins), and absolute rigor in execution. Similarly, the
Fisk Jubilee Singers choir gained fame in the United States and throughout the
world thanks to the (very “classical”) beauty of its sopranos, bassos, and contraltos, the “dignified” look of its members (wearing dark, sober suits), and
their cultural references (the eighteen members of the choir were students at
Fisk University, one of the foremost black universities in the United States).
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Convinced that they were carrying to the white world their people’s “message”
(they sang in 1874 in several European countries, and toured Australia, South
Africa, and New Zealand in 1877), they also strove to eliminate all “savagery”
liable to shock Western ears from the spirituals in their repertoire. Once more,
repression and self-censorship forced Negroes to act a part, to become “professional Negroes,” i.e. ideologically white Negroes—Negroes who knew their
place.

7. In the Margins of Jazz
History
I think that music, being an expression of the human heart, or of the human
being itself, does express just what is happening. I feel it expresses the whole
thing—the whole of human experience at the time that it is being expressed.
—John Coltrane, interviewed by Frank Kofsky, Jazz and Pop (September
1967), 26.
I think black people in America have a superior sense when it comes to expressing their own convictions through music. Most whites tend to think that
it’s below their dignity to just show suﬀering and just show any other meaning
that has to do with feeling and not with technique or analysis or whatever you
call it. And this to me is why the black man has developed in the field of music
that the white man calls jazz. And basically I think that word, the sense of that
word, is used to describe music that the white man feels is really inferior.
—Ornette Coleman, in A. B. Spellman’s Four Lives in the Bebop Business,
142–43.

This, then, will not be about telling, repeating what is called “the history of
jazz,” cataloguing once again the musicians, orchestras, records, or styles that
constitute it. We will instead attempt to recover, to bind anew the ties that
always existed—though often went unnoticed—between the American social
field, the ideology that dominates it (and what other ideologies are dominated
within it), and the diverse musical (and non-musical) manifestations of black
Americans. Except by LeRoi Jones and, to a lesser extent, the German Joachim
Ernst Berendt, the history of jazz has not been studied for what it is: a network of complex relations, a location where artistic practices are articulated
with non-artistic fields such as society and politics—the product of a series
of conflicts between these antagonistic determining factors. These absences,
then, the blank margins of the already written “history of jazz,” are the spaces
in which we inscribe our notes.
In some sense there is no such thing as a “history of jazz,” because there
is no jazz outside of history, and what is true for all art is even truer for this
art: its “history” is that of the forces that make jazz as much as that of the
forms that jazz makes. Mapping out the work of these forces is never easy,
nor will it ever be finished, inasmuch as the ideological fascinations with the
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“splendid isolation of art” anchored in our cultural traditions are obstacles to
the process. When the dominant ideology advocates the separation of art and
politics, it intervenes in the aesthetic field to condemn all ideological intervention in the aesthetic field!
This is why obstinately bringing an artistic practice back to its context,
the non-artistic fields it is entwined in always seems “reductive” and “sacrilegious.” Such a process reduces the “artistic blur” so common in reflections on
art; yet it is true that mechanical determinations and systematic indetermination also play a part. What all these approaches mean to elude is the complex
and precise network of overdeterminations between all levels.
a) Blacks and Blues Turn Proletarian

From work songs to pop music and free jazz in the 1960s, singing as an individual form of expression—thanks to its diversity and plasticity—has ensured the continuity of black music, in its meaning, role, and testimony as regards social context. The resistance and permanence of the blues form, or even
simply of the blues spirit (in free jazz, for example), has helped black music to
develop, constantly change face, and lend itself to all imaginable experiments
while resisting its economic and cultural colonization under the name of jazz.
When, at the end of the nineteenth century, thousands of Negroes abandoned
southern plantations for the industrial cities of the North, they often only
took with them in traditions and family “memories” the lyrics of country blues
in which their exodus was already inscribed.
If the blues have survived in such remarkable fashion, it is because whites
always found them a diﬃcult material to exploit and imitate culturally (only
with the first white rockers did borrowings in the form of homage replace attempts at parodic imitation) and economically (Bessie Smith excepted, there
were very few blues “stars” until the appearance of pop music). Testifying
more or less directly to a specifically black experience, the blues addressed a
faithful audience—black proletarians and lumpenproletarians—much more
restricted than that of big orchestras, for example, and as such could only generate indiﬀerence in white businessmen and wary scorn among the first black
“bourgeois.” In their desire for advancement and social whitening, they only
wanted to forget these “slave songs.” This repression, as noted by James Baldwin, was never as perfect as they would have liked:
It was Bessie Smith, through her tone and cadence, who helped me to dig back
to the way I myself must have spoken when I was a pickaninny, and to remember the things I had heard and seen and felt. I had buried them very deep. I
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had never listened to Bessie Smith in America (in the same way that, for years,
I would not touch watermelon), but in Europe she helped to reconcile me to
being a “nigger.”1

Born in the South,2 where slavery marked it and where oppression and repression were always worst, the blues testifies, takes note, describes, or at the very
least suggests, but itrarely protests or calls for revolt. It says what Negroes see
and live, and says it to an audience of Negroes who, unlike a white audience,
ignore nothing of the living conditions inseparable from the blues, an audience born in the World of the Blues.3 Neither adviser nor agitator, the bluesman
simply testifies, files reports on his own experiences, thus letting his black listeners find out that their misery is not exceptional, that they are not the only
victims of fate, i.e. of oppressive social structures, in America. Contrary to
pastors who preach resignation and promise heaven to those who go through
hell on Earth, the bluesman does not try to “sugarcoat the pill”:
You know, I’m going to put this a little blunt. I don’t know if I should say it
or not, because it might hurt the religious type of people, but when I sing the
blues I sing the truth. The religious type of people may not believe that it’s
good, because they think the blues is not the truth; but the blues, from a point
of explaining yourself as facts, is the truth, and I don’t feel that the truth
should be condemned.4

Though they do not explicitly encourage Negroes to revolt, the blues describe a
revolting situation in its most minute details. Transplanted to northern industrial cities, former slaves and their children would substitute for the African
nostalgia of the first generations of slaves the memories of a more recent past
in the South, the countryside, life on the shores of the Mississippi. These were
the first reactions of Negroes to a new oppressive frame: turned city-dwellers,
though living most often on the outskirts of industrial cities such as Detroit
or Chicago, they discovered another form of serfdom: wage labor, capitalist
bosses, assembly line work, high rent, overcrowded slums. Even their sentimental and sexual relationships changed. Freed from slavery which—against
the principles of Christianity—had developed without taking into account
notions of family marriage, or love, they discovered the promiscuity that led
to adultery, debt, and prostitution. Unemployment, an unexpected aspect of
“free” work, replaced compulsory work:
I would stay up North, but nothing here that I can do.
Just stand around the corner and sing my lonesome blues.5
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When he finds a job, the Negro, who now uses the referential system of whites,
realizes that he is often badly paid:
The white man he rides in a great big car,
The brownskin man does the same,
The black man he rides around in a T-model Ford,
But he gets there just the same.6

Such comparisons only further the state of mind of blacks from the South,
where the following stanza long served as a proverb:
The nigger and the white man
Playing seven up,
The nigger win the pot,
But he’s afraid to pick it up.7

Money becomes a determining element in relations between man and woman:
When I had my money it was hello sugar pie.
Now I done got broke so it’s so long country guy.8

In order to make this money, there remains hope of finding work in a big factory:
Say, I’m goin’ to get me a job now, workin’ in Mr Ford’s place,
Say, that woman tol’ me last night: say you cannot even stand Mr Ford’s ways.9

After emancipation, Negroes looking for work began traveling around the
United States. Yesterday’s slaves traveled by train, sometimes even by car. They
soon distinguished “friendly” and “unfriendly” highways within the United
States road network. Route 49 from Biloxi to Jackson, Mississippi, Route 51
from New Orleans to Memphis, Route 61 through cotton country and, later,
Route 66 that would direct the exodus of ruined black farm workers and poor
whites towards California.10
Even black convicts would see their lives and deaths transformed by the
industrial development of America:
They’re gonna send me to the old electric chair
Wonder why they electrocute a man at the one o’ clock hour at night?
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Wonder why they electrocute a man, baby, Lord, at the one o’ clock hour at
night?
The current much stronger, people turn out all the light11

As laborers in the great auto factories of Chicago and Detroit, Negroes integrated the car, the symbol of social advancement in capitalist surroundings,
into the thematic foundation of the blues:
12

Well, the T-model Ford I say is the poor man’s friend.

To the point that a man’s aging could be measured by . . . the bluebook:
I had a man for fifteen years, give him his room and board.
Once he was like a Cadillac, now he’s like an old worn-out Ford.13

The car can of course become an erotic symbol:
Come on and be my chauﬀeur.
I want you to drive me,
downtown.14

Or:
Ain’t nothing, mama, don’t get scared at all.
It’s a long distance well, and it’s running all its oil.15

If before emancipation whites were wary of Negroes becoming soldiers, the
First World War would change everything, to the point that Negroes would
almost pine for the forced neutrality of slaves in white conflicts:
I’m going to Newport News, baby, take a battleship across the sea . . .16

Thus the reconversion period lived by the American Negro starting at the end
of the Civil War much resembled the uprooting experienced by the first slaves:
yesterday, they went from freedom (Africa), to an unknown and oppressive
world (America); today, from the chains of slavery (slave quarters, the plantation), to the invisible but just as traumatizing chains of ghetto life and factory
work. There is some “solace,” however: rid of religious surveillance and of the
Puritan morals of pastors, the Negro could fornicate, drink, gamble, and take
drugs as he pleased. And the white man wouldn’t stop him, either.
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This kind of censorship lifted, sexual themes and allusions became an important source of inspiration:
Um-um, black snake crawling in my room.
Yes, some pretty mama better get this black snake soon.17

The titles of some blues were by now very explicit: “She Moves It Just Right,”
“I’m Wild About That Thing,” “Warm It Up to Me,” “Do It a Long Time,” “It
Hurts So Good,” “My Banana in Your Fruit Basket,” “My Pin in Your Cushion,”
“I Want Some of Your Pie,” “Hard Pushing Papa,” “You’ve Had Too Much,” “My
Pencil Won’t Write No More,” “Tight Like This” (recorded by Louis Armstrong
in 1928), “Black Snake Moan,” etc. Freed from the puritanical morals of white
America, the bluesman tells without shame of his sexual, sometimes homosexual, adventures and fantasies:
Two times three is six,
Three times three is nine,
You give me some of yours,
And I’ll give you some of mine.18

While in northern cities the Negro attempted to adapt to this newfound “freedom” and to his new slavery, in the South, Jim Crow laws, the Ku Klux Klan,
and new modes of exploitation continued to crush the black sharecroppers
and field workers who remained. For them, debt (loans on coming harvests,
mortgages, etc.) and legal disenfranchisement were added to the fear of being
suspected of random crimes (stealing, rape, relations with a white woman,
etc.), or of being condemned merely for being accused by a white man or woman, or worse, of being lynched. In the February 1920 issue of his newspaper
the Crisis, W. E. B. Du Bois listed black victims of Lynch law between 1885 and
1919. From 78 in the year 1885 and 71 in 1886, the yearly number of lynchings
evolved as follows: 80, 95, 95, 90, 121, 155 (this record number in the year 1892),
154, 134, 112, 80, 122, 102, 84, 107, 107 (for 1990 and 1901), 86, 86, 83, 61, 64,
60, 93, 73, 65, 63, 63, 79, 69, 80, 55, 44, 64, 77, for a total of 3,052 in thirty-five
years!19
Not only did lynchings not decrease, but thanks to the conciliatory attitude
of Booker T. Washington, the South had simply deprived the “emancipated”
Negro of his right to vote, turned his status as a second-class citizen into law,
and gradually reduced financial aid to the secondary education institutions reserved for him. In order to fight this new form of slavery, Du Bois summoned
a group of black leaders to Niagara Falls in 1905 and organized a movement
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dedicated to the defense of Negro rights. The first convention of the Niagara
Movement took place in 1906 at Harper’s Ferry, where John Brown had been
captured half a century earlier. The convention wrote a list of demands for the
Afro-American community: the same civil and social rights as any American
citizen, the end of racial discrimination, the right to have relationships with
any consenting person, the enforcement of the law with respect to all without
distinction of wealth or race, and the right to an education for all children.
From this initiative would arise, in 1909, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, and one year later, the monthly the Crisis with
Du Bois as editor in chief. By 1912, the circulation of this publication was already reaching sixteen thousand.20 The NAACP asserted itself as a powerful
instrument in the struggle for full-fledged citizenship, but the radical character of its demands would be gradually blunted by Du Bois’ Talented Tenth program. According to Du Bois, the black masses needed leaders, and therefore
an intellectual elite capable of playing those roles. The NAACP was soon run
by black bourgeois and white liberals, and lost all popular representativeness.
It remained the black organization most widely established throughout the
country, though only from a quantitative standpoint. For the black masses,
the NAACP became a sort of go-between, an advocate in dealings with white
power. Other attempts were made in northern cites, New York especially, to
facilitate the assimilation of thousands of black workers coming from the
South. The Urban League was created in 1911 to fight against discrimination in
employment. Subsidized by northern capitalists (Ford, Rockefeller, etc.) who
encouraged the influx of labor for their factories, this welcoming agency—it
acts as a professional placement and orientation body—still functions thanks
to the fees paid by employers. Thus does it constitute another instrument of
control of black proletarians by white capitalism.
While black bourgeois, the accomplices and dupes of more or less liberal
whites, took over these protest movements one after the other with the naive
hope of using them as springboards for their own integration, the majority of
white and black workers found themselves further and further removed from
these dealings. But as racial prejudice was carefully kept alive and well by the
climate of violence that still reigned over the South, and through the competition that (underpaid) black labor represented for white labor (Irish, Polish,
etc.), the American proletariat, incapable of uniting as a class, devoted the
forces it could have used to oppose socially and economically oppressive structures to race riots (New York 1863; Memphis 1866; Atlanta 1906; Springfield
190821).
The Negro would take stock of the system and its consequences in the
blues, thus gathering a mass of evidence comparable to the cahiers de doléances
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[notebooks of complaints] of the French Estates General in 1789.22 Replacing
“complaints” by “blues” in the following quotation is suﬃcient to imagine it
was written by Paul Oliver, Samuel Charters, or any other specialist of Negro
American songs rather than a French historian: “These assemblies formulated
complaints that were very reasonable sometimes, sometimes very artless,
some of them a little grotesque, but oftenest of all tragic.”23
b) White Wars and Black Struggles

The entrance of the United States into the First World War in 1917 would lead
to decisive changes in the life and music of Negroes.
References to New Orleans in the first black orchestral manifestations that
were presented white audiences—the New Orleans style—long led to the
belief that New Orleans was the city where jazz had been invented. William
Christopher Handy, the composer of “Saint Louis Blues,” relates that in Memphis, Tennessee, in 1905, you could hear music very similar to that of New Orleans: “But we didn’t discover until 1917 that New Orleans had such music too.
Any and every circus band played this way.”24 To the extent that work songs,
spirituals, and pre-jazz blues had all appeared in the southern states (see II.
2), it seems that the birthplace of jazz, the location where these diverse black
vocal forms converged and crystallized, was, simply, the southern half of the
United States.
Nevertheless, as Hugues Panassié often asserted, it remains that the music
of New Orleans Negroes was, more than any other, representative of a certain jazz “purity.” But if one admits that New Orleans style is exemplary of a
privileged purity and authenticity of jazz, a quick survey of early twentieth
century New Orleans society and music forces us to define this “pure” music as one essentially based on mixings and cultural contradictions. Jazz was
the genre most marked by diverse white Western influences, while the blues,
the principal yet underground current of black music, did not feel them as
much, and therefore did not have to evolve much. New Orleans style therefore appears necessarily as the first stage of the westernization of black music
that would peak in the swing era. It is only in this way that we can understand
free jazzman Milton Graves’s remark: “Because of slavery and the New Orleans
episode (our emphasis), people have lost their identity, what drummers play
has nothing to do with African music. That’s the problem of all musicians in
America: they have a Western conception of their music.”25
At the turn of the century, New Orleans was the most extraordinary mix
of races, social classes (if not castes), and cultures one can imagine, the prefiguration of big northern cities after 1918. Descendants of French, Spanish,
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British settlers; Italian, German, Slavic immigrants; aristocrats, poor whites,
former slaves, artisans, dockers and black shop-owners; Afro-French, AfroBritish or Afro-Spanish creoles26 all lived in the city. . . . Musical trends and
traditions were just as diverse, numerous, and contradictory: from the dance
music (square dancing) and “classical” music (the importance of the opera, the
preeminence of virtuoso pianists and violinists27) of the traditionally French
aristocracy and (white and mulatto) bourgeoisie, to the neighborhood bands
sporting the lyre pins of Napoleonic marching bands, and the religious hymns
and profane songs of former slaves of Anglo-Saxon planters whose development we observed throughout the South.
More than any others, the creoles—sitting at the crossroads between white
French culture and black African American culture—illustrate the duality
and conflict depicted by Du Bois, and anticipated (as Jelly Roll Morton’s autobiography shows well28) the contradictory attitude of the black bourgeoisie
throughout United States history, hesitating between repressing its Negro
“past” and asserting its originality.
It is also in the New Orleans region that the social diﬀerentiation of places
reserved for black music appeared most clearly, prefiguring the Negro cultural
ghetto. This musical segregation had an essentially moral and Christian character: black music was played on plantations (work), in brothels (sin), and in
church (redemption). Slaves had disappeared from Congo Square (see II. 2.
c), and free Negroes were allowed on certain occasions to play in the streets
(parades, Mardi Gras, burials, etc.). Jazz would long be inseparable from “bad
places,” from notions of pleasure and sin, from the debauchery of the rabble.
Brothels seemed to have been the only place where racial and social barriers
were transgressed. To this, one must add the disappointment felt by even the
wealthiest creoles, whom Jim Crow laws pushed away from whites, to whom
they thought themselves equal. No longer allowed to patronize public venues
now reserved for whites (theatres, operas, concert halls), they had to play their
music—though it was much more “refined” than the music of bluesmen or
black marching bands—in the brothels and dives of the red light district.29
In 1917, the United States entered the First World War to defend, in Europe,
the economic and democratic values threatened by German imperialism. New
Orleans became a war harbor. Thousands of recruits were garrisoned there.
The military high command decided that Storyville,30 the red light district,
represented a threat to morale and should be closed down. Prostitutes and
professional musicians found themselves out of work. A great number of them
emigrated, joining black workers who managed to find jobs in the factories of
Chicago.
This massive influx of Negroes opened infinite ways to make profit, eco-
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nomically and culturally, to musicians and businessmen. White workers, for
their part, only saw the threat of competition for employment. Riots multiplied. On July 2, 1917, in East St. Louis, Illinois, Negroes were massacred in
their neighborhood by a mob of poor whites who set houses on fire after blocking the doors and windows. Six thousand Negroes lost their houses, many died
(several hundred according to some, forty-eight according to others31), half a
millions dollars in material damages. In Houston (1917), Washington, DC, Chicago (1919), Tulsa, Oklahoma (1921), other bloody battles pitted the two communities against each other. Negroes at first only defended themselves, but
newly discharged black soldiers back from Europe had learned a few things
from their stint in the army.32 Negroes, from then on, would respond to violence with violence: “Under similar circumstances, we would fight again. But
by the God of Heaven, we are cowards and jackasses if now that war is over, we
do not marshal every ounce of our brain and brawn to fight a sterner, longer,
more unbending battle against the forces of hell in our own land.”33
W. E. B. Du Bois was not alone in making such statements. All were judged
“seditious” by white American authorities. Reactionary forces soon organized,
as they had after emancipation and as they would after World War II in the
form of witch hunts and McCarthyism. In 1919, the Senate published the results of a long investigation in a report entitled Radicalism and Sedition among
the Negroes as Reflected in Their Publications:
At this time there can no longer be any question of a well-concerted movement among a certain class of Negro leaders of thought and action to constitute themselves a determined and persistent source of a radical opposition to
the Government, and to the established rule of law and order.34

There followed a list of the foremost seditious attitudes of black leaders:
Ill-governed reaction towards race rioting; . . . the threat of retaliatory measures in connection with lynching; . . . the more openly expressed demand for
social equality, in which demand the sex problem is not infrequently included;
. . . the identification of the Negro with such radical organizations as the
I.W.W. and an outspoken advocacy of the Bolsheviki or Soviet doctrines;
the political stand assumed toward the present Federal Administration, the
South in general, and incidentally, toward the Peace Treaty and the League
of Nations. Underlying these more salient viewpoints is the increasingly
emphasized feeling of a race consciousness, in many of these publications
always antagonistic to the white race, and openly, defiantly assertive of its
own equality and even superiority. . . . The boast is not to be dismissed lightly
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as the ignorant vaporing of untrained minds. . . . The sense of oppression
finds increasingly bitter expression. . . . Defiance and insolently race-centered
condemnation of the white race is to be met with in every issue of the more
radical publications. . . . The Negro is seeing red.35

Thus is defined, fixated in history, “The dangerous spirit of defiance and vengeance at work among the Negro leaders.”36
Following the triumph of minstrels, show business began to organize as
a true industry, the musician and the singer joining the mass of victims of
capitalism. Soon the industry focused on a more insidious challenge thrown
at the cultural values of white America by Negroes: their music, which they
meant both to exploit and defuse. 1917, as American troops oﬃcially entered
the war, white musicians recorded the first record in the history of “jazz” (the
Original Dixieland Jazz Band, see 2. c). 37 Hailing from New Orleans, the musicians of this all-white band had followed the Great Migration of Negroes
northward. Their music, imitating that of “King” Oliver—whom they sincerely
admired—was the first “jazz” that white northerners had the opportunity to
hear, and even this “noisy and brassy” adaptation of Negro music by white
“hicks”38 shocked them and disturbed their cultural habits. Much the opposite
of minstrels, the members of the ODJB were not trying to mock their models:
they were presenting a faithful imitation, and spiteful caricature was not their
goal.
At the same time, the black bands representing “New Orleans style” in Chicago (King Oliver, Freddie Keppard, Baby and Johnny Dodds, Jelly Roll Morton, etc.) were only known and appreciated by a local, mostly black audience,
and a few white aficionados and musicians enthused by the “exotic” character
of this music. As for blues singers, they were only popular in the black Chicago
areas of the South Side and the West Side and their ways changed relatively
little. In their economic marginality and ideological alterity, their chronicles
of the black soul remain formally indiﬀerent to the pressures of commerce,
fashion, and taste (until their commercial recuperation in pop music, that is,
and we will see the consequences of this late appropriation further on). Because of their formal solidity of sorts—whose principles were only reinforced
by the variety of styles of bluesmen—the blues managed to remain one of the
pillars of jazz, a reference against which jazz never ceased to define and redefine itself, in opposition to the commercial and Western temptations it faced
throughout its evolution. The profound resistance of the blues translates into
a certain structural invariability, and thus inscribes the history of Negroes—
the diversity of their problems and of their reactions to white America—in reference to a constant of protest. Thus the blues is more likely than the composite
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jazz of New Orleans to be considered a guarantee of the authenticity of black
music. The blues react against Western influences, turn them into contradictions: New Orleans-style jazz integrates these influences, assimilates them,
neutralizes them and itself. Thus, every time a style or a fashion begins to fade,
jazzmen will turn to the blues, not so much to find inspiration as to reconnect
with the ideology of the black masses and to counterbalance westernizations
that threaten to resolve African American cultural conflicts to the profit only
of the elements of white origin.
The blues, whose obscenity is as sexual as it is social, will constitute for a
very small part of the white public a means of cultural slumming. Bessie Smith
did not become a true star in 1923 by the power of her voice alone. While, beginning in 1919, America was forced to follow the dry regimen of prohibition,
in listening to and watching this southern black woman, whites found the sensual pleasure of diving into a socially forbidden universe of filth, sex, poverty,
alcohol. . . . The exhibitionism of the singer (and of the blues in general) disgusted the white majority and black elite. But the whites it did arouse, and the
Negroes to whom Bessie Smith addressed these portrayals of a life they knew
well, made it possible to establish one of the first sales records in the recording industry: her recording of “Down Hearted Blues” sold two millions copies,
but it was most particularly her “Empty Bed Blues”—banned for obscenity in
Boston—that made her a success with white listeners. During the few years
that her fame lasted, New York snobs and liberal intellectuals fought for her
presence at their parties.
As white America opened up to jazz (to better strap it to its economic
structures), post-war Europe opened wide to the great victors of the war: the
Americans, their economy, and their strange music. Renouncing the isolationist politics that had almost prevented its entry in the war (despite the fact
that the war, through the armament industry, was the indispensable engine
of capitalism, as the Second World War, the Cold War, the Korean War, and the
Vietnam War would later prove), the United States discovered that this Negro
music they had until then rather despised, could become an extra instrument
of seduction in the service of American imperialism. The military band of the
Negro Jim Europe, the ODJB, and Sidney Bechet enthused European audiences, prefiguring Dizzie Gillespie’s triumphal European tours sponsored by
the State Department, and the non-negligible propaganda role played by radio
station Voice of America’s jazz shows that were broadcast towards countries
of the Eastern Bloc. It nevertheless took a few years before more specifically
black jazz pieces—blues singers’ works among them—spread around Europe.
Yet, in the mind of a general audience not keen on finding out the agenda that
posters and programs did not reveal (ODJB, George Gershwin’s “Rhapsody in
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Blue” by Paul Whiteman’s great orchestra, the Southern Syncopated Orchestra—twenty-five backup singers and thirty-five musicians, including Sidney
Bechet—led by Will Marion Cook, or the Revue Nègre presented at the Théâtre
des Champs Élysées in 1925, with Josephine Baker), “Negro” beats and “symphonic” jazz asserted themselves as the most obvious signs of a sort of miracle
“made in the USA.”
They had no idea what the bluesmen were saying or singing at the time; instead, they were discovering the smile, the joy, the faces and puﬀed out cheeks
of sympathetic Negroes who played a kind of music diﬀerent from all they
had been used to. They were also discovering “extraordinary voices,” or “well
played, well interpreted jazz, that would have deserved to be presented in a
classical music concert hall.” The entire world thought they were discovering
“true” jazz and Negroes: in 1920, Blaise Cendrars published Negro Anthology;
the following year, West Indian writer René Maran won the Goncourt book
prize with Batouala: A True Negro Novel, which all black American intellectuals
would read once it was translated into English. Many white American novelists
used the Negro, this spontaneous, naïve, and marvelously primitive character,
to condemn Puritan conformism and the ills of industrial mechanization.39
This is the time when Louis Armstrong broke away from “King” Oliver
and immediately asserted himself as the perfect example of the “ideal” Negro
dreamed of by white America. Whether blowing into his trumpet or singing,
it is first and foremost as an instrumentist, a phenomenon/freak rather than
a virtuoso, that Armstrong enthuses the crowds. He personifies the joy of living. . . in America, a country exceptional for its wealth and liberty. Audiences,
critics, and record salesmen together made him one of the century’s biggest
stars. He was jazz, and jazz was America. Worried about pleasing the greatest
number of people40 and keeping his star status as long as possible, he strove to
illustrate in songs such as “La Vie en Rose,” “Tea for Two,” “Hello Dolly,” etc.,
the statement of the Creole Jelly Roll Morton (who always resented being associated with the Negroes of New Orleans and boasted of his French origins):
“Any kind of music may be played in jazz, if one has the knowledge.”41 And
Armstrong played just about anything throughout his career: through the “infinite grace” of jazz and his own genius, the most stultifying songs were supposed to turn into “the purest jazz,” through some kind of magical process. . . .
This theory was long the principal dogma in the “temples of the one true jazz.”
It conferred to jazz a veritable power of sublimation and led to the valorization
of the worst fluﬀ, industrially produced by manufacturers who specialized in
ditties. Because jazz had been defined once and for all as the result of crossing influences, some believed—or wanted to believe, since all of the interest in
jazz shown by show business rested on these virtues—in its infinite capaci-
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ties for synthesis. The lure was nevertheless obvious: if Armstrong, like most
other jazzmen, was able to make a “flattered” rendition of the most insipid
melody, it is obvious that he could have played a more complete creative role
by working on acceptable material, if not by practicing total improvisation.
The conflict inherent to jazz was, once again resolved in and for the benefit
of, white music. Only a few remarkable traits of the famous black/jazz purity
remained, drowned in the inherent poverty of the theme and the confusion of
the arrangements. While there never was a true synthesis of the contradictory
elements that constitute jazz, it nevertheless happened that one or the other
element of this struggle of influences gained the upper hand, an advantage
always determined by the economic and political context of the time.
By the 1920s, jazz was definitely launched as a product for mass consumption—with all the ambivalence this implied. It was dominated on the one
hand by Louis Armstrong and his rising popularity, and on the other by the
phenomenon of dance bands (black and white) that would regulate jazz production for the next fifteen years. The contradictions that would slow down
or restart the evolution of jazz were put in place at that time: white musicians
were more successful than blacks; black musicians were forced to conform to
the demands of commerce and ideology; jazz’s entertainment value was emphasized; the blues existed more or less underground; jazz was conceived of as
a recipe for artistic and commercial success; the notion of interpretation (any
possible theme, down to the worst standards42) replaced the notion of improvisation (the musician commenting on and directly intervening in his own
music), and the notion of spectacle (big band, dance) replaced that which, behind the stage, continued to feed the blues: the notion of testimony. Together,
these dominant characteristics of jazz were therefore directly determined by
commercial interests and the white ideology: they defined jazz as a music that
Negroes liked, listened to, danced to, and in which they somewhat recognized
themselves (depending on how imbued in ideology they were), but which had
little to do with black music and culture (the blues, improvisation, historicity, social condition) when it did not contradict the political and ideological
struggles of the moment. These characteristics were the basis on which most
Western critics built criteria of authenticity and normativity for jazz as a black
music. The history of jazz is first and foremost the history of this taxonomic
reversal.
c) American Dreams

From the beginning in around 1925, the works of Armstrong and Ellington
(the two most prestigious and famous black musicians) could be pitted against
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each other, in that they each answered to one great ideological current of the
black movement, integrationism for one and separatism for the other.
Very soon, due to its success, Armstrong’s career appeared to illustrate
black integrationism and the precepts of Booker T. Washington: Armstrong
strove on the one hand to please the white public by producing a doubly reassuring image of the black musician, a marvelous combination of the contradictory traits of, on the one hand, the virtuoso instrumentist (his increasingly
spectacular sonic feats had something of the athletic about them, and that
athleticism gradually came to take over his music) and on the other the jolly
entertainer, the funny “good Negro” (his voice, his way of singing come to be
appreciated for being slightly caricatural elements of vocal blues such as scat,43
for example, which reverses the classical vocalization of blues instruments by
instrumentalizing the voice). On the other hand, Armstrong pleased the black
public by showing in striking fashion how a Negro could assert himself in
white society and even become wealthy, under the condition that he consent
to make the necessary eﬀorts.
Ellington’s music seems to connect to a diﬀerent trend: Garveyism. At the
end of the 1910s, Marcus Garvey44 started his nationalist/separatist movement. Garvey advocated racial pride, the union and organization of Negroes,
and resistance to white oppression, and he soon conceived the notion that
only the founding of an independent black state outside of white America
could solve the problems of millions of Negroes who were traumatized by
white society—and who, following World War I, wanted to fight for their own
cause. He launched the Negro World, a newspaper that advocated a planned
return to Africa supported by a strong economic base. He coined the slogan
“Africa for Africans at home and abroad.” Touching a chord among the black
masses from the South now struggling in the industrial ghettoes of the North,
this movement, which reestablished black pride and stood against dictatorship and oppression, gathered five million members. They were organized in
military fashion (among Garvey’s organizations were the paramilitary Universal African Legion, but also the Universal Black Cross, the Universal African
Motor Corps, etc.). At the movement’s first convention in 1920, Garvey denounced the colonization of Africa, and presented his movement as the army
that would help Africans free themselves from white domination. Colonial
powers reacted strongly: Garvey’s newspaper was banned in several African
colonies, and the American government was pressured to find ways to stop
Garvey’s endeavors. Yet the funds he raised were enough to let him charter a
veritable transport fleet; he negotiated with Liberia the acquisition of a territory to which he sent crews of technicians and workers to start building a
city. But soon, the schemes of colonial powers led to Garvey being accused of a
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plot to overthrow the Liberian government, and of fraud in the United States.
All of the movement’s possessions (the most considerable ever gathered by
a black organization) were seized, sold, destroyed, and Garvey himself was
jailed. The dream of a return to Africa collapsed as it was gaining in strength
and reality.
The disappointment was huge, and the countershock paralyzed Negroes for
a long time. But Garvey had succeeded in making Negroes realize their potential strength, by valorizing the black race and black cultures in the eyes of
masses until then conditioned by the ideology claiming Negro inferiority in all
domains. The movement was indeed first and foremost one of proletarian and
sub-proletarian masses (like Garvey himself): bourgeois intellectuals and integrated elites condemned him and fought him forcefully. For the first time in a
mass movement of this size, Garvey had had the political clear-sightedness to
link the liberation struggles of American Negroes to those of colonized people
around the world. He sent money and letters of support to leaders of people
of color in Africa, Asia, and Latin America, and the walls of Harlem soon displayed slogans such as “Africa must be free,” and “the Negro fought in Europe,
he can fight in Africa!” The movement had the strongest impact in Harlem,
where it generated and destroyed the most hopes. Harlem became the heart of
black resistance: in 1925, Alain Locke devoted a special issue of Survey Graphic
magazine to “Harlem, Mecca of the New Negro.”45 This area of Manhattan
had not only become the biggest black city in the world, but overall the place
where Negroes could become aware of their unity, of the communality of their
problems and interests: southern, northern, West Indian and African Negroes
found each other and organized economically and culturally in the ghetto.
Meanwhile, as black bands such as Fletcher Henderson’s valorized the
ideological themes and musical ditties of white subculture through painstaking work (arrangements, rhythm, rigorous performance, the elaboration of
a music adapted for dance, etc.) to meet the “standards” of the time, Duke
Ellington, for his part, undertook to make “American Negro music.” A composer, he centered most of his themes around black life and history, and generally around Harlem, where he long lived: “A Night in Harlem,” “Black and Tan
Fantasy,” “Harlem River Quiver,” “Harlem Twist,” “Black Beauty,” “Hottentot,”
“Louisiana,” “Harlem Flat Blues,” “Mississippi Moan,” “Jungle Nights in Harlem,” “Drop Me Oﬀ at Harlem,” “Harlem Speaks,” “Chicago,” “Ebony,” “Puerto
Rico Chaos,” and “Cotton.”46 The orchestral style devised by Ellington reproduces in music the staging of the Negro and his setting: what the jungle style
treats musically as an African jungle—resorting to all sorts of imitative sound
eﬀects such as animal shouts, strange noises, etc.—is the “jungle” of Harlem.
Strictly through signs of savagery, primitivity, and chaos, Africa intrudes upon
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the ghetto, which from the moralistic and controlling point of view of whites
indeed is a “jungle.”47 This can only play as a fantasy of exoticism both for Negroes, who in the jungle see mythical Africa, the primeval forest, the clichés of
lost tradition, and for whites, who experience musical and sensual defamiliarization, transgression of all orders, a violation of the civilized.
Hence, even in its Afro-American references, Ellington’s music is ambivalent. It bears the marks of the permanent conflict of jazz: it must speak
about Negroes and please whites. On the one hand, Ellington installs the Negro in his music—and not merely in titles—and borrows and refers to the
spirit and scenery of country and urban blues. On the other hand, he oﬀers
his white audience exotic thrills and troubling sensations vouchsafed by the
safest cultural references: the appearance of classicism, rigor in writing and
performance, propriety, the valorization of form, etc. This double and contradictory impulse therefore brings him to satisfy some white musicologists
despairing over the “poverty of form” in jazz, and at the same time to question
the economic norms of his time; his “Reminiscing in Tempo” suite48 renewed
the formal equipment of jazz, and, by widely exceeding the length imposed on
jazz and popular songs by 78 rpm records, became a problem for phonograph
companies in the same stroke.
On top of economic (attracting urban black audiences) and political determination (the rise of Garveyism, Africa on the agenda), another important
cultural phenomenon came to bear on Ellington’s project of “American Negro
music”: what has been called the “Black Renaissance.” Influenced by the writings of W. E. B. Du Bois, who asserted in 1926 that “all art is propaganda and
ever must be,”49 black poets and writers (of popular extraction, some being
self-taught, and almost all members of left or far left political organizations
and unions) undertook to reevaluate the cultural past of black people and rehabilitate it in the eyes of the black elite, and to spread this knowledge among
the masses; in short, to rid it of the mask and censorship imposed on it by
slavery and racist ideology. In 1925, Alain Locke published a collective manifesto of young black poets, The New Negro,50 in which Arthur A. Schomburg
wrote:
ext>The American Negro must rebuild his past in order to make his future.
Though it is orthodox to think of America as the one country where it is unnecessary to have a past, what is a luxury for the nation as a whole becomes a
prime social necessity for the Negro. For him, a group tradition must supply
compensation for persecution, and pride of race the antidote for prejudice.
History must restore what slavery took away, for it is the social damage of
slavery that the present generation must repair and oﬀset.51
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Claude McKay, Countee Cullen, James Weldon Johnson, Jean Toomer, and
especially Langston Hughes have in common the influence of Marcus Garvey,
Du Bois, C. G. Woodson,52 political commitment (McKay and Hughes were
members of the American Communist Party), Harlem (where they lived and
which they used as one of their main themes), and their love of jazz. Langston Hughes wrote numerous blues and poems on jazz, and even borrowed the
structure of these poems from the rhythmic patterns of jazz: “Jazz to me is
one of the inherent expressions of Negro life in America: the eternal tom-tom
beating in the Negro soul—the tom-tom of revolt against weariness in a white
world, a world of subway trains, and work, work, work; the tom-tom of joy and
laughter, and pain swallowed in a smile.”53
“Jukeboxes blared Erskine Hawkins, Duke Ellington, Cootie Williams, dozens of others. . . . The biggest bands, like these, played at the Roseland State
Ballroom, on Boston’s Massachusetts Avenue—one night for Negroes, the
next night for whites.”54
“I didn’t particularly care, because I was already speechless thinking about
being somewhere close to the greatest bands in the world.”55
“Every Benny Goodman record I’d ever heard in my life, it seemed, was filtering faintly into where we were [the men’s room]. During another customer
lull, Freddie let me slip back outside again to listen. Peggy Lee was at the mike
singing. Beautiful! . . . She was a big hit.”56
Arriving in Roxbury, the black neighborhood of Boston, and then in Harlem, Malcolm Little (who had not yet renounced his slave name), the future
Malcolm X, did not resist the latest attractions of the swing craze.57 Like millions of Negroes seduced and frightened by the ghetto jungle, seeking to forget the South as much as the hardness of the city, he discovered the magical
solutions now open to Negroes: dance, alcohol, drugs, theft, and gambling to
escape factory work or the misery of unemployment, and the illusion of being
almost white thanks to chemical hair straightening (a process that made millionaires out of some black store owners).
Swing had begun to reign over America when Hitler took over Germany.
The United States and Western Europe, from then on intimately linked, were
coming out of the most terrible economic recession they had ever known.
Poorly organized (A. Philip Randolph’s projects of workers’ unions were less
popular than Garvey’s African dreams), the victims of discrimination and of
the hostility of white employers, black wage workers were the least prepared
for the 1929 crisis. Thus they suﬀered from unemployment much more than
white workers. In rural areas, Negroes were working for meager wages. In spite
of the Urban League’s eﬀorts, 65 percent of able-bodied Negroes survived only
thanks to public assistance in 1935. And even there racial discrimination was
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strong, especially in the South, where some “charitable” organizations, religious and secular, excluded Negroes from their soup kitchens. Rural flight toward northern cities increased.
The music industry and musicians were also touched by the Depression.
But they also found a new economic impetus, a new raison d’être, and a new
social function by turning en masse to dance and entertainment music: to dispel gloom, for whites and for blacks. It became the industry that we know today. To forget, people did not simply drink; they also danced. Black musicians,
who like everybody else needed to work, supplied the demand. Many young
Negroes who had gone to college to become doctors, lawyers, and architects,
understanding that these jobs were not for them, turned to the only domain
where they seemed to have a chance to prevail: jazz. Whereas New Orleans
musicians had often been illiterate, this new generation of jazzmen knew how
to read, both books and music. Dancers needed good bands, “swing machines”
that would make them dance to popular songs. Bandleaders therefore needed
qualified machinists. In the 1930s, black bands multiplied (Jimie Lunceford,
Bennie Moten, Cab Calloway, the Blue Rhythm Band, Lucky Millinder, Claude
Hopkins, Earl Hines, Benny Carter, Teddy Hill, Andy Kirk), each more dedicated than the last to the eﬃcient production of swing. With the exception of
a few soloists, most musicians felt as if they were working on an assembly line
like factory workers. Jazz became mechanical and used a magical lubricant:
swing.
The Depression was for blues singers the occasion of a certain qualitative
renewal: new themes58 (although the great majority of the blues remained
focused on sexual and sentimental issues), but overall the tone, once generally lachrymose, toughened up and became frankly aggressive, no doubt in
reaction to the “freedom of misery” oﬀered by the ghettoes. Jazz, in contrast,
became watered down, formally and economically the music of exhausted formulas.
A music of immediate consumption born of the public’s needs was instantly turned into law by businessmen and critics, swing jazz—musically and
through its social position—constituted the faithful ideological product of
this time of feverish expansion, a headlong rush, a massive repression of the
horrors brushed against during the Depression. Through a kind of mimicry
(characteristic of the art forms regulated by dominant ideology), swing jazz reproduced the dynamic image new American capitalism gave of itself. “Swing,”
this mysterious notion that Western critics presented as the privileged trait
and necessary condition of jazz without quite being able to explain what it was
(or maybe because of that), swing, through its finely honed, mechanical regularity, its reassuring, ever-repeated alternation between moments of tension
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and moments of release, with its movement for the sake of movement, is itself
the emblem, the product, the brand name of the cult which capitalist ideology
vows to comfort—rhythm, agitation, movement, everything that could exorcise the ghost of the recession in all things, if only nominally. The number of
white jazzmen and businessmen that dominated the swing era suﬃces to show
that swing was the music of easiness, artistically and commercially. Around
Benny Goodman, the “King of Swing,” successor to Paul “King of Jazz” Whiteman, white imitators and adaptors multiplied: the Dorsey brothers Jimmy
and Tommy, Glen Gray and his Casa Loma Orchestra, Ray Noble, Bob Crosby,
Charlie Barnet, Red Norvo, Artie Shaw, and later Glenn Miller, Bunny Berigan,
Jack Teagarden, Woody Herman, Gene Krupa, etc. They played mostly for
whites, and therefore became equally popular among the black bourgeois. But
of all the white representatives of swing, Goodman was undoubtedly the king,
and not only musically speaking. The economic crisis having turned the focus
of black protest to economic matters, a new slogan was launched in the ghettoes: “Don’t buy where you don’t work.” Benny Goodman immediately showed
keen cleverness: he asked Fletcher Henderson to write arrangements for his
big band. He was also the first white jazzman to “dare” to hire black musicians
(Lionel Hampton, Teddy Wilson, Cootie Williams, Charlie Christian), which
could only satisfy both whites and blacks.
Free jazz saxophonist Marion Brown defined the reign of swing in these
terms: “The time when jazz conformed to Western ideas of metric division the
most. With harmonics on the piano, regular rhythm, it was jazz close to white
America.”59
Through its mechanical music, rhythmic uniformity, and massive use of
spectacular elements (such as riﬀs: the repetition of brief melodic sequences
as rhythmic refrains), swing was not only a fixated form of jazz, presenting
but a few Negro elements as surface eﬀects, but unlike the blues, it was perfectly clean. Its violence and sonic excesses are perfectly controlled; the rare
improvised choruses were bridled within a few measures; all parts of the band
and all sonic elements are articulated, perfectly combined, well-oiled. We are
far from the breaks, discordances and hoarseness of the blues. In fact, swing
traded the socio-cultural functionality of Afro-American music for another
function of escape and entertainment that answers an ideological need. This
need to escape from daily trauma is not only common to whites and blacks, it
also ultimately serves the interests of capitalist exploitation by demobilizing
the malcontents. In valorizing certain external signs of black music (dance
rhythm, blues form, soundscapes as “exotic” references), swing, in an example
of perfect cultural parasitism, makes them serve an ideology completely oppo-
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site to what is at stake in black music: remembrance and confrontation, rather
than escape and oblivion.
Let us clarify what use swing jazz makes of the blues: by citing or mechanically reproducing its formal structures, swing demonstrates a contrario that
the blues—unlike Western aesthetic principles that place the diﬀerentiation
between modes of expression in their formal diﬀerences—exists outside of
their structural core, outside of their forms. Bluesmen constantly tinker with
the simple, summary, base structure of the blues, incessantly working it over
with their voices, their diction, their flow, through a set of parameters linked
to the bluesman’s personality (his voice, his life, his age, his technique, or lack
thereof, in relation to Western norms of virtuosity, and generally what in his
singing or playing is implicated in his life). When one goes from this intimate
plane to the well-regulated scenarios of orchestras, it is obvious that only a few
formal, unimportant characteristics of the blues remain: twelve bars, a certain
sound coloring.
But the blues sung—and improvised—about personal adventures and feelings were only of interest to Negroes. The blues of the Depression Era, which
testified to the misery of Negroes in the crisis of white capitalism (in spite
of the New Deal and its policy of economic interventionism, discrimination
remained the rule in some oﬃces and administrations; federal urbanism increased the problems faced by inhabitants of the ghetto; agricultural subventions were beneficial for white landowners, while the decrease in harvests
drove black agricultural workers out of the countryside) presented little commercial interest compared to the swing craze: white and black bourgeois that
still had the means to buy records or to patronize dance clubs had of course no
desire to hear about the tribulations of proletarians.
c) Middle Jazz, Music for the Middle Class

Though the New Deal nevertheless did help by oﬀering work and cheap housing to some Negroes, the sympathy of Democrat politicians was overall directed towards black leaders. For the first time since the Taft administration,
black leaders were named to political positions, which could only remove them
from the black masses. Faced with the rise of the bourgeoisie, some unionists
attempted to unite black and white workers, an eﬀort that had until then been
considered a perfect utopia. Black workers organized boycotts of white stores
that did not hire Negroes and sought, if not a merger, at least equality between
workers’ organizations. Increasingly the representative of black bourgeois, the
NAACP lost its popular audience. Du Bois resigned from the Crisis in 1934: the
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NAACP was protesting voting and school discrimination (the bourgeois were
dreaming of becoming full-fledged citizens) at the very moment when the
black masses were expecting economic solutions! A. Philip Randolph, black
unionist, supporter of mass action, and founder in 1925 of the Brotherhood of
Sleeping Car Porters,60 tried in 1936 to bring together unions, religious groups,
and black brotherhoods into a united front (the National Negro Congress),
only to face the reticence of ministers and black bourgeois.
Thus the traditional white-black opposition is complicated by another conflict, class struggle, which was always covered up by racial prejudice. Its true
nature began to appear, and what had until then been considered the principal
phenomenon, racism, was now seen by the most politicized leaders as a simple
epiphenomenon, a mask (convenient enough for those living oﬀ of it) that
needed to be torn oﬀ. Triggered by the achievements of the New Deal, the
development of the middle class among whites and blacks (and it is certainly
not by chance that some jazzologists called middle jazz the kind of music that
satisfied the needs of this middle class) showed finally that racism is first and
foremost a socio-economic phenomenon.
Negroes were always proportionally more exploited; therefore exploited
whites had been able to dream that they were not part of the same class. The
appearance of a few black capitalists, more than a sign of advancement among
the black masses, only confirmed the reality of social classes. To answer the
nostalgic needs of workers in the ghettoes, black store owners turned into
businessmen and started chain stores, restaurants, and factories devoted to
“southern specialties”; black phonographic companies recorded country bluesmen, etc. All these black businesses were of course helped or bankrolled, if not
operated, by white capitalists, on the one hand because capitalists no matter
the color of their skin are necessarily accomplices against the classes they exploit, and on the other hand because black bourgeois and capitalists, though
they would staunchly deny it, do not yet have the disposal of the economic
means that would let them definitively separate from the exploited mass from
which they originally arose. “They had helped to create the myth of the vast
purchasing power of Negroes which had become the justification for large corporations to employ Negro salesmen so as to exploit the Negro market.”61
Following the great fear of 1929, all of America felt a frenzied need for reassurance and entertainment. For that reason, the apparent uniformization
of musical tastes could give the appearance that the internal conflict of jazz
had been resolved synthetically and that middle jazz constituted a perfect balance of white and black elements, that this was the “classical” period of jazz.
If uniformity and monotony were obvious in the most commercialized sector
of jazz (it is indeed impossible, if you’re not a “specialist” or a musician, to tell
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swing era big bands apart), the quasi-clandestine permanence of the blues let
some black singers and musicians react against them. Their commercial situation was relatively marginal, as they were of interest only to the black public,
musicians, a few white intellectuals and snobs (particularly students, who became more and more numerous following the war), and “country” Negroes.
Like Bessie Smith, Billie Holiday sang of sex, sadness, alcohol, and misery, in
counterpoint to mechanical singers who concentrated their eﬀorts on virtuosity and vocal performance.
If her songs do not all display the form and structures white jazzologists
would like to box the blues into, Billie Holiday, as much as any black musician, always lived and sang within the universe of the blues. She would even go
further than bluesmen in that, in her autobiography Lady Sings the Blues, she
discussed her own confidence-testimonial songs. The most famous, “Strange
Fruit,” deals with lynching. Though she was friends with many whites, she
asserted that for all whites, you were “still a nigger,”62 thus echoing Big Bill
Broonzy’s blues “When Will I Get to be Called a Man.” Lester Young, who
would often be associated with her for the recordings in which he accompanied her but also in the very spirit of his music, also actualized the blues, revalued the melancholy sound climates banned from most “swing” works (as they
had been by the first planters). Young made it possible for all that had been
repressed in the flashy kind of jazz fashionable in his time to resurface in black
music: “ugly” sonorities, indiﬀerence to the mechanical play and agitation of
other musicians, solitary rhythmic endeavor were all practiced by Young, as if
the saxophonist told and improvised a kind of dream, a meditation. Therefore
critics often compared Lester Young’s music to Billie Holiday’s singing (whose
voice was also judged “ugly” by Western standards), unaware that this was a
sign of the continuity of the blues and blues singing, which underlies the entire history of jazz.
A special place must be made for pianist and singer Fats Waller. Both an
example of this continuity of vocal blues (in the anecdotes, personal stories,
sexual allusions, and dedication to obscenity) and of the function of the black
musician-entertainer—in the image of the Negro as defined by minstrel
shows and Louis Armstrong—he gained great success, a result of white and
black ideological demands. He was the complete jazzman, dabbling in everything: a virtuoso, he willingly interpreted classical works (such as Dvorak’s
Humoresque and the waltz from Faust), which did not fail to seduce or amuse
white audiences, whom he amused further by his half-minstrel, half-bluesman
singing. This did not stop him from ridiculing and mocking some aspects of
American society (“Loungin’ at the Waldorf,” in which he mocks the jet set,
“The Joint is Jumpin’,” a very realistic reconstruction of a noisy black party
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eventually broken up by the police). The case of Fats Waller is therefore also
typical of the divisions and conflicts in which black musicians could not avoid
getting caught, standing as they were on the fringes of American society and
forced to satisfy disparate tastes, traditions, and discourses.
Equally marginal, the musical phenomenon that developed in Kansas City
in the 1930s was the first collective eﬀort at a renewal and a revalorization of
black elements. This movement managed to emerge without suﬀering from
white economic and cultural pressure, because Kansas City had been since
the end of the nineteenth century the destination for an important migration movement of black peasants from the Mississippi shores. They had answered the call of Benjamin Singleton, the Moses of the “Great Exodus,” who
had invited them to migrate to this new promised land: Kansas. Some forty
thousand Negroes followed suit. Such a concentration would help black music
develop in a state of semi-freedom, in the cultural and social surroundings
of country blues, and for an essentially black audience. There, big bands were
more deeply marked by the blues than the bands in New York; in many diﬀerent ways, musicians strived to give the blues an important role. It was there
that Lester Young began defining his style by playing with Count Basie’s orchestra before it gained a national reputation; there that boogie woogie, one of
the piano forms of the blues, became one of the determinant elements of the new
orchestral language; there that the shout asserted itself for singers such as Jimmy Rushing as the only way vocal expression could avoid getting drowned in
the orchestral mass. Whereas, in the most representative orchestras of white
swing, lyrics had no importance, the texts sung by blues shouters were audible,
giving back to Negro speech the communicative function it had in the blues.
It was also in Kansas City—in the orchestra of pianist Jay McShann, one of
the main representatives of the blues revival—that Charlie Parker was able to
work on a renewal of form anticipating the rise of bop.
Thus, almost unbeknownst to whites, Negroes were preparing the musical
styles that would answer the colonization and exploitation jazz had fallen victim to, illustrating in an unexpected domain Malcolm X’s assertion: “I would
hate to be general of an army as badly informed as the American white man
has been about the Negro in this country. This is the situation which permitted Negro combustion to slowly build up to the revolution-point without the
white man realizing it.”63
e) The First Black Revolution

Ten years after the first great capitalist crisis, new alarming symptoms appeared in the United States. Despite the New Deal and its interventionist
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policies (public works, the increased role of the federal administration in the
country’s life, social legislation), recession seemed to be gaining: economic
activity was down 39 percent from its 1929 level; there were more than ten
million unemployed in 1938, nine million in 1939. Capitalism proved incapable
of developing harmoniously without further harming the proletariat. Only rearmament (starting in 1937) helped diminish unemployment by giving work
to weapons factories. Only the USA’s entry into the war momentarily resolved
the contradictions that were leading to a new crisis: this time again, capitalism
was saved by war, as it would be in the 1950s by the Korean war, and after that
by the politico-military lobby behind the Vietnam war.
The 1940s were therefore marked by unemployment, war, the “national
union” policy for victory, and the relative improvement of economic conditions thanks to the development of war industries.
On the union front, the working masses organized more during the New
Deal: the AFL counted seven, totaling five hundred thousand members, and
there were many massive strikes (1933, 1935, 1937), in spite of the brutality of
private police companies, anti-union committees, and strikebreakers. In Chicago in 1937, the National Guard maimed and killed close to a hundred workers
during a meeting.64 The founding of the Committee for Industrial Organization in 1937 by AFL dissidents somewhat shook the union movement and led
to more struggle, the CIO being more open and democratic than the AFL. The
CIO was the first union to admit Negroes and, in some of its branches, to advocate wage equality between whites and blacks. This contributed to the politicization of black proletarians—to a small extent: few of them were specialized,
and therefore unionizable, workers.
After long refusing to let Negroes join voluntarily, the American army eventually began to recruit them following a kind of numerus clausus (allowing in
the armed forces the same percentage of Negroes present in the civilian population), and sending them into separate, for the most part non-combatant,
units. Thus did the United States undertake to fight Nazi racism with an army
organized according to racist principles: there were no supplies for black units,
and segregation also applied to. . . blood in the Red Cross’s pharmacies, although the creation of blood banks was for the most part the idea of black
doctor Charles Drew. Black jazzmen, many of whom would end up wearing
the uniform, were to fight in a war that did not concern them, and experience
the military version of segregation and racism for the sake of “defending the
homeland.”
The Negroes who remained in the United States and sought work in the
war industry had to deal with the ill will of employers. A West Coast factory
advertised: “The Negro will be considered only as janitors and in other simi-
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lar capacities. . . . Regardless of their training as aircraft workers, we will not
employ them.”65 Convinced that “mass demonstrations against Jim Crow are
worth a million editorials and orations,” A. Philip Randolph warned the federal government in 1941 that if President Roosevelt did not demand the hiring
of Negroes in war factories, “On to Washington, ten thousand black Americans! . . . If Negroes fail this chance for work, for freedom and training, it may
never come again.”66 Immediately disavowed by the leaders of the NAACP and
the Urban League, Randolph canceled the march after Roosevelt signed Executive Order 8802 (25 June 1941): “There shall be no discrimination in the
employment of workers in defense industries and in Government, because of
race, creed, color, or national origin.” In spite of the creation of the Fair Employment Practices Commission, the order was barely enforced.
A hundred thousand Negroes ready to follow Randolph had to repress their
protest momentum. Randolph’s aborted action nevertheless remains a striking example of the political evolution of black leaders. Randolph’s analysis of
the situation and his idea of mass movement demonstrate his increasing politicization:
As to the compositions of our movement. Our policy is that it be all-Negro,
and pro-Negro but not anti-white, or anti-Semitic or anti-labor or anti-Catholic. The reason for this policy is that all oppressed people must assume the
responsibility and take the initiative to free themselves. Jews must wage their
battle to abolish anti-Semitism. Catholics must wage their battle to abolish
anti-Catholicism. The workers must wage their battle to advance and protect
their interests and rights.
The essential value of an all-Negro movement such as the March on
Washington is that it helps to create faith by Negroes in Negroes. It develops
a sense of self-reliance with Negroes depending on Negroes in vital matters. It
helps to break down the slave psychology and inferiority complex in Negroes
which comes and is nourished with Negroes relying on white people for direction and support. This inevitably happens in mixed organizations that are
supposed to be in the Negro.67

Furthering the message of this speech, Randolph would later assert the absolute equivalence between American racism and European colonialism. Randolph’s pristine analysis notwithstanding, there is no way to assert that the
march would have avoided the 1943 riots in Detroit (a center for heavy industry) and Harlem (the “model” ghetto).
For Walter White, NAACP secretary, the Detroit riots were the consequence
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of southern white and black migration to the North, and of the obvious hostility that white workers bore blacks in the war industry:
According to the War Manpower Commission, approximately 500,000 immigrants moved to Detroit between June, 1940, and June, 1943. . . . For
years preceding this riot, there had been mob attacks . . . upon the homes of
Negroes. In some instances there had been police connivance in these attacks.
In practically no cases had there been arrests of whites who had stoned and
bombed the homes of Negroes. During July, 1941, there had been an epidemic
of riots allegedly by Polish youths which had terrorized colored residents
in Detroit, Hamtrack, and other sections in and about Detroit. Homes of
Negroes . . . close to but outside of the so-called Negro areas were attacked by
mobs with no police interference.
Early in June, 1943, 25,000 employees of the Packard Plant, which was
making Rolls-Royce engines for American bombers and marine engines for
the famous PT boats, ceased work in protest against the upgrading of three
Negroes. Subsequent investigation indicated that only a relatively small percentage of the Packard workers actually wanted to go on strike. The UAW-CIO
bitterly fought the strike. But a handful of agitators charged by R.J. Thomas,
president of UAW-CIO, with being members of the Ku Klux Klan, had whipped
up sentiment, particularly among the Southern whites employed by Packard,
against the promotion of Negro workers. During the short-lived strike, a thick
Southern voice outside the plant harangued a crowd shouting, “I’d rather see
Hitler and Hirohito win than work beside a nigger on the assembly line.”68

The racial hatred created, released and crystallized by the Packard strike played
a considerable role in the race riot which was soon to follow. It was also the culmination of a long and bitter fight to prevent the employment of Negroes in
wartime industry. But these riots, do they not in fact have even deeper causes,
of interest not only to America? The editor of the Michigan Chronicle (among
the most popular Negro newspapers in the Detroit ghetto) writes:
We all know that for hundreds of years before Hitler anti-negro sentiment
has been woven into the social fabric of American life. We know that one of
the worst manifestations of that anti-Negro sentiment is the unwritten jim
crow law which serves to oppress Negroes and to place a wrought iron ceiling
over Negro development and progress. While most of the repressive measures
against us were created in the Southland, the North has rapidly adopted these
measures in order to solve the problems created by the influx of colored fami-
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lies from Dixie. Another important aspect of this picture is the phenomenal
rise of the Negro people themselves. Actually we have made progress faster
than the dominant group has been prepared to expect. The comforting illusion
of many whites that Negroes were really inferior has been knocked into a cock
hat and they see today that if the Negro is really given opportunities he will
take adequate and sometimes extraordinary advantage of them. The truth is
breaking in upon the mind of white America that the colored Americans are
proving the democratic axiom that all men are created equal. Many whites
hate to be robbed of their cherished illusions. . . .
The very character of this war—a war for freedom, for democracy, for
liberation—has of necessity produced profound changes in our own thinking
and has accelerated the hopes of all of us for a new America and even a new
world. Two apparently irresistible forces are meeting in our society and the
democratic forces are challenging the forces of reaction. This is what is meant
when we refer to the World War as a world revolution. The increased tension
between Negroes and some elements in the white population which results
in rioting is a manifestation of the deep conflict between democracy and fascism.69

The summer of 1943 riots burst in several sections of the city: first between
bathers at segregated black and white beaches, and the next day in Belle Isle, an
amusement park near the city. As fights between blacks and whites increased
at Belle Isle, in another neighborhood of the city seven hundred Negroes were
waiting for the band to start the dance. Suddenly, a dancehall employee announced on the microphone: “This is Sergeant Fuller (a black cop). There’s a
riot at Belle Isle. The whites have taken a colored lady and a baby. Thrown them
over the bridge. Everybody get their hat and coat and come on. There is free
transportation outside.”70 Through doors and windows, the dancers hurried
outside. A beat cop patrolling outside the dancehall attempted to stop them,
to no avail. As there were not enough cars, vehicles driven by whites stopped
at the red light in the intersection were requisitioned. At half past midnight,
the police received a first call: the riot had spread beyond Belle Isle.
At the same time, in another neighborhood: “Several Negroes were beaten. . . . The rumor spread among the white people that a Negro had raped a
white woman on Belle Island and that the Negroes were rioting.”71 Meanwhile,
black rioters began attacking the whites they encountered in Hastings Street.
The police intervened with batons and guns. Negroes responded by throwing
stones, breaking the windows of white-owned businesses. No looting was reported until seven in the morning. The next day (June 21), police cars patrolled
Hastings Street. Their modus operandi was to stop suddenly in front of a store
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and pick up all Negroes in the surrounding area, including people on their way
to work: “To the Detroit police, all Negroes on Hastings Street were ‘looters.’”72
Things kept getting worse:
Four white youths, all but one teen-aged, were held today in the race riot murder of Moses Kiska, 58 year-old Negro shot down the evening of June 21 as he
waited for a street car. . . . Prosecutor Dowling said he had confessions from
three of the quartet. They shot Kiska, he stated, for no other reason than that
they had a rifle and wanted to “have some fun shooting niggers.” Homicide
squad detectives said the youths showed no more compunction about shooting Kiska than “normal men would show at going out to shoot clay pigeons.”73

The mob of white rioters was not entirely made of hoodlums. A taxi driver
confessed to one of his customers: “I was in that mob last night, and I killed
one of those niggers myself! I’ve got the iron bar right with me, too. A lot of
good American citizens were in there fighting.” After blaming “recent mayors
of Detroit for ‘catering’ to Negro voters and for permitting them to ‘over-run’
Belle Isle,” the cab driver added, “This thing will never be solved until all the
niggers have been put under. . . . I’m going to try and get a gun, and the first
nigger that comes toward my cab is going to get it, full-blast.”74 According to
the Crisis, policemen were hardly more kind: “Policemen would then tell the
Negro bystanders to ‘run and not look back.’ On several occasions persons
running were shot in the back.”75 While one journalist wrote, “We must keep in
mind the kind of people we have to deal with in this connection. They are halfbaked, half-educated people—white and colored alike,”76 some thought that
a conspiracy of German agents and Ku Klux Klan members might be at the
origin of the trouble. After each riot, the choice of scapegoats by the American
public obviously depended on the political context; after the 1866 Memphis
riot, the Freedman’s Bureau was accused; in East Saint Louis in 1917, union
leaders were said to have incite violence; all the 1919 riots were blamed on
the Bolsheviks; two years later, W. E. B. Du Bois and the chief editor of the
black newspaper the Tulsa Star were blamed for the Tulsa riot. Others—the
only ones with black militants and intellectuals not to seek culprits abroad or
among foreign residents of the United States--blame the First Lady for being
too liberal:
It is blood on your hands, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt. More than any other
person, you are morally responsible for those race riots in Detroit where two
dozen were killed and fully 500 injured in nearly a solid day of street fighting.
You have been personally proclaiming and practicing social equality at the
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White House and wherever you go, Mrs. Roosevelt. In Detroit, a city noted for
the growing impudence and insolence of its Negro population an attempt was
made to put your preachments into practice, Mrs. Roosevelt. Blood on your
hand, Mrs. Roosevelt. And the damned spot won’t wash out, either.77

One would be remiss to forget white, capitalist, and Christian America’s traditional enemies:
When those communistic Jews—of whom the decent Jews are ashamed—go
around here and hug and kiss these Negroes, dance with them, intermarry
with them, and try to force their way into white restaurants, white hotels and
white picture shows, they are not deceiving any red-blooded American, and,
above all, they are not deceiving the men in our armed forces—as to who is
at the bottom of all this race trouble. The better element of the Jews, and
especially the old line American Jews throughout the South and West, are
not only ashamed of, but they are alarmed at, the activities of these communistic Jews who are stirring this trouble up. They have caused the deaths of
many good Negroes who never would have got into trouble if they had been
left alone, as well as the deaths of many good white people, including many
innocent, unprotected white girls, who have been raped and murdered by vicious Negroes, who have been encouraged by these alien-minded Communists
to commit such crimes. They are spreading their poisonous doctrine of hate
among the Negoes and thereby making it impossible for them to live in peace
with the white people around them. Communism is dying in Russia, or rather
it is being run out of Russia by the Russian themselves, but it is still active in
this country, as the records of these race riots show.78

Thus many Americans were already eager to follow Joseph McCarthy in his
witch-hunt or take part in the struggle the John Birch Society would lead a
decade later.79
Harlem, two months later: a black soldier on leave is shot down by a white
policeman. Riot. Five dead. Responding to an article that saw in southern ideology the essential cause of this crime (at that time, black soldiers were often
humiliated and brutalized by white policemen in southern states), the Crisis
responds:
Harlem’s riot was not exclusively and solely the fault of Dixie. It was New
York City’s riot and New York City must bear its share of blame. All the old
problems are there; and New York is a part of America, in many ways very like
Dixie. But the stimulant in this particular instance did come from below the
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Mason and Dixon line; every Negro feels that in his bones, and white men, in
Richmond as in New York, should understand it. In the minds of Harlemites
that Sunday night the gun in the hands of a good New York policeman doing
his duty was the gun in the hands of Dixie cops shooting down men in the
uniform, if you please, of the Army of Democracy. That’s the fact, much too big
and much too bitter to be laughed away.80

In Harlem still, during the war and during the riots, another revolt was hatching, being prepared in semi-clandestine meetings after hours of increasingly
boring and mechanized work in big bands, between two rehearsals, backstage
in theatres, cabarets, and dancehalls when the crowds of dancers did not force
jazzmen to serve their function as machinists. On top of the racial discrimination and economic barriers all American Negroes have to deal with, jazzmen
had to suﬀer the rhythmic constraints of dance music. The music they played,
the arrangements they were given reduced improvisations to a few solos
whose very length was predetermined by the melodic line of the main theme,
the tempo chosen by the band leader, and the returns to the ensemble programmed by the arranger. They had to submit to these elements not only when
they reproduced a score, but also in the moments when they were supposed
to create. Simple executors, civil servants of jazz, they had to show diabolical
technical ability if they wanted to express themselves in spite of the accretion
of constraints, barriers, and other sign-posting methods. Forced to accept the
imposed musical and economic order, they could only contest it at the risk of
losing their material security and being kicked out of the band. Some would
nevertheless attempt to go smoothly “from swing to bop”81 by getting hired by
“liberal” black band leaders open to “avant-garde ideas,” such as pianist Earl
Hines—a former collaborator of Armstrong’s—in 1942, or in 1944, singer/
trumpet player Billy Eckstine. Working in these bands, they could test ideas
until then only formulated in small committees.
Minton’s Playhouse, the club opened in Harlem by former saxophonist
Henry Minton, was one of the venues in which the meetings of these musical
plotters would take place.82 There they played, improvised, experimented for
an audience made up for the most part of black musicians, the only judges
whose authority they recognized. Indeed, their attitude was characterized by
complete indiﬀerence, if not disdain, for audience reaction. This was an aesthetic choice as much as it was a mood swing triggered by fatigue, routine, annoyance, but this is how bebop appeared at its birth: as the irrepressible need
for black jazzmen to find themselves in their music, to purge their art of conventions imposed by business and by the aesthetic criteria of white, bourgeois
squares. Thus their first experiments were sacrilegious to capitalist ideology:
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they questioned the notion of music as commodity, as consumer product.
Aware of the acommercialism of their music, they bolstered their protest of
the economic system by “destroying” the raw material on which jazzmen had
been working for over a decade: hit songs, refrains, and ditties were tortured,
deconstructed, and rewritten, methodically and relentlessly.
Fashionable songs were deprived of what made them popular and made
unrecognizable: their original titles, having lost all justification, were generally
replaced, often with a certain dose of irony. “Whispering” became “Groovin’
High,” “Honeysuckle Rose” turned into “Scrapple from the Apple,” “What Is
This Thing Called Love” transformed into “Hot House,” “How High the Moon”
to “Ornithology,” “Indiana” to “Donna Lee,” “Cherokee” to “Warmin’ Up a Riﬀ,”
or “Koko.”83 Because of the words they chose, the way they dissected the harmonic structures of themes, their attitude towards the audience and bourgeois society (a mix of provocation and scorn, a refusal of jazz as spectacle),
and even because of their religious choices (many boppers strayed from white
America’s Judeo-Christian traditions by becoming Muslims and adopting Arabic names), the inventors of bop were the first deliberately scandalous black
musicians. Moreover, in the words of Count Basie, “It used to be that fifteen
out of twenty couldn’t understand their music and didn’t like it.”84 Such almost
unanimous incomprehension in fact indicated that they had reached one of
their objectives: to force the white world to either love or hate black music, but
no longer see it as a means of entertainment. Their revolutionary jazz evoked
the same enthusiasm, the same hostility as any avant-garde experiment, and
forced a change in methods of commercial exploitation. Yet their eﬀorts were
not supported by any rigorous awareness of political and economic phenomena, and rather participated in a kind of aesthetic activism. As a result, they
were unable to resolve the problem of jazz’s colonization by dominant economics and ideology. As inevitable and necessary as bebop was in the war and
post-war contexts, as a revolution fomented by anti-bourgeois intellectuals
and artists, bebop could only be appropriated by the very system it was attempting to destroy. Better yet, it eventually completely integrated it: “Now if
people don’t hear it,” said Count Basie, “they wonder what’s wrong.”85
With Charlie Parker, the image of the dignified, even tragic black musician
imposed itself for the first time: the misunderstood artist replaced the entertainer.86 But if all did not understand Parker’s music, it was received, felt and
finally accepted, because above all it plays with emotion and tragedy. In many
ways, Parker and his accomplices themselves were appropriated through romantic interpretations of their oeuvre and lives. Anecdote trumped analysis,
and discussions focused rather on Charlie “Bird” Parker’s tragic fate, or the
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mystery surrounding Thelonious “Sphere” Monk, his eccentricity of dress, his
silence, or Bud Powell’s self-destructive folly.
But it was also said that what they played was no longer truly jazz, that they
were betraying or rejecting the blues and the traditions of their music and
race. . . . Although jazz had appeared in the Western world over three decades
prior, bebop’s detractors used the same arguments and criteria as the enemies
of “negro dances” at the beginning of the century: the sounds of Parker were
judged “ugly,” Monk did not know how to play the piano, etc. In sum: jungle music had become asylum music (and critics of this madness, which they
turned into the new definition of black music, had of course no idea of the
reality it covered up: that of the psychological alienation of Negroes in white
society87).
What were the symptoms of this “madness”? Rhythmically, it manifested
itself through explosions and diversifications that returned to percussion the
representative function it had lost when the slaves were torn from Africa. Allowed more autonomy than in swing bands, drummers could improvise more
and punctuate at will, opening the novel possibility of creating rhythmic figures, phrases, melodic lines by exploiting their drums’ many timbres. Bopper
slang itself was a phonic rendering of certain drumming patterns, references
we can find in some titles (“Oop Bop Sh’Bam,” “Obla Dee,” “Budeedah,” “Salt
Peanuts”), some musicians’ nicknames (Kenny ‘Klook’ Clarke, one of the
drummers most responsible for this rhythmic renewal), and the very name
of the genre (bebop or rebop). Bop singers developed the instrumentalization
of voice as introduced by Armstrong into a pretext for vocal performance and
instrumental imitation. The rediscovery of rhythmic and percussive freedom
showed on the part of boppers a dedication to dewesternizing jazz by emphasizing certain traits characteristic of African and Indian cultures, where percussive sounds are signs as well as signposts.
The madness of bop was also in the use of themes no longer recognizable
by anybody. The rhythmic complexity of the new music had already alienated
a source of profit until then inseparable from jazz: dancers. Bebop, with its
refusal of melodic banality and corniness, became incongruous and suspicious
in the usual broadcasting and commercial circuits (radio stations, juke boxes,
etc.)
Finally, it was their way of improvising on a theme by playing “whatever”
instead of playing what might have echoed the initial method. . . . Saxophonist Coleman Hawkins demonstrated very clearly in 1939 the limits of methods
consisting of valorizing and embellishing whatever thematic material was in
use. Yet the transformation of the modes of improvisation participated in a
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rational evolution, rendered necessary as musicians reached the end of the
inventory of the swing heritage, the result of diverse experiments and analyses on the harmonic structures of the traditional repertoire rather than a true
revolution. Instead of breaking from the principle of the theme as starting
point, boppers simply focused their eﬀort beyond appearances (the melody)
and deconstructed the structural core of themes (harmony). By improvising
on the basic chords of a piece, they transformed it in depth. Moreover, a theme
could provide several derived themes through harmonic reconstructions and
combinations. This kind of work brought about a revaluation of improvisation’s power to surprise.
The same taste for contrast eﬀects was at play in the collaboration between two leaders of bop: to Parker’s continuous drama, trumpet player Dizzy
Gillespie opposed a mix of acrobatic virtuosity and a true gift for clowning.
Where Armstrong entertained his audiences by exaggerating tics, faces, and
other personal traits, Gillespie deliberately mocked all and everything, accumulating gags and winks, political references, puns. . . . Armstrong amused by
acting his character of the jovial Negro, but Dizzy bolstered the sacrilegious
activity of bop by protesting aspects of the established order through humor.
He also attained artist status: Parker was stunning and worrisome; Gillespie
stunned too, worried at times, but by substituting for Parker’s tragic dimension the playfulness of his virtuosity as a musician, singer, and entertainer.
Thus boppers, rather than eﬀecting an actual, ideological, and economic revolution, managed to replace one racist scheme with another; the image of the
Negro as stupid, naïve, involuntarily funny, “inferior,” was replaced by that of
the anti-conformist, mysterious, mad, drug addicted artist. Where appropriation by the dominant ideology remains a possibility, eccentricity becomes a
trap: artists and intellectuals, because they are exploited and/or disturbing,
are also the “niggers” of capitalist society. The economic and cultural exploitation of bop was about to begin.
Bebop big bands, foreign tours, clothing fashions, the appearance of bop
singers, intellectualist bias (and the related bop snobbishness), publicity centered on quarrels between critics (ancients and moderns, moldy figs and sour
grapes, jazz or non-jazz, progressives and purists, André Hodeir vs. Hugues
Panassié, white music and Negro music), the appearance of the first white boppers: bebop was gradually accepted, commercialized, integrated. Even Dizzy
Gillespie’s Africanist/Negroist eﬀorts through Afro-Cuban music and beats
were eventually reduced to another sales pitch.
Bop allowed big bands to replace the processes and formulas of an agonizing swing with a system of writing and improvisation that was unheard of:
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enriching and broadening the fields of harmony and rhythm made it possible
for the soloist to emancipate himself. It also renewed connections with the
blues, the hidden energy source of Negro American music that boppers had
never rejected.
According to the writings of Langston Hughes, a black poet and jazz aficionado who long lived in Harlem, the relation of bop to the blues should only
surprise those white musicologists obsessed by art for art’s sake. Hughes created a hero (or close to it) in the image of the black readers of the New York
Post, Jesse B. Simple, in fact a caricature of a Harlemite who says out loud
what few black Americans dare even think. Simple is interested in jazz. Better yet, he analyzes it in ways that owe nothing to the study of harmony or
counterpoint: “A dark man shall see dark days. Bop comes out of them dark
days. That’s why real Bop is mad, wild, frantic, crazy—and not to be dug unless
you’ve seen dark days, too. Folks who ain’t suﬀered much cannot play Bop,
neither appreciate it.”88 In fact, Langston Hughes has the spirit of the blues
speak through Simple’s mouth. Negroes for whom the blues is something altogether diﬀerent from the three-four bar structure associated with two altered
tones from the European scale have lived enough of the blues to find it beyond
the harmonic refinements of bop. Charlie Parker makes a constant in his oeuvre of this particular sound color/climate, this phrasing constantly rebooted in
the blues. With him, the spirit of the blues invaded music, ignoring the labels/
borders embodied by theme titles (“Cool Blues,” “Blow Top,” or “Hot Blues,”
“Blue Bird,” “K.C. Blues,” “Blue n’ Boogie,” “Blues for Alice”89) and trespassing
into seemingly colorless pieces. Whites long believed that the blues was synonymous with slow, dragging, simple beats. Accompanied by Max Roach, Roy
Haynes, Art Blakey, or Kenny Clarke, all responsible for the evolution of drumming (polyrhythmic play, irregular emphases, breaks, and other provocations
meant to stimulate soloists, dialogues with other musicians during improvisations), Parker completed his demonstration: the blues could exist in the most
diverse rhythmic contexts.
It appears that for Simple (and Langston Hughes), bop beats mean more
than a desire to renew rhythmic formulas after the quasi-metronomic rigor of
swing dance machines. According to him, the first bop recordings in the early
1940s could very well be musical reports—in the vein of blues narratives—of
the 1943 Harlem riots:
[Bop comes] from the police beating Negroes’ heads. . . . Every time a cop hits
a Negro with his billy club, that old club says, “BOP! BOP! . . . BE-BOP! . . .
MOP! . . . BOP!” That Negro hollers, “Ool-ya-koo!Ou-o-o!” Old cop just keeps
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on, “MOP! MOP! BE-BOP! . . . MOP!” That’s where Be-Bop came from, beaten
right out of some Negro’s head into them horns and saxophones and piano
keys that play it.90

It remains that bop’s most significant victory regarding Negro-American music was to have revitalized the blues, through harmonic modernization, and especially with the return to the music’s socio-cultural roots on the part of the
musician as opposed to the mere interpreter, who remains foreign to everything he plays.
During World War II racial discrimination was the dominant factor for internal conflicts in the USA. Black musicians were nevertheless associated with
the entire country’s eﬀorts to boost troop morale. Their most notable participation was the recording of V-Discs91 exclusively for the armed forces, though
boppers played a very limited role in it.
Lionel Hampton perpetuated the “good Negro” image best represented by
Louis Armstrong and played “Flying Home” to celebrate aviation and the Air
Force; Duke Ellington created his “Black, Brown and Beige” suite, which presents the evolution of the American Negro as a progressive integration into
white American society. With this optimistic piece, seemingly confident in the
government’s intentions and the good will of the white community, he announced the Negro’s accession to first class citizenship.
More aware and more politicized,92 the writer Richard Wright testified in
Native Son to the diﬃculties that a black nationalist would encounter even
with members of the Communist Party of the United States (CPUS), inasmuch
as most of them were—also—white. At least the practice of Marxist analysis
helped Wright better understand the history of Negroes in the United States.
In Twelve Million Black Voices, published a year after Native Son, in 1941, Wright
defines the ghetto experience, its endemic criminality and confusion, as the
logical consequence of slavery and the unpreparedness of Negroes for modern
society. Like many black intellectuals rising after the Great Depression, Wright
considered the racial struggle as a stage in class struggle. When boppers were
trying to prove that black music was a serious matter, Wright’s first books—
Native Son and Uncle Tom’s Children—showed that black literature could only
be politically committed. Social critique would become a constant in Negro
American fiction. Among the symptomatic themes often treated in black literature is the nonexistence of the Negro in American society, as in Wright’s
“The Man Who Lived Underground,” “The Man Who Killed a Shadow”; Ralph
Ellison’s Invisible Man; and James Baldwin’s Nobody Knows My Name. The
Black Muslims’ notion of replacing their family names (in fact, the names of
their ancestors’ masters) with an X or a Muslim name expresses this feeling of
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nonexistence. Many were the jazzmen who, after the advent of bop, showed
absolute disdain for their American names and changed them to suit their
fancy (Yusef Lateef, Sahib Shihab, Ibrahim Ibn Ismail, Sun Ra, Absholm Ben
Shlomo, Abdullah Ibn Buhaina, Abdul Hamid, Liaquat Ali Salaam, Kenyatta,
Rashied and Muhammad Ali, Kiane Zwadi, etc.93). This separatist attitude followed early-1920s Garveyism. During the war, the Black Muslims refused to
join the army, and their leader, Robert Poole, known as Elijah Muhammad,
spent three years in jail. After his liberation he would become a new hero for
the black masses, and see converts and temples multiply. The war also saw the
birth of the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), a nonviolent protest movement inspired by Gandhi and led by James Farmer.94 Farmer renounced a career as a minister in 1943, noting, “I did not see how I could honestly preach the
gospel of Christ in a church that practiced discrimination.” He was first helped
by students and organized the first sit-ins in southern cities. He then transformed CORE, following Malcolm X’s influence, into a more popular movement.
f) Chain Reactions

Change, upheaval, renewal: after the war, a craze for novelty took hold. There
were nuclear bombings, the American victory foreshadowing the country’s
coming military-industrial omnipotence, but also a redistribution of political
roles around the globe and the assertion of a victorious and strong socialist
country in counterpoint to the USA. The titles of recorded jazz pieces of the
time testify to this atmosphere: “Now’s the Time” (Parker); “Things to Come”
(Gillespie); “New World A-Comin’” (Ellington); “Things Ain’t What They Used
to Be” (Ellington), anticipating Ornette Coleman’s “Something Else,” “Change
of Century,” and “Tomorrow Is the Question.” Forces of resistance soon opposed this theme of change in all areas of life. Soon the Cold War appeared,
and the consequent freeze of socio-political situations in the USA. On returning to America, discharged black GIs discovered that their participation in the
war against dictatorships and racism had not changed much in their relations
with white Americans; it had not turned them as beige as Duke Ellington had
hoped in 1943. It was in fact quite the opposite: the fear of Negroes paralleled
the fear of Asians, of the Japanese first and soon the Chinese. White America
admitted to being racist at home, but also across a world it already considered
its property: Harlemites asked, “Why did they not drop their atomic bomb on
Germany? Odd, isn’t it?” Anticommunism, vigorously spread by all ideological
apparatuses, developed in the middle class a systematic hostility to everything
that in one way or another appeared to challenge the established order, de-
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mocracy, America, the President of the United States, the moral and religious
opinions of the (Protestant) majority, the very “tastes” of this majority, etc.
. . . Protesters, dissenters, parasites, and other troublemakers were of course
Communists,95 and generally speaking all leftists, Jews, liberal Christians
(specifically Catholics), Negroes (those, in any case, who wanted to go “too
fast” and refused to stay in their place: intellectuals, political militants, union
leaders, avant-garde artists, boppers of course among them), criminals (and
we know the proportion of delinquents in the black American community to
be “traditionally” higher than in other social groups). America oﬀered these
firebrands a choice between economic misery or accepting the status quo. By
the end of the 1960s, responding to radical militants’ phrase AmeriKKKa, was
an ultimatum in the form of a merciless bumper sticker slogan: America, love
it or leave it.
After the Cold War and rearmament in Europe in 1950 came the war in
Korea, in which President Truman involved the United States. On the eve of a
new capitalist crisis (with industrial development slowing down, an increase
in unemployment, an excess in food products, increasing income inequality,
and restriction of the right to strike), a bit of war was welcome. For shaken
capitalism, stuck in internal contradictions, war was once more the miracle
cure, the perfect stimulus. Like Roosevelt, Truman had attempted to reduce
unemployment (which went from 1,070,000 in 1945 to 3,395,000 in 1949 and
4,500,000 in 1950) with an authoritarian policy of full employment and public
work projects, but this symptomatic treatment had proven insuﬃcient. Americans, whose fear in the face of the “Communist threat” was carefully cultivated, had to believe that the source of evil was elsewhere: if there was something
rotten, it could not be in the kingdom of freedom and capitalism. Invoking the
solidarity of the “free world,” the United States therefore launched their first
oﬃcial crusade against Communism: the Korean war would jump start their
industry, support development in all areas (strategy, armament, chemistry,
etc.), and keep some of the unemployed busy. From 1950 to 1953, all threat of
economic crisis appeared to have been eradicated. But in order to preserve the
optimism of the American dream, thousands of Americans would have had to
experience the nightmare of a war whose necessity did not appear so obvious.
Between the diﬃcult weather conditions, the limits within which the war had
to be conducted in order not to degenerate into a world conflict, the incessant
cycle of advances and retreats—facing a guerilla war in an unknown country,
against an invisible enemy, artillery barrages on ill-defined targets in a trench
battles mostly involving foot soldiers lying in wait—all these factors of confusion, doubt, and psychological tension added up in the minds of soldiers to the
strange feeling that this might not be such a “good” war for America after all.96
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The situation in the United States was no more reassuring. In order to prevent another rise in unemployment and preserve the supremacy and purity
of the WASP dominant class, the government once more reduced Southern
European immigration with quotas. In 1952, the McCarthy era reached its pinnacle: thousands of artists, writers, film directors, unionists, journalists became suspects, were harrassed for un-American activities, interrogated by the
agents of the many inquisitorial committees of Senator McCarthy. . . . Among
the victims of this witch-hunt one can find intellectuals, of course—Langston
Hughes, for example—and black militants suspected of leftist sympathies.
1952 was also the year when Robert Henry Welch, a former candy maker born
in a North Carolina cotton plantation in 1899, began studying the communist
threat and the life of John Birch, the first victim of the Reds in the Third World
War.97 From its inception, the John Birch Society found in the Ku Klux Klan
a natural ally. They have the same goal: to protect America from blacks and
Reds associated in a vast plot that threatened to upend American society and
compromise the privileges of “real” Americans.
Doubly suspect as black artists in the eyes of a white America literally
mad with fear, bop musicians were not spared the secondary manifestations
of Americanist hysteria. At the end of the 1940s, high unemployment rates
among the black population had already deprived them of significant swaths
of their public. At the beginning of the 1950s, they were ostensibly excluded
from the music business. White businessmen owned all that lived oﬀ of music
in the United States—show promoters, venue owners, recording companies,
specialized publications. No matter their position on the racism and anticommunism spreading around them, their professional policy was determined by
those two aspects of dominant ideology—whether because they actually believed in a Negro-Communist coalition, or more simply because they would
rather not displease part of their white clientele.
Even the most dated forms and styles of jazz did not disappear with the
advent of bop. In his Histoire du jazz moderne, which begins with bop and ends
in 1960, Lucien Malson emphasizes the fact that bop, even when it reigned
supreme, was not all of jazz: on its periphery other styles and other musicians
still existed, as jazz does not develop through succession and substitution of
one movement for another, but rather by accumulating fashions, with the oldest remaining contemporaneous with the most recent, developing in parallel
without influencing each other.
Boppers had only superficially shocked or amused the bourgeois (boppers’
favorite outfit: the beret, thick rimmed glasses and goatee—so many signs of
“intellectualism”). Even so, the fact that they reflected on their art meant that
they refused to play a game whose rules were established by white critics. Dis-
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appointed by the behavior of these intellectualized, “whitened” Negroes—an
attitude one can relate to the burgeoning hostility against students who used
their knowledge to question capitalist values—Hugues Panassié and his disciples in Europe and America were forced to invent another, “purer” jazz, better
fitted to their criteria of authenticity, since “bop was not jazz.” Aware that they
were pressed for time, they organized a kind of hunt for old musicians across
the landscape, frantically recording all survivors of the New Orleans era, the
last holders of the truth and purity of jazz. Besides the physical decrepitude
of most of the musicians they dragged into studios, one must note that these
veterans were often unknown (or “unsung’”) because, in spite of the references and CVs compiled by their discoverers, at the beginning of the century
they had only been obscure epigones. Sidney Bechet and Jelly Roll Morton
were exceptions in the New Orleans Revival. The stories about the one and undiminished virtuosity of the other gave some the impression that they could
go back in time and restart the history of jazz at its point of origin. Better yet:
they could manufacture it, direct it at will, control it so as to protect it against
heresy: finally, they could own it. According to Berendt:
Soon the revival led to a simplified and cliché-ridden “traditional” jazz from
which black musicians turned away. (With the exception of the surviving New
Orleans jazz musicians, for whom traditional jazz was the logical form of expression, no important black musicians participated in the Dixieland revival—strange as this may sound to some.) Amateurs often worked against the
commercialization of Dixieland, but they regularly fell victim to it themselves
as they attained professional status.98

Berendt, who rightly notes how important white elements were to the revival,
was nevertheless surprised by them, and seemed to see in them the eﬀects of
a “strange” paradox. White musicians on the one hand, commercial appropriation on the other: there indeed lay the twofold phenomenon we have called
cultural and economic colonization.
Sidney Bechet came to show the French public and young musicians how,
through a kind of legerdemain (“jazz magic”), one could turn the most stultifying tune into “real jazz.” At every level, Bechet truly continued in Armstrong’s
footsteps: settled in Paris, he was responsible for perpetuating the cliché of
the “ever resourceful, brave Negro,” much like French colonial troops who give
the image wished for and asserted by the metropolis. Simultaneously, another
reaction to bop manifested itself: cool jazz, whose rise paralleled that of a new
trend in American literature, the Beat Generation. Jack Kerouac, among the
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better known Beat writers, recognized this connection by referring to cool jazz
in most of his novels.99
Birth of the Cool: under this title and after the fact were gathered a series of
recordings made between 1949 and 1950 under the direction of one of Charlie
Parker’s former bandmates, trumpeter Miles Davis. To the nervosity, the exasperation of bop, he opposed muted, veiled sounds, simple beats, as well as the
premeditated refinements of European polyphonies. This was reasonable music, in which composition and arrangement regained essential roles. A black
music deliberately westernized—a kind of chamber bop devoid of all panic and
sense of urgency: on generally slow beats, all musicians adopt a meditative,
dreamy stance, and renounce the prolixity of bop improvisation. The music
emphasizes softness, refuses the feverish rhythms of bop; it displays narcissism or introversion, revaluates writing, sometimes yielding to sophisticated
sounds and sound combinations (showing the influence of European music:
fugue, counterpoint, and dodecaphony). A group of young saxophonists playing in white clarinetist Woody Herman’s band attempted in 1948 to integrate
these moderating elements inherited from essentially white aesthetic traditions into Parker’s jazz. But rather than a synthesis or a balance, the music
they produced was a kind of delicate chimera, whose power of seduction was
owing to its obvious fragility, its indiﬀerence to surrounding reality, its floating stance, its commitment to non-commitment (a harbinger of hippie disengagement). In the face of music and the world, they appeared to want to emulate Lester Young’s attitude and extend it into hypertrophy, if not downright
caricature. That some of these cool musicians resorted to narcotics reveals a
desire for escape and retreat. Contrasting with the black rage of bop, cool music was symptomatic of the anxiety of America at large, especially among the
generation most concerned by the Korean War. Most cool musicians migrated
to California, partly for cultural reasons (Henry Miller was in Big Sur; beatniks
and other dropouts went there looking for sun and to forget New York’s hyperAmericanism), but mostly for economical reasons. Hollywood was gradually
falling for cool, a subtle form of jazz capable of complementing image without
disturbing it, like Monk’s or Gillespie’s music might. Moreover, in order to play
the drivel of mainstream film music, big symphonic jazz bands were necessary.
Jazzmen capable of reading music were more numerous among whites than
among blacks. Finally, job discrimination there also played a part. Thus black
boppers stuck to the few jazz clubs still open in New York.
This was the time when Charlie Parker recorded “La Cucaracha” and other
fashionable songs—whose melodic banality he stayed true to for the first
time—often backed by lachrymose violins or vocals. Many black jazzmen
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were forced to abandon music: trombonist J. J. Johnson, for example, went to
work for the postal service, as pianist Cecil Taylor later would. White musician
Chet Baker was elected “best trumpet player of the year” (beating Miles Davis, Dizzy Gillespie, and even the harmless Louis Armstrong). Dave Brubeck,
Gerry Mulligan, Lee Konitz, and Stan Getz became stars; among whites, the
most popular black band was the Modern Jazz Quartet, led by the very westernized and refined John Lewis, who apparently dreamed of becoming a black
American Couperin or Rameau: he imposed on the blues the rules of the fugue
and counterpoint, the toccata, the trite rondo. His many attempts at synthesis
anticipate the Third Stream,100 among whose main defenders he would soon
figure. Charlie Parker died in 1955.
Miles Davis was therefore the only black musician to play a significant role
in the cool episode (which he rejected years later), when other boppers were
kept away from a movement that betrayed their essential contribution. Also
excluded from cool, young black musicians would take advantage of this underground phase in order to prepare the new music. They would soon react
against the cool reaction with an energy found for the most part by contact
with the blues.
Still mostly ignored by the white public, the blues had nevertheless evolved
out of economic and social pressure in the margins where they were kept. To
respond to demand from the black working class, recording companies specialized early in production for black audiences—what critics and disc jockeys
called race records. After the rise of Bessie Smith, the first blues singer whose
commercial success spread beyond the ghetto, white and black blues fans and
businessmen explored the black sections of industrials cities, the cabarets
where factory and steel mill workers met, southeastern cities, etc., to find new
singers. Blues artists were vagrants, unemployed people, itinerant field hands,
sometimes delinquents,101 but also local celebrities, who sometimes agreed to
record two sides of a 78 RPM, take their money, and vanish, often without
giving their real name. Records might become popular among the black public and the singer be impossible to locate. Known or unknown, these singers
had an audience, and soon the bigger record companies included in their catalogues a selection for Negroes: the race series. Only a few ethnomusicologists
and amateur sociologists were fascinated by these blues which, according to
most whites, “all sounded the same.” The smaller black-owned labels, black
headhunters and artistic directors, became scouts in the black world for the
big white labels that did not want to deprive themselves of an extra source of
revenue, however minimal.102
This economic appropriation would soon be followed by pressure from the
dominant ideology and the market, the eﬀects of which were observable on
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the lyrics of blues, as well as its forms and composition. To the extent that
the blues is first and foremost the American Negro’s reaction to his surroundings, living conditions, social and individual connections, its critical character
seems unalienable. The blues gives an account of black American collective and
subjective issues, and this account from the black point of view necessarily
testifies about white America, bears traces of revolt. More so than jazz, the
blues appears apt to resist threats of commercial and ideological appropriation. Little appreciated by whites and despised by the black bourgeoisie, the
blues is marked by both race and class in ways that throw it back towards the
black working class, where it was born and where its audience is. But it would
misunderstand the dominance of dominant ideology to think that it does not
aﬀect the exploited classes. The blues constitutes a veritable ideological vector
as the discourse of an individual who puts his problems in common, who has
common problems.
The black masses are also constantly aﬀected by the ideology of American
capitalism and Christianity, and to that extent, something of the dominant
ideology necessarily passes into the blues, at the most explicit level of its
lyrics. Therefore there are two types of blues: the first is a kind of primitive
protest song, testimony, and critique, which we have exemplified earlier. Historically, this kind of blues was on the wane, and one had to wait for the politicization of black masses following the radicalization of political movements
to find it again (see James Brown’s “I’m Black and I’m Proud”103). The second
kind, which quickly became the main kind, deals with intimacy: sexual and
sentimental issues, daily life, etc. Of course, lived experience bears the deep
marks of American Negroes’ social, economic, and historical station. This kind
of blues remains a reaction—at the individual level—to the diﬀerent kinds of
oppressions blacks have to face. But it is also the place where dominant ideas
invest themselves, where ideology comes into play. The Negro’s ideological and
musical context, from radio stations, television, film, newspapers, and novels
to white love songs, informs him about the kind of problems bourgeois society
fetishizes. This imprint also bears on the blues. Through it the salient points
of the dominant ideology reinscribe themselves on black popular ideology.
Reinscription is always problematic: the honest, direct character of blues complaints and the graphic character of the lyrics (banned from the sentimental
press and mainstream love songs) still act as defenses. Yet the blues cannot
but speak of the very life of those who make and listen to it. Black existence in
white America is marked by the hold of dominant ideology and white values
on the black masses. The blues therefore testifies to the alienation of American
Negroes even in the way dominant ideological themes shape them.
Yet thanks to the means specific to the blues—its music, its words, its
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tone—these themes are in a way stripped and revealed for what they are. Love
songs describe feelings in order to distract from the tough realities of life, but
here those feelings are reality; where love songs display an ideological valorization of jealousy, love, etc., the blues shows the work of suﬀering, the diﬃculty
of controlling one’s own fate. Like the Negro, like jazz, the blues is made of the
never-ending conflict between what is imposed and what is refused, between
the many socio-historical overdeterminations of American Negroes. The divided and conflicting nature of the blues is the basis to which black music,
constantly under the threat of commercial and ideological destruction, must
regularly go back to reconstitute itself. When white determinations reign for
too long, antagonistic determinations, resistance, and contradictions are reactivated. This movement back and forth makes up the history of jazz, just as it
makes up the history of the ideological struggle of Negroes.
During the swing craze another factor had revealed itself, inseparable from
the fashion and trends (i.e. the ideology) of the time: the need to dance. In
rent parties104 the blues, now played on the piano, had already adopted the fast
tempo and thumping drive of boogie.105 In Kansas City, as soon as 1940 and
in all places where the blues encountered black dance big bands, the blues and
dance were combined to form a new mix: rhythm and blues, whose popularity
never ceased to increase. It integrated Western elements, using new instruments in a blues context: blaring saxophones in a soloist role once left to blues
shouters, organs, drums.
Since bop and especially with cool jazz, “progressive jazz” had seen its audience diminish; it became a music for initiates and snobs, a cultural commodity. Its commercial potential weakened also because its rhythm and its
musical structures make dance almost entirely impossible. The great success
of rhythm and blues in the early 1950s must be seen as a violent reaction by
musicians and the black masses against the delicate, polished, and aestheticizing daydreams of cool jazz. What made this success especially unique was that
rhythm and blues reached an important section of the white audience without
renouncing any of the traits of authentic blues.
g) Soul Music and Soul Brothers

Reactionary forces, once triumphant with Senator Joseph McCarthy—finally
disavowed by the Senate in 1954—seemed temporarily on the wane; with the
onset of “peaceful coexistence,” anti-Communist, anti-Negro, and anti-protest psychosis appeared to weaken. For a time, American capitalism showed
its liberal side. Traditional black organizations began—timidly at first—to
take action against segregation in the South. They received some support
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from the federal administration, reaping benefits and prestige from it abroad.
The South, whose laws contradicted the country’s constitution and supreme
court decisions, remained Jim Crow’s realm. Anti-segregation activism remained very cautious, supported as it was by white liberals and churches.106
The struggle for integration deemed itself nonviolent, and appealed to humanitarianism, nobility, democracy, etc. Focusing its eﬀorts on specific and
exemplary cases of segregation, the movement garnered a few successes, by
which it gained massive support among American Negroes and hatred among
Southern whites.
The civil rights movement, begun in 1962 by all black organizations (the
NAACP, the Urban League, SNCC, CORE, SCLC), a few AFL-CIO107 unionists,
and liberals from the Southern Regional Council, developed after the relative
success of sit-ins and a variety of integrationist actions performed locally:
Freedom Rides, walk-ins, as well as a campaign supported financially by the
Kennedy administration to register southern blacks to vote in areas where
they had long been disenfranchised. These nonviolent actions were met with
brutal police repression (over 3,600 arrests in one year as well as a number of
deaths) and violent counter-protests by white southerners; racist attacks increased, the Ku Klux Klan resurged, and the White Citizens’ Council formed,
which would go as far as banning the broadcast of blues and other black music.108
The federal government took note of the violence but did not prevent it.
When Kennedy appointed three notorious racists federal judges in the South,
it destroyed the legalist illusions of the movement.109 It then launched the famous March on Washington, immediately denounced by Malcolm X as one of
the greatest swindles perpetrated against Negroes in any time. The failure of
the electoral coalition with the Democratic Party marked the end of integrationist endeavors that had attracted a majority of the black middle class, but
had left behind the masses in the North. King’s influence remained important,
though jeopardized by the Black Muslims and their theoretician Malcolm X
(see 1. c).
Nonviolent ideology had no trouble rallying a majority of white students,
who would play an increasingly important role in American political life. Antisegregationist and legal campaigns in the South contributed in the training of
black and white activists who would become politicized. The entrance of the
post-war generation on the political scene was partly responsibility for the
quasi-unanimous acceptance of rhythm and blues—and its immediate white
derivation, rock and roll—by the white public. Cool music no longer held attention; Fats Domino, Little Richard, Chuck Berry, and Elvis Presley became
“mixed” stars.
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The appearance and success of white rock and roll were comparable to the
ways in which swing had prevailed some twenty years earlier: following a grave
political crisis, at a time when the eﬀects of a strong demographic push were
making themselves felt and racial strife was (apparently) less lively; as a response to the collective desire of Americans to forget the recent past with the
help of music easy to listen and dance to. Music that posed no problem; music
that whites and blacks could play, its white version being of course only the
imitation and adaptation of its black counterpart. During the swing era, the
repertoire of white big bands was made up of fashionable love songs; white
rock integrated hillbilly music, cowboy ballads, and other elements from white
American folk music. Their common foundation: the blues. Thus the recording studios of the “purest” form of rock and roll are located to this day in the
Southeast (Nashville, Memphis, etc.). Though the majority of rock and roll
stars were white, “purists” began to appear (blues aficionados who wanted to
follow this new commercial oﬀshoot of the black tradition, or proponents of
a movement back to the roots). In this way black rhythm and blues singers
and musicians in turn became popular among black and white audiences. The
way rock replaced swing in dancehalls can also be explained by the fact that it
was easier, financially speaking, to support a small group of musicians (guitar, bass, drums) than a big band (fifteen to twenty musicians). Overcome by
the rock invasion, most big bands dedicated to dance music were disbanded.
Their musicians went to find jobs in the recording studios where ephemeral big
bands were sometimes put together for rock recordings. Others participated
in the nascent soul-jazz movement; others yet would find employment in an
orchestra backing a star such as pianist-singer-saxophone player Ray Charles.
Black, blind, addicted to drugs, Ray Charles played for the white public the
same role Bessie Smith or Billie Holiday had played in their day. His shouts,
smirks, stutters, and jerks added to a strange, broken, and throaty voice made
for a “true Negro” voice.
Jazz split at this time: black musicians reacted brutally to the advent of cool
jazz, a genre far from their concerns and from which they were mostly excluded. Black music revisited its origins, leaving the white musicians of the previous season—as well as their audience and the commerce built upon them—
speechless. Contrasting with the produced, perfect, clean feel of cool and of
the Modern Jazz Quartet, black primitivity came back, inscribing itself in simple, raw, nagging beats, often in three-four time, waltzes of sorts. Sounds got
dirty, funky, and improvisations took on the repetitive forms of the trances
of black churches. The music reactivated elements of the blues (such as a kind
of “ugliness” in the sound, a kind of musical “poverty”) as well as eﬀects borrowed from spirituals (repetition, unnerving rhythm and flow, violent expres-
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sivity). Facing this crude, reactive, rough, and heavy music, the latest in white
fashion was the so-called bossa nova, a painstaking movement exploiting Brazilian rhythms. This may be why, in spite of the quick (and ephemeral) success
of bossa nova, funk, or soul-style jazz, was extensively exploited commercially
(after Horace Silver, the Adderley brothers were launched with much publicity
by panicked labels, and pianist Les McCann knew worldwide success with no
follow-up). Quickly appropriated in spite of—or rather, because of—its elements of black assertion, soul music also testified to the necessity for black
musicians to tap into a cultural commons to reinvigorate their music.
The promotion of what cool jazz had repressed in black music is typical of
the more or less eﬃcient resistance black music puts up against anything that
draws it away from itself. In soul music, the power of resistance was expressed
not so much in the blues and spiritual eﬀects—whose benefit can only be temporary in that they embody a regression through reaction—but in the ideological valorization of these eﬀects. Soul became a password in the black community.
It is a quality whites can neither have nor imitate; blacks are soul brothers,110
and they identify easily and immediately with soul music. At stake here is a process of celebration, a communion similar to that expressed in “black is beautiful”: it promotes self-recognition, self-definition sheltered from white values,
and the tightening of racial connections to prepare for a common struggle.
Yet soul music was quickly commercialized, became fashionable, and obtained
the support of the white public—even when the music told whites that it excluded them, that it was not for them. . . . This paradox must be questioned: is
emphasizing the most external, apparent, noticeable signs of black character
enough to make this character unalienable? In soul, the white public found
exactly what it expected from black music: rhythmic simplicity and violence, a
picturesque and outrageous mask. Soul ceased to hold any meaning for those
Negroes who projected themselves into it as soon as it reawakened and reinforced white notions of black music as savage and simplistic, with its simplifying eﬀects, its black apparatus. Nothing about the “dirtiness” of funk could
have unsettled certain themes of white ideology.
Parallel to the rise of soul music, black churches went through a political rebirth. On the one hand, Martin Luther King Jr and the SCLC pushed traditionally resigned churches into an active protest role. On the other hand, King’s
nonviolent ideology found a response and a contradiction in the brutal eﬀects
of soul music, in its image as a religious music tougher than the sermons of the
time. Could this compensation be the way by which the violence banned from
political life by the dominant ideological form—religiosity—reinvested that
form itself?
Similarly, as a contradictory echo to nonviolent protests in the South,
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that is, in echo to the violent repression of these protests, came the music of
Charles Mingus: “Fables of Faubus,” the infamous governor of Arkansas, the
man of Little Rock, an exemplary episode in the black struggle.111 Black music
itself oﬀered a rejoinder to the integration and patience preached by King,
the notion that whites would gradually gain awareness of the harm they had
caused. The derision and hatred of old forgotten blues made their comeback
in the music, the sounds and the forms. The shouts (instrumental and vocal),
obsessive reiterations of rhythmic and melodic lines, the oppressive climate
Mingus’s musicians create all anticipated free jazz. Audiences began to realize
that, in its very forms, this black music was made of rage and imprecations,
the blows and insults received throughout history and given back in music in
a kind of exorcism. With Mingus and his partner Eric Dolphy, violence took
front row; it structured and played the music, thus preparing certain forms of
free jazz musically and ideologically, and anticipating Archie Shepp’s quip, “We
are not angry men. We are enraged.”112
Mingus’s music was not alone in translating developing black political and
ideological struggles. Following the entertainment phases in jazz history, before the political-commitment phase of free jazz, black music began eschewing
the obfuscation of its socio-political determinations. The politicization of music originated in the very politicization of black movements, rendered inescapable by the transition from formal protest to direct action and open conflict
with reactionary forces. Thus in 1962 (the year of sit-ins, and of the founding of
the Council of Federal Organizations), bop drummer Max Roach recorded with
his wife Abbey Lincoln We Insist, Freedom Now Suite.113 That piece, 36’ 03” long,
in many regards has a place in the free movement—though neither Hawkins
nor Roach play “free”—for its (exceptional) length; its political commitment
(it pays homage to black students and Africa); Abbey Lincoln’s vocal experimentations anticipating Patty Waters and Jeanne Lee’s free singing (shouts,
wails, brutal contrasts between soft phases and pitches that organize singing
along a kind of orgasmic structure, erotic emphases inherited from the blues,
which had disappeared in “modern” jazz singing and whose principles free jazz
singers would systematically borrow). The rhythmic experiments of Roach and
the African percussionist Olatunji lead to great rhythmic plasticity: the beat
transitions from simple patterns, referring directly to African percussions, to
complex moments where several rhythmic structures overlap. Finally, it references Africa: rhythmically, then, but also in the vocals, in the melodic tone, in
the very lyrics that enumerate African tribes. It bears noting that We Insist was
produced by a small label, Candid, run by journalist Nat Hentoﬀ.114
The surge of Africa on the jazz scene dates back to the first recordings of
Horace Silver and Art Blakey (“Safari,” “Message from Kenya,” in 1952) and to
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the latter’s trip to Nigeria, where he studied African percussion, which would
become an important element of his style and music. The Jazz Messengers
would spread around the world an Afro-American music in which Africa began
to play a politically and musically structuring role, rather than the nostalgic
and exotic part it had played in Ellington’s music, for example.
It must be noted that black music went “back to Africa” before the cultural
Black Nationalist movement. One might see there the trace influences of Garveyism and the more direct influence of the Black Muslims. The music opposed the counter-myths of Africanness to the Judeo-Christian values and
myths of the dominant ideology. A more easily attainable cultural return to
Africa replaced Garvey’s physical return.
Africanness, violence, negritude, black beauty (Back to black, black is beautiful), Black Nationalism: in the 1950s all of these elements could be found in
the music (and more strikingly in titles that explicitly assert the new black
consciousness) that perpetuated the “Negroizing” action of hard bop, a style
performed by young black musicians eager to react against the mellow whitening of cool jazz. Cliﬀord Brown recorded a “Hymn to the Orient,” “Blue and
Brown,” the Africanizing “Daahoud’ and “Delilah,” and “Caravan.” From 1958
onward, hard bop turned churchy, funky, soulful, in so many symbolic assertions of its black ownership, and references to Africa and American Africanism increased: “Garvey’s Ghost,” “Bronze Dance,” Black Diamond,” “Airegin,”
“Ritual,” “Dakar,” “Tanganyka Strut,” “Africa,” “African Lady,” “Message from
Kenya,” “African Waltz,” “Dahomey Dance,” “African Violets,” “Bantu,” “Katanga,” “Man from South Africa,” “Uhuru” (but also, around the same time, John
Coltrane’s “Alabama”), “Afro-American Sketches,” etc. So do references to
the black church: “The Sermon,” “The Preacher,” “Sister Salvation,” “Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting,” “Sister Sadie,” “The Prophet” (a homage to Black
Muslims), “Like Church,” “Ecclusiastics” (mixing ecclesiastics and exclusion),
as well as references to slavery (“Work Song”), black vernacular (“Dat Dere
Dis Hyeah”), protest (“Justice,” “Freedom” by Charles Mingus, “Emancipation
Blues”), voodoo cult (“Devil Woman”) and of course to black soul.115
This non-exhaustive list shows that a new ideological fabric had been woven among American Negroes. In its politicization, violence, and black culture,
free jazz was already inscribed in the movements that preceded it and which it
radicalizes and/or critiques.
Musically, culturally, and ideologically, free jazz is not born out of nowhere;
it prolongs, takes over, and reworks old forces of black America. If free jazz
decisively changes black music, the very possibility of such a change is determined historically, culturally, and ideologically. Its meaning and scope are connected to black history. The last manifestations of black music before free jazz

reveal an intolerable situation, a confused reaction to white cultural domination, a point of no return that makes the leap of free jazz absolutely necessary.

Part 3. Contradictions of
Jazz in a State of Freedom

8. Free Fragments
Although modern science and technology are the same whether in New York,
Paris, London, Accra, Cairo, Berlin, Moscow, Tokyo, Peking, or Sao Paulo, jazz
is the only true international medium of communication current in the world
today, capable of speaking creatively, with equal intensity and relevance, to
the people in all those places.
—Eldridge Cleaver, Soul on Ice, (New York: Delta, 1968), 203.

What is most striking in listening to free jazz compositions is their polymorphism, the multiplication/collision/juxtaposition at all levels and in all senses
of material, codes, sources, worlds, and modes used, or referred to, by musicians. Everything happens with these jazzmen as if they had decided not to
abstain from anything they could desire or need, at any stage in the creation
process.
Compared with “jazz,” a great mass of exogenous elements float on the surface of this music; it emphasizes the impression of a mix, underlines in fact
the contradiction that preceding genres and forms of jazz tried to mask as
“synthesis,” unable as they were to control these elements. On top of this, the
elements that white jazz critics had believed to be specifically attached to all
jazz are now systematically unhinged. This is not to say that in this music attachments to tradition are always, globally, and finally destroyed; rather, they
are stretched, drawn out, until they are barely perceptible, hardly identifiable,
and open to the most complex detours. This makes for an exceptional, and
previously unheard of, freedom of movement.
Looking for such extremely minute links is all the more diﬃcult because
they are almost always hidden by, or associated with, other connections made
more recently: a sound coloration more or less referentially “exotic” or “nostalgic” (some pasts being as foreign to African Americans of the 1960s as Asia and
even Africa can be), the apparent influence of immediate peripheral genres
(popular and contemporary music) and the commitment to making music say
something, on top of what it already says without meaning to. Any survey of
these “characteristic” traits can only be provisional; whether new or resulting
from a contestation/actualization of traditional elements, they correspond to
so many particular cases, and are only exemplary of the musician or group
(band, association) that elected to use them, often only for one given piece.
However, they are all signs and manifestations of the double process of critique and aﬃrmation that underlies the free jazz approach.
In order to tread into such uncharted territory, we have no other possibil151
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ity but to take note of the most obvious characteristics of the music, being
well aware that they can only be indicative of tendencies and moments in free
jazz. Moreover, these “constants” can only be inventoried in relation to music
already heard, i.e. the most recent forms of African American music.
In fact, what appears first and foremost is free jazz’s departure from most
of the traits of common jazz: the structure of compositions, the function and
relation of instruments, the rhythmical conception, the relation of the musician to the audience, to other musicians, etc. are so many principles and habits that free jazz musicians seem to break away from. This decisive series of
breaks, unheard of in the history of African American music, challenges more
than a musical order; it challenges a cultural order. In a double movement
(both centripetal and centrifugal), free jazz endeavors to reappropriate the
Negro elements of African American music. In the same movement, it opens
itself completely to all possibilities of musical and extra-musical enrichment
oﬀered by musical codes beneath or beyond the alleged field of action of jazz.
a) Theme

During the bebop era, some music lovers and critics complained about not
being able to identify the melodic and harmonic springboards for improvisation that themes are. One of the main complaints against free jazz had to
do with the absence of, the avoidance of, or the scorn for, theme in the new
music. Some free jazzmen indeed seem to favor absolute spontaneity and athematism, while others, more numerous, try to invert and otherwise disturb
the hierarchy according to which theme is a leading element of jazz because
improvisation is necessarily predetermined by, and inscribed in, the theme
structure. Displaced, reduced to its simplest expression, or on the contrary
blown up, reiterated to the point of becoming punctuation in the beat, recited
without modification, theme is no longer the decisive element of a free jazz
piece. It can occupy a central position in the development of a piece—see Sun
Ra, Alexander Von Schlippenbach—i.e., constitute a plateau, a pause, without
necessarily being connected to the improvisation preceding and following it
by anything more than contiguity. Theme is no longer necessarily what announces and concludes improvisation. No longer is it the support, the primary
material, the melodic and/or harmonic guarantee. Therefore, the notion that
theme and improvisation form an inseparable couple disappears. There is improvisation, and there is also, on the side, theme (sometimes even themes),
but the former no longer depends on the latter. As a melodic segment, theme
only intervenes as a citation, an element among others, a perfectly isolable
and isolated fragment. By reexamining the function and place of theme as a
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melodic organism to which improvisation remains structurally foreign, musicians such as Albert Ayler can use theme as a mere sound object.
Through this eﬀect of detachment, theme is now denied all commercial
value. So engrained in our aesthetic habits is the need for melodic comfort
and safety that until the appearance of free jazz, a misunderstanding, tacitly
maintained for reasons of commercial and cultural colonization, had often
measured jazz only by the “beauty” or charming power of its themes. Listeners
had grown to listen to improvised segments only absent-mindedly, considering them more or less successful “recreations.” The overestimation of the thematic element is obviously inseparable from the musical criteria of Western
countries, where musicians—no matter the musical genre—were until very
recently only expected to execute. The notion of the theme as commodity,
object of enjoyment and aesthetic consumption, is resolutely rejected by the
most radical free jazz musicians.
One of the first jazzmen to have called theme into question in this manner
is the saxophone player Eric Dolphy. His Music Matador is a perfect example of
the revalorization of improvisation (that only builds on the side of, or far away
from the theme) and the absolute limitation of the powers of the theme. Louis Armstrong and pre-bop musicians improvised on the most uninteresting
themes in attempts to demonstrate the sublimating virtues of jazz. Contrary
to them, free jazz musicians do not let preexisting melodic elements, however
poor in melody or harmony, restrain their improvisations. Rather than be in
the service of the theme, they use it for their own purpose.
But the most remarkable and decisive example of the evolution of the
theme-to-improvisation and theme-to-musician ratio is incontestably the
work of saxophone player Albert Ayler: the isolation of traditionally inseparable elements one from the other is one of its essential characteristics. By
emphasizing, systematizing, and enlarging the dual nature (theme/improvisation, white/black, etc.) of his music, he transforms what was the simple
contrapuntal relation of two elements into a kind of permanent conflict, a
structurally insoluble contradiction.
Ayler’s approach opposes, for example, that of John Coltrane in the early
1960s. Coltrane then seemed to be expecting from the most obstinate reiteration of a thematic segment a quasi-miraculous resolution/revelation for what,
to him, was less a contradiction between theme and improvisation than a need
to reach a musical beyond, bereft of all conflict. Coltrane, trained as he was
during the bop era (bop improvisation was no longer the beautification of a
melody, but rather the exploitation of its harmonic canvas), had to free himself from the harmonic ties judged liberating in the ’40s and ’50s. Although he
had a determining influence on all the musicians (free or not) of his time, he
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could only realize this emancipation by studying at the school of the young
pioneers of free. He submitted his music to the ordeal of collective improvisation (Ascension), placing himself in the necessarily equivocal situation of being
both master and student (much like old Coleman Hawkins had in his time, by
participating in the first bop recording sessions or, later, by playing with Thelonious Monk or John Coltrane himself).
Pharoah Sanders, one of the “oﬃcial” disciples of John Coltrane, strives to
conciliate stark oppositions of theme and improvisation such as practiced by
Ayler with incantatory progression. He uses themes as means of tension and
ascension, leading inexorably to explosive improvisations. Although he gestures towards a synthesis of these two approaches, he is also less radical than
the more avant-garde free jazz musicians in that, to him, the repetition of a
given melodic segment presupposes a revalorization of the notion of theme.
In all of his pieces, the presence of a theme chosen for its charming powers, for
its brilliance, occasions the inevitable resurgence of commercial implications
(Pharoah Sanders has thus become one of the rare free jazzmen whose themes
have become a non-negligible factor in commercial success).
Closer to Ayler’s example, the Art Ensemble of Chicago (and more generally the AACM), who indeed appear as the true heirs of Ayler’s spirit, only
use theme as one of innumerable elements of the décor they create with each
piece. Not only is theme neither enriched nor sublimated by improvisation,
but it also seems to be chosen or built only in order to provide the musicians/
torturers with prey. The theme, in fact, is reduced to the level of other musical
and infra-musical elements, and participates, in this function, in the playful
enterprise of the Ensemble.
So free jazzmen do not eliminate theme from their music; but, put simply,
it is no longer privileged in relation to other elements. Desacralized, it is used,
played (with). It can even be hummed; but it no longer exerts supremacy over
the rest of the piece. Albert Ayler put it this way:
I’d like to play something—like the beginning of Ghosts—that people can
hum. I want to play the songs I used to sing when I was a child. Folk melodies
everybody could understand. I’d use these melodies as a starting point, and
several simple melodies would move inside the same piece. I’d like to go from a
simple melody to complex textures, then back to simplicity, and from there go
to the most complex, dense sounds.1

In fact, there is no longer a need for the themes used in free jazz to be complex
or refined, i.e. replete with pretext for improvisation, because they are no lon-
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ger the essence, the substrate of a piece. We no longer have the theme; now,
we also have themes.
b) Instruments

When Sonny Sharrock declares, “I think the greatest artists are those who have
no technique,”2 or when Ornette Coleman replies to his detractors, “Some musicians say, if what I’m doing is right, they should never have gone to school.
I say, there is no single right way to play jazz,”3 they both point to a new axis
in the transformation of black music, one centered on the role of instruments
and their use.
The first jazz musicians—who often were self-taught—were already radically straying from Western academic norms in their technique: it was influenced
by the intonation and other characteristics specific to Negro voices and songs;
they used growling eﬀects4 and fiddled with sound matter in a variety of ways
(for example, using multiple mutes on trumpets and trombones), they put an
excessive emphasis on vibrato, etc. Jazzmen, in fact, have invented or reinvented most of their instruments: banjo, drums,5 string bass,6 saxophones,7
etc. The adaptation of instruments to the contingencies of black music—the
only possible response to the disappearance of African instruments—is radicalized by free jazz. Notions such as “virtuosity” and “instrumentalism” disappear. Like Thelonious Monk before them, free jazzmen are accused of having
no “technique,” of not knowing how to use their instruments.
In fact, many free jazzmen assert that it is not necessary to go through
Western academic teaching in order to play African American music: their goal
is not to play the works of classical European composers, but rather to play/create their own music; hence their often unorthodox way of using instruments,
their need to go beyond the instrumental limits imposed by Western norms.
What used to be exceptions, accidents, become new sound possibilities: reed
whistles (once erased from Charlie Parker’s recordings as defects or errors) are
accepted, valorized as integral parts of the discourse; breath eﬀects and other
noises until then considered parasitical to the purity of sound are now used
and perfected. These sounds constantly solicit an elsewhere, a place outside
their usual field of action (high pitch register, incongruous noises, key sounds
on the saxophone, etc.); musicians bypass the keyboard to directly strike piano
strings, and use their bows to hit bass strings. . . . Sounds, asserts Ayler, are
more important than notes, and the musician now seems to care little whether those sounds are (judged) “good” or “bad.” Shouts, noises, shocks, growls,
creaks: all infra-musical eﬀects are now part of the improviser’s discourse.
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Free jazz uses instruments borrowed from faraway folklores (shehnai
and bagpipe with Ayler, Pakistani oboe for Giuseppi Logan, Indian flute and
gamelan with Don Cherry, balafon with Sunny Murray, etc.) and European
classical music (oboe, bassoon with Joseph Jarman, fife and piccolo with Pharoah Sanders, tympani drums with Sun Ra’s percussionists), from either the
modern or the most “primitive” music (the rhomb of African children) or from
unexplored domains of European instrument-making (sousaphones, bass and
contrabass clarinets, and other “monstrosities,” revalorized by the musicians
of the Art Ensemble of Chicago and Anthony Braxton; Dewey Redman and the
musette; Don Cherry and the pocket trumpet).
Boppers anticipated the widening of the instrumental field (the saxophonist Yusef Lateef, for example, integrated all the instruments of Arab music
into his own); but for free jazzmen this systematic approach is less a “touristic” curiosity than a need to play with the entire scope and complexity of
sound possibilities. To instrumental sounds are added those produced solely
by the human body: mouth noises (Art Ensemble of Chicago, Don Cherry),
finger snapping, etc.
Obstinately refusing all instrumental limitation is inseparable from contesting the notion of the “specialist” (from the point of view of technique);
such stances led to the appearance of many “multi-instrumentalists.” If saxophone players always had the possibility of diversifying their music by using
all reed instruments (Eric Dolphy thus played alto sax, flute, and bass clarinette; John Coltrane played tenor sax, soprano sax, and the flute), it was rare
to see musicians go from one family of instruments to another. First known
as an alto saxophonist, Ornette Coleman, after a few months of solitary work,
started playing the trumpet and the violin; Albert Ayler, not long before he
died, played the bagpipe; pianist Alice Coltrane (John Coltrane’s wife) plays
the harp; AACM musicians integrate into their concerts/happenings all the
instruments they have had the opportunity to discover (in any concert or recording session, each musician has some twenty instruments at his disposal);
the trumpet/cornet player Don Cherry uses equally diverse kinds of flutes, the
piano, and percussion instruments.
More clearly and systematically than traditional jazzmen, the free jazzman
tries as much as possible to vocalize the sonority of his instrument, no matter
what it is: the instrument is but a extension of voice and body. Like bluesmen
who work their guitar style in reference and echo to their singing inflections,
the free jazzman makes his instrument an appendage, an interchangeable and
provisional substitute for his body; all physical impulses, including the most
brutal, are transmitted through the instrument to the music, in which this
corporeality is inscribed.
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The need for complete, immediate, and faithful expression, which leads the
free jazzman to shake oﬀ the rules and criteria of white academicism and all
“professional qualification/specialization,” is at the start of an absolute revolution in the band: the abolition of the distinction between solo and accompanying instruments. All musicians, no matter their instrument, can now improvise through a kind of democratization of relations within the band. Piano,
bass, and drums no longer are there to serve trumpets and saxophones. Since
improvisations on “theme harmonies” are no longer in fashion, the piano is
no longer an instrument for harmonic sign posting. Drums and bass are no
longer limited to formulating an explicit tempo and beat. They are, as much as
other instruments, sources of sound.
c) Improvisation

In free jazz ensembles, no matter the size, a new principle replaces “the traditional conception of the big band where, while his band mates stay nicely
seated in their chairs, the soloist comes to the front of the stage and delivers his solo in front of the microphone.”8 But it sometimes happens that
“we turn back to collective improvisation, and the soloist—to maintain this
terminology—becomes only an improvisation leader whose sound emerges
barely above that of his partners.”9 Free jazz musicians are all soloists. This
term—borrowed by jazz critics from Western musical literature and the concertante10—thus loses its significance, in that free jazz brutally breaks away
from the hierarchical classification of musicians the term implies.
The function of “improvisations,” their place and their status, no longer
have much relation to age-old traditions: now, all musicians in an ensemble
will often improvise together and each for himself. The restoration of the principles of collective improvisation reinscribes what some have called “New Orleans polyphony” into African American music. “We are trying to renew the
old New Orleans idea that music can be played collectively and in a free form,”
says Ayler.11 Moreover, even when they follow each other in time, free jazz
improvisations supplement each other, contradict each other, build networks,
strata: a multilayered assembly of sound lines, rather than a single line prolonged by musicians in relay. Thus the entire piece becomes an improvisation,
in that its structure and its global form are born of the more or less expected
crossing of individual lines. Polycentric, free jazz improvisation is in fact much
more than the mere reactivation of the polyphonic system of New Orleans
jazz (where the trumpet gave a general direction, supported by the clarinet’s
counterpoint or the bass punctuation of the trombone). Rather than mere
improvisation—i.e. an immediate and unpremeditated composition, with the
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notion of performance and technical mastery implied by such a definition—
free jazz improvisation is essentially random, provocative, risky, and playful.
The main risk it has to face is the probability of repetition. Since the harmonic points of reference and the melodic guarantees granted by thematic
improvisation have disappeared from free jazz, the musician no longer has any
means of control over the development of his discourse: the melodic line and
the harmonic frame were also mnemonic elements. In a fixed chord progression, improvisation could not go several times through the same chord without the musician being aware of it. The free jazzman is no longer protected
from his own melodic obsessions, personal clichés, idea or sound associations,
and other automatisms. This explains the appearance of a kind of “free” academism, in the form of an absolute refusal of premeditation or repetition.
In order to keep collective improvisation both free and structural to the particular piece in which it inscribes itself, musicians have become more diversified in their approaches. Through the emphasis they put on preparation and
on the writing/organization and rehearsal of their works, Bill Dixon, Sun Ra,
Alan Silva, Cecil Taylor, Mike Mantler, Charlie Haden, Carla Bley, Sonny Sharrock, and Dave Burrell introduce a second moment for free music. A necessarily new system appeared as collective improvisation developed in the first
orchestral manifestations of free jazz, and these musicians substituted for absolute spontaneity an always contradictory and unbalanced mix of points of
references and indetermination: a network of the unpredictable, going from
expected crossroads to blurred zones. This is not so much musical composition
as the establishment of formal structures and points of sound condensation.
d) Rhythm

In 1967, Marion Brown said, “It is wrong to say that free jazz does not swing. It
swings to a high number of beats. It is polyrhythmic. But it is hard for people
listening to it to realize that. . . . Free jazz is closer to African beats than bop
or swing were; African rhythm is very complex.”12 Drummer Milford Graves
added,
until now the drummer’s job was to keep the beat. He did nothing else, even
if sometimes he took oﬀ in a solo. Now, he has to create sounds according
to what he plays and his means of expression. You can use any part of your
drums, in any way, at any time. Now drums have become an instrument; you
have to use it to make music, not to connect other instruments together. The
drummer used to be clockwork, not an artist.13
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Pianist Cecil Taylor asserts that to the extent that “rhythm becomes melodic
and melodic instruments turn rhythmic. . . there has been a switch in traditional functions,” and that “there are diﬀerences in intensity and speed in our
music.”14 These declarations indicate that:
—free jazz musicians are heretics to the rhythmic orthodoxy of jazz as it has
been defined by Western musicologists (who decreed that tempo must not
vary in proportions perceptible by the ear);
—rhythm is no longer only the aﬀair of “specialists” (“rhythmicians”); like improvisation, it is a collective phenomenon, which also means that:
—sounds, melodies, and rhythms cannot be considered divisions of music, independent one from the other; instead, they conjugate in an indivisible whole,
in permanent conflict;
—the rhythmic complexity of jazz, which has not stopped growing since the
rise of bop, corresponds less to a process of progressive sophistication than
to a musical deconditioning and a work on African subtleties: the universe of
rhythm(s) is the richest aspect of African musical culture;
—because it refers to African polyrhythms, swing cannot be limited by notions such as regularity, uniformity, unity; it is never synonymous with monotony or reducible to a kind of metronomic beat, and it participates in collective play, in challenging the comfort of the return to the familiar.
If, at the beginning, the “guardians of the one and unalterable true swing”
often judged free jazz harshly (and often accused it of being completely arhythmic!), it is because in free jazz rhythm is located at all levels of sound
production and in all sections of the band. Rhythms are born from timbre and
register contrasts, from alternation between plainsong unison and scatterings
of sound, from brutal or gradual variations in volume, from the opposition
of the most simple melodic sequences to zigzagging and often contradictory
rushes of collective improvisation, from the intervention of noises, shocks,
breaths, and other traces of instrumental work, from variations of intensity in
the overall play. These add up, superpose and cross, oppose each other, contradict each other, burst into secondary beats. As a result, we get the impression
of a complex resulting rhythm, specific to each piece and each collective improvisation. Nevertheless, the possibility of traditional drumming and regular
tempo is not denied, but like theme it has become just one of the many possibilities of space-time organization. Considered before free jazz to be in charge
of the rhythmic pace, the drummer can now use rolls and accentuations as he
pleases, without seeking to serve, push, or direct his band mates. He can accelerate or slow down so that, at his level also, a kind of rhythmic halo can be
created that will be interfered with, crossed with digressions, parentheses, and
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contradictions, throughout the process of sound production. The drummer no
longer produces a beat, but rather a complete music (listen to Milford Graves in
“Nothing” or Andrew Cyrille in “What About?”).
Where in traditional jazz the tempo and nature of swing was defined in the
first bars of a piece, the rhythmic destiny of free jazz pieces remains obstinately and perfectly unpredictable: “Music has to be conducted in the moment.
Life is in the instant, always new and fresh: it has to be the same with music.”15
e) Africa

Duke Ellington, Marcus Garvey, Dizzy Gillespie, W. E. B. Du Bois, Art Blakey,
John Coltrane, Malcolm X, Stokely Carmichael, Archie Shepp, Robin Kenyatta
. . . Until a relatively recent date, rare were the leaders of black political movements and bands in the USA who had not referred to Africa at least once in
their writings. As Eldridge Cleaver put it, “All blacks have known a phase of
cultural nationalism, more or less starting in 1956, when Ghana became an
independent country, when the bus boycott started in Montgomery, Alabama,
and when the Black Muslims were beginning to be known.”16 In the same period, jazz went through a phase of intensive Africanization, at least in its explicit thematic references. With free jazz, the relation to Africa becomes less
obvious, but also more subtle. This relation also loses its fashionable character:
musicians participated in the revalorization of the African legacy; Afrocentrism and cultural nationalism added to a mass of experiences, memories, and
references that make up the psycho-mythological cultural heritage of the African American community. More or less anecdotally, Africa is evoked/invoked
by Sun Ra (“Ethiopia,” “Ancient Aethiopia”), Charles Tyler (“Strange Uhuru”),
Frank Wright (“Uhuru Na Umoja”), Don Cherry (through melodic references,
use of African instruments—balafon, etc.), Sunny Murray (“Homage to Africa”), Cliﬀord Thornton (“Ketchaoua”), the trombonist Grachan Moncur (“New
Africa”), and, generally, by all the musicians who participated in the Panafrican Festival of Algiers in 1969. It was for most of them the first opportunity
to see and hear Africa. This was not, however, the Africa that Marcus Garvey,
Malcolm X, and all the “Black Moses” prophets of a return to a lost paradise
had told them about. The Africa of jazzmen remains located in oneiric and
mythical regions. Before he died, Malcolm X himself had started to gradually
translate his “Back to Africa” program to a less utopian plane: he would only
cite Africa as a potential collective reference. Originally, Africanity had been
a way to assert and strengthen the solidarity of black Americans. But on the
musical plane, Africanness was encouraged and valorized by the promoters of
cultural nationalism, foremost among them LeRoi Jones.
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In fact, if Africa still manifests itself in and through free jazz, it is less in the
accumulation of more or less artificial references (titles, “exotic” citations and
“African ambiance,” or even stage dress, dashikis, etc.) than in the revalorization and actualization of specifically African musical traits: the prominence of
rhythm, the new melodic functions of percussion, the use of instruments of
Western cultural tradition in novel and “Africanizing’ ways (Cecil Taylor plays
“percussion” piano, using the keyboard with a velocity, rhythmical figures and
melodic lines reminiscent of balafon players; Ornette Coleman and Alan Silva
reduced the melodic possibilities of the violin in order to explore what Western musicians had until then neglected: its rhythmic power, much in the way
of the old African one-string vielle).
This is especially clear in the reintroduction of vocality in the instrumental
discourse, an essentially black notion that white elements at play in jazz had
regularly attempted to minimize or obfuscate (as with the vibrato-less style
of cool jazz, the sound “purity” of white saxophonists such as Paul Desmond,
the mechanization of traditional jazz rhythms, etc.). Flow, (mis)treatments
of sound matter, accent and even mispronunciations, expressivity and emotional nuances of speech (shouts, moans, harangues, rage, insults, etc.): all the
qualities of human voice, the phonè, and through it the body, all come back in
the music of Archie Shepp, Albert Ayler, Roswell Rudd, Don Cherry, Ornette
Coleman. The constant connection of African music to speech, to the Word, to
language, also finds itself in the music:
Western distinctions between instrumental and vocal music are evidently unthinkable . . . where the human voice and musical instruments “speak” the same
language, express the same feelings, and unanimously recreate the universe each
time that thought is transformed into sound. Consequently, the words with
which they acclaim life are articulated in an equally careful manner.17
f) Exoticism

So as not to forbid themselves any possible source of formal renewal, so as to
widen as much as possible their field of action, universalize their music and
find correspondences beyond the ghetto in which cultural nationalists have
tended to trap music, free jazzmen have not limited their references to African
cultures and music. Probably to avoid falling into the trap of another westernization of their music, and under the more or less conscious influence of the
Black Muslims, they have generally turned to the East. John Coltrane first
pointed the way with pieces marked by the haunting and methodical sound
explorations of sitar players (“India”).
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Sun Ra, as early as 1958, also recorded a piece called “India”; he went on
to record pieces that referenced Ethiopia, Nubia, Africa, China (“Overtones
of China”), and Egypt. Yet these multiple musical explorations generated Sun
Ra’s least complex pieces, limited as they were by the composer’s choice to introduce exotic “eﬀects” (soon replaced by the solar system and cosmic spaces).
In fact, the referential trips undertaken by a few free jazzmen barely enriched
or transformed African American music, in that they were typical of a curiosity common to most musicians (no matter their race, nationality, or culture)
and only occasioned a very superficial approach to the cultural codes evoked
in passing. Rather, they brought instrumental borrowings to jazz, previously
unheard timbres, but also and especially another challenge to the status of instruments in black music. Once and for all, the instrument was brought down
to a more humble dimension: all sound producing tools could be put in the
service of jazz and widen its scope.
Nevertheless, these attempts at strengthening the non-white and nonWestern elements of jazz are perfectly in line within the escapist themes of
the dominant ideology in America. Fascination with the mythical East plays
on blacks much in the same way it does on whites: in both cases, it works in
agreement with the dominant ideology. The semi-failure of these “escape” attempts would demonstrate how ingrained contradictions between black and
white culture are, if openings to non-Western worlds were not so overdetermined by the internationalist evolution of black revolutionary ideology.
g) Westernism

There is nothing surprising, of course, about free jazz borrowing, citing, referencing, and alluding to Western cultural elements. From its birth, the music
of black Americans was marked by this embarrassing presence, and its entire
evolution was a series of conflicts and imbalances between moments of white
cultural predominance and moments where a more or less decisive revival of
Negro elements occurred. But the appearance of free jazz corresponds to the
first global attempt by black musicians to use a great number of white aesthetic products and cultural signs—while more or less systematically challenging
and deconstructing them.
“Everything I’ve lived, I am,” says Cecil Taylor. “I am not afraid of European
influences. The point is to use them—as Ellington did—as part of my life as an
American Negro.”18 An admirer of Bartok and Stravinski, he added:
[John Cage] doesn’t have the right to make any comment about jazz, nor
would Stravinski have any right to make evaluations about jazz, because they
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don’t know the tradition jazz came out of. I’ve spent years in school learning
about European music and its traditions, but these cats don’t know a thing
about Harlem except that it’s there.19

Cecil Taylor’s case exemplifies the conflict of two cultures in black musicians.
He is without a doubt the free jazzman that has most often been accused of
letting himself be influenced by modern European composers. In fact, like
many middle class black people, Taylor received the kind of education where
only Western cultural norms were considered worthwhile. He only discovered
black musical traditions through the randomness of family tastes, encounters,
and personal experience. He came to jazz as if by reaction to, or revolt against,
a culture that had been imposed on him. At all levels, though, he was a musician by Western training. If this cultural baggage did not turn out to be an obstacle, it might have been because Taylor only kept of Western music what in it
was already internal contestation: Bartok, who revalorized folkloric themes by
imposing a resolutely modern approach upon them; Stravinski, whose mix of
rigor and violence, reinforced by barbarian rhythms, announced Taylor’s own
ambiguities (Western/African); and, of course, composers of serial music who,
long before him, had conceived of the piano as a percussion instrument. Taylor’s music is the privileged location for a novel conflict between two modernities: that of the West, in more or less open revolt against its own traditions,
and another one at play in polyrhythmic improvisations, attempting to reach
the surface of black American man’s music from an African depth.
With Albert Ayler, everything happens more brutally, schematically, but
also in more exhaustive fashion, to the extent that the saxophonist tackles
a great variety of Western musical genres: the subculture of marching bands,
ditties, and other “minor forms” that bourgeois culture reserves for the working classes; the two dialectically opposed terms of his music (white references,
black revolts) which he forces to contradict each other (by alternating them
in his pieces). To these, he adds an intermediary element: strings and refined
musical combinations treated in the European manner, which, far from solving
the primary contradictions, complicates them. Then he uses all the elements
of Western origin he can lay his hands on in succession in his works: Indian
chants in “Love Cry” (an homage to the first colonized and despoiled people of
the New Continent), the incongruously syrupy harpsichord of “Love Flower”
and “Angels,” up to the “‘yeah, yeah yeah,’ which the Beatles high-jacked from
Ray Charles”20 and the “less sophisticated (but no less Body-based) popular
music of urban Negroes—which was known as Rhythm and Blues before the
whites appropriated and distilled it into a product they called Rock and Roll.”21
Ambiguous in Taylor’s music, where two homologous and yet contradictory
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cultural strands interact, hypertrophied in Ayler’s, where immiscible musical
genres are deliberately and roughly opposed, this traditional antagonism is
in both cases the object of an excess unprecedented in the history of black
American music. Don Cherry’s experimentations with white musician Jon Appleton (playing the cornet, the flute and varied other instruments, Cherry is
confronted with a succession of electronic sounds programmed by Appleton)
and the free jazz treatment applied by Dave Burrell to such great pieces as Puccini’s “La Vie de Bohème”22 are interesting as curiosities or sound happenings.
Nevertheless, neither stages the white/black cultural conflict so powerfully as
Cecil Taylor’s and Albert Ayler’s music.
The enormous enterprise undertaken by Archie Shepp is reminiscent of
Taylor’s and Ayler’s approaches. Shepp restores to black music everything that
could have marked it; he confronts it with to people, events, and other musical
genres that, one way or another, have played in jazz or on its peripheries. Commenting on his “On This Night (If that Great Day Would Come),”23 a piece dedicated to W. E. B. Du Bois, he mentioned wanting to realize “a synthesis of my
vision of contemporary America as a man of color. . . . In all these elements—
and that is the essence of ‘On This Night’—there is the presence of a people
struggling for its emancipation. ‘That Great Day’ is the day of liberation.” The
sound climate of this resolutely black combat piece is undoubtedly rather surprising: it features a singer (a soprano of perfectly “classical” training, probably more used to singing Gustav Mahler’s “Kindertoten Lieder” or Brahms
melodies than the compositions of a free jazz saxophonist), who in fact echoes
a characteristic of Ellington’s music:24 the taste for “beautiful” (according to
Western norms) voices and dramatizations worthy of the masterpieces of European lyric art; a somber bass accompaniment played with a bow by Henry
Grimes; and more strikingly, a pianist—Archie Shepp himself—more influenced by the Webernian instrumentists of Pierre Boulez’s “Domaine Musical”
than by the masters of boogie or the disciples of Bud Powell. Thus does Shepp,
much in the way of Taylor and Ellington, accept in quasi-provocative fashion
the most westernized aspect of his music (which others strive to reduce). Over
time, from one piece to the other, he played with this contradiction (a bluesy
theme following a militant lied), and also by associating/opposing a text of aggressive and demanding content to a completely discrepant vocal and instrumental sound context: soft, corny, inscribed in the European romantic tradition. This discrepancy, this opposition of the message and the music, in truth
an insidious way to emphasize drama, can also be found in “Malcolm, Semper
Malcolm” and “Le Matin des Noirs.” On the contrary, when Shepp takes over
such a futile thematic element as “The Girl of Ipanema,” he strives to negrify/
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dramatize it in order to, here again, isolate contact and rupture points between
the culture of the colonized and the dominant cultural codes and ideology.
h) Jazz/Blues

What Archie Shepp’s music takes charge of, more than anything, is the history of jazz. In almost all his pieces, there is first an obvious homage to Duke
Ellington who—like Charles Mingus—he considers to have prefigured all the
yet underexploited possibilities of black music. Faithful to Ellington’s melodic
lines and ambiances, Shepp also details them, emphasizes them; he accentuates their sentimental aspects, conducts a true rereading of them. Similarly,
he plays and analyzes traditional blues, rhythm and blues, his predecessors’
style (Coleman Hawkins, Ben Webster, Rollins, Coltrane), Monk’s oeuvre
(“Crepuscule with Nellie”), the life of bluesman Sonny Boy Williamson, rock
(with Chico Hamilton: “The Dealer”), and marching bands. Concerned about
authenticity, Shepp summons to sessions, where the entire history of black music is rewritten and actualized, the very people who participated in it: boppers
Philly Joe Jones, Walter Bishop Jr, Roy Haynes, middle jazzman Don Byas,
blues harmonicists Julio Finn and Chicago Beau. . . . The very makers of past
forms of jazz now work at reconstructing it, play their own role as reference,
self-citation, and reinscription.
Marion Brown also rewrites the history of jazz, but through that of his
instrument, the alto saxophone—from Benny Carter and the Ellingtonian
Johnny Hodges to Ornette Coleman.
For the musicians of the Art Ensemble of Chicago, jazz’s past, New Orleans
style, religious hymns, etc. are very clearly targets. Like Shepp, they reread and
rewrite the history of Afro-American music, but their work on yesterday’s jazz
is more often ironic: they contest, contradict, and mock, like musical clowns
of sorts. This enterprise of derision in some ways expands upon Ayler’s own
work. The diﬀerence is that Ayler sincerely and naively saw himself as the depository of the “joyous” forces of New Orleans jazz:
The power of Bechet’s timbre, for example, the power of his vibrato, that
was fascinating. For me he represented the true spirit, the full power of life,
which many old musicians had and musicians no longer have now. I hope I can
replace this spirit in the music we play. We try to do now what musicians like
Armstrong used to do: their music was joy. Beauty appeared in it. It was this
way in the beginning, this way it shall be in the end. One day everything will
be as it should be.25
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The need for jubilation, the nostalgia for the “good old times” of New Orleans:
Ayler looks for them in the marching bands and brass bands that walk down
Canal Street on holidays and in the basic beats of rhythm and blues and rock
and roll, or in the black churches and in sermon-like refrains.
i) Voices/Texts

Shepp’s or LeRoi Jones’s poems (“Black Dada Nihilismus,” “Black Art”) backed
by brass, strings, and skins, caressed or brutalized; quasi-orgasmic alternations of howls and moans from the inheritors of Abbey Lincoln (Patty Waters:
“Black is the Color of My True Love’s Hair”; Linda Sharrock’s “Black Woman”);
the instrumentalization of the voice expands the range of virtuosity of bop
singers, with Jeanne Lee (who was also influenced by the European techniques
of sprechgesang, which she negrifies with blues intonations and rhythmical effects borrowed from soul music). Poems again, recited (like Mingus, like Coltrane in “Love Supreme”) by the AACM musicians, chants and preachings
from Albert Ayler (who introduces himself to his audience in the fashion of
bluesmen), but also mouth noises (Anthony Braxton, the Art Ensemble of
Chicago), laments of Native American origin (Maurice McIntyre, Ayler again),
choirs added to Sun Ra’s diﬀerent Arkestras to comment on and announce
the stages of his “trips into infinite space” (“Next stop Mars,” “We travel the
spaceways,” etc.), the trills and vocalizations of Leon Thomas, who by Pharoah
Sanders’s side transforms scat’s onomatopoeias into a kind of Negro yodel,
the satirical sketches and happenings of the Art Ensemble of Chicago (“Old
Time Religion”), Alan Shorter and Archie Shepp’s aggressive yells at the Festival of Antibes (July 1970), Sunny Murray’s poems. . . . From all directions, at
all levels of free jazz, chants, discourses, poems, or voice-derived noises burst
and respond to each other. Inheritance and actualization of the blues, confessions, critique, prayers, simple sound eﬀects, all these vocal manifestations,
through their extraordinary diversity, actualize the power of the word and the
shout that is always at play in black history. But contrary to preceding eras of
jazz, the discourses of free jazz, no matter their form (articulated or not, made
of words or of the accumulation of quasi-visceral sounds), place themselves
outside of the formal frames of the blues and traditional “songs” of jazz. They
target the essence of the blues: their discourse and functionality. In freeing
themselves completely from the structures imposed by singing, they evoke
the work songs and dirty dozens, but also pamphlets, petitions, manifestos,
slave complaints: “If my music doesn’t suﬃce, I will write you a poem, a play.
I will say to you in every instance: Strike the ghetto. Let my people go!’”26 The
sound evolutions of free jazz have paved the way for, and made possible, this
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vocal explosion; the exasperation of timbres, the frantic vocalization of instruments, the appearance of extraneous noises, first tolerated and then encouraged, indicated the imminence of free jazz’s shouts.

9. Music/Politics
You can’t blow up three children and a church without it somehow reflecting
itself in some aspect of our cultural experience. That’s what the avant-garde is
about, I think.
—Archie Shepp, “Blindfold Test,” Down Beat 33 (1966).

In Chapters 5 and 6, we isolated certain points where Afro-American music
interacts with the economic and social structures of white capitalist America
and therefore with the political history of black Americans, which is itself produced by these structures as their repression and/or remnants. We have attempted to show how some jazz “styles,” musical forms, and aesthetic choices
have been linked to specific moments in extra-musical fields (economic conditions and their translation in ideological terms into political consciousness
and cultural trends). From the beginning, black musical productions have
played into the themes and ideological modes of white bourgeois American society, whether by achieving them, echoing them, explaining them, or instead
by attempting to separate from them, defend and react against them. This music takes place in the contradictions of this society, not only because it bears
the traces of its influence, but also because it is one of the forces struggling
against it.
Black Americans relate in a variety of ways to the system that exploits them
economically, socially, and culturally: resignation, acceptance, redeeming participation, resistance, nationalist or revolutionary struggle. Each option is
echoed in the evolution of jazz, which appears as one of the privileged tools of
black ideology and one of the central stakes of its struggle against dominant
white ideology. Jazz is torn between these forces that simultaneously make it,
structure it—and attempt, by excluding their counterpart, to use it for their
sole profit. The economic, social, and racial contradictions at the origin of jazz
have not disappeared. They have not been flattened by the development of
jazz, by what we have long believed to be its infinite ability to “synthesize,”
because these contradictions have not been erased or sublimated in the wider
social field. The vision of the origin and evolution of jazz as a crossroads of
original influences gradually blended into each other, boiled down to a specific unit, is an ecumenical myth. There was no crossing or mix but a struggle
between dominant and oppressed influences, the latter resisting only through
increasingly marked emphasis on its diﬀerences. Free jazz takes up and radicalizes all these diﬀerences. Far from rejecting jazz history, it inscribes itself in
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it as both a break from the commercial and ideological domination of American bourgeois values, and as the inheritor of the many attempts at resistance
against these values. That it continues this tradition determines the success
of the break: the music of Ayler and Shepp bases its rejection of the colonized
forms of jazz on, and reinforces it through, rewriting these forms, through
quoting and recontextualizing styles, themes, and figures belonging to the
“past” of jazz.
The term free jazz, as we have just seen, covers profoundly diverse musical styles. Ten years of development necessarily produced varied concepts and
forms, among diﬀerent musicians but also in the evolution of specific musicians. One must note that such evolution was rare in jazz before the advent
of the free phenomenon: each musician, once he had found his “style,” was
thereafter defined by it. One could perfect it but would not challenge it. It took
free jazz to upend the musical conceptions of musicians stemming from bop
(Coltrane, Rollins), cool (Konitz), and even Dixieland (Lacy). Such diversity
and contradictions make it impossible to reduce the free phenomenon to a
“style” or a “school”: as with bop, nothing unifies free jazz musically. Much to
the contrary, its specific, principal characteristic is the diversity of musical material and forms. Yet these contradictions within compositions themselves do
not float randomly: they are produced and regulated by this music’s historical
inscription. What defines the free phenomenon as an ensemble—what articulates and structures the multiplicity of its musical manifestations is their common overdetermination by history, by social relations, political and ideological
struggles, and cultural attitudes towards previous jazz.
To the extent that free jazz was historically produced as the reaction(s) of
certain black musicians against the dominant forms of jazz, free music defines
itself first as a break/rejection, or a transformation/rewriting of these forms.
Free jazz’s formal experiments continue in musical form a critical reading of
the history of jazz, its cultural and economic alienation. From the get-go, there
is in free jazz’s work on musical material a cultural, ideological, and political
point of view connected to and inscribed in the wider cultural, ideological,
and political struggles of black Americans. If, as we have attempted to demonstrate, the history of jazz is indeed the history of a struggle between black and
white conceptions, between Afro-American and colonialist cultures, then free
jazz intervenes in this history and the struggles that produced it as a reflection.
This is why, whether they be explicitly politicized or not, free jazz musicians
produce work that is inevitably politically inscribed, not only because these
musicians live at the heart of the same economic and racial contradictions as
the black masses (see 1. e), but also because their musical work targets the
musical eﬀects of these contradictions on jazz.
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Free jazz mixes and works a multiplicity of cultural codes into itself; a true
dialectics of opposites is at work in this music, which targets, quotes, and reinscribes diﬀerent alienated forms of jazz, transgresses or rejects cultural taboos
and aesthetic norms. Economic and political determinants long contained in
a musical elsewhere return violently to music in free jazz. This complex combination of factors soon became an issue in the approaches to the movement
of those (mostly white, as we have seen) jazz critics who only had at their
disposal definitions of jazz they had themselves designed, references and links
only to their own Western culture, wherein the notion of art holds a central
and forbidding position.
Literally disoriented by the new music, jazz critics—as if they felt personally targeted for building up jazz as an art and aesthetically normalizing its
forms—reacted with symptomatic rage. “Progressive” critics—those who had
defended bop against the “true jazz” faithful, those who had coined the “modern jazz” label, who had encouraged the influence of contemporary Western
music on jazz (Gunther Schuller’s experimentations and Third Stream jazz)—
did not hesitate, in order to mark the break, to pick up Panassié’s old anathema: “This is not jazz.” Indeed, this was not the “jazz” which white America
and critics had systematically valorized and authenticated as “black American
music;” this was not “white jazz,” but this had more in common with black
Americans than what passed for jazz had had in the previous thirty years.
Until recently, most jazz magazines, when they bothered to mention the
likes of Ornette Coleman, Albert Ayler, Sun Ra, Archie Shepp, Don Cherry,
Sunny Murray, Milford Graves, and even already famous musicians like Eric
Dolphy, John Coltrane, or Sonny Rollins, accused them of not knowing how to
play, of playing nonsense, of playing tricks on audiences. Critics also presented
them as clowns or provocateurs, impostors or aesthetes lost in abstruse experiments and severed from the “popular roots of jazz.” The first accusations
simply denote the incapacity to musically and culturally appreciate music that
upends certain deep-rooted habits and codes believed to be universal and
eternal. The second—and very common—kind of accusations was a belated
reactivation of Panassié’s anti-intellectualism. First, one posits that since jazz
is (or used to be) entertainment music, simple—and therefore somewhat
primitive—dance music, it fit the masses, according to the ideology that the
masses like the easiest—that is, the lowest—things. From there, one deduces
that since free jazz is “incomprehensible music,” it has nothing left to do with
the masses, which will “understand it even less.” This is truly about confusing the cultural demands of the masses and the cultural, but also political and
economic demands of the dominant ideology. The question of what the cultural needs of black Americans could be is here masked by what dominant
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ideology attributes to them, inculcates in them, and formulates in their stead
as demand. Because free jazz endeavors to challenge what dominates popular
“tastes,” what conditions the mass’s demand, it strives not to cut away from
the masses themselves, but from the ideology that runs through them, blinds
them, speaks in their name so as to perpetuate their exploitation. In its critique of ideology, free jazz connects with the political demands and needs of
the black masses. Free jazz is closer to the masses, and better addresses their
interests by attacking the very idea that they have of their own music, the jazz
that we have seen so often used to serve their enemies. Speaking suddenly
in the name of the “popular nature” of jazz, critics not only misunderstand
the role and the very notion of dominant ideology; they actually reinforce its
domination. That some critics reject and hate free jazz shows that it constitutes, within the relative importance of aesthetics and culture, a danger for
dominant ideology and what it has produced as a function of music (entertainment, escape, fantasy fulfillment) and art.
What is at stake in these reactions—which often only express themselves
through insult—is not simply a quarrel between styles or generations. Nor
does it merely amount to shaking up musical forms and formulas, or even
the periodic readjustments of criteria of “beauty” and “ugliness” (Ornette
Coleman tells the tale: “Once I played for ten minutes for a conference of the
American Architects’ Association—it was for a discussion entitled ‘Beauty and
Ugliness.’ . . . They told me that I represented ugliness”1). It is not only music
and aesthetics that are at stake here.
Yet, we will note two things.
First, critics of free jazz—when they attempt to build an argument2—take
pains to position themselves on a strictly musical plane, notably banishing
from their discourse considerations of musicians’ race in the name of antiracism, which here serves to cover up antihistoricity. They dismiss politics in
musicians’ statements or even such explicit signs of political commitment as
appear in the titles or references of certain compositions. They do this in the
name of the principle of separation between the personal comments of artists and the texts in their oeuvre, the latter alone being worthy of analysis.
In bourgeois ideology the author is held—explicitly or implicitly—more or
less irresponsible. Only the music, then, can be discussed, not the musicians’
ideas, and since music itself “expresses nothing.” It is therefore only in the
field of musicology, and in the name of jazz’s musical values and truths alone,
that these critiques intervene.
Second, free jazz indeed sets itself apart from previous jazz musically on a
number of points we discussed in III: rhythm, theme, improvisation, structure, role of instruments. . . .
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On the matter of musical diﬀerences between free jazz and jazz, critics are
somewhat relevant: indeed, they reject free jazz precisely because of its musical diﬀerences, which they deem disastrous. These diﬀerences exist, and critics
certainly have a right not to like them, and to choose certain forms and styles
of jazz over others. We will go further yet: critiques about the musical traits of
free jazz are inevitably and automatically relevant since they are based on, and
programmed by, a conception of jazz that already pertains to a certain kind of
jazz. Free jazz rejects both the conception and the music. This contradiction
is precisely that to which critics remain blind. The sum of the diﬀerences between jazz and free jazz may be made of musical facts, yet it does not concern
only musical facts; through them, it also influences a conception of music, that
is to say something at the junction of the musical (aesthetic) field and the cultural field in their common relation to ideology.
What critics do not question (or see) is why these striking aspects of jazz,
rather than others, are the ones from which free jazz musicians want to break
away. These traits, and no other, because to free jazz musicians they are the
most heavily laden with non-musical (cultural, ideological, commercial) investments. Critics do not see this because they have contributed to position, invest, and co-opt those characteristics of jazz contested by free jazz musicians.
They have helped manufacture and valorize them so as to serve their own ideological and commercial interests, following their own cultural demand. When
critics swear they are only speaking of musical facts, they are lying to themselves and misunderstanding all that is determined by the dominant ideology
of a capitalist society and Western culture in their own aesthetic criteria and
conception of art, in what they consider musical or not, etc. Consequently, by
locating the debate only at the level of “musical diﬀerences” between jazz and
free jazz, critics forbid themselves from even questioning the raison d’être of
these musical diﬀerences. The evolution of free jazz is therefore magically put
down to the growth of a malignant disease of jazz: “decadence.” It becomes
a kind of self-justification for critics, who “were right to love” such and such
form of jazz.
A critical attitude is labeled “musical” that aims 1) to judge free jazz by the
criteria of jazz; 2) to condemn free jazz as degenerate or inauthentic because of
its distance from these criteria (which it rejects, but this is never mentioned);
3) to preserve jazz from any possible “contamination” by, or self-assessment
through, free jazz: the counterfeit form cannot contest the authentic form; 4)
for the public and for musicians (encouraged to keep playing music that is easily accepted) try to perpetuate under the name of jazz a neutral, harmless kind
of music presented as location for and proof of cultural and racial integration;
5) to systematically devaluate the avant-garde work performed by free jazz be-
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cause it is part of a wider political project on ideology; 6) finally, to confirm
the—necessarily “beneficial”—influence of Western music and aesthetics on
jazz; in other words, to justify the economic and ideological exploitation of
the music of black Americans, and dispossess them of their music more or less
completely.
Critics mobilize against free jazz because it no longer plays jazz’s game—a
game where until then capitalism and its ideology always won.
Ideology, commerce and Western criticism invested increasingly more into
the forms of jazz, leading to a conception of jazz given as eternal and universal. Free jazz means to break with this “civilized” view of jazz regulated—
more or less explicitly—by a very Western concern for clarity, balance, and
elegance. It applies even to dashes of sonic violence, which like spices foster
an excitement that does not compromise its satisfaction, its return to normal.
Jazz owed its “universality” and commercial success to its value as distraction;
in free jazz distraction collapses, perhaps to the benefit of its utter contrary,
playfulness, which because it demands involvement and work on the part of
the audience, annihilates distraction. It was asked that jazz be played without taking risks; that it provide joy, based both on a system reassuring for
the regularity of smooth, automatic resolutions for rhythmic tension, and on
the intensive use of a sound whose restricted register allowed only for those
sounds immediately agreeable to the ear. Resolving rhythmic tension easily
and satisfying norms of audibility are the two axes along which develop all the
criteria and definitions used to conceptualize jazz. In its least co-opted manifestations,3 free jazz cares little about these two laws. This showed in many
reviews about the unbearable aggressiveness of free jazz, its “inaudibility,” its
upsetting character at the sensory level, which all point to the musical refusal
of the notion that free jazz is determined by resistance that expresses bourgeois ideology and culture in a “conception of jazz.” Not only do those reviews
evoke the comfort of habits,4 but they also testify to a value system: that of
Judeo-Christian civilization, which conceives itself as the center of all civilizations, a unique and universal reference, where Art has a central and superior
position. Art as an equivalent and substitute for God (terms such as “oeuvre,”
“creation,” “genius,” “inspiration” and their inflation in criticism, aesthetics,
or even bourgeois conversation indicate the sacralization of artistic work) embodies in the Western system the “purity of Idea,” conceived as transhistorical,
bereft of contingences, contradictions, work, a place for boundless pleasure
(the fantasy of capitalism), the place of the demiurgic/magical domination of
the world. Yet everything in free jazz is done to upset this “purity,” to counter
its qualities: the multiplicity of cultural codes at play in free jazz alone opposes a polycentrism to Western ethnocentrism. Further yet, free jazz bears
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traces of toil (improvisation does not give music as result but as production),
eﬀort, traces of the physical, the corporeal: voices, gestures, the very sounds
of instruments (whose material, touch, resistance are neither erased nor sublimated but indeed incessantly inscribed in the musical outcome; they mark
it), phonics (shouts, grunts, onomatopeia, etc.), “infra-musical” noises (hits,
percussions), and finally, inseparable from corporeality, a certain dirtiness (in
non-academic playing techniques, non-harmonious sounds, amusical, raw,
unformed vocals, violence and obscenity in singing and speaking). Note also
the complexity and variability of formal structures, which cannot be reduced
to a unit (of composition, tone, register, genre, etc.—the fantasy of unity in
Art does not recognize how it is determined by the dominant ideology—it
negates class struggle—or by theology). Note finally excesses that go beyond
the measure that supposedly proves mastery in art (along the same ideological
and theological determinations as unity).
Everything that the Western idea of Art censors in the arts lives in free
jazz—which should suﬃce to show that it does not pertain to this civilization
or culture, but to their refuse: another civilization and culture—and everything it strove to censor in jazz—returns in free jazz. Everything, including
especially political determination, banned from bourgeois art as “impure.”
But we have seen (Chapter 7) that all forms of black music have been more
or less linked in their appearance and development to the political history of
black Americans, to their social, economic, and racial situation (not to go as
far back as the functionality of African music). For black musicians living and
producing in a political situation, and working on an aesthetic practice built in
reaction to social and political history (Shepp said in 1965 “we are convinced
that the forms of jazz must be developed to coincide with a brand new artistic,
social, cultural, and economic context. Some will find it strange that the word
jazz would figure by realities as cold and tough as society or the economy; yet
we cannot deny that the music’s origins and its ulterior developments take
root in social structures”5), the political place of their music goes without saying, though it never fails to clash with bourgeois conceptions of art as marginal, separated from politics, protected from social practice by society. Black
Americans see their culture, their art, and their music as produced by, and
lived as, moments in the social whole about which they testify, which they
help reveal, among whose forces they number. For the dominant ideology in
the West, culture, art, and especially music are a supplement of pleasure.
Musicians’ statements testify to the force of this black conception of music:
If you don’t live it, it won’t come out of your horn. (Charlie Parker6)
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My music is alive and it’s about the living and the dead, about good and evil.
It’s angry, yet it’s real. (Charles Mingus7)
I think that music is an instrument. It can create the initial thought patterns
that can change the thinking of people. (John Coltrane8)
It’s always been a tradition to express their points of view and human, social
and political demands in their music and poetry for Afro-American artists
such as Huddie Ledbetter, Bessie and Duke Ellington, to cite but a few. Everything from spirituals to Afro-American popular music reflects this without a
doubt. That is why our will to use artistic eﬀort as a basis to express human,
social and political demands is very natural. (Max Roach9)
Some of us are more bitter about the way things are going. We are only an
extension of that entire civil rights—Black Muslims—black nationalist
movement that is taking place in America. That is fundamental to our music.
(Archie Shepp10)
You have to connect people to the realities of life, and this apparently happens
through jazz these days. Whether or not they feel aversion to what they hear,
it is essential that they have a reaction. (Walt Dickerson11)
Is music black? I don’t believe you can say that it’s black, white, green or colorless. What’s obvious when I’m playing (if I’m sincere) is that, since I’m black, I
play from the so-called black experience. (Bill Dixon12)

The variety of (more or less radical) political options one can read in these
statements reinforces their common concern with associating music to black
issues and struggles. Such an attitude can only upset the Western conception
of music as necessarily apolitical: histories of European music condescendingly allow a little room for so-called “politically committed” music, a “musical
genre” among others, but the “poorest.” First, bourgeois critics and aestheticians deem it impossible that music could be produced in circumstances that
would not involve “inspiration,” “grace,” “the mystery of creation,” ordinary,
daily, collective circumstances ruled by the “sordid” class and race struggles,
rather than the “sublime” conflicts of Matter and Spirit, of Form and Freedom.
Yet overall, according to (idealist) bourgeois aesthetics, music and the other arts are “autonomous,” as if they were made outside of, and above, social
relations, beyond economic, historical and social determinations. Art is the
domain of transcendence, a protected zone reserved for the elites, the place
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where society sublimates itself, far and safe from its realities. Art thus serves
in bourgeois societies to both localize and exploit fantasies of purity and perfection (actualizing the transcendental/divine Idea) but also to censor all that
idealism condemns in the name of the same notions of purity and perfection:
matter, disorder, social contradictions. We find again a string of oppositions;
high/low, spirit/matter, art/politics, unity/contradictions, order/chaos, etc.:
the bourgeois sanctification of Art is not innocent. In this aesthetic system,
music is considered the epitome of art, on top of the hierarchy precisely because it signifies nothing (that is to say, it only signifies the absolute of creation, God). Contrary to artistic practices using language (poetry, literature,
drama, cinema) and/or figuration (drama, cinema, painting), music exists
away from messages, representation, and signification. Its material holds it
out of the reach of the sensory issues with which other artistic practices have
to engage—which is why they are less “pure”—and thus allegedly out of the
historical and the social.
Stravinsky, who remarkably defined music from the most idealistic point of
view (“In the pure state, music is free speculation”), deserves to be cited on the
relation between music and politics:
Modern man is progressively losing his understanding of values and his sense
of proportions. This failure to understand essential realities is extremely serious. It leads us infallibly to the violation of the fundamental laws of human
equilibrium. In the domain of music there is a tendency to . . . degrade music
to servile employment and to vulgarize it by adapting it to the requirements
of an elementary utilitarianism. . . . Art is not and cannot be “a superstructure
based on conditions of production” in accordance with the wishes of the Marxists. Art is an ontological reality.13

Here a register and vocabulary symptomatic of idealist aesthetics join together
with a denial of history, utter scorn for politics, and antimaterialism. The idea
of music as what gives form to “the contrary of chaos,” “order as rule and law
against disorder,”14 as the place for the highest spirituality and achievement of
the notion of art in bourgeois societies, continues to dominate most musical
conceptions and practices. Bourgeois ideology doubles up on the sublime exigencies of aesthetics in imposing on music the most noble task of being “pure
entertainment.”
It is remarkable that alone among the arts music generates such massive,
almost delirious, idealist investment. Other signifying practices have striven—at least in their avant-gardes—to break away from the idealist conceptions that long ruled them, and build materialist theories. Resistance is stron-
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ger in music—undoubtedly because it has been laden with more “spirituality”
than the other arts, and that it long was a “model” for them. It is also because
materialist reflection is behind on the topic of music. Zhdanov’s interventions
on the subject did nothing to help: his dogmatism, mechanism, the brutal flattening of artistic practice under the political all denote on his part a complete
inability to theorize the musical.15 We do not pretend to intervene theoretically on the question of a materialist approach to musical practice (though
urgent, such an intervention is premature precisely because Marxist theory is
so behind on the topic). Yet we believe that the study of the free jazz phenomenon in its dual relation to previous forms of jazz and to the historical and
social forces that determine it should at least lead to asking questions from a
diﬀerent angle. It should help question if not the way musical material interacts with the socio-historical, at least how it is inserted and factors into the
socio-historical, and the fact that it pretends to an activist role beyond that of
“pure entertainment.”
In order to put in perspective the Western point of view on music, let us
quote Cameroonian musicologist Francis Bebey:
In the West music is considered as a pure art form. . . . Westerners are
frequently at a loss to understand the music of black Africa: the concepts of
Africans are so totally diﬀerent. Africans do not seek to combine sounds in a
manner pleasing to the ear. Their aim is simply to express life in all of its aspects through the medium of sound. But, whereas Western music is rather an
inadequate form of expression, the same can by no means be said of African
music. The African musician does not merely attempt to imitate nature by
means of musical instruments; he reverses the procedure by taking natural
sounds and incorporating them in his music. . . . Thus, music is clearly an integral part of the life of every African individual from the moment of his birth.
The musical games played by children are never gratuitous; they are a form of
musical training which prepares them to participate in all areas of adult activity—fishing, hunting, farming, grinding maize, attending weddings, funerals,
dances, and by necessity, even fleeing rom wild animals. This explains why
every conceivable sound has its place in traditional African music, whether in
its natural form as it is produced by the object or animal in question, or reproduced by an instrument that imitates them as faithfully as possible.16

Free jazz more or less returns to the imitative nature of African music and its
evocation of material and bodily sounds, which are considered scandalous in
Western conceptions.
But this is not its most scandalous aspect: indeed, jazz’s borrowings from
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exotic cultures are close to being accepted as folk elements. What is not so easily accepted is the social displacement of music, its restitution to functionality,
its inscription in the relations of production. This, in our mind, is the point
where the free jazz phenomenon is crucial: it puts up front its role in the political struggles of the avant-garde, and oﬀers a practice of activist art where
art no longer serves the dominant class. Bourgeois culture, idealist aesthetics,
and the dominant ideology have long attempted to repress such a practice of
art—and succeeded.
Needless to say, it is not our goal to renew Zhdanov’s flattening of art in asserting that since black struggles are now revolutionary struggles, their music
is, ipso facto, revolutionary too (and here we disagree with Stokely Carmichael:
“Revolutionaries? Shit man, the only revolutionaries I’ve ever seen I met in a
jazz cellar”17). Neither will the compilation of free jazz’s “revolutionary” titles
be enough; numerous as they are, there are such things as fashions and markets for revolution. It seems to us that it is the overall strength of free jazz’s
traits that justifies its qualification as militant. Free jazz is characterized by an
emphasis on political signalization (in the musicians’ statements, the titles of
their compositions . . . ), but its militant status is especially clear in that the
contradictions between varied cultural codes, musical material, and multiple
historical traces at work in this music (see Chapter 8) are productive contradictions to the extent that they are truly problematic. They are not simply cosmetic, as is the case, for example, in the many borrowings on which pop music
thrives. These contradictions connect to and participate in the contradictions
of the cultural, historical, and social in black America.
Free jazz’s militancy is also clear on the ideological plane (see Chapter 1):
black revolutionary forces work essentially against American capitalism’s
dominant ideology. Black Americans are a racial minority in white America:
they represent 12 percent of the population (roughly twenty-three million
people). This minority is divided—it does not constitute a class—though the
great majority are either proletarians or unemployed. Yet, though small in
number, the black bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie carry great influence because they are imbued with dominant ideology and convey it unto the masses.
Yet this ideology carries its own contradiction: because of slavery, of segregation (“separate but equal,” which in a capitalist system means all are equal
in exploitation), social injustice, school and employment inequality, the black
masses are more or less clearly convinced of their fatal “inferiority,” a feeling
reinforced by Christian ideology and the constant eﬀects of racism. Yet constantly faced with harsh economic exploitation, endlessly made aware of their
rejection by white society, the black masses live in a state of political struggle
and have reached a point where they could massively fall to the side of revolu-
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tion. Only the dominant ideology prevents them from doing so: we have seen
how, in practice, this ideology is so often contradicted that it cannot operate
durably. Political activists work on this breaking point. The goal is to make
black masses aware of the nature of the painful exploitation they suﬀer daily.
The cultural weapon is one of the means of achieving awareness: to spread
black culture, to valorize black compositions, is to shake the foundations of
white cultural domination, which is also economic domination. Speaking of
knowledge and circulation of the culture of colonized countries, Michel Leiris
declared:
Such studies, showing that those cultures, reputed to be less advanced or
cruder than ours, are worthy to be taken seriously and are often, indeed,
marked by true greatness, can in fact only help those who are their more or
less direct representatives to get rid of the inferiority complex that has been
fostered among many by the colonial regime, a complex that induces too many
of them to regard as the only “culture” deserving of the name that which they
have learned from the Europeans, who constitute a privileged caste in their
country.18

In a colonial situation, culture is directly determined by politics: culture either belongs to the colonized or to the colonizers. That is to say, if it is not
revolutionary, culture is automatically at the service of dominant ideology
and capitalism. There is no middle term; an Africanist culturalism that does
not reject capitalism helps perpetuate it, and thus feeds the dominant ideology. There is no room for “autonomy” in the cultural sphere, nor for floating
artistic practices: if art is not committed to serve the black masses, it serves
the exploiters. The very harshness of social relations and the brutality of class
struggle doubled by racism both contribute to radicalize the fields they determine, and forbid transitions. Black culture can only be either revolutionary or
an accomplice: it is either rooted in the history of black Americans which the
great majority of black artistic production takes into account,19 or it diminishes the importance of black history, excludes itself from it, integrates into
the master’s history, by conforming to the system of repression and defense
of American society. There is no third way, no point of synthesis between these
two cultures, these two histories, because they are in a state of violent, antagonistic contradiction: every event in the dominant history produces an event in
the other history, a kind of negative or refuse.
Black studies,20 but also the work of political activists (from Garveyites and
Black Muslims to black nationalists and Black Panthers in black universities
and in the ghettoes) perform the huge task of exhuming black history and
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building a culture whose specificity is twofold: it has long been restrained, negated, hijacked, and masked; it has nevertheless begun to resist these assaults.
The dominant ideology did not swallow or assimilate the dominated culture.
The process of synthetic resolution of diﬀerences has stopped, and syncretism
has proved a failure, for a variety of reasons. White society profoundly rejected
blacks—it also attracted them, pushed them to servile imitation, enacting a
double exclusion. Simultaneously, white society took what it wanted in black
forms of expression, especially in music,21 culturally pillaged them and profited from them in the same way it profited from the economic exploitation of
the black masses: a double spoliation, rejection through scorn. Afro-American
culture built along such rejections: it is the product of resistance to a system of
interconnected, endlessly repeating aggressions; it is what remains of it, what
remains to be taken and/or destroyed.
Free jazz has chosen its side: culturally, it testifies to black situation and
struggles, and reacts against the hijacking of black music by white interests.
The eﬀort of most historians and critics in keeping discussions on jazz and
free jazz on the aesthetic plane is not innocent. Building Afro-American music as a sequence autonomous from the social whole, not taking into account
its connection to other fields, valorizing it as “art,” amounts to censoring its
production process, its historical, social, and economic determinations, its
conditions of production and existence, its economic dependence. Debates on
style and form have modestly covered the economic and the political, where
the struggles of black Americans and the very possibility of their music are decided.
And such was indeed their function: by emphasizing aesthetics, by pointing
exclusively at the stylistic, “purely musical” aspects of Afro-American music
in order to valorize or devalorize them, those debates promote ideological interferences meant to deny the music its revolutionary character—not at the
formal level, where all “revolutions” are accepted, if not required, but in social
practice, and in relation to the place of the “artist” and of his productions in
society. It is by changing the very conditions of artistic production that forms
will be most radically changed. No doubt some would like to keep this hidden
as long as possible.

Preface
to the 1979 Edition
To the Soledad and Attica brothers
To Jonathan and George Jackson

Free jazz today is more marginalized than it has been in the past fifteen years;1
clearly, it is still disturbing. The living and necessary force with which it breaks
away from the commercial and cultural banalization of music is now more
dominant than ever.
Free jazz, inasmuch as it had ever sneaked into the media, the big record
company catalogues and institutional concerts, has now been thrown out of
them. It is now barely tolerated on cultural radio stations; it has many times
been declared dead and buried by so many docile critics eager to please. It has
found refuge or been quarantined in peripheral festivals, clubs, and concerts;
but free jazz resists.
Because under this name, or others, or under no name whatsoever, free jazz
is the music that from their places of exile, of wandering and poverty, many
young musicians get together to play, produce, and broadcast, whether they
be black, white, American, or, increasingly, European, in spite of everything. It
plays with and within contemporary musical creations related to the Western
cultural network and therefore far from jazz traditions.2 Yet the crucial aspect
of the resistance embodied by free jazz lies in that today it is still played in its
full meaning: as a music that refuses, that disobeys, that divides; a music that
fights.
This sense remains in spite of the ideological variations and political avatars in the recent history of black struggles in the United States:3 we emphasized that free jazz never could be reduced to a simple musical representation
of these struggles, although it is intimately linked to them as a historically
determined moment in Afro-American music. It was an eﬀect of the struggles
rather than a reflection; better yet, it was what was manifested of them and
through them in the symbolic field. Free jazz was saying, and still is saying,
that music is the stake of struggles and that there is no such thing as innocent
aesthetics. Now that the Black Power of the 1960s is but the ghost of a reality,
an exhibit in the political slogans museum, free jazz such as it is played is to be
valued even more than before as the demand, the assertion, the radicalization
of an ideological involvement in music.
No music is socially inactive, ideologically meaningless, or without eﬀect
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on the cultural formatting of behaviors. Suﬃce it to observe the mass scale
on which, above fashion and fads, dominant types of music nowadays tend
to be unified by the media into a new musical order (from taxi-specific music
on French radio stations to the neutrality of disco). Observe how, once it is
advertised, normalized, automatized (who plays for whom? Who sings, who
performs?) this mono-music trains bodies to listen indiﬀerently, locks them
into programs of more and more uniform rhythms and dances.
It is this social dream of regulation through music—among other things—
that free jazz—among other turbulences—comes to disturb, if only in that it
accomplishes, amplifies, and sometimes exacerbates the other image of the
body—unchained, unpredictable, and rebellious—that jazz has always implied and put forward.
Media appropriation and management of music in our societies lead to the
selection of dominant musical forms designed not to contradict each other,
and tending—because this is how the media works—to a form of hegemony
that should not only be thought of in quantitative terms, but also in qualitative terms: indeed, it monopolizes musical space, but it also levels diﬀerences
through a syncretism of musical brands, censors the diﬀerentiated histories of
musics and of their symbolic incidences.
In a world where the dogma of quietness and the love of security are being
inculcated everywhere, the superb obstinacy of today’s musicians in refusing
to box their music in the frames of this disciplinary commercial order, in positing musical intertextuality in terms of contradictions and breaks rather than
mixes and overlaps, in not wanting sound or social hygiene—each would be
enough to render all free musics somewhat unbearable. As for us, we see urgency and necessity in these musics. And if to that which aspires to an eternal
balance of tensions, anything that moves, be it beauty, is always violence. Too
bad.

Preface
to the 2000 Edition
Free Jazz, Oﬀ Program, Oﬀ Topic, Oﬀ Screen

What is in the love for jazz?
Beauty, emotion, nostalgia, excitement, youth, revolt; all of that, without a
doubt.
But first, a taste for new paths.
A vivid desire for the unheard-of.
Not necessarily for new music, or new musical forms,
But for music constantly renewed.
Music that, even after you listen to it for the thousandth time, can still convince you that it’s coming for the first time.
And that it could still be completely diﬀerent.
And that if it isn’t diﬀerent, if it is
as it should be and how it will always be,
it owes it to the nameless beauties of chance.
If something’s at stake in the life of jazz these days, this is it.
What does it mean to produce something new in music?
Something new in the world?
New forms, new beauties, new emotions. Always, already, already, the world
has always already been used, will always have been used. And always it gives
itself to us as a renewal. Improvisation is a form of faith. Faith in the first time;
faith that there will always be a first time; faith that the first time can never be
the last time. So much for the Gospels. All words have always-already tried to
possess the world, and the world, from crisis to epiphany, dispossesses words
of their power to imprison it, and in the process gives words back to poetry,
this other power that charms and enchants, this power that awakes words
ands gives us the dizzying feeling that those words had not quite appeared to
us, had not quite been uttered. The same power of beginnings is at work in the
improvisation that takes hold of the poet’s and the comedian’s words, in the
dancer’s and the musician’s bodies. And musical forms get old, faster yet than
words. Music is the abyss of fascination for the same, the drunkenness of the
ever same note, of the minute change, the infinite repetition, the cycle, the
rumination. Great is the undulatory temptation of music. To enter the circle of
vibrations, to adjust to it. Return, repetition, variation: is there in all musical
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constructions just an always-there that has to be rearranged in novel ways, or,
quite the opposite, circulated (almost) identically until ecstasy, until ecstatic
saturation? Repetition is a prayer, and music always threatens to topple to the
side of religion. A world lulled by litanies is not a world of rupture; new beginnings there seem identical to each other, generations there only reproduce;
history is lacking. Improvisation musics, while they have not renounced repetitive voluptuousness, have not limited themselves to it; they have vowed to
accomplish in their own way the haunting fate that might be that of all music,
by breaking the circle, rupturing the cycle: such music rejuvenates the world to
all of our senses—not only to our ears.
It posits the world as change, change as history, the music of change as a music inscribed in human reality. Improvised musics rejuvenate themselves by
surprising us, in appearing as one of the possible worlds in the making. They
make the bet that it is not all over, that the game is not up; they make a bet
on a bet.
One possible figure for the canvas slowly being woven: a tear in the fabric.
Musics today are spread and multiply more than ever. Automatized, they invade space and time. They act as the devoted auxiliaries of strip malls, fairs,
commercial districts. Telephonic automatization is performed through bribes
of music. Repetition.
Radio jingles accompany the inaudible noise of bombs in the night.
Automated music invades all.
Music that once may have been written by a desire called X or Y, Mozart or
Beethoven, is nowadays desired by none of those who hear it on the phone, on
the street, in bars, in the toilets of fancy hotels, anywhere at any time. Could
this be about killing music with something else we still call music?
The jazz of eternal urgency is that which is invented day by day, not the kind
played in loops in automatic music dispensers. Not all music, not all jazz can
thus be formatted into loops. Some musics are too fragile, and threaten to
break. Some are too strong, and threaten to break.
This jazz,
close to breaking,
implies that at some point in the work of music the musician and the listener
gain the acute awareness that all of this could end abruptly,
from one moment to the next,
that the void,
the silence,
death are all a breath or a note away.
It could end.
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That threat.
Which is no longer a game, but the end of play.
(unlike muzak, which only ends when the stores close.)
That it can end means that it’s fragile,
that it only holds by a thread
between music and us,
a thread pulled so taut it could break.
We call this improvisation.
Because only in that case is it possible that the thread really break.
The threat is not formal, it is real. The game could end or change all of a sudden.
This break is all the more possible that it is not programmed.
Breath can be held, the note could be the last, or not.
It could end and it could start over, who knows. It is a matter of circumstances.
When circumstances are right, and especially when they conspire to scramble
human messages, that moment can be called, possibly, the irruption of the
real.
So-called free jazz is about experiencing the fragility of musical forms.
Births and deaths, jumps and falls, apparitions/disappearances, evanescences,
uncaught.
We can never feel ourselves listening more than with these forms, themselves
in danger, destabilized, disturbed, poked through, fragile, feeble,
And beautiful in their very weakness.
The essential fragility of musical form is present in jazz more than anywhere
else.
Jazz as a music struggling with and against the wind in the fields and the noise
of cities,
against machines and with them,
with and against inner silences,
bodily silences,
gut fear,
lust for life . . .
For us, this essential fragility is tied to improvised forms.
In musical improvisation such as jazz and free jazz have accomplished in this
century, one encounters the strength of abandon.
Let’s speak of free jazz.
The word that comes is abandon.
One could say, to give oneself to abandon.
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Abandon
what submits us
to programs
Through which social domination is exercised . . .
Abandon programs
that think for us . . .
Abandon programmed
Languages . . .
Abandoning the score is not
renouncing to write but instead giving oneself
to a form of writing tied to chance.
The chance of real journeys.
To abandon is to put in abeyance the possibility to name and formulate. In
other words,
to enter an abeyance of articulated language, an abeyance of reasoning, of
causal chains, an abeyance not so much of the production of meaning but
rather of the semantic mechanisms of meaning production, a momentary liberation from the law of language to which we, musicians or listeners, and even
deaf and mute, all answer. In raising the curtain of words improvisation becomes a gesture, an act not yet said, a form not yet named, normed, honored.
To abandon oneself to improvisation
first in order to free oneself from the musical narratives of the world which,
however beautiful they might be, are already there, already beautiful, already
world. To undo, O Penelope, the musical bandages that form the cocoon of
sound around us that is not the world, but the ritualistic custom of a customary world.
Abandoned, improvisation gives itself to what floats around meaning,
around words,
around codifications,
it gives itself to intensity, to restraint, to momentum, to energy,
to the hardly nameable, in short
through which musical production
ties itself at every moment to the path of desire
simply because it is threatened with desire.
The desire that finds it could doom it.
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This question of improvisation . . .
This improvised jazz . . .
This free jazz . . .
Open to chance, to accident, to the unexpected, to encounters, to shock, to
fear, to crisis.
Especially today, this is the place from which
music that escapes the program can still be produced.
In a world of finely honed scenarios, minutely calculated programs, spotless
scores, well-placed options and actions, what blocks, what lingers, what stumbles and limps?
Limping indicates bodies,
body.
Limping points to a man with a fragile heel.
A god was holding him there. He was God by his heel. Gods limp when they
are not hunchbacks.
Deregulation is of the body. What limps, what hurts, what doesn’t hold
straight, shortness of breath and the miracle of balance. Neither man nor music ever stand up straight. Bodies are not yet well regulated by the law of commodities.
It does not work. It suﬀers. It wears out. It makes mistakes. It escapes.
Too hot, too cold, too close, too far, too fast, too slow.
And in spite of it all it wants to hold on, it tries again, a little more, just a little
more.
Here’s what makes improvisation play.
The path in abeyance, distance in abeyance, excess itself in abeyance.
The place of the listener in improvised music is that of a body echoing the body
played and at play in this music.
The play of the body in improvised music,
is precisely to play with
and against what the body permits and forbids,
but especially with
what it times with the beat of its own breathing.
Breathing,
what is awakened and falls asleep inside of us.
The acute sensation and the vague sensation, passing from one mental speed
to another, from one mental duration to another.
Music plays with all this, and this also is the body.
Synthetic music does not breathe like the non-synthetic body. We live in an
age of synthetic music and synthetic images. No synthetic bodies just yet. But
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already ideas, feelings, but already voices and gestures, organs, flows are often fabricated synthetically, and it does not surprise us. Little by little, piece
by piece, the perfectly designed body replaces the body with weight and the
frightening flesh. Plastic is lighter, cleaner. Prostheses are optimistic. And the
work of musicians, in jazz and outside of jazz, boils down to giving flesh to the
tailor-made, precision-made instrument, to weigh it with a body, with shit,
with sweat, all of which had not been factored in by the provider.
The music instrument is the opposite of the prosthesis. It is there for things to
get worse. There is no purity without misery. The sound of the world is like the
battle of the body in the world against the world without body.
Jazz is what still escapes,
What struggles against the synthetic, i.e. the calculating and programming
thought, against the reduction of the world to a collection of calculated scenarios.
Unframed music. Music that spills out of the frame. There are all sorts of
frames: capital, the market, the public, labels, contracts, agents, reviews, dictionaries, words, rules, scripts, plans, studies, no shortage of them. What is
lacking is what does not bend. It is out of the frame because it will not fit.
Indiscipline of the body, indiscipline at the horizon of the greatest musical
discipline.
The indisciplined body is within history because it bears history’s marks,
visible and invisible,
inside and outside,
bodily and mental marks,
wear is historical, fatigue, excess are historical.
The perpetual improvisation of the body in its clumsy errand is historical.
In improvisation, the erratic body encounters musical discipline pushed to the
limit, pushed out of its frame, oﬀ screen, given back to the encounter, given
back to errand. Two limps meet.
Funny scene.
Free jazz is funny.
To spread noise,
to shake oﬀ,
to shake oﬀ the weight of jazz for it is not accumulated music but history, to
shake history, the history of jazz, the history of the Blues people, the history
of America struggling against itself, the weight of the ghosts of yesteryear,
the weight of ghosts of slaves coming back at night to dance in our heads, the
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weight of bodies dancing with the ghosts’ chains, free jazz shaking the chains
of the black body who is in white history, invisible, oﬀ screen.
When we first published this book,
it was in 1971,
Blacks were Panthers,
the Ibarra family was celebrating Susie’s first birthday and nobody could guess
that she would play the drums alongside David S. Ware,
Malcolm had been assassinated and
his prophet was not quite born,
Julius Hemphill was forming his first band in St Louis
and Joe McPhee had already recorded his Nation Time,
with Cliﬀord Thornton,
Spike Lee was in school and the iron curtain was drawn,
Ken Vandermark, then seven years old,
was not yet blowing into a saxophone,
LeRoi Jones was already called Amiri Baraka,
the Workshop de Lyon was still called Free Jazz Workshop,
George Jackson had been assassinated in jail and Mumia Abu Jamal was not
yet
on death row,
here’s for what hasn’t changed, here’s for what has changed.
Programming was advancing slowly,
the scenarios of the great surveillance of bodies,
the great alignment of minds,
were all but science fiction fantasies.
Fiction has become what it is now, and so has science. Frontal struggles have
become fractal. Resistance, more than ever, is about crumbs. About slipping
through the dragnet. Black Power has disseminated, and so has free jazz.
Self-dissolution of the struggle fronts, whose fragments come back through a
thousand resurgences. We have told a history of jazz that always slips through
the dragnet of the present. The struggle of black Americans has not magically
been erased; it has gone oﬀ screen, between the visible and the invisible, in
the limbo of the consciences repressed by the media. Free jazz has not disappeared either; it has gone oﬀ stage. That lasted a few years. Silence without
conscience. And then a renaissance. The return of the black question; counting
black Americans dying slowly, or fast, in American prisons. The return of the
free jazz question, listening to musicians of today who play freely and make it
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known. The return of the rebel voice, return of the rebel body. Neither one nor
the other had ever disciplined themselves; return of the repressed.
This is where generalized programs
break their teeth.
On pieces of world,
on pieces of people
who do not want those programs.
No scenario, not even a commercial one
nor a military one or a disciplinary one
will prevent the human body to exit the frame
of laws to err in the real.
Improvisation is reality trumping body control,
i.e., the old fantasy of almightiness of the powers that be,
no matter what they are,
that only want human bodies to form masses,
publics, audiences, subscribers, sections, targets.
Audience is not the listener. It is not a collection of listeners.
To listen, to play, is to never cease being alone with others,
Other with oneself.
In 1971, we remember, the calibration of the man-consumer was not yet as
advanced as it has become; neither was the calibration of jazz-consumption.
This calibration has progressed. It has become lovable. We’re not talking about
desire: alienation works on love. There is in older and more recent free jazz
a protest against jazz’s alienated love. This is what hurt yesterday and hurts
today. A jazz that loves music enough not to love what was once called jazz.
The listener, the music lover, the fan all thrown into a divorce. We used to
love and we still love that the beloved music is preserved, protected, sheltered,
mothered, motherly, reassuring and lulling. Free jazz tears up the layette that
comforts any listener in his love. To abandon the cherished object, the guaranteed insurance, established and recognized references, to abandon oneself to
a music that goes beyond the state of “pleasure” and is not scared to open the
door to self-assessment in an unpossessed alterity, ravishment, rapture. Who
knows what loss the change might bring? What is there to lose? Possibly the
frame that imprisons us.
This era more than any other has manufactured scenes and spectacles. Including for free jazz. Thirty years after the explosion, the fallout is here. Today
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there is a free jazz scene. Something like a containment, a squaring oﬀ, has
been put in place—often very well—to welcome excesses and improvisations
more expected than ever.
Expectation dominates.
Expectation is a scenario.
Suspend expected expectation.
We expect a spilling oﬀ.
We pay for it, labels make up catalogues of unexpected jazz and magazines
look out for the passage of the unforeseen; another way to say that in the great
cultural store, free jazz also has found its section, that there is a commerce of
refusal that very often trumps the refusal of commerce.
Cultural commerce’s capacity for recuperation is infinite (we used to speak of
recuperation as a threat: it has now become fate, if not a style).
But it does not stop it from being, first and foremost, the symptom of what is
lacking to forbid recuperation: fear.
Fear, the companion of revolutions.
When black Americans are fearsome, commerce slows down.
Original free jazz, as this book will tell you, was a full-fledged actor in the
struggle of black Americans for political rights and survival.
Music linked to political thought and action. The encounter of creative power
and political consciousness. It happens every once in a while, though not so
often. This encounter happens, it will always happen as a possibility, actualized.
Black or white, the imperfect man of free jazz advances into fear. Commerce
is there to invoke fear. And maybe already there is no commerce but cultural
commerce, trading frames for more frames?
Fear is the loss, the abandon, that which comes in spite of cultural commerce
and sneaks into it like the evil whose end it keeps telling, in vain.
Let’s call this ill love an “accident.”
Improvisation links fear and accident,
fear as an inscription of the almightiness of the accident,
fear for all that is not planned, prepared, written down, expected, wanted,
And yet happens, surges.
Fear as the act of recording the spontaneous.
Accident: it is the part of the world that remains outside of calculation that
instills fear.
What in reality has not yet been through representation,
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through narratives, scenarios, market studies,
what has not yet completely folded to the orders of languages.
What we do not know,
what we do not understand,
what we do not want,
but still is there,
what comes, comes back, insists.
For example, you need a chord but your fingers slip,
open your eyes; a shadow passes,
fill your lungs with air: a burst of laughter,
you can manufacture wind with an electric fan but you cannot stop the wind
from blowing where it will.
Breath: here’s something that cannot be completely controlled.
It can be lost, it can be short.
In the accident that threatens every constituted scene,
break-in, fear, risk of interruption, end of the show,
fear that the shadow might go.
And so the scene breaks,
the game ceases.
Yet, it is a fear of the opposite accident as well.
That the accident become promise might open the stage to slip onto it,
to take part.
Improvisation welcomes the threat and goes beyond it,
takes it away from itself, records it, power and threat.
Let’s say that musical improvisations are but the sum of accidents tied to the
journeys of one or several bodies in real spaces and durations;
Music’s body, its physicality.
In the specter of the audible
free jazz condenses all the invisibility of lives that are here and no longer here,
strata of buried experiences,
known and unknown, thought and unthought,
mechanical music and chaotic music.
Promise and threat that there will be
bodies in play and
with these bodies a whole
uncontrollable group of forces,
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marks, cuts, retreats, traces, erasures, wounds,
all that is hardly describable and even less calculable,
an ensemble exceeding any possibility of a scenario.
The opposite of the triumph of the will and the powers of calculation: residual
savagery of bodies, playing and played. Absent-present bodies are the reality
of that music, life-carriers taken in histories and disturbing them.
Nowadays, the most synthetic, “techno” music programs can of course simulate real eﬀects, errors, body eﬀects, wrong notes and slips, why not.
But they cannot suﬀer from them.
The defects, the marks of reality they have imagined
and integrated in their lines of numbers
can never stop them from functioning,
from accomplishing themselves, from going
According to plan.
Chance can be simulated,
but bugs have to be eliminated.
The program that wants to imitate the real can reproduce its imperfections but
these can never threaten the integrity and good functioning of the program.
We can hear synthetic music,
and why not synthetic jazz,
capable of reproducing perfectly mouth noises, beats on wood, on metal,
blows, the bellows of a breath, why not, all the vibrations of a body or an instrument,
but never do those “impurities”
that are so important as real eﬀects in the act of recomposition
come to compromise at any level the musical discourse.
Utterance without uttering
music without bodies
body eﬀects but body without eﬀect.
It seems to us that what has been called free jazz
constantly opposes the idea of a music that would go without crisis, without
threatening its own journey, without strewing land mines on its own stage.
Clearly improvisation opposes the program; but today, it has become a war
machine against the domination of programs.
In jazz, this war machine calls for the implication of the body into music, not
as an extra rhetorical register, but as part of the real that won’t let itself be
completely reduced or canceled.
The body as what embarrasses and confuses,
what sticks out and needs to be transcended.
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Improvisation is
what connects music to the accident
that is to be lived.
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kills whites; to launch a violent uprising to the point where the people will become
absolutely sickened, disgusted; to the place where they will realize they have to do
something.” In “My Man Himes: An Interview with Chester Himes,” John A. Williams,
Charles Harris eds. Amistad 1 (New York: Random House, 1970).
113. We Insist! Freedom Now Suite, Max Roach and Oscar Brown Jr, with Abbey
Lincoln, Coleman Hawkins, Michael Olatunji, etc.: “Driva’ Man,” “Freedom Day,”
“Triptych (Prayer/Protest/Peace),” “All Africa,” “Tears for Johannesburg” (Candid
Records 8002). Recorded on August 31 and September 6, 1960, in New York.
114. A rare attempt at escaping the bounds of the system of capitalist production,
Candid was eventually bought by singer Andy Williams, and eventually revived to
publish “nicer” records.
115. “Blue Soul,” “Soul Brother,” “Soul Sister,” “Sister Sadie,” “Sister Salvation,”
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“Soul Meeting,” “Soul Station,” “Soul Me,” etc. The word “soul” thus becomes a password and a quality label that lets musicians prevail with the black audience.
8. Free Fragments
1. In Philippe Carles, Jean-Louis Comolli, “Les admirables secrets d’Albert le
Grand,” Jazz Magazine 142 (May 1967), 47.
2. Jacques Bisceglia, Jean-Louis Ginibre, “La dent dure et les dents longues,” Jazz
Magazine 180 (July–August 1970), 27.
3. Liner notes to Change of the Century (Atlantic SD-1327, 1959).
4. The growl is among the traditional features of jazz treatments of sound. It is
crucial to Duke Ellington’s jungle style.
5. The drum set was born of the union of instruments that were used individually in marching bands (bass drum, cymbals, snare drum, etc.). The jazz drummer
therefore became responsible for a series of accessories or, rather, for an ensemble of
timbres. He then also had to invent a particular technique and physically adapt to his
instrument.
6. The introduction in jazz bands of the string bass (as opposed to the wind bass)
as instrument for rhythmical punctuation triggered a systematization of pizzicato
play.
7. The instruments invented by the Belgian Adolphe Sax appeared in the late nineteenth century, and they played an especially important role in jazz in that they were
virtually devoid of academic European conventions.
8. Delfeil de Ton, “Alan Silva and Dave Burrell,” Charlie-Hebdo 8 (January 11, 1971),
13.
9. Ibid.
10. [Translator’s note: “A term, derived from the present participle of the Italian
verb concertare (‘to arrange’, ‘to agree’, ‘to get together’), generally signifying music
that is in some sense soloistic, with a contrasting element, or ‘concerto-like.’” Oxford
Music Online.]
11. Jazz Magazine 142.
12. In Jazz Hot 253 (1967), 19.
13. Daniel Caux, “Milford Graves et les paradoxes du nouveau drumming,” Jazz Hot
251 (June 1969), 15.
14. Jean-Louis Noames, “Le système Taylor,” Jazz Magazine 125 (December 1965),
38.
15. Milford Graves, op. cit., 17.
16. Lee Lockwood, Conversations with Eldridge Cleaver (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1970), 112–113.
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17. Francis Bebey, African Music: A People’s Art, trans. Josephine Bennett (1975;
Chicago: Lawrence Hill Books, 1999), 122.
18. Liner notes from Looking Ahead, quoted in A. B. Spellman, Four Jazz Lives (1965;
Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2004), 27.
19. Ibid., 34.
20. Cleaver, Soul on Ice, 224.
21. Ibid., 234–5.
22. BYG 529.330, “Actuel” 30.
23. Impulse A-97.
24. See the “impressionistic” and very clean use of soprano Kay Davis in “Transbluesency” in 1946.
25. Jazz Magazine 142, ibid.
26. Archie Shepp, liner notes to The Magic of Ju-Ju (Impulse A-9154, 1967).
9. Music/Politics
1. Ornette Coleman in Melvin Van Peebles, “Tête à tête avec Ornette,” Jazz Magazine 125 (December 1965), 30.
2. When they do not, we get jaw-dropping interventions by musicians (Kenny Dorham in Down Beat, Martial Solal in Jazz Magazine, Jef Gilson in Jazz Hot) in the form
of insults, snickers, and complete hostility. It is remarkable that it was felt necessary
to summon experienced musicians in order to bring down free jazz musicians. This
peculiar deference to “professionals” shows the incompetence of those critics who
“didn’t like it” on the topic of free jazz.
3. Co-opt free jazz and you get the same critics who did not want to hear about
Ayler, Coleman, or Shepp praising a showman such as Charles Lloyd. The free jazz
“eﬀects” produced by a handy hack can convince doubters that free jazz can be. . .
seductive music!
4. “At last one one must get used to not seeking everywhere only what is pleasant.
Music is not made to charm the ears, even austerely, any more than painting is made
to enchant the eyes. . . . Let us be rid, once and for all, of the hedonistic principle
that can basically be found—in a form that is more or less disguised—at the root of
almost every attack against innovation! Enough of those overly facile, weak, and fastidious ‘voluptuaries,’” Michel Leiris, “The Case of Arnold Schoenberg,” Brisées: Broken
Branches, trans. Lydia Davis (San Francisco: North Point Press, 1989), 16.
5. [Translator’s note: the source for this quote is not mentioned in the original
text.]
6. Quoted in Berendt, op. cit., 51.
7. Quoted in Nat Hentoﬀ, “Charles Mingus,” in These Jazzmen of Our Time, Raymond Horricks ed. (New York: Jazz Book Club, 1960), 178.
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8. Quoted in Frank Kofsky, “John Coltrane,” Jazz & Pop (September 1967), 26.
9. In Jean Clouzet and Jean Wagner, “Trente questions à Max,” Jazz Magazine 114
(January 1965), 21.
10. Quoted in Kofsky, Black Nationalism, 63.
11. Benoît Quersin, Jazz Magazine 119 (Juin 1965), 38.
12. In Coda, Canada’s Jazz Magazine (Toronto: February 1968).
13. Igor Stravinsky, “The Composition of Music” in Poetics of Music: In the Form of
Six Lessons (New Haven: Harvard University Press, 1970), 47; 117.
14. Stravinsky, “The Composition of Music.” 11; 17.
15. A. Zhdanov, Essays on Literature, Philosophy, and Music (New York: International
Publishers, 1950).
16. Francis Bebey, African Music, 2–5.
17. Quoted in Ted Joans, “Black Power et New Thing,” Jazz Magazine (January
1968), 19.
18. Michel Leiris, “The Ethnographer Faced With Colonialism,” 123-24.
19. On the importance of black theatre, read Franck Jotterand, Le nouveau théâtre
américain (Paris: Seuil, 1970).
20. See Robinson Armstead L. et al., Black Studies in the University (New York:
Bantam, 1969).
21. This is why defenders of “synthesis” speak, unawares, solely from the white
point of view, whereby white culture was indeed enriched by black culture.
Preface to 1979 Edition
1. Free jazz was in fact on its way to being marginalized when this book was first
published in January 1971, precisely because it was only barely recognized and accepted as yet another jazz style, replaceable as all the others. It seemed to us that
much to the contrary, in the antagonized developments of free jazz something of a
trans-stylistic truth of jazz was manifested, one that made history out of this series
of styles, the history of a struggle in musical forms to put in relation to the history of
the struggles of black people.
2. For example Mauricio Kagel with Peter Brötzmann, Krysztof Penderecki with
the Globe Unity Orchestra, Luciano Berio with Michel Portal, Jean-Pierre Drouet with
Jean-François Jenny-Clark, etc.
3. Black nationalism as a militant ideology has been replaced by more politicized
analyses of the status of black struggles in the international fight against American
imperialism: the most spectacular black American organization, the Black Panther
Party, has gone underground and grown more radical, painstakingly destroyed by
white police, torn apart by internal conflict: it is less visible, but not the least absent.
If the struggles of black Americans now seem quieter, it is also because as they have
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become less of a “good cause” and have to do without media attention. According to
Don Pullen, “There are no leaders left, for whites or blacks. In the case of blacks it is a
fundamental problem. If, for example, Huey Newton has changed, I think prison is to
blame. Torture and beatings can change you. . . . You have to be superhuman to survive, to resist such an ordeal,” in Giacomo Pelliciotti, “Mingus Dynasty,” Jazz Magazine
233 (May–June 1975). Archie Shepp explains: “I have seen many radicals, or rather
supporters of social change, destroyed because they put themselves forward, because
they talked too much, on TV, in the newspapers . . . in short, because they trusted a
system with no morals.” [Translator’s note: no source for this quote is indicated in the
original text.]
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Record titles are in italics, theme titles between inverted commas. Other musicians
participating in the recording, the year of the recording, and the original recording
label are also mentioned.
This alphabetical list is preceded by a short chronological inventory of records
that, for being older than and foreign to free jazz per se, nevertheless point to numerous encounters between the diﬀerent historical forms of African American music and
of political and social demands of the black American community, as well as some
explicit precursors to the modes of improvisation that would become inseparable
from free jazz.

1
BESSIE SMITH: The Complete Recordings (1923–1933), CBS/SONY MUSIC.
BILLIE HOLIDAY: “Strange Fruit” in The Complete Commodore Recordings (1939–1944),
COMMODORE.
DUKE ELLINGTON: “Black, Brown and Beige” (1944), RCA/BMG.
CHARLIE PARKER: The Charlie Parker Story (1945), SAVOY; Bird: The Complete Charlie
Parker on Verve (1948–1954), VERVE/UNIVERSAL.
LENNIE TRISTANO: Intuition with Lee Konitz and Warne Marsh (1949), CAPITOL.
HORACE SILVER – ART BLAKEY: “Message from Kenya” in Horace Silver Trio and Art
Blakey (1953), BLUE NOTE/EMI.
SHELLY MANNE: “Abstract No. 1” in The Three with Shorty Rogers and Jimmy Giuﬀre
(1954), CONTEMPORARY/ ORIGINAL JAZZ CLASSICS.
SONNY ROLLINS: Freedom Suite (2958), ORIGINAL JAZZ CLASSICS/WEA.
MAX ROACH: We Insist—Freedom Now Suite (1960), CANDID.
CHARLES MINGUS: “Original Faubus Fables” in Charles Mingus Presents Charles
Mingus (1960), CANDID.
JOHN COLTRANE: “Africa” in The Complete Africa/Brass Sessions (1961), IMPULSE.
J. B. LENOIR: Alabama Blues! (1965), BELLAPHON.
CHARLES MINGUS: “Don’t Let It Happen Here” in Monterey Jazz Festival 40 Legendary Years, MALPASO/WEA.
JACKIE MCLEAN: New and Old Gospel with Ornette Coleman (1967), BLUE NOTE/
EMI.

2
MUHAL RICHARD ABRAMS (piano, composition): Levels and Degrees of Light with
Anthony Braxton, Leroy Jenkins, Maurice McIntyre, Charles Clark, Thurman
Barker, etc. (1967), DELMARK; Young at Heart/Wise in Time with Leo Smith, Henry
Threadgill, Lest Lashley, T. Barker (1970), DELMARK; Sightsong with Malachi Fa227
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vors (1975), BLACK SAINT; Blu Blu Blu (1990), BLACK SAINT; One Line, Two Views
91995), NEW WORLD RECORDS.
AIR (Henry Threadgill: reeds, percussions; Fred Hopkins: bass; Steve McCall: drums):
Live Air (1977), BLACK SAINT.
BYRON ALLEN (saxophone): The Byron Allen Trio (1964), ESP/CALIBRE.
BARRY ALTSCHUL (drums): You Can’t Name Your Own Tune with George Lewis, Sam
Rivers, Muhal Richard Abrams, Dave Holland (1977), MUSE.
ART ENSEMBLE OF CHICAGO (Lester Bowie: trumpet; Roscoe Mitchell, Joseph Jarman: reeds; Malachi Favors: bass, Famoudou Don Moye: drums): A Jackson in Your
House/ Message to Our Folks (Lester Bowie, Joseph Jarman, Roscoe Mitchell, Malachi Favors, 1969), BYG ACTUEL/CHARLY RECORDS; Reese and the Smooth Ones
(2969), BYG; Tutankhamun (1969), BLACK SAINT; The Spiritual (1969), FREEDOM;
Les stances à Sophie with Fontella Bass (1970), NESSA; Bap –Tizum (Bowie, Jarman,
Mitchell, Favors, Famoudou Don Moye, 1972), Fanfare for the Warriors (+Abrams,
1973), ATLANTIC/WEA.
ALBERT AYLER (saxophone): My Name is Albert Ayler with Niels Bronsted, Niels
Henning Ørsted Pedersen, Roonie Gardiner (1963), BLACK LION; Goin’ Home with
Call Cobbs, Henry Grimes, Sunny Murray (1964), BLACK LION; Spirits with Sunny
Murray (1964), DEBUT; Ghosts with Don Cherry, Gary Peacock, Murray (1964),
DEBUT; Spiritual Unity with Peacock, Murray (1964), ESP/CALIBRE; New York Eye
and Year Control with Cherry, Peacock, Murray, John Tchicai and Roswell Rudd
(1964), ESP; Bells with Don Ayler, Charles Tyler, Lewis Worrell and Murray (1964),
ESP; Spirits Rejoice with D. Ayler, Tyler, Grimes, Peacock, Murray (1965), ESP/CALIBRE; Albert Ayler in Greenwich Village (1966–67), IMPULSE; Love Cry with D. Ayler,
Cobbs, harpsichord, Silva, Graves (19670, IMPULSE; New Grass (1968), IMPULSE;
Music is the Healing Force of the Universe (1969), IMPULSE.
DEREK BAILEY (guitar): Solo Guitar (1971), INCUS; Fairly Early with Postscripts (with
Kent Carter, John Stevens, Anthony Braxton, and solos, 1971/1998), EMANEM; Bailey-Bennink (1972), INCUS; Lot 74 – Solo Improvisations, INCUS; London
Concert (E. Parker, 1975), INCUS; Domestic& Public Pieces (1975–77), EMANEM;
Bailey-Honsinger (1976), INCUS; Outcome (with Steve Lacy, 1983), POTLATCH;
Lace (1989), EMANEM; Wireforks – Guitar Duets (with Henry Kaiser, 1995),
SHANACHIE; The Sign of 4 (with Pat Metheny, 1996), KNITTING FACTORY
WORKS; No Waiting (with Joëlle Léandre, 1997), POTLATCH.
GATO BARBIERI (saxophone): The Third World (1969), FLYING DUTCHMAN; In Search
of the Mystery (1967), ESP; Hamba Khale (with Dollar Brand, 1968), TOGETHERNESS (CHARLY AFFINITY).
HAN BENNINK (drums): Solo (1972), ICP; Serpentine (with Dave Douglas, 1996).
KARL BERGER (vibraphone, piano): From Now On (with Henry Grimes and Ed Blackwell, 1966), ESP; Peace Church Concert (with Dave Holland, Richard Teitelbaum,
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Garrett List, Ingrid, 1974), INDIA NAVIGATION; All Kinds of Time (with Holland,
1976), SACKVILLE; We Are You (with Peter Kowald, Allen Blairman, 1990), ENJA;
Crystal Fire (with Holland and Blackwell, 1991), ENJA; Conversations (with James
Blood Ulmer, Ray Anderson, Carlos Wald, Holland, Mark Feldman, 1994), IN &
OUT.
JAC BERROCAL (trumpet): Parallèles (with Roger Ferlet, Michel Potage, Claude
Bernard, Bernard Vitet, Peirre Bastien, Richard Marachin, Philippe Pocha, Vince
Taylor, 1976), DAVANTAGE; Hotel Hotel (with Bastien, Clive Bell, Marc Dufourd,
Daunik Lazro, Tony Marsh, 1986), NATO; La nuit est le courant (with Hubertus
Biermann, Francis Marmande, Jacques Tollot, 1989), IN SITU.
ED BLACKWELL (drums): Walls – Bridges (with Dewey Redman and Cameron Brown,
1992), BLACK SAINT.
CARLA BLEY (piano, composition): Jazz Realities (with Mike Mantler, Steve Lacy,
Kent Carter, Aldo Romano, 1966), FONTANA.
PAUL BLEY (piano): The Fabulous Paul Bley Quintet (with Don Cherry, Ornette Coleman, Charlie Haden, Billy Higgins, 1958), MUSIDISC; Barrage (with Dewey Johnson, Marshall Allen, Eddie Gomez, Milford Graves, 1964), ESP/CALIBRE; Touching
(1965), DEBUT; Time Will Tell (with Evan Parker and Barre Phillips, 1995), ECM.
HAMIET BLUIETT (baritone saxophone): Endangered Species (with Olu Dara, Phillip
Wilson…, 1976), INDIA NAVIGATION; Birthright (solo, q977), INDIA NAVIGATION.
ARTHUR BLYTHE (alto saxophone): The Grip (with Abdullah, Bob Stewart, Abdul
Wadud, Steve Reid, 1977), INDIA NAVIGATION.
RAYMON BONI (guitar): Pot-Pourri Pour Parce Que (with Claude Bernard, 1977), HAT
HUT; Two Angels for Cecil (with Eric Echampard, 1998), EMOUVANCE.
LESTER BOWIE (trumpet): Numbers 1 & 2 (with Roscoe Mitchell, Joseph Jarman,
Malachi favors, 1967), NESSA; Fast Last! (Julius Hemphill, Joseph Bowie, Phillip Wilson, Cecil McBee, John Hicks, etc., 1974), MUSE; The Fifth Power (Arthur
Blythe, Favors, Wilson, Claudine Amina Myers, 1978), BLACK SAINT; Duet (Wilson, 1978), IMPROVISING ARTIST INC.
CHARLES BRACKEEN (saxophone): Bannar (with Dennis Gonzalez, Malachi Favors,
Alvin Fielder, 1987), SILKHEART.
ANTHONY BRAXTON (saxophones, clarinets, composition): Three Compositions of
New Jazz (with Leroy Jenkins, Leo Smith, Richard Abrams, 1968), DELMARK; For
Alto (1968); DELMARK; Silence (Smith, Jenkins, 1969), FREEDOM; B-X NOI 47
A (Smith, Jenkins, Steve McCall, 1969), BYG; This Time (Smith, Jenkins, McCall,
1970), BYG; Recital Paris ’71, FUTURA; The Complete Braxton (Chick Corea, Dave
Holland, Barry Altschul, Kenny Wheeler, 1971), FREEDOM; Dona Lee (Michael
Smith, Peter Warren, Oliver Johnson, 1972), AMERICA; Town Hall ’72 (Jeanne Lee,
John Stubblefield, Holland, Altschul, Phillip Wilson), TRIO; Together Alone (with
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Joseph Jarman, 1972), DELAMRK; Four Compositions ’73 (with Masahiko Sato, Keiki Midorikawa, HozumiTanaka), COLUMBIA; In the Tradition (with Tete Montoliu,
Niels Henning Ørsted-Pedersen, Al Heath, 1974), STEEPLECHASE; Live at Moers
(1974), RING; First Duo Concert (Smith, Richard Teitelbaum, 1974), SACKVILLE;
New York Fall ’74 (Wheeler, Holland, Jerome Cooper, Jenkins, Teitelbaum, Oliver
Lake, Hamiet Bluiett, Julius Hemphill), ARISTA; Moers Festival (Wheeler, Holland,
Altschul, 1975), RING; Five Pieces ’75 (Wheeler, Holland, Altschul), ARISTA; Duets
(Abrams, 1976); The Montreux/Berlin Concerts (George Lewis, Wheeler, Holland,
Altschul, 1976), ARISTA; Birth and Rebirth (duet with Max Roach, 1978), BLACK
SAINT; Six Monk Compositions (Mal Waldron, Buell Neidlinger, Bill Osborne, 1987),
BLACK SAINT; Eight (+3) Tristano Compositions (John Raskin, Dred Scott, ecil
McBee, Andrew Cyrille, 1989), HAT ART; Wesleyan (12 Alto Solos) (1992), HAT ART;
Trio (London 1993) (Evan Parker, Paul Rutherford), LEO; Charlie Parker Project 1993
(Ari Brown, Paul Smoker, Misha Mengelberg, Joe Fonda, Han Bennink, Pheeroan
AkLaﬀ), HAT ART.
PETER BRÖTZMANN (reeds): Machine Gun (with Willem Breuker, Evan Parker, Fred
van Hove, Peter Kowald, Buschi Niebergall, Han Bennink, Sven Ake Johannson,
1968); Couscous de la Mauresque (Bennink, van Hove, Albert Mangelsdorﬀ, 1971);
Brötzmann –van Hove – Bennink (1973); Outspan 2 (Bennink, van Hove, 1974); Solo
’76; 3 Points and a Mountain . . . Plus (with Misha Mengelberg, Bennink, 1979);
Réservé (with Barre Phillips, Gunter Baby Sommer, 1988); Wie das Leben so spielt
(with Werner Lüdi, 1989); No Nothing (1990), Nothing to Say (solo, 1994); Die Like
a Dog (1993); Little Birds, Have Fast Hearts (with Toshinori Kondo, William Parker,
Hamid Drake, 1997)—all on FMP (FREE MUSIC PRODUCTION).
MARION BROWN (saxophone): Capricorn Moon (with Alan Shorter, Benny Maupin,
Ronnie Boykins, Rashied Ali, 1965), ESP; Three for Shepp (1966), IMPULSE; Afternoon of a Georgia Faun (Anthony Braxton, Jeanne Lee, Andrew cyrille, Maupin,
1970), ECM; Duets (Leo Smith, Elliot Schwartz, 1970, 1973), ARISTA.
KENT CARTER (bass): Solo (1976), ICTUS; Suspension (1977), ICTUS; The Willisau Suites
(with Carlos Zingaro, François Dreno, 19840, ITM PACIFIC; K.C. & Albrecht Maurer
(1996), EMANEM.
ANDREA CENTAZZO (percussions): Real Time (with Alvin Curran, Evan Parker, 1977),
ICTUS.
EUGENE CHADBOURNE (guitar): Solo Acoustic Guitar (1975–1976), PARACHUTE;
Patrizio (with Paul Lovens, 1996), VICTO.
DON CHERRY (trumpet, flute, etc.): The Avant Garde (with John Coltrane, 1960),
ATLANTIC; Togetherness (Gato Barbieri, Karl Berger, Jean-François Jenny-Clark,
Aldo Romano, 1965), DURIUM; Complete Communion (Barbieri, Henry Grimes,
Ed Blackwell, 1965), BLUE NOTE; Symphony for Improvisers (Pharoah Sanders,
etc., 1966), BLUE NOTE; Where is Brooklyn? (Sanders, 1966), BLUE NOTE; Eternal
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Rhythm (Eje Thelin, Sonny Sharrock, Berger, Joachim Kühn, Jacques Thollot,
1968), MPS; Mu (with Blackwell, 1969), BYG; Human Music (Jon Appleton, 1970),
FLYING DUTCHMAN; Old and New Dreams (Dewey redman, Charlie Haden,
Blackwell, 1977), BLACK SAINT; Art Deco (James Clay, Haden, Billy Higgins, 1988),
A&M.
GUNTER CHRISTMANN (trombone)/DETLEF SCHÖNENBERG (drums): Remarks
(Harald Boje, 1975), FMP; Live at Moers (1976), RING.
ORNETTE COLEMAN (saxophone, trumpet, violin, composition): Tomorrow is the
Question (Don Cherry, Red Mitchell, Percy Heath, Shelly Manne, 1959), CONTEMPORARY/ORIGINAL JAZZ CLASSICS; The Shape of Jazz to Come, Change of the
Century (Cherry, Charlie Haden, Billy Higgins, 1959); This is Our Music (Cherry,
Haden, Ed Blackwell, 19610; Free Jazz: A Collective Improvisation by the Ornette
Coleman Double Quartet (Cherry Freddie Hubbard, Eric Dolphy, Scott LaFaro,
Haden, Higgins and Blackwell, 1961); Ornette! (1962); Ornette on Tenor (1962);
The Art of Improvisers (1959–1961); Twins (1959–60); To Whom Who Keeps a Record
(1959–60), or Beauty is a Rare Thing—Ornette Coleman: The Complete Atlantic Recordings, ATLANTIC/RHINO; Town Hall Concert (1962), ESP/CALIBRE; Chappaqua
Suite (Pharoah Sanders, David Izenzon, Charles Moﬀett, 1965), SONY; New York Is
Now (Dewey Redman, Jimmy Garrison, Elvin Jones, 1968), BLUE NOTE; Friends
and Neighbors (Redman, Haden, Blackwell, 1970), FLYING DUTCHMAN/RCA
BMG; Science Fiction (Cherry, Bobby Bradford, Haden, Higgins, Blackwell, 1971),
SONY; Skies of America (1972), SONY; Soapsuds Soapsuds (Haden, 1977), HARMOLODIC/VERVE; In All Languages (Cherry, Haden, Higgins, Denardo Coleman,
Calvin Weston, Jamaaladeen Tacuma, Al McDowell, Charlie Ellerbee, Bern Nix,
1978), HARMOLODIC; Naked Lunch, Music from the Original Soundtrack (Howard
Shore, Barre Phillips, Denardo Coleman, 1991), MILAN/BMG; Tone Dialing (1995),
HARMOLODIC; Colors (Joachim Kühn, 1996), HARMOLODIC.
JOHN COLTRANE (saxophones): Ascension (reddie Hubbard, Dewey Johnson, John
Tchicai, Marion Brown, Archie Shepp, Pharoah Sanders, McCoy Tyner, Jimmy
Garrison, Art Davis, Elvin Jones, 1965); Kulu Se Mama (1965); Selflessness (1965);
Meditations (Sanders, Rashied Ali, 1966), Cosmic Music (1966–1968); Live at the
Village Vanguard Again (Sanders, Alice Coltrane, Garrison, Ali, 1966); Expression
(1967)—all on IMPULSE.
ANDREW CYRILLE (drums): What About (1969), BYG; Dialogue of the Drums (with
Milford Graves, 1974), IPS (INSTITUTE OF PERCUSSIVE STUDIES); Celebration
(Jeanne Lee, David Ware, Ted Daniel, Staﬀord James, etc., 1975), IPS; Junction
(Daniel, Ware, Lyle Atkinson, 1976), IPS; The Loop (1978), ICTUS; Nuba (Lee,
Jimmy Lyons, 1979), BLACK SAINT; Special People (Daniel, Ware, etc., 1980),
SOUL NOTE.
COMPANY: Derek Bailey - Tristan Honsinger – Maarten Altena – Evan Parker; Bailey –
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Anthony Braxton – Parker; Bailey – Han Bennink; Bailey – Steve Lacy (1976)—all on
INCUS.
CREATIVE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY (Anthony Braxton, Leo Smith, Muhal Richard Abrams, Leroy Jenkins, Richard Davis, Steve McCall): Muhal (1971), No More
White Gloves (2972), MUSE.
LOWELL DAVIDSON (piano): Trio (with Gary Peacock, Milford Graves, 1965), ESP/
CALIBRE.
BILL DIXON (trumpet): Septet (1963), SAVOY; Intents and Purposes (with Byard
Lancaster, Robin Kenyatta, Reggie Workman, Jimmy Garrison, Marc Levin, Bob
Pozar, 1966-1967), RCA VICTOR; Collection (1970–6), CADENCE; November 1981
(1981), SOUL NOTE; Thoughts (1985), SOUL NOTE.
ERIC DOLPHY (reeds): Outward Bound (1960), NEW JAZZ; Out There (1960), NEW
JAZZ; Far Cry (with Booker Little, 1960), NEW JAZZ; At the Five Spot (with Little,
Mal Waldron, Ed Blackwell, 1961), NEW JAZZ/PRESTIGE; In Europe (1961), PRESTIGE; Memorial Album (Woody Shaw, Prince Lasha, Cliﬀord Jordan, Sonny Simmons, Bobby Hutcherson, Eddie Kahn, Richard Davis, J.C. Moses, 1963), VEEJAY;
Iron Man (1963), DOUGLAS; Out to Lunch (Freddie Hubbard, Hutcherson, Davis,
Tony Williams, 1964), BLUE NOTE; Last Date (Misja Mangelberg, Jacques Schols,
Han Bennink, 1964), LIMELIGHT.
CHICO FREEMAN (reeds): Morning Prayer (Henry Threadgill, Muhal Richard Abrams,
Douglas Ewart, Cecil McBee, Ben Montgomery, Steve McCall, Titos Sompa, 1977),
INDIA NAVIGATION.
GIORGIO GASLINI (piano, composition): Nuovi Sentimenti (Don Cherry, Enrico Rava,
Steve Lacy, Gianni Bedori, Gato Barbieri, Kent Carter, Jean-François Jenny-Clark,
Frnaco Tonani, Aldo Romano, 1966), RCA.
GLOBE UNITY (Alex Schlippenbach, Peter Kowald, Evan Parker, Paul Lovens, Gerd
Dudek, Paul Turherford, Kenny Wheeler, . . . ): Live in Wupperthal (1973), FMP;
Evidence (Steve Lacy, Albert Mangelsdorﬀ, etc., 1975), FMP; Pearls (Anthony Braxton, Gunter Christmann, Mangelsdorﬀ, etc., 1976), FMP; Jahrmarkt/Local Fair
(Braxton, Christmann, Brötzmann, Mangelsdorﬀ, etc., 1976), PO TORCH; Improvisations (Brötzmann, Tristan Honinger, Derek Bailey, etc., 1977), JAPO.
MILFORD GRAVES (drums, percussions): Milford Graves Percussion Ensemble (with
Sunny Morgan, 1965), ESP; In Concert at Yale University (with Don Pullen, 1966),
SRP; Dialogue of the Drums (Andrew Cyrille, 1974), IPS; Bäbi (Hugh Glover, Arthur
Doyle, 1976), IPS; Real Deal (with David Murray, 1991), DIW.
BURTON GREENE (piano): Quartet (Marion Brown, Henry Grimes, Dave Grant, Tom
Prince, Frank Smith, 1966), ESP; Presenting Burton Greene (Byard Lancaster, Steve
Tintweiss, Shelly Rusten, 1969), COLUMBIA.
HENRY GRIMES (bass): The Call (Perry Ronbinson, Tom Price, 1965), ESP.
CHARLIE HADEN (bass): Liberation Music Orchestra (Perry Robinson, Dewey Redman,
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Don Chery, Michael Mantler, Roswell Rudd, Bob Northern, Howard Johnson, Paul
Motian, Andrew Cyrille, Sam Brown, Carla Bley, Gato Barbieri, 1969), IMPULSE;
Closeness (Ornette Coleman, Alice Coltrane, Keith Jarrett, Paul Motian, 1976),
HORIZON A&M; The Golden Number (Cherry, Coleman, Archie Shepp, Hampton
Hawes, 1976), HORIZON A&M; The Montreal Tapes (Cherry, Ed Blackwell, 1989),
VERVE; Liberation Music Orchestra—Dream Keeper (C. Bley, Redman, Joe Lovano,
Branford Marsalis, Ken McIntyre, Tom Harrell, Motian…, 1990), POLYDOR.
GUNTER HAMPEL (vibraphone, bass clarinet, flute): Gunter Hampel Groupe + Jeanne
Lee (1968), WERGO; The 8th of July 1969 (Anthony Braxton, Lee, Steve McCall,
etc.); Dances (1969); Spirits (Lee, Perry Robinson, 1971); Familie (Braxton, Lee,
1972); Cosmic Dancer (Lee, McCall, Robinson, 1975); Enfant Terrible (Braxton, Lee,
etc., 1975); Jubilation (Lee, Marion Brown, Robinson. Manfred Schoof, Albert
Mangelsdorﬀ, Barre Phillips, etc., 1983)—all on BIRTH.
GERRY HEMINGWAY (drums): Kwambe (with Ray Anderson, Wes Brown, Anthony
Davis, Mark Helias, Jay Hoggard, George Lewis, 1978), AURICLE RECORDS;
Special Detail (Don Byron, Wolter Wierbos, Ernst Reijseger, Ed Schuller, 1990),
HAT ART; The Marmalade King (Michael Moore, Wierbos, Reijseger, Mark Dresser,
1994), HAT ART.
JULIUS HEMPHILL (reeds, composition): Dogon A.D. (with Baikida Carroll, Abdul
Walud, Philip Wilson, 1972), ARISTA; Coon Bid’ness. (Arthur Blythe, Hamiet
Bluiett, Walud, Altschul, Carroll,Wilson, 1975), BLACK LION; Blue Boyé (1977),
MBARI/SCREWGUN; Blue Boyé (1977) MBARI/SCREWGUN; Roi Boyé (1977) SACKVILLE. Raw Materials and Residuals (Wadud, Don Moye, 1977), BLACK SAINT; Live
from the New Music Café (with Wadud and Joe Bonadio, 1991), MUSIC & ARTS;
Oakland Duets (Wadud, 1992), MUSIC & ARTS; Fat Man and the Hard Blues (Carl
Grubbs, James Carter, Marty Ehrlich, Sam Furnace, Andrew White, 1991), BLACK
SAINT; Five Chord Stud (Tim Berne, Carter, Ehrlich, Furnace, Fred Ho, White,
1993), BLACK SAINT.
DAVE HOLLAND (bass): Music From Two Basses (with Barre Phillips, 1971), ECM;
Improvisations for Cello and Guitar (Derek Bailey, 1971), ECM; Conference of the Birds
(Anthony Braxton, Sam Rivers, Barry Altschul, 1972), ECM.
TRISTAN HONSINGER (cello): Live Performances (with Maarten van Regteren Altena,
1976), SAJ; Map of Moods (quintet, with Louis Moholo, 1994), FMP.
WILLIAM HOOKER (drums): Is Eternal Life (David Murray, Mark Miller, David Ware,
Hasaan Dawkins, Les Goodson, 1976), REALITY UNIT CONCEPTS.
NOAH HOWARD (alto saxophone): Noah Howard Quartet (Rick Colbeck, Scotty Holt,
Dave Grant, 1966), ESP.
HUMAN ARTS ENSEMBLE: Under the Sun (Lester Bowie, Oliver Lake, Charles Bobo
Shaw, Carol Marshall, James Marshall, J.D. Parran, etc., 1973), ARISTA.
ISKRA: 1903 (Derek Bailey, Paul Rutherford, Barry Guy, 1972), INCUS.
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MICHAEL GREGORY JACKSON (guitar): Clarity (Leo Smith, Oliver Lake, David Murray, 1976) BJA.
BOB JAMES (piano): Explosions (Barre Phillips, Bob Pozar, 1965), ESP/CALIBRE.
JOSEPH JARMAN (reeds): Song For (with Fred Anderson, Thurman Barker, Steve McCall, 1966), As If It Were the Seasons (Charles Clark, Barker, Muhal Richard Abrams,
Anderson, John Stubblefield, John Jackson, Lester Lashley, 1968), Together Alone
with Anthony Braxton (1971)—all on DELMARK; Egwu Anwu, (Don Moye, 1978),
INDIA NAVIGATION.
THE JAZZ COMPOSER’S ORCHESTRA: Communication (Michael Mantler, Rudd,
Tchicai, Lyons, Lacy, Kenyatta, Ken McIntyre, Shepp, Bley, Eddie Gomez, Kent
Carter, Steve Swallow, Graves, 1964–1965), FONTANA; Communications (soloists:
Don Cherry, Gato Barbieri, Larry Corryell, Pharoah Sanders, Cecil Taylor, 1968),
JCOA.
LEROY JENKINS (violin): For Players Only (L. Smith, Bracton, M. McIntyre, Joseph
Bowie, Dewey Redman, Sirone, Dave Holland, Charles Bobo Shaw, etc., 1975),
JCOA; Swift Are the Winds of Life (Rashied Ali, 1975), SURVIVAL; A Solo Concert
(1976); INDIA NAVIGATION; The Legend of Aï Glatson (1978), BLACK SAINT.
LEROI JONES (AMIRI BARAKA): Black and Beautiful (1965), JIHAD; A Black Mass
(with Sun Ra & Myth Science Arkestra, 1968), JOHAD/SON BOY RECORDS.
ROBIN KENYATTA (reeds): Until (Mike Lawrence, Rudd, Walter Booker, Lewis Worrell, Horace Arnold, 1966), VORTEX; Beggars and Stealers (Abrams, etc., 1969–
1975), MUSE.
LEE KONITZ (saxophones): The Lee Konitz Duets (Berger, Joe Henderson, Eddie Gomez, Elvin Jones, etc., 1967), MILESTONE.
PETER KOWALD (bass): Quintet (Rutherford, Gunter Christmann, Paul Lovens, etc.,
1972), FMP; Was Da Ist (1994), FMP.
JOACHIM KÜHN (piano): Transfiguration (Rolf Kühn, Berger, Beb Guérin, Aldo Romano, 1967), MPS; Sounds of Feelings (Jean-François Jenny-Clark, Romano, 1969),
BYG; Abstracts (1993), LABEL BLEU.
STEVE LACY (soprano saxophone):Evidence (Cherry, 1961), NEW JAZZ; The Forest and
the Zoo (Enrico Rava, 1966), ESP; Lapis (1972—in Scratching the Seventies), SARAVAH; The Gap (Steve Potts, K. Carter, Irène Aebi, Noel McGhie, 1972), AMERICA;
Weal and Woe (1972-1973), EMANEM; The Crust (Bailey, Potts, Carter, Stevens,
1973), EMANEM; Saxophone Special (Potts, Evan Barker, Trevor Watts, Bailey,
Michael Waisvisz, 1974), EMANEM; Flakes (Potts, Carter, Aebi, McGhie, 1974),
VISTA; Stabs (solo, 1975), SAJ; Dreams (Potts, Bailey, Carter, Aebi, Jean-Jacques
Avenel, Kenneth Tyler, 1975—in Scratching the Seventies), SARAVAH; Axieme
(1975), RED RECORDS; Clangs (Andrea Centazzo, 1976), ICTUS; Lacy-Carter-Centazzo (1976), ICTUS; Sidelines (Michael Smith, 1976), IAI; Threads (Alvin Curran,
Frederic Rzewski, 1977), HORO; Raps (Potts, Ron Miller, Oliver Johnson, 1977),
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ADELPHI; Catch (K. Carter, 1977), HORO; N.Y. Capers & Quirks (Ronnie Boykins,
Dennis Charles, 1979), FMP; Image (Steve Argüelles, 1987), AH-UM MUSIC; +16
Itinerary (1990), HAT ART.
OLIVER LAKE (reeds): Passing Thru (solo, 1974), AFRICA; Heavy Spirits (Olu Dara,
Joseph Bowie, Charles Bobo Shaw, etc., 1975), ARISTA; Lake-Joseph Bowie (1976),
SACKVILLE; Holding Together (Fred Hopkins, Michael Gregory Jackson, Paul Maddox, 1976), BLACK SAINT; Zaki (Jackson, Pheeroan Aklaﬀ, 1979), HAT ART; Boston
Duets (Donal Leonellis Fox, 1989), MUSIC & ARTS.
BYARD LANCASTER (saxophone): It’s not up to us (Sonny Sharrock, Jerome Huntler,
Eric Gravatt, Kenny Speller, 1966), VORTEX.
PRINCE LASHA (reeds): The Cry (Sonny Simmons, Gary Peacock, Mark Proctor, Gene
Stone, 1962), CONTEMPORARY.
JEANNE LEE (vocals): Conspiracy (Hampel, Rivers, Steve McCall, etc., 1974), EARTHFORMS.
GEORGE LEWIS (trombone, composition): Solo Trombone Records (1976), SACKVILLE;
Shadowgraph (Roscoe Mitchell, Leroy Jenkins, Douglas Ewart, Muhal Richard
Abrams, Anthony Davis, Abdul Wadud, 1977), BLACK SAINT.
SELWYN LISSACK (drums): Facets of the Universe (Mongezi Feza, Mike Osborne, Kenneth Terroade, Earl Freeman, 1969), GOODY.
GIUSEPPI LOGAN (reeds): Quartet (Don Pullen, Eddie Gomez, Milford Graves, 1964),
ESP/CALIBRE.
PAUL LOVENS/PAUL LYTTON (drums): Was It Me? (1977), POTORCH.
FRANK LOWE (saxophone): Duo Exchange (Rashied Ali, 1972), SURVIVAL; Doctor
Too Much (Leo Smith, Olu Dara, Fred Williams, Phillip Wilson, 1977), KHARMA;
Saxemble (1995), QWEST; Bodies & Soul (Tim Flood, Charles Moﬀett, 1995), CIMP.
JIMMY LYONS (saxophone): Other Afternoons (Lester Bowie, Alan Silva, Andrew
Cyrille, 1969), BYG; Jimmy Lyons & Sunny Murray Trio- Jump Up (1980), HAT ART.
KEN MCINTYRE (reeds): Looking Ahead (Eric Dolphy, 1960), NEW JAZZ.
KALAPARUSHA (MAURICE MCINTYRE) (reeds): Humility (Leo Smith, Malachi
Favors, Thurman Barker, Claudine Myers, Ajaramu, etc., 1969), DELMARK; Forces
and Feelings (1972), DELMARK; Kalaparusha (Berger, Ingrid, Tom Schmidt, Juma
Santos, Jack DeJohnette, 1975). TRIO.
RADU MALFATI (trombone): Thrumblin’ (Stephan Wittwer, 1976), FMP.
ALBERT MANGESLDORFF (trombone): And his Friends (Cherry, Elvin Jones, Berger,
Konitz, etc.,1967-1969), MPS; Tromboneliness (solo, 1976), MPS.
GUIDO MAZZON (trumpet)/ ANDREA CENTAZZO (percussions): Duets (1976),
ORCHESTRA.
MISHA MENGELBERG (piano): Groupcomposing (Benning, Brötzmann, E. Parker,
Bailey, Rutherford, 1970), ICP; Mengelberg-Bennink, Bailey-Tchicai (1970), ICP;
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Eineparlietischtennis (Bennink, 1974), SAJ; Impromptus (1988), FMP; Who’s Bridge
(Brad Jones, Joey Baron, 1994), AVANT.
JOUK MINOR (reeds): Esprits du sel (Jean Querlier, Josef Traindl, Odile Bailleux,
Christian Lété, 1977), ELECTROBANDE.
ROSCOE MITCHELL (reeds): Sound (M. McIntyre, L. Bwie, Lester Lashley, Malachi
Favors, Alvin Fielder, 1966), DELMARK; Old Quartet (Bowie, Favors, Phillip Wilson, 1967), NESSA; Congliptious (Bowie, Favors, Robert Crowder, 1968), NESSA;
Solo Saxophone Concerts (1973–1974), SACKVILLE; Nonaah (Jarman, Braxton.,
Threadgill, Wallace McMillan, G. Lewis, Favors, Abrams, 1977), NESSA; Hey Donald
(Albert Tootie Heath, Favors, Jodie Christian, 1994), DELMARK; Sound Songs
(solo, 1994), DELMARK; Nine to Get Ready (Hugh Ragin, G. Lewis, Matthew Shipp,
Craig Taborn, Jaribu Shahid, William Parker, Tani Tabbal, Gerald Cleaver, 1999),
ECM.
DAVID MURRAY (reeds): Flowers for Albert (Olu Dara, Fred Hopkins, Phillip Wilson,
1976), INDIA NAVIGATION; Low Class Conspiracy (Hopkins, Wilson, 1976), ADELPHI; 3D Family (Johnny Mbizao Dyani, Cyrille, 1978), HAT ART; Remembrances
(Hugh Ragin, Dave Burrell, Wilber Morris, Tani Tabbal, 1990, DIW; Death of a Sideman (Bobby Bradford, Burrell, Hopkins, Blackwell, 1991), DIW; Acoustic Octfunk
(Hopkins, Andrew Cyrille, 1993), SOUND HILLS; Flowers Around Cleveland (Bobby
Few, Jean-Jacques Avenel, John Betsch, 1995), BLEU REGARD.
SUNNY MURRAY (drums): Action (with the Contemporary Quartet, 1964), DEBUT;
Sonny’s Time Now (Cherry, Ayler, Grimes, Lewis, Worrell, LeRoi Jones, 1965),
JIHAD; Sunny Murray (Jacques Coursil, Byard Lancaster, Jack Graham, Alan
Silva, 1966), ESP; Big Chief (Bernard Vitet, Becky Friend, Ronnie Beer, Kenneth
Terroade, François Tusques, Beb Guérin, Silva, Favors, Earl Freeman, J. Lee, 1969),
BYG; Charred Earth (Lancaster, Burrell, etc., 1977), KARMA; 13  Steps on Glass
(Odean Pope, Wayne Dockery, 1994), ENJA; Illuminators (duet with Charles Gayle,
1996), AUDIBLE HISS.
MUSIC IMPROVISATION COMPANY (Bailey, E. Parker, Jaime Muir, Hugh Davies)
(1968–1971), ECM.
MUSICA ELECTRONICA VIVA (Richard Teitelbaum, Lacy, Garrett List, Berger, Frederic Rzewski, Alvin Curran): United Patchwork (1977), HORO.
BOBBY NAUGHTON (vibraphone): The Haunt (L. Smith, Perry Robinson, 1976), OTIC.
JAMES NEWTON (flute): Flute Music (Clovis Bordeaux, Tylon Barea, Glenn Ferris,
etc.), FLUTE MUSIC PRODUCTION; Solomon’s Sons (D. Murray, 1977), CIRCLE;
The African Flower (John Blake, A. Blythe, Olu Dara, Jay Hoggard, Pheeroan Aklaﬀ, etc., 1986), BLUE NOTE.
NEW YORK ART QUARTET (Roswell Rudd, John Tchicai, Lewis Worrell, Milford
Graves, LeRoi Jones, 1964), ESP/CALIBRE; 35th Reunion (Rudd, Tchicai, Reggie
Workman, Graves, LeRoi Jones/Amiri Baraka, 1999), DIW.
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NEW YORK CONTEMPORARY FIVE: At Jazzhus Montmartre (Cherry, Tchicai, Shepp,
Don Morre, J.C. Moses, 1963), SONET.
O.M.C.I. (Renato Gerermia, Mauro Periotto, Toni Rusconi): Free Rococo (1976), ORCHESTRA.
OVARY LODGE (Keith Tippett, Julie Tippetts, Harry Miller, Frank Perry): Ovary
Lodge (1975), OGUN.
TONY OXLEY (drums): Tony Oxley (E. Parker, Bailey, Rutherford, etc., 1971–1975),
INCUS.
EVAN PARKER (saxophones): Topography of the Lungs (Bailey, Bennink, 1970), INCUS;
At the Unit Theatre (Paul Lytton, 1975), INCUS; Saxophone Solos (1975), INCUS;
Parker-Lytton (1976), RING; Atlanta (Barry Guy, Lytton, 1986), IMPETUS; Process
and Reality (1991), FMP; 50th Birthday Concert (Alex Schlippenbach, Paul Lovens,
Guy, Lytton, 1994), LEO RECORDS; The Redwood Session (Guy, Lytton, 1995),
CIMP; Natives and Aliens (Guy, Lytton, Mailyn Crispell, 1996), LEO RECORDS;
Electro-Acoustic Ensemble (Guy, Lytton, Philipp Wachsmann, etc., 1997), ECM.
WILLIAM PARKER (bass): Flowers Grow in My Room (Rob Brown, Assif Tsahar, Roy
Campbell, Steve Swell, Billy Bang, Gregg Bendian, Susie Ibarra, etc., 1994), CENTERING RECORDS.
MICHEL PILZ (bass clarinet): Carpathes (Peter Kowald, Paul Lovens, 1975), FMP.
MICHEL PORTAL (reeds, bandoneon): Our Meanings and Our Feelings (Kühn, JennyClark, Aldo Romano, Thollot, 1969), PATHÉ; Alors!!! (John Surman, Phillips, Stu
Martin, Jean-Pierre Drouet, 1970), FUTURA; Slendid Yzlment (Howard Johnson, J.
Minor, Barre Phillips, Runo Ericksson, Gérard Marais, Pierre Favre, 1971), CBS; A
Chateauvallon (Vitet, Favre, Guérin, Léon Francioli, Tamia, 1972), LE CHANT DU
MONDE; ¡Dejarme solo! (1979), DREYFUS JAZZ; Arrivederci le Chouartse (Francioli, Favre, 1980), HAT ART.
DUDU PUKWANA (saxophone): Mbizo radebe (they shoot to kill) (with John Stevens,
1987), AFFINITY.
DON PULLEN (piano): Solo Piano Album (1975), SACKVILLE, Capricorn Rising (Rivers,
Alex Blake, Bobby Battle, 1975), BLACK SAINT (see also Milford Graves).
DEWEY REDMAN (reeds): Look for the Black Star (quartet, 1966), FONTANA; The Ear
of the Behearer (Ted Daniel, L. Jenkins, Sirone/Norris Jones, Eddie Moore, 1974),
IMPULSE.
REVOLUTIONARY ENSEMBLE (Jenkins, Sirone, Jerome Cooper): Vietnam (1972),
ESP; Manhattan Cycles (1972), INDIA NAVIGATION; The Psyche (1975), RE; The
People’s Republic (1975), HORIZON; R.E. (1977), ENJA.
SAM RIVERS (saxophone, flute, piano): Streams (Cecil McBee, Norman Connors,
1973), IMPULSE; Crystals (full orchestra, 1974), IMPULSE; The Quest (Holland,
Altschul, 1976), RED RECORDS; Duets (Holland, 1976), IAI; Eight Day Journal
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(with Tony Humas, Slyvain Kassap, François Corneloup, Henry Lowther, Noël
Akchoté, etc., 1998), NATO.
SONNY ROLLINS (saxophone): Our man in Jazz (quartet with Cherry, 1962), Three in
Jazz (1962), RCA.
ROSWELL RUDD (trombone): Everywhere (Logan, Kenyatta, Worrell, Haden, Beaver
Harris, 1966—reissued with Cecil Taylor), IMPULSE; Numatik Swing Band (Jazz
Composer’s Orchestra, 1973), JCOA.
PAUL RUTHERFORD (trombone): The Gentle Harm of the Bourgeoisie (solo, 1974),
EMANEM; Old Moers Almanac (solo, 1976), RING.
PHAROAH SANDERS (saxophone): Pharoah’s First (1964), ESP/CALIBRE; Tauhid
(Burrell, Sharrock, Grimes, Roger Blank and Nat Bettis, 1966), IMPULSE; Karma
(Leon Thomas, Richard Davis, Julius Watkins, james Spaulding, Reggie Workman,
Lonnie Smith, Billy Hart, Bettis, 1969), IMPULSE.
SEA ENSEMBLE (Rafael Garrett, Zusaan Fasteau): Manzara (1977), RED RECORDS.
SONNY SHARROCK (guitar): Black Woman (Ted Daniel, Burrell, Norris Jones, Richard
Pierce, Graves, Peacock, Linda Sharrock, 1969), VORTEX.
ARCHIE SHEPP (saxophones): Archie Shepp/Bill Dixon Quartet (1962), SAVOY; And
the New York Contemporary Five (Ted Curson, Cherry, Tchicai, Boykins, S. Murray, 1964), SAVOY; Four For Trane (A. Shorter, Rudd, Tchicai, Workman, Moffett, 1964), IMPULSE; Fire Music (Curson, Joseph Orange, M. Brown, etc., 1965),
IMPULSE; The New Wave in Jazz (1965), IMPULSE; New Thing at Newport (Bobby
Hutcherson, Phillips, Joe Chambers, 1965), IMPULSE; Mama Too Tight (Tommy
Turrentine, Rudd, Grachan Moncur III, Perry Robinson, Howard Johnson, Haden,
Beaver Harris, 1966), IMPULSE; The Magic of Ju-Ju (1967), IMPULSE; Live at the
Donauesschingen Music Festival (Rudd, Moncur, Jimmy Garrison, Harris, 1967),
MPS; The Way Ahead (Jimmy Owens, Moncur, Walter Davis Jr, Ron Carter, Roy
Haynes or B. Harris, 1968), IMPULSE; Blasé/Live at the Panafrican Festival (1969),
BYG ACTUEL/CHARLY RECORDS; Black Gypsy (Jenkins, Burrell, E. Freeman,
S. Murray, 1969), AMERICA; Attica Blues (M. Brown, Cal Massey, Thornton, B.
Harris, Bartholomew Gray, William Kunstler, Charles McGhee, Charles Stephens,
Jenkins, Garrison Burrell, etc., 1972), IMPULSE; The Cry of My People (Joe Lee
Wilson, Charles Greenlee, McGhee, Massey, Jenkins, etc., 1972), IMPULSE; A Sea
of Faces (Greenlee, Burrell, Cameron Brown, B, Harris, etc., 1975) BLACK SAINT;
Bijou (Arthur Jones, etc., 1975), MUSICA.
ALAN SILVA (bas, composition): Skillfulness (Berger, Becky Friend, Burrell, Mike
Ephron, Lawrence Cook, etc., 1969), ESP; Luna Surface (Celestial Communication
Orchestra, 1969), BYG; Seasons (Celestial Communication Orchestra, 1969), BYG
(see Few, Wright).
SONNY SIMMONS (reeds): Staying on the Watch (Barbara Donald, John Hicks, Teddy
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Smith, Marvin Patillo, 1966), ESP; Ancient Ritual (Charnett Moﬀett, Zarak Simmons, 1994), QWEST.
WADADA LEO SMITH (trumpet, etc.): Creative Music (solo, 1971), KABELL; Reflectivity (Anthony David, Wes Brown, 1974), KABELL; Song of Humanity (Lake, A Davis,
W. Brown, Paul Maddox, 1976), KABELL; Kulture Jazz (solo, 1993), ECM.
SPONTANEOUS MUSIC ENSEMBLE (Trevor Watts, John Stevens): Face to Face
(1973), EMANEM.
SUN RA (keyboards, composition): Sound Sun Pleasure (1953–1960), SATURN/
EVIDENCE; Sun Song (1956), DELMARK; Super-Sonic Jazz (1956), SATURN/EVIDENCE; Angels and Demons at Play/The Nubians of Plutonia, Visits Planet Earth/
Interstellar Low Ways (1956–1960), SATURN/EVIDENCE; We Travel the Spaceways/
Bad and Beautiful (1956–1960), SATURN/EVIDENCE; Sound of Joy (1957), DELMARK; Jazz in Silhouette (1958), SATURN/EVIDENCE; Fate in a Pleasant Mood/
When Sun Comes Out (1960–1963), SATURN/EVIDENCE; The Futuristic Sound Of
(1961), SAVOY; Cosmic Tones for Mental Therapy/Art Forms of Dimensions Tomorrow
(1961–1963), SATURN/EVIDENCE; Other Planes of There (1964), SATURN/EVIDENCE; Heliocentric Worlds (1965), ESP/CALIBRE; The Magic City (1965), SATURN/
EVIDENCE; The Magic City (1965), SATURN/EVIDENCE; Monorails and Satellites
(1966), SATURN/EVIDENCE; Atlantis (1967–1969), SATURN/EVIDENCE; Outer
Spaceways Incorporated (1968), BLACK LION; Holiday for Soul Dance (1968–1969),
SATURN/EVIDENCE; My Brother the Wind (1969–1970), SATURN/EVIDENCE; The
Solar Myth Approach (1970–1971), BYG ACTUEL/CHARLY RECORDS; Soundtrack to
the Film Space is the Place (1972), SATURN/EVIDENCE; Sunrise in Diﬀerent Dimensions (1980), HAT ART; Sun Ra and the Year 2000 (1990), LEO RECORDS.
TAMIA (vocals): Tamia (1978), T RECORDS; De la nuit . . . le jour (with Pierre Favre,
1987), ECM.
CECIL TAYLOR (piano): At Newport (Lacy, Dennis Charles, Buell Neidlinger, 1957),
VERVE; Hard Driving Jazz or (under Coltrane’s name) Coltrane Time (Kenny Dorham, Coltrane, Chuck Israels, Louis Hayes, 1958), UNITED ARTISTS; The World
of C.T. (Shepp, Neidlinger, Charles, 1960), CANDID; Nefertiti (Lyons, S. Murray,
1962), FONTANA; Unit Structures (Eddie Gale, K. McIntyre, Lyons, Grimes, Silva,
Cyrille, 1966), BLUE NOTE; Conquistador (Dixon, Lyons, Grimes, Silva, Cyrille,
1966), BLUE NOTE; Nuits de la Fondation Maeght (Rivers, Lyons, Cyrille, 1969),
SHANDAR; Spring of Two Blue J’s (Lyons, Sirone, Cyrille, 1973), UNIT CORE;
Akisakila (Lyons, Cyrille, 1973), TRIO; Indent (solo, 1973), UNIT CORE (new release
with FREEDOM); Silent Tongues (solo, 1976), ENJA; Dark to Themselves (Raphé
Malik, Lyons, Ware, Mark Edwards, 1976), ENJA; Embraced (with Mary Lou Williams, 1977), PABLO; In Berlin ’88 (duets with Günter Baby Sommer, Lovens, Louis
Moholo, Bennink, Oxley, 1988), FMP; In Florescence (William Parker, Bendian,
1989), A&M; Momentum Space (Redman, Elvin Jones, 1998), VERVE.
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JOHN TCHICAI (saxophone): Rufus (Shepp, Don Moore, J.C. Moses, 1963), FONTANA; Solo (Mangelsdorﬀ, 1977), SAJ; The Real Tchicai (Henning, Ørsted-Pedersen,
Pierre Dorge, 1977) STEEPLECHASE; Cassava Balls (Hartmut Geerken, Famoudou
Don Moye, 1985), LEO RECORDS; Grandpa’s Spells (with Misha Mengelberg,
1992), STORYVILLE.
RICHARD TEITELBAUM (electronics): Time Zones (Braxton, 1976), ARISTA.
CLIFFORD THORNTON (trumpet, composition): Freedom and Unity (New Art
Ensemble: Sonny King, Berger, etc., 1967), GOODY; The Gardens of Harlem (Jazz
Composer’s Orchestra, 1974), JCOA.
FRANÇOIS TUSQUES (piano, composition): Free Jazz (Vitet, François Jeanneau,
Portal, Charles Saudrais, Guérin, 1965), MOULOUDJI/IN SITU; Compositions de
François Tusques avec Barney Wilen (Wilen, Jenny Clark, Guérin, Romano, 1967),
MOULOUDJI; Piano Dazibao (solos, 1970), FUTURA; Intercommunal Music (S.
Murray, Louis Armfield, Silva, Guérin, Bob Reid, Shorter, Steve Potts, 1971),
SHANDAR; Le Piano Préparé, CHANT DU MONDE; Intercommunal Free Dance
Music Orchestra (Adolf Winkier, Michel Marre, Jo Maka, Guem), LE TEMPS DES
CERISES; Génération (solo, 1988), KUIV PRODUCTIONS.
CHARLES TYLER (saxophone): Ensemble (Joel Friedman, Ronald Jackson, Grimes, C.
Moﬀett, 1966), ESP; Autumn in Paris (+Brus Trio, 1988), SILKHEART; Voyage from
Jericho (Boykins, Earl Cross, Steve Reid, Blythe, 1974), BLEU REGARD.
BERNARD VITET (trumpet): La Guêpe (Jean-Paul Rondepierre, Minor, Tusques, Bob,
Guérin, Françoise Achard, 1971), FUTURA.
ALEXANDER VON SCHLIPPENBACH (piano): Globe Unity (Manfred Schoof,
Brötzmann, Gerd Dudek, Breuker, Hampel, Berger, Kowald, Buschi Niebergall,
Mani Neumeier, 1966), MPS; Three Nails Left (E. Parker, Kowald, Lovens, 1975),
FMP; Digger’s Harvest (with Tony Oxley, 1998), FMP.
PATTY WATERS (vocals): Sings (Greene, etc., 1965), ESP; In Concert (Logan, Burrell,
Ran Blake, etc., 1966), ESP.
MARZETTE WATTS (reeds): Backdrop for Urban Revolution (Watts, Lancaster, Thornton, Berger, Sharrock, etc., 1966), ESP.
MIKE WESTBROOK (piano, composition): For the Record (Rutherford, Kate Barnard,
Phil Minton, Dave Chambers, 1975), TRANSATLANTIC; Piano (1976–1977), ORIGINAL RECORDS; Goose Sauce (Brass Band, 1977–1978), ORIGINAL RECORDS.
WILDFLOWERS: Volume 1 (K. McIntyre, M. McIntyre, S. Murray, Rivers, Air, 1976),
DOUGLAS; 2 (Braxton, L. Smith, M. Brown, K. McIntyre, Flight to Sanity), 3
(Michael Jackson, Cyrille, Burrell, Randy Weston, Abdullah), 4 (Bluiett, Hemphill,
Lyons, Lake, D. Murray), 5 (S. Murray, Mitchell).
BARNEY WILEN (saxophones): Auto Jazz: Tragic Destiny of Lorenzo Bandini (Tusques,
Guérin, Eddy Gaumont, and tape recording of the 25th Monaco Grand Prix, 1968),
MPS.
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WORKSHOP DE LYON: Tiens! Les bourgeons éclatent . . . (Jean Bolcato-bass, Maurice
Merle-saxophone, Christian Rollet-drums, trombone, Louis Scalvis, reeds, 1977),
L’OISEAU MUSICIEN.
WORLD SAXOPHONE QUARTET (Bluiett, Hemphill, Lake, D. Murray): Live in Moers
(1977), MOERS MUSIC/RING.
FRANK WRIGHT (saxophone): Uhuru Na Umoja (Noah Howard, Bobby Few, Art
Taylon, 1970), AMERICA; Last Polka in Nancy (Few, Silva, Muhamad Ali, 1973),
CENTER OF THE WORLD; Shouting the Blues (George Arvanitas, Jacky Samson,
Charles Saudrais, 1977), SUN RECORDS.
Compilation: Jazzactuel-a Collection of Avant-Garde/Free Jazz/Psychedelia from the
BYG/ACTUEL Catalogue of 1969–71 (3 CD Charly). Sunny Murray, Archie Shepp,
Steve Lacy, Sonny Sharrock, Grachan Moncur III, Cliﬀord Thornton, Jacques
Coursil, Dave Burrell, Sun Ra, Arthur Jones, Burton Greene, Art Ensemble of Chicago, Andrew Cyrille, Paul Bley, Frank Wright, Acting Trio (Philippe Maté), Dewey
Redman, Don Cherry, Anthony Braxton, Jimmy Lyons, Claude Delcloo-Arthur
Jones, Musica Electronica Viva, Kenneth Terroade, Alan Silva & The Celestial
Communication Orchestra.
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UTOPIA'
by'Anne,Cécile'Vandalem'
Translation:'Grégory'Pierrot'

'

PROLOGUE':'Babel'
Now'the'whole'earth'had'one'language'and'the'same'words.'One'day,'a'small'group'of'
initiates'discovered'barren'land'and'settled'there.'And'they'said'to'one'another:'“Come,'
let'us'pick'up'what'is'under'our'feet'and'mix'it'with'cement.”'And'they'added'steel'bars'
to'this'mix'and'used'it'for'stone,'and'this'recipe'became'their'new'weapon.'
Then'they'said:'“Come!'Let'us'build'ourselves'a'city'and'a'tower'with'its'top'in'the'
heavens!'We'will'become'famous,'we'will'make'a'name'for'ourselves,'lest'we'be'
dispersed'over'the'face'of'the'whole'earth.”'
But'the'Lord'opened'the'clouds'to'see'what'these'men'had'done'with'the'city'and'the'
tower'they'were'building.''Then'He'said:'“Behold,'they'have'one'people'and'they'have'all'
one'language!'This'is'only'the'beginning'of'what'they'will'do,'and'nothing'that'they'
propose'to'do'will'now'be'impossible'for'them.'Come,'let'us'go'down'and'confuse'their'
language,'so'that'they'may'not'understand'one'another’s'speech.”''
So'the'Lord'came'down'to'confuse'them…'
'
Bernard'Loizeau'appears'on'stage.'He'positions'himself'behind'his'lectern.'
Good'evening,'good'evening…'
Do'you'know'what'day'it'is'today?'
Today'is'(he'gives'today’s'date),'thank'you.'I'promise'you'(sir'or'madam—depending)'
that'tonight,'(today’s'date)'will'forever'remain'branded'in'your'memory.''
To'the'audience.'
And'in'yours'as'well,'ladies'and'gentlemen'!'You'have'come'to'me'this'evening'and'I'
thank'you'for'it.'You'could'have'stayed'home…'But'no,'you'came'here…'to'listen'to'me'!'
Me!'Bernard'Loizeau,'architect,'who'comes'from'who'knows'where…'
Before'I'begin,'I'would'like'to'tell'you'about'the'dream'I'had'last'night.'In'this'dream'I'
was'in'my'house,'sitting'in'my'armchair,'thinking'about'what'I'would'tell'you'tonight,'
when'all'of'a'sudden'I'saw'a'door'where'there'should'only'have'been'a'wall.'I'opened'
the'door,'and'behind'it'was'a'new'room.'The'place'seemed'familiar'though'I’d'never'
been'there'before…'I'walked'in'and'found'another'door…'and'behind'that'door'another'
room,'so'on'and'so'forth.'And'the'more'I'walked'the'more'rooms'I'found…'and'the'more'
rooms'I'found'the'lighter'I'felt…'and'then'I'woke'up.'Have'any'of'you'ever'had'this'
dream?'Or'this'kind'of'dream?'
A'dream'of'a'house'you'wouldn’t'entirely'recognize,'a'house'that'would'still'hold'
surprises.'A'world'not'quite'finished.'It’s'as'if'you'found'a'door'at'the'end'of'the'world'
that'opens'on'to…'
Ladies'and'gentlemen,'what'if'I'told'you'that'I'know'where'this'door'is'and'that'I'can'
take'you'there?'Would'you'follow'me?'
'

'

But'there'is'one'condition'to'this'voyage:'to'get'to'the'door,'you'must'agree'to'abandon'
everything'you'own!'You'lose'everything!'
Are'you'hesitating'?'
You,'ma’am,'what'is'your'name'(Caroline)?'What'would'you'do?'
Are'you'hesitating'?'
He'asks'several'people'in'the'room.'
Do'you'have'a'purse'(Caroline)'?'
Can'I'see'it?'Very'good.'May'I'take'it'for'a'minute?'Come'with'me,'please.'Join'me.'Don’t'
be'afraid.'Please'give'(Caroline)'a'round'of'applause.'This'isn’t'easy.'
She'joins'him'on'stage.''
May'I'take'a'closer'look'at'your'purse?'May'I'take'a'look'inside?'Yes?'Very'good,'oh,'it’s'
full'of'things.'
Could'you'please'empty'your'purse?'
He'pulls'a'cloth'bag'out'of'his'sleeve.'
'
Please'turn'around,'don’t'let'us'see'what’s'inside,'it’s'none'of'our'business.'I'would'just'
like'you'to'make'sure'it'is'completely'empty.'Is'it?'
He'asks'the'woman'to'show'her'empty'purse'to'the'audience.'He'takes'the'cloth'bag'with'
the'lady’s'things'in'it.''
Is'it'empty?'
Now'I'would'like'you'to'please'hold'your'purse'in'front'of'you,'away'from'me.''
Good.'What'is'your'name'(Caroline)?'
How'did'you'get'here?'Did'you'come'with'somebody?'
Good!'
You'can'let'your'arms'down.'I'would'like'you'to'now'look'into'your'purse.'What'do'you'
see?'
Nothing.'
Nothing?'What'do'you'mean,'nothing?'You'can’t'see'anything?'Are'you'sure'you'can’t'see'
anything?'
Can'you'show'the'audience?'
The'lady'shows'her'empty'purse.'
Do'you'mind'if'I'check?''

He'takes'the'lady’s'purse'and'gives'her'the'cloth'bag.'
Ladies'and'gentlemen,'(Caroline)'is'just'like'any'of'you'in'the'audience.'She'is'blind…'She'
can’t'see'what'she'already'owns!'
But'don’t'worry'('Caroline),'tonight'you'will'open'your'eyes!'And'so'will'all'of'you!'
Ladies'and'gentlemen!'Let'me'invite'you'to'a'trip'to'the'last'virgin'land'we'have'left'to'
explore:'our'future!'
That'is'what’s'at'stake'this'evening!'Right'here!'And'I'have'good'news'for'you:'your'
future'is'powerful!'It'is'endless.'It'is'accessible'to'one'and'all!'It'is'free!'FREE,'because'
you'already'own'it,'ladies'and'gentlemen!'No,'you’re'not'dreaming.''
Triumphal'music.'The'light'gets'brighter'and'the'logo'is'lit.''
You'can'sit'back'down'(Caroline).'Let'me'keep'your'purse'for'a'moment.'I'promise'I’ll'
give'it'back.'
He'puts'the'purse'down'on'the'pedestal.'
As'the'lady'leaves,'he'shouts'over'the'music:'
'Give'(Caroline)'a'big'round'of'applause.''
Thank'you'for'coming'this'evening!'You’re'very'nice!'

'

SEQUENCE'1:'ASSESSMENT'
SCENE'1:'Locking'yourself'up'in'order'to'dream'
And'you'too,'thank'you'for'coming'here'tonight.'You'are'a'very'good'audience.'Really.'I'
am'very'lucky.'
He'gestures'for'the'music'to'stop.'He'puts'the'bag'down'on'the'pedestal.'
But'now'I'want'to'ask'you'all'to'please'go'home.''
He'suggests'a'movement.'
Go'on…'
No,'do'not'get'up.'You'can'go'home'using'what'is'most'precious'in'you:'the'power'of'
your'imagination.'So'I'would'like'you'to'use'it'to'go'back,'in'thought,'to'the'home'of'your'
youth,'the'home'you'were'raised'in…'Will'you?'Go'on…'go'back'there'and'tell'me:'do'you'
remember'ever'feeling'pleasure,'as'a'child,'shutting'yourself'away'in'a'wardrobe,'hiding'
in'a'dark'corner'or'under'your'bed?'
'
He'asks'this'or'that'person.'
When'I'was'a'child,'I'loved'shutting'myself'away'in'bags.'My'mother'let'me'do'it,'though'
not'in'plastic'bags,'of'course…'
It'was'easy;'everywhere'I'went'I'could'find'bags.'For'example,'here,'(he'names'the'lady'
whose'bag'he'took)’s'purse'would'have'worked.'
When'I'got'tired'or'bored'with'a'situation,'I’d'take'a'bag'and'put'myself'in'it.''
What'I'liked'more'than'anything'was'going'to'the'beach'with'my'mother.'We'were'right'
in'the'middle'of'all'those'fat'ladies'in'swimsuits'and'kids'throwing'sand'in'each'other’s'
faces.'I'would'take'my'mother’s'blue'beach'bag,'get'inside'of'it,'and'find'myself'
elsewhere,'in'an'undefined'space.'First'it'was'very'dark.'I'couldn’t'see'anything.'Then,'
little'by'little,'I'saw'the'sun'like'little'shining'stars'through'the'bag’s'fabric.'People’s'
screams'no'longer'bothered'me,'they'were'filtered'by'the'fabric.'I'let'myself'be'soothed.'
Time'passed…'
'
This'was'a'tiny'space,'but'I'slept'there'on'my'own.'I'got'cozy.'Hearing'my'own'breath'
gave'me'shudders.'That’s'where'I'got'a'real'taste'for'myself.'That'is'where'I'was'the'lone'
self'of'whom'I'gave'nothing.1'''
'
Every'child'that'shuts'himself'away'desires'imaginary'life.'The'smaller'the'space,'the'
bigger'the'dreams.''
'
'
'
Scene'2:'shut'away'and'safe:'the'mother’s'womb'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
1'Jules'Romain.'Odes'et'prières,'p.19.'

'
The'intimacy'of'the'sealed'and'protected'house'calls'naturally'for'the'highest'intimacies.'
It'testifies'to'a'time'when'we'lived'shut'away'and'happier'than'ever.'Yet'we'had'to'leave,'
with'great'pain'as'the'cost.'Leave'our'own'paradise:'our'mother’s'womb.2''
Did'you'know'that'in'our'mother'tongues,'latin'and'greek,'locus'(the'place)'and'Xwpa'
(which'also'means'place)'designate'the'woman’s'sexual'apparatus'and'genitals,'vulva,'
vagina'and'womb?'
Where'do'we'come'from?'From'a'serene'and'silent'womb'where'delicious'fruit'was'
overabundant.'Happy'as'we'were'there,'we'will'never'feel'that'way'again.'Where'do'we'
come'from?'Eden.'
What'do'we'go'through?'The'birth'canal.'We'are'cast'out'of'it.'
To'these'two'primordial'questions,'the'answer'is'the'place:'the'uterus'and'the'vagina.'
We'all'come'from'Eden'and'are'cast'out'of'it'through'the'birth'canal!3'
'
Scene'3:'cast'out'of'the'maternal'womb'
Because'we'are'cast'out!'
Evicted…'from'a'warm,'round'womb…'
We'are'displaced'tenants!'''Former'lodgers'of'the'locus!'Illegal'squatters.'We'roam,'and'
then'we’re'hunted,'expatriated,'expelled,'with'violence!'Imagine'the'pressure'on'an'
infant’s'head'when'it'travels'along'the'birth'canal.'Our'heads'are'compressed!'Imagine'
this'moment'when'he'must'go'through'the'gate…'with'all'of'his'things,'his'umbilical'cord'
around'him.'Imagine…'here…'now…'that'you’re'putting'your'head'in'a'vagina.'I'mean'
your'whole'head.'It'just…'it'just'doesn’t'happen'that'often.''
Out!'Hear'this'primal'scream:'out!'Imagine'the'moment'when'you'go'through…'(he'
suffocates)…'That'moment…'It’s'a'bottomless'pit…'the'moment'when'you’re'spilling'
through'the'lips'and'you'can’t'breathe.'Here'you’re'nothing'yet,'but'you’re'already'no'
longer'over'there.'You’re'at'the'threshold!'With'all'your'things.'Absolute'panic!'This'is'so'
violent.'Would'you'want'to'go'out'there?'
Expelled!'Go'out'there,'toward'the'cold,'the'illnesses,'where'you'have'to'work'to'eat,'
where'you'have'to'master'language,'where'you'have'to'suffer'through'growing'pains,'
labor'through'giving'birth,'where'you'have'to'die…'You’re'kicked'out'of'the'location,'into'
the'monotonous'space'of'the'world.'You’re'out'there'like'a'homeless'person,'evicted'
from'your'house.'You’re'destined'for'the'other'location,'the'eternal'home:'your'tomb,'
the'womb'of'the'earth,'our'other'mother!'
And'what'is'the'first'thing'we'do'when'we’re'born?'
We'cry…'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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Banished'from'the'place,'in'life'we'only'live'on'its'outskirts,'its'suburbs,'as'it'were.'We'
are'condemned'to'be'in'the'world,'the'suburbs'of'the'maternal'womb.'4''
From'absolute'bliss'we'were'chased'into'uncertainty,'danger,'vulnerability.'From'
softness'we'go'to'hardness,'from'the'egg'to'the'shell,'from'the'cell'to'the'home.''
Humans'live'in'homes'because'they'want'to'recover'by'any'means'the'womb'they'were'
expelled'from,'the'nest,'the'cocoon,'the'bubble,'the'cell:'all'words'that'express'the'round'
warmth'of'paradise'lost!'
Scene'4:'Boxes'
But'I’ll'tell'you,'ladies'and'gentlemen.'I'think'we’re'wrong.'Obsessed'as'we'are'with'
memories'of'happiness'and'protection,'we'live'in'constant'nostalgia'for'absolute'bliss.'
We’re'locked'in'a'dynamic'of'enclosure;'we'turn'inward'in'hopes'of'finding'again'this'
absolute'where'all'is'truth,'transparence,'health'and'calm.'We'want'to'be'spoon'fed!'And'
we'get'numb.'
From'our'youngest'age,'we'live'enclosed'in'boxes.'We’re'boxed'into'school'from'
kindergarten'to'college,'and'when'we'leave'that'box'we'enter'company'boxes,'big'small'
or'temporary…''
We'store'our'food'in'boxes:'lunch'boxes'and'bread'boxes.'
In'the'evening'we'pack'like'sardines'into'those'boxes'we'call'tubes.'If'you’re'lucky'you’ll'
get'one'of'those'tin'boxes'we'call'cars…'Then'we'go'home'to'our'apartments,'put'our'
shoes'away'in'shoe'boxes,'our'hats'in'hat'boxes,'our'leftovers'in'their'boxes.'Some'own'
their'own'boxes,'others'rent'a'cubbyhole'in'a'bigger'box'that'does'not'belong'to'them'
and'never'will.'
Some'find'it'amusing'to'watch'boxing'on'the'idiot'box!'
Then'we'box'old'people'into'homes'before'they'end'in'the'last'box,'I’ll'let'you'guess'
which'one.''
So'I'tell'myself:'if'living'is'to'be'locked'up'for'life'until'the'system'finally'rejects'us,'puts'
us'inside'one'box'on'our'way'to'the'final'box,'then'life'is'fundamentally'the'alienation'of'
the'human'being!5'
'
'
'
Scene'5:'We'are'mistaken—the'urgency'of'getting'out'of'boxes—Stop'wanting'to'be'held'
by'the'hand'
'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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So'I'think:'if'aliens'looked'down'upon'earth'and'saw'us,'they'would'think'that'we'are'
gifted,'but'unintelligent.'Because'this'place'that'we'tire'ourselves'trying'to'recover,'this'
place'others'before'us'have'looked'for,'on'and'off'earth,'in'the'sky,'in'the'seas,'on'the'
moon'even,'this'place'does'not'exist.'It'is'called'Eden'and'we'have'been'expelled'from'it!'
So'now'it’s'time'to'go'outside!'
Time'to'go'outside!'
That'is'our'only'alternative!'And'I'have'good'news'for'you:'
He'gets'excited'
We'are'born!'And'we'are'alive!'
!
The'problem,'you’ll'say,'is'that'it’s'not'very'welcoming'outside…'And'I’ll'admit'you’re'
right.'But'do'you'think'we'have'a'choice?'How'long'will'we'wait'for'somebody'to'take'us'
by'the'hand'and'show'us'the'way?'The'hands'of'the'nurse'that'compressed'your'skull'
and'gave'you'your'first'slap,'weren’t'those'enough?'You'want'more?'Because'that'is'
what'we’re'talking'about'today…'There'is'no'other'hand'on'earth'that'can'lead'you'but'
your'own!'All'other'hands'are'only'good'to'dish'out'slaps!'I’m'not'talking'about'violence;'
the'others'are'not'enemies,'the'others'are'just'the'others,'they’re'just'as'busy'as'you'are'
figuring'out'what'is'good'for'them.'Let’s'stop'looking'at'others'as'if'they'knew'better.'
They'don’t.'Nobody'knows.'Those'who'say'otherwise'are'impostors.'Doctors'are'
impostors!'Lawyers'are'impostors!'Architects'are'impostors!'
'
We'are'because'we'have'been'cast'out,'and'since'then'we’ve'been'uncertain'and'
vulnerable,'and'we'have'to'deal'with'it!'And'you'know'what,'ladies'and'gentlemen?'It'
isn’t'that'big'of'a'deal.''

INSERT'1'–'DECONSTRUCTION'
One'beautiful'day'a'solar'system'was'formed'that'is'no'longer'in'motion'because'its'
movements'are'regulated.'To'get'back'into'motion,'it'needs'something'destructive.'That'
is'the'reason'why'man'was'invented.'But'this'happened'without'a'preconceived'plan.'
The'plan'of'the'powerful'is'accomplished'when'we'look'for'causes,'because'this'search'
never'does'anything'but'create'value'systems,'give'meaning.'But'if'now'we'destroy'the'
cogs'of'this'system,'regulated'forces'of'gravitation'no'longer'match'up,'everything'
collapses.'All'of'a'sudden,'there'is'movement,'there'is'something.'But'here'we'are,'
hanging'around.'That’s'what'we’re'here'for.'That’s'how'we’re'nowhere'near'freedom.'
We'can’t'be'free'unless'we'can'accept'destruction'the'same'way'we'accept'the'regulated'
solar'system'that'paralyzes'us.'6'
'

''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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'

'

Scene'6:'the'poop'of'architect'
'
When'I'introduce'myself'as'an'architect,'people'look'at'me'with'wide'eyes'full'of'hope,'
as'if'I'was'going'to'solve'all'of'their'problems.''
I'think'the'only'problem'architects'ever'solve'is'how'they'can'make'a'living…'But'
anyway…'
Let'me'tell'you'a'story.'When'I'graduated'from'my'architecture'school,'I'immediately'
applied'to'a'prestigious'architecture'firm.'Since'I'didn’t'seem'very'aggressive,'they'gave'
me'a'position'that'had'little'to'do'with'my'actual'profession.'For'the'most'part'I'had'to'
organize'my'bosses’'trips,'make'hotel'reservations'for'them,'etc.'
One'day,'I'get'a'phone'call'from'a'grand'hotel'in'Amsterdam.'It'was'the'director'himself.'
He'was'very'embarrassed.'He'told'me'there’d'been'a'small'problem'in'the'room'my'boss'
had'just'left.'
He'told'me:'“When'he'left'the'hotel,'he'left'a'little'something'behind.”'
I'asked'him'if'he'could'just'send'it'to'us.'
He'told'me'the'matter'was'more'delicate'than'this.'What'he’d'left'was'feces.'
“He'pooped'on'the'bedside'table!”'
For'a'second'I'was'dumbfounded…'the'time'it'took'me'to'realize.'Then'I'objected!'I'told'
him'there'had'to'be'a'mistake.'That'it'must'have'been'the'maid'who'pooped'on'the'
bedside'table.'That'surely'it'had'to'do'with'the'way'she'was'treated'by'her'supervisors,'
including'him!'That'he’d'better'ask'this'person'then,'or'ask'himself'about'the'way'he'
treats'the'service'rather'than'accuse'my'boss,'who’s'a'respectable'person,'and'who,'by'
the'way,'will'never'spend'another'night'in'his'hotel,'yadda'yadda'yadda…'And'I'hung'up.'
I'was'irritated'so'I'went'out'to'have'coffee'and'came'across'my'supervisor—she’s'not'
THE'boss,'but'she’s'one'rung'above'me.'There.'Rungs,'all'the'way'up'to'the'big'boss'each'
with'a'face'looking'up.''
(He'pauses)'
So'I'tell'her'what'just'took'place'and'she'answers'very'calmly'that'this'isn’t'the'first'time'
it’s'happened.'That'it’s'a'thing'our'boss'does.'That'he’s'used'to'leaving'a'turd'on'the'
bedside'table'of'each'hotel'where'he'stays.'That'there'is'a'protocol'for'it,'and'there'she'
orders'me'to'call'back'the'hotel'to'apologize'and'ask'that'they'send'the'bill'to'the'firm.''
And'there'you'have'it.'That’s'what'an'architect'is,'these'days!'Somebody'who'will'leave'a'
turd'wherever'he'goes'and'ask'others'to'take'care'of'the'bill.''
The'problem'is'that'space'is'neither'a'surface'nor'a'neutral'object.'Space'is'always'
what’s'at'stake'in'and'what'results'from'human'activities,'and'therefore'from'strategies.''

Men'of'war'and'commerce,'heads'of'states'and'bosses'have'never'considered'space'
neutral.'Geography’s'first'and'foremost'use'is'war!7'
Scene'7:'architects'are'impostors'
If'you'ask'architects'about'the'future'of'our'cities,'they'will'tell'you'that'in'fifteen'years'
time,'sixty'percent'of'the'world'population'will'be'living'in'cities,'and'it'is'likely'that'
they'will'have'to'respond'to'this'migration'with'infrastructures'capable'of'housing'the'
maximum'amount'of'people'in'the'minimum'amount'of'space.'
They'will'all'agree'that'solutions'will'be'needed'to'address'this'flow'of'people,'and'that'
as'far'as'housing'is'concerned,'these'solutions'will'mean'increasingly'higher'and'
compact'buildings.'
Go'ahead,'ask'them!'First'they’ll'give'you'a'fatalistic'look'and'they'will'say:'
“People'have'to'give'up'their'dreams'of'houses'with'four'walls!'Everybody'wants'four'
walls'and'a'little'yard,'the'barbecue'and'the'dog'house…'But'it’s'no'longer'possible.'
Urban'sprawl'has'to'be'stopped.'We'have'to'condense!'People'think'we’re'miracle'
workers,'but'we'can’t'create'space'where'there'is'none.'People'have'to'stop'dreaming'
and'be'a'little'realistic!”'
And'I'will'reply:'
Realism'is'the'good'conscience'of'scoundrels.8'
Scene'8:'current'architecture'abandons'dreams,'and'therefore'humans'
Current'architecture,'in'the'employ'of'its'new'masters,'cultivates'a'disgusting'mixture'of'
pessimism'and'realism.'It'completely'and'definitively'abandons'the'question'of'dreams.'
Architects'say'that'the'hypnotic'power'they'grant'reality'is'especially'justified'because'
reality'is'dark'and'violent.'In'order'to'face'the'gravity'of'the'situation,'they'say'that'we'
should'only'see'and'think'about'reality.'We'must'be'governed'by'fear,'prioritize'the'
short'term,'chain'ourselves'to'urgency.''
Those'who'dare'suggest'other'strategies,'however'timidly,'are'met'with'threats,'made'to'
feel'guilty,'accused'of'being'indecent,'naive,'bleeding'heart'liberals'or'nostalgic'for'
totalitarian'ideologies.''
But'I'would'like'to'ask'you'a'question:'if'we'abstain'from'dreaming,'won’t'that'make'out'
situation'even'worse?'
Nobody'means'to'deny'how'hard'current'reality'is,'but'what'if'it'was'hard'because'we'
gave'up'on'our'own'imagination?'
And'from'this'window'we'go'to'another'window'and'another'window'again,'this'door'to''
another'door,'and'another'door,'and'another'door'until'we'get'to'the'hardest'part'of'the'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
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modern' absolute,' with' its' grid' of' fire,' where' the' homeland' of' geometry' replaces' the'
homeland'of'man.'
Scene'9:'Space'as'a'stake'in'power'relations'
In'1923,'Le'Corbusier—the'most'influential'architect'of'the'20th'century,'the'father'of'
the'Modern'Movement'in'architecture—wrote'what'follows:'
“The'problem'of'the'house'is'a'problem'of'the'era.'Social'equilibrium'depends'on'it'
today.''
Heavy'industry'should'turn'its'attention'to'building'and'standardize'the'elements'of'the'
house.''
We'must'create'a'mass,production'state'of'mind.'
A'state'of'mind'for'building'mass,production'housing.''
A'state'of'mind'for'living'in'mass,production'housing.''
If'we'wrest'from'our'hearts'and'minds'static'conceptions'of'the'house'and'envision'the'
question'from'a'critical'and'objective'point'of'view,'we'will'come'to'the'house,tool,'the'
mass,production'house'that'is'healthy'(morally,'too)'and'beautiful'from'the'aesthetic'of'
the'work'tools'that'go'with'our'existence.”'
“A'state'of'mind'for'building'mass,production'housing”…?'
(He'calls'on'somebody'in'the'audience)'Do'you'understand'what'kind'of'state'of'mind'is'
needed'to'live'in'mass,production'housing?'
What'the'Modern'Movement'lacked,'the'reason'why'its'leaders'did'not'succeed'in'spite'
of'powerful'support,'is'that'in'thirty'years'of'experiments'and'gesticulations,'none'of'
them'was'able'to'create'the'conditions'for'their'success:'they'couldn’t'build'the'mass,
production'man'to'go'with'their'mass,production'world.''
On'my'way'here'I'visited'the'model'city'of'Laeken.'It'is'a'product'of'Modernist'Utopia,'with'
its'towers'and'projects'and'great'concrete'spaces,'located'on'the'outskirts'of'the'city,'
naturally,'in'the'suburbs'of'Brussels.'I'wanted'to'meet'the'residents'and'talk'about'their'
dreams.''
I'walked'down'the'grass'strip'made'for'children'to'play'on.'I'must'have'chosen'the'
wrong'time,'because'there'was'nobody'out'there.'Only'a'few'kids'lamenting'the'fact'that'I'
wasn’t'on'TV'or'on'the'radio,'and'who'because'of'that'were'not'interested'in'my'
questions.'So'I'decided'to'go'find'residents'where'they'are,'tucked'away'in'their'
apartments.''
So'I'get'to'the'front'door'of'one'of'the'projects'and'encounter'my'first'obstacle:'the'door'
is'locked.'The'intercom'is'inside'the'hall,'but'the'hall'is'locked,'protected'by'a'magnetic'
key,'you'know,'those'little'digital'wafers'you'have'to'swipe'on'a'receiver'and'wait'for'
the'light'to'turn'green…'No'wafer,'no'entry.'So'I'backtrack'and'go'find'the'kids'I'was'just'
talking'to,'to'ask'them'if'they'can'let'me'in.'They'tell'me'they'don’t'have'a'key.'So'I'ask'
how'they'go'home'without'a'key'and'they'start'laughing.'I'don’t'get'it,'but'they'clearly'
do'not'feel'like'telling'me'what'it’s'about.'Then'I'see'a'resident'enter'the'tower,'so'I'run'
and'call'out:'

Wait!'
I'have'barely'enough'time'to'catch'the'handle'before'the'door'closes.'I'go'in.'There’s'the'
man,'about'forty'years'old,'graying'hair,'a'blue'shirt,'grey'pants'and'dress'shoes,'a'little'
dog'in'his'arms,'looking'at'me'warily.'I'smile.''
Hello,'my'name'is'Bernard'Loizeau,'er…'I’d'like'to'meet'you.'
Are'you'a'Jehovah’s'Witness'or'something?'He'asks'me.'
No,'not'at'all.'Why?'
Why'do'you'want'to'meet'me'then?'
I’d'like'to'talk'to'you.'
Are'you'a'faggot'or'something?'
No'sir,'not'at'all.'I’m'a'non,practicing'architect.'I'would'just'like'to'talk'to'you'about'your'
dreams.'
And'there'he'looked'at'me'and'held'his'door'open.''
I’d'like'to'talk'to'you,'sir,'about'the'way'you'dream'here.'The'way'your'dreams'can'be'
influenced'by'communal'life.'
'
What'communal'life?'There'is'no'community'here…'Only'neighbors'who'won’t'let'me'
sleep'and'the'scum'who'piss'in'the'staircase.'So'now'let'go'of'my'door'(improvise'a'polite'
rebuff)'
He'tells'the'stage'engineer'to'cut'off'the'microphone'and'blows'his'nose.''
Scene'10:'To'claim'space'
The'scum'who'piss'in'the'staircase…?'
He'addresses'somebody'in'the'audience.'
How'do'living'people'inhabit'a'location?'How'do'they'settle'it,'how'do'they'recognize'it?'
How'do'animals'create'a'connection'by'which'they'stake'their'claim'to'their'lodging,'
occupy'it,'live'in'it,'and'that'is'as'powerful'to'them'as'law'is'to'humans?9'
Who'spits'in'the'soup'gets'to'keep'it'to'himself;'no'one'will'touch'the'salad'or'the'cheese'
that'was'thus'polluted.'In'order'to'properly'conserve'something,'the'body'knows'to'
leave'a'personal'stain'on'it.'Hence'what'one'could'call'the'theorem'of'natural'right—by'
natural'right,'I'mean'the'general'conduct'in'living'species:'the'proper'acquires'and'
conserves'itself'through'dirt!'
Cleanliness'and'property'have'the'same'roots'in'French,'the'same'meaning'and'wage'the'
same'fight.'Property'must'be'marked,'like'a'foot'leaves'a'print.10'''
!
Can' you' think' of' a' place' that' offers' less' of' a' true' sense' of' ownership' than' these'
anonymous' buildings,' where' everything' is' so' neutral,' window' after' window,' after'
window…?'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
9'
Michel'Serres,'le'mal'propre.''
10'
Michel'Serres,'le'mal'propre.''

Is'there'a'reaction'more'human,'more'desperately'human'than'to'want'to'have'a'corner'
of'one’s'own,'to'want'to'claim'the'smallest'piece'of'earth'with'dirt,'with'urine?'
What'if'attachment'to'a'location'was'not'equivalent'to'flipping'your'finger'to'the'rest'of'
the'world,'but'rather'the'necessary'first'step'in'order'to'open'yourself'to'what'lies'
beyond?'
'
The'instinct'to'possess'brings'with'it'clear'impressions'and'crude'satisfaction,'dreams'of'
four,walled'houses,'barbecues'and'doghouses.'Beyond'those,'there'are'deeper'dreams,'
dreams'that'want'roots.'
There'was'a'time'when'architecture'was'still'connected'to'something'profound,'to'a'quest'
for'harmony'between'individuals'and'the'city.'But'this'time'has'long'passed,'and'since'then'
architects'have'stopped'thinking'about'humans'in'order'to'think'about'the'place'where'
they'will'put'their'signature.11'
Scene'11:'To'reclaim'power'
Before'architects'became'necessary'to'construction,'people'used'to'build'their'houses'
themselves.'When'you'wanted'to'build'a'house,'you'called'on'the'people'close'by:'the'
brickmason'next'door;'the'carpenter'down'the'street;'your'brother,in,law,'the'metal'
worker.'They'would'have'worked'together'to'build'your'house.'And'when'they'were'
done,'they'would'go'build'another'one,'for'another'neighbor,'who'would'also'
participate.''
If'you'go'back'even'further,'to'the'origins'of'the'house,'you'will'find'people'scattered'
around'nature.'The'discovery'of'fire'brought'them'together.'The'first'societies'were'
groups'of'people'gathered'around'a'fire.'Then'they'got'branches,'leaves'and'mud'
together.'They'built'walls,'a'roof'for'shelter'against'rain'and'snow.'Later,'when'they'
found'out'that'in'bad'winter'weather'their'roofs'could'not'sustain'heavy'rains,'they'
built'a'garret'and'covered'it'with'sticky'earth,'gave'the'covers'an'incline,'set'up'eaves'
for'water'to'flow'down.''
A'hut.'A'roof'to'shelter'us'from'rain'and'sun,'walls'that'surround'us,'ground'for'us'to'
rest'on,'a'hearth'for'us'to'gather'around.'Here'is'the'true'house,'the'primal'house.'
Doesn’t'it'seem'authentic'to'you?'Don’t'you'have'the'impression'that'by'living'in'such'
images'as'these,'in'images'as'stabilizing'as'these'are,'we'could'start'a'new'life,'a'life'that'
would'be'our'own,'that'would'belong'to'us'in'the'depths'of'our'souls?'
So'(first'name'of'a'member'of'the'audience)'you’ll'say'“OK,'but'times'have'changed,'and'
surely'we'won’t'just'start'living'in'huts'again,'with'mud'walls'and'thatch'roofs!”'
And'I’ll'say'this'too:'how'is'it'that'we’ve'chosen'to'let'others'build'our'dwellings'rather'
than'doing'it'ourselves?'How'is'it'that'we’d'rather'be'housed'badly'than'get'busy'
building'the'conditions'of'our'own'existence?'

''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
11'
Contre'l’architecture,'Da'cicla.'
'

Hut'dreams'(first'name'of'a'member'of'the'audience)'are'so'many'invitations'to'start'
imagining'again.'They'give'us'back'areas'of'being,'houses'the'certainty'of'being'is'
concentrated.12''
Why'shouldn’t'we'find'inspiration'in'this'formidable'reserve'of'experience?'Why'should'
we'have'to'choose,'at'gunpoint,'between'dreams—and'therefore'desire—and'reality,'
instead'of'using'the'former'to'improve'the'latter?'
Why'couldn’t'we'have'our'cake'and'eat'it'too?'
Dreams'are'like'the'poker'that'keeps'the'embers'of'the'real'glowing;'it'maintains'the'
real,'revives'it,'vivifies'it.''
We'have'put'seals'on'our'dreams.'They’re'like'asking'not'to'break'the'glass'on'the'alarm'
in'the'middle'of'a'raging'fire!'
But'what'are'we'waiting'for'to'break'the'glass?!'
'

''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
12'
'G.'Bachelard,'Poétique'de'l’espace.'

SEQUENCE'2'–'PROPOSITION'–'DECONSTRUCTION'
'
Did'you'know'that'for'every'construction'plan'there'is'a'deconstruction'plan?'
Building'deconstruction'produces'toxic'and'non,toxic'waste,'as'well'as'risks'linked'to'
the'weakening'of'the'soil,'distribution'networks,'etc.'These'risks'must'be'studied'ahead'
of'time'and'described'in'detail'in'a'report'appended'to'any'construction'plan'in'order'to'
facilitate'eventual'demolition.'I'spent'half'of'my'twelve'years'as'an'architect'writing'
such'reports.'
The'weak'point'of'a'building'depends'on'the'structural'system'it'uses'(beams,'columns)'
and'the'motion'of'weights'through'these'structural'elements'toward'the'foundations.'If'
this'motion'is'interrupted'one'way'or'another,'chances'are'the'building'will'collapse.''
'
There'are'several'deconstruction'methods:'
Demolition:'with'sledge'hammers,'wrecking'balls,'hydraulic'shovels'and'cranes.'
Dismantling:'a'crane'gnaws'on'the'building,'taking'it'down'piece'by'piece'(he'mimicks'
the'action)'
Pressure'bursting,'in'which'pressure'is'applied'on'part'of'the'building'to'make'it'
collapse'
And'finally,'the'most'beautiful'and'spectacular:'explosives!'Implosion!'The'beast'
devours'itself'from'the'inside…'
There'are'seven'stages'in'an'implosion.'
'
When'all'the'residents'have'left'with'all'their'things,'communal'workers'empty'the'
building'of'all'that’s'left.'
'
Then'we'take'out'all'systems'located'under'the'building:'electricity,'water,'heating.'
'
Then'comes'what'we'call'selective'demolition:'the'building'is'stripped'down'to'concrete.''
'
In'the'fifth'stage,'things'become'interesting:'the'building'is'prepared'for'implosion.'
Holes'are'dug'in'specific'spots'in'the'building’s'frame.'They'determine'the'way'it'will'
collapse.'Most'of'the'explosives'are'placed'at'the'building’s'foundations,'since'the'charge'
must'bring'the'building'down'onto'itself.'Then'we'go'up'the'floors,'with'a'little'more'
space'between'holes.'The'most'important'is'the'aspiration'effect.'The'building'is'
supposed'to'go'into'itself,'as'if'it'were'biting'its'own'tail,'you'see?'Short'of'that,'it'would'
just'be'an'explosion,'and'there'would'be'much'more'damage.'
'
And'then,'the'day'is'finally'here!'Explosives'are'connected'by'giant'fuses'controlled'
remotely'by'several'detonators.'You'have'to'keep'implosions'under'control.'There'is'a'
rhythm'to'it,'you'understand?'
'

In'stage'6,'residents'from'the'surroundings'are'evacuated.'This'step'is'absolutely'
necessary!'You'will'be'invited'to'attend'the'spectacle'either'behind'safety'barriers,'or'for'
the'more'emotional'among'you'in'a'room'where'the'event'will'be'broadcast.'
You'never'forget'your'first'implosion.'It'marks'you'for'life…'
'
10'minutes'to'implosion:'three'long'siren'blasts'
'
3'minutes'to'implosion:'three'short'siren'blasts'
'
The'countdown'finally'begins:'5…4…3…2…1…!'
'
The'explosive'charges'are'triggered.'You'can'hear'small'explosions,'tac'tac'tac.'Tac!'Tac!'
Tac!'A'short'moment'of'silence'follows.'One'last'breath…'And'the'building'rises,'its'spine'
breaks;'it'collapses'to'the'ground,'it'takes'a'bow,'all'in'the'silence'befitting'the'
circumstances…'
'

SEQUENCE'3:'UTOPIA—THE'CONDITIONS'OF'OUR'SUCCESS'
Scene'1:'It’ll'be'better'tomorrow'
Song'
It’ll!be!better!tomorrow!{x2}!
Since!all!will!end!well!
You!have!to!seize!the!coming!day!
!
!
When!day!breaks,!I!open!the!shutters!
To!see!the!sun!in!the!great!blue!sky!
If!it!is,!good,!but!if!it!isn’t!
I!make!my!own!sun!even!when!it!rains!
I!am!light!hearted!no!matter!the!season!
When!I!sing!this!song!
!
It’ll!be!better!tomorrow!
And!if!it!seems!so!far!away!
Why!don’t!you!get!a!day!ahead!
It’ll!be!better!tomorrow!
And!since!all!will!end!well!
You!have!to!seize!the!coming!day!
!
!
When!I!see!some!of!my!best!friends!
Losing!heart!for!next!to!nothing!
I!hold!my!hand!out,!tell!them!it’s!alright!
As!long!as!your!heart!keeps!beating!it!can’t!be!that!bad!
Think!that!this!world!was!made!for!you!
And!now!sing!with!me!
!
It’ll!be!better!tomorrow!
And!if!it!seems!so!far!away!
Why!don’t!you!get!a!day!ahead!
It’ll!be!better!tomorrow!
And!since!all!will!end!well!
You!have!to!seize!the!coming!day!
'
The'music'begins.'He'sings'“it’ll'be'better'tomorrow…”'The'music'continues'as'he'says'the'
following:'
I'propose'to'one'and'all'to'open'their'interior'trap'doors!'I'propose'a'trip'into'the'thick'
of'things!'An'invasion'of'qualities,'a'revolution,'a'subversion!'Be'like'the'plow'or'the'
shovel'when'all'of'a'sudden,'and'for'the'first'time,'they'uncover'buried'millions'of'
crumbles,'roots,'worms'and'insects!'

I'hold'in'my'hands'the'ability'to'create'change!'You'have'in'your'hands'the'ability'to'
create'change!'Let’s'no'longer'wait'and'begin'our'march!'I'propose'a'trip'to'the'last'
virgin'land'we'have'left'to'explore:'our'future!''
Don’t'be'afraid,'ladies'and'gentlemen,'because'the'worst'we'have'to'fear'today'is'that'it'
works!'
And'it'will'work!'On'one'condition:'we’ll'have'to'go'outside!'
And'we’ll'have'to'free'space!'Free'space!'
Do'you'understand?'
Free'space!'
He'goes'down'into'the'audience'and'talks'to'a'spectator.'
'
Scene'2:'a'space'to'host'the'unpredictable'
'
May'I?'May'I'sit?'I’m'a'little'tired…'
He'sits'in'the'spectator’s'seat.'
Thank'you!'
He'catches'his'breath'for'a'little'while.'He'asks'the'engineer'to'stop'the'music.'He'sits'there,'
doing'nothing…'then'addresses'the'person'next'to'him.'
How'are'you?'Did'you'like'it?'Did'you'sing?'It’s'a'pretty'song…'
He'catches'his'breath.'
How'are'you?'I’m'going'to'give'you'your'seat'back'(lady'or'gentleman),'don’t'worry,'I’m'
just'having'a'break.'It…'it’s'nice.'
To'another'spectator.''
Improvisation.'He'speaks'to'the'person'still'standing.''
Do'you'remember'the'last'time'you'took'a'real'break'in'a'public'space?'
Give'it'some'thought.''
I'don’t'mean'at'the'terrace'of'a'café…'A'terrace'is'not'a'public'space.'
Public'space'must'be'free!'Otherwise'it’s'not'accessible'to'all.'Well'duh!'That’s'obvious!'
Have'you'noticed'that'the'most'beautiful'squares'in'our'cities'are'occupied'by'wonderful'
café'terraces?'On'sunny'spring'days,'they’re'considered'the'only'possible'options'to'sit'
outside.'And'we'pay'to'sit'there.'Do'you'find'that'normal?'We'pay'to'occupy'space'that'
belongs'to'us.'

Being'able'to'stop,'taking'a'break:'this'kind'of'relation'to'time'is'not'anti,economic!'It'
should'not'be'reserved'for'the'wealthy'either!13'
The'public'space'we'share,'where'we'coexist,'must'allow'slow'pace'and'pause;'it'is'the'
only'condition'under'which'we'can'welcome'the'unexpected,'the'unpredictable.'
Because'in'a'city,'the'unpredictable'is'the'possibility'of'entering'into'a'relation'with'the'
person'we'never'expect,'but'often'hope'for.14'
'
Scene'3:'Vulnerability—The'urgency'of'knowing'how'to'take'risks'
'
And'yet,'we'no'longer'really'like'to'hear'about'the'unexpected.'For'us'it'has'become'
synonymous'with'danger,'so'we'avoid'it'as'much'as'possible.'Today'we'want'to'control'
and'master'everything.'Zero'tolerance.'Zero'risk.'And'if'in'spite'of'all'that'risks,'still'
exist,'we'have'insurance'to'cover'them:'life'insurance,'theft'insurance,'low'risk'
insurance,'high'risk'insurance,'all'risk'insurance…'
But'I’d'like'to'ask'you'a'question:'do'you'think'it'makes'us'safer'beings?'
Let'me'tell'you'a'story:'
A'Hindu'wise'man'walks'in'the'forest.'He'meets'a'hunter'about'to'shoot'a'sparrow.''
The'wise'man'stops'him'and'says:'
What'are'you'doing?'
The'hunter'says'that'he'wants'to'kill'the'sparrow.''
The'wise'man'replies:'“Do'not'kill'him.'I'will'give'you'his'weight'in'my'flesh.”'
The'hunter'ponders'the'proposition'and'accepts'it.'They'take'a'scale,'put'the'bird'on'one'
plate'and'on'the'other'a'piece'of'the'wise'man’s'flesh.'But'it'is'not'enough,'the'bird'still'is'
heavier.'So'the'wise'man'tears'off'a'bigger'piece'of'his'flesh.'But'it'still'isn’t'enough.'So'
he'tears'off'an'even'bigger'piece,'so'on'and'so'forth'until'the'wise'man'himself'climbs'
onto'the'scale.'It’s'only'when'all'of'him'is'there'that'the'scale'finally'balances.'
Do'you'get'it?'
Engaging'with'the'world'is'always'a'bet.'It'doesn’t'follow'a'universal,'abstract'law:'there'
are'always'unknown'dimensions'to'it.'We'can’t'act'in'a'world'where'everything'is'
known.'We'must'accept'to'act'in'relative'ignorance'if'we'want'to'be'with'the'world.'We'
must'take'risks!'We'have'no'choice!'
He'talks'to'the'woman'he'asked'to'come'on'stage'earlier'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
13'
'Espaces'en'communs.'
14'
'Imprévu,'mixité,'recnontre'in'Dorier,Apprill,'Gervais'Lambony'2007:'138'
'

Would'you'say'that'you'liked'being'called'up'on'stage?'You'came'to'sit'down'and'watch'
quietly'and'anonymously.'You'came'to'enjoy'your'evening'and'all'of'a'sudden'I'throw'
you'a'challenge'and'ask'you'to'come'join'me'up'on'stage.'
But'what'guarantee'did'I'have'that'you'would'agree'to'come?'None?'You'could'have'said'
no…'What'would'I'have'done'then?'I'would'have'improvised…'That’s'the'game.'Do'you'
understand'me?'
But'you'came.'You'came'up'on'stage.'And'I'asked'you'to'empty'your'purse'in'front'of'
everybody!'And'I'asked'you'simple'questions'you'could'have'answered'a'hundred'times'
without'thinking.'Then'I'asked'you'to'look'inside'your'purse'and'to'see'something'you'
could'not'see'precisely'because'you'were'petrified'with'fear.'Because'everything'you'
were'experiencing'in'that'moment'was'tainted'with'fear'and'anxiety'you'felt'about'the'
one'thing'that'could'have'happened'and'for'which'you'were'not'prepared.'
By'protecting'yourself'against'what'could'have'gone'wrong,'you'also'protected'yourself'
against'any'possible'positive'ending.'This'is'why'you'could'not'see'what'was'inside'your'
purse.'It’s'still'there,'by'the'way.''
To'the'audience'
And'you'didn’t'see'it'either,'because'you'were'too'busy'being'afraid'that'I'would'call'you'
up'too'and'relieved'not'to'be'in'her'place!'
'
Scene'4:'To'do'away'with'fear'
In'the'great'barter'we'made'with'our'existence,'trading'insurance'against'risk,'we'have'
lost'one'of'the'greatest'qualities'that'make'us'human,'anxious,'fearful,'disappointed,'
uncertain'for'sure,'but'also'and'especially'happy,'curious,'enchanted'and'loving.'It'is'the'
very'quality'that'gives'us'access'to'our'human'condition:''vulnerability.'
In'our'societies,'vulnerability'means'weakness…'
We'want'more'guarantees.'We'want'to'be'certain'that'we'won’t'be'hurt,'that'we'won’t'
suffer.'But'the'only'guarantee'we'can'give'ourselves'is'this'one:'we'are'fragile!'And'one'
day'we’ll'stumble!'
He'gets'his'jacket'back'from'the'audience.'
!
Scene'5:'Let’s'demolish'our'future:'Utopia'
'
The'greatest'pages'in'history'were'written'on'ruins.'Today'we'are'told'that'there'is'no'
room'left'for'us'on'those'pages?'Are'we'going'to'just'let'it'happen?'No!'Let’s'erase'and'
start'over!'Better,'this'time!'
Ruins'are'full'of'promise'and'full'of'the'unknown!'The'ruins'are'what'remains'of'the'city,'
what'is'left'over,'neglected,'set'aside'when'the'intentions'of'the'planners,'the'

administrators'and'the'architects'cease'to'exist.15''We'want'a'city'that'resembles'a'
conscious'mind'that'can'calculate,'manage,'produce.'But'ruins'are'the'unconscious,'the'
memory,'the'dark,'unknown'side'of'cities.'They'free'cities'from'regulated'plans'and'
render'them'onto'the'ungraspable'complexity'of'life.'
How'much'longer'will'we'stumble'over'the'mistakes'of'our'forebears?'I’m'asking'you.'
The'walls'they'built'for'us'are'obstacles'to'our'happiness'because'they'say:'shut'
yourselves'up!'No'one'has'the'right'to'create'conditions'for'imprisonment!'No'one'but'
yourself'can'decide'when,'where'and'how'to'take'you'out'of'the'world!'If'I'want'to'take'
myself'out'of'the'world,'I'put'a'bag'over'my'head!'Then'I’m'fine!'Then'I’m'happy!'But'not'
with'a'guard'dog!'Not'behind'a'safety'lock!'Not'behind'a'reinforced'door!'Behind'locks'
I’m'afraid,'because'locks'tell'me'that'there’s'danger!'
And'then'I’m'afraid!'Then'WE’re'afraid!'
Right'now,'for'example,'I’m'scaring'you.'You’re'thinking'“what'does'he'want'to'do…'it'
makes'no'sense…'We’re'not'going'to'destroy'everything'because'walls'enclose'us…'And'
I'disagree,'I'like'my'dog…'and'what'if'I'like'to'be'locked'up…'what'if'I'like'to'be'
protected…”'
You'are'not'protected!'You’re'better'protected'under'a'blanket'on'the'street'than'you'
are'in'these'anxiety,inducing'holes'you'call'houses!'
“Well,'but'seriously,'what'is'he'talking'about…'holes!'But'I'live'very'well'in'my'home.'
Outside'I’ll'be'cold…'Where'will'I'sleep…'how'will'I'manage…'He’s'scaring'me'with'his'
stories'of'bags'on'heads,'that’s'just'stressful…”'
Oh,'it'is'stressful!'You'won’t'know'what'to'do…'but'neither'will'I!'It’s'no'big'deal…'We'
won’t'know,'but'we’ll'all'be'there'together!'
Together,'let’s'DESTROY…'Oh'yes!'That’s'a'scary'word.'Let’s'destroy'our'fear'of'the'
word'destroy!'
He'pulls'a'stick'of'dynamite'out'of'the'bag.'
Here,'I'have'sticks'of'dynamite'for'you.'They’re'available'on'demand,'free'of'charge.'
Hold'your'hands'out!'Hold'them'out!'
Is'a'collective'movement'still'possible'in'this'world?'Can'we'have'a'civil'movement?'
Tonight'we'can'explode'in'a'great'movement'of'joy'and'make'a'new'start!'All'together!'I'
trust'you!'I'trust'your'ability'to'start'all'over'again,'much'better'this'time!'
Let’s'give'a'dynamic'to'our'future!'Let’s'give'dynamite'to'our'future!'
CURTAIN'OPENS'
Hope'is'a'disposition'of'the'soul,'a'sensibility'that'has'to'be'put'in'motion'again.'Hoping'
is'refusing'to'rely'on'reality!!16'
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
15'

'Contre'l’architecture,'Franco'La'Cecla'

16'

Jean'Claude'Guillebaud','Une'autre'vie'est'Possible.'

Cities'must'die!'Let'new'flowers'grow'on'their'fertile'corpses!17'
(Video'sequence'of'buildings'imploding)'
'

''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
17'

'Rebecca'Solnit','l’art'de'marcher,'Actes'sud,'2002.'
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Wednesday, July 9
WEDNESDAY, JULY 9 (2:30 pm): NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE TOUR
(Meet in lobby of Hyatt Regency Bethesda)
Tour of the world’s largest medical library and history of medicine
collection. Manuscripts by and related to John Abernethy, Charles Bell, John
Hunter, and caricatures by Gillray will be on display.
(special registration required; must have government-issued ID [passport or
driver’s license] to enter the National Library of Medicine)
4:30-6:30 pm:

Registration open (Meeting Room Foyer, Hyatt Regency Bethesda)

5:30-7:30 pm:

NASSR Advisory Board Meeting
(Old Georgetown Room, Hyatt Regency Bethesda)

Thursday, July 10
8:30 am-6:00 pm:

Registration open (Meeting Room Foyer, Hyatt Regency Bethesda)

8:30 am-6:00 pm:

Book exhibit open (Severn Suite)

8:15 am

Continental Breakfast open (Meeting Room Foyer)
THURSDAY, JULY 10 (9:00-10:15 am) Concurrent Sessions 1

1.A)

Habit and Poetic Self-Fashioning (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Daniel Mangiavellano (Loyola University Maryland)
Panelists:
Renee Harris (University of Kansas)
Romanticism Rehabilitated: Organizing Leigh Hunt’s Suburban
Social Intellect
Daniel Mangiavellano (Loyola University Maryland)
Organizing Habit and Happiness in the Confessions of an English
Opium-Eater
Elizabeth Neiman (University of Maine)
St. Irvyn and Romantic Habits of Mind
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1.B)

The East India Company: Imperial Networks and Investments (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
John C. Leffel (SUNY Cortland)
Panelists:
Victoria Barnett Woods (George Washington University)
Hindus and Highlanders: Translation, Mimicry, and Colonial
Ambivalence in Hamilton’s Translations of the Letters of a Hindoo
Rajah
Joseph DeFalco Lamperez (University of Rochester)
“The Ponderous Machine”: Colonial Bureaucracy and the IdolGod Juggernaut in the Missionary Imagination
John C. Leffel (SUNY Cortland)
“Clean Hands and a Pure Conscience”? Re-examining Imperial
Commerce in Maria Edgeworth’s Lame Jervas (1804)

1.C)

The Nation and the National Tale: Bardic and Antiquarian Organizations
(Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
Cynthia Schoolar Williams (Tufts University)
Panelists:
Alison Cotti-Lowell (Boston College)
Organizing Britain and its Citizens: The National Tale, the English
Chronotope, and the Expatriate Effect
Tristan Schweiger (University of Chicago)
Squirearchy and Union: The Nation and the Country Gentleman in
Scott, Edgeworth, and Owenson
Jeff Strabone (Connecticut College)
Forging Welsh Nationalism: Iolo Morganwg’s Bardic History

1.D)

Women and Publishing History (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Fiona Brideoake (American University)
Panelists:
Mary Ellen Bellanca (University of South Carolina, Sumter)
Joining the Club: Dorothy Wordsworth, Thomas De Quincey, and
the Periodical Press
Jillian M. Hess (American Academy of Arts and Sciences)
The Hidden Work of Romantic Coteries
Scott Krawczyk (United States Military Academy, West Point)
Supplementing the Family Legacy: Lucy Aikin’s 1852 Edition of
(her Father’s) Select Works of the British Poets

1.E)

Radcliffe and the Emotions (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Ya-Feng Wu (National Taiwan University)
Panelists:
Andrew Grace (Westminster College)
Being Human in Radcliffe’s World
Cecily Erin Hill (Ohio State University)
Plotting Terror in The Italian
Anna Shajirat (University of Washington)
Lost Objects and Origins: Reconstructing Melancholia in the
Radcliffean Gothic
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THURSDAY, JULY 10 (10:30-11:45 am) Concurrent Sessions 2
2.A)

Cultural Exchange and Collaborative Networks (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Adriana Craciun (University of California, Riverside)
Panelists:
Adriana Craciun (University of California, Riverside)
Adventurers and Authors: Corporate Authorship and Arctic
Exploration
Bruce Greenfield (Dalhousie University)
Drawing Room Discoveries: The York Factory Letters of Letitia
Hargrave
Kevin Hutchings (University of Northern British Columbia)
Romantic Treaty-Making, Methodist Activism, and the Aborigines
Protection Society: Chief Kahkewaquonaby’s Transatlantic
Travels

2.B)

Organs and Organizations (Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
Tilottama Rajan (Western University)
Panelists:
Dahlia Porter (University of North Texas)
Eyes, Hands, Hearts: Recirculated Parts and the Organization of
Life
Tilottama Rajan (Western University)
Blake’s Body Without Organs: The System and the Lambeth
Books
Jonathan Sachs (Concordia University, Montréal)
Fossils, Bones, and the Organization of Romantic Time

2.C)

Human Contact Without Essence: American Perspectives (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Marianne Noble (American University)
Panelists:
Paul Hurh (University of Arizona)
Shock and Dread in Melville’s The Piazza Tales
Marianne Noble (American University)
Sympathy, Incoherence, and Genuine Human Contact in
Hawthorne and Dickinson
John Stauffer (Harvard University)
Interracial Friendship; or, Emotional Connections in Black and
White: Frederick Douglass, Gerrit Smith, James McCune Smith,
John Brown

2.D)

Disability and Romantic Society (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Emily Stanback (University of Southern Mississippi)
Panelists:
Jared S. Richman (Colorado College)
“A Godlike Science”: Monstrous Elocution and the Discourse of
Disability in Shelley’s Frankenstein
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Myra Lotto (Columbia University)
“Low and Rustic Life” as Disability: Ableism and the LaboringClasses
Katherine Gustafson (Harvard University)
“I had never seen such children”: Labor, Child Development, and
Disability in Godwin and Wollstonecraft
2.E)

New Approaches to Wordsworth (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Paul Westover (Brigham Young University)
Panelists:
Sean Hughes (Rutgers University, New Brunswick)
Acknowledgement and Community in Wordsworth’s “The Thorn”
Adam R. Rosenthal (Emory University)
Maternal Generosity in Wordsworth
Michele Speitz (Furman University)
Wordsworth Disorganized

2.F)

The Orders of Biography (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Lisbeth Chapin (Gwynedd Mercy University)
Panelists:
Joselyn Almeida-Beveridge (University of Massachusetts, Amherst)
Anna Seward and General Eliott’s Gibraltar: Poetry and the
Reorganization of Britain’s Strategy in North Africa
Julie Murray (Carleton University)
Organizing Lives: Rights, Biography, Women

2.G)

Writing Character (Ambassador Room)
Chair:
Orrin N. C. Wang (University of Maryland, College Park)
Panelists:
Daniel DeWispelare (George Washington University)
Fugitive Pieces: Advertising and Character Writing in Romantic
Fiction
Andrew Dicus (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Structures and Functions of Reputation in Frances Burney’s The
Wanderer
Jamison Kantor (Colby College)
Wordsworth’s Honor, or the Troubled Organization of Liberal
Aesthetics

2.H)

Britain and Spain: Writing and Righting the Peninsular War (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Ian Haywood (University of Roehampton)
Panelists:
Ian Haywood (University of Roehampton)
“Sad, sad reverse”: Radical and Caricature Responses to the End of
the Peninsular War
Jeffrey Scraba (University of Memphis)
Visions of Don Roderick
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11:45 am-1:15 pm: LUNCH (on own)
NASSR Interest Groups Meeting Coordinated by David Collings
Michael Macovski: History of the Book, Editing, and Textual Studies
Arkady Plotnitsky: History of Science, Medicine, and Psychology
Alexander Regier: Comparative Literature and Thought
Orrin N. C. Wang: Theory/Philosophy
THURSDAY, JULY 10 (1:15-2:45 pm) Concurrent Sessions 3
3.A)

Romanticism and “The Experiment” (Ambassador Room)
Chair:
Robert Mitchell (Duke University)
Respondent: Amanda Jo Goldstein (Cornell University)
Panelists:
Robert Mitchell (Duke University)
Romanticism and the Experience of Experiment
Richard C. Sha (American University)
Brainless and Cruel Experiments: The Otherness of Romantic
Science
Noel Jackson (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Hunger Artists

3.B)

Roundtable: Romanticism after Enlightenment Orientalism (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Daniel O’Quinn (University of Guelph)
Panelists:
Siraj Ahmed (Lehman College, CUNY)
Ashley Cohen (Georgetown University)
Humberto Garcia (Vanderbilt University)
Daniel O’Quinn (University of Guelph)

3.C)

Roundtable: Organizing Digital Romanticism: Interacting with the Print
Multigraph Project (Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
Andrew Stauffer (University of Virginia)
Panelists:
Thora Brylowe (University of Pittsburgh)
Michelle Levy (Simon Fraser University)
Michael Macovski (Georgetown University)
Nicholas Mason (Brigham Young University)
Tom Mole (University of Edinburgh)
Dahlia Porter (University of North Texas)
Jonathan Sachs (Concordia University, Montréal)
Andrew Stauffer (University of Virginia)

3.D)

Organizing Editions and Compilations I (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Nora Crook (Anglia Ruskin University)
Panelists:
Elisa Beshero-Bondar (University of Pittsburgh at Greensburg) and Lisa
Wilson (SUNY Potsdam)
Organizing a Test Bed for the Digital Mitford: The Mary Russell
Mitford Archive
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Noah Comet (United States Naval Academy)
“L.e.L.”: Organizational Struggles with a Hypertext Edition of
Landon’s Poetry
Michael Pickard (University of Virginia)
Wordsworth, De Sélincourt, and the Obsolescence of a Scheme
3.E)

Writing Reading and Pedagogy (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Daniel DeWispelare (George Washington University)
Panelists:
Ella Brians (Princeton University)
“Exquisitely Fit”: Wordsworth on Education, Imagination, and the
Active Mind
Alexandra Grenier (Université de Montréal)
Learning to Organize Chaos: The Place of Education in Emma and
Ormond
Katie Halsey (University of Stirling)
The pernicious effects of an improper education”: Fictional
Representations of Domestic Education in the Romantic Novel
Megan Taylor (McGill University)
Walter Scott’s Waverley as a Blueprint for the Romantic Reader

3.F)

Disorganizing Gender (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Nowell Marshall (Rider University)
Panelists:
Natalie Hopper (University of Alabama)
Reorganizing the Romantic Roots of Peacock’s Rhododaphne
Ghislaine McDayter (Bucknell University)
Anatomizing the Coquette: Organizations of Female Desire
Teresa M. Pershing (West Virginia University)
“Both/And” Femininity: Louisa Connolly’s Errancy in Amelia
Alderson Opie’s Dangers of Coquetry
Orianne Smith (University of Maryland, Baltimore County)
Lady Macbeth, Witchcraft and Romantic Disorganization

3.G)

Ecological Enclosure and Its Discontents (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Colin Carman (Colorado Mesa University)
Panelists:
Joseph Albernaz (University of California, Berkeley)
John Clare’s World
Jeffrey Cass (University of Houston-Victoria)
Management Saves the World: John Galt’s Eco-Capitalism
Katey Castellano (James Madison University)
Organizing Romantic Commons
Samantha Webb (University of Montevallo)
The Rime of the Country Walker: Biopolitics and Unproductivity
in Mitford’s Our Village
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3.H)

Novel Organizations (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Bradford Mudge (University of Colorado, Denver)
Panelists:
Michael Falk (University of Sydney)
Network Analysis and the Novels of Maria Edgeworth
Hannah Doherty Hudson (University of Texas at San Antonio)
Double Vision: Organizing the Romantic Novel
Luke Terlaak Poot (University of California, Berkeley)
“The astonishment and conjectures of my audience”: Walter
Scott’s Cliffhanger and the Re-organization of Narrative Discourse
Lauren Schachter (University of Chicago)
“Well calculated for eloquence”: Anna Laetitia Barbauld,
Diffusive Style, and the Novel “Whole”
THURSDAY, JULY 10 (3:00-4:15 pm) Concurrent Sessions 4

4.A)

SEMINAR: Romantic Orthodoxy and Unorthodoxy (Diplomat Room)
Alexander Regier (Rice University) and Michael Tomko (Villanova University)
Moderator: Patrick R. O’Malley (Georgetown University)

4.B)

Structuring Late Romanticism (Congressional Room)
Session organized by the Keats-Shelley Association of America
Chair:
Stuart Curran (Keats-Shelley Association of America)
Panelists:
Jon Quayle (Newcastle University)
A “perfect state of society; tho still earthly”: Shelley’s Radical
Reorganization of Society
Halina Adams (University of Delaware)
Reorganizing Rome in Childe Harold IV
Meiko O’Halloran (Newcastle University)
Re-Figuring the Poet’s Role in Society in Keats’s “Hyperion” and
“The Fall of Hyperion”

4.C)

Romantic Labyrinths: Authorial Interactions and Entanglements I (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Jacqueline Labbe (University of Sheffield)
Panelists:
Judyta Frodyma (University of Oxford)
Wordsworth and Petrarch at Vaucluse
Hannah Markley (Emory University)
Sickly Flowers: De Quincey, Baudelaire, and the Sexual Politics of
Translation
Mary Anne Myers (United States Military Academy, West Point)
“C’est moi!” What Felicia Hemans Sees in the Figure of Corinne
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4.D)

Organizing Care (Ambassador Room)
Chair:
Julie Carlson (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Care Now and Then
Panelists:
Theresa M. Kelley (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Care, Futurity, Narrative
Sara L. Maurer (University of Notre Dame)
It Takes a Village: Tracts, Rural Tales, and the Unknowable
Community of Care, 1788-1832
Mary Favret (Indiana University)
Eyes, Reading, The State

4.E)

Romanticism in the Global Contact Zones (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Katarzyna Bartoszynska (Bilkent University)
Panelists:
Siobhan Maria Carroll (University of Delaware)
“I was almost sorry that I had told them the story”: “Telling”
Histories in the Arctic Contact Zone
Jennifer L. Hargrave (Rice University)
The Paratextual Reinvention of Marco Polo
Tara McDonald (University of Toronto)
The “Common Woe”: Sympathy, Sati, and the British Civilizing
Mission in India

4.F)

Organizing Book History (Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
Michael Macovski (Georgetown University)
Panelists:
Thora Brylowe (University of Pittsburgh)
Original Copies: Wedgwood’s Portland Vase in Print and Paint
Franca Dellarosa (Università degli Studi di Bari ‘Aldo Moro’)
Words for Trade: Communal Politics in Edward Rushton’s
Bookshop, 1790s-1810s
Bradford Mudge (University of Colorado, Denver)
Reading the Art Market

4.G)

New Approaches to Coleridge (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Alison Hickey (Wellesley College)
Panelists:
Jonathan Ewell (San Diego State University)
Organic Geometry and Poetic Eurekas: Coleridge’s Visionary
Mathematics
Rachel Lewis (University of California, Berkeley)
Coleridge’s “The Brook,” Poetic Attention, and the Vigilance of
Wartime
Emily A. Slater (University of Connecticut)
Coleridgean Disorganization: Lecture Fragments and Romantic
Failure
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4.H)

Feminist Re-Organizations of Romanticism (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Anne K. Mellor (University of California, Los Angeles)
Panelists:
Julie Kipp (Hope College)
Rotten Orangism and Henrietta Battier’s Lemon “Aid”: Gender
Politics, Patriotism, and Irish Print Culture in the 1790s
Michael Nicholson (University of California, Los Angeles)
Women and Superior Secondariness in Lucy Aikin’s Epistles on
Women (1810)
Sharon Setzer (North Carolina State University)
Revisioning Women’s Literary History in the Digital Age: The
Case of Mary Robinson’s Letter to the Women of England
THURSDAY, JULY 10 (4:30-5:45 pm) Concurrent Sessions 5

5.A)

Pedagogy Contest (Old Georgetown Room)
Sponsored by the NASSR Advisory Board, the NASSR 2014 Organizing Committee,
and the Romantic Circles website
2014 Finalists:
Michael Demson (Sam Houston State University)
Radical Publishers of the Romantic Era
Lindsey Eckert (Georgia State University)
Romanticism and the Technology of Information
Emily Rohrbach (Northwestern University)
Theories of the Sublime
Lissette Lopez Szwydky (University of Arkansas)
Mary Shelley in Context

5.B)

Orders of Magnitude (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Jonathan Sachs (Concordia University, Montréal)
Panelists:
Adriana Craciun (University of California, Riverside)
Frozen Ocean, Frozen Time, Dynamic Arctic
Mary Fairclough (University of York)
“The soul of the material world, and the paragon of elements”:
Electricity, Empiricism and the Infinite
Paul Keen (Carleton University)
Organizing Excess: Romantic Evolution and the Bibliographic
Sublime

5.C)

Field Theories of Form (Ambassador Room)
Chair:
Marjorie Levinson (University of Michigan)
Panelists:
Gerard Cohen-Vrignaud (University of Tennessee)
Forms for Radicals: The Art of Political Organizing
Rachel Feder (University of Denver)
Encoded Repetitions
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Marjorie Levinson (University of Michigan)
Ideas of Order: A Field Report
5.D)

Romantic Organizations, Networks, Affiliations, Communities (Susquehanna Suite)
Session organized by the International Conference on Romanticism
Chair:
Esther Wohlgemut (University of Prince Edward Island)
Panelists:
John Owen Havard (Binghamton University)
Austen’s “Late Toryism” and Mansfield Park
Eric E. O’Brien (University of Nebraska, Omaha)
(The Futility of) “Language really used by men’”
Esther Wohlgemut (University of Prince Edward Island)
Plotting Together: Imagining Groups in the Romantic Conspiracy
Narrative

5.E)

Organizing Science: Erasmus Darwin and the Lunar Circle (Embassy Room)
Chairs:
Allison Dushane (University of Arizona)
Adam Komisaruk (West Virginia University)
Panelists:
Devin M. Garofalo (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Organizing the Heavens: Anna Letitia Barbauld’s Astronomical
Publics
James Allard (Brock University)
A Plan for the Conduct of Female Education in Boarding Schools
and “Public Science”
Martin Priestman (University of Roehampton)
Erasmus Darwin’s Networks

5.F)

Victorian Romanticisms (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Jonathan Luftig (Morgan State University)
Panelists:
Alexis Chema (Yale University)
“Breathe on it softly”: The Enigma of Catherine Maria Fanshawe
and the Poetess Tradition
Zak Sitter (American University of Iraq, Sulaimani)
Organizing Juvenilia: Periodization and the Problem of Charlotte
Brontë’s “Romantic” Writing
Kim Wheatley (The College of William and Mary)
Categories of Wordsworthian Transcendence in John Cowper
Powys

5.G)

Romanticism and Religion (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Adam Potkay (The College of William and Mary)
Panelists:
Daniel Larson (University of Colorado, Boulder)
“O rend the heavens”: Singing the Silent Liturgy in Cowper’s
Olney Hymns
Peter Manning (Stony Brook University)
Edward Irving: Charisma and (Dis)Organization
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D. J. Schuldt (Carnegie Mellon University)
Dissenting Academies and the Epistemology of Dissent
5.H)

Queer Affections (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Colin Carman (Mesa University)
Panelists:
Geraldine Friedman (Purdue University)
The Time and Place of Friendship: The Example of Anna Seward
Seth Reno (Auburn University at Montgomery)
Love’s Knowledge in Shelley’s Poetry and Prose
Terence H. W. Shih (St. John’s University)
Shelley’s Philosophy of Love in Epipsychidion

6:00 pm

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: PETER DEAR
(Cornell University)
From Enlightenment and Romantic Natural Classification to a
Social Aesthetics of Darwinian Natural Selection
Introduced by Jeffrey Reznick, Head of the History of Medicine
Division, National Library of Medicine
(Crystal Ballroom, Hyatt Regency Bethesda)

7:30-9:00 pm

Welcome Reception and Cash Bar (Crystal Ballroom)
Reception sponsored by SEL: Studies in English Literature 1500-1900

Logan D. Browning
Publisher and Executive Editor

Alexander Regier
Editor for 1660–1900

Joseph Campana
Editor for 1500–1659

Becky Byron
Associate Editor/Business Manager
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Friday, July 11
6:45 am:

Continental Breakfast open (Meeting Room Foyer)

7:15 am

Buses to Library of Congress (meet in lobby of Hyatt Regency)

8:30 am-6:00 pm:

Registration open (Meeting Room Foyer, Hyatt Regency Bethesda)

8:30 am-6:00 pm:

Book exhibit open (Severn Suite)

9:30 am

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: MARSHALL BROWN
(University of Washington)
Democratic Organization vs. Sonata Form:
Beethoven’s Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 69
Introduced by Peter Starr, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences,
American University
(Library of Congress, Coolidge Auditorium, Jefferson Building)

11:00 am-12:30 pm Exhibition of Rare Romantic Holdings at the Library of Congress:
Beethoven through Blake to Wollstonecraft
(Coolidge Auditorium Stage, Jefferson Building, Library of Congress)
11:15 am

Guided Tours of Library of Congress
(limited space; advance sign-up required)
FRIDAY, JULY 11 (2:00-3:30 pm) Concurrent Sessions 6

6.A)

Roundtable: Organizing Romanticism in the Classroom (Congressional Room)
Session organized by the British Association for Romantic Studies, which also generously
subvened the audio-visual costs
Chair:
Jane Moore (Cardiff University)
Panelists:
Damian Walford Davies (Cardiff University)
Diane Long Hoeveler (Marquette University)
Jane Moore (Cardiff University)
John Strachan (Bath Spa University)
Clara Tuite (University of Melbourne)
Duncan Wu (Georgetown University)
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6.B)

Roundtable: Stages of the Job Search, from Application to Negotiation
(Ambassador Room)
Sponsored by the NASSR Graduate Student Caucus
Chairs:
Teresa M. Pershing (West Virginia University)
Jacob Leveton (Northwestern University)
Panelists:
Ronald Broglio (Arizona State University)
Jeffrey N. Cox (University of Colorado, Boulder)
Elizabeth Denlinger (New York Public Library)
Devoney Looser (Arizona State University)
Yasmin Solomonescu (University of Notre Dame)
Michele Speitz (Furman University)

6.C)

On Alert and Off: Attention Trouble Before and After 1800 (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Steven Goldsmith (University of California, Berkeley)
Panelists:
Lily Gurton-Wachter (University of Missouri)
The Double Attention of Reading
Kevis Goodman (University of California, Berkeley)
Reading Attention: Coleridge’s “Free Spirit” and its Medical
Background
Amanda Jo Goldstein (Cornell University)
Marx, in Passing
Steven Goldsmith (University of California, Berkeley)
Nothing Lost

6.D)

Romanticism and the Long Century (Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
Orrin N. C. Wang (University of Maryland, College Park)
Panelists:
Jon Klancher (Carnegie Mellon University)
Why Periods Still Matter
Rei Terada (University of California, Irvine)
Hegel and the Prehistory of the “Postracial”
Joel Faflak (Western University)
The Period That Dare Not Speak Its Name

6.E)

Disorganizing Desire (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Mary Anne Myers (United States Military Academy, West Point)
Panelists:
Élice Hennessee (California State University, Long Beach)
Queer Poetics: Lord Byron’s Sub-textual Exploration of the
Queered Self and Voice Through “Manfred”
Adam Komisaruk (West Virginia University)
Homo Economicus: The Case of Beckford
Joshua Stanley (Yale University)
Lamia, the Heroic Line and Sexual Fantasy
Helen Stark (Newcastle University)
“The best and most sensitive of men”?: Challenging the European
Man of Feeling, Liberty and the Organization of the Nation in
Madame de Staël’s Corinne, or Italy (1807)
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6.F)

Romanticism and Cognitive Science (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Kathleen Béres Rogers (The College of Charleston)
Panelists:
Merve Aktar (University of Southern California)
Jerusalem as Allegory of Cognition: Unifying the “Systems” of
Text, Reader, and Blakean “Intellect” Through Ellen Spolsky’s
PDP Model
Matthew R. Lorenz (Farmingdale State College)
Atmospheric Imaginings: Wordsworth’s Prelude and the
Cognitive Reorganization of the Self
Timothy D. Michael (University of Oxford)
Organizing Subjects: Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Philosophical
Grammar
Matthew Rowney (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Drowning in Infinity: Topographical Disorientation in Wordsworth
and Borges

6.G)

Organizations of Romantic Sociability (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Clare A. Simmons (Ohio State University)
Panelists:
Brecht de Groote (University of Leuven)
“She Could Popularise, whilst She Could neither Discover nor
Invent”: The Late-Romantic Club of Literary Economists
Lauren Gillingham (University of Ottawa)
Gendered Sociability and Intimate Publics
Traynor Hansen III (University of Washington)
“A Small Party of Friends”: Cooperation and Collaboration in
Hunt’s “Round Table”
Mark Ittensohn (University of Zurich):
Intratextual Sociability: Organized Storytelling in EarlyNineteenth-Century Frame Cycles

6.H)

Romanticism’s Historical Genres (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Timothy P. Campbell (University of Chicago)
Panelists:
Stephanie Dumke (Durham University)
“Romantic” vs. “Classical”: Historical and Typological
Taxonomies in the Romantic Period
Katie Homar (University of Pittsburgh)
Hazlitt, Chaucer, and the Organization of Literature
Matthew Ocheltree (Harvard University)
Melancholy Historicism and the Work of Romance: Robert
Southey’s Baroque Modernity
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FRIDAY, JULY 11 (3:45-5:00 pm) Concurrent Sessions 7
7.A)

SEMINAR: Cognizing the Senses (Old Georgetown Room)
Theresa M. Kelley (University of Wisconsin-Madison) and Jonathan Kramnick
(Yale University)
Moderator: Greg Kucich (University of Notre Dame)

7.B)

Romantic Labyrinths: Authorial Interactions and Entanglements II
(Ambassador Room)
Chair:
Jacqueline Labbe (University of Sheffield)
Panelists:
Jane Kim (Cornell University)
Figures of Exile in Lord Byron’s “Prophecy of Dante”
Jacqueline Labbe (University of Sheffield)
Weaving: Charlotte Smith at Work
Elizabeth Way (Wake Forest University)
“Listen to my tale”: Balladry and Romantic Entanglements in
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein

7.C)

Philology: A Love Story (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Brian McGrath (Clemson University)
Panelists:
Rebecca Haubrich (Brown University)
Fragments from the Future: Friedrich Schlegel’s Philology
Brian McGrath (Clemson University)
Minimally Adequate Philology
Kristina Mendicino (Brown University)
For † Friedrich Schlegel †

7.D)

Disorganizing Romanticism: Rhetorical (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Mary Favret (Indiana University)
Panelists:
Hanna Janiszewska (Stanford University)
The Refusal that Irritates
Jonathan D. Mulrooney (College of the Holy Cross)
Keats, Interrupted
Anahid Nersessian (University of California, Los Angeles)
Romantic Catachresis

7.E)

Authorial Revisions and Reorganizations (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Eric Eisner (George Mason University)
Panelists:
Katie Lanning (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Portable Pieces: Scott’s Reorganization of The Chronicles of the
Canongate
Derek Lowe (University of South Alabama)
Preferring a Different Claim: Eighteenth-Century Literary Property
and Wordsworth’s Reorganization of the 1800 Lyrical Ballads
Aaron Ottinger (University of Washington)
The Logic of Wordsworth’s Lyrical Ballads
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7.F)

Continental Romanticisms (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Roland Lysell (Stockholm University)
Panelists:
William Coker (Bilkent University)
The Organization of Romantic Truth: Rousseau, Jean Paul, Badiou
Maeve Hooper (University of Chicago)
Disorganization as Generic Strategy in German Romanticism
Marc D. Mazur (Western University)
Divergent Writing: Whirlpools, Footnotes, and Schelling’s
Naturphilosophie

7.G)

New Approaches to Godwin (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Erin L. Webster Garrett (Radford University)
Panelists:
Katarzyna Bartoszynska (Bilkent University)
The Impossibility of History: Godwin’s St. Leon
Jared McGeough (Concordia University)
(Dis)Organizing William Godwin’s Political Justice

7.H)

Romantic Sciences I: Mathematical Sublimes (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Ronald Broglio (Arizona State University)
Panelists:
James C. Hall (Western University)
The Sequestration of Knowledge: Kant’s Opus Postumum and the
Possibility of Biology as a Science
Joshua Wilner (City College and The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Pitching Apocalypse: Kant, Malthus, Verhulst
FRIDAY, JULY 11 (5:15-6:30 pm) Concurrent Sessions 8

8.A)

Romantic Chemistry (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Sharon Ruston (Lancaster University)
Panelists:
Jan Golinski (University of New Hampshire)
The Experimental Self: The Characters of Humphry Davy
Sharon Ruston (Lancaster University)
Romanticism and Chemistry

8.B)

Romantic Ethics (Ambassador Room)
Session sponsored by The College of William and Mary
Chair:
Adam Potkay (The College of William and Mary)
Panelists:
Mark Lussier (Arizona State University)
Towards an Ethos of Otherness
Adam Potkay (The College of William and Mary)
Wordsworth among the Philosophers: Stoicism, Godwin, Kant
Jacob Risinger (Harvard University)
Coleridge, Austere Ethics, and Living Form
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8.C)

Multi-Media Romanticisms (Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
Andrew Burkett (Union College)
Panelists:
Katherine Singer (Mount Holyoke College)
Digital Landon: In Sound and Noise
Yohei Igarashi (University of Connecticut)
“Frail Contexture”: Communications in the Romantic Science of
Society
John Savarese (University of Waterloo)
Wordsworth between Minds

8.D)

Romantic Disability Aesthetics (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Jared S. Richman (Colorado College)
Panelists:
Kathleen Béres-Rogers (The College of Charleston)
Stuck in a Moment: Obsession and Edmund Burke’s Gendered
Sublime
Corey Goergen (Emory University)
“Oh! Could I write that I myself could save”: Models of Addiction
in John Nicholson’s Poetry
Emily Stanback (University of Southern Mississippi)
Lamb’s “Queer Points”: Stigma, Performativity, and the Cripped
Body

8.E)

Violence and the Project of Culture (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Jonathan Luftig (Morgan State University)
Panelists:
Annette Budzinski-Luftig (Towson University)
Herder’s Cosmopolitanism and the Romantic Violence of
(Um-)Bildung
Soelve Curdts (Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf)
One Street Left to Live: A Thought and its Time in Kant’s Das
Ende Aller Dinge, Hugo’s Le Dernier Jour d’un Condamné and
Dostoevsky’s Идиот
Jonathan Luftig (Morgan State University)
“Kneel Down and Worship”: Shelley, Derrida’s Death Penalty
Lectures and the Critique of Political Theology

8.F)

Disorganizing Romanticism: Material (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Nicholas Bujak (Johns Hopkins University)
Panelists:
Freya Johnston (St. Anne’s College, Oxford)
Thomas Love Peacock’s Calculated Disorder
Annika Mann (Arizona State University)
Reading, Disorganization, and the Plague in Mary Shelley’s The
Last Man
Theresa H. Nguyen (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Disorganized Reading: Distraction in Blake’s Illuminations
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8.G)

Organizing Editions and Compilations II (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Charles E. Robinson (University of Delaware)
Panelists:
Nora Crook (Anglia Ruskin University)
The Arrangement of Collective Shelley Editions
Stephanie DeGooyer (Willamette University)
Organizing P. B. Shelley
Michael Rossington (Newcastle University)
William Michael Rossetti and the Organization of P. B. Shelley in
the Later Nineteenth Century

7:00 pm

MEETING OF ALLIED ROMANTIC ORGANIZATIONS
Jaleo
7271 Woodmont Ave, Bethesda, MD 20814
www.jaleo.com/Bethesda
(5 minute walk from the hotel)

8:30 pm

GRADUATE STUDENT PUB NIGHT
Union Jack’s Bethesda
4915 St. Elmo Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20814
www.unionjacksbethesda.com
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Saturday, July 12
8:30 am-7:30 pm:

Registration open (Meeting Room Foyer, Hyatt Regency Bethesda)

8:30 am-6:00 pm:

Book exhibit open (Severn Suite)

8:15 am:

Continental Breakfast open (Meeting Room Foyer)
SATURDAY, JULY 12 (9:00-10:15 am) Concurrent Sessions 9

9.A)

Theater and Romantic Organizations (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Frederick Burwick (University of California, Los Angeles)
Panelists:
Elisa Beshero-Bondar (University of Pittsburgh at Greensburg)
Organized Catastrophes of State: Mary Russell Mitford and the
Royal Theatres
Eric Hood (University of Kansas)
Family Ties: Liberal Compromise in Mitford’s Rienzi
Terry F. Robinson (University of Toronto)
“Every action so express”: Gestural Signification in Early
Melodrama

9.B)

Ann Radcliffe at 250 (Old Georgetown Room)
Session organized by the International Gothic Association
Chair:
Diane Long Hoeveler (Marquette University)
Panelists:
Edward Jacobs (Old Dominion University)
Ann Radcliffe and Romantic Print Culture
Dale Townshend (University of Stirling)
History, Romance and the Architectural Imagination: The Case of
Ann Radcliffe’s Gaston de Blondeville (1826)
Angela Wright (University of Sheffield)
“The book’s the thing”: Representations of Reading in the Works
of Ann Radcliffe

9.C)

Organizing the Brain (Ambassador Room)
Chair:
Yasmin Solomonescu (University of Notre Dame)
Panelists:
Katie Alyssa Hunt (Queen’s University)
Wordsworth’s Insomnia: The Unhealthy Brain and Poetic Identity
Lisa Ann Robertson (University of Alberta)
The Enactive Imagination: William Wordsworth’s Embodied Mind
Yasmin Solomonescu (University of Notre Dame)
Poetry and the “Pulse of Thought”: Thelwall’s Later Verse
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9.D)

Romantic Trees (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Paul Westover (Brigham Young University)
Panelists:
Kelli Jasper (University of Colorado, Boulder)
Impulse from a Vernal Wood: Rethinking Religion through
Romantic Flower Books
Paul Westover (Brigham Young University)
Arboreal Tourism and Heritage Rituals in the Age of Authors
Nicholas Mason (Brigham Young University)
Of Larches and Llandaff: Local Politics and Imported Species in
Wordsworth’s Guide to the Lakes

9.E)

Romanticism and the Atlantic World (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Judyta Frodyma (University of Oxford)
Panelists:
Conny Fasshauer (University of Colorado, Boulder)
The Other’s Other: Obeah-Men as the Host of White Colonial
Fears in William Earle’s Obi; or, the History of Three-Fingered
Jack
Emilio Irigoyen (Universidad de la República, Uruguay)
European Romanticism Dismembered: Bodies and Aesthetics in
Echeverría’s The Slaughterhouse
Joseph Rezek (Boston University)
The Unauthorized Lives of the Early Black Atlantic

9.F)

Recombinant Romanticism (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Brian McGrath (Clemson University)
Panelists:
Ruth Abbott (University of Cambridge)
Wordsworth’s Notebooks
Jessie Reeder (Rice University)
The Devious Analogue: Charlotte Smith’s Referents Escape from
Captivity
Andrew Warren (Harvard University)
Mixing, Blending, Intertwining, Knotting, Fusing, Entangling

9.G)

Romantic Afterlives (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Julie Murray (Carleton University)
Panelists:
Emma Rosalind Peacocke (Carleton University)
Pilgrimage and the Romantic University
Brian Rejack (Illinois State University)
Keats Among the Private Press Printers
Jessica Roberson (University of California, Riverside)
Poetical Specimens: Handling Botanical Souvenirs from the Grave
of Shelley
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SATURDAY, JULY 12 (10:30 am-12:00 pm) Concurrent Sessions 10
10.A) Roundtable: Romanticism in the Profession and in the University
(Ambassador Room)
Chair:
Kevin Gilmartin (California Institute of Technology)
Panelists:
Alan Bewell (University of Toronto)
Kevis Goodman (University of California, Berkeley)
Suh-Reen Han (Seoul National University)
Paul Keen (Carleton University)
Yoon Sun Lee (Wellesley College)
Sharon Ruston (Lancaster University)
Clara Tuite (University of Melbourne)
10.B) Organizing Byron’s Lyrics (Diplomat Room)
Session organized by the Byron Society of America
Chair:
Andrew Stauffer (University of Virginia)
Respondent: Andrew Stauffer (University of Virginia)
Panelists:
Michelle Levy (Simon Fraser University)
Databasing Byron’s (Lyric) Poems
Tom Mole (University of Edinburgh)
Organizing Byron’s Lyrics in Victorian Anthologies
Michelle Taylor (University of Iowa)
The Curious Case of “Epitaph to a Dog”: Byron and The Scourge
10.C) Romantic Biosemiosis: Or, the Organization of Nature (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Mark Lussier (Arizona State University)
Panelists:
Mark Lussier (Arizona State University)
Introduction to Biosemiosis
Ronald Broglio (Arizona State University)
Thomas Bewick, George Stubbs, and Animals Dwelling in Natural
History
Catherine Rigby (Monash University)
Earth’s Poesy: Romantic Poetics and Biosemiotics
Timothy Morton (Rice University)
Undead Semiosis
10.D) Blakean Hermeneutics (Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
Sheila A. Spector (Independent Scholar)
Panelists:
David Baulch (University of West Florida)
Sensational Hermeneutics: Ontology and the Revolutionary Event
Kathleen Lundeen (Western Washington University)
Off the Epistemological Grid: The Competing Networks of
Jerusalem
Peter Otto (University of Melbourne)
Stepping Inside the Multi-Voiced, Multi-Media World of The Four
Zoas
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Diane Piccitto (Independent Scholar)
“Visionary forms dramatic”: Blakean Theatre and Spectatorship
10.E) Organizing National Pasts (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Clare A. Simmons (Ohio State University)
Panelists:
Kristen Fisher (Pennsylvania State University)
“England Expects”: Mythological History in William Blake’s 1809
Exhibition
Gry Hedin (Statens Museum for Kunst)
Hieroglyphical Boulders: Elements of Geology and Archaeology
in Danish Landscape Painting
Kristin Samuelian (George Mason University)
The Afterlife of Roger de Coverly and the Politics of Nostalgia
Mark Schoenfield (Vanderbilt University)
“The March of Free Trade”: Periodicals, Organizational
Knowledge, and the East India Controversy
10.F) Ways of Seeing (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Andrew Burkett (Union College)
Panelists:
Andrew Burkett (Union College)
Keatsian Multi-Mediality: The Organization of Sight & Sound in
the 1819 Odes
Keya Kraft (Samford University)
Radcliffe, the Female Gothic, and the Disruption of Picturesque
Modes of Viewing
Flavia Ruzi (University of California, Riverside)
Mistress of the Gaze: The Subject of Visuality in Mary “Perdita”
Robinson’s Portraits
Gina Opdycke Terry (Germanna Community College)
“Married to verse or prose”: Text and Image in the Prefaces to the
Literary Annuals
10.G) Writing Nature (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Katey Castellano (James Madison University)
Panelists:
Matthew Sherrill (Rutgers University, New Brunswick)
Charlotte Smith’s Imitative Organicism
Melissa Sodeman (Coe College)
Gilbert White and the Reordering of Natural History
Allison Turner (University of Chicago)
Nature’s Metaphors and the Prose World
Ya-feng Wu (National Taiwan University)
The Groundwork for Radical Sensibility: How Geology Organizes
Helen Maria Williams’ Social Vision
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10.H) Collections and Canonizations (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Terry F. Robinson (University of Toronto)
Panelists:
Beth Lau (California State University, Long Beach)
Organizing Keats’s Library
Casie LeGette (University of Georgia)
Inventing Lyric: Byron, Shelley, and the Excerpt as Poem
Nicole Reynolds (Ohio University)
“Bringing them Home”: Book Collecting, the Great War, and the
Organization of the Romantic Canon
Kyoko Takanashi (Indiana University, South Bend)
Anthologies, Libraries, and the Everyday Life of Oriental Tales
12:00-1:30 pm: LUNCH (on own)
European Romantic Review Editorial Board Meeting (Embassy Room)
SATURDAY, JULY 12 (1:30-2:45) Concurrent Sessions 11
11.A) SEMINAR: Immediated Imaginations (Old Georgetown Room)
Marjorie Levinson (University of Michigan) and Jerome McGann (University of
Virginia)
Moderator: Jon Klancher (Carnegie Mellon University)
11.B) The Organization of the Unorganized in Romantic Fantastic Literature
(Potomac Suite)
Session organized by the German Society for English Romanticism
Chair:
Joel Faflak (Western University)
Panelists:
Angela Esterhammer (University of Toronto)
Galt’s Omen: A Cognitive-Epistemological-Narrative Experiment
Justus Gronau (University of Kiel)
Anoetic Epistemology in Keats’s Lamia
11.C) On Paper (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Sonia Hofkosh (Tufts University)
Panelists:
Jillian Heydt-Stevenson (University of Colorado, Boulder)
The Engraved Ruin
Sonia Hofkosh (Tufts University)
What Coleridge Drew
Deidre Lynch (University of Toronto)
Slips, Scraps, Souvenirs
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11.D) Aarrrr-ganizations: Romantic Pirates (Susquehanna Suite)
Session sponsored by the United States Naval Academy
Chair:
Noah Comet (United States Naval Academy)
Panelists:
Beth Avila (Ohio State University)
Fragments Engulfed in the Waves: Piratical Characters in The Red
Rover and Hope Leslie
Frederick Burwick (University of California, Los Angeles)
The Staging of Scott’s The Pirate
Manushag Powell (Purdue University)
Who Walked the Plank?: The Triangle Trade and the Pirate Round
11.E) Queering Romantic Love (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Clara Tuite (University of Melbourne)
Panelists:
Laura George (Eastern Michigan University)
Byron and the Double-Binds of John Edleston’s Gift
Jonathan Crimmins (Augustana College)
Hope, Love, Doubt, Desire: Percy Shelley’s Queer Revolution in
Prometheus Unbound
Lindsey Eckert (Georgia State University)
Reconsidering Romantic Love: Hazlitt’s Liber Amoris and the
Cultural Value of Familiarity
11.F) Disorganizing Romanticism: Theoretical (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Mary Favret (Indiana University)
Panelists:
Timothy P. Campbell (University of Chicago)
Arts of Dress: Historical Aesthetics in Walter Scott and Jacques
Rancière
Eric Reid Lindstrom (University of Vermont)
Pollen to Cinders: On T. E. Hulme and the Destruction of
Fragments
Matthew R. Lorenz (Farmingdale State College)
Coleridge’s Poem System: Between Wonder and Totality
11.G) Organizing Knowledge for Children: “The Cursed Barbauld Crew” Revisited
(Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Patrick C. Fleming (Rollins College)
Panelists:
Amanda Phillips Chapman (University of Pittsburgh)
The Romantic Disavowal of Self-Conscious Childhood
Rachael Isom (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
The Assistant of Education: Caroline Fry’s Comprehensive
Approach to Texts “Intended for the Use of Young Persons”
Meghan Rosing (Independent Scholar)
Fictive Nonfictions: Organizing Correspondence in Romantic
Children’s Literature
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SATURDAY, JULY 12 (3:00-4:15 pm) Concurrent Sessions 12
12.A) Grantwriting Seminar: Russell Wyland (National Endowment for the Humanities)
(Old Georgetown Room)
12.B) Jamaica (Dis)Organized (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Paul Youngquist (University of Colorado, Boulder)
Panelists:
Frances Botkin (Towson University)
Organized and Disorganized Maroons
Grégory Pierrot (University of Connecticut, Stamford)
“I now exert the rights of a husband”: Droit du Seigneur and
Slavery in Edward Rushton’s Jamaica
Paul Youngquist (University of Colorado, Boulder)
Maps Without Territory
12.D) What We Talk about When We Talk about the Sublime (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Rachel Feder (University of Denver)
Panelists:
Stephanie Insley Hershinow (Baruch College, CUNY)
Hanna, Pedagogy, and the Genetic Sublime
Adele Kudish (Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY)
Gossip Girl and the Romantic Sublime
Anne McCarthy (Pennsylvania State University)
Reading the Red Bull Sublime
12.E) Frankenstein and Negative Affect (Ambassador Room)
Chair:
John Robbins (Tufts University)
Panelists:
Lisbeth Chapin (Gwynedd Mercy University)
Victor’s Fainted Again: Organizing Care for the Unlikeable in
Frankenstein
Karen Hadley (University of Louisville)
Shelley Refigured: Aesthetic Recuperation in Frankenstein
Deanna P. Koretsky (Duke University)
“Unhallowed Arts”: Frankenstein and the Poetics of Suicide
12.F) Romantic Sciences II: Network Analysis (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
John Savarese (University of Waterloo)
Panelists:
Miranda Burgess (University of British Columbia)
Sydney Owenson’s Tropics
Diana Pérez Edelman-Young (University of North Georgia)
Disorganizing Wordsworth: Embryological Discourse in The
Prelude
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12.G) New Approaches to Austen (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Jonathan D. Mulrooney (College of the Holy Cross)
Panelists:
Nowell Marshall (Rider University)
Identity in Motion: Fanny Price, Failed Femininity, and the
Melancholy of Displacement in Mansfield Park
Carmen Faye Mathes (University of British Columbia)
Disappointed Reading: Organizing Sociable Affects in Austen
Megan Quinn (Princeton University)
Jane Austen’s “common-place face”: Language and the Body in
Pride and Prejudice
12.H) Romanticism Remixed (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
David Sigler (University of Calgary)
Panelists:
Jessie Dubreuil (Colorado College)
Miracles of Rare Device: New Natures, Constructed Landscapes,
and the Uses of the Romantic Sublime
Lissette Lopez Szwydky (University of Arkansas)
Organizing Adaptations: Rethinking Nineteenth-Century
Frankenstein Stage Comedies
Richard Tayson (Queensborough Community College)
Terrible Dreamscapes: Burke’s Sonic Sublime and Blake’s
Reception by New York Punk Performer Patti Smith
SATURDAY, JULY 12 (4:30-5:45 pm) Concurrent Sessions 13
13.A) SEMINAR: Organizing the Nineteenth Century (Ambassador Room)
Rebecca Mitchell (University of Texas-Pan American) and Arkady Plotnitsky
(Purdue University)
Moderator: Charles Rzepka (Boston University)
13.B) Reorganizing Genre (Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
Nicholas Halmi (Oxford University)
Panelists:
Ian Balfour (York University)
Infinite Tragedy
Nicholas Halmi (Oxford University)
Genre vs. Style
Charles Mahoney (University of Connecticut)
Wordsworth’s Generic Anxieties
13.C) Romanticism and the Digital Humanities (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Roger T. Whitson (Washington State University)
Panelists:
Marcel O’Gorman (University of Waterloo Critical Media Lab)
Romantic Hacking: Romanticism, Maker Culture, and the Digital
Humanities
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Jon Saklofske (Acadia University) and the INKE Research Team
Digital Doors of Perception: Illuminating Blake through New
Knowledge Environments
Roger T. Whitson (Washington State University)
@autoblake: Between Critical Making and Computation
13.D) Mansfield Park, Waverley, and The Wanderer at 200 (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Jillian Heydt-Stevenson (University of Colorado, Boulder)
Panelists:
Audrey Bilger (Claremont McKenna College)
An Audience of Her Own: Frances Burney’s The Wanderer and
the Rise of Modern Feminism
Yoon Sun Lee (Wellesley College)
Revolutions and Apparent Choice in Scott and Austen
Devoney Looser (Arizona State University)
Remembering Scott and Austen at 100
13.E) Clubbing with the Romantics (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Jeffrey N. Cox (University of Colorado, Boulder)
Panelists:
Daniel O’Quinn (University of Guelph)
Empire and Entropy at the Royal Academy, 1769
Alexander Regier (Rice University)
Romantic Sports Clubs
Daniel White (University of Toronto)
The Oriental Club, Imperial Slang, and Romantic Orientalism
13.F) Political Allegories (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Noah Comet (United States Naval Academy)
Panelists:
James G. Masland (University of California, Los Angeles)
Romantic Vampires: Embodiment, Eros, and the Community of
Others
Elizabeth Raisanen (University of California, Los Angeles)
A Tale of Two Foscari: Byron’s The Two Foscari, Mitford’s
Foscari, and England in 1821
13.G) Psychological Approaches to Romanticism (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Nowell Marshall (Rider University)
Panelists:
Daniel Block (Hampshire College)
Romantic After-Affects
Thomas Roche (University of California, Santa Barbara)
“A Dangerous Virtue”: Shame in Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s
Confessions
J. Mark Smith (MacEwan University)
Attachment: the Elegiac Organization of Theoretical Insight in
Wordsworth and Bowlby
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13.H) The Gothic and Anti-Catholicism (Congressional Room)
Session organized by the International Gothic Association
Chair:
Diane Long Hoeveler (Marquette University)
Panelists:
Miriam Elizabeth Burstein (College of Brockport, SUNY)
“This mockery of a union”: Protestants, Catholics, and Interfaith
Marital Gothic
Diane Long Hoeveler (Marquette University)
Uncovering the Mysteries of a London Convent: The Gothic and
the Anti-Catholic Agenda
Marie Léger-St-Jean (University of Cambridge)
The Mysteries of the (Spanish) Inquisition: London Translating
Anti-Catholicism Made in France

6:00 pm

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: ELIZABETH FAY
(University of Massachusetts, Boston)
Romantic Egypt, Monumentality and Shifting Sands
Introduced by Orrin N. C. Wang, Professor of English, University of
Maryland, College Park
(Crystal Ballroom, Hyatt Regency Bethesda)

7:30 pm

BANQUET (advance tickets required)
(Crystal Ballroom, Hyatt Regency Bethesda)
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Sunday, July 13
9:00 am-11:00 am:

Registration open (Meeting Room Foyer, Hyatt Regency Bethesda)

9:00 am-12:00 pm: Book exhibit open (Severn Suite)
8:45 am:

Continental Breakfast open (Meeting Room Foyer)
SUNDAY, JULY 13 (9:30-10:45 am) Concurrent Sessions 14

14.A) Romantic Education (Ambassador Room)
Chair:
Catherine E. Ross (University of Texas at Tyler)
Panelists:
Patrick C. Fleming (Rollins College)
Teaching the Mind: Barbauld’s and Edgeworth’s Student-Centered
Pedagogy
Katie Homar (University of Pittsburgh)
Christ’s Hospital and the Education of the Romantic Essayist
Catherine E. Ross (University of Texas at Tyler)
How the Classical Child Fathered the Romantic Man: The English
Public School Experience
14.B) The Romantic Differend (Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
David Collings (Bowdoin College)
Panelists:
Emily Rohrbach (Northwestern University)
The Poetics of Foreign Delicacies: Keats’s Transnational Gothic
Sensibility
Matthew Borushko (Stonehill College)
The Differend of History: Wordsworth, Byron, Lyotard
Colin Jager (Rutgers University, New Brunswick)
The Cosmopolitan Differend
14.C) Horror in Human Form: The Gothic Body in Romantic Literature
(Congressional Room)
Chair:
Laura Kremmel (Lehigh University)
Panelists:
Ruth Marie Kellar (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Productive Embodiment: Redemption and Critical Empathy in
Frankenstein
Chris Bundock (Huron University College)
Dissecting De Monfort: Gothic Autopsy and the Reorganization of
Passions
Laura Kremmel (Lehigh University)
Counterfeit Corpses: The Unreliable Dead Body in the RomanticEra Gothic
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14.D) New Approaches to Blake (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Laura Quinney (Brandeis University)
Panelists:
Thomas Berenato (University of Virginia)
Blake’s Gospel of Forgiveness
Lauren T. Elmore (University of Southern California)
“Severe contentions of friendship & the burning fire of thought”:
Male friendship in Blake’s Jerusalem
David Smith (Baylor University)
Creative Corrosion: Printmaking and Swedenborgian Theories in
Blake’s Marriage of Heaven and Hell
14.E) New Approaches to The Last Man (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Erin L. Webster Garrett (Radford University)
Panelists:
Jennifer Deren (Tufts University)
Revolting Sympathies in The Last Man
David Sigler (University of Calgary)
“Hours Passed—Centuries”: Disorganized Historicity in Mary
Shelley’s The Last Man
Cynthia Schoolar Williams (Tufts University)
St. Lionel? The Last Man and the Organizing Principles of Plague
Art
14.F) Difficulties of Articulation (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Zak Sitter (American University of Iraq, Sulaimani)
Panelists:
Kala Hirtle (Dalhousie University)
Suppressed Nervous Narration in “The Vampyre”
Jacob Hughes (Pennsylvania State University)
“All things turn’d topsy-turvy”: John Keats’s Late Style in “The
Jealousies”
14.G) Romanticism and the Law (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Nathan Hensley (Georgetown University)
Panelists:
Matthew Clarke (Loyola University Chicago)
Organizing Audiences: Joseph Johnson, Respectable Radicalism,
and the Conspiracy of Kings Quarto
Gary Dyer (Cleveland State University)
Private Organizations, Public Libels
14.H) Time and Loss (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Lindsey N. Chappell (Rice University)
Panelists:
Lindsey N. Chappell (Rice University)
Banal Destruction, Ruined Time: Imagining Pompeii in the
Nineteenth Century
Ivan Ortiz (University of San Diego)
Nostalgia, Trauma, and Temporal Organization in De Quincey’s
The English Mail-Coach
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Leila Walker (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Disorganizing Time: Waiting in The Iron Chest
SUNDAY, JULY 13 (11:00 am-12:30 pm) Concurrent Sessions 15
15.A) Roundtable: Herding Cats: Organizing Study Trips Abroad to the Lakes
and Other Parts of England (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Paul Yoder (University of Arkansas at Little Rock)
Panelists:
Colette Colligan (Simon Fraser University)
Michelle Levy (Simon Fraser University)
Ghislaine McDayter (Bucknell University)
Thomas Schmid (University of Texas at El Paso)
Paul Yoder (University of Arkansas at Little Rock)
15.B) Bodies, Bodily Organs, and the Limits of “Sexual Organization” in Blake’s
Illuminated Poetry (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Peter Otto (University of Melbourne)
Panelists:
Joe Fletcher (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
No Natural Organs: Blake, Leibniz, and the Infinite in All Things
Sein Oh (University of Illinois, Chicago)
Polyps, Politics, and Blake’s Strange Utopia
Peter Otto (University of Melbourne)
Organizing the Passions: Buildings, Bodies, and the Sexes in Blake
and Swedenborg
Sheila A. Spector (Independent Scholar)
The Sephirotic Tree: An Organizing Principle for Bodies, Organs,
and the Limits of “Sexual Organization” in Blake
15.C) Organizing the Mind (Ambassador Room)
Chair:
Lisa Ann Robertson (University of Alberta)
Panelists:
Kimberley Garcia (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Thomas De Quincey’s “Involute”-d Organizations of Memory
Scott Offutt (Saint Louis University)
Poetics of Unsteadiness: Disorder and Mutability in Wordsworth’s
Faculties
Beatrice Sanford Russell (Princeton University)
Burkean Novelty: “A New Constitution for the Human Mind”
Monica Soare (University of California, Berkeley)
“She Awoke Unrefreshed”: Organizing the Romantic Heroine’s
Subjectivity through Sleep Cycles
15.D) Organizing Romantic Medicine (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Diana Pérez Edelman-Young (University of North Georgia)
Panelists:
James Allard (Brock University)
Elements of Medicine: Romanticism, Pedagogy, and History
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Megan Coyer (University of Glasgow)
Public Health in the Romantic Periodical Press: The Political
Medicine of Robert Gooch (1784-1830)
Arden Hegele (Columbia University)
Romantic Autopsy and Wordsworth’s Two-Part Prelude
Jason Shafer (University of Colorado, Boulder)
Instrumental Transmission: Smallpox Inoculation and the Rise of
the Biopolitical Subject
15.E) Romanticism and Revolution (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Erin Vander Wall (George Washington University)
Panelists:
Daniel Jump (Yale University)
Order without Organization: Burke and the Eccentric
Mikyung Park (Kyonggi University)
Poetry as “Republican Speech”: The Fragment, the Individual, and
Republicanism
Eric Pencek (Boston College)
Intolerable Anonymity: Robert Wedderburn and the Discourse of
Ultra-Radicalism
Shang-yu Sheng (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Organizing Readers in the Open Letters of Edmund Burke and
Helen Maria Williams
15.F) The Question of Romantic Secularism and Skepticism (Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
Bernadette Guthrie (Cornell University)
Panelists:
Bernadette Guthrie (Cornell University)
“Unclaimed Garments”: Religious Anachronism and the
(Dis)organization of Secular Modernity
Richard Johnston (United States Air Force Academy)
Reorganizing the Dead: Romantic Mortal Consciousness and
Social Awareness
Taylor Schey (Emory University)
Organized Rhapsody
Anya Taylor (John Jay College of Criminal Justice)
Discerning Order in Coleridge’s Scattered Hopes for Immortality
15.G) Romantic Ecologies (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Siobhan Maria Carroll (University of Delaware)
Panelists:
Colin Carman (Colorado Mesa University)
Byron’s Queer Ecology: Disorganizing Gender and the
Environment in Sardanapalus
Scott Hess (Earlham College)
Wordsworthshire and Thoreau Country: Romantic Ecologies of
Authorship
J. Andrew Hubbell (Susquehanna University)
Byron and the Discourses of Spatial Organization
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15.H) Urban and Suburban Fantasies (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Adam Edward Watkins (Purdue University)
Panelists:
James Grande (King’s College London)
Concerts and Conversation: Listening in the Romantic Metropolis
Katherine Scarth (University of Warwick)
Fiction’s Romantic Suburbs
Adam Edward Watkins (Purdue University)
Play, Epistemology, and the City in Wordsworth’s The Prelude
Elizabeth Weybright (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
“The mighty labyrinths of London”: De Quincey’s Verbal Urban
Mapping and Loss of Imaginative Control
12:30-1:45 pm:

NASSR BUSINESS MEETING (open to all)
(Cabinet Suite)
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Wednesday, July 9
WEDNESDAY, JULY 9 (2:30 pm): NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE TOUR
(Meet in lobby of Hyatt Regency Bethesda)
Tour of the world’s largest medical library and history of medicine
collection. Manuscripts by and related to John Abernethy, Charles Bell, John
Hunter, and caricatures by Gillray will be on display.
(special registration required; must have government-issued ID [passport or
driver’s license] to enter the National Library of Medicine)
4:30-6:30 pm:

Registration open (Meeting Room Foyer, Hyatt Regency Bethesda)

5:30-7:30 pm:

NASSR Advisory Board Meeting
(Old Georgetown Room, Hyatt Regency Bethesda)

Thursday, July 10
8:30 am-6:00 pm:

Registration open (Meeting Room Foyer, Hyatt Regency Bethesda)

8:30 am-6:00 pm:

Book exhibit open (Severn Suite)

8:15 am

Continental Breakfast open (Meeting Room Foyer)
THURSDAY, JULY 10 (9:00-10:15 am) Concurrent Sessions 1

1.A)

Habit and Poetic Self-Fashioning (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Daniel Mangiavellano (Loyola University Maryland)
Panelists:
Renee Harris (University of Kansas)
Romanticism Rehabilitated: Organizing Leigh Hunt’s Suburban
Social Intellect
Daniel Mangiavellano (Loyola University Maryland)
Organizing Habit and Happiness in the Confessions of an English
Opium-Eater
Elizabeth Neiman (University of Maine)
St. Irvyn and Romantic Habits of Mind
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1.B)

The East India Company: Imperial Networks and Investments (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
John C. Leffel (SUNY Cortland)
Panelists:
Victoria Barnett Woods (George Washington University)
Hindus and Highlanders: Translation, Mimicry, and Colonial
Ambivalence in Hamilton’s Translations of the Letters of a Hindoo
Rajah
Joseph DeFalco Lamperez (University of Rochester)
“The Ponderous Machine”: Colonial Bureaucracy and the IdolGod Juggernaut in the Missionary Imagination
John C. Leffel (SUNY Cortland)
“Clean Hands and a Pure Conscience”? Re-examining Imperial
Commerce in Maria Edgeworth’s Lame Jervas (1804)

1.C)

The Nation and the National Tale: Bardic and Antiquarian Organizations
(Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
Cynthia Schoolar Williams (Tufts University)
Panelists:
Alison Cotti-Lowell (Boston College)
Organizing Britain and its Citizens: The National Tale, the English
Chronotope, and the Expatriate Effect
Tristan Schweiger (University of Chicago)
Squirearchy and Union: The Nation and the Country Gentleman in
Scott, Edgeworth, and Owenson
Jeff Strabone (Connecticut College)
Forging Welsh Nationalism: Iolo Morganwg’s Bardic History

1.D)

Women and Publishing History (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Fiona Brideoake (American University)
Panelists:
Mary Ellen Bellanca (University of South Carolina, Sumter)
Joining the Club: Dorothy Wordsworth, Thomas De Quincey, and
the Periodical Press
Jillian M. Hess (American Academy of Arts and Sciences)
The Hidden Work of Romantic Coteries
Scott Krawczyk (United States Military Academy, West Point)
Supplementing the Family Legacy: Lucy Aikin’s 1852 Edition of
(her Father’s) Select Works of the British Poets

1.E)

Radcliffe and the Emotions (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Ya-Feng Wu (National Taiwan University)
Panelists:
Andrew Grace (Westminster College)
Being Human in Radcliffe’s World
Cecily Erin Hill (Ohio State University)
Plotting Terror in The Italian
Anna Shajirat (University of Washington)
Lost Objects and Origins: Reconstructing Melancholia in the
Radcliffean Gothic
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THURSDAY, JULY 10 (10:30-11:45 am) Concurrent Sessions 2
2.A)

Cultural Exchange and Collaborative Networks (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Adriana Craciun (University of California, Riverside)
Panelists:
Adriana Craciun (University of California, Riverside)
Adventurers and Authors: Corporate Authorship and Arctic
Exploration
Bruce Greenfield (Dalhousie University)
Drawing Room Discoveries: The York Factory Letters of Letitia
Hargrave
Kevin Hutchings (University of Northern British Columbia)
Romantic Treaty-Making, Methodist Activism, and the Aborigines
Protection Society: Chief Kahkewaquonaby’s Transatlantic
Travels

2.B)

Organs and Organizations (Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
Tilottama Rajan (Western University)
Panelists:
Dahlia Porter (University of North Texas)
Eyes, Hands, Hearts: Recirculated Parts and the Organization of
Life
Tilottama Rajan (Western University)
Blake’s Body Without Organs: The System and the Lambeth
Books
Jonathan Sachs (Concordia University, Montréal)
Fossils, Bones, and the Organization of Romantic Time

2.C)

Human Contact Without Essence: American Perspectives (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Marianne Noble (American University)
Panelists:
Paul Hurh (University of Arizona)
Shock and Dread in Melville’s The Piazza Tales
Marianne Noble (American University)
Sympathy, Incoherence, and Genuine Human Contact in
Hawthorne and Dickinson
John Stauffer (Harvard University)
Interracial Friendship; or, Emotional Connections in Black and
White: Frederick Douglass, Gerrit Smith, James McCune Smith,
John Brown

2.D)

Disability and Romantic Society (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Emily Stanback (University of Southern Mississippi)
Panelists:
Jared S. Richman (Colorado College)
“A Godlike Science”: Monstrous Elocution and the Discourse of
Disability in Shelley’s Frankenstein
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Myra Lotto (Columbia University)
“Low and Rustic Life” as Disability: Ableism and the LaboringClasses
Katherine Gustafson (Harvard University)
“I had never seen such children”: Labor, Child Development, and
Disability in Godwin and Wollstonecraft
2.E)

New Approaches to Wordsworth (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Paul Westover (Brigham Young University)
Panelists:
Sean Hughes (Rutgers University, New Brunswick)
Acknowledgement and Community in Wordsworth’s “The Thorn”
Adam R. Rosenthal (Emory University)
Maternal Generosity in Wordsworth
Michele Speitz (Furman University)
Wordsworth Disorganized

2.F)

The Orders of Biography (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Lisbeth Chapin (Gwynedd Mercy University)
Panelists:
Joselyn Almeida-Beveridge (University of Massachusetts, Amherst)
Anna Seward and General Eliott’s Gibraltar: Poetry and the
Reorganization of Britain’s Strategy in North Africa
Julie Murray (Carleton University)
Organizing Lives: Rights, Biography, Women

2.G)

Writing Character (Ambassador Room)
Chair:
Orrin N. C. Wang (University of Maryland, College Park)
Panelists:
Daniel DeWispelare (George Washington University)
Fugitive Pieces: Advertising and Character Writing in Romantic
Fiction
Andrew Dicus (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Structures and Functions of Reputation in Frances Burney’s The
Wanderer
Jamison Kantor (Colby College)
Wordsworth’s Honor, or the Troubled Organization of Liberal
Aesthetics

2.H)

Britain and Spain: Writing and Righting the Peninsular War (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Ian Haywood (University of Roehampton)
Panelists:
Ian Haywood (University of Roehampton)
“Sad, sad reverse”: Radical and Caricature Responses to the End of
the Peninsular War
Jeffrey Scraba (University of Memphis)
Visions of Don Roderick
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11:45 am-1:15 pm: LUNCH (on own)
NASSR Interest Groups Meeting Coordinated by David Collings
Michael Macovski: History of the Book, Editing, and Textual Studies
Arkady Plotnitsky: History of Science, Medicine, and Psychology
Alexander Regier: Comparative Literature and Thought
Orrin N. C. Wang: Theory/Philosophy
THURSDAY, JULY 10 (1:15-2:45 pm) Concurrent Sessions 3
3.A)

Romanticism and “The Experiment” (Ambassador Room)
Chair:
Robert Mitchell (Duke University)
Respondent: Amanda Jo Goldstein (Cornell University)
Panelists:
Robert Mitchell (Duke University)
Romanticism and the Experience of Experiment
Richard C. Sha (American University)
Brainless and Cruel Experiments: The Otherness of Romantic
Science
Noel Jackson (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Hunger Artists

3.B)

Roundtable: Romanticism after Enlightenment Orientalism (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Daniel O’Quinn (University of Guelph)
Panelists:
Siraj Ahmed (Lehman College, CUNY)
Ashley Cohen (Georgetown University)
Humberto Garcia (Vanderbilt University)
Daniel O’Quinn (University of Guelph)

3.C)

Roundtable: Organizing Digital Romanticism: Interacting with the Print
Multigraph Project (Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
Andrew Stauffer (University of Virginia)
Panelists:
Thora Brylowe (University of Pittsburgh)
Michelle Levy (Simon Fraser University)
Michael Macovski (Georgetown University)
Nicholas Mason (Brigham Young University)
Tom Mole (University of Edinburgh)
Dahlia Porter (University of North Texas)
Jonathan Sachs (Concordia University, Montréal)
Andrew Stauffer (University of Virginia)

3.D)

Organizing Editions and Compilations I (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Nora Crook (Anglia Ruskin University)
Panelists:
Elisa Beshero-Bondar (University of Pittsburgh at Greensburg) and Lisa
Wilson (SUNY Potsdam)
Organizing a Test Bed for the Digital Mitford: The Mary Russell
Mitford Archive
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Noah Comet (United States Naval Academy)
“L.e.L.”: Organizational Struggles with a Hypertext Edition of
Landon’s Poetry
Michael Pickard (University of Virginia)
Wordsworth, De Sélincourt, and the Obsolescence of a Scheme
3.E)

Writing Reading and Pedagogy (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Daniel DeWispelare (George Washington University)
Panelists:
Ella Brians (Princeton University)
“Exquisitely Fit”: Wordsworth on Education, Imagination, and the
Active Mind
Alexandra Grenier (Université de Montréal)
Learning to Organize Chaos: The Place of Education in Emma and
Ormond
Katie Halsey (University of Stirling)
The pernicious effects of an improper education”: Fictional
Representations of Domestic Education in the Romantic Novel
Megan Taylor (McGill University)
Walter Scott’s Waverley as a Blueprint for the Romantic Reader

3.F)

Disorganizing Gender (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Nowell Marshall (Rider University)
Panelists:
Natalie Hopper (University of Alabama)
Reorganizing the Romantic Roots of Peacock’s Rhododaphne
Ghislaine McDayter (Bucknell University)
Anatomizing the Coquette: Organizations of Female Desire
Teresa M. Pershing (West Virginia University)
“Both/And” Femininity: Louisa Connolly’s Errancy in Amelia
Alderson Opie’s Dangers of Coquetry
Orianne Smith (University of Maryland, Baltimore County)
Lady Macbeth, Witchcraft and Romantic Disorganization

3.G)

Ecological Enclosure and Its Discontents (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Colin Carman (Colorado Mesa University)
Panelists:
Joseph Albernaz (University of California, Berkeley)
John Clare’s World
Jeffrey Cass (University of Houston-Victoria)
Management Saves the World: John Galt’s Eco-Capitalism
Katey Castellano (James Madison University)
Organizing Romantic Commons
Samantha Webb (University of Montevallo)
The Rime of the Country Walker: Biopolitics and Unproductivity
in Mitford’s Our Village
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3.H)

Novel Organizations (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Bradford Mudge (University of Colorado, Denver)
Panelists:
Michael Falk (University of Sydney)
Network Analysis and the Novels of Maria Edgeworth
Hannah Doherty Hudson (University of Texas at San Antonio)
Double Vision: Organizing the Romantic Novel
Luke Terlaak Poot (University of California, Berkeley)
“The astonishment and conjectures of my audience”: Walter
Scott’s Cliffhanger and the Re-organization of Narrative Discourse
Lauren Schachter (University of Chicago)
“Well calculated for eloquence”: Anna Laetitia Barbauld,
Diffusive Style, and the Novel “Whole”
THURSDAY, JULY 10 (3:00-4:15 pm) Concurrent Sessions 4

4.A)

SEMINAR: Romantic Orthodoxy and Unorthodoxy (Diplomat Room)
Alexander Regier (Rice University) and Michael Tomko (Villanova University)
Moderator: Patrick R. O’Malley (Georgetown University)

4.B)

Structuring Late Romanticism (Congressional Room)
Session organized by the Keats-Shelley Association of America
Chair:
Stuart Curran (Keats-Shelley Association of America)
Panelists:
Jon Quayle (Newcastle University)
A “perfect state of society; tho still earthly”: Shelley’s Radical
Reorganization of Society
Halina Adams (University of Delaware)
Reorganizing Rome in Childe Harold IV
Meiko O’Halloran (Newcastle University)
Re-Figuring the Poet’s Role in Society in Keats’s “Hyperion” and
“The Fall of Hyperion”

4.C)

Romantic Labyrinths: Authorial Interactions and Entanglements I (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Jacqueline Labbe (University of Sheffield)
Panelists:
Judyta Frodyma (University of Oxford)
Wordsworth and Petrarch at Vaucluse
Hannah Markley (Emory University)
Sickly Flowers: De Quincey, Baudelaire, and the Sexual Politics of
Translation
Mary Anne Myers (United States Military Academy, West Point)
“C’est moi!” What Felicia Hemans Sees in the Figure of Corinne
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4.D)

Organizing Care (Ambassador Room)
Chair:
Julie Carlson (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Care Now and Then
Panelists:
Theresa M. Kelley (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Care, Futurity, Narrative
Sara L. Maurer (University of Notre Dame)
It Takes a Village: Tracts, Rural Tales, and the Unknowable
Community of Care, 1788-1832
Mary Favret (Indiana University)
Eyes, Reading, The State

4.E)

Romanticism in the Global Contact Zones (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Katarzyna Bartoszynska (Bilkent University)
Panelists:
Siobhan Maria Carroll (University of Delaware)
“I was almost sorry that I had told them the story”: “Telling”
Histories in the Arctic Contact Zone
Jennifer L. Hargrave (Rice University)
The Paratextual Reinvention of Marco Polo
Tara McDonald (University of Toronto)
The “Common Woe”: Sympathy, Sati, and the British Civilizing
Mission in India

4.F)

Organizing Book History (Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
Michael Macovski (Georgetown University)
Panelists:
Thora Brylowe (University of Pittsburgh)
Original Copies: Wedgwood’s Portland Vase in Print and Paint
Franca Dellarosa (Università degli Studi di Bari ‘Aldo Moro’)
Words for Trade: Communal Politics in Edward Rushton’s
Bookshop, 1790s-1810s
Bradford Mudge (University of Colorado, Denver)
Reading the Art Market

4.G)

New Approaches to Coleridge (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Alison Hickey (Wellesley College)
Panelists:
Jonathan Ewell (San Diego State University)
Organic Geometry and Poetic Eurekas: Coleridge’s Visionary
Mathematics
Rachel Lewis (University of California, Berkeley)
Coleridge’s “The Brook,” Poetic Attention, and the Vigilance of
Wartime
Emily A. Slater (University of Connecticut)
Coleridgean Disorganization: Lecture Fragments and Romantic
Failure
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4.H)

Feminist Re-Organizations of Romanticism (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Anne K. Mellor (University of California, Los Angeles)
Panelists:
Julie Kipp (Hope College)
Rotten Orangism and Henrietta Battier’s Lemon “Aid”: Gender
Politics, Patriotism, and Irish Print Culture in the 1790s
Michael Nicholson (University of California, Los Angeles)
Women and Superior Secondariness in Lucy Aikin’s Epistles on
Women (1810)
Sharon Setzer (North Carolina State University)
Revisioning Women’s Literary History in the Digital Age: The
Case of Mary Robinson’s Letter to the Women of England
THURSDAY, JULY 10 (4:30-5:45 pm) Concurrent Sessions 5

5.A)

Pedagogy Contest (Old Georgetown Room)
Sponsored by the NASSR Advisory Board, the NASSR 2014 Organizing Committee,
and the Romantic Circles website
2014 Finalists:
Michael Demson (Sam Houston State University)
Radical Publishers of the Romantic Era
Lindsey Eckert (Georgia State University)
Romanticism and the Technology of Information
Emily Rohrbach (Northwestern University)
Theories of the Sublime
Lissette Lopez Szwydky (University of Arkansas)
Mary Shelley in Context

5.B)

Orders of Magnitude (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Jonathan Sachs (Concordia University, Montréal)
Panelists:
Adriana Craciun (University of California, Riverside)
Frozen Ocean, Frozen Time, Dynamic Arctic
Mary Fairclough (University of York)
“The soul of the material world, and the paragon of elements”:
Electricity, Empiricism and the Infinite
Paul Keen (Carleton University)
Organizing Excess: Romantic Evolution and the Bibliographic
Sublime

5.C)

Field Theories of Form (Ambassador Room)
Chair:
Marjorie Levinson (University of Michigan)
Panelists:
Gerard Cohen-Vrignaud (University of Tennessee)
Forms for Radicals: The Art of Political Organizing
Rachel Feder (University of Denver)
Encoded Repetitions
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Marjorie Levinson (University of Michigan)
Ideas of Order: A Field Report
5.D)

Romantic Organizations, Networks, Affiliations, Communities (Susquehanna Suite)
Session organized by the International Conference on Romanticism
Chair:
Esther Wohlgemut (University of Prince Edward Island)
Panelists:
John Owen Havard (Binghamton University)
Austen’s “Late Toryism” and Mansfield Park
Eric E. O’Brien (University of Nebraska, Omaha)
(The Futility of) “Language really used by men’”
Esther Wohlgemut (University of Prince Edward Island)
Plotting Together: Imagining Groups in the Romantic Conspiracy
Narrative

5.E)

Organizing Science: Erasmus Darwin and the Lunar Circle (Embassy Room)
Chairs:
Allison Dushane (University of Arizona)
Adam Komisaruk (West Virginia University)
Panelists:
Devin M. Garofalo (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Organizing the Heavens: Anna Letitia Barbauld’s Astronomical
Publics
James Allard (Brock University)
A Plan for the Conduct of Female Education in Boarding Schools
and “Public Science”
Martin Priestman (University of Roehampton)
Erasmus Darwin’s Networks

5.F)

Victorian Romanticisms (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Jonathan Luftig (Morgan State University)
Panelists:
Alexis Chema (Yale University)
“Breathe on it softly”: The Enigma of Catherine Maria Fanshawe
and the Poetess Tradition
Zak Sitter (American University of Iraq, Sulaimani)
Organizing Juvenilia: Periodization and the Problem of Charlotte
Brontë’s “Romantic” Writing
Kim Wheatley (The College of William and Mary)
Categories of Wordsworthian Transcendence in John Cowper
Powys

5.G)

Romanticism and Religion (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Adam Potkay (The College of William and Mary)
Panelists:
Daniel Larson (University of Colorado, Boulder)
“O rend the heavens”: Singing the Silent Liturgy in Cowper’s
Olney Hymns
Peter Manning (Stony Brook University)
Edward Irving: Charisma and (Dis)Organization
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D. J. Schuldt (Carnegie Mellon University)
Dissenting Academies and the Epistemology of Dissent
5.H)

Queer Affections (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Colin Carman (Mesa University)
Panelists:
Geraldine Friedman (Purdue University)
The Time and Place of Friendship: The Example of Anna Seward
Seth Reno (Auburn University at Montgomery)
Love’s Knowledge in Shelley’s Poetry and Prose
Terence H. W. Shih (St. John’s University)
Shelley’s Philosophy of Love in Epipsychidion

6:00 pm

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: PETER DEAR
(Cornell University)
From Enlightenment and Romantic Natural Classification to a
Social Aesthetics of Darwinian Natural Selection
Introduced by Jeffrey Reznick, Head of the History of Medicine
Division, National Library of Medicine
(Crystal Ballroom, Hyatt Regency Bethesda)

7:30-9:00 pm

Welcome Reception and Cash Bar (Crystal Ballroom)
Reception sponsored by SEL: Studies in English Literature 1500-1900

Logan D. Browning
Publisher and Executive Editor

Alexander Regier
Editor for 1660–1900

Joseph Campana
Editor for 1500–1659

Becky Byron
Associate Editor/Business Manager
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Friday, July 11
6:45 am:

Continental Breakfast open (Meeting Room Foyer)

7:15 am

Buses to Library of Congress (meet in lobby of Hyatt Regency)

8:30 am-6:00 pm:

Registration open (Meeting Room Foyer, Hyatt Regency Bethesda)

8:30 am-6:00 pm:

Book exhibit open (Severn Suite)

9:30 am

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: MARSHALL BROWN
(University of Washington)
Democratic Organization vs. Sonata Form:
Beethoven’s Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op. 69
Introduced by Peter Starr, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences,
American University
(Library of Congress, Coolidge Auditorium, Jefferson Building)

11:00 am-12:30 pm Exhibition of Rare Romantic Holdings at the Library of Congress:
Beethoven through Blake to Wollstonecraft
(Coolidge Auditorium Stage, Jefferson Building, Library of Congress)
11:15 am

Guided Tours of Library of Congress
(limited space; advance sign-up required)
FRIDAY, JULY 11 (2:00-3:30 pm) Concurrent Sessions 6

6.A)

Roundtable: Organizing Romanticism in the Classroom (Congressional Room)
Session organized by the British Association for Romantic Studies, which also generously
subvened the audio-visual costs
Chair:
Jane Moore (Cardiff University)
Panelists:
Damian Walford Davies (Cardiff University)
Diane Long Hoeveler (Marquette University)
Jane Moore (Cardiff University)
John Strachan (Bath Spa University)
Clara Tuite (University of Melbourne)
Duncan Wu (Georgetown University)
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6.B)

Roundtable: Stages of the Job Search, from Application to Negotiation
(Ambassador Room)
Sponsored by the NASSR Graduate Student Caucus
Chairs:
Teresa M. Pershing (West Virginia University)
Jacob Leveton (Northwestern University)
Panelists:
Ronald Broglio (Arizona State University)
Jeffrey N. Cox (University of Colorado, Boulder)
Elizabeth Denlinger (New York Public Library)
Devoney Looser (Arizona State University)
Yasmin Solomonescu (University of Notre Dame)
Michele Speitz (Furman University)

6.C)

On Alert and Off: Attention Trouble Before and After 1800 (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Steven Goldsmith (University of California, Berkeley)
Panelists:
Lily Gurton-Wachter (University of Missouri)
The Double Attention of Reading
Kevis Goodman (University of California, Berkeley)
Reading Attention: Coleridge’s “Free Spirit” and its Medical
Background
Amanda Jo Goldstein (Cornell University)
Marx, in Passing
Steven Goldsmith (University of California, Berkeley)
Nothing Lost

6.D)

Romanticism and the Long Century (Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
Orrin N. C. Wang (University of Maryland, College Park)
Panelists:
Jon Klancher (Carnegie Mellon University)
Why Periods Still Matter
Rei Terada (University of California, Irvine)
Hegel and the Prehistory of the “Postracial”
Joel Faflak (Western University)
The Period That Dare Not Speak Its Name

6.E)

Disorganizing Desire (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Mary Anne Myers (United States Military Academy, West Point)
Panelists:
Élice Hennessee (California State University, Long Beach)
Queer Poetics: Lord Byron’s Sub-textual Exploration of the
Queered Self and Voice Through “Manfred”
Adam Komisaruk (West Virginia University)
Homo Economicus: The Case of Beckford
Joshua Stanley (Yale University)
Lamia, the Heroic Line and Sexual Fantasy
Helen Stark (Newcastle University)
“The best and most sensitive of men”?: Challenging the European
Man of Feeling, Liberty and the Organization of the Nation in
Madame de Staël’s Corinne, or Italy (1807)
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6.F)

Romanticism and Cognitive Science (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Kathleen Béres Rogers (The College of Charleston)
Panelists:
Merve Aktar (University of Southern California)
Jerusalem as Allegory of Cognition: Unifying the “Systems” of
Text, Reader, and Blakean “Intellect” Through Ellen Spolsky’s
PDP Model
Matthew R. Lorenz (Farmingdale State College)
Atmospheric Imaginings: Wordsworth’s Prelude and the
Cognitive Reorganization of the Self
Timothy D. Michael (University of Oxford)
Organizing Subjects: Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Philosophical
Grammar
Matthew Rowney (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Drowning in Infinity: Topographical Disorientation in Wordsworth
and Borges

6.G)

Organizations of Romantic Sociability (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Clare A. Simmons (Ohio State University)
Panelists:
Brecht de Groote (University of Leuven)
“She Could Popularise, whilst She Could neither Discover nor
Invent”: The Late-Romantic Club of Literary Economists
Lauren Gillingham (University of Ottawa)
Gendered Sociability and Intimate Publics
Traynor Hansen III (University of Washington)
“A Small Party of Friends”: Cooperation and Collaboration in
Hunt’s “Round Table”
Mark Ittensohn (University of Zurich):
Intratextual Sociability: Organized Storytelling in EarlyNineteenth-Century Frame Cycles

6.H)

Romanticism’s Historical Genres (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Timothy P. Campbell (University of Chicago)
Panelists:
Stephanie Dumke (Durham University)
“Romantic” vs. “Classical”: Historical and Typological
Taxonomies in the Romantic Period
Katie Homar (University of Pittsburgh)
Hazlitt, Chaucer, and the Organization of Literature
Matthew Ocheltree (Harvard University)
Melancholy Historicism and the Work of Romance: Robert
Southey’s Baroque Modernity
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FRIDAY, JULY 11 (3:45-5:00 pm) Concurrent Sessions 7
7.A)

SEMINAR: Cognizing the Senses (Old Georgetown Room)
Theresa M. Kelley (University of Wisconsin-Madison) and Jonathan Kramnick
(Yale University)
Moderator: Greg Kucich (University of Notre Dame)

7.B)

Romantic Labyrinths: Authorial Interactions and Entanglements II
(Ambassador Room)
Chair:
Jacqueline Labbe (University of Sheffield)
Panelists:
Jane Kim (Cornell University)
Figures of Exile in Lord Byron’s “Prophecy of Dante”
Jacqueline Labbe (University of Sheffield)
Weaving: Charlotte Smith at Work
Elizabeth Way (Wake Forest University)
“Listen to my tale”: Balladry and Romantic Entanglements in
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein

7.C)

Philology: A Love Story (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Brian McGrath (Clemson University)
Panelists:
Rebecca Haubrich (Brown University)
Fragments from the Future: Friedrich Schlegel’s Philology
Brian McGrath (Clemson University)
Minimally Adequate Philology
Kristina Mendicino (Brown University)
For † Friedrich Schlegel †

7.D)

Disorganizing Romanticism: Rhetorical (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Mary Favret (Indiana University)
Panelists:
Hanna Janiszewska (Stanford University)
The Refusal that Irritates
Jonathan D. Mulrooney (College of the Holy Cross)
Keats, Interrupted
Anahid Nersessian (University of California, Los Angeles)
Romantic Catachresis

7.E)

Authorial Revisions and Reorganizations (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Eric Eisner (George Mason University)
Panelists:
Katie Lanning (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Portable Pieces: Scott’s Reorganization of The Chronicles of the
Canongate
Derek Lowe (University of South Alabama)
Preferring a Different Claim: Eighteenth-Century Literary Property
and Wordsworth’s Reorganization of the 1800 Lyrical Ballads
Aaron Ottinger (University of Washington)
The Logic of Wordsworth’s Lyrical Ballads
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7.F)

Continental Romanticisms (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Roland Lysell (Stockholm University)
Panelists:
William Coker (Bilkent University)
The Organization of Romantic Truth: Rousseau, Jean Paul, Badiou
Maeve Hooper (University of Chicago)
Disorganization as Generic Strategy in German Romanticism
Marc D. Mazur (Western University)
Divergent Writing: Whirlpools, Footnotes, and Schelling’s
Naturphilosophie

7.G)

New Approaches to Godwin (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Erin L. Webster Garrett (Radford University)
Panelists:
Katarzyna Bartoszynska (Bilkent University)
The Impossibility of History: Godwin’s St. Leon
Jared McGeough (Concordia University)
(Dis)Organizing William Godwin’s Political Justice

7.H)

Romantic Sciences I: Mathematical Sublimes (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Ronald Broglio (Arizona State University)
Panelists:
James C. Hall (Western University)
The Sequestration of Knowledge: Kant’s Opus Postumum and the
Possibility of Biology as a Science
Joshua Wilner (City College and The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Pitching Apocalypse: Kant, Malthus, Verhulst
FRIDAY, JULY 11 (5:15-6:30 pm) Concurrent Sessions 8

8.A)

Romantic Chemistry (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Sharon Ruston (Lancaster University)
Panelists:
Jan Golinski (University of New Hampshire)
The Experimental Self: The Characters of Humphry Davy
Sharon Ruston (Lancaster University)
Romanticism and Chemistry

8.B)

Romantic Ethics (Ambassador Room)
Session sponsored by The College of William and Mary
Chair:
Adam Potkay (The College of William and Mary)
Panelists:
Mark Lussier (Arizona State University)
Towards an Ethos of Otherness
Adam Potkay (The College of William and Mary)
Wordsworth among the Philosophers: Stoicism, Godwin, Kant
Jacob Risinger (Harvard University)
Coleridge, Austere Ethics, and Living Form
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8.C)

Multi-Media Romanticisms (Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
Andrew Burkett (Union College)
Panelists:
Katherine Singer (Mount Holyoke College)
Digital Landon: In Sound and Noise
Yohei Igarashi (University of Connecticut)
“Frail Contexture”: Communications in the Romantic Science of
Society
John Savarese (University of Waterloo)
Wordsworth between Minds

8.D)

Romantic Disability Aesthetics (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Jared S. Richman (Colorado College)
Panelists:
Kathleen Béres-Rogers (The College of Charleston)
Stuck in a Moment: Obsession and Edmund Burke’s Gendered
Sublime
Corey Goergen (Emory University)
“Oh! Could I write that I myself could save”: Models of Addiction
in John Nicholson’s Poetry
Emily Stanback (University of Southern Mississippi)
Lamb’s “Queer Points”: Stigma, Performativity, and the Cripped
Body

8.E)

Violence and the Project of Culture (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Jonathan Luftig (Morgan State University)
Panelists:
Annette Budzinski-Luftig (Towson University)
Herder’s Cosmopolitanism and the Romantic Violence of
(Um-)Bildung
Soelve Curdts (Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf)
One Street Left to Live: A Thought and its Time in Kant’s Das
Ende Aller Dinge, Hugo’s Le Dernier Jour d’un Condamné and
Dostoevsky’s Идиот
Jonathan Luftig (Morgan State University)
“Kneel Down and Worship”: Shelley, Derrida’s Death Penalty
Lectures and the Critique of Political Theology

8.F)

Disorganizing Romanticism: Material (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Nicholas Bujak (Johns Hopkins University)
Panelists:
Freya Johnston (St. Anne’s College, Oxford)
Thomas Love Peacock’s Calculated Disorder
Annika Mann (Arizona State University)
Reading, Disorganization, and the Plague in Mary Shelley’s The
Last Man
Theresa H. Nguyen (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Disorganized Reading: Distraction in Blake’s Illuminations
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8.G)

Organizing Editions and Compilations II (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Charles E. Robinson (University of Delaware)
Panelists:
Nora Crook (Anglia Ruskin University)
The Arrangement of Collective Shelley Editions
Stephanie DeGooyer (Willamette University)
Organizing P. B. Shelley
Michael Rossington (Newcastle University)
William Michael Rossetti and the Organization of P. B. Shelley in
the Later Nineteenth Century

7:00 pm

MEETING OF ALLIED ROMANTIC ORGANIZATIONS
Jaleo
7271 Woodmont Ave, Bethesda, MD 20814
www.jaleo.com/Bethesda
(5 minute walk from the hotel)

8:30 pm

GRADUATE STUDENT PUB NIGHT
Union Jack’s Bethesda
4915 St. Elmo Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20814
www.unionjacksbethesda.com
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Saturday, July 12
8:30 am-7:30 pm:

Registration open (Meeting Room Foyer, Hyatt Regency Bethesda)

8:30 am-6:00 pm:

Book exhibit open (Severn Suite)

8:15 am:

Continental Breakfast open (Meeting Room Foyer)
SATURDAY, JULY 12 (9:00-10:15 am) Concurrent Sessions 9

9.A)

Theater and Romantic Organizations (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Frederick Burwick (University of California, Los Angeles)
Panelists:
Elisa Beshero-Bondar (University of Pittsburgh at Greensburg)
Organized Catastrophes of State: Mary Russell Mitford and the
Royal Theatres
Eric Hood (University of Kansas)
Family Ties: Liberal Compromise in Mitford’s Rienzi
Terry F. Robinson (University of Toronto)
“Every action so express”: Gestural Signification in Early
Melodrama

9.B)

Ann Radcliffe at 250 (Old Georgetown Room)
Session organized by the International Gothic Association
Chair:
Diane Long Hoeveler (Marquette University)
Panelists:
Edward Jacobs (Old Dominion University)
Ann Radcliffe and Romantic Print Culture
Dale Townshend (University of Stirling)
History, Romance and the Architectural Imagination: The Case of
Ann Radcliffe’s Gaston de Blondeville (1826)
Angela Wright (University of Sheffield)
“The book’s the thing”: Representations of Reading in the Works
of Ann Radcliffe

9.C)

Organizing the Brain (Ambassador Room)
Chair:
Yasmin Solomonescu (University of Notre Dame)
Panelists:
Katie Alyssa Hunt (Queen’s University)
Wordsworth’s Insomnia: The Unhealthy Brain and Poetic Identity
Lisa Ann Robertson (University of Alberta)
The Enactive Imagination: William Wordsworth’s Embodied Mind
Yasmin Solomonescu (University of Notre Dame)
Poetry and the “Pulse of Thought”: Thelwall’s Later Verse
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9.D)

Romantic Trees (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Paul Westover (Brigham Young University)
Panelists:
Kelli Jasper (University of Colorado, Boulder)
Impulse from a Vernal Wood: Rethinking Religion through
Romantic Flower Books
Paul Westover (Brigham Young University)
Arboreal Tourism and Heritage Rituals in the Age of Authors
Nicholas Mason (Brigham Young University)
Of Larches and Llandaff: Local Politics and Imported Species in
Wordsworth’s Guide to the Lakes

9.E)

Romanticism and the Atlantic World (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Judyta Frodyma (University of Oxford)
Panelists:
Conny Fasshauer (University of Colorado, Boulder)
The Other’s Other: Obeah-Men as the Host of White Colonial
Fears in William Earle’s Obi; or, the History of Three-Fingered
Jack
Emilio Irigoyen (Universidad de la República, Uruguay)
European Romanticism Dismembered: Bodies and Aesthetics in
Echeverría’s The Slaughterhouse
Joseph Rezek (Boston University)
The Unauthorized Lives of the Early Black Atlantic

9.F)

Recombinant Romanticism (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Brian McGrath (Clemson University)
Panelists:
Ruth Abbott (University of Cambridge)
Wordsworth’s Notebooks
Jessie Reeder (Rice University)
The Devious Analogue: Charlotte Smith’s Referents Escape from
Captivity
Andrew Warren (Harvard University)
Mixing, Blending, Intertwining, Knotting, Fusing, Entangling

9.G)

Romantic Afterlives (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Julie Murray (Carleton University)
Panelists:
Emma Rosalind Peacocke (Carleton University)
Pilgrimage and the Romantic University
Brian Rejack (Illinois State University)
Keats Among the Private Press Printers
Jessica Roberson (University of California, Riverside)
Poetical Specimens: Handling Botanical Souvenirs from the Grave
of Shelley
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SATURDAY, JULY 12 (10:30 am-12:00 pm) Concurrent Sessions 10
10.A) Roundtable: Romanticism in the Profession and in the University
(Ambassador Room)
Chair:
Kevin Gilmartin (California Institute of Technology)
Panelists:
Alan Bewell (University of Toronto)
Kevis Goodman (University of California, Berkeley)
Suh-Reen Han (Seoul National University)
Paul Keen (Carleton University)
Yoon Sun Lee (Wellesley College)
Sharon Ruston (Lancaster University)
Clara Tuite (University of Melbourne)
10.B) Organizing Byron’s Lyrics (Diplomat Room)
Session organized by the Byron Society of America
Chair:
Andrew Stauffer (University of Virginia)
Respondent: Andrew Stauffer (University of Virginia)
Panelists:
Michelle Levy (Simon Fraser University)
Databasing Byron’s (Lyric) Poems
Tom Mole (University of Edinburgh)
Organizing Byron’s Lyrics in Victorian Anthologies
Michelle Taylor (University of Iowa)
The Curious Case of “Epitaph to a Dog”: Byron and The Scourge
10.C) Romantic Biosemiosis: Or, the Organization of Nature (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Mark Lussier (Arizona State University)
Panelists:
Mark Lussier (Arizona State University)
Introduction to Biosemiosis
Ronald Broglio (Arizona State University)
Thomas Bewick, George Stubbs, and Animals Dwelling in Natural
History
Catherine Rigby (Monash University)
Earth’s Poesy: Romantic Poetics and Biosemiotics
Timothy Morton (Rice University)
Undead Semiosis
10.D) Blakean Hermeneutics (Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
Sheila A. Spector (Independent Scholar)
Panelists:
David Baulch (University of West Florida)
Sensational Hermeneutics: Ontology and the Revolutionary Event
Kathleen Lundeen (Western Washington University)
Off the Epistemological Grid: The Competing Networks of
Jerusalem
Peter Otto (University of Melbourne)
Stepping Inside the Multi-Voiced, Multi-Media World of The Four
Zoas
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Diane Piccitto (Independent Scholar)
“Visionary forms dramatic”: Blakean Theatre and Spectatorship
10.E) Organizing National Pasts (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Clare A. Simmons (Ohio State University)
Panelists:
Kristen Fisher (Pennsylvania State University)
“England Expects”: Mythological History in William Blake’s 1809
Exhibition
Gry Hedin (Statens Museum for Kunst)
Hieroglyphical Boulders: Elements of Geology and Archaeology
in Danish Landscape Painting
Kristin Samuelian (George Mason University)
The Afterlife of Roger de Coverly and the Politics of Nostalgia
Mark Schoenfield (Vanderbilt University)
“The March of Free Trade”: Periodicals, Organizational
Knowledge, and the East India Controversy
10.F) Ways of Seeing (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Andrew Burkett (Union College)
Panelists:
Andrew Burkett (Union College)
Keatsian Multi-Mediality: The Organization of Sight & Sound in
the 1819 Odes
Keya Kraft (Samford University)
Radcliffe, the Female Gothic, and the Disruption of Picturesque
Modes of Viewing
Flavia Ruzi (University of California, Riverside)
Mistress of the Gaze: The Subject of Visuality in Mary “Perdita”
Robinson’s Portraits
Gina Opdycke Terry (Germanna Community College)
“Married to verse or prose”: Text and Image in the Prefaces to the
Literary Annuals
10.G) Writing Nature (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Katey Castellano (James Madison University)
Panelists:
Matthew Sherrill (Rutgers University, New Brunswick)
Charlotte Smith’s Imitative Organicism
Melissa Sodeman (Coe College)
Gilbert White and the Reordering of Natural History
Allison Turner (University of Chicago)
Nature’s Metaphors and the Prose World
Ya-feng Wu (National Taiwan University)
The Groundwork for Radical Sensibility: How Geology Organizes
Helen Maria Williams’ Social Vision
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10.H) Collections and Canonizations (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Terry F. Robinson (University of Toronto)
Panelists:
Beth Lau (California State University, Long Beach)
Organizing Keats’s Library
Casie LeGette (University of Georgia)
Inventing Lyric: Byron, Shelley, and the Excerpt as Poem
Nicole Reynolds (Ohio University)
“Bringing them Home”: Book Collecting, the Great War, and the
Organization of the Romantic Canon
Kyoko Takanashi (Indiana University, South Bend)
Anthologies, Libraries, and the Everyday Life of Oriental Tales
12:00-1:30 pm: LUNCH (on own)
European Romantic Review Editorial Board Meeting (Embassy Room)
SATURDAY, JULY 12 (1:30-2:45) Concurrent Sessions 11
11.A) SEMINAR: Immediated Imaginations (Old Georgetown Room)
Marjorie Levinson (University of Michigan) and Jerome McGann (University of
Virginia)
Moderator: Jon Klancher (Carnegie Mellon University)
11.B) The Organization of the Unorganized in Romantic Fantastic Literature
(Potomac Suite)
Session organized by the German Society for English Romanticism
Chair:
Joel Faflak (Western University)
Panelists:
Angela Esterhammer (University of Toronto)
Galt’s Omen: A Cognitive-Epistemological-Narrative Experiment
Justus Gronau (University of Kiel)
Anoetic Epistemology in Keats’s Lamia
11.C) On Paper (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Sonia Hofkosh (Tufts University)
Panelists:
Jillian Heydt-Stevenson (University of Colorado, Boulder)
The Engraved Ruin
Sonia Hofkosh (Tufts University)
What Coleridge Drew
Deidre Lynch (University of Toronto)
Slips, Scraps, Souvenirs
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11.D) Aarrrr-ganizations: Romantic Pirates (Susquehanna Suite)
Session sponsored by the United States Naval Academy
Chair:
Noah Comet (United States Naval Academy)
Panelists:
Beth Avila (Ohio State University)
Fragments Engulfed in the Waves: Piratical Characters in The Red
Rover and Hope Leslie
Frederick Burwick (University of California, Los Angeles)
The Staging of Scott’s The Pirate
Manushag Powell (Purdue University)
Who Walked the Plank?: The Triangle Trade and the Pirate Round
11.E) Queering Romantic Love (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Clara Tuite (University of Melbourne)
Panelists:
Laura George (Eastern Michigan University)
Byron and the Double-Binds of John Edleston’s Gift
Jonathan Crimmins (Augustana College)
Hope, Love, Doubt, Desire: Percy Shelley’s Queer Revolution in
Prometheus Unbound
Lindsey Eckert (Georgia State University)
Reconsidering Romantic Love: Hazlitt’s Liber Amoris and the
Cultural Value of Familiarity
11.F) Disorganizing Romanticism: Theoretical (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Mary Favret (Indiana University)
Panelists:
Timothy P. Campbell (University of Chicago)
Arts of Dress: Historical Aesthetics in Walter Scott and Jacques
Rancière
Eric Reid Lindstrom (University of Vermont)
Pollen to Cinders: On T. E. Hulme and the Destruction of
Fragments
Matthew R. Lorenz (Farmingdale State College)
Coleridge’s Poem System: Between Wonder and Totality
11.G) Organizing Knowledge for Children: “The Cursed Barbauld Crew” Revisited
(Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Patrick C. Fleming (Rollins College)
Panelists:
Amanda Phillips Chapman (University of Pittsburgh)
The Romantic Disavowal of Self-Conscious Childhood
Rachael Isom (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
The Assistant of Education: Caroline Fry’s Comprehensive
Approach to Texts “Intended for the Use of Young Persons”
Meghan Rosing (Independent Scholar)
Fictive Nonfictions: Organizing Correspondence in Romantic
Children’s Literature
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SATURDAY, JULY 12 (3:00-4:15 pm) Concurrent Sessions 12
12.A) Grantwriting Seminar: Russell Wyland (National Endowment for the Humanities)
(Old Georgetown Room)
12.B) Jamaica (Dis)Organized (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Paul Youngquist (University of Colorado, Boulder)
Panelists:
Frances Botkin (Towson University)
Organized and Disorganized Maroons
Grégory Pierrot (University of Connecticut, Stamford)
“I now exert the rights of a husband”: Droit du Seigneur and
Slavery in Edward Rushton’s Jamaica
Paul Youngquist (University of Colorado, Boulder)
Maps Without Territory
12.D) What We Talk about When We Talk about the Sublime (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Rachel Feder (University of Denver)
Panelists:
Stephanie Insley Hershinow (Baruch College, CUNY)
Hanna, Pedagogy, and the Genetic Sublime
Adele Kudish (Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY)
Gossip Girl and the Romantic Sublime
Anne McCarthy (Pennsylvania State University)
Reading the Red Bull Sublime
12.E) Frankenstein and Negative Affect (Ambassador Room)
Chair:
John Robbins (Tufts University)
Panelists:
Lisbeth Chapin (Gwynedd Mercy University)
Victor’s Fainted Again: Organizing Care for the Unlikeable in
Frankenstein
Karen Hadley (University of Louisville)
Shelley Refigured: Aesthetic Recuperation in Frankenstein
Deanna P. Koretsky (Duke University)
“Unhallowed Arts”: Frankenstein and the Poetics of Suicide
12.F) Romantic Sciences II: Network Analysis (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
John Savarese (University of Waterloo)
Panelists:
Miranda Burgess (University of British Columbia)
Sydney Owenson’s Tropics
Diana Pérez Edelman-Young (University of North Georgia)
Disorganizing Wordsworth: Embryological Discourse in The
Prelude
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12.G) New Approaches to Austen (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Jonathan D. Mulrooney (College of the Holy Cross)
Panelists:
Nowell Marshall (Rider University)
Identity in Motion: Fanny Price, Failed Femininity, and the
Melancholy of Displacement in Mansfield Park
Carmen Faye Mathes (University of British Columbia)
Disappointed Reading: Organizing Sociable Affects in Austen
Megan Quinn (Princeton University)
Jane Austen’s “common-place face”: Language and the Body in
Pride and Prejudice
12.H) Romanticism Remixed (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
David Sigler (University of Calgary)
Panelists:
Jessie Dubreuil (Colorado College)
Miracles of Rare Device: New Natures, Constructed Landscapes,
and the Uses of the Romantic Sublime
Lissette Lopez Szwydky (University of Arkansas)
Organizing Adaptations: Rethinking Nineteenth-Century
Frankenstein Stage Comedies
Richard Tayson (Queensborough Community College)
Terrible Dreamscapes: Burke’s Sonic Sublime and Blake’s
Reception by New York Punk Performer Patti Smith
SATURDAY, JULY 12 (4:30-5:45 pm) Concurrent Sessions 13
13.A) SEMINAR: Organizing the Nineteenth Century (Ambassador Room)
Rebecca Mitchell (University of Texas-Pan American) and Arkady Plotnitsky
(Purdue University)
Moderator: Charles Rzepka (Boston University)
13.B) Reorganizing Genre (Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
Nicholas Halmi (Oxford University)
Panelists:
Ian Balfour (York University)
Infinite Tragedy
Nicholas Halmi (Oxford University)
Genre vs. Style
Charles Mahoney (University of Connecticut)
Wordsworth’s Generic Anxieties
13.C) Romanticism and the Digital Humanities (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Roger T. Whitson (Washington State University)
Panelists:
Marcel O’Gorman (University of Waterloo Critical Media Lab)
Romantic Hacking: Romanticism, Maker Culture, and the Digital
Humanities
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Jon Saklofske (Acadia University) and the INKE Research Team
Digital Doors of Perception: Illuminating Blake through New
Knowledge Environments
Roger T. Whitson (Washington State University)
@autoblake: Between Critical Making and Computation
13.D) Mansfield Park, Waverley, and The Wanderer at 200 (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Jillian Heydt-Stevenson (University of Colorado, Boulder)
Panelists:
Audrey Bilger (Claremont McKenna College)
An Audience of Her Own: Frances Burney’s The Wanderer and
the Rise of Modern Feminism
Yoon Sun Lee (Wellesley College)
Revolutions and Apparent Choice in Scott and Austen
Devoney Looser (Arizona State University)
Remembering Scott and Austen at 100
13.E) Clubbing with the Romantics (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Jeffrey N. Cox (University of Colorado, Boulder)
Panelists:
Daniel O’Quinn (University of Guelph)
Empire and Entropy at the Royal Academy, 1769
Alexander Regier (Rice University)
Romantic Sports Clubs
Daniel White (University of Toronto)
The Oriental Club, Imperial Slang, and Romantic Orientalism
13.F) Political Allegories (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Noah Comet (United States Naval Academy)
Panelists:
James G. Masland (University of California, Los Angeles)
Romantic Vampires: Embodiment, Eros, and the Community of
Others
Elizabeth Raisanen (University of California, Los Angeles)
A Tale of Two Foscari: Byron’s The Two Foscari, Mitford’s
Foscari, and England in 1821
13.G) Psychological Approaches to Romanticism (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Nowell Marshall (Rider University)
Panelists:
Daniel Block (Hampshire College)
Romantic After-Affects
Thomas Roche (University of California, Santa Barbara)
“A Dangerous Virtue”: Shame in Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s
Confessions
J. Mark Smith (MacEwan University)
Attachment: the Elegiac Organization of Theoretical Insight in
Wordsworth and Bowlby
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13.H) The Gothic and Anti-Catholicism (Congressional Room)
Session organized by the International Gothic Association
Chair:
Diane Long Hoeveler (Marquette University)
Panelists:
Miriam Elizabeth Burstein (College of Brockport, SUNY)
“This mockery of a union”: Protestants, Catholics, and Interfaith
Marital Gothic
Diane Long Hoeveler (Marquette University)
Uncovering the Mysteries of a London Convent: The Gothic and
the Anti-Catholic Agenda
Marie Léger-St-Jean (University of Cambridge)
The Mysteries of the (Spanish) Inquisition: London Translating
Anti-Catholicism Made in France

6:00 pm

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: ELIZABETH FAY
(University of Massachusetts, Boston)
Romantic Egypt, Monumentality and Shifting Sands
Introduced by Orrin N. C. Wang, Professor of English, University of
Maryland, College Park
(Crystal Ballroom, Hyatt Regency Bethesda)

7:30 pm

BANQUET (advance tickets required)
(Crystal Ballroom, Hyatt Regency Bethesda)
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Sunday, July 13
9:00 am-11:00 am:

Registration open (Meeting Room Foyer, Hyatt Regency Bethesda)

9:00 am-12:00 pm: Book exhibit open (Severn Suite)
8:45 am:

Continental Breakfast open (Meeting Room Foyer)
SUNDAY, JULY 13 (9:30-10:45 am) Concurrent Sessions 14

14.A) Romantic Education (Ambassador Room)
Chair:
Catherine E. Ross (University of Texas at Tyler)
Panelists:
Patrick C. Fleming (Rollins College)
Teaching the Mind: Barbauld’s and Edgeworth’s Student-Centered
Pedagogy
Katie Homar (University of Pittsburgh)
Christ’s Hospital and the Education of the Romantic Essayist
Catherine E. Ross (University of Texas at Tyler)
How the Classical Child Fathered the Romantic Man: The English
Public School Experience
14.B) The Romantic Differend (Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
David Collings (Bowdoin College)
Panelists:
Emily Rohrbach (Northwestern University)
The Poetics of Foreign Delicacies: Keats’s Transnational Gothic
Sensibility
Matthew Borushko (Stonehill College)
The Differend of History: Wordsworth, Byron, Lyotard
Colin Jager (Rutgers University, New Brunswick)
The Cosmopolitan Differend
14.C) Horror in Human Form: The Gothic Body in Romantic Literature
(Congressional Room)
Chair:
Laura Kremmel (Lehigh University)
Panelists:
Ruth Marie Kellar (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Productive Embodiment: Redemption and Critical Empathy in
Frankenstein
Chris Bundock (Huron University College)
Dissecting De Monfort: Gothic Autopsy and the Reorganization of
Passions
Laura Kremmel (Lehigh University)
Counterfeit Corpses: The Unreliable Dead Body in the RomanticEra Gothic
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14.D) New Approaches to Blake (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Laura Quinney (Brandeis University)
Panelists:
Thomas Berenato (University of Virginia)
Blake’s Gospel of Forgiveness
Lauren T. Elmore (University of Southern California)
“Severe contentions of friendship & the burning fire of thought”:
Male friendship in Blake’s Jerusalem
David Smith (Baylor University)
Creative Corrosion: Printmaking and Swedenborgian Theories in
Blake’s Marriage of Heaven and Hell
14.E) New Approaches to The Last Man (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Erin L. Webster Garrett (Radford University)
Panelists:
Jennifer Deren (Tufts University)
Revolting Sympathies in The Last Man
David Sigler (University of Calgary)
“Hours Passed—Centuries”: Disorganized Historicity in Mary
Shelley’s The Last Man
Cynthia Schoolar Williams (Tufts University)
St. Lionel? The Last Man and the Organizing Principles of Plague
Art
14.F) Difficulties of Articulation (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Zak Sitter (American University of Iraq, Sulaimani)
Panelists:
Kala Hirtle (Dalhousie University)
Suppressed Nervous Narration in “The Vampyre”
Jacob Hughes (Pennsylvania State University)
“All things turn’d topsy-turvy”: John Keats’s Late Style in “The
Jealousies”
14.G) Romanticism and the Law (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Nathan Hensley (Georgetown University)
Panelists:
Matthew Clarke (Loyola University Chicago)
Organizing Audiences: Joseph Johnson, Respectable Radicalism,
and the Conspiracy of Kings Quarto
Gary Dyer (Cleveland State University)
Private Organizations, Public Libels
14.H) Time and Loss (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Lindsey N. Chappell (Rice University)
Panelists:
Lindsey N. Chappell (Rice University)
Banal Destruction, Ruined Time: Imagining Pompeii in the
Nineteenth Century
Ivan Ortiz (University of San Diego)
Nostalgia, Trauma, and Temporal Organization in De Quincey’s
The English Mail-Coach
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Leila Walker (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Disorganizing Time: Waiting in The Iron Chest
SUNDAY, JULY 13 (11:00 am-12:30 pm) Concurrent Sessions 15
15.A) Roundtable: Herding Cats: Organizing Study Trips Abroad to the Lakes
and Other Parts of England (Potomac Suite)
Chair:
Paul Yoder (University of Arkansas at Little Rock)
Panelists:
Colette Colligan (Simon Fraser University)
Michelle Levy (Simon Fraser University)
Ghislaine McDayter (Bucknell University)
Thomas Schmid (University of Texas at El Paso)
Paul Yoder (University of Arkansas at Little Rock)
15.B) Bodies, Bodily Organs, and the Limits of “Sexual Organization” in Blake’s
Illuminated Poetry (Diplomat Room)
Chair:
Peter Otto (University of Melbourne)
Panelists:
Joe Fletcher (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
No Natural Organs: Blake, Leibniz, and the Infinite in All Things
Sein Oh (University of Illinois, Chicago)
Polyps, Politics, and Blake’s Strange Utopia
Peter Otto (University of Melbourne)
Organizing the Passions: Buildings, Bodies, and the Sexes in Blake
and Swedenborg
Sheila A. Spector (Independent Scholar)
The Sephirotic Tree: An Organizing Principle for Bodies, Organs,
and the Limits of “Sexual Organization” in Blake
15.C) Organizing the Mind (Ambassador Room)
Chair:
Lisa Ann Robertson (University of Alberta)
Panelists:
Kimberley Garcia (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Thomas De Quincey’s “Involute”-d Organizations of Memory
Scott Offutt (Saint Louis University)
Poetics of Unsteadiness: Disorder and Mutability in Wordsworth’s
Faculties
Beatrice Sanford Russell (Princeton University)
Burkean Novelty: “A New Constitution for the Human Mind”
Monica Soare (University of California, Berkeley)
“She Awoke Unrefreshed”: Organizing the Romantic Heroine’s
Subjectivity through Sleep Cycles
15.D) Organizing Romantic Medicine (Congressional Room)
Chair:
Diana Pérez Edelman-Young (University of North Georgia)
Panelists:
James Allard (Brock University)
Elements of Medicine: Romanticism, Pedagogy, and History
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Megan Coyer (University of Glasgow)
Public Health in the Romantic Periodical Press: The Political
Medicine of Robert Gooch (1784-1830)
Arden Hegele (Columbia University)
Romantic Autopsy and Wordsworth’s Two-Part Prelude
Jason Shafer (University of Colorado, Boulder)
Instrumental Transmission: Smallpox Inoculation and the Rise of
the Biopolitical Subject
15.E) Romanticism and Revolution (Susquehanna Suite)
Chair:
Erin Vander Wall (George Washington University)
Panelists:
Daniel Jump (Yale University)
Order without Organization: Burke and the Eccentric
Mikyung Park (Kyonggi University)
Poetry as “Republican Speech”: The Fragment, the Individual, and
Republicanism
Eric Pencek (Boston College)
Intolerable Anonymity: Robert Wedderburn and the Discourse of
Ultra-Radicalism
Shang-yu Sheng (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Organizing Readers in the Open Letters of Edmund Burke and
Helen Maria Williams
15.F) The Question of Romantic Secularism and Skepticism (Old Georgetown Room)
Chair:
Bernadette Guthrie (Cornell University)
Panelists:
Bernadette Guthrie (Cornell University)
“Unclaimed Garments”: Religious Anachronism and the
(Dis)organization of Secular Modernity
Richard Johnston (United States Air Force Academy)
Reorganizing the Dead: Romantic Mortal Consciousness and
Social Awareness
Taylor Schey (Emory University)
Organized Rhapsody
Anya Taylor (John Jay College of Criminal Justice)
Discerning Order in Coleridge’s Scattered Hopes for Immortality
15.G) Romantic Ecologies (Embassy Room)
Chair:
Siobhan Maria Carroll (University of Delaware)
Panelists:
Colin Carman (Colorado Mesa University)
Byron’s Queer Ecology: Disorganizing Gender and the
Environment in Sardanapalus
Scott Hess (Earlham College)
Wordsworthshire and Thoreau Country: Romantic Ecologies of
Authorship
J. Andrew Hubbell (Susquehanna University)
Byron and the Discourses of Spatial Organization
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15.H) Urban and Suburban Fantasies (Patuxent Suite)
Chair:
Adam Edward Watkins (Purdue University)
Panelists:
James Grande (King’s College London)
Concerts and Conversation: Listening in the Romantic Metropolis
Katherine Scarth (University of Warwick)
Fiction’s Romantic Suburbs
Adam Edward Watkins (Purdue University)
Play, Epistemology, and the City in Wordsworth’s The Prelude
Elizabeth Weybright (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
“The mighty labyrinths of London”: De Quincey’s Verbal Urban
Mapping and Loss of Imaginative Control
12:30-1:45 pm:

NASSR BUSINESS MEETING (open to all)
(Cabinet Suite)
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#
MICHEL#DUPONT:#REINVENTING#THE#OPPOSITE#OF#THE#WORLD#
(AN#OCTOPHONIC#SOUND#INSTALLATION#SURROUNDS#THE#
SPECTATORS/LISTENERS#SEATED#ON#PILLOWS#ON#THE#FLOOR.#THE#LIGHT#GETS#
DIMMER#UNTIL#THE#AUDIENCE#IS#IN#COMPLETE#DARKNESS.#EXCEPT#FOR#A#FEW#
MINUTE#CHANGES#IN#LIGHTING,#THE#ENTIRE#STORY#IS#TOLD#THROUGH#SOUND#–#
VOICE#OVER,#SOUND#EFFECTS,#MUSIC)#
#
PROLOGUE#
(DURING#THE#PROLOGUE,#THE#LIGHT#GETS#IMPERCEPTIBLY#BRIGHTER,#BARELY#
REVEALING#THE#SHADOW#OF#A#TOWER.)#
#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT##
Once#upon#a#time,#there#was#a#king#whose#wife#died#giving#birth#to#their#only#child.#
As#she#lay#dying,#the#queen#made#the#king#promise#that#he#would#name#their#
daughter#after#her.#But#the#father,#crippled#by#the#loss#of#his#wife,#could#not#keep#his#
word.#The#child#was#never#given#a#name.#
It#so#happened#that,#as#she#grew#older,#the#little#princess#began#looking#more#and#
more#like#her#mother.#So#the#king#had#all#of#the#mirrors#removed#from#the#palace#
and#ordered#all#the#windows#shuttered,#so#that#no#reflection#could#enter#the#house.#
Even#water#was#ordered#never#to#stagnate#in#any#vessel.##
Yet#the#king#was#still#tortured#by#the#vision#of#the#queen#he#saw#embodied#in#his#
daughter.#So#he#had#a#tower#built#next#to#the#castle,#so#tall#and#so#narrow#that#no#
person#or#thing—not#even#light—could#venture#into#it.#When#the#girl#reached#eleven#
years#of#age,#he#shut#her#in#the#tower#and#told#her:#“You#shall#remain#locked#up#for#
twenty'#seven#years.”#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

SCENE#1:#THE#FATHER#LOCKS#UP#HIS#DAUGHTER#IN#THE#CELLAR#
(THE#TOWER#IS#LIT#REALISTICALLY.#IT#REPRESENTS#MICHEL#DUPONT’S#HOUSE.#THE#
LIGHT#ON#THE#SECOND#FLOOR#IS#ON.)#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#A#CHILD#
My#name#is#Michel#Dupont.#I’ve#been#here#since#the#old#man#locked#me#in.##
SOUND:#A#PARTY.#MICHEL#DUPONT#IS#CELEBRATING#HER#BIRTHDAY#WITH#HER#
FATHER.#HE#GIVES#HER#A#PIECE#OF#CAKE,#OPENS#A#BOTTLE#OF#CHAMPAGNE,#
HANDS#HER#A#PRESENT.##
It#was#on#an#October#evening.#It#was#my#eleventh#birthday.##The#old#man#wanted#to#
have#a#party.#He#gave#me#a#dress#and#ordered#me#to#put#it#on.#He#also#handed#me#a#
brand#new#pair#of#slippers,#each#with#little#green#pom#poms#shaped#like#cabbages.#
He#wished#me#an#early#happy#birthday#and#made#me#drink#a#big#glass#of#sparkly#
wine.#I#collapsed#on#top#of#him.#
SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#COLLAPSES#ON#THE#TABLE.#HER#GLASS#SPILLS#OVER#THE#
TABLE.#
He#picked#me#up#and#carried#me#through#the#hallways#of#the#house.#
SOUND:#THE#FATHER#CARRIES#HER#ON#HIS#SHOULDERS.#HE#TIPS#HIS#CHAIR#OVER.#HE#
BREATHES#HEAVILY.#HE#EXITS#THE#ROOM.#
#

(THE#LIGHT#IN#THE#LIVING#ROOM#GOES#OFF)#

SOUND:#HE#GOES#THROUGH#A#DOOR#AND#DOWN#A#HALLWAY.#HIS#FEET#CLICK#ON#THE#
TILES.#
#

He#was#nervous,#so#he#started#whistling.##

SOUND:#THE#FATHER#WHISTLES.#HE#GOES#DOWN#FOUR#FLIGHTS#OF#STAIRS.#HE#TURNS#A#
KEY#IN#A#LOCK#AND#FLIPS#A#SWITCH.##
#(THE#LIGHT#GOES#OFF#IN#THE#HALLWAY.#THE#LIGHT#IN#THE#TOWER#GRADUALLY#
GETS#DIMMER#THROUGHOUT#THE#FATHER’S#PROGRESS.)#
SOUND:#HE#READJUSTS#HIS#DAUGHTER#IN#HIS#ARMS.#HE#CLEARS#HIS#THROAT.#HE#GOES#
DOWN#A#DOZEN#STEPS#AND#STOPS#AT#THE#BOTTOM#OF#THE#STAIRS#TO#CATCH#HIS#
BREATH.#HE#TAKES#A#FEW#STEPS,#PUSHES#TOOLS#AROUND#ON#A#WORKBENCH#AND#SETS#
HIS#DAUGHTER#ON#IT.##
He#pushed#tools#off#of#his#workbench#and#laid#me#on#it.#In#the#back#of#the#garage#was#
a#set#of#shelves#filled#with#buckets#of#paint,#rollers#and#other#utensils#still#covered#
with#paint.#The#old#man#had#just#finished#renovating#the#house.##
SOUND:#THE#FATHER#MOVES#POTS#OF#PAINT,#ROLLS,#TARPS.#HE#DRAGS#THE#SET#OF#

SHELVES#TO#THE#SIDE#AND#OPENS#UP#A#TRAP#DOOR.#
Underneath#it#was#a#trap#door.#He#opened#it#and#went#down#a#few#steps#before#he#
disappeared#in#a#narrow#hallway.##
SOUND:THE#FATHER#GOES#DOWN#A#FEW#STEPS#AND#INTO#A#TUNNEL.#HE#READJUSTS#HIS#
DAUGHTER#IN#HIS#ARMS.#HE#CROSSES#THE#TUNNEL#WITH#HER.#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#
He#had#to#carry#me#on#his#back#in#order#to#cross#the#hallway.#For#a#moment#there,#I#
believed#we#were#playing#a#game.#
In#my#distant#memories,#he#was#the#horse#and#I#was#the#rider.#I#see#a#hallway#so#
narrow#it#burrowed#into#the#earth.#Then#a#cloud#of#damp#heat;#air#blowing#toward#
us.#And#at#the#end#of#the#hall,#another#door,#made#of#wood.#
SOUND:#HE#OPENS#A#HEAVY#WOODEN#DOOR.#IT#RUBS#AGAINST#THE#GROUND.#THE#AIR#
SHRINKS.#
He#took#me#inside#his#lair.#It#was#a#dark#and#damp#cell,#reeking#of#a#disgusting,#stuffy#
animal#smell.#
SOUND:#THE#FATHER#SETS#MICHEL#DUPONT#DOWN#ON#THE#FLOOR.#IT#IS#HALF#DIRT#
AND#HALF#CONCRETE.#HE#BREATHES#LOUDLY#THROUGH#HIS#NOSE.#HE#SECURES#A#
CHAIN#TO#A#HOOK#AND#STEPS#BACK.#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#
Tied#up.#I#was#the#animal.#My#mouth#was#open,#but#I#couldn’t#cry#out:#the#drugs#he#
had#made#me#swallow#had#dried#up#my#mouth#and#tongue.##
And#fear,#of#course.#
SOUND:#THE#FATHER#WALKS#AWAY#AND#IN#THE#DISTANCE#GOES#UP#SOME#STAIRS.#HE#
SHUTS#THE#METAL#TRAP#DOOR.#A#FAN#IS#TURNED#ON#IN#THE#CELL.#A#DOOR#SLAMS.#
MICHEL#DUPONT’S#BREATHING#CAN#BE#HEARD.#
!
#
#
#
#
#
#

SCENE#2:#MICHEL#DUPONT#MUST#GET#OUT#
SOUND:#THE#CELL.#WATER#DRIPS#INTO#A#BASIN.#A#FAMILY#OF#RATS.#ICE#CREAM#TRUCK#
MUSIC#IN#THE#DISTANCE#(THE#SAME#THEME#THE#FATHER#WAS#WHISTLING).#THE#FAN#
(PUMPING#AIR#INTO#THE#CELL).#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#
Then#I#slept.#For#a#long#time#at#first,#and#then#in#bursts.#
When#I#opened#my#eyes#it#was#dark#and#I#couldn’t#make#out#anything#around#me.#I#
was#on#a#thin#mattress#set#on#the#ground.#My#throat#was#knotted#with#fear#and#the#
collar#he#had#locked#around#my#neck#cut#into#my#skin.#
SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#TRIES#TO#STAND#UP.#SHE#IS#THIRSTY.#
I#pushed#away#the#blanket#that#covered#me#and#tried#to#get#up#but#my#legs#could#not#
support#me.#
I#could#hear#water#dripping#close#to#me.#I#groped#my#way#toward#it.#
SOUND:#SHE#CAN#BE#HEARD#BREATHING.#SHE#MOVES#ALONG#THE#FLOOR#ON#ALL#FOURS.#
THE#SOUND#OF#HER#CHAIN#DRAGGING#ON#THE#GROUND.#THEN#THE#THUD#OF#HER#HEAD#
HITTING#THE#WALL.#
#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#
I#made#six#moves#in#that#direction#and#hit#a#wall#with#my#head.#I#backtracked,#
counting#six#moves#so#I#would#not#hit#the#wall#behind#me.#I#held#my#breath#to#try#
and#figure#out#where#the#drip#was#coming#from.##
SOUND:#SHE#HOLDS#HER#BREATH.#THE#WATER#CAN#STILL#BE#HEARD#DRIPPING.#SHE#
STARTS#BREATHING#AGAIN#AND#MOVES#IN#A#DIFFERENT#DIRECTION.#SHE#MOVES#AGAIN#
AND#IS#SUDDENLY#STOPPED#BY#THE#CHAIN.#
My#head#was#jerked#back#by#the#chains.#I#moved#back#immediately.#I#held#my#arm#
out#to#reach#a#little#further.#I#had#found#the#other#wall.#Still#no#water.#I#made#the#
same#move#backward#several#time.#Nine#moves#along#the#length,#six#moves#along#
the#width.#Not#one#more.#
SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#DRAGS#HERSELF#ON#THE#FLOOR.#SHE#GROPES#AROUND#
LOOKING#FOR#THE#DRIPPING#WATER.#
#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#
As#she#crawled#around#on#all#fours,#her#eyes#became#used#to#the#dark,#and#she#was#

able#to#make#out#the#emptiness#around#her.#But#she#still#could#not#find#the#dripping#
water.#Her#mouth#was#as#dry#as#a#stone.#She#felt#numb,#fettered,#thirsty.#A#horse#in#
the#middle#of#the#desert.#Soon,#she#began#to#neigh.##
SOUND:#A#HORSE#NEIGHING.#THE#HORSE#PANICS.#HE#REARS#AND#PULLS#ON#HIS#CHAINS.#
HE#HITS#THE#DOOR#WITH#HIS#HOOVES.#
She#was#losing#her#mind#and#could#not#hold#it#back.#With#all#her#neighing#and#
spitting#on#the#ground,#she#was#running#out#of#saliva.#She#needed#to#drink.##
SOUND:#SUDDENLY#THE#HORSE#BREAKS#HIS#CHAINS#AND#ESCAPES#INTO#THE#DESERT.#
SPACE#OPENS#UP;#SOUND#OF#THE#WIND#BLOWING#IN#THE#DESERT.#
Now#she#was#wholly#in#the#middle#of#the#desert.#She#started#looking#for#an#oasis#in#
the#concrete.#She#mistook#her#blanket#for#the#tongue#of#a#camel#and#found#herself#
twisting#it#in#hopes#of#obtaining#a#few#drops.##
SOUND:#HORSE#GALLOPING#IN#THE#DESERT.#HE#GOES#BACK#AND#FORTH#SEVERAL#TIMES.#
HE#STOPS#AND#COUGHS.#HE#IS#BREATHING#WITH#HIS#MOUTH#OPEN#TRYING#TO#GET#AS#
MUCH#AIR#IN#AS#POSSIBLE.#IN#THE#DISTANCE#THE#VOICE#OF#A#MAN#CAN#BE#HEARD.#HE#
SPEAKS#BERBER.##
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#
#

Suddenly,#a#man#appeared.#He#pierced#through#the#horizon#and#approached#her.#

SOUND:#THE#MAN#GETS#CLOSER.#HE#SPEAKS#TO#THE#HORSE.#THE#HORSE#QUIETS#DOWN#
FOR#A#MOMENT.#THE#MAN#SPEAKS#MORE#AND#MORE#SOFTLY.#HE#IS#VERY#CLOSE.#THE#
HORSE#IS#AFRAID,#WARY.#BUT#IT#GRADUALLY#CALMS#DOWN.#THE#MAN#GIVES#THE#
HORSE#WATER,#THEN#TAKES#OFF#HIS#CHAINS.##
CHAINS#DROP#ON#THE#CELL#FLOOR.#
WIND#RUSHES#THROUGH#THE#DOOR#AND#THEN#IT#CLOSES.#THE#FATHER#WALKS#AWAY.#
MICHEL#DUPONT#BREATHES.#IN#THE#FAR#DISTANCE,#A#WOMEN’S#CHOIR.#THE#CHOIR#
APPROACHES#HER.#
(A#LIGHT#BULB#IS#LIT.#THE#LIGHT#IS#VERY#SOFT:#IT#IS#ONLY#THE#FILAMENT.##THE#
BULB#IS#POSITIONED#ABOVE#THE#HOUSE,#IN#THE#MIDDLE#OF#THE#ISTALLATION,#
SO#AS#TO#SLIGHTLY#BLIND#THE#SPECTATOR#WITHOUT#REVEALING#THE#
ORGANIZATION#OF#THE#SPACE).#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT##
When#I#came#to,#I#was#lying#on#the#floor,#my#mattress#bunched#up#under#me#like#a#
rock.#I#felt#like#the#thirsty#survivor#of#an#imaginary#crossing.#My#mirage#had#followed#
me#and#now#it#was#singing.#
SOUND:#THE#CHOIR#CAN#BE#HEARD#THROUGHOUT#THE#CELL#(A#CHANT#BY#HILDEGARD#
VON#BINGEN)#

VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#
The#choir#of#the#Benedictine#Nuns.#This#was#the#Mass#of#the#Dawn;#it#must#have#
been#six#in#the#morning.#The#tower#was#located#behind#a#convent.#There,#the#nuns#
were#giving#thanks#for#the#rise#of#a#new#day.#She#gave#thanks#for#her#body#not#
abandoning#her.#Even#in#her#delirium,#it#had#retained#a#sense#of#day#and#night.#This#
thought#alone#appeased#her#spirit,#and#she#was#able#to#open#her#eyes#once#more.##
SOUND:#CHANGE#IN#THE#ATMOSPHERE.#THE#CHANT#IS#OVER.#
Light#had#come,#a#scintillating#brightness#animated#by#a#bulb#screwed#into#the#
ceiling.#The#cell#in#which#I#was#kept#was#incredibly#small.#The#floor#was#dusty#and#
cold.#In#places#it#was#covered#with#a#layer#of#green#linoleum.#I#recognized#it.#The#old#
man#had#laid#the#rest#of#the#roll#on#our#kitchen#floor,#a#few#weeks#before#my#exile.#I#
was#still#thirsty,#but#my#battered#body#demanded#time#and#care.#I#reached#up#to#
loosen#the#collar#sawing#into#my#neck,#but#my#fingers#dug#right#into#my#flesh.#Collar#
and#chains#had#disappeared.#I#had#won#a#few#inches#of#freedom.#Somehow#in#my#
delirium#he#had#heard#my#pleas.#He#had#lightened#my#suffering#and,#just#for#that,#I#
could#have#given#thanks#for#him#also.##
#
SCENE#3:#MICHEL#DUPONT#IS#ALONE;#WALKING#IN#ORDER#NOT#TO#GO#INSANE#
SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#WALKS#AROUND#HER#CELL,#WEARING#SLIPPERS.#SHE#SINGS#
ALONG#WITH#THE#BENEDICTINE#NUNS.#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#
Then#the#days#followed#each#other.#The#princess#closed#her#eyes#every#night#not#
long#after#vespers#and#opened#them#every#morning#for#morning#prayer.#Her#life#had#
been#emptied#out,##and#she#lived#it#to#the#rhythm#of#the#chants#of#a#few#survivors#
from#times#past.#
She#learned#how#to#sing#them.#This#all'encompassing#work#kept#her#alive#as#long#as#
she#practiced#it.#But#when#she#was#not#walking#or#singing,#her#spirit#tortured#her.#
The#permanent#electric#light#flooding#her#cell#kept#her#in#a#permanent#state#of#
artificial#vigil#she#could#never#fully#get#out#of.#
SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT’S#FOOTSTEPS.#SHE#PATROLS#HER#CELL#AND#ENUMERATES#A#
LIST#OF#OBJECTS#THAT#ONCE#BELONGED#IN#HER#ROOM.#
I#went#back#and#forth,#from#one#wall#to#the#other.#Six#steps#wide,#nine#steps#long.#
Thoughts#endlessly#trotted#around#my#head.#They#followed#the#hammering#of#my#
feet#on#the#floor;#so,#in#order#to#deviate#those#thoughts,#I#began#speaking#them#out#
loud.#At#the#beginning#I#repeated#all#that#I#had#lost:#I#looked#at#the#old#foam#mattress#
and#thought#about#the#thick,#warm#bed#in#which#I#had#fallen#asleep#so#many#times.##
SOUND:#SHE#KEEPS#WALKING#AND#ENUMERATING#OBJECTS.#

VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#A#CHILD#
My#bed…#My#fish…#my#stuffed#cat#Maxime…#my#window…#the#curtains…#my#open#
door…#my#bedside#table#and#my#lamp#on#it…#my#messy#bed…#my#empty#trashcan…#
my#mirror…#my#aquarium,#my#music#box…#my#aquarium#to#carry#fish#in…#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#
Images#surged#violently#out#of#her#with#nothing#to#stop#them#but#the#wall#against#
which#she#kept#hitting#her#forehead,#carried#away#as#she#was#in#the#circle#of#her#
bouts#of#verbosity.#Hyperventilated#or#stunned#by#the#blows#she#gave#herself,#she#
often#fainted.#She#then#slept#like#this#for#several#hours,#enjoying#the#well'deserved#
wages#of#a#finished#job.#
SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#FALLS#TO#THE#FLOOR.#SHE#REMAINS#THERE.#
AMBIENT#SOUNDS#OF#THE#CELL.#WATER#DRIPPING.#A#RAT#SCAMPERS#ACROSS#THE#
ROOM.#THE#FAN#IS#STILL#TURNING.##
#
SCENE#4:#SHE#WAITS#BEHIND#THE#DOOR#FOR#HER#FATHER##
SOUND:#NEW#CHANT#BY#THE#BENEDICTINE#NUNS#(VESPERS)#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#
When#I#opened#up#my#eyes#again,#the#tray#was#on#the#table.#On#it#were#two#pieces#of#
toast,#a#full#meal#and#a#bowl#of#soup,#still#steaming.##
SOUND:#SHE#PICKS#UP#PLASTIC#SILVERWARE#IN#A#PLASTIC#BAG.#SHE#DROPS#AN#ITEM#
THAT#GOES#CLATTERING#ON#THE#FLOOR.##
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#
It#came#with#plastic#silverware#in#a#cellophane#package.#I#had#not#seen#him#again.#I#
would#wake#up#from#my#nights#or#my#states#of#unconsciousness#and#the#tray#would#
be#there.#The#meal’s#temperature#would#let#me#estimate#when#he#had#come.###
SOUND:#IN#THE#DISTANCE,#THE#TRAP#DOOR#IS#OPENED.#THE#FATHER#COMES#
DOWN#THE#STAIRS#AND#APPROACHES#THE#DOOR.#HE#STOPS#BEHIND#IT#AND#
STAYS#THERE,#IMMOBILE.##
Sometimes#I#would#hear#his#footsteps#coming#closer.#I#would#immediately#lie#down#
in#my#bed#and#pretend#to#be#asleep.#But#his#steps#would#stop#behind#the#door#and#he#
would#stay#there#without#moving,#or#turn#around#and#disappear#in#the#night.##
SOUND:#THE#FATHER#LEAVES.#MICHEL#DUPONT#THROWS#HER#TRAY#AGAINST#THE#
WALL.#THE#DISHES#EXPLODE.#

#
SCENE#5:#THE#RATS’#ENTRANCE#
SOUND:#RATS#RUSH#IN.#THEY#INVADE#THE#SPACE.#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#
The#food#spilled#onto#the#floor.#Rats#rushed#in.#The#mother#jumped#on#the#chicken#leg#
as#her#young#fought#for#the#congealed#grease#dripping#from#it.#She#watched#them#
gnawing#and#got#the#impression#they#were#devouring#each#other.#Their#mouths#and#
the#grinding#of#their#teeth#brought#up#visions#of#cannibalism.#A#vision#of#her#hunger:#
the#princess#grabbed#them#one#after#the#other#and#tore#their#bellies#open#to#take#
back#what#they#had#stolen#from#her.#Then#she#left#them,#guts#out,#for#their#brothers,#
who#gorged#on#their#kin’s#flesh.#Their#cries#mixed#with#the#cracking#sounds#from#her#
jaw.#Suddenly#the#mother#jumped#on#her#face#and#dug#her#teeth#into#her#eye.#She#
bellowed#so#much#that#eventually#that#the#rat#let#go#of#her.#Her#eye#went#rolling#on#
the#floor.#And#suddenly,#she#could#see#clearly.##
The#chicken#leg#was#untouched.#Broken#glass#and#porcelain#was#scattered#over#the#
floor.#At#her#feet,#three#small,#scared#rats#were#watching#her.#Blood#was#running#
from#her#leg.#The#she'rat#slowly#came#closer#to#her#wound,#staring#at#the#liquid#
issuing#from#it,#taking#her#time.#What#happened#next#was#incredible:#opening#her#
mouth,#the#rat#let#her#tongue#out#and#began#to#delicately#lick#the#wound.##
SOUND:#IN#THE#DISTANCE,#THE#BENEDICTINE#NUNS#BEGIN#SINGING#SOFTLY.##
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#
The#rat#was#licking#her#wound,#and#its#tongue,#both#soft#and#rough,#was#so#soothing#
that#she#let#her#do#it.##
When#the#rat#finished#her#task,#she#lay#down#beside#me#on#her#back,#legs#up#in#the#
air.#Suddenly#I#realized#the#state#of#savagery#that#confinement#had#reduced#me#to.#
This#was#a#place#for#rats.#I#had#been#taken#away#from#my#room#and#had#landed#
under#the#house.#At#the#scale#of#the#great#container—the#universe—the#distance#
was#infinitesimal.#I#looked#at#the#small#rat#lying#legs#in#the#air#next#to#me#and#I#
thought:#“it#is#exactly#where#it#belongs.”#As#for#me:#finding#my#place#was#only#a#
matter#of#inches,#of#going#through#a#thin#wall...#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#
She#took#some#dirt#at#her#feet#and#mixed#it#with#water#to#make#a#brownish#paste.#On#
the#door,#right#where#there#should#have#been#a#handle,#she#drew#one.#She#now#knew#
that#all#she#had#to#do#to#unlock#the#door#was#to#turn#the#handle…#She#had#all#the#
time#in#the#world.##
On#the#wall#right#next#to#the#door,#the#young#girl#started#to#write…#

#
SCENE#6:#MICHEL#DUPONT#WRITES#HER#STORY#
SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#GATHERS#DIRT#AND#MIXES#IT#WITH#WATER.#SHE#BEGINS#
WRITING#ON#THE#WALL.#
MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#A#CHILD#
#“My#name#is#Michel#Dupont,#I#have#been#here#since#the#old#man#locked#me#in.#It#was#
on#an#October#evening.#It#was#my#eleventh#birthday…”#
SOUND:#TIME#PASSES.#MICHEL#DUPONT#WRITES#ON#THE#WALLS.#SHE#REPEATS#OUT#
LOUD#WHAT#SHE#IS#WRITING.##
MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#A#CHILD#
Then#the#days#followed#each#other.#I#closed#my#eyes#every#night#not#long#after#
vespers#and#opened#them#every#morning#at#morning#prayer.#My#life#had#been#
emptied#out,#and#I#lived#it#to#the#rhythm#of#the#chants#of#a#few#survivors#from#times#
past.#
I#learned#to#sing#them.#This#was#all'encompassing#work#that#kept#me#alive#as#long#as#
I#practiced#it…#
Images#surged#violently#out#of#me#with#nothing#to#stop#them#but#the#wall#against#
which#I#kept#hitting#my#forehead,#carried#away#as#I#was#in#the#circle#of#my#bouts#of#
verbosity.#I#often#fainted…#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#
In#the#years#that#followed,#the#princess#wrote#without#cease.#With#her#makeshift#paintings,#
she#summoned#from#the#bowels#of#the#earth#a#destiny#that#the#walls,#the#ground#and#the#
ceiling#of#the#tower#would#soon#be#unable#to#contain.##
#
SCENE#7:#THE#FATHERS#COMES#BACK#FOR#THE#NEW#YEAR#
SOUND:#THE#CELL#DOOR#OPENS.#
#

And#then#he#arrived.#

SOUND:#THE#FATHER#WALKS#IN.#HE#STOPS#AT#THE#THRESHOLD#FOR#A#MOMENT.##
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#A#CHILD#
For#the#first#time#in#seven#years,#the#door#of#my#cell#opened#and#the#old#man#came#
in.#He#was#carrying#bags#full#of#supplies.#
SOUND:#THE#FATHER#GOES#BACK#AND#FORTH#SEVERAL#TIMES.#HE#PUTS#DOWN#PLASTIC#

BAGS,#A#TABLE,#A#CHAIR#AND#A#TELEVISION#SET.#
He#went#back#and#forth#a#few#times#without#looking#at#me.#He#put#down#a#table,#then#
a#chair.#He#had#also#brought#a#television,#which#he#set#down#in#the#corner#of#the#
room.#
SOUND:#HE#TURNS#THE#TV#ON.#IT#IS#A#SHOW#ABOUT#PREPARING#YOUR#NEW#YEAR’S#EVE#
PARTY.#HE#SITS#DOWN.#AFTER#A#WHILE,#MICHEL#DUPONT#JOINS#HIM.#SHE#SITS#DOWN#
ON#THE#FLOOR.##
He#sat#on#the#chair#and#let#me#sit#on#the#floor.#I#was#facing#the#cracked#open#door,#
and#he#sat#in#between,#making#all#attempt#at#fleeing#impossible.#But#I#had#been#
locked#up#so#long#that#the#impassable#door,#the#hallways#and#the#impassable#walls#
no#longer#were#the#main#obstacle#to#my#escape.##
SOUND:#THE#FATHER#EATS.#IN#THE#BACKGROUND,#A#TV#SHOW#ABOUT#PREPARING#YOUR#
NEW#YEAR’S#EVE#PARTY.###
I#had#been#remodeled#with#the#clay#of#this#cell,#and#at#the#same#time#I#had#acquired#
the#conviction#that#everything#outside#of#it#was#hostile#to#me.#So#I#know#that#in#that#
moment,#had#he#stepped#out#of#my#path#and#offered#to#let#me#go#out,#I#would#never#
have.##
SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#EATS.#THE#TV#SHOW#IS#INTERRUPTED#BY#INTERFERENCE.#
AFTER#A#WHILE,#THE#FATHER#GETS#UP#AND#CHANGES#THE#CHANNEL.#A#NEW#YEAR’S#
EVE#COUNTDOWN,#FROM#30#DOWN#TO#0.##
Outside#it#was#winter.#He#had#brought#me#a#little#bit#of#snow.#I#could#see#it#melting#in#
his#beard.#
SOUND:#THE#FATHER#GETS#CLOSER#TO#HER.#WHITE#NOISE#ON#TV#GETS#LOUDER.#THE#
SOUND#OF#TV#COMES#IN#AND#OUT.#
Soon#the#storm#rushed#in.#I#struggled#to#keep#my#eyes#open.#He#came#closer.#I#felt#his#
hand#on#me,#on#the#material#of#my#dress.#His#face…#and#then#I#passed#out.##
SOUND:#ECHOES#OF#DISTANT#FIREWORKS#CAN#BE#HEARD.#WHITE#NOISE#ON#TV#BECOME#
A#STORM#INSIDE#THE#CELL.#THE#STORMS#GOES#THROUGH#THE#CELL#AND#ENDS#INSIDE#
THE#TELEVISION#SET.#
#
SCENE#8:#THE#SUSPENDED#TOWER#
SOUND:#WHITE#NOISE#ON#THE#TELEVISION.#PROLOGUE#MUSIC#II.#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#
When#the#king#left#the#tower,#he#made#sure#to#close#the#window#behind#him.#The#cell#
was#only#animated#by#the#sizzling#of#the#snow#on#the#window#panes.#The#princess#

was#in#a#deep#slumber.##
The#storm#triggered#by#the#king’s#visit#opened#cracks#into#the#tower#walls#through#
which#water#seeped#slowly.#As#water#began#covering#the#floor,#the#ceiling#reflected#
in#it,#and#the#whole#place#seemed#as#if#suspended#in#the#air.##
SOUND:#BATS#FLYING.#
The#jail#was#upside#down.#Rats#had#grown#wings#and#they#now#hung#head#down#
above#the#princess.#Drops#of#water#formed#on#the#young#girl’s#lips#that#kept#her#alive#
as#long#as#she#slept.##
Days#went#by#slowly,#water#running#down#the#walls,#erasing#the#words#she#had#once#
written#…#
#
SCENE#9:#THE#PRINCESS’S#AWAKENING#
SOUND:#WATER#DRIPPING#LOUDER.#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#
Then#the#morning#came#when#she#opened#her#eyes.#
SOUND:#THE#TOWER.#WATER#RUNS#DOWN#THE#WALLS.#THE#SPACE#SEEMS#LARGER.#IT#
ECHOES#MORE.##
BATS#FLYING.#
WHITE#NOISE#FROM#THE#TV#CAN#STILL#BE#HEARD.#
#The#water#had#flooded#the#place#and#her#mattress#was#floating#around#the#few#
square#feet#of#her#cell.##
ON#THE#TV#REPORTS#ABOUT#AUNG#SAN#SUU#KYI,#BARELY#AUDIBLE.#
Outside,#the#storm#had#subsided.#Rare#snowflakes#speckled#the#horizon.#On#some#
days,#subjects#of#the#kingdom#would#appear#at#her#window.#Half'awake,#the#princess#
listened#to#them#speak#speaking#to#her.!!
!
SCENE#10:#SHE#REBUILDS#HER#STORY#
SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#IS#LYING#ON#TOP#OF#HER#MATTRESS#AND#MOVING#AROUND,#
FLOATING#ON#THE#WATER.#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#
She#remained#many#more#long#days#lying#on#her#makeshift#raft,#half'conscious.#

Floating#on#her#mattress#among#the#remnants#of#the#new#year’s#eve#party,#she#
stared#closely#at#the#walls#around#her,#mooring#herself#to#the#few#words#written#
there#that#had#miraculously#resisted#humidity.#She#gathered#them#into#ideas#and#
thus#attempted#to#mend#the#thread#of#her#past#existence.#
Outside,#the#voices#that#reached#the#princess#mixed#with#her#memories.#Sometimes,#
she#ventured#to#answer#them.#But#most#of#the#time,#the#words#she#addressed#to#
them#would#crash#against#the#wall#or#sink#to#the#bottom#of#the#water.#
#
SCENE#11:#FIRST#ENCOUNTER#WITH#HER#REFLECTION#
SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#MOVES#ON#THE#WATER#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#
One#day,#as#she#bent#over#the#water,#trying#to#recover#the#course#of#a#thought,#the#
princess#was#overcome#by#a#powerful#spell#of#vertigo.#In#the#water#covering#the#
floor#the#face#of#an#aged#woman#with#white#hair#appeared.#It#was#the#face#of#a#being#
buried#so#deep#in#her#imagination#that#the#young#girl#immediately#took#her#to#be#her#
mother.#The#princess#trained#her#eyes#on#her#reflection#for#a#long#moment.#A#
terrifying#stillness#marked#the#faces#of#both#beings.#She#stood#silent,#and#so#did#her#
reflection.#After#a#few#moments,#she#dared#talk#to#her.##
MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#A#CHILD#
Mother?#
MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#(WHISPERING)#
#

Yes?#

SOUND:#SHE#IS#SILENT#FOR#A#MOMENT.#WATER#RUNS#DOWN#THE#WALLS.##
MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#A#CHILD#
#

The#tower#has#a#window.#The#king#forgot#it#when#he#left.#

#

(SILENCE)#
That’s#where#the#light#comes#from.#Some#days#I#speak#with#another#woman.#She#says#
I#will#soon#be#freed.##

MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#(WHISPERING)#
#

Yes?#

MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#A#CHILD#
#

They#are#coming#to#get#me.#But#first#the#soldiers#have#to#let#me#go.#The#soldiers#are#

#

on#the#king’s#side.##

MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#A#CHILD#
#

Are#you#hungry?#

SOUND:#AMBIENT#SILENCE.#
MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#A#CHILD#
#

Mother?#

SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#SHAKES#HER#HANDS#IN#THE#WATER#TO#SUMMON#HER#
REFLECTION.#SHE#GETS#INTO#THE#WATER.#SHE#HAS#A#HARD#TIME#WALKING.#SHE#FINDS#
HERSELF#ALONE.###
#

Mother?#

MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#A#CHILD#
#

Sometimes#they#go#away.##

SOUND:#AMBIENT#SILENCE.#
MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#A#CHILD#
#

They#will#come#back.#

#
SCENE#12:#NIGHT#FALLS#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#
#
#

Night#was#falling#on#the#kingdom.#Darkness#had#spread#throughout#the#room#and#
the#princess’s#reflection#gradually#melted#into#the#black#waters#of#the#tower.#
After#that#day,#the#princess#conversed#incessantly#with#the#one#she#thought#to#be#her#
mother.#More#often#than#not,#all#she#got#for#answers#were#feeble,#barely#audible#
whispers.#Together#they#prepared#the#coming#of#those#who#were#supposed#to#free#
her.#The#voices#talking#to#her#through#the#tower’s#window#comforted#her#in#the#
feeling#that#this#day#was#soon#approaching.#

!
SCENE#13:#THE#DAY#OF#LIBERATION#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT##
One#morning,#she#was#awakened#by#the#cheers#of#a#crowd#celebrating#the#liberation#
of#the#princess#of#another#kingdom.#Water#had#risen#dangerously#and#the#princess#
could#no#longer#touch#bottom.##

SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#PUTS#HER#HEAD#ABOVE#THE#WATER.#THE#TELEVISION#
ANNOUNCES#THE#LIBERATION#OF#AUNG#SAN#SUU#KYI.#MICHEL#DUPONT#WALKS#IN#THE#
WATER.#SHE#BREATHES#LOUDLY.#SHE#HITS#THE#TABLE.#SHE#PANICS.##
MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#A#CHILD#
#

Mother?#Mother?#

MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#(WHISPERING)#
#

Yes.##

MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#A#CHILD#
#

The#water#is#rising.#

MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#(WHISPERING)#
#

Then#you#must#get#out.##

MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#A#CHILD#
#

No,#it’s#too#soon.#

#

SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#SWIMS#AND#MOVES#AROUND#IN#THE#WATER.#SHE#BREATHES#
LOUDLY.##
MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#(WHISPERING)#
#

You#must#get#out#now.#The#water#weighs#down#on#the#ground.#The#tower#is#sinking.##

SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#DIVES#UNDERWATER.#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#
Just#then,#unable#to#do#anything#about#it,#the#young#girl#saw#her#reflection#nearing#
the#door.#She#was#looking#for#the#handle#she#had#once#drawn.#The#water#had#made#it#
disappear.#
SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#PUTS#HER#HEAD#ABOVE#THE#WATER.#SHE#SWIMS#TO#THE#
TELEVISION#AND#RIPS#IT#OFF#THE#WALL.#
The#princess#approached#the#window#and#hugged#it#close#to#her#chest.#Then,#turning#
toward#the#door,#she#held#her#breath#and#dove#under#water.#
SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#PUTS#HER#HEAD#UNDERWATER.#THE#THUDS#OF#HER#BLOWS#
CAN#BE#HEARD.#
#

With#all#her#might,#she#hit#the#soft#and#wet#wood#of#the#door.##

SOUND:#SHE#TAKES#A#DEEP#BREATH#AND#DIVES#AGAIN.#THE#BLOWS#ARE#HARDER#AND#
HARDER.#SHE#COMES#UP#FOR#AIR.#SOUNDS#FORM#THE#TELEVISION#SPREAD#

THROUGHOUT#THE#ROOM.#
The#more#she#hit#the#door,#the#more#water#flooded#the#tower.#She#was#losing#her#
footing.#With#her#fingers#buried#in#the#door,#she#struggled#not#to#drown.#As#she#
shook#the#window,#light#flooded#the#tower#and#her#reflection#became#more#insistent.#
Voices#speaking#to#her#from#every#direction#were#pressuring#her#to#leave#the#
kingdom.#When#she#had#dug#a#hole#big#enough#to#see#outside,#she#put#her#eye#to#it.#
Suddenly,#a#violent#streak#of#lightning#cut#through#the#air#and,#as#in#a#fit#of#anger,#a#
storm#broke#out.##
SOUND:#A#STORM#BREAKS#OUT#WITHIN#THE#TOWER.#THE#WATER#RISES#AND#THE#CELL#
FILLS#COMPLETELY#WITH#WATER.#
(A#PAUSE)#
The#tower#filled#completely#with#water.#The#light'stricken#princess#started#sinking#
among#leftovers#and#remnants#of#her#story,#grabbing#onto#the#tower’s#window.##
SOUND:#A#LONG#SILENCE,#THEN#A#DEEP#RUMBLE.#
Then#all#of#a#sudden,#the#door#gave#away#under#pressure#and#the#princess#was#thrown#out#
of#her#cell.##
SOUND:#A#POWERFUL#CURRENT#CRUSHES#THE#DOOR.##MICHEL#DUPONT#IS#TROWN#OUT#
OF#HER#CELL.#
SCENE#14:#OUT#IN#THE#HALLWAYS#
SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#IS#CARRIED#AWAY#BY#THE#CURRENT.#HER#BODY#WASHES#
ONTO#THE#GROUND.#LONG#SILENCE#FOLLOWED#BY#BREATHING.#MICHEL#DUPONT#GETS#
UP.#SHE#PICKS#UP#THE#TELEVISION#SET#AND#WALKS#WITH#DIFFICULTY#ALONG#THE#
HALLWAY.#IN#THE#DISTANCE,#THE#BENEDICTINE#NUNS#CAN#BE#HEARD#SINGING#ONCE#
AGAIN.#SHE#GETS#CLOSER#TO#WHERE#THE#SINGING#ORIGINATES.#
MICHEL#DUPONT#PAUSES#AND#LISTENS#FOR#A#MOMENT.#
BATS#FLY#ABOVE#HER.#MICHEL#DUPONT#BEGINS#WALKING#AGAIN.#
HE#GOES#UP#A#FEW#STEPS#AND#GATHERS#HER#STRENGTH#TO#OPEN#THE#METAL#TRAP#
DOOR.#SHE#SUCCEEDS#AFTER#A#FEW#TRIES.#SHE#GOES#UP#A#FEW#MORE#STEPS#AND#OUT#
OF#THE#HOLE.#SHE#IS#IN#THE#GARAGE.#THE#AIR#OPENS#UP#SOMEWHAT.#
#
SCENE#15:#ARRIVAL#AT#THE#HOUSE#
SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#STAYS#IMMOBILE#FOR#A#MOMENT.#SHE#BREATHES#HEAVILY.#
THE#ATMOSPHERE#IS#MUGGY.#SHE#HUGS#THE#TELEVISION#SET#CLOSE#TO#HER#BODY#AND#
WALKS#THROUGH#THE#HOUSE.#SHE#CAN#BE#HEARD#WALKING#IN#WATER.#HER#
REFLECTION#FOLLOWS#HER.#

VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#A#CHILD#
#

The#house#was#in#ruins.#The#old#man#had#abandoned#it.##

SOUND:#SHE#CLIMBS#UPSTAIRS.#OBJECTS#FALL#TO#THE#FLOOR.#THE#STAIRS#CREAK.#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#A#CHILD##
The#further#I#walked,#the#more#fragile#the#landscape#became.#Everything#crumbled#
as#I#touched#it.#
SOUND:#SHE#CLIMBS#UP#MORE#STEPS#AND#FINDS#HERSELF#BY#THE#FRONT#DOOR.#SHE#
MOVES#OBJECTS#OUT#OF#THE#WAY#AND#OPENS#THE#DOOR.#SHE#IS#OUTSIDE.#
#
SCENE#16:#FIRST#STEPS#IN#THE#OPEN#AIR#
SOUND:#AIR#TAKES#OVER#THE#SPACE.#IN#THE#DISTANCE,#BIRDS#ARE#SINGING.#MICHEL#
DUPONT#IS#SILENT.#SHE#HAS#STOPPED#BREATHING.##
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#A#CHILD#
The#sound#of#open#air.#I#had#not#heard#it#in#years.#I#did#not#dare#breathe.#I#had#the#
feeling#the#air#would#stab#right#through#me.#I#took#one#step,#two.#There#was#so#much#
space#around#me#I#thought#I#would#collapse.#I#clutched#on#to#the#television.##
SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#WALKS#SLOWLY.#SHE#STEPS#IN#DEAD#LEAVES.#AFTER#A#FEW#
STEPS#SHE#STOPS#SUDDENLY.#
#My#reflection#was#gone.#I#turned#around#and#behind#me,#in#the#entrance#of#the#
house,#the#water#on#the#floor#gave#me#the#image#I#was#looking#for.#
The#next#moment#I#saw#it#roll#back#into#the#house#on#the#cusp#of#a#wave.##
#
SCENE#17:#MICHEL#DUPONT#WALKS#IN#THE#FOREST#
SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#HUGS#THE#TELEVISION#SET#CLOSE#TO#HER#BODY.#SHE#WALKS#
INTO#THE#FOREST.#BIRDS#ARE#SINGING.#HER#FIRST#STEPS#ARE#TENTATIVE.#AFTER#A#
LONG#MOMENT,#SHE#TURNS#AROUND.#
VOICE#OVER:#MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#A#CHILD#
I#turned#around#to#take#one#last#look#at#the#house.#The#light#was#on#at#the#top#of#the#
tower.#I#saw#her#through#the#window.#Her#long#white#hair#topped#the#silhouette#I#
saw#leaning#down#toward#the#floor.#She#picked#up#some#dirt#at#her#feet#and#mixed#it#
with#water#to#make#a#brownish#paste#and,#on#the#door,#exactly#where#it#should#have#
been,#she#began#rebuilding#her#kingdom.###

SOUND:#IN#THE#DISTANCE,#IN#THE#TOWER,#ADULT#MICHEL#DUPONT’S#FOOTSTEPS#CAN#
BE#HEARD.#SHE#PICKS#UP#SOME#DIRT#AND#BEGINS#WRITING#ON#THE#WALL.#AS#SHE#
WRITES,#SHE#REPEATS#OUT#LOUD#WHAT#SHE#HAS#WRITTEN.#
MICHEL#DUPONT#AS#AN#ADULT#
#
#

“Once#upon#a#time#there#was#a#king#whose#wife#died#giving#birth#to#their#only#
child…”#

SOUND:#MICHEL#DUPONT#BEINGS#WALKING#AGAIN#WITH#MORE#CONFIDENCE.#THE#
TELEVISION#SET#TURNS#ON.#WHITE#NOISE,#THEN#A#SONG#BEGINS:#“POUR#CELUI#QUI#
VIENDRA,”#MARIE#LAFORET.#HER#FOOTSTEPS#RECEDE.#THE#SONG#ENDS.#THE#WIND#
BLOWS#AND#BIRDS#SING#IN#THE#DISTANCE.#
#
#
#
THE#END.#
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SOCIETY OF EARLY AMERICANISTS
LONDON AND THE AMERICAS, 1492-1812
HOSTED BY KINGSTON UNIVERSITY
JULY 17–21, 2014
LOCATIONS:
Academic events take place in the John Galsworthy (JG) Building at the Penrhyn Road campus
of Kingston University, Penrhyn Road, Kingston-upon-Thames, KT1 2EE.
Registration, lunches, receptions, and the book table will be in Room JG2002.
Plenary sessions will be in Room JG4002.
Breakout sessions will be in rooms on the second floor, near to JG2002.
See the ‘programme at a glance’ for locations for the dinner, cruise, and Hampton Court visit.
We will meet to walk/travel together to these events at the Penrhyn Road Main Entrance.
Maps of the area, and directions to the campus, can be found at:
http://streetmap.co.uk/map.srf?X=518056&Y=168503&A=Y&Z=110

http://www.kingston.ac.uk/aboutkingstonuniversity/location/campuses/penrhynroad/

PROGRAMME COMMITTEE:
Kristina Bross, Purdue University, co-chair
Laura Stevens, University of Tulsa, co-chair
Eve Tavor Bannet, University of Oklahoma
George Boudreau, La Salle University
Brycchan Carey, Kingston University London
Jonathan Field, Clemson University
Christopher Loar, Western Washington University
Oliver Scheiding, Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz

KINGSTON ORGANISERS:
Brycchan Carey, Professor of English Literature
Justine Honeywill, Faculty Marketing and Events Manager
Lucy Williams, Marketing and Events Officer
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PROGRAMME AT A GLANCE:
WEDNESDAY, JULY 16
1:00 – 5:00 p.m. Early Registration (JG2002)
6:00 p.m. onwards: informal gathering for drinks and dinner at the Spring Grove Pub, 13
Bloomfield Road, Kingston-upon-Thames, KT1 2SF. Last orders for food 8:45pm; open for
drinks until 11:00pm. Pub details at http://www.youngs.co.uk/pubs/spring-grove. *
THURSDAY, JULY 17
9:30–5:30 Registration (JG2002)
10:30–11:00 Welcome, Opening Comments (JG4002)
11:00–12:30 Session A (JG Building, Floor 2 Breakout Rooms)
12:30–1:30 Lunch (JG2002)
1:30–3:00 Session B (JG Building, Floor 2 Breakout Rooms)
3:30–5:00 Session C (JG Building, Floor 2 Breakout Rooms)
5:30–6:30 Plenary (JG4002)
6:30–7:30 Wine Reception (JG2002)
7:30–10:30 Dinner at Strada Restaurant, 1 The Griffin Centre, Market Place, Kingston-uponThames, KT1 1JT. We will walk from the wine reception, via the Penrhyn Road Entrance, at
7:30pm. Restaurant details at http://www.strada.co.uk/italian-restaurant/kingston. *
FRIDAY, JULY 18
8:30–9:45 SEA Business Meeting (JG2001. All welcome.)
9:30–1:00 Registration (JG2002)
10:00–11:30 Session D (JG Building, Floor 2 Breakout Rooms)
12:00–1:15 Plenary Panel (JG4002)
1:15–2:15 Lunch (JG2002)
2:15–3:45 Session E (JG Building, Floor 2 Breakout Rooms)
4:15–5:45 Session F (JG Building, Floor 2 Breakout Rooms)
6:00–7:15 Wine Reception (JG2002)
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SATURDAY, JULY 19
9:30–11:00 Session G (JG Building, Floor 2 Breakout Rooms)
11:30–1:00 Session H (JG Building, Floor 2 Breakout Rooms)
1:00–2:00 Lunch (JG2002)
2:00–3:30 Session I (JG Building, Floor 2 Breakout Rooms)
4:00–5:30 Session J (JG Building, Floor 2 Breakout Rooms)
5:45–6:30 Plenary (JG4002)
7:15 Thames Cruise and Dinner. *
The boat departs at 8pm sharp from Turks Pier Kingston, KT1 1PX. Meet at the Penrhyn Road
main entrance at 7:15pm for a 20-minute riverside walk to the pier. If you prefer not to walk,
cabs can be booked in advance at your own expense: ask conference organisers for details.
Pier location and more information: http://www.turks.co.uk/turks-pier-kingston

SUNDAY, JULY 20
10:00–1:00 Hampton Court Tour. *
Meet at 10:00am at the Penrhyn Road main entrance to go by minibus. Return is by train, cab,
bus, or on foot – as you please! There are no organised plans for lunch, but there are plenty of
lunch options in Hampton.

* = Events not included in the registration fee. Tickets sold separately when you registered online, except for the
informal gathering on Wed evening, which requires no booking and to which you should bring cash/credit cards.
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WEDNESDAY, July 16
1:00 – 5:00 p.m. Early Registration (JG2002)
6:00 p.m. onwards: Informal Gathering for Drinks and Dinner at the Spring Grove Pub (See
page 4 for details).

THURSDAY, JULY 17
9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. Registration (JG2002)
10:30 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. Welcome and opening comments (JG4002)

Session A 11:00–12:30

1. Franklin in London (JG2001)
Chair: Lady Joan Reid, Benjamin Franklin House, London
Edward Cahill, Fordham University
“Ways to Wealth in Early Modern London”
Geoffrey Kellow, Carleton University
“By No Means Improv’d: Franklin’s Prodigal Passage to London and Back in the
Autobiography”
George Boudreau, La Salle University
“I had brought over a few Curiosities”: Benjamin Franklin's Anglo-American Material
Worlds

2. Women in/and London (JG2003)
Chair: Tamara Harvey, George Mason University
Kristina Bross, Purdue University
“The Women of the New England Mission”
Shirley Samuels, Cornell University
“The Secret Witness in and out of London”
Nicole N. Aljoe, Northeastern University
“’I’mPOSSIBLE’ Roots: Black Women in Early London”
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3. Colony and Metropolis (JG2004)
Chair: Patrick Erben, University of West Georgia
Anne-Claire Faucquez, Université Paris II
“The Role of London Authorities in the Anglicization of the Colony of New York at the End
of the 17th Century”
Bruce Greenfield, Dalhousie University
“Writing Home: London School Boys in the Hudson’s Bay Company”
Teresa Toulouse, University of Colorado, Boulder
“Church as Text: ‘Reading’ St. Mary Woolnoth in the 17 th Century”
Farid Azfar, Swarthmore College
“All the World on a Page: Imperial Apathy and the Vanishing History of the South Sea
Company”
4. Lust for Land, Lust for Blood: Metropolitan Imaginings of Empire (JG2005)
Chair: Julie Chun Kim, Fordham University
Elena Schneider, University of California, Berkeley
“‘Taking the Havannah’: Cuba Won and Lost in London and Madrid”
Multimedia Presentation by Elena Schneider and Christian Ayne Crouch
“Reproducing the Empire in Treason and Images”
Christian Ayne Crouch, Bard College
“Shame Sated in Blood: Byng, Lally, and Imperial Failure and Prestige in London and Paris”
5. Roundtable: Obeah and the Metropole (JG2006)
Chair: Toni Wall Jaudon, Hendrix College
Diana Paton, Newcastle University
Ali McGhee, University of Rochester
Emily Senior, Birkbeck, University of London
Tim Watson, University of Miami
Respondent: Michelle Burnham, Santa Clara University

Lunch

12:30–1:30 (JG2002)
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Session B

1:30–3:00

6. Print Culture and Native Americans (JG2001)
Chair: Lisa Logan, University of Central Florida
Andrew Newman, Stony Brook University
“Shakespeare by a Water-fall: The Journals of Thomas Morris (Detroit, 1764; London,
1791)”
Keri Holt, Utah State University
“The Transnational Politics of Translation: Roger Williams’ A Key Into the Language of
America”
Marie Balsley Taylor, Purdue University
“‘hurt in their Bodies, distracted in their Minds’: Interpreting Indian Suffering in Colonial
New England”
7. Visitors to London (JG2003)
Chair: Edward Cahill, Fordham University
Doreen Skala, Independent Scholar
“A Personal Experience of the Hanoverian Empire: Examining the London Journal and
Letters of Benjamin Chew, 1743-1744”
Miles Grier, Queens College, City University of New York
“This is my Rigging: How Abigail Adams Navigated London”
Sally Hadden, Western Michigan University
“A Colonial Lawyer Visits the Courts of London: An Exploration of Henry Marchant’s
1771-72 Diary”
Patricia Hagler Minter, Western Kentucky University
“A Colonial Lawyer in Lord Mansfield’s Court: Henry Marchant and the Case of Somerset
v. Stewart”

8. Natural History and Science (JG2004)
Chair: Christopher Loar, Western Washington University
Rachel Trocchio, University of California, Berkeley
“The British Infinitary Techniques of Jonathan Edwards”
Molly Farrell, Ohio State University
“Population Science from Thomas Hariot to Guaman Poma
Thomas Hallock, University of South Florida St. Petersburg
“‘Not in Catesby’: Ornithological Absence and the Poetics of Natural History”
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9. Global Rowson: Gender, Economy, and Affect in the Atlantic (JG2005)
Chair: Hilary Emmett, University of East Anglia
Michelle Burnham, Santa Clara University
“Wall Street/Exchange Alley: Predatory Finance and Economic Feminism in the Fiction of
Susanna Rowson”
Stephen Shapiro, University of Warwick
“‘I Hate Myself’: Bourgeois Social Self-hatred and Sentiment’s Class Paradox in Rowson”
(read by proxy)
Eileen Razzari Elrod, Santa Clara University,
“Imagining Difference: Sex, Agency and Virtue in Rowson’s Global Women"
Respondent: Hilary Emmett, University of East Anglia

10. Abolition and the Black Atlantic (JG2006)
Chair: Nicole Aljoe
Miranda Kaufmann, Independent Scholar
“Africans in London and the Americas, 1562-1642”
Ryan Hanley, University of Hull
“London’s Black Radicals and British Abolitionism, 1786-1794”
Karen Woods Weierman, Worcester State University (Massachusetts)
“’Slaves cannot breathe in England’: Anglo-American Moral Geography”
Liz Bohls, University of Oregon
“Slavery and Place in the Abolition Debate: Local Knowledge and Captive Knowledge in
Bryan Edwards' History of the West Indies”

Session C 3:30–5:00

11. Loyalists (JG2001)
Chair: George Boudreau, La Salle University
Michael C. Weisenburg, University of South Carolina
“‘and Thousand other Ills that Loyalty is Heir to’: The British American Loyalists and the
Debate over American Policy in British Newspapers”
Kimberly Nath, University of Delaware
“‘Comfort I believe is not for us in our day’: The Exile of Loyalist Matthias Aspden”
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12. Relocating London in Atlantic Knowledge Networks (JG2003)
Chair: John David Miles, University of Memphis
Monique Allewaert, University of Wisconsin-Madison
“Personification Against the People: Personification in James Grainger's The Sugar-Cane”
Julie Chun Kim, Fordham University
“John Tyley and Botanical Illustration in the Eighteenth-Century Caribbean and Atlantic
Worlds”
Martha Elena Rojas, University of Rhode Island
“‘An ordinary Jack I do not desire’: Mules, Consular Networks, and Experimental Farming
in the Atlantic World”
Lauren Klein, Georgia Tech
“An Appetite for Revolution: The Transformation of Taste in the Atlantic World”
13. London Bound: Dissenting Protestants of British North America (JG2004)
Chair: Meredith Neuman, Clark University
Patrick Erben, University of West Georgia
“‘Should I Stay or Should I Go’: Early-Modern Mystics between London and North
America”
Craig Atwood, Moravian Theological Seminary
“The Transatlantic Moravian Network and Radical Religion in London”
Wendy Roberts, University at Albany, SUNY
“The ‘Mad’ Poet Abroad: Samuel Davies’s Transatlantic Poetic Community”
14. Imagining Empire (JG2005)
Chair: Thomas Hallock, University of South Florida
Jonathan DeCoster, Otterbein University
“Florida, England’s First Overseas Colony”
E. Thomson Shields, Jr., East Carolina University
“‘Their Dripping Pans and Their Chamber Pots are Pure Gold’: Eastward Hoe (1605),
Virginia, and the Satire of Bought Peerage”
Laura E. Martin, University of California, Santa Cruz
“Shakespeare and the Virginia Company: The Tempest, Colonial Labor, and Magical
Imperialism”
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Plenary 5:30–6:30 (JG4002)
Geoffrey Plank, University of East Anglia
“In Maryland, New Jersey, Rotterdam and London: Debates Preceding the
Founding of Pennsylvania”

Wine Reception 6:30–7:30 (JG2002)

Dinner 7:30–10:30
Strada (See page 4 for details)

FRIDAY, JULY 18
8:30 a.m. – 9:45 a.m. SEA Business Meeting (JG2001)
All SEA Members Welcome
9:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. Registration (JG2002)

Session D 10–11:30

15. Between the West Indies and London (JG2001)
Panel sponsored by the Early Caribbean Society
Chair: Karen Salt, University of Aberdeen
Chloe Northrop, University of North Texas
“Memory and Mourning Attire in Eighteenth-Century British Jamaica”
Jenny Shaw, University of Alabama
“A Transatlantic Family Affair: Sex, Race, and Power on a London Merchant’s Barbados
Plantation”
Natalie Zacek, University of Manchester
“At Home in the City: West Indian Social Networks in Eighteenth-Century London”
11

16. The Translation of Imperial Science: London, Literacy, and the Languages of
Colonization in the Early Modern Atlantic World (JG2003)
Chair: Allison Bigelow, Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture /
University of Virginia
Ralph Bauer, University of Maryland
“Alchemy and the Translation of the New World: Richard Eden and the Crucible of the
Tropics”
Karin Amundsen, University of Southern California
“Thinking Metallurgically: Frobisher’s Ore and the Transformation of English Overseas
Enterprise, 1578-1596”
Respondent: David Harris Sacks, Reed College

17. Roundtable: Thirteen ways of looking at women travelers in the Atlantic world
(or maybe just 4 or 5) (JG2004)
Chair: Laura Leibman, Reed College
Rosalind Beiler, University of Central Florida
“Circles of Friends: The Meaning of Christian Community for Johanna Eleonora von
Merlau”
Joan Bristol, George Mason University
“Devotion Across the Atlantic: A ‘Judaizing’ Mulata in Mexico City and Seville”
Lisa Gordis, Barnard College
“‘that Love which reaches over Sea & Land’: Elizabeth Ashbridge's Spiritual and Spatial
Motions”
Tamara Harvey, George Mason University
“Imperial Cities and the Influence of Spanish Discourses of Discovery on the Writings of
Margaret Cavendish”
Lisa Logan, University of Central Florida,
“‘A Guide, A Pattern, & a Friend’: Inscribing Female Friendship in Elizabeth Graeme’s
Travel Journal”
18. Revolutionary Reverberations (JG2005)
Chair: Teresa Toulouse, University of Colorado
Robert Ojeda Perez, Universidad de la Salle
“The British Legion and their Importance for Columbian Independence. The James’s Rooke
Case”
Wil Verhoeven, University of Groningen and Brown University
“Americomania Revolution Comes to England, 1789-1802”
Gordon M. Sayre, University of Oregon
“French-American Exiles in London: Chateaubriand and Crevecoeur, 1782-1800”
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19. Radical Evacuations: Race, Revulsion, and Transatlantic Culture of the
Excremental Body (JG2006)
Chair: Elizabeth Maddock Dillon, Northeastern University
Catherine Armstrong, Loughborough University
“‘Experiments on Blood and Urine’: Understanding the Effects of the Carolina Climate on
White and Black Bodies before 1750”
Steffi Dippold, Kansas State University
“’Cleaning the Stomach’: Native Vomiting Sticks and the Purging of Excess in London and
the Colonies”

Plenary Roundtable

12:00–1:15 (JG4002)

Early America in Modern London: Intellectual Challenges and
Practical Advice
Participants:
Eve Tavor Bannet, University of Oklahoma
Susan Castillo, Kings College London
Moira Goff, The British Library
Evan Haefeli, Texas A&M University
Laura M. Stevens, University of Tulsa

Lunch

1:15–2:15 (JG2002)

Session E

2:15–3:45

20. The Transatlantic Print Trade (JG2001)
Chair, Gabriel Cervantes, University of North Texas
Karen Lipsedge, Kingston University
“Pamela Goes to the Americas: The Pamela Illustrations in Eighteenth-Century London and
the Americas”
Kevin Berland,
“Print Culture and Medical Controversy: Virginia Physician
John Tennent and the Difficulties of Transatlantic
Reputation”
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21. Indians, Politics, Diplomacy, War (JG2003)
Chair: Timothy Sweet, West Virginia University
Yael Ben-zvi, Ben-Gurion University
“From London to the West and Back: English Rights, Jeffersonian Travelers, and Indian
Lands”
Matthew Kruer, University of Pennsylvania,
“The Indian Wars and Whitehall: 1676 Revisited”
Georgia Carley, Queen’s University, Canada
“A Cherokee Treaty in London: Connecting Native American and European Treaty Practices
in the Office of the Board of Trade, 1730”

22. Thinking Across the Atlantic: Circulation of Ideas between the West Indies
and London (JG2004)
Chair: Grégory Pierrot, University of Connecticut-Stamford
Kristin Shimmin, Carnegie-Mellon University
“Creolizing Scientific Expertise: Audience Accommodation and Source Texts in Edward Long’s
History of Jamaica (1774)”
Steven Thomas, Wagner College
“The Circum-Atlantic Surrogation of Ethiopia in the London Public Sphere”
Karen Salt, Aberdeen University
“The Lost Opportunity? England, Haiti, and the Power of Recognition”
23. Puritan Studies in Post-Americanist Times (JG2005)
Chair: Bryce Traister, Western University
Lori Stokes, Independent Scholar
“Puritan Demons”
Meredith Neumann, Clark University
“Increase Mather Went to London, and All I Got Was This Bibliographic Headache:
Questions and the Archive”
Ivy Schweitzer, Dartmouth College
“Puritanism and Transatlantic/Queer Studies”
Lisa Gordis, Barnard College
“Teaching Puritans amid Shifting Paradigms”
Abram van Engen, Washington University
“Continuity or Contrast? The Puritans Today”
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Session F

4:15–5:45

24. The London Printing Trade’s Representing – and Helping Shape – Perceptions
of the Americas (JG2001)
Chair: Susan Castillo Street, King’s College London
Matthew J. Shaw, Curator, North American History, The British Library
“Setting the Stage: News, Newspapers and the Transatlantic”
Catherine Molineux, Vanderbilt University
“Empire Bound: The Astley Collection and the Atlantic Slave Trade in 1740s Britain”
Jonathan Beecher Field, Clemson University
“Big in London: Republishing Antinomian Monstrosity”
Respondent: Alison Stanley, Independent Scholar

25. Theorizing Change in Nature (JG2003)
Chair: Amy Morris, Cambridge University
Nicholas E. Miller, Washington University in St. Louis
“Samuel Stanhope Smith, Mary Wollstonecraft, and the Politics of Human Plasticity”
Michael Dopffel, Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen
“‘Exciting the Enquiries of Ingenious Men’: Cotton Mather and the Royal Society of
London”
Timothy Sweet, West Virginia University
“Robert Hooke, Edward Taylor, and Cotton Mather on Nature’s ‘Plastick Power’”

26. Pirates! (JG2004)
Chair: Chair, Oliver Scheiding, Johannes Gutenberg Universität
Richard Frohock, Oklahoma State University
“Women, Crime, and Vice in Piracy Narratives”
Rebecca Simon, King’s College in London
“Captain Kidd in London and America: A Case Study of Transatlantic Expanding News
Networks, 1698-1721”
Gabriel Cervantes, University of North Texas
“Piracy at the Boundary: Natural Law and the Law of Nations in the Eighteenth-Century”
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27. Performing Indigenous and African Americas in London: Traveling
Representations of Music and Dance in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth
Centuries (JG2005)
Chair: Linda Austern, Northwestern University
Mary Caton Lingold, Duke University
“Representations of Early Afro-Atlantic Music in British Travel Narratives”
Jennifer Wood, George Washington University
“Bewitching and Blotchy Notes: Afterlives of Tupinamba Music Inscribed by Jean de Léry”
Heather Miyano Kopelson, University of Alabama
“Processions and Progress: Memorable Masque and Interdisciplinary ‘Texts’ in Early
Modern London”
Respondent: Linda Austern, Northwestern University

28. The English Provinces, London, and America in the Eighteenth Century
(JG2006)
Chair: Daniel Kilbride, John Carroll University
Laura Keim, University of Pennsylvania and Stenton Museum
“’Made by one of the best hands in London’: Orders from London for Early American
Interiors”
Darcy R. Fryer, The Brearley School
“Abroad in the Provinces: American Travelers in Provincial England, 1750-1775”
Stephen Hague, Rowan University
“’This is a most surprizing Place’: London, the Provinces and Early America”
Respondent: Daniel Kilbride, John Carroll University

29. Exiles, Emigrants and Enemies: Decentering the Notion of Nation (JG2011)
Chair, Philip Gould, Brown University
Kacy Tillman, University of Tampa
“Stripped: Loyalist Women, Coverture, and the Diary of Grace Growden Galloway”
Chiara Cillerai, St. John’s University
“The nation that never was: Philip Mazzei’s Idealized America”
John J. Garcia, McNeil Center for Early American Studies, University of Pennsylvania
“Post-National Stephen Burroughs”

Wine Reception 6:00–7:15 (JG2002)
Later: dinner on your own (or with friends!)
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Session G 9:30–11:00

30. Native Americans and Atlantic Networks (JG2001)
Chair: Andrew Newman, Stony Brook University
Rebecca M. Lush, California State University, San Marcos
“‘Red Ladies, Read Ladies’: Constructing ‘Pocahontas’ within the Colonial ‘Red Atlantic’
World”
Kelly Wisecup, University of North Texas
“Blazing Stars: Comets, Illness, and Indigenous Narratives of Colonization in Atlantic
Networks”
Drew Lopenzina, Old Dominion University
“’The Doctor is turn’d heretical’: Occom does England”
Katy Chiles, University of Tennessee
“From Indian Country to the Metropole: Framing the War of 1812 through Native Print
Publication”
Respondent: Coll Thrush, University of British Columbia
31. Runup to the Revolution (JG2003)
Chair: Gordon Sayre, University of Oregon
Sue Kozel, Kean University
“London Calling: The Brothers Waln Communicating in the Atlantic World on Slavery,
Abolition, or Liberty, The Stamp Act, and Rebellion”
Vernon P. Creviston, Institution: California State University, Fresno
“Protesting the Quebec Act: The Influence and Limitations of Radical Londoners on the
American Revolution”
Daniel Robinson, University of Cambridge
“American Attitudes towards British European Policy, c. 1727-1776”
32. Art Follows Empire: A Roundtable on Material Culture (JG2004)
Chair: Wendy Bellion, University of Delaware
Ethan W. Lasser, Harvard Art Museums
“Boston: An Orrery”
Amy Torbert, University of Delaware
“New York: A Mezzotint”
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Dana E. Byrd, Bowdoin College
“London: A Tobacco Box”
Louis Nelson, University of Virginia
“A British Interior: A ‘Blackamore’ Figure”
Kariann Yokota, University of Colorado
“Canton: Ginseng”

33. Streets and (Broad)sheets: Social Circulation in London (JG2005)
Chair: Christopher Looby, University of California, Los Angeles
Joseph Chaves, University of Northern Colorado
“Mobility and Sociability, Colonial and Metropolitan”
Carole Sargent, Georgetown University
“The Politics of Philomela and Philaret in London and Boston”
Richard W. Hayes, Clare Hall, University of Cambridge
“The Black Atlantic and Eighteenth-Century London”

Session H

11:30–1:00

34. Visual Culture in the British Transatlantic (JG2001)
Chair: Rebecca Shapiro, City University of New York
Julia A. Sienkewicz, Duquesne University
“Beyond the American School: Placing Art in the 1790s”
Nancy Siegel, Towson University
“The Body Politic: Bawdy Satire in a Revolutionary Era”
Clare Haynes, University of Edinburgh
“Religious Decorum in the Art of Benjamin West”

35. Knowledge, Profit, and Beauty: Natural History Exchange between London
and the Americas (JG2003)
Chairs: Elizabeth Athens, Yale University, and Florence Grant, Yale Center for British Art
Krista Turner, UNC-Chapel Hill
“Vulgar Medicines, Ordinary Poisons: New World Substances and Sir Walter Ralegh’s
Expansive Economics”
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Danielle Skeehan, Sam Houston State University
“Fashioning New World Nature: Women, Silk, and the Poetics of Natural History Writing in
the Early Atlantic”
Jennifer Anderson, Stony Brook University
“Mahogany and the Pursuit of Natural Knowledge in Eighteenth-Century London”
36. Theatrical Connections of the 17th- and 18th-Century Atlantic World (JG2004)
Chair: Katy Chiles, University of Tennessee
Paul D. Cannan, University of Minnesota Duluth
“John Benson’s Poems: Written by Wil. Shake-speare, Gent. (1640) and Early American
Editions of Shakespeare’s Poetry”
Ellen Malenas Ledoux, Rutgers University, Camden
“Hannah Snell at the New Wells: Transvestism and Imperial Performance”
Rochelle Raineri Zuck, University of Minnesota Duluth
“Samson Occom and the Eighteenth-Century London Stage”

37. Historiography and the London Press (JG2005)
Chair: Jan Stievermann, University of Heidelberg
John David Miles, University of Memphis
“’The Title of an History’: Increase Mather’s Transatlantic Historical Project”
Eve Tavor Bannet, University of Oklahoma
“London: Saved by the Revolution?”
38. Colonial Others and (New) English Selves (JG2006)
Chair: Ivy Schweitzer, Dartmouth College
Sarah Rivett, Princeton University
“Observing the Savage Soul: The Impact of World Religion on John Locke’s
Reasonableness of Christianity (1695)”
Abram Van Engen, Washington University in St. Louis
“Visible Saints on an International Stage: Puritans, Catholics, and the City on a Hill”
Joanne van der Woude, University of Groningen
“The Poetics of Contact in Puritan New England”
Respondent: Ivy Schweitzer, Dartmouth College
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39. War and Writing across the Transatlantic (JG2011)
Chair, Eric Wertheimer, Arizona State University
James M. Greene, Pittsburg State University
“Popular Sovereignty and Political Violence in Hugh Henry Brackenridge’s Incidents of the
Insurrection”
Dan Williams, Texas Christian University
“Where Liberty Dwells, There Is My Country: Preservation and Performance in the
Narratives of Four American Sailors Impressed into British Men-of-War”
Anna Diamandoulis, King’s College, London
“Barbary Captivity Narratives of the 1790s: Engagement with the Geography and
Architecture of the Barbary States”
Friederike Baer, The Pennsylvania State University Abington College
“European and American Responses to Britain’s Employment of German Troops in the War
of American Independence”

Lunch

1:00–2:00 (JG2002)

Session I

2:00–3:30

40. Cross Atlantic Currents: Intellectual Relations between London and Boston
(JG2001)
Chair: Michael Hoberman, Fichtburg State University
Linda Johnson, Independent Scholar
“Increase Mather: A Pre-Millennial Portrait During the Revocation of the Massachusetts
Charter”
Jan Stievermann, University of Heidelberg
“The British Debate over Prophetic Evidence for the Authority of the Bible in Cotton
Mather's Biblia Americana”
Reiner Smolinski, Georgia State University
“Equivocal Spirits: Verbal Inspiration, Canon Criticism, and Revising the 1611 KJV in
Cotton Mather’s Biblia Americana (1693-1728)”
41. Transatlantic Aesthetic Genealogies (JG2003)
Chair, Kristina Bross, Purdue University
Christopher Looby, University of California, Los Angeles
“Sexual Transmission”
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Elizabeth Maddock Dillon, Northeastern University
“Radical Atlantic Aesthetics: The Black Dandy and the Performance of Freedom”
Joseph Rezek, Boston University
“The Aesthetics of Provinciality”
42. London, Print and the Early U.S. Republic (JG2004)
Chair: Brycchan Carey, Kingston University
Daniel Couch, University of California, Los Angeles
“The English Institution: Prize Literature and Reprinting in the Early National Period”
Jean Jespersen Bartholomew, The Carlbrook School
“From Writing to Typeface to Books and a New Literature: America’s Early Book
Publishing Behind the Motherland’s Wings”
43. Colloquy on Errands into the Metropolis: New England Dissidents in
Revolutionary London (JG2005)
Chair: Dennis Moore, Florida State University
Jonathan Beecher Field, Clemson University, author of Errands into the Metropolis
Richard Frohock, Oklahoma State University
Heather M. Kopelson, University of Alabama
Danielle Skeehan, Sam Houston State University
Kelly Wisecup, University of North Texas

Session J

4:00–5:30

44. Circum-Atlantic Commerce and Trade (JG2001)
Chair: Tom Krise, Pacific Lutheran University
Richard van den Berg, Kingston University
“The Uses of Malachy Postlethwayt’s Universal Dictionary of Trade and Commerce in the
Early American Republic”
Zachary Dorner, Brown University
“The Business of Botany in the Society of Apothecaries' Chelsea Physic Garden, 17201800”
Clare Taylor, University of Wales, Aberystwyth
“West Indian Absentees, London and America, 1783-1807”
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45. Christopher Columbus in London (JG2003)
Chair: Eric Wertheimer, Arizona State University
Lauren Coats, Louisiana State University
“Staging Columbus”
Lindsay Van Tine, Columbia University
“Washington Irving’s New World Columbus in London”
Elise Bartosik-Vélez, Dickinson College
“The Legacy of Columbus and ‘Colombia’ in London”
Respondent: Ralph Bauer, University of Maryland

46. Post-Revolutionary Haiti and England (JG2004)
Chair: Steven Thomas, Wagner College
Julia Gaffield, Georgia State University
“The British Empire and the States of Hayti” (read by proxy)
Marlene Daut, Claremont University
“Baron de Vastey and ‘La grande et magnanime Nation britannique’”
Grégory Pierrot, University of Connecticut-Stamford and Tabitha McIntosh Independent
Scholar
“’A most striking likeness of Christophe’: reading the English diplomacy of King Henry I of
Haiti”

47. Atlantic Religious Networks (JG2005)
Chair, Kristina Bross, Purdue University
Michael Hoberman, Fichtburg State University
“Home of the Jewish Nation: London Jews in the Early American Imagination”
Oliver Scheiding, Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz
“Religious Periodicals in the Atlantic World: The Ebenezer Communication Network
Reconsidered”

Plenary 5:45-6:30 (JG4002)
Nuala Zahedieh, University of Edinburgh
The Capital and Slavery: London and the African Trade before the
American Revolution
Concluding Remarks and Close of Conference 6:30 (JG4002)
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Thames Dinner Cruise
7:15 Meet at Penrhyn Road Main Entrance
7:45 Boarding at Turks Pier, Kingston
8:00 Departure
12:00 a.m. Docking

SUNDAY, July 20
10:00 Hampton Court Tour
10.00 am. Gather at Penrhyn Road main entrance to travel together for Hampton Court
Palace Tour. Minibuses will leave at 10.00am sharp.
11:00 a.m. Tour of Hampton Court Palace
1:00 p.m. Tour ends.
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COVER I MAGE: THOMAS ROWLANDSON AND AUGUSTUS CHARLES PUGIN, “WEST I NDIA
DOCKS,” PLATE 92 OF THE MICROCOSM OF LONDON, OR LONDON IN MINIATURE, VOLUME III
(1810) BY RUDOLF ACKERMAN
COVER DESIGNED BY GARIN GREER
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Early Caribbean Society Symposium Schedule
Monday July 21st, 2014
All Sessions will be held in Room 2011 of the John Galsworthy Building, Penrhyn Road, Kingston University, London, UK
TIMELINE
Opening Remarks
8:45
Session 1
9:00-10:30

Break
10:30-10:45
Session 2
10:45-12:15

PRESENTERS
Tom Krise, Pacific Lutheran University (outgoing ECS President)
Karen Salt, University of Aberdeen, “The Queen of the Antilles Goes to Modernity”
Mary Nyquist, University of Toronto, "Equiano, Satanism, and Insurgency”
Gregory Pierrot, University of Connecticut at Stamford, "Gothic Slave Ships in Olaudah Equiano
and Edward Rushton"
Cassander Smith, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, "Points of Origin: Imagining West Africa in
the Caribbean”
Margaret Williamson, Dartmouth College, “Roman Heroism on the Plantation”

Philip Abraham, King's College, London, "Religious Policy and Colonial Government in the English
Caribbean after the Restoration”

Richard Frohock, Oklahoma State University, "Bernard Mandeville, John Gay, and Polly’s West
Indian Setting"
Carol Guarnieri, University of Virginia, “'The Dunghill of the Universe': New World Deformity and
the British Slave Trade"
John T. Gilmore, University of Warwick, “’Dedicated to the Muses:’ Christopher Codrington as a
Literary Figure”
Noel Chevalier, Luther College, University of Regina, “Guy’s Cliff Meets St. Kitts: Early Caribbean
Verse and the Della Cruscans”
Lunch
12:15-1:45

Lunch and Annual General Meeting (Karen Salt, Incoming ECS President)

Session 3
1:45-3:15

Valerie Forman, New York University, “Governing Productivity: The Politics, Economics, and
Aesthetics of Plantation Development in Early Modern England and the English Caribbean”
Nemesio Gil, University of Puerto Rico, "The Black Subject as Aesthetic Object in Two Travel
Narratives of the West Indies”
Kelly Wisecup, University of North Texas, "Medical Caribbeana: Natural Histories, Novels, and
African Medical Knowledge in Atlantic Networks”
Steven Thomas, Wagner College, “Pirate Assemblages/Creole Texts”

Madhu Mitra, College of St. Benedict, "Soldiering for the Empire: An Examination of Maria
Nugent’s Journals”
Break
3:15-3:30
Session 4
3:30-5:00

Break
5:00-5:15
Session 5
5:15-6:45

Carl Haarnack, University of Amsterdam, "German Early Literature and Enlightenment in the
Caribbean”
Craig Koslofsky, University of Illinois, “Ship's Surgeon Johann Peter Oettinger: A Hinterlander in
the Caribbean, 1688-1693”
Paul Hollanders, University of Amsterdam, “'Animus Revertendi' versus 'Animus Manendi': The
Will to Return versus The Will to Stay examined in two texts written in Late Eighteenth Century
Surinam"
Christina Kullberg, Uppsala University, Sweden, "The Experimenting Body: Sickness, Subjectivity
and Science in Labat's Voyage aux isles de l'Amérique”
Désha Osborne, University of Cambridge, “Why Hiroona Matters: An Introduction to St Vincent’s
Overlooked National Poem”

Regulus Allen, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, "Doomed Maternity in the
Inkle and Yarico Legend”

Dinner
7:00

Melissa K. Downes, Clarion University of Pennsylvania, "Repeating Islands: The Caribbean of the
Inkle and Yarico Texts”
Laura Leibman, Reed College, "Love Affairs: Marriage, Romance, and Race among Early Caribbean
Jews”
Rochelle Zuck, University of Minnesota Duluth, "For Love Nor Money: Social, Economic, and
Political Relations and the Creole Marriage Plot”
Pizza Express - 41 High St, Kingston upon Thames, KT1 1LQ, 020 8546 1447
You must be booked onto this dinner in advance.

American Literature Association
A Coalition of Societies Devoted to the Study of American Authors
25th Annual Conference on American Literature
May 22-25, 2014
Hyatt Regency Washington on Capitol Hill
Washington, D.C.
(202-737-1234)
Conference Director
Alfred Bendixen
Texas A&M University

Draft as of April 17, 2014
This on-line draft of the program is designed to provide information to participants in
our 25th conference and provide them with an opportunity to make corrections.
Participants should check the description of their papers and panels to ensure that
names and titles and other information are spelled appropriately.
Times of Panels: If there is a conflict in the program (i.e., someone is booked to
appear in two places at the same time), please let me know immediately. The
program indicates that a few slots for business meetings are still available, but it will
be difficult to make other changes. You can presume that the day of your panel is
now fixed in stone (and it will not change without the concurrence of every person on
that panel) but it may be necessary to make minor changes in the time of a panel.
Audio-Visual Equipment: The program also lists the audio-visual equipment that has
been requested for each panel. Please note that it may be difficult or impossible to
add any audio-visual equipment at this point, but individuals may make such
requests. The ALA normally provides a digital projector and screen to those who
have requested it at the time the panel or paper is submitted. Individuals will need to
provide their own laptops and those using Macs are advised to bring along the
proper cable to hook up with the projector. Please note that we no longer provide
vcrs or overhead projectors or tape players.

Registration and Hotel: Participants should pre-register for the conference by going
to the website at www.alaconf.org and either completing on line-registration which
allows you to pay with a credit card or completing the registration form and mailing it
along with the appropriate check to the address indicated. All participants are
required to pre-register. Please note that registration fees go up after April 15, 2014
and that we will not be able to accept credit cards at the hotel. It is also important that
you make your hotel reservation as soon as possible. Details for that are also on the
ALA conference page.
Please email all corrections directly to abendixen@tamu.edu and copy the organizer
of your session.
A few sessions still need chairs. If you are willing to serve as chair of one of these
sessions, please email the conference director at abendixen@tamu.edu
If something prevents you from presenting your paper, please notify the chair of your
panel and the conference director as soon as possible. Please send any questions to
the conference director at abendixen@tamu.edu
Corrections and changes should be possible through the month of March. An
updated program will be posted every week until we go to press during the second
week of April. Programs will be mailed to those who have pre-registered during the
first week of May and a note will be posted here indicating when the mailing has gone
out.
Thank you for your support of the American Literature Association
Alfred Bendixen, 2014 Conference Director

Registration Desk ():
Wednesday, 8:30 pm – 10:00 pm;
Thursday, 7:30 am - 5:30 pm;
Friday, 7:30 am - 5:00 pm;
Saturday, 7:30 am - 3:00 pm;
Sunday, 8:00 am - 10:30 am.

Book Exhibits ():
Thursday, noon – 5 pm;
Friday, 9 am – 5 pm;
Saturday, 9 am – 1:00 pm.

Readings, Book Signings, and Performances
Friday, May 23, 2014
6:30 – 8:00 pm
Marita Golden
Marita Golden has held appointments at numerous colleges and university, including George Mason
University, The University of Lagos (Nigeria), Roxbury Community College, American University, University
of the District of Columbia, and she currently teaches in the Fairfield University MFA program. She is the
author of 14 books, including Migrations of the Heart, After, Saving Our Sons: Raising Black Children in a
Turbulent World and Don't Play in the Sun One Woman's Journey Through the Color Complex. She is the
founder of the Zora Neale Hurston/Richard Wright Foundation and the Washington, DC-based African
American Writers Guild. She is the recipient of numerous awards, including the 2002 Distinguished Service
Award from the Authors Guild, the 2007 Fiction Award from the Black Caucus of the American Library
Association for her novel After.

Featured Reading and Reception
Saturday, May 24, 2014
6:30 – 8:00 pm

Alice McDermott,
Author of Someone, After This, That Night,
Charming Billy and other novels

Session 11-C Asian American Spoken Word Artists and Writers of the DC Area: A
Creative Reading with George "G" Yamazawa, Gowri "K" Koneswaran, Tarfia
Faizullah, and Eugenia Kim
Co-Sponsored by the Asian American Literary Review and the Circle for Asian
American Literary Studies
A creative reading featuring Asian American spoken word artists and writers of the DC Area. Poet,
educator, and spoken word artist G Yamazawa will share from his acclaimed repertoire, performed at the
Sundance Film Festival, Bonnaroo Music Festival, and the historic Nuyorican Poets’ Café. He is a 2013
Kundiman Fellow, a two-time Southern Fried Champion, and most recently the recipient of the Audience
Choice Award at Kollaboration Star. Poet, performing artist, and lawyer Gowri Koneswaran is senior
poetry editor with Jaggery and poetry coordinator at BloomBars. Her poetry appears in Beltway Poetry
Quarterly, Bourgeon, and Lantern Review. Gowri's performance credits include the Kennedy Center's
Millennium Stage and Lincoln Center Out of Doors. Tarfia Faizullah will read from her forthcoming book
Seam, which is the winner of the 2012 First Book Award by the Crab Orchard Series in Poetry. Her poems
appear in Ploughshares, The Missouri Review, The Southern Review, Massachusetts Review, Ninth Letter,
and Poems of Devotion: An Anthology of Recent Poets. Novelist Eugenia Kim will read from her published
work, including The Calligrapher's Daughter, winner of the Borders Original Voices Award for Fiction, a
Critic's Pick and Best Historical Fiction by The Washington Post, and a Publishers Weekly starred
review. Other writings appear in journals and anthologies, such as Potomac Review, Eclectic
Grace, and Echoes Upon Echoes. She is a professor at Fairfield University's low-residency MFA in
Creative Writing program.
Session 20-K Milbre Burch Performs Susan Glaspell and More
A Grammy-nominated storyteller, a lauded dramaturg and a produced Playwright, Milbre Burch will perform
an adaptation of Susan Glaspell's short story, "A Jury of Her Peers" followed by her own original
monodrama, "Sometimes I Sing," written and performed in the voice of Minnie Foster Wright, the unseen
protagonist of Glaspell's 1916 one-act, "Trifles," a feminist masterwork of American theatre.
www.americanliterature.org

Thursday, May 22, 2014
Registration: open 7:30 am - 5:30 pm
Book Exhibits open noon – 5 pm

Thursday, May 22, 2014
9:00 – 10:20 am
Session 1-A Visualizing Non-Linearity: Faulkner and the Challenges of Narrative Mapping
Organized by the Digital Americanists Society
Chair: Ryan Cordell, Northeastern University
1.
2.
3.

Julie Napolin, The New School
Worthy Martin, University of Virginia
Johannes Burgers, Queensborough Community College

Three members of the Digital Yoknapatawpha project discuss the advantages and challenges of
collaboration in negotiating between scholarly readings of Faulkner and what is technically possible.
Audio-Visual requirement: Projection
Session 1-B Political American Women Writers
Organized by Society for the Study of American Women Writers
Co-Chairs: Kristin Allukian, University of Florida and Kristin Jacobson, The Richard Stockton College of
New Jersey
1. "‘people + place = politics’: Terry Tempest Williams’ Democratizing Ethos,” Jeannette E. Riley, UMass
Dartmouth and Kathleen M. Torrens, University of Rhode Island
2. "'Changing the Conversation on Healthy Eating': The White House Kitchen Garden and Michelle
Obama's Public Health Discourse," Terre Ryan, Loyola University Maryland
3. “Benevolence and the New Left: Reimagining the Welfare State in Marge Piercy’s Woman on the
Edge of Time,” Brandon Gordon, Sonoma State University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Screen, projector, and hook-up cords for a laptop to a projector
Session 1-C New Perspectives on American Travel Writing
Organized by the Society for American Travel Writing
Chair: Melanie K. Scriptunas, University of Delaware
1. “Travel Writing, Travel Industry: A Brief History of Trip Advising,” William Merrill Decker, Oklahoma
State University
2. “‘Never Travel Alone’: Generic Conventions of Travel Writing in a Digital Age,” Angela ShawThornburg, South Carolina State University
3. “‘Stay out; don’t go’: Loss, Mourning and Narratives of the Natural World,” Linda J. Sumption, Eastern
New Mexico University
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: Projector

Session 1-D Rethinking Native Son
Organizer: Mollie Godfrey, James Madison University
Chair: James Miller, George Washington University
1. “‘The Problem of the Hero’: Staging Bigger Thomas’s Environmental Liberation,” Melissa Barton, Yale
University
2. “Sheep, Rats, and Jungle Beasts: Native Son beyond Left and Liberal,” Mollie Godfrey, James
Madison University
3. “Bodies of Evidence: Richard Wright’s Native Son,” Rachel Watson, University of Chicago
Audio-Visual Needed: Digital Projector
Session 1-E Muriel Rukeyser and Other Writers
Organizer: Elisabeth Däumer, Eastern Michigan University
Chair: Catherine Gander, Queens University, Belfast
1. “Across the Boundaries of Genre: Virginia Woolf’s and Muriel Rukeyser’s Unfinished Texts,” Rowena
Kennedy-Epstein, Hunter College, CUNY
2. “Reading T. S. Eliot with/through Rukeyser,” Elisabeth Däumer, Eastern Michigan University
3. “The Power of Suicide and the Refusal of Mythology: Sylvia Plath and Muriel Rukeyser,” Laura Passin,
Independent Scholar
4. “’Collecting the Lives of the Dead’: Muriel Rukeyser’s Houdini and Susan Howe’s The Liberties,”
Stefania Heim, Deep Springs College
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: Yes (computer or computer access, screen for projecting images, audio
for playing audio files)
Session 1-F Surveillance and Privacy in the Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne
Organized by the Nathaniel Hawthorne Society
Chair: Kevin Plunkett, Merrimack College
1. “The Scarlet Empire: U.S. Nativism and Surveillance in Nathaniel Hawthorne’s The Scarlet Letter,”
AnaMaria Seglie, Rice University
2. “’Living in Other Lives’: Surveillance and Privacy Amidst the Knot of Dreamers,” Scott Reznick, Boston
College
3. “Surveillance, Privacy, and Individuality in Nathaniel Hawthorne’s ‘Wakefield’,” Rachel Boccio,
University of Rhode Island
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 1-G Varieties of the American Post-Secular
Organized by the American Religion and Literature Society
Chair: Sara Anderson, Lamar University

1. “Sacraments of the Self: The New Cosmography of the U.S. Latina Writer,” Jacqueline Zeff, University
of Michigan, Flint
2. “Holy Terror: Alterity, Political Economy, and the Discourse of Religious Violence in The Reluctant
Fundamentalist,” Ray Horton, Case Western Reserve University
3. “A Jewish Woman’s Quest for Human and Divine Love,” Brygida Gasztold, Brandeis University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Captivity Narratives: Rewriting American History
Organized By: Sarah Sillin, University of Maryland
Session 1-H

Chair: Robert S. Levine, University of Maryland
1.
“Captive to Sympathy: The Threat of Foreign Feeling in Royall Tyler,” Sarah Sillin, University of
Maryland
2.
“Vanishing Indians and Hebraic Indians in James Fenimore Cooper’s The Oak Openings,”
Elizabeth Fenton, University of Vermont
3.
“Southern Womanhood (Un)Bound: Scripting the ‘Savage’ in the Modern South,” Rebecca L.
Harrison, University of West Georgia
4.
“Captivity, History, Empathy: Sherman Alexie’s Flight as Contemporary Captivity Narrative,”
Amanda Dykema, University of Maryland
Audio-visual equipment required: None.
Session 1-I
Session 1-G Rebecca Harding Davis and the Political
Organized by: The Society for the Study of Rebecca Harding Davis and Her World
Chair: Robin Cadwallader, Saint Francis University
1. “The Issue of Street Children in Davis’s ‘The Promise of the Dawn,’” Aaron Rovan, Independent
Scholar
2. “’What if it be stagnant and slimy here?’: Rebecca Harding Davis, Factory Fiction, and American
Literary Regionalism,” Benjamin Breault, Trinity College
3. “’The Deaf and the Dumb’: Rebecca Harding Davis’s Margret Howth and Pennsylvania Workplace
Reform,” Mischa Renfroe, Middle Tennessee State University
Audio Visual Equipment: None
Session 1-J

Reading Contemporary America

Chair: Olivia Carr Edenfield, Georgia Southern University
1.
“Collateral Damage in the Novels of Joan Didion,” Elizabeth Abele, SUNY Nassau Community
College

2.
After Postmodernism: “Senzicerity”: Between Avant- Pop and New Sincerity? William Vollman’s
The Visible Spectrum (1989) and Curtis White’s Memories of My Father Watching TV (1998), Jaroslav
Kušnír, University of Prešov, Slovakia
3.
“Asperger's Style?: Tao Lin, Alt-Lit and Millennial Subjectivity,” Rob McClure Smith, Knox College
Audio Visual Equipment: None
Session 1- K Available for Business Meeting

Thursday, May 22, 2014
10:30-11:50am
Session 2-A Digital Flânerie and Americans in Paris
Organized by the Digital Americanists Society
Chair: Matthew Wilkens, University of Notre Dame
1.
“Mapping Movement, or, Walking with Hemingway,”Laura McGrath, Michigan State University
2.
“Parisian Remainder,”Steven Ambrose, Michigan State University
3.
“Sedentary City,” Anna Green, Michigan State University
4.
“Locating The Imaginary: Literary Mapping and Propositional Space,” Sarah Panuska, Michigan
State University
Four short papers addressing the theoretical and suppositional nature of maps in relation to Alice Kaplan's
Paris memoirs, the relationship between movement and stasis for Ernest Hemingway, a reconfiguration of
the woman and the city in Mina Loy's poetry, and the unmappable locations of James Baldwin's Giovanni's
Room.
Audio-Visual requirement: Projection
Session 2-B Peering Into the Future: New Contexts in the Study of Constance Fenimore Woolson
Organized by the Constance Fenimore Woolson Society
Chair: Rochelle Johnson, The College of Idaho
1.
“Woolson and the Digital Humanities: Re-conceiving Primary Texts, Artifacts, and Scholarship for
the Online Archive,” Lori Howard, Georgia State University
2.
“An Argument for Taking the Recovery of Women Writers Public: Writing Constance Fenimore
Woolson’s Biography for a Wider Audience,” Anne Boyd Rioux, University of New Orleans
3.
"Proto-Jotas: Homonarrative Capture in Woolson's 'Felipa' and ABC's Ugly Betty," Roy Pérez,
Willamette University
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: Projector and screen
Session 2-C American Gothic
Organized by the International Gothic Association

Chair: Benjamin F. Fisher, University of Mississippi
1.
“Poe’s Art of Death,”Andrew Smith, University of Sheffield
2.
“The Uncanny Republic: Gothic Devices in Whittier’s Antislavery Verse,” Travis D. Montgomery,
Fort Hays State University
3.
“Tim Burton’s Gothic Bodies,” Jeffrey Andrew Weinstock, Central Michigan University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector and screen
Session 2-D James Fenimore Cooper’s International Dimensions
Organized by the James Fenimore Cooper Society
Chair: Rochelle Zuck, University of Minnesota, Duluth
1. "Framing the Transnational Subject in Cooper: Thomas Cole’s 1827 Paintings after The Last of the
Mohicans,” Peter Betjemann, Oregon State University
2. "Family Entanglements: Cooper in Nineteenth-Century South America,” Thomas Genova, University
of Minnesota, Morris.
3. "Adam Mickiewicz: A Catalyst for James Fenimore Cooper’s Support for Polish Independence,”
Barbara Rumbinas and Zygmunt Manzur, Jagiellonian University.
4. "Cooper’s Italian Seas,” Anna Scannavini, University of L’Aquila
Audio-Visual Equipment required: projection
Session 2-E John Dos Passos in the American Tradition
Organized by the John Dos Passos Society
Chair: Wesley Beal, Lyon College
1. “Travel Writing the Dos Passos Way: Brazil on the Move”, John Dos Passos Coggin, Independent
Scholar
2. “John Dos Passos’s The Big Money: The Birth of a Nation Revival, the American Lynching Tradition,
and the Racial Climate of the 1930s,” Casey Shevlin, University of Texas at San Antonio
3. “‘The Fault of the Century’: Historical Discourse in Dos Passos’s Streets of Night,” Travis Rozier,
University of Mississippi
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector and screen
Session 2-F Visualizing American Culture: Explorations in Film
Chair: Mel Donalson, California State University, Los Angeles
1.
“Temple Drake and Carrie: Faulkner’s Sanctuary as Horror,” Deborah Wilson, Arkansas Tech
University

2.
“Weird American Odysseys: The Coen Brothers on Making Music and Making Money,” Erik
Dussere, American University
3.
"Viewing Slavery: Twelve Years a Slave and Django Unchained," Angelyn Mitchell, Georgetown
University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector and screen
Session 2-G The Nonfiction of John Edgar Wideman
Organized by The John Edgar Wideman Society
Chair: Keith Byerman, Indiana State University
1.
2.

"John Edgar Wideman: The Writer as Public Intellectual." Tracie Guzzio, SUNY Plattsburgh
“Generational Differences in Fatheralong,” Wilfred Samuels, University of Utah

Audio-visual equipment required: None
Session 2-H Resurrection Narratives and the Ethics of Hope
Organized by the American Religion and Literature Society
Chair: Rachel Payne, Independent Scholar
1. “Resurrecting the Body in Postbellum Consolation Literature,” Christine Hedlin, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign
2. “Resurrection Narratives: Ethics, Genre, and Comparative Religions,” Rafi Rahman, Emory University
3. “The Gospel According to Dan: The Da Vinci Code as Post-9/11 Anti-Resurrection Narrative,”
Christopher Douglas, University of Victoria
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 2-I Southern Influences: The Dixie Limited Derailed?
Organized by The Society for the Study of Southern Literature
Chair: Tara Powell, University of South Carolina
1. “The Faulkner Factor: Three Black Southern Writers Respond,” Martyn Bone, University of
Copenhagen/University of Mississippi
2. “The Anxiety of Faulknerian Influence,” Doreen Fowler, The University of Kansas
3. “‘a tradition, a duty, and a care’: Faulkner’s “A Rose for Emily” and McCarthy’s Child of God,” Travis
Franks, Arizona State University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 2-J Mad Writing in Black Women’s Fictional Narratives: the Caribbean and the United
States
Organized by: Caroline Brown

Chair: Susan Tomlinson, University of Massachusetts, Boston
1.
“Chante-mas for the Bones: Mad Testimony in Marie-Elena John’s Unburnable,” Johanna Garvey,
Fairfield University
2.
“Through a Glass Darkly: The Trickster's Mad Humor in Erna Brodber’s Jane and Louisa Will Soon
Come Home,” Caroline Brown, University of Montreal
3.
“‘We Know People By Their Stories’: Writing Madness in Edwidge Danticat’s Krik? Krak!,” Raquel
Kennon, California State University, Northridge
Audio-Visual Equipment require: none
Session 2-K The Truth about Trash: The White, the Poor, the Circular File
Organized by the Flannery O’Connor Society
Chair: Robert Donahoo, Sam Houston State University
1. "Lot, Lucynell, Hulga, and Coleman: O'Connor's Discarded Lovers," Avis Hewitt, Grand Valley State
University
2. "Prayers of Omission, Prayers of Commission: Flannery O'Connor's Supplications to God," William A.
Sessions, Georgia State University
3. "Is It Just the View He's Trashing? Old Man Fortune's Loss in `A View of the Woods,'" Susan Srigley,
Nipissing University
4. “Getting Trashed and Coming Clean: ‘No Sense in Doing It Half Way,’” Carolyn Kerr, Salem State
University, Gordon College, Montserrat College of Art
Audio Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 2-L Business Meeting: Hawthorne Society
Session 2-M Business Meeting: The Society for the Study of Rebecca Harding Davis and Her
World

Thursday, May 22, 2014
12:00 – 1:20 pm
Session 3-A William Faulkner and Mark Twain
Organized by The William Faulkner Society and the Mark Twain Circle
Chair: Nathaniel Williams, University of California, Davis
1.
“’Verbless Patriotic Nonsense’: Faulkner and Twain on War and Science Fiction,” Robert W.
Rudnicki, Louisiana Tech University
2.
“Artistic Successes at Game-Theoretic Failure: Twain’s Huckleberry Finn and Faulkner’s “A

Justice,” Michael Wainwright, University of London
3.
“Speaking as Corpses: History and Authority in William Faulkner and Mark Twain,” Rachel
Watson, University of Chicago
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Powerpoint
Session 3-B Thanatourism in American Travel Writing
Organized by the Society for American Travel Writing
Chair: Susan L. Roberson, Texas A&M University-Kingsville
1. “Steeped in Tragic Remembrance: Henry James and the Museum of the Confederacy,” Susan
Goodman, University of Delaware
2. “Thanatourism: A Lucrative Money-Making Opportunity with the Dead,” Mary Slender, Rutgers
University
3. “Driving Toward Death: Conceptual Poetry and Thanatourism,” Chris Sylvester, University at Buffalo,
SUNY
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: Projector
Session 3-C Influences on/of Edward Albee
Organized by The Edward Albee Society
Chair and Respondent: Natka Bianchini, Loyola University Maryland
1.
“Visited by a Phantom: Adrienne Kennedy’s Encounter with Edward Albee,” David Crespy, University
of Missouri
2.
“Albee’s Prototype of the Two-hander,” Robert Combs, George Washington University
3. “Postmodernity’s Influence on Albee/Albee’s Influence on Postmodern Drama,” Lincoln Konkle, The
College of New Jersey
4. “Order… On its own terms: Hybridity of Form in Albee’s A Delicate Balance,” Jacob Juntunen,
Southern Illinois University
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: LCD projector
Session 3-D Racing Places: African American Memory And Politics
Organized by the African American Literature and Culture Society
Chair: Wilfred D. Samuels, University of Utah
1.
“Arlington National Cemetery in May Miller’s Stragglers in the Dust,” Anna Egging, Union College
2.
"’Facing It’ Alone: Yusef Komunyakaa’s Construction of Black Masculinity During the Vietnam
War,” Hannah Baker Saltmarsh, Dillard University
3.
“The ‘Politics of Small Things’ as Transformative Change: Living Thought-in-Action in Walter
Mosley’s The Right Mistake (2008),” Lale Demirturk, Bilkent University

4.
“The Space for Ambience: How the Image of Blackness Uses the Spatial as Rhetoric,” Eric
Atkinson, University of California, Riverside
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector
Session 3-E Frank Norris and American Literary Naturalism
Organized by the Frank Norris Society
Chair: Eric Carl Link, University of Memphis
1.
“’To Instruct and to Delight’: Realism, Naturalism, and the Goal of Human Citizenship,” Myrto Drizou,
Valdosta State University
2.
“Gothic Monstrosities, the Technological Body, and Frank Norris’s Vandover and the Brute,” Nicole
de Fee, Louisiana Tech University
3.
“Vandover and the Brute and Little Oscar: From the End of the Novel to the End of History,” Chuck
Robinson, University of Memphis
Audio Visual Equipment Required: PowerPoint Projector and Screen
Session 3-F Identification as Negotiation in the Works of Alice Moore Dunbar-Nelson
Organized by: Katherine Adams, University of South Carolina
Chair: Paul Lauter, Trinity College
1.
“Locating Identity in Alice Moore Dunbar’s New Orleans,” Sandra Zagarell, Oberlin College
2.
“Masculinity, Race, and History: Alice Dunbar-Nelson’s Creole Boy Stories,” Caroline Gebhard,
Tuskegee University
3.
“Alice Moore Dunbar’s Suffrage Persona,” Ellen Gruber Garvey, New Jersey City University
4.
“Human Things: Commodity Anxiety in Dunbar-Nelson’s New Orleans,” Katherine Adams,
University of South Carolina
Audio-Visual Equipment required: A projector for power point slides.
Session 3-G Melville’s Poetic (Dis)Continuities
Organized by the Melville Society
Chair: Matthew Giordano, Villa Maria College
1. “Melville Among the Memorialists,” Eric Meckley, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
2. “‘The Meteor of the War’: Astronomical Imagery and Problems of Scale in Melville’s Battle Pieces,”
Anneke Schwob, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
3. “The Poet as Confidence-Man: Masks and Deception in Melville’s Poetic (Dis)Continuities,” Sandra M.
Leonard, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Audio-visual Equipment Required: None
Session 3-H

Wharton and Masculinities

Organized by the Edith Wharton Society
Chair: Melanie Dawson, College of William and Mary
1.
“A Ruin of a Man”: Non-Normative Masculinity in Ethan Frome,” Andrea Harris, Mansfield
University
2.
"How delicious to have a place like this all to one's self!": Claiming Masculine Spaces in Edith
Wharton's The House of Mirth,” Miranda A. Green-Barteet, University of Western Ontario
3.
“Constructions of Masculinity and Material Acquisition in The House of Mirth,” Linda SaladinAdams, Florida State University
4.
“Spectral Masculinities in Edith Wharton’s ‘The Eyes’ and ‘Afterward,’” Gina Rossetti, Saint Xavier
University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 3-I New Approaches to the Short Story
Organized by the Society for the Study of the American Short Story
Chair: Oliver Scheiding, University of Mainz
1.
“Liminality and the Short Story: Assessment and Perspectives,” Jochen Achilles, University of
Würzburg
2.
“Old Testament Templates in Melville’s Short Fiction,” Damien Schlarb, Georgia State University
3.
“A Multitude of Gaudy Appearances: The Antebellum Short Story as Ritual,” Michael Collins,
University of Kent
A-V equipment required: none
Session 3-J Spiritual Dimensions in Contemporary Writing
Chair: Dustin Anderson, Georgia Southern University
1.
Righteous Faith: Post-Secularism and Human Rights Struggle in Robinson’s Gilead and
McCarthy’s The Road,” Spencer Morrison, University of Toronto
2.
“David Foster Wallace’s Evangelical Metafiction,” Scott Dill, UNC-Chapel Hill
3.
“Al Gore’s An Inconvenient Truth and the American Jeremiad Tradition,” James Tackach, Roger
Williams University.
Session 3-K Business Meeting: American Religion and Literature Society
Session 3-L Business Meeting: John Dos Passos Society
Session 3-M Available for Business Meeting

Thursday, May 22, 2014
1:30 – 2:50 pm

Session 4-A Ernest Hemingway vs. the United States Government
Organized by the Ernest Hemingway Society
Chair: Sara Kosiba, Troy University
1. “Hemingway, the Bonus Army, and the Labor Day Hurricane: Using Primary Research to Uncover the
Truth,” David Leight and John M. Lawlor, Jr., Reading Area Community College
2. "The Technical Strain of Wartime Spying: How It Affected Hemingway's Relationship with the U.S.
Government,” Nicholas Reynolds, Independent Scholar
3. “’I believe in the Cuban people’s cause’: Hemingway’s Politics in Yuri Paporov’s Hemingway na
Cuba,” W. Wayne Fraser, Independent Scholar
Audio-Visual Equipment Requested: Projector and screen
Session 4-B Ezra Pound and Other World Cultures
Organized by the Ezra Pound Society
Chair: Demetres P. Tryphonopoulos, University of New Brunswick
1.
“Ezra Pound's Poetics of Chinese Economics,” Kristin Grogan, The University of New South Wales
2.
“The Temple is not For Sale: Ideogrammatic History and Citizenship in Ezra Pound’s The Cantos”
Christopher McVey, University of Wisconsin-Madison
3.
“Let Them Love Tomorrow: Pound, H.D., and Eliot on the ‘Pervigilium Veneris’,” Miranda Hickman,
McGill University
4.
“Pound in Dilation: Stepping Through the Poet’s Window into the Language, Ceremony, and
Paradise of the Naxi Tribespeople of Southern Tibet,” Robert Kibler, Minot State University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: digital projector and screen
Session 4-C Updike and the Short Story: Vol. 1
Organized by The John Updike Society
Chair: Matthew Shipe, Washington University
1. “Make the Images Move: A Certain Continuity in John Updike’s Short Fiction,” Kangqin Li, University
of Leicester
2. “Updike in His Times: History and Autobiography in the Fiction,” Kathleen Verduin, Hope College
3. “The John Updike Childhood Home and His Short Fiction,” Maria Mogford, Albright College
Audio-Visual Equipment required: for Vol. 1 session (Powerpoint)
Session 4-D Digital American Women Writers
Organized by the Society for the Study of American Women Writers
Co-Chairs: Kristin Allukian, University of Florida and Kristin Jacobson, The Richard Stockton College of

New Jersey
1. "Digital Writers/Digital Readers: Teaching and Learning With Student-Authored Digital Posters,”
Stephanie A. Tingley, Youngstown State University
2. “Digital Resources and the Magazine Context of Edith Wharton’s Short Stories,” Paul J. Ohler,
Kwantlen Polytechnic University
3. “Story Paper (Anti-) Heroines: Reading Alcott's Potboilers in the Digital Archives,” Michael
D'Alessandro, Boston University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Screen, projector, and hook-up cords for a laptop to a projector
Session 4-E American Crime Fiction
Organized by the Crime Fiction Group
Chair: Olivia Carr Edenfield, Georgia Southern University
1.
The Suburb in American Crime Fiction,” David Schmid, University at Buffalo
2.
“‘I Was Trying to Figure the Thing Out Subconsciously’: Detection and Authorship in Raymond
Chandler,” Brooks E. Hefner, James Madison University
3.
“For Richer, For Poorer: Vera Caspary’s Bedelia and Marriage Noir,” Clare E. Rolens, UC San
Diego
Audio-visual equipment needed: projector to run powerpoint from laptop computer
Session 4-F Exploring African-American Culture
Chair: Rene H. Trevino, Texas A&M University
1.
“Will the “Real” Henry Box Brown Please Stand Up?,” Martha J. Cutter, University of Connecticut
2.
““Art” Songs and Hymn Books: Defining Black Modernism in James Weldon Johnson’s
God’s Trombones and The Book of Negro Spirituals, Jane Kuenz, University of Southern Maine
3.
“’Anybody’s Girl’: Fashionable Clothing in Jessie Fauset’s The Chinaberry Tree (1931),”
Kimberly Lamm, Duke University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: digital projector and screen
Session 4-G James Fenimore Cooper and Politics
Organized by the James Fenimore Cooper Society
Chair: Luis A. Iglesias, University of Southern Mississippi
1. "The Partisan Politics of the American Historical Romance: Federalist and Republican Sentiment in
James Fenimore Cooper’s The Spy (1821) and William Dunlap’s Andre (1798),” Christopher Allan Black,
East Tennessee State University
2. "Political Prattle in James Fenimore Cooper’s 'Favorite Book': Reciprocal Readings of the A.B.C.
Letters and The Monikins," Keat Murray, California University of Pennsylvania

3. “Democracy as Failure and Refusal in Lionel Lincoln; or, the Leaguer of Boston,” Nels E. Olson,
Michigan State University
4. "Cooper, the Federalists, and the Aristocrats," Lance Schachterle, Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 4-H Open Topics Panel on Pauline Hopkins
Organized by the Pauline Hopkins Society
Chair and Respndent: John Gruesser, Kean University
1. “Pauline Hopkins’ Proto-Postmodernism," JoAnn Pavletich, University of Houston-Downton
2. “All in the Family?: Black Masculinity and Diasporic Identity in Pauline Hopkins’s Of One Blood,”
Kerstin Rudolph, College at Brockport SUNY
3. "In and Out of the Potomac: Hagar’s Daughter and the Politics of National Reunion," Brian Sweeney,
College of St. Rose, Albany NY
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 4-I Gender and Community in the Fiction of John Edgar Wideman
Organized by The John Edgar Wideman Society
Chair: Gerald Bergevin, Northeastern University
1. “Urban Street Talk and Hypermasculinity in Wideman and Diaz,” Bonnie TuSmith, Northeastern
University
2. “‘You Still Talk Like Some Field Hand Fresh From Georgia’: Language, Gender, and Community
Strangulation in Sent For You Yesterday,” Dana Horton, Northeastern University
3. “Whose There? Narration, Gender and Control in Reuben, Philadelphia Fire and The Cattle Killing,”
Stephen Casmier, Saint Louis University
Audio-visual equipment required: None
Session 4-J William Dean Howells & Ethical Values
Organized by the William Dean Howells Society
Chair: Dan Mrozowski, Trinity College
1.
2.
3.

“A Hazard of New Entitlements: The Politics of Pensions in William Dean Howells’s A Hazard of
New Fortunes,” Daniel Graham, University Connecticut-Storrs
“Redemptive Realism: Liberation Soteriology in the Novels of William Dean Howells,” Andrew Ball,
Lindenwood University
“Howells’ Christian Faith in ‘A World Come of Age’,” Thomas Wortham, UCLA

Audio-Visual Equipment required: None

Session 4-K: Business Meeting: Society for the Study of the American Short Story
Session 4-L: Business Meeting: The Edward Albee Society
Session 4-M Business Meeting: Society for American Travel Writing

Thursday, May 22, 2014
3:00 – 4:20 pm
Session 5-A Reevaluating Hemingway’s Nonfiction
Organized by the Ernest Hemingway Society
Chair: Ross K. Tangedal, Kent State University
1. "Hemingway and Authorial Conception: The Hunter and the Hunted in Africa," Michael DuBose, The
University of South Carolina-Beaufort
2. “Hemingway's Journalism, Journalistic Voices, and Journalistic Philosophy During and in the Wake of
Fascism in the 1930's,” Jean Jespersen Bartholomew, The Carlbrook School
3. “Reconsidering Hemingway on Film: Race, Politics and the Specter of the Cold War,” Peter Lancelot
Mallios, The University of Maryland
Audio-Visual Equipment Requested: Projector, screen,
Session 5-B New Directions in Crime Fiction
Organized by the Crime Fiction Group
Chair: David Schmid, University at Buffalo
1.
“Asian American Crime Fiction,” Swan Kim, Bronx Community College
2.
“The Descent of the Mind: On the Origin of the Psychological Thriller,” Kristopher Mecholsky,
Louisiana State University
3.
“The Last Policeman and Countdown City: Pre-apocalyptic detecting in the 21st century,” Jennifer
Young, University of Hertfordshire
Audio-visual equipment needed: Projector to run powerpoint from laptop computer.
Session 5-C Locating American Literature Transatlantically: Re-positioning Familiar Figures in
Cross-cultural Context
Organized by: Sarah R. Robbins
Chair: R. J. (Dick) Ellis, University of Birmingham, UK

1. “‘How did you get here? and where are you going?: Transatlantic literary history, exile and textual
traces in Herman Melville’s Israel Potter,” Andrew Taylor, University of Edinburgh, UK
2. “Oscar Wilde’s ‘Canterville Ghost’ and Mark Twain’s Connecticut Yankee:
Dueling Potshots Across the Pond,” Linda K. Hughes, TCU
3. “Little Lord Fauntleroy’s Shifting Embodiment of Transatlantic Relations: Tracing
Film Adaptations Across Multiple Decades,” Sarah R. Robbins, TCU
Audio-Visual Equipment required: data projector, laptop, screen
Session 5-D Livin’ in The City: Urban Influence in African American Culture
Organized by the African American Literature and Culture Society
Chair: Conseula Francis, College of Charleston
1.
“You Can Take the ‘Hood Out the Boy,” Tarrell R. Campbell, Saint Louis University
2.
“‘Mapping Mourning: Racial Grief and Racial Melancholia in Robert Hayden’s ‘Elegies for Paradise
Valley’,” Nilofar Gardezi, University of California, Berkeley
3.
“Finding our way in Edward P. Jones’s City,” Stewart Habig, University of Tulsa
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector
Session 5-E War in American Periodicals After 1914
Chair: James Berkey, Duke University
1. "Teaching Little Girls about War: Depiction of Wartime Life in Magazine Paper Dolls and Toys of the
First World War," Rachel Cohen, Samford University
2. "Frost at Midnight: WWI Poetry in the Magazines," Mark Noonan, New York City College of TechnologyCUNY
3. "Politics and Dissent in Winning Hearts and Minds and the GI Underground Press," Cristina Alsina
Risquez, Universitat de Barcelona (Spain)
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector
Session 5-F Ezra Pound’s Affiliations with Archibald MacLeish
Organized by the Ezra Pound Society
Chair: Robert Kibler, Minot State University
1.
“‘[U]sury age-old and age-thick / and liars in public places’: Ezra Pound’s Response to WWI,”
Demetres P. Tryphonopoulos, University of New Brunswick
2.
“Archibald MacLeish’s Response to WWI: Three Early Poems,” Donna K. Hollenberg, University of
Connecticut
3.
“‘[A] healthy spirit of internecine criticism’: Pound on the Poetry of MacLeish through their

Correspondence,” Christa Fratantoro, Independent Scholar
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 5-G William Dean Howells in the 1890s
Organized by the William Dean Howells Society
Chair: Dan Mrozowski, Trinity College
1.
“William Dean Howells, a Realist Poetics, and the Limits of 1890s American Democracy,” Patricia
Chaudron, University of Buffalo
2.
“William Dean Howells’s Failed Utopia from the Feminine Narrative View,” Margaret Jay Jessee,
University of Alabama-Birmingham
3.
“Our 'Imperative Duty': Why Teach Howells's Novella Now,” Charles Baraw, Southern Connecticut
State University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 5-H Rebecca Harding Davis, Peterson’s Magazine, and Reform
Sponsored by: The Society for the Study of Rebecca Harding Davis and Her World
Chair: Robin Cadwallader, Saint Francis University
1.
“‛I am Awkward in My New Vocation’: Davis’s Resistance to the ‘Disease of Money Getting,’” Arielle
Zibrak, Case Western Reserve University
2.
“The Sympathetic ‘I’: The Gothic and Civil Commitment in Rebecca Harding Davis’s ‘Put Out of the
Way,’” Sarah Gray-Panesi, Middle Tennessee State University
3.
“The Gender Politics of Marital Pursuit in Rebecca Harding Davis’s A Wife, Yet Not a Wife,” Jane E.
Rose, Purdue University North Central
Audio Visual Equipment: None
Session 5-I America Abroad in the 19th Century: Forging International Identity
Organizer and Chair: John Mac Kilgore, Florida State University
1. “Siamese Links: Siam, Slavery, and Comparative Racialization,” Ross Bullen, Mount Allison University
2. “Building Queer Community Abroad: The Women’s Rest Tour Association,” J. Samaine
Lockwood, George Mason University
3. “Shakespeare’s Birthplace: A Case Study in Nineteenth-Century American Literary Pilgrimage,”
Daniel Grace, University of California-Davis
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 5-J Roundtable on Publishing in Scholarly Journals: Advice from Editors
Organizer: Faye Halpern, University of Calgary

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Faye Halpern, ARIEL: A Review of International English Literature
Michael Tavel Clarke, ARIEL
Martha Cutter, MELUS
Graham MacPhee, College Literature
Meredith Goldsmith, Edith Wharton Review
Susan Tomlinson, Legacy
Stephanie Hawkins, Studies in the Novel

A/v equipment required: some of us may do ppt presentations.
Session 5-K Business Meeting: Pauline Hopkins Society
Session 5-L Business Meeting: Wideman Society
Session 5-M Business Meeting: James Fenimore Cooper Society
Session 5-N Business Meeting : Society for the Study of American Women Writers

Thursday, May 22, 2014
4:30 – 5:50 pm
Session 6-A Beyond the Paradigmatic Stowe: New Critical Approaches
Organized by the Stowe Society
Chair: Christiane Farnan, Siena College
1. “Prime Movers and Principled Actions: Beyond Sentiment in Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” Mary McCartin
Wearn, Middle Georgia State College
2. “From Feeling Right to Reading Right: Critical and Imaginative Literacy in the ‘Immense Body’ of
Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Key to Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” Hildegard Hoeller, CUNY, College of Staten Island.
3. “Stowe’s Anti-Empathic Sentimentalism in The Minister’s Wooing,” Marianne Noble, American
University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: projector for PowerPoint
Session 6-B Gertrude Stein’s Tender Buttons: Form, Particularity, Texture, Matter
Organized by The Gertrude Stein Society
Chair: Amy Moorman Robbins, Hunter College, CUNY
1.
“Correcting Tender Buttons: Form and Particularity,” Seth Perlow, Oklahoma State University
2.
“’Feel It To See’: Tender Buttons and Modernist Textures,” Chad Bennett, University of Texas at
Austin
3.
“Objects, Food, Rooms: The Life of Matter in Tender Buttons,” Erin Edwards, Miami University
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: Projector and Screen

Session 6-C Rousing the Reader in African American Novels
Organized by: Ayesha K. Hardison, Ohio University
Chair: Angelyn Mitchell, Georgetown University
1. “Citing and Reading Miltonic Presence in Pauline Hopkins’s Hagar’s Daughter,” Reginald A. Wilburn,
University of New Hampshire
2. “‘You’ll never get a boy friend . . . if you don’t stop reading those books’: Contemplating the Black
Female Reader in Gwendolyn Brooks’s Maud Martha,” Ayesha K. Hardison, Ohio University
3. “Revising the Novel, Advising the Reader: William Melvin Kelley’s Forgotten Experiment
in Dem,” Gillian Johns, Oberlin College
4. “Reading (and Writing) Toni Morrison’s Home,” Shawn Christian, Wheaton College
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector and Screen
Session 6-D The Poetics and Politics of Jayne Cortez
Organized by: Laura Hinton
Chair: Evie Shockley, Rutgers University, New Brunswick
1. “’Samba is Power’: Dancing Through the Diaspora in the Poetic Collaborations
of Jayne Cortez,” Renee M. Kingan, College of William and Mary
2. “A Body ’Doubling into Woman-hood,’” Laura Hinton, The City College of New York (CUNY)
3. “How Long Has Jayne Been Gone: The Mother-in-Performance of Contemporary Feminist Feminist
Aesthetics, ” Victoria Chevalier, Medgar Evers College (CUNY)
Audio-Visual Needs: Digital projector including some sound capabilities
Session 6-E Teaching John Dos Passos
Organized by the John Dos Passos Society
Chair: Aaron Shaheen, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
1. “Teaching John Dos Passos among the Expatriates,” Wesley Beal, Lyon College
2. “Teaching Dos Passos’s The 42nd Parallel: Modernist Form and Self-Research,” J. Gregory Brister,
Valley City State University
3. “Incarcerated Learners and John Dos Passos’s ‘They Are Dead Now’: Moving from Message to Form
in the Classroom,” Victoria Bryan, University of Mississippi
4. “Teaching Dos Passos: A Challenge and a Joy,” Claudia Matherly Stolz, Urbana University
5. “Teaching Taylor and Ford to Business Students through Dos Passos,” Fredrik Tydal, Södertörn
University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector
Session 6-F Updike and the Short Story: Vol. 2
Organized by The John Updike Society

Chair: Scott Dill, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
1. “Mind Games Forever: Masculine Self-Delusion in ‘The Morning’ and ‘Slippage,’” Peter Bailey, St.
Lawrence University
2. “Updike on Religion after 9/11,” Liliana Naydan, University of Michigan
3. “Life after Sex?: Memory and the Diminished Present in John Updike’s Late Short Fiction,” Matthew
Shipe, Washington University
Audio-Visual Equipment required : None

Session 6-G Roundtable: New Directions in Asian American Literary Pedagogy
Organized by the Circle for Asian American Literary Studies
Chair: Heidi Kim, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Yoonmee Chang, George Mason University
Patricia Chu, George Washington University
Lawrence-Minh Bùi Davis, Asian American Literary Review and University of Maryland
Caroline Rody, University of Virginia
Audio-Visual Requirements: None
Session 6-H Southern Influences
Organized by The Society for the Study of Southern Literature
Chair: Tara Powell, University of South Carolina
1.
“‘A Good Man is Hard to Find’ in Nebraska: Flannery O’Connor’s Influence on Bruce Springsteen’s
New Jersey Gothic,” Erik Gravel, Catholic University of America
2.
“Confessions of Inadequacy: The Inescapable Influence of Let Us Now Praise Famous Men on
Vollmann’s Poor People,” Andrew Crooke, College of New Jersey
3.
“Walker Percy’s The Moviegoer in Gotham City,” Paul Stapleton, University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 6-I Library of Congress Literary Research (a roundtable)
Organizer and Moderator: Alice L. Birney, Literary Manuscript Historian, Library of Congress
1. “Research and Fellowship Opportunities at the Library of Congress,” Jason Steinhauer, Office of
Scholarly Programs, Library of Congress
2. “’Delicious, enough’: Touching tWalt Whitman at the Library of Congress,” Ed Folsom, The University
of Iowa
3. “Publishing Books from the Ralph Ellison Papers,” John C. Callahan, Lewis and Clark College
4. “How To Use the Archive of A Living Writer,” Ross Miller, Editor, Independent Scholar

Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
This roundtable and discussion describes several major experiences in using the vast literary manuscript
and other primary resources of the Library of Congress. The goal is to introduce younger researchers to
opportunities in using primary sources and to encourage leaving the ease of on-line highlighted sources for
the tangible benefits of using original papers in their contexts. The informal discussion will aim to raise
research horizons for those attending and for their students. Opportunities for paid fellowships of various
lengths also will be described. It is hoped that the discussion will lead to a fruitful exchange of ideas for
approaching original research and encouraging the appropriate archiving of significant literary papers.
Session 6-J A Literary Conversation with Washington Irving

Organized by the Washington Irving Society

John Dennis Anderson, associate professor of Communication Studies at Emerson College, will perform a
monologue in character and then answer questions, first in character and then out of character. Anderson
is a performance studies scholar who focuses his research on narrative theory and performance. He is the
author of The Student Companion to William Faulkner. In addition to publishing articles in Text and
Performance Quarterly, he has served as Book Review Co-Editor for the journal. He performs nationally in
his one-person shows as authors Henry James, William Faulkner, Washington Irving, Lynn Riggs, and
Robert Frost. He has received grants to present humanities programs on early America, the Civil War, the
1930s, and the Centennial of Oklahoma statehood. He is a former Chair of the Performance Studies
Division of the National Communication Association and served as Director of the Honors Program at
Emerson for ten years.
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 6-K Poetry and Prisons in 19th-century American Literature
Chair: Paul C. Jones, Ohio University
1.
“Poetry in The Hangman/The Prisoner’s Friend 1845-57: Affect and the Politics of In-group/Outgroup Construction,” Birte Christ (Justus-Liebig-University Giessen, Germany/UC Irvine)
2.
“Voices from Prison: Antebellum Poetry of Incarceration,” Carl Ostrowski, Middle Tennessee State
University
3.
More Reasons Why Caged Birds Sing: Birds and Cages in 19th-century American Writing,”
Alfred Bendixen, Texas A&M University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 6-L Business Meeting: William Dean Howells Society
Session 6-M Business Meeting: Available for business meeting

Welcoming Reception 6:00-7:30 pm
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Microphone and Podium

Friday, May 23, 2014

Registration: 7:30 am - 5:30 pm
Book Exhibits (Staffordshire Room): open 9:00 am – 5:00 pm

Friday, May 23, 2014
8:10 – 9:30 am
Session 7-A Rethinking the American Literary Canon in Response to Mass Incarceration
Chair: Meghan O’Dea, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
1.
“From Slavery to the Modern Day Plantations of Prisons: Using American Autobiographical Writing
to Recognize and Develop the Literary Voices of Women in Captivity,” Samantha Zimbler, The College of
New Jersey
2.
“The American Short Story Beyond Bars,” Victoria M. Bryan, University of Mississippi
3.
“Feminism is the New Black: Teaching American Literature, from Toni Morrison to Andrea Gibson,
in a Women’s Prison,” Courtney Polidori, The College of New Jersey
Audio-Visual Equipment required: A projector and screen
Session 7-B New Directions in Regionalism
Organized by the Society of Early Americanists
Chair: Duncan Faherty, Queens College & The CUNY Graduate Center
1. “Many Regions in One Place: Reading Native American Writing as Regional Texts,” Keri Holt, Utah
State University
2. “Shifting Perspectives in the Early Republic: From the Globe to the Section,” Chris Apap, Oakland
University
3. “Medicine, Natural History, and Creole Regionalism in William Byrd II,” Thomas Long, University of
Connecticut
4. “Washington Irving’s Hemispheric Weltanschaunng,” Jordan Wingate, University of California, Los
Angeles
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector and Screen
Session 7-C Session A: Cummings’ Enormous Self: Heirs and Contemporaries
Organized by the E. E. Cummings Society
Chair: Bernard F. Stehle, Community College of Philadelphia
1. “The Young and Evil: Charles Henri Ford and Parker Tyler, Heirs of E. E. Cummings’ ‘snug and evil’
Greenwich Village Bar Scene,” Rai Peterson, Ball State University
2. “E. E. Cummings’ Self-Portraits in Poetry and Painting,” Michael Webster, Grand Valley State
University

3. “The Company He Kept: The Modernist Movement and E. E. Cummings’ Visual Aesthetic,” Steven
Katz, Independent Scholar, The Ohio State University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector for laptop.
Session 7-D The New Nature Writing I: New Explorers, Young Writers, New Ecocriticism
Organized by the Association for the Study of Literature and Environment
Chair: Ian Marshall, Penn State Altoona
1.
“Cosmic Outlaws: Coming of Age After the End of Nature,” Susan Cohen, Anne Arundel
Community College
2.
“Selfies on Everest: The New Explorers Leave Their Mark,” Frank Fucile, College of William and
Mary
3.
“New Ecocriticism and Old War: The Potential of Contemporary Ecocriticism to Reorient the Critical
Field of Cold War Literary Studies,” Sarah Daw, University of Exeter
Audio-Visual Equipment required: PowerPoint
Session 7-E Mark Twain’s Readers: Explorations in Reception
Organized by the Reception Study Society
Chair: Ellen Gruber Garvey, New Jersey City University
1.

“Readers Write Back: Mark Twain’s Fan Mail and Eccentric Receptions,” James L. Machor, Kansas
State University
2. “The Pistol and the Press: The Reception of Mark Twain, Sensational Reporter,” Jarrod Roark,
University of Missouri-Kansas City
3. “Reading Twain’s Mysteries: From Pudd’nhead Wilson to a Double Barrelled Detective Story,” Philip
Goldstein, University of Delaware-Wilmington.
4.
Audio-Visual Equipment required: yes, for a power point presentation
Session 7-F Trauma, Grief, Memory, Oblivion: Henry and Clover at Rock Creek
Organized by the Henry Adams Society
Chair: John C. Orr, University of Portland
1. “From New York to Washington to Egypt: A Trauma Theory Reading of Democracy's Madeleine Lee,”
Kim Moreland, George Washington University
2. “A Figure Alone: The Afterlife of the Saint-Gaudens Memorial to Clover Adams," Natalie Dykstra, Hope
College
3. “Looking for Augustus Saint-Gaudens in the Adams Memorial,” Barry Maine, Wake Forest University
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: projector

Session 7-G Contemporary Literature and Cultural Movements
Organized by the Society for Contemporary Literature
Chair: Ben Railton, Fitchburg State University
1. “Unmasking the Protester: Collective Social Movements and the Individual Activist in Jonathan
Lethem’s Dissident Gardens,” Agnieszka Herra, Western University, Ontario
2. “The Literary Afterlife of the Korean War,” Joseph Darda, University of Connecticut
3. “American Hybrid Poetics: Gender, Mass Culture, and Form,” Amy M. Robbins, Hunter College, CUNY
Audio-visual needs: none
Session 7-H Considering Eudora Welty and African American Literature: Lines of Dialogue
Organized by the Eudora Welty Society
Chair: Harriet Pollack, Bucknell University
1. “Eudora Welty and Langston Hughes: In Search of Blues Form in ‘Powerhouse’,”
Jacob Agner, University of Mississippi
2. A Twice Worn Path: Eudora Welty and Sarah E. Wright,” Christin Taylor, University of Maryland
3. “The Waiting Room: Race and Medical Ethics in Works by Ernest Gaines and Eudora Welty,”
Adrienne Akins Warfield, Mars Hill University
4. “The Lynched Earth: Landscapes as Buried Histories in Welty’s ‘A Worn Path’ and Morrison’s Home,”
Donnie McMahand and Kevin Murphy, West Georgia University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 7-I Bird’s Bodies: Sheppard Lee and Narratives of Embodiment
Organized by: Chad Luck
Chair: Jonathan Blandford, Bellarmine University
1.
“The Politics of the Antebellum Picaresque: Transgressing the Margins of U.S. Democracy,” D.
Berton Emerson, Cal Poly Pomona
2.
“Ontological Drift: Medical Discourse and Racial Embodiment in Sheppard Lee,” Matthew
Rebhorn, James Madison University
3.
“Utilitarian Reading: Sheppard Lee and the Antebellum Social Body,” Chad Luck, California State
University, San Bernardino
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 7-J Constructing Childhood
Chair: Dustin Anderson, Georgia Southern University

1.
“Race and Childhood Innocence in the Fiction of Sui Sin Far,” Linda Joyce Brown, Ashland
University
2.
“A Mexican among the White Boys and a White Boy among the Mexicans: The Question of
Belonging in Matt de la Peña’s Young Adult Fiction,” Simone Puff, University of Graz, Austria
3.
“Nerdfighter? Vlogbrother? YA Fiction Superstar?: Looking for the Literary in John Green,”
Ellyn Lem, University of WI-Waukesha
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 7-K Women’s Roles: American Women Writers
Chair: Kelli Purcell O'Brien, University of Memphis
1.
“Citizen Wives and the Anxiety of Infidelity in E.D.E.N. Southworth’s Retribution and The Unloved
Wife,” Paul Christian Jones, Ohio University
2.
“Common Ground: The Figure of the Female Writer in Lydia Huntley Sigourney’s Lucy Howard’s
Journal and E. D. E. N. Southworth’s Laura Etheridge,” Ann Beebe, University of Texas at Tyler
3..
“Anger and Silence: Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Narrative Struggles in Oldtown Folks,” Chris Farnan,
Siena College
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 7-L Available for Business Meeting:
Session 7-M Available for Business Meeting:

Friday, May 23, 2014
9:40 – 11:00 am
Session 8-A Catharine Maria Sedgwick in/and Washington D.C.: A Roundtable
Organized by the Catharine Maria Sedgwick Society
Moderator: Jenifer Elmore, Palm Beach Atlantic University
1. "The Personal Becomes Political: Sedgwick's Early Letters," Patricia Larson Kalayjian, California State
University, Dominguez Hills
2. "Catharine Sedgwick's Emancipation Proclamations: In the Parlor, the Pulpit, and the Press, 18271836,” Lucinda Damon-Bach, Salem State University
3. "Agrarian Law and the Problem of 'Unsubdued Land' in Sedgwick's Letters from Abroad to Kindred at
Home (1841), " Matthew Wynn Sivils, Iowa State University
4. "‘Wider abuses make rebels’: Sedgwick's Shifting Stance on Slavery in the 1850s,” Deborah
Gussman, The Richard Stockton College of New Jersey
Audio-Visual Equipment required: LCD Projector

Session 8-B New Directions in Willa Cather Criticism
Organized by the Willa Cather Foundation
Chair: John Swift, Occidental College
1.
2.
3.

“‘The trying and complicated household in which I live’: Intimations of Cather’s Life with the
McClungs,” Timothy Bintrim, St. Francis University
"Two Beginnings in Rome: Cather's Death Comes for the Archbishop and Canfield's The Brimming
Cup,” Janis Stout, Texas A&M University
“The Muse Comes to Back Creek: Hesiod and Sapphira and the Slave Girl,” John Jacobs,
Shenandoah University

Audio-visual equipment required: projector/screen
Session 8-C “The New Art”: The Typewriter, the Ampersand, and Rhythmic Precision
Organized by the E. E. Cummings Society
Chair: Michael Webster, Grand Valley State University
1. “Cummings and the Typewriterly Aesthetic,” Matthew Schilleman, Clemson University
2. “ ‘o- / pening’ the ‘Book of the Dead’: Cummings’ Ampersand & Hieroglyphic Sonnetry in New Poems
(1938),” Gillian Huang-Tiller, University of Virginia-Wise
3. “ ‘That Precision which Creates Movement’: Rhythmic Convention, Revision, and Innovation in the
Poetry of E. E. Cummings,” Richard D. Cureton, University of Michigan
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector for laptop.
Session 8-D Amiri Baraka: "Out & Gone"
Organized by African American Literature and Culture Society
Chair: Anna Everett, University of California Santa Barbara
1.
“The Outer Space of the Black Interior: Baraka's Tales of the Out & Gone,” Margo Natalie
Crawford, Cornell University
2.
“Other Autobiographies: Amiri Baraka's 6 Persons,” Kathy Lou Schultz, University of Memphis
3. “Imamu Baraka's Heiresses,” Evie Shockley, Rutgers University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector
Session 8-E Influence on/of Thornton Wilder
Organized by the Thornton Wilder Society
Chair: Jackson R. Bryer, University of Maryland
1.
“An ‘Absurd’ Pairing: Wilder, Beckett and the Benefit of Blurring Boundaries,” Tony Gunn, Florida
State University

2.
“Our Town (1940) Film Adaptation: Editing History in Transition,” Hsin Hsieh, National Taiwan
University
3.
“You Can’t Go Back Again: The Choice of Life and Death in Wilder’s Our Town and Ruhl’s
Eurydice,” Wesley Longacre, University of Colorado-Boulder
4.
“Thornton Wilder’s Influence on Post-War Germany and German Playwrights,” Yvonne Shafer, St.
John’s University
A/V: audio-visual projector/speakers to connect to a laptop
Session 8-F Reconsidering Richard Brautigan,
Organized by the Richard Brautigan Society
Chair: Jill E. Anderson, Tennessee State University
1.
“The Cover of Trout Fishing in America,” Chris Gair, University of Glasgow
2.
“‘What a Lovely Nib Trout Fishing in America Would Make’: Writing Contemporary Manhood into
Existence in Trout Fishing in America,” Sharon Becker, Towson University
3. “The Mandate of Heaven and the Soteriology of Hamburgers: Circumstance, Thoreau, and the
Apotropaic in Richard Brautigan's So the Wind Won't Blow It All Away,” Matt Stefon, Middlesex Community
College
4.
“Richard Brautigan: Technophile to Technophobe,” Bryce Kammers, Lewis-Clark State College
A/V Required: projector and screen
Session 8-G New Approaches to H.D. and/or Her Circle
Organized by The H.D. International Society
Chair: Rebecca Walsh, North Carolina State University
1.
“Exchanging Hours: Tribute to Freud and Queer Time,” Valerie Rohy, University of Vermont
2.
“Sea Garden’s Love Poems and Darwin’s Beagle Geology’s Coral-Island ‘Blooms,’” Cassandra
Laity, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
3.
“Orphism as Autobiography: Painterly Vision and the New Physics as Structural Motifs in H.D.’s
Her,” Chris Townsend, Royal Holloway, University of London
4.
“Reading H.D. from the Ground Up: Notes on H.D.’s Notes to The Gift,” Jane Augustine,
Independent Scholar
Audio-Visual Requirements: None
Session 8-H William Faulkner and Eudora Welty

Organized by the William Faulkner Society and the Eudora Welty Society
Chair: Deborah Clarke, Arizona State University
1.
“Whiteness Reading Race: Welty's ‘The Demonstrators’ as a response to Faulkner's ‘That Evening
Sun’,” Harriet Pollack, Bucknell University

2.
“Staircase to the Gothic: William Faulkner’s Absalom, Absalom! and Eudora Welty’s Delta
Wedding,” Sarah Ford, Baylor University
3.
"Welty, Faulkner, and the Nexus between Segregation and White Southern Womanhood," Susan
Donaldson, College of William and Mary
Audio-visual Equipment required: None
Session 8-I Human Rights and Asian American Literary Studies
Organized by the Circle for Asian American Literary Studies
Chair: Lynn Mie Itagaki, The Ohio State University
1.
“Disability and Nationality as Liminal Power in Animal’s People,” Krupal Amin, The Ohio State
University
2.
“Scenes of the Violated Home: Kiran Desai’s The Inheritance of Loss and Jhumpa Lahiri’s The
Lowlan,” Meghan Buckley, Purdue University
3.
“Transpacific Noir, Dying Colonialism,” Jinah Kim, Northwestern University
4.
“Remembering U.S. Imperialism in Asia and Latin America: Carlos Bulosan’s America Is in the
Heart and Américo Paredes’s George Washington Gómez,” Susan Thananopavarn, The University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill
Audio-Visual Requirements: None
Session 8-J Teaching Poe’s Poetry
Organized by the Poe Studies Association
Chair: Travis Montgomery, Fort Hays State University
1.
"The Terrors of 'Forgotten Lore': Poe's Poetic Self-assessment," Richard Fusco, St. Joseph's
University
2.
"Poe's 'Lenore': Romanticism Revisited or Revised?," Sonya Isaak, University of Heidelberg
3.
"'My Heart Laid Bare': Poe's Poetic Autobiography Revealed in Verse and Embedded in Prose,"
James W. Thomas, Pepperdine University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 8-K Kay Boyle at 25
Organized by the Kay Boyle Society
Chair: Marilyn Elkins, California State University
1. “Politics and Agency in Kay Boyle’s Process and ‘Book of Cincinnati’,” Caroline Maun, Wayne State
University
2. “Sexual Politics in Process,” Beth Widmaier Capo, Illinois College
3. “Imagining Commonality: Kay Boyle’s Mid-Twenties,” Anne Reynes-Delobel, Aix-Marseille Université,
France

4.

“Kay Boyle Scholarship: Trends and Opportunities,” Thomas C. Austenfeld, Université de Fribourg,
Switzerland

Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 8-L Henry Adams Goes to Washington
Organized by the Henry Adams Society
Chair: William Merrill Decker, Oklahoma State University
1. "Henry Adams and Henry James: The Lesson of the Student--The American, Democracy, The
Bostonians," Ormond Seavey, George Washington University
2. "The Slow 'Dance of Democracy': Seeing Washington from Mount Vernon in Henry Adams's
Democracy," Nathaniel Windon, Pennsylvania State University
3. Like a Deserted Syrian City: Washington and The Education of Henry Adams, Richard G. Androne,
Albright College
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 8-M Business Meeting: Society for Contemporary Literature
Session 8-N Available for Business Meeting:

Friday, May 23, 2014
11:10 am – 12:30 pm
Session 9-A The New Nature Writing II: Going West
Organized by the Association for the Study of Literature and Environment
Chair: Megan Simpson, Penn State Altoona
1.
“The Dark Side of Nature Writing: Nature Noir and Wisconsin Death Trap,” Richard J. Schneider,
Wartburg College
2.
“Changing the Mid-American Landscape: The Vulnerable Nature of John Price,” Linda Lizut
Helstern, North Dakota State University:
3.
“Done with the Past(oral)? New Nature Writing and the American West,” Austin Hetrick, University
of Virginia
Audio-Visual Equipment required: PowerPoint
Session 9-B Willa Cather on the Market
Organized by the Willa Cather Foundation
Chair: Timothy Bintrim, St. Francis University
1.
2.

“Seasonal Reading: Willa Cather's One of Ours and the Marketplace,” Kelsey Squire, Ohio
Dominican University
“Willa Cather and the Fine Press Market,” Matthew Lavin, St. Lawrence University

3.

“The Great Depression in Cather’s Obscure Destinies,” Charmion Gustke, Belmont University

Audio-visual equipment required: projector/screen
Session 9-C Teaching Contemporary Literature (Roundtable)
Organized by the Society for Contemporary Literature
Moderator: Karen Weekes, Penn State University, Abington College
1. “Literature as Equipment for Living”: Teaching the Texts of the 2010s,” Thomas Jesse, Texas
Christian University
2. “All That Happens Must Be Known”: Contemporary Literature in the Digital Age,” Jennifer Travis, St.
Johns University
3. “Contemporary Literature in the General Education Classroom: Teaching ‘Comics and the American
Experience,’” Chuck Baraw, Southern Connecticut State University
4. “Contemporary American Regional Literature,” Sara Kosiba, Troy University
5. “‘Which Way Is the Front Line from Here?’: War in the Classroom,” Kristin Kelly, University of North
Georgia
Audio-visual needs: digital projector that can be connected to laptop;
Session 9-D ProQuest and RSAP Article Prize Winners Roundtable
Organized by the Research Society for American Periodicals (RSAP)
Chair: Bill Hardwig, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
1.
“No One Who Reads the History of Hayti Can Doubt the Capacity of Colored Men: Racial Formation
and Atlantic Rehabilitation in New York City’s Early Black Press, 1827–1841,” Charlton Yingling, University
of South Carolina
2.
“Beyond the ‘Shingle Factory’: The Armory Show in the Popular Press after 1913,” Melissa Renn,
Harvard Art Museums
3.
"‘Taken Possession of’: The Reprinting and Reauthorship of Hawthorne's ‘Celestial Railroad’ in the
Antebellum Religious Press,” Ryan Cordell, Northeastern University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector
Session 9-E: New Directions in McCarthy Studies
Organized by the Cormac McCarthy Society
Chair: Stacey Peebles, Centre College
1. “Personal Foul: Lester Ballard’s Post-Concussion Syndrome,” Benjamin S. West, State University of
New York at Delhi
2. “Pedophobia, Ecocatastrophe, and the Novels of Cormac McCarthy,” Kevin Trumpeter, Allen
University
3. “Teaching Blood Meridian: A PowerPoint Presentation,” Steven Frye, California State University,
Bakersfield

Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector for PowerPoint and Screen
Session 9-F At the Edge of the Postmodern? American Poetry in the 1950s
Organized by the Charles Olson Society
Chair: Gary Grieve-Carlson, Lebanon Valley College
1. “Deep Time and Deep Ecology in the Charles Olson and Robert Creeley Correspondence,” Joshua
Hoeynck, Case Western Reserve University
2. “John Berryman Reads Himself: 1950s Poetry Against Interpretation,” Rebecca van Laer, Brown
University
3. “Back to the Future: 1950s American Poets in Stewart Brand’s Whole Earth Publications of the ‘70s,
‘80s, and ‘90s,” Susan Lewak, UCLA
Audio-Visual Equipment required: digital projector
Session 9-G Washington Irving and Islam
Organized by the Washington Irving Society
Chair: Christopher Apap, Oakland University
1. "Washington Irving's Mahomet and the Imperial Biography," Zubeda Jalalzai, Rhode Island College
2. "Connecting Irving to the Other: Using Tales of the Alhambra and Mahomet and His Successors as
Cultural Analytics," Geoffrey Clegg, Texas A&M University-Commerce
3. “Recording Saints’ Lives and Muhammad’s Biography,” Rachel Payne, Independent Scholar
Audio-Visual Equipment required: none
Session 9-H William Carlos Williams: The Poet-Doctor as Environmentalist
Organized by the William Carlos Williams Society
Chair: Ian Copestake, President, William Carlos Williams Society
1.
“Pollution, Pearls, and Profit: Proto-Environmentalism in Paterson,” Daniel Burke, Marquette
University
2.
“Apocalypse on Repeat: William Carlos Williams’s Spring and All and the Nuclear Imagination,”
Bradley J. Fest, University of Pittsburgh
3.
“The Poetics of Place: A Study of William Carlos Williams’s Paterson and Gary Snyder’s “Night
Song of the Los Angeles Basin,” Paul Cappucci, Georgian Court University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 9-I Nature/Theory/Thoreau
Organized by the Thoreau Society

Chair: Rochelle Johnson, College of Idaho, and Kristen Case, University of Maine Farmington
1.
2.
3.

“Thoreau’s Project of Evolutionary Becoming,” Bill Rossi, University of Oregon
“Endangered Humans,” Wai-Chee Dimock, Yale University
"Thoreau, Vegetal Life, and OntoSympathy," Jane Bennett, Johns Hopkins University

Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 9-J Writing Passion: Erotic Moments between Morrison’s Male and Female Characters
Organized by the Toni Morrison Society
Chair: Evelyn Jaffe Schreiber, The George Washington University
1. “Writing and Reading the Erotic in Morrison’s Fiction,” Claudine Raynaud, University Paul Valery
2. “Sexual Agency in Toni Morrison’s Novels,” Alice Knox Eaton, Springfield College
3. “What is Found in the Break: Infidelity and the Racial Contract in Toni Morrison’s Jazz,” Kevin
Quashie, Smith College
Audio-Visual Equipment required: none
Session 9-K Identity, Masculinity, and Gender in Four Plays of August Wilson
Organized by the August Wilson Society
Chair: Michael Downing, Kutztown University of Pennsylvania
1. “Rocking the Boat: The Value of Revolutionary Black Masculinity and Critiquing Neoliberal Capitalism
in Gem of the Ocean and Radio Golf,” Elizabeth Pittman, George Washington University, Washington, DC
2. “’To Understand about that Piano’: Property and Gender in August Wilson’s The Piano Lesson,”
Anthony Pennino, Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, NJ
3. “A big bend there, a tree by the shore: Situated Identity in The Janitor,” Jacqueline Zeff, University of
Michigan, Flint, MI
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 9-L Business Meeting: H.D. International Society
Session 9-M Business Meeting: Richard Brautigan Society
Sesson 9-N Kay Boyle Society

Friday, May 23, 2014
12:40 –2:00 pm
Session 10-A Critical Perspectives on Ruth Ozeki
Organized by the Circle for Asian American Literary Studies

Chair: Sue J. Kim, University of Massachusetts Lowell
1.
“Reading Ozeki’s My Year of Meats as Asian American Satire and Comedy,” Caroline Kyungah
Hong, Queens College, CUNY
2.
“Dogen’s ‘Eternal Now’ in Ruth Ozeki’s A Tale for the Time Being,” Katsuya Izumi, University at
Albany, SUNY
3.
“Material Metafiction: Interconnection and the Object in Ruth Ozeki’s A Tale for the Time Being,”
Leah Milne, University of North Carolina, Greensboro
4.
“Ruth Ozeki’s Transpacific Tidalectics,” Erin Suzuki, Emory University
Audio-Visual Requirements: A/V Projector
Session 10-B Culture and Context in Stephen Crane’s Work
Organized by the Stephen Crane Society
Chair: Paul Sorrentino, Virginia Tech
1. “Creative Destruction: Conflagration, The Newspaper Sketch, and Stephen Crane’s ‘The Monster,’”
Jennifer Travis, St. John’s University
2. “Tommie’s Resurrection: The Role of the Impoverished Child in Stephen Crane’s New York
Sketches,” Maggie Morris Davis, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
3. “Re-reading the Animals in Stephen Crane’s The Red Badge of Courage,” Qizhi Shu, Xiangtan
University/University of North Carolina, Wilmington
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: Projector and Screen for a PowerPoint presentation
Session 10-C Fulbright Opportunities
Alisha Scott, Program Officer
The Fulbright Scholar Program sends some 1200 U.S. scholars and professionals each year to lecture or
conduct research in more than 125 countries. Previous Fulbright grantees have taught classes, helped
with curriculum development, established new programs, engaged in collaborative work with colleagues
around the world and returned to their classrooms with new perspectives and renewed energy.
The moderator will conduct a PowerPoint presentation exploring components of the Fulbright Scholar
Program that contribute to faculty development, international collaboration and the development of
international exchange programs. Special attention will be given to the opportunities available in the 20152016 academic year competition for scholars of American literature. Administrators and faculty alike will
learn how to use the various components of the Fulbright Scholar Program to benefit their campuses and
faculty through internationalization
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: Projector and Screen for a PowerPoint presentation
Session 10-D Robert Lowell and Others--1.
Organized by the Robert Lowell Society

Chair: Steven Gould Axelrod, University of California, Riverside.
1.
2.
3.

“Modeling and Remodeling: Lowell’s Architectural Imagination,” Jo Gill, University of Exeter, UK
“The Erotics of Friendship: Plath, Sexton, and Lowell,” Laurence Dumortier, University of California,
Riverside
“Mid-century Autobiography: Robert Lowell's Life Studies and James Merrill's ‘The Broken Home,’”
Timothy Materer, University of Missouri, Columbia

Audio-Visual Equipment required: Powerpoint.
Session 10-E Crises of Federal Absence
Organized by the Society of Early Americanists
Chair: Keri Holt, Utah State University
1. “The Lazaretto Metaphor: Confinement and Resistance in Charles Brockden Brown’s ‘The Man at
Home,’” Joe Letter, University of Tampa
2. “Independent Thinking in the Absence of Authority: Reconsidering the Moral Ambiguity in Charles
Brockden Brown’s Arthur Mervyn Or, Memoirs of the Year 1793,” Wanlin Li, Ohio State University
3. “Imagined Overthrow: Synodic Revolution and the American Illuminati Crisis,” Gordon Fraser,
University of Connecticut
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector and Screen
Session 10-F Travel, History, Culture: European and Holy Land Connections
1.
“Melville's Clarel, the Sacred Palm of Mar Saba, and the Circulation of Images,” Beverly R.
Voloshin, San Francisco State University
2.
“The Ethics of Industry: Sophia Hawthorne’s and Margaret Fuller’s European Travelogues,” Amber
Shaw, Coe College
3.
“The Italian Risorgimento and Political Master Narratives: Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Agnes of
Sorrento vs. George Eliot’s Romola,” Kimberly VanEsveld Adams, Elizabethtown College,
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector and Screen
Session 10-G Eliot, Economics, and the Great War
Organized by the T. S. Eliot Society
Chair: Nancy K. Gish, University of Southern Maine
1.
"An Economic Waste Land: T. S. Eliot and John Maynard Keynes," Michael Tratner, Bryn Mawr
College
2.
"the False Pretense of Being a Linguist: Eliot's Economy and the Poetics of Corporate Banking,"
Mathew Seybold, University of Alabama
3.
"T. S. Eliot's Great War of Inflection," Kathryn Van Wert, University of Minnesota Duluth
Audio-Visual equipment required: None

Session 10-H Lyrical Eruptions in Poe’s Prose: ‘The Haunted Palace’ 175 Years Later
Organized by the Poe Studies Association
Chair: William E. Engel, Sewanee: The University of the South
1.
"The Forcible Impression of 'The Haunted Palace,'" Bonnie Shannon McMullen, Independent
Scholar
2.
"'A hideous throng rush out forever': 'The Haunted Palace' and the Tomb of Mass Culture," Les
Harrison, Virginia Commonwealth University
3.
"Eternal Ballad: Poetry in 'The Fall of the House of Usher,'" Catherine Q. Forsa, Case Western
Reserve
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 10-I Native American Children’s and Young Adult Literature
Organized by the Children’s Literature Society and the Association for the Study of American Indian
Literatures (ASAIL)
Chair: Linda Salem, San Diego State University
1. “Shoring Up The Birchbark House,” Anne Phillips, Kansas State University
2. “Language Revitalization, Anishinaabemowin, and Erdrich’s The Birchbark House,” Margaret Noodin,
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
3. “Resistance of the Liminal in Eric Gansworth’s If I Ever Get Out of Here,” Michelle Pagni Stewart, Mt.
San Jacinto College
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 10-J Emily Dickinson and Her Male Contemporaries
Organized by Emily Dickinson International Society
Chair: Páraic Finnerty, University of Portsmouth
1. “Writing ‘Master’: Gender and the Epistle in Dickinson and Whitman,” Kathryn E. Wichelns, University
of New Mexico
2. “Dickinson and Peirce: Poiesis and Semiosis,” Daniel Fineman, Occidental College
3. “Haunted Chambers, Haunted Minds: Hypnagogia as a Symbol for the Public and Private Lives of
Women in Dickinson, Poe, and Hawthorne,” Gabriela Ines Serrano, Angelo State University
4. “Emily Dickinson and Stephen Crane: Kindred Spirits,” Maryanne Garbowsky, County College of
Morris
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 10-K Extravagant Welty

Organized by the Eudora Welty Society
Chair: Adrienne Akins Warfield, Mars Hill University
1. “Intimate Friendship and Extravagant Performance: The Correspondence of Eudora Welty and Frank
Lyell,” Julia Eichelberger, College of Charleston
2. “‘The bird that flies within your heart’: Race, Nature and Decapitation in Eudora Welty’s ‘A Curtain of
Green’,” Cliff Hudder, Lone Star College-Montgomery
3. “And Then He Was a She: A Critical Analysis of Eudora Welty’s ‘The Purple Hat’,” Allison Castle
Combs, University of Mississippi
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 10-L Ralph Ellison and the Question of Biography
Organized by the Ralph Ellison Society
Chair: Marc C. Conner, Washington & Lee University
1. "No Salvation in Europe: The Story of Ralph Ellison in Rome," Benjamin E. de la Piedra, Columbia
University
2. “Ellison and Malraux,” Kamila Louadj, University of Paris
3. "Ellison and 'The History of Western Culture': Life magazine 1947-48," Tessa Roynon, Oxford
University
4. "'Modulate, Daddy, Modulate!' Polyrhythms and Metric Modulation in the Fiction of Ralph Ellison,"
Michael Germana, West Virginia University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 10-M Business Meeting: Catharine Maria Sedgwick Society
Session 10-N

Business Meeting: Washington Irving Society

Session 10-O Business Meeting: Research Society for American Periodicals (RSAP)

Friday, May 23, 2014
2:10 – 3:30 pm
Session 11-A Charlotte Perkins Gilman and the Novel

Organized by the Charlotte Perkins Gilman Society
Chair: Peter Betjemann, Oregon State University
1.
"Gilman's Herland and Utilitarian Moral Thought," Charlotte Rich, Eastern Kentucky University
2.
"Queering Gilman," Jewon Woo, Lorain County Community College
3.
"Social(ogical) Stories": The Intertextuality of Gilman's Serialized Novels in The Forerunner,"
Cynthia Patterson, University of South Florida

Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector
Session 11-B

The Wild Things. Where Are They Now?
Organized by the Children’s Literature Society
Chair: Dorothy Clark, California State University, Northridge
1.
2.
3.
4.

“Parents Just Don’t Understand!: Exploring the Child’s Voice in Where the Wild Things Are
and Knuffle Bunny,” Karissa F. Caperina, California State University, Northridge
“Dave Eggers, Maurice Sendak, and the Postmodern Sincerity of Where the Wild Things
Are,” Peter C. Kunze, University at Albany, State University of New York
“Letting the Monster Out of the Closet: Maurice Sendak’s Wild Things and Today’s
Monstrous Children’s/YA Books,” Jessica R. McCort, Duquesne University
"The Terrible Eyes of Sendak's Where the Wild Things Are and Gaiman's Coraline," Laura M. Nicosia,
Montclair State University

Audio-Visual Equipment required: Digital projector for DVD & PowerPoint and screen

Session 11-C Asian American Spoken Word Artists and Writers of the DC Area: A
Creative Reading with George "G" Yamazawa, Gowri "K" Koneswaran, Tarfia
Faizullah, and Eugenia Kim
Co-Sponsored by the Asian American Literary Review and the Circle for Asian
American Literary Studies
Join us for a creative reading that features Asian American spoken word artists and writers of the DC Area.
Poet, educator, and spoken word artist G Yamazawa will share from his acclaimed repertoire, performed at
the Sundance Film Festival, Bonnaroo Music Festival, and the historic Nuyorican Poets’ Café. He is a 2013
Kundiman Fellow, a two-time Southern Fried Champion, and most recently the recipient of the Audience
Choice Award at Kollaboration Star. Poet, performing artist, and lawyer Gowri Koneswaran is senior
poetry editor with Jaggery and poetry coordinator at BloomBars. Her poetry appears in Beltway Poetry
Quarterly, Bourgeon, and Lantern Review. Gowri's performance credits include the Kennedy Center's
Millennium Stage and Lincoln Center Out of Doors. Tarfia Faizullah will read from her forthcoming book
Seam, which is the winner of the 2012 First Book Award by the Crab Orchard Series in Poetry. Her poems
appear in Ploughshares, The Missouri Review, The Southern Review, Massachusetts Review, Ninth Letter,
and Poems of Devotion: An Anthology of Recent Poets. Novelist Eugenia Kim will read from her published
work, including The Calligrapher's Daughter, winner of the Borders Original Voices Award for Fiction, a
Critic's Pick and Best Historical Fiction by The Washington Post, and a Publishers Weekly starred
review. Other writings appear in journals and anthologies, such as Potomac Review, Eclectic
Grace, and Echoes Upon Echoes. She is a professor at Fairfield University's low-residency MFA in
Creative Writing program.
Audio-Visual Requirements: Microphone

Session 11-D Robert Lowell and Others--2
Organized by the Robert Lowell Society
Chair: Frank Kearful, University of Bonn
1.
2.
3.
4.

“‘New England and Further’: Lowell’s Search for a New England Tradition of Romantic Irony,”
Grzegorz Kosc, University of Lodz/University of Warsaw
“Delmore Schwartz, Robert Lowell, and the Crisis of Poets at Mid-Century." Hilene Flanzbaum,
Butler University
“Ginsberg, Lowell, and the Mediated Subject,” Richard Hunt, University of California, Riverside
“‘We’ve talked our extinction to death’: Lowell, Jarrell, Berryman and the Discourse of Nuclear
Anxiety,” Adam Beardsworth, Memorial University, Grenfell Campus, Newfoundland

Audio-Visual Equipment required: Powerpoint.
Session 11-E Spirit/Theory/Thoreau
Organized by the Thoreau Society
Chair: Rochelle Johnson, College of Idaho, and Kristen Case, University of Maine Farmington
1.
"Thoreau's Poetic Path Toward ‘find[ing] God in nature,’” Stephen M. Spratt, The Citadel
2.
"Emerson's Spiritual Exercises: Seeing through Matter," Jennifer Gurley, Le Moyne College
3.
“Thoreau’s Spirits: Figuring the New Materialism,” John J. Kucich, Bridgewater State University
4. “Hearing Harmony: New Materialism’s Transcendental Turn and the Legacy of Thoreau” Dalia
Davoudi, Indiana University-Bloomington
5. “Spiritual Signature: Thoreau's Expressive Silence,” Dan Beachy-Quick, Colorado State University
6. "Voicing Nature and Silencing Spirit: Thoreau as Anti-Theorist,” Christopher Dustin, College of the
Holy Cross
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 11-F Rereading American literary culture.
Chair: Nicole J. Camastra, University of Georgia
1.
"Panther Nation: Big Cats and Biopolitics in Nineteenth Century America," Rene H. Trevino
2.
“American Racial Dystopia: Expansion and Extinction in Poe and Hawthorne,” Maria Karafilis,
California State University, Los Angeles
3.
‘“Among the Spirits’: The Nineteenth-Century Humorous Sketch and the Occult,” Helen T. Bailie,
Penn State Altoona
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 11-G Historical and Cultural Connections and Contexts
Organized by the F. Scott Fitzgerald Society
Chair: Jackson R. Bryer, University of Maryland

1.
“Everything Is So Confused”: Race and Ethnic Privilege in The Great Gatsby, John James,
Bellarmine University
2.
“’I Want You to Let Me Leave Here’: Zelda Fitzgerald’s Asylum Letters,” Natalie Carter, Butler
University
3.
“Warren, Jerry, Gatsby, and the Rest of the Ohio Gang: The Satirization of Warren G. Harding in
The Great Gatsby,” Ashleigh Mills, Iowa State University
4.
“’Are you going to the Ordways?’ Nick Carraway's Connection to Lucius Pond Ordway, Jr.,” Peter
Alan Froehlich, The Pennsylvania State University, Hazleton
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 11-H Culture and Context in Stephen Crane’s Work
Organized by the Stephen Crane Society
Chair: Benjamin F. Fisher, University of Mississippi
1. “’A Spector of Reproach’: Revisiting Figures of Shame in The Red Badge of Courage,” Keiko Nitta,
Rikkyo University/Yale University
2. “Stephen Crane’s Literary Journalism and the Limits of Liberalism in the Progressive Era,” Clemens
Spahr, Mainz University
3. “Structures of Feeling within Stephen Crane’s ‘The Blue Hotel,’” Robert Welch, Indiana University of
Pennsylvania
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 11-I The Non-Fictional Dreiser and Mailer: An American Tragedy and The Executioner’s
Song
Chair: Robert C. Clark, University of West Alabama
Panelists:
J. Michael Lennon, Wilkes University
Jerome Loving, Texas A&M University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: none.
Session 11-J McCarthy and the Art of Narrative
Organized by the Cormac McCarthy Society
Chair: Steven Frye, California State University, Bakersfield
1. “McCarthy, ‘McCarthy,’ and the Narrator: Narrative Perspective in Suttree,” Bill Hardwig, University of
Tennessee
2. “The Crossing as the Making of a Mexican Corrido,” Gene Young, Sam Houston State University

3. “’Each the Other’s World Entire’: The Use of Ovid in Cormac McCarthy’s The Road,” Russell M. Hillier,
Providence College
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 11-K Octavia Butler in Conversation
Organized by the Octavia E. Butler Society
Chair: Conseula Francis, College of Charleston
1. "'It’s your body': Kindred’s Black Liberalism and the Logic of Contract," Bryan Conn, University of
North Texas
2. "Afronauttes Rising on a Thousand Plateaus: Butler, Hopkinson, Okorafor and the New Black
Heroine," Joe Love, Saint Louis University
3. "Afrofuturist Tempo-rality in the Work of Erykah Badu, Janelle Monáe, and Gayl Jones," Kristen Lillvis,
Marshall University
4. "Reading Aimé Césaire with Octavia Butler: A Tempest and Discourse on Colonialism as Science
Fiction Narratives of Aliens Invasion," Gregory Hampton, Howard University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 11-L Reading Politics/Political Reading
Chair: James Tackach, Roger Williams University.
1.
“Falling Houses: Poe, the Twin Towers, and 'The Spirit of Terrorism,'” J. Gerald Kennedy,
Louisiana State University
2.
“”See Things in a New Way’: Jack London, Socialism, and the Conversionary Model of Politics,”
Howard Horwitz, University of Utah
3.
“The Naturalist Ordeal of Whittaker Chambers,” Martin Griffin, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 11-M

Business Meeting: Ralph Ellison Society

Session 11-N

Business Meeting: Eudora Welty Society

Session 11-O

Business Meeting: Hemingway Board (Olympic Board room)

Session 11-P

Business Meeting: Poe Studies Association

(Bendixen -- meeting Reserved until end of day)

Friday, May 23, 2014
3:40 – 5:00 pm

Session 12-A Beat Writing and the American Counterculture
Organized by the Beat Studies Association
Chair: Tatum Petrich, Montclair State University
1.
“Countercultural Writers’ Love/Hate Relationships with the USA: The Case of Gary Snyder,” John
Whalen-Bridge, National University of Singapore
2.
“Kool-Aid Reality: Shaping the Subject of Trout Fishing in America,” Sean Bolton, National Chiao
Tung University
3.
“`One Plus One Equals Three’: William S. Burroughs, Brion Gysin, and The Third Mind,” William
Nesbitt, Beacon College
Audiovisual Equipment Required: Computer Hookup for Power Point
Session 12-B New Readings of Carson McCullers
Organized by the Carson McCullers Society
Chair: Courtney George, Columbus State University
1. “The Masquerade: Gender Performance and Isolation in the Global South,” April Kathleen Lenoir,
University of Memphis
2. “Body Language & Language about Bodies: Deafness in The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter,” Laura Broom,
UNC Chapel Hill
3. “From the Clinical to the Critical: Carson McCullers’ “Freaks” as Lines of Flight,” renée c. hoogland,
Wayne State University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector
Session 12-C Online in the Old Classroom
Organized by the Society of Early Americanists
Chair: Edward Whitley, Lehigh University
1. “Teaching T(homas) Paine through Rap Genius: Early American Literature and Collaborative
Literacy,” Kacy Tillman, University of Tampa & Jeremy Dean, RapGenius.com
2. “ ‘The simple, compact, well join’d scheme’: Creating Multimodal Experiences for Students of Early
American Literature Using Webbased Resources,” Jeff Everhart, Longwood University
3. “The New Leviathan: How I Implemented the AAS’s Periodicals Database in My Traditional American
Literature Survey Class, and Lived to Tell the Tale,” Joshua Matthews, Dordt College
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector and Screen
Session 12-D Iconic People, Iconic Places: The American West in the Early Twentieth Century
Organized by the Western Literature Association
Chair: Nicolas S. Witschi, Western Michigan University

1. “‘We was just colts then’: Animality and Regional Identity in Owen Wister’s The Virginian,” Joshua
Lundy, University of South Carolina
2. “Technicolor Places: Langston Hughes, Race, and Revolution in the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands,” Emily
Lutenski, Saint Louis University
3. “Defying Western ‘Pictorial Beauty’: Frank Street’s The Professor’s House,” Carolina Alvarado,
Princeton University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: digital/laptop projection
Session 12-E Jack London and his Influences
Organized by the Jack London Society
Chair: Jeanne Campbell Reesman, University of Texas at San Antonio
1.
“George P. Brett and Jack London: Professional Comrades,” Kenneth K. Brandt, Savannah
College of Art and Design
2.
“Jack London’s Eugenic Inspirations: from David Starr Jordan to Charles Woodruff,” Ewa Barbara
Luczak, University of Warsaw, Poland
3.
“Unlikely Compatriots: Tracing Jack London’s Influence on the Fiction of Jorge Luis Borges,
Andrew Hoag, University of Texas at San Antonio
A/V request: yes.
Session 12-F Transatlantic Dickinson
Organized by Emily Dickinson International Society
Chair: Kathryn E. Wichelns, University of New Mexico
1. “‘Alone and in a Circumstance’: Spiders, Artistry, and Dickinson’s Letter to George Sand,” Elizabeth
Petrino, Fairfield University
2. “Bacchic Votaries: Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Ralph Waldo Emerson, and Emily Dickinson,” Marjorie
Stone, Dalhousie University
3. “Subversive Spirits: Common Threads in George MacDonald and Emily Dickinson,” Anne Ramirez,
Neumann University
4. “‘I noticed that Robert Browning had made another poem’: Dickinson and the Poetics of British
Celebrity,” Páraic Finnerty, University of Portsmouth
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Yes
Session 12-G Visual and Verbal: Eliot's Aesthetics
Organized by the T. S. Eliot Society
Chair: Nancy K. Gish, University of Southern Maine
1.
"T. S. Eliot and the Poetics of Ekphrasis: A Mis/Representation of the Other," Carol L. Yang,
National Chengchi University, Taipei, Taiwan

2.
3.

" Playing with Masks: Eliot beyond Primitivism," Michael Opest, University of Wisconsin Madison
"T. S. Eliot and Lyric Answerability," Kinereth Meyer, Bar-Ilan University, Israel

Audio-Visual Equipment requested: None
Session 12-H Revisiting the Civil War: Paul Laurence Dunbar’s The Fanatics
Organized by the Paul Laurence Dunbar Society
Chair: Thomas L. Morgan, University of Dayton
1. “A History of Masculinity: Dunbar’s Retelling of the Civil War in The Fanatics and Poems,” Stephanie
Farrar, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
2. “Border Control: Boundaries, Migration, and the Construction of Identity in Paul Laurence
Dunbar's The Fanatics,” Erin Pearson, University of California, Irvine
3. “Paul Laurence Dunbar's The Fanatics and the Problem of Unprincipled Love,” Jonathan Daigle,
University of Hartford
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 12-I Ralph Ellison and the Aesthetics of Culture
Organized by the Ralph Ellison Society
Chair: Adam Bradley, University of Colorado-Boulder
1. “What hast cast such a shadow upon you?”: Herman Melville’s Benito Cereno and the Sociopolitical
Aesthetics of Racial Invisibility in Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man,” Bryan M. Santin, University of Notre Dame
2. “‘What Did I Do to Be So Black and Blue?’: Ralph Ellison, Mississippi Ham Rider, and the Search for
an Individualized Blues Identity," Kimberly Mack, UCLA
3. “Ralph Ellison, Caribbean Fiction, and the Literary Culture of the Bildungsroman," Suzanne Rpszak,
Yale University
4. “Roberto Bolaño’s Invisible Man: ‘The Part about Fate’ and the Fate of Ralph Ellison,” Kevin Moore,
UCSB
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 12-J Business Meeting: Gilman Society
Session 12-K Business Meeting: Crane Society
Session 12-L Business Meeting: Octavia Butler Society
Session 12-M Business Meeting: Robert Lowell Society
Session 12-N

Business Meeting: Cormac McCarthy Society

Session 12-O Hemingway Board (Olympic Board room)

(Bendixen -- meeting Reserved until end of day)

Friday, May 23, 2014
5:10 – 6:30 pm
Session 14-A The Beats and Public/Private Identities
Organized by the Beat Studies Association
Chair: John Whalen-Bridge, National University of Singapore
1. “
`I Have Got Plenty of Nothing’: Brenda Frazer’s Troia: Mexican Memoirs, Beat Motherhood, and
the Poetics of Loss,” Laura Kuhlman, University of Iowa
2.
“`The Usual Public Attraction’: Interracial Motherhood in Hettie Jones’ Short Fiction,” Tatum
Petrich, Montclair State University
3.
“Written and Exhaled in One Breath: Bob Dylan’s ‘60s Trilogy as Beat Poetry,” Deanna Rodriguez,
Texas State University
Audiovisual Equipment Required: Computer Hookup for Power Point
Session 14-B Saving the World: Girlhood and Evangelicalism in the Nineteenth Century
Organized by the Children’s Literature Society
Chair: Allison Giffen, Western Washington University
1. The things she had to say!’: Listening to Deaf-mute Catty in Elizabeth Stuart Phelps’s The Silent
Partner,” Jaime Alves, Bard College
2. “Mind and Soul: Pansy’s Chautauqua Girls Books and Late Nineteenth-Century Evangelical Culture,”
Laureen Tedesco, East Carolina University
3. “’Coming out brighter’: The Empowerment of Able-Bodied Girls in American Sunday School Union
Tales of the 1830s,” Jennifer Thorn, St. Anselm College
4. “’Heart Talk': Chinese Schoolgirls' Letters to American Girls,” Karen Li Miller, Trinity College
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Digital projector for PowerPoint and screen
Session 14-C Toni Morrison’s Nobel Prize Lecture: Pedagogy, Politics, and the Academy
Organized by the Toni Morrison Society
Chair: Verna B. Robinson, Anne Arundel Community College
1. “A Word-Work Pedagogy: It’s In Our Hands,” Deborah H. Barnes, Jackson State University
2. “‘Outside the Whale’: Morrison’s Nobel Prize Lecture and the Lethal Discourses of Exclusion,” Kathryn
Mudgett, Massachusetts Maritime Academy
3. “(Re-)Visionary Allegory: a Comparative Reading of Morrison’s Nobel Prize Lecture and A Mercy,”
Claude Le Fustec, Rennes 2 University

Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector for Powerpoint presentation and screen
Session 14-D Emerson and the Business World
Organized by the Ralph Waldo Emerson Society
Chair: Todd Richardson, University of Texas of the Permian Basin
1.
“Emerson and the Transcendentalism of Industry,” Michael Lorence, Innermost House,
Independent Scholar
2.
“Hierophany at the Heart of Place,” Ed Krafchow, Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate,
Independent Scholar
3.
“Transcendentalism in a Technological Age,” J. Scott Briggs, Ziff-Davis Publishing, Independent
Scholar
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector
Session 14-E Gertrude Stein in the Twenty-First Century
Organized by The Gertrude Stein Society
Chair: Erin Edwards, Miami University
1.
“Tender Buttons and the Twenty-First Century: Reading Gertrude Stein 100 Years Later,” Julie
Goodspeed-Chadwick, Indiana University-Purdue University at Columbus
2.
“Naked Occasions: Perception, Mediation, and Change in Tender Buttons,” Michael Weinstein,
Harvard University
3. “’A single image is not splendor’: Loving and Naming in Gertrude Stein’s Tender Buttons,” Stephanie
Spong, University of New Mexico
4. “’A funny feeling’: Collective Memory and Intergenerational Trauma in Ida,” Jody Cardinal, SUNY
College at Old Westbury
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: Projector and Screen
Session 14-F Reading Contemporary America
Chair: William Nesbitt, Beacon College
1.
“The mandalic design: Maya Angelou’s I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings.” Krishna Barua, Indian
Institute of Technology Guwahati
2.
“American magic and dread”: The Uncanny in DeLillo’s White Noise,” Laura Barrett, Armstrong
Atlantic State University
3.
“Tom Robbins’s Magical Historical Materialism,” Liam Purdon, Doane College
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector and Screen
Session 14-G Octavia Butler: Challenging Ideology/Reshaping Critical Frameworks

Organized by the Octavia E. Butler Society
Chair: Gregory Hampton, Howard University
1. "In the Name of Change: Prophecy and Redemption in the Fiction of Octavia Butler," Clarence W.
Tweedy, University of Mary Washington
2. "Backward-Looking Futures: Horizons of Change in Octavia Butler’s Parable of the Sower," Matthew
Mullins, Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary
3. "The Gene Trade: Octavia Butler's Xenogenesis series and the New Eugenics," Deanna Gross
Scherger, Saddleback College
4. " Meta-Critical Meditations: Octavia Butler and a Disability Centered Aesthetic," Therí A. Pickens,
Bates College
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 14-H F. Scott Fitzgerald and Literary History
Organized by the F. Scott Fitzgerald Society
Chair: Walter Raubicheck, Pace University
1.
“American Gothic: F. Scott Fitzgerald and the Ghosts of Romanticism,” Derek Lee, The
Pennsylvania State University
2.
“Fitzgerald and the Legacies of Nineteenth-Century Irish American Literature,” Bridie Chapman,
Kean University
3.
“Teaching ‘The Lost Generation’ to a Lost Generation: A Study in Empathy and Awareness,”
Ándrea Laurencell Sheridan, SUNY Orange
4.
“Maintaining a Capacity for Wonder: The Great Gatsby as Post-Postmodern Prototype,” Jennifer
Gutman, Independent Scholar
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 14-I Explorations in the American Short Story
Organized by the Society for the Study of the American Short Story
Chair: Olivia Carr Edenfield, Georgia Southern University
1.
“Edgar Allan Poe’s `The Man of the Crowd’,” Richard Kopley, Pennsylvania State University,
Dubois
2.
“The Importance of New Orleans Local-Color Stories,” James Nagel, University of Georgia
3.
“Music in Ernest Hemingway’s Short Stories,” Nicole J. Camastra, University of Georgia
AV equipment: None
Session 14-J Teaching American Humor: A Roundtable
Organized by the American Humor Studies Association
Moderator: M. Thomas Inge, Randolph-Macon College/Palacky University

1. "Teaching Great American Jokes," Jeffrey Melton, University of Alabama
2. “A Humorous (Dis)Course,” Rebecca Krefting, Skidmore College
3. “What’s funny about African American Literature?” Kimberly Blockett, Penn State University,
Brandywine
4. “Comic failure: Debunking the “Equal Opportunity Offender” as a Criteria of Comic Brilliance,” Lori L.
Brooks, University of Michigan
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 14-K Across the Glasgow Canon
Organized by the Ellen Glasgow Society
Chair: Linda Kornasky, Angelo State University
1. “Women of To-Morrow: The Socio-Political Activism of Ellen Glasgow and Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings,” Ashley Andrews Lear, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
2. “The Gift of ‘Dare’s Gift’: Teaching Glasgow to Early Undergraduates," Laura Sloan Patterson, Seton
Hill
3. “Glasgow at the Polls: Her Political Figures and Their Times,” Mark A. Graves, Morehead State
University
Audio/Visual Request: NONE
Session 14-L Centuries in Common: Traversing 1900
Organized by: Melanie Dawson, College of William and Mary
Chair: Susan Tomlinson, University of Massachusetts, Boston
1.
"Bohemian Time: Mary Austin, Willa Cather, and the Contradictions of Temporal Modernity,” Donna
Campbell, Washington State University
2.
“Companionate Marriage Across The Century’s Turn,” Melanie Dawson, College of William and
Mary
3.
“Jessie Fauset’s Not-So-New Negro Women: The Harlem Renaissance and the Long Nineteenth
Century,” Meredith Goldsmith, Ursinus College
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 14-M Business Meeting: the Circle for Asian American Literary Studies
Session 14-N

Business Meeting: E. E. Cummings Society

(Bendixen -- meeting Reserved until end of day)

Friday, May 23, 2014
6:30 – 8:00 pm

Reading and Book Signing:

Poetry Reading by Marita Golden, who will also be receiving the 2014 Stephen Henderson Award from the
African American Literature and Culture Society. A reception hosted by the African American Literature and
Culture Society, the Charles Chesnutt Association, the Paul Laurence Dunbar Society, the Pauline Hopkins
Society, the Toni Morrison Society, the Ralph Ellison Society, the John Edgar Wideman Society, and
Pennsylvania State University will follow the presentation.
Marita Golden has held appointments at numerous colleges and university, including George Mason
University, The University of Lagos (Nigeria), Roxbury Community College, American University, University
of the District of Columbia, and she currently teaches in the Fairfield University MFA program. She is the
author of 14 books, including Migrations of the Heart, After, Saving Our Sons: Raising Black Children in a
Turbulent World and Don't Play in the Sun One Woman's Journey Through the Color Complex. She is the
founder of the Zora Neale Hurston/Richard Wright Foundation and the Washington, DC-based African
American Writers Guild. She is the recipient of numerous awards, including,
the 2002 Distinguished Service Award from the Authors Guild, the 2007 Fiction Award from the Black
Caucus of the American Library Association for her novel After.

Saturday, May 24, 2014

Registration : open 7:30 am - 3:00 pm
Book Exhibits (Staffordshire Room): open 9 am – 1:00 pm
*****Special Off-Site Event
African American Literature and Culture Society
American Literature Association
Celebrating 225 Years
Olaudah Equiano’s The Interesting Narrative of the
Life of Olaudah Equiano, Or Gustavus Vassa, The African, Written by
Himself (1789) and the 21st Century
Roundtable Panel and Exhibit
Featuring
Chair Wilfred D. Samuels, University of Utah
Howard Dodson, Director Moorland-Spingarn Research Center, Howard University
Arthur Torrington, President, The Equiano Society, London, England
Kari Winter, SUNY Buffalo
Eric D. Lamore, University of Puerto Rico at Mayagüez

Edward Leon Robinson, California State University, Dominguez Hills
Saturday, May 24, 2014
3:00-4:30 - Panel discussion
4:30-5:00 - Presentation of Darwin T. Turner Award and Reception
at
Moorland-Spingarn Research Center
Howard University Founders Library
500 Howard Place, NW
Washington, D.C. 20059
Free and Open to the Public
*for more information contact Dr. Wilfred Samuels (wilfred.samuels@utah.edu>)

Saturday, May 23, 2014
8:10 – 9:20 am
Session 15-A Evaluating Harriet E. Wilson's Our Nig in the 21st Century: A Roundtable Discussion
Organized by: Miranda A. Green-Barteet, University of Western Ontario
Chair: Les Harrison, Virginia Commonwealth University
1.
2.
3.

"Harriet E. Wilson in Dance, Poetry, and Music," Lynnette Young Overby, University of Delaware
"A Comparative Pedagogical Approach to Harriet E. Wilson's Our Nig," Ada McKenzie, Bloomfield College
"'No one cares for me, only to get my work': Childhood and Work in Harriet E. Wilson's Our Nig," Miranda A.

4.
5.

"Rediscovering Our Nig's Popular Reception," Sam Sommers, University of California at Los Angeles
"'Mongrels' and the Management of 'Feeble Lives' in Harriet E. Wilson's Our Nig," Merit Anglin, College of

Green-Barteet, University of Western Ontario
William and Mary

Audio-Visual Equipment Required: Projector and Lap-top Connection
Session 15-B Mapping and Translating Kate Chopin's Fiction in New Contexts
Organized by the Kate Chopin International Society
Chair: Kelli Purcell O'Brien, University of Memphis
1. "Mapping Memory Boundaries at the Site of the Plantation Home in Kate Chopin's Bayou Folk
Stories," Heather Fox, University of South Florida
2. "The Art of Contingency in Kate Chopin's Fiction: a Bioregional Approach to American Regionalism,"
Jessica Bridget George, Indiana University
3. "Translating Gender in Kate Chopin's The Awakening: A Transformance Approach," Eulalia Piñero Gil,
Universidad Autónoma of Madrid
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: PowerPoint Projector

Session 15-C Katherine Anne Porter
Organized by the Katherine Anne Porter Society
Chair: Beth Alvarez, University of Maryland
1. "The Speculative World of Mrs. Whipple: A Re-reading of 'He' in the Light of Conceptual Metaphor
Theory," Karuna Bandi, Acharya Nagarjuna University, Guntur, India
2. "'She did not know what it was': Katherine Anne Porter, Mexico, and Century Magazine," Kerry HaslerBrooks, University of Delaware
3. "'Inherited Images': Decolonizing a Transcultural Aesthetic in Katherine Anne Porter's Outline of
Mexican Popular Arts and Crafts and Anita Brenner's Idols Behind Altars," Tabitha A. Morgan, Community
College of Philadelphia
Audio-Visual Equipment required: PowerPoint projector and screen
Session 15-D Owned Environments: Ecocriticism and American Real Estate
Organized by: Michelle Chihara, Whittier College, and Leila Mansouri, University of California, Berkeley
Chair: Eric Anderson, George Mason University
1. “Owning Eden: Political Representation and the Problem of Property,” Leila Mansouri, University of
California, Berkeley
2. “The Promise of One Such House: Ramona, Real Estate and Native Décor,” Michelle Chihara,
Whittier College
3. “The End of Private Property? Fallen Land and the Perils of Home Ownership,” Keith Wilhite, Siena
College
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: Power Point projector
Session 15-E Aesthetic Experiment and Black Feminist Experience: Carlene Hatcher Polite
Organized by: Ali Chetwynd, University of Michigan Ann Arbor
Chair: Sonia Johnson, University of Iowa
1.
“Facing the World of The Flagellants, Nearly 50 Years On,” Laurie Rodrigues, Tennessee
Technological University
2.
“Reason Against Rationalisation: The Flagellants’ Anti-Mimetic Argument,” Ali Chetwynd, University
of Michigan
3.
“Consuming Culture: Society and Spectacle in Carlene Hatcher Polite’s Sister X and the Victims of
Foul Play,” Shelly Eversley, Baruch College CUNY
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Digital Projector
Session 15-F Reserved session with a/v
Session 15-G Arthur Miller and Literary Influences

Organized by the Arthur Miller Society
Chair: Stephen Marino, St. Francis College
1.
“Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman: The Trojan Horse of Mid-20th Century Spanish Theatre,”
Ramón Espejo, University of Seville
2.
“Miller’s Morality and O’Neill’s Despair,” David Palmer, Massachusetts Maritime Academy
3.
“Arthur Miller’s Self-Other Conflict and the Influence of Ibsenesque Temporality in The Ride Down
Mt. Morgan,” Lew Livesay, Saint Peter’s University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None Requested
Session 15-H Teaching American War Literature in a Time of Terror
Organizer: Ashley Kunsa, Duquesne University
Chair: Dustin Anderson, Georgia Southern University
1. “Cormac McCarthy and Kurt Vonnegut: Historicizing, Active Learning, and Student Ownership,” Ty
Hawkins, Walsh University
2. “Breaking down Students’ Defenses: Billy Lynn’s Long Halftime Walk in the Undergraduate Literature
Survey,” Ashley Kunsa, Duquesne University
3. “The Wars Made Real, but What Is Real? Teaching Contemporary War Literature and Art to Future
Army Officers at West Point,” Peter Molin, United States Military Academy
4. “Fragmented Narration and the Trauma of Combat History: Teaching William Manchester’s Goodbye,
Darkness,” Vincent Casaregola, Saint Louis University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 15-I Awareness, Theology, and Identity in the Works of Kurt Vonnegut
Organized by the Kurt Vonnegut Society
Chair: Marc Leeds, Independent Scholar
1.
“Our awareness is all that is alive in any of us: The Cognitive Poetics of Attention
in Vonnegut’s Bluebeard,” Francis Altomare, Florida Atlantic University
2.
“The Gospel From Outer Space: The Messianic Political Theology of Kurt
Vonnegut,” Matthew Gannon and Wilson Taylor, The Vonnegut Review
3.
“Now it can be told: Vonnegut’s Breakfast of Champions and Adolescent Readers,” Nicole
Lowman, Southern Connecticut State University
Audio-visual equipment needed: none.
Session 15-J Scholarly Editing and the Realist/Naturalist Canon
Organized by the International Theodore Dreiser Society
Chair: Jude Davies, University of Winchester

1. “Editing Dawn for the Dreiser Edition,” Stephen Brennan, Louisiana State University, Shreveport
2. “Theodore Dreiser as Literary Critic: Contesting the ‘audacious and insistent authoritarian world of
convention,’ and the paradigm of 'Mark the Double Twain,’” Carol Smith, University of Winchester
3. “Random Thoughts on the State of the Profession,” Gary Scharnhorst, University of New Mexico
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 15-K

Early American Aesthetics in Institutional Contexts

Organizer: Edward Larkin, University of Delaware
Chair: Ashley Cohen, University of Pennsylvania
1.
“‘Aesthetics’ in Early American Studies: A Genera of Good Feelings,” Edward Cahill, Fordham
University
2.
“Early American Data Aesthetics,” Lauren Klein, Georgia Tech
3.
“The Material Conditions of Early American Studies,” Edward Larkin, University of Delaware
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 15-L: Multicultural readings
Chair: Nicole J. Camastra, University of Georgia
1.
“Reading Cristina García’s The Agüero Sisters as Latina Feminist Philosophy,” Susan C. Méndez,
University of Scranton,
2.
“Smuggling Words: Forms of and Impediments to Communication in Edwidge Danticat’s Brother
I’m Dying,” Maria Rice Bellamy, College of Staten Island (CUNY)
3.
“Negotiating Identity: Narratives of Memory and Performance in Louise Erdrich's The Last Report
on the Miracles at Little No Horse ,” Shari Evans, University of Massachusetts Dartmouth
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 15-M

Business Meeting: African American Literature and Culture Society

Session 15-N Business Meeting: American Humor Studies Association

Saturday, May 24, 2014
9:30 – 10:50 am
Session 16-A Political Humor from Nasby to Colbert
Organized by the American Humor Studies Association
Chair: Jan McIntire-Strasburg, St. Louis University

1. “Petroleum Nasby, the Stephen Colbert of the Civil War and Reconstruction,” Jon Miller, The
University of Akron
2. "Humor as a Form of Resistance: Analysis of Humor from Slavery to Scholarship," Sheila BustillosReynolds, Texas Woman's University
3. “Failing to Organize: Phyllis Diller and the Feminism of Domestic Failure,” Kathryn Kein, George
Washington University
4. “Parody, Hoax, Attack, and Impetus: Contextualizing Contemporary News Satire,” Karleanne
Matthews, University of Rochester
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector
Session 16-B Edith Wharton and the Natural World
Organized by the Edith Wharton Society
Chair: Emily Orlando, Fairfield University
1.
“The Natural World and the Built Environment in Wharton's Travel Writing,” Gary Totten, North
Dakota State University
2.
“Edith Wharton in the Wild,” Julie Olin-Ammentorp, Le Moyne College
3.
“‘A heartbeat at my feet’: Edith Wharton, Howard Sturgis, and Canine Comradeship,” Sharon Kehl
Califano, Mount Washington College
Audio-Visual Equipment required: projector with a UB/AV port
Session 16-C “I Want Something To Do”: Alcott, Whitman, and Nursing in the Nation’s Capital
Organized by the Louisa May Alcott Society and the Whitman Studies Association
Chairs: Ed Folsom, University of Iowa, and Sandra Harbert Petrulionis, Penn State Altoona
1.
“Nursing’s Domestic Grotesque: Alcott, Whitman, and the Civil War Wounded,” Emily Waples,
University of Michigan
2.
“The Pail Tells the Tale: Blood, Nursing, and the Remade Nation,” Sören Fröhlich, University of
California San Diego
3.
“‘This Heart’s Geography’s Map’: Alcott and Whitman Sketching an Affective Landscape,” J.D.
Isip, Texas A & M University-Commerce
Audiovisual Equipment Required: digital projector and screen
Session 16-D Locating Blackness, Constructing Race, and Seeking Justice in African American
Literature Organized by the African American Literature and Culture Society
Chair: James Peterson, Leigh University
1.
“African American Cultural Identity and the U.S. Census: The Case of Jean Toomer and W.E.B. Du
Bois,” Michael Soto, Trinity University
2.
“Homes and the Fostering of Dreams in Hansberry’s A Raisin in the Sun,” Shannon Curley, High
Point University

3.
“African American Literature and Anti-Lynching Legislation: Sutton Griggs’ Telephone Call “’Round
the World,” John C. Barton, University of Missouri
4.
“’A Matter of Interest’: Education, Performance, and the Politics of New Negro Racial
Representation,” Shirley Moody-Turner, Penn State University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector
Session 16-E Poetry and Popular Science
Organized by the Robert Frost Society
Chair: Donald Sheehy, Edinboro University
1.
"The Botanical Mystery of Frost's Purple-Fringed," Robert B. Hass, Edinboro University
2.
"Acquainted with the Night: Backyard Astronomy in the Poetry of Robert Frost," Virginia Smith,
United States Naval Academy
3.
"Staying Alive: the Actuarial Robert Frost," Mark Richardson, Doshisha University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector and VGA adapters for Mac and PC
Session 16-F Space and Place in American Multiethnic Imiginary
Organized by MELUS (Society for the Study of the Multi-Ethnic Literature of the U.S.)
Chair: Lingyan Yang, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
1.
“Space as Place: The Ethnic Setting as a Site for Postmodern Uncertainty,” Josephine Gattuso
Hendin, New York University
2.
“Exiles Without Ever Having Left: Managing the Difficult Past in Contemporary Jewish and Cuban
American Fiction,” Izabela Zieba, University of Miami
3.
“Spaces of Disaster: Homelessness and Citizenship in Karen Tei Yamashita’s Tropic of Orange,”
Ashley Theissen, Indiana University
4.
The Territorialization of Civility, the Spatialization of Revenge,” Lynn Mie Itagaki, The Ohio State
University
Audio-visual equipment request: None.
Session 16-G Re-reading Slaughterhouse-5
Organized by the Kurt Vonnegut Society
Chair: Gregory Sumner, University of Detroit Mercy
1.
“Trauma and tale-telling: Slaughterhouse-5 and The Rime of the Ancient Mariner,” Nancy Romig,
Howard Payne University
2.
“Sight (Un)seen: Kurt Vonnegut’s Literary Optometry,” Joshua Privett, Bob Jones University
3.
“Vonnegut’s Doodles: Text and Context,” Abhijeet Paul, University of California, Berkeley
Audio-visual equipment needed: none.

Session 16-H Hart Crane Roundtable: Critical and Editorial Perspectives
Organized by the Hart Crane Society
Moderator: Langdon Hammer, Yale University
1. “A Widening Wake’: James K. Baxter, Hart Crane, and Global Modernism," Brian Reed, University of
Washington
2. “Crane, Novo, Maples Arce, and the Seaways of Hemispheric Modernism," Harris Feinsod,
Northwestern University
3. “Janus-Faced Virtuosity: Frank O’Hara and Hart Crane," Anne Lovering Rounds, Hostos Community
College, City University of New York
4. “Naming the Continent," Lawrence Kramer, Fordham University
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 16-I Haiku by American Writers
Organizer and Chair: Toru Kiuchi, Nihon University, Japan
1.
“Richard Wright’s Haiku and Classical Chinese Poetry,” Jianqing Zheng, Mississippi Valley State
University
2.
“Jack Kerouac’s Haiku and Beat Poetics,” Yoshinobu Hakutani, Kent State University
3.
“Sonia Sanchez’s Morning Haiku and the Blues,” Heejung Kim, Kent State University
4.
“Afro-Asian Syncretisms in James Emanuel’s Post-Modernist Jazz Haiku,” Virginia Whatley Smith,
University of Alabama, Birmingham
Audio-visual Equipment required: None
Session 16-J At the Edge of the Postmodern? American Poetry in the 1950s, II
Organized by the Charles Olson Society
Chair: Joshua Hoeynck, Case Western Reserve University
1. “Frank O’Hara Drives Charles Olson’s Car,” Joel Duncan, University of Notre Dame
2. “Swinging with Diane di Prima,” Becca Klaver, Rutgers University
3. “Revising Confession: Lowell, Sexton, and Berryman,” Colin Clarke, SUNY-Suffolk County Community
College
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 16-K Emerson’s Later Career
Organized by the Ralph Waldo Emerson Society
Chair: David Dowling, University of Iowa

1.
“Feudalism, Individualism, and Authority in Later Emerson,” Robert Yusef Rabiee, University of
Southern California; Graduate Student Travel Award Winner
2,
“’Character’ and the Example of Mary Moody Emerson,” Phyllis Cole, Penn State Brandywine
3.
“Emerson’s Memory and the Use of Metonymy,” Sean Ross Mehan, Washington College
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 16-L Katherine Anne Porter
Organized by the Katherine Anne Porter Society
Chair: Beth Alvarez, University of Maryland
1. "Maternal and Creative Anxieties in Katherine Anne Porter's 'Rope,'" Elizabeth DePriest, University of
Maryland
2. "'Noon Wine' and American Literary Naturalism by Women Writers," Linda Kornasky, Angelo State
University
3. "Competitive Mythmaking: Katherine Anne Porter and Ernest Hemingway in a Paris Bookshop,"
Christine Hait, Columbia College, SC
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 16-M Theodore Dreiser’s The Financier: New Views and Contexts
Organized by the International Theodore Dreiser Society
Chair and Respondent: Roark Mulligan, Christopher Newport University
1. “‘To Look At a Certain Tank’: Organisms, Umwelts, and False Determinism in The Financier,” Adam H.
Wood, Salisbury University
2. “Dreiser versus neoliberalism,” Jude Davies, University of Winchester
3. “‘Being introduced into new realms’ in Finance and Literature: The Naturalism of Cowperwood’s
Business in The Financier, Erhan Simsek, University of Heidelberg
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 16-N The Owl and the Pussycat: The Influence of Marilyn Monroe on Arthur Miller
Organized by the Arthur Miller Society
Video followed by respondents and a moderated discussion
Moderator: George Castellitto, Felician College
Respondents: Stephen Marino, St. Francis College
David Palmer, Massachusetts Maritime Academy
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Will bring own laptop, but need projector and screen to show a short
video

Saturday, May 24, 2014
11:00 am – 12:20 pm
Session 17-A Graphic Humor in the Nineteenth-Century Periodical
Organized by the American Humor Studies Association and Research Society for American Periodicals
Chair: Judith Yaross Lee, Ohio University
1. “Approaching the Study of Graphic Art in 19th Century Periodicals: Gauging Questions of Authorship,
Intent, and Reception,” Bonnie M. Miller, UMass Boston
2. “Racism, Bohemianism, and the Dark Face of American Political Humor: The Case of New York's
Vanity Fair, 1859-1863," Robert J. Scholnick, Coll. of William and Mary
3. “A Different Type of Humor: Francis Hopkinson & Typographical Play in Early American Periodicals,"
Kevin A. Wisniewski, University of Maryland Baltimore County
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector
Session 17-B Oxford Bibliographies in American Literature: A Roundtable on Research and
Teaching with Digital Tools
Moderator: Jackson R. Bryer, University of Maryland
Participants:
Paul Lauter, Trinity College
Richard Kopley, Pennsylvania State University
Julia Kostova, Oxford University Press
Panel Description:
The panel will discuss the changing landscape of research, teaching and publishing, and the challenges
these shifts pose. The panel participants will then focus on the role of new resources in the digital
environment, spotlighting the Oxford Bibliographies Online as a new research and instructional tool in
the study of American Literature. We will discuss and demonstrate ways of incorporating it into course
syllabi and research projects.
Please have a look at the site in advance: http://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/ (username gratisuser304
and password onlineaccess304).
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector
Session 17-C Wallace Stevens and Cognition
Organized by the Wallace Stevens Society
Chair: Michael Manson, American University
1. “‘On the edge of space’: The Mental Imaging of Unimaginable Spaces in Late Stevens,” Claes
Lindskog, Lund University

2. “‘The Eye’s Plain Version’: Wallace Stevens and the Anatomical Prejudices of Perception,” Deric
Corlew, Independent Researcher
3. “Priming the Metrical Mind—A Cognitive Approach to the Prosody of Wallace Stevens,” Nicholas
Myklebust, University of Texas, Austin; Natalie Gerber, State University of New York, Fredonia
Audio-Visual Equipment required: projector and screen
Session 17-D Indigenous Literatures, Critical Histories
Organized by: Association for the Study of American Indian Literatures (ASAIL)
Chair: Margaret Noodin, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
1. “A Pedagogy of Sovereignty,” Cari Carpenter, West Virginia University
2. “William Apess, Kinship, and the Transnational History of Native New England,” Daniel Radus, Cornell
University
3. “Narrating the ‘Death House’: Estelle Armstrong’s Stories and the Fort Hall Indian Boarding School,”
Amanda Zink and Angela Eldredge, Idaho State University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 17-E Print Culture in the American Renaissance.
Chair: Alfred Bendixen, Texas A&M University
1.
“Conversation and Editorial Authority in Transcendentalist Periodicals,” Todd H. Richardson
University of Texas of the Permian Basin
2.
“Emerson, Greeley, and the Digital Archive,” Lloyd Willis, Lander University
3.
“‘A paint mixed by another person’: Hawthorne, Poe, Dickinson, Spofford, and the Plagiarism
Issue in Nineteenth-Century American Literature,” David Cody, Hartwick College
4.
“Antebellum School Readers, Slavery, and Market Censorship,” Joe Lockard, Arizona State
University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector
Session 17-F American Haiku: The First 100 Years
Organized by the Haiku Society of America
Chair: Robert Ertman, Attorney and Poet
1.
2.
3.

"The First Century of English-Language Haiku," Jim Kacian, The Haiku Foundation.
"American Haiku: A Tradition of Experimentation," Randy Brooks, Millikin University.
"Haiku as an Absolute Metaphor," Bruce Ross, Independent Scholar.

Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector and screen
17 –G Faces and Facets of Charles W. Chesnutt’s Fiction
Organized by the Charles W. Chesnutt Association

Chair: Susan Prothro Wright, Clark Atlanta University
1. “Chesnutt’s Unmagical Magic: Allegory vs. Cryptonomy,” Tim Armstrong, Royal Holloway, University
of London
2. “The Expansive Modernism of Charles W. Chesnutt’s The Marrow of Tradition,” Chad Jewett,
University of Connecticut
3. “Female Characters in the Julius Stories,” Keith Byerman, Indiana State University
Audio Visual Equipment Required: NONE
Session 17-H Louisa May Alcott’s Woman in the Nineteenth Century: Moods at 150
Organized by the Louisa May Alcott Society
Chair: Anne Phillips, Kansas State University
1.
“’Playing with edge tools’: Teaching Louisa May Alcott’s Moods,” Daniel Shealy, University of North
Carolina-Charlotte
2.
“Moods: ‘The Oversoul’ and Oysters,” Christine Doyle, Central Connecticut State University
3.
“’Shakespeare’s Tragedies Became Her Study’: Women’s Genius and the Marriage Question,”
Mary Lamb Shelden, Virginia Commonwealth University
Audiovisual Equipment Required: None
Session 17-I Influences on Eugene O’Neill and his Influence on Future Dramatists
Organized by the Eugene O’Neill Society
Chair: Beth Wynstra, Babson College
1. "Before O’Neill: Sowerby’s Before Breakfast," Vivian Casper, Texas Woman’s University
2. "Sidney Howard and O’Neill: The Charge of Plagiarism," Yvonne Shafer, St. John’s University
3. "The Lady of the Drowned: Nelson Rodrigues’s Appropriation of Mourning Becomes Electra," Brenda
Murphy, University of Connecticut
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 17-J Teaching Faulkner: A Roundtable
Organized by The William Faulkner Society
Chair: Deborah Clarke, Arizona State University
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Jo Davis-McElligatt, University of Louisiana at Lafayette.
Peter Lurie, University of Richmond
Sarah Robertson, University of the West of England
Evelyn Jaffe Schreiber, George Washington University
Bart Welling, University of North Florida

Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 17-K Organizing Business Meeting: Hart Crane Society
Session 17-L Business Meeting: Vonnegut Society
Session 17-M

Business Meeting: Porter Society

Session 17-N Business Meeting: Wharton Society
Session 17-0 Business Meeting: MELUS

Saturday, May 24, 2014
12:30 – 1:50 pm
Session 18-A Teaching the New York School
Organized by the New York School Society
Chair: Ellen Levy, Pratt Institute
1. "The Ashbery Problem and Second-generation Feminism: Meditations on Teaching the New York
School," Ben Lee, University of Tennessee,
2. "John Ashbery's 'Early Lessons': Editing a Digital Edition of Some Trees," Karin Roffman, West Point
3. "The "Do It Yourself' Avant Garde: Teaching Women and the New York School," Susan Rosenbaum,
University of Georgia
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector and screen for powerpoint presentation
Session 18-B Melville and the Politics of Print
Organized by the Melville Society
Chair: Anne Baker, North Carolina State University
1.
“Teasing the Whale: ‘The Town Ho’s Story’ as Told in Harper’s,” Jarad Krywicki, University of
Colorado
2.
“‘Quite an Original’: The Reproducibility of Print and the Aesthetics of The Confidence Man,” Katie
McGettigan, University of Keele
3.
“Whale 2.0: Situating Melville in the Online Reading Renaissance,” David O. Dowling, University of
Iowa
Audio-Visual Equipment required: projector
Session 18-C Mark Twain: Mixing and Metaphors
Organized by the Mark Twain Circle of America

Chair, Ann Ryan, Le Moyne College
1. "Mark Twain's Autobiography: The Metaphor of Invention, Encomium, and Invective," John Bird,
Winthrop University
2.
"'The hated blood was in his veins:' Miscegenation and Rage in Twain's Which Was It?" Gretchen
Martin, The University of Virginia's College at Wise
3. "I will sell you down the river:" The River as the Site of (Im)mobility in Pudd'nhead Wilson," Sodam Choi,
University of Buffalo
Audio-Visual Equipment: Power Point Projector, Slot: Friday or Saturday
Session 18-D Form and Place in African American Literature
Organized by the African American Literature and Culture Society
Chair: Grégory Pierrot, University of Connecticut-Stamford
1.
“Departures and Returns: Claude McKay’s American Sonnet,” Corbett Upton, University of Oregon
2.
“To Write Like a Modernist: Richard Wright’s Parisian Gambit,” Michael Nowlin, University of
Victoria
3.
“Mourning Attica: Prison Elegies and Political Protest,” Katherine Stanutz, University of Maryland
4.
“The Archive in Crisis: Samuel Delany’s Stars in My Pocket Like Grains of Sand,” Susan Weeber,
The Pennsylvania State University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector
Session 18-E Theatre Workshop: How Might We Stage Stein’s First Landscape Play, Lend A Hand
Or Four Religions? Organized by The Gertrude Stein Society
Chair: Linda Voris, American University
Participants: Students from the performing arts programs of American University, and audience members.
The Gertrude Stein Society offers a workshop session in which audience members will actively participate
in devising strategies for staging Stein’s never-before produced play, Lend A Hand Or Four Religions
(1922). After a brief critical introduction, the workshop will focus on how to evoke the spatial dimension of
this landscape play. Copies of the play will be provided and the audience will collaborate with student
actors. Professor Linda Voris, a Stein scholar, teaches literature at American University in Washington
D.C.
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: Projector and Screen
If possible, two free-standing spotlights that can be moved around
Session 18-F Henry James and Politics
Organized by the Henry James Society

Chair: Hazel Hutchison, University of Aberdeen, UK
1.
“Beasts in the Jungle: Henry James, Politics, and the Animal Turn,” Daniel Hannah, Lakehead
University
2.
“James, Politics and Roosevelt,” Philip Horne, University College London
3.
“James and Liberalism,” Greg Zacharias, Creighton University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Powerpoint
Session 18-G Modern Poets
Chair: Nicole J. Camastra, University of Georgia
1.
“Emotional Comedies: Lorine Niedecker’s “For Paul”,” Marta Figlerowicz, Harvard University
2.
“Not Merely Object and Image: The Surreal and Pre-Raphaelite Influences in Lorine Niedecker’s
Poetry,” April D. Fallon, Kentucky State University
3.
’We Can Go On to Be Whole’: Gender and Politics in Rukeyser’s 1930’s Poems and Novel,” Trudi
Witonsky, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 18-H The 1960s and James Purdy
Organized by the James Purdy Society
Chair: John Uecker, Estate of James Purdy
1. “The Black Humor Movement and James Purdy,” Daniel Green, Editor of The Reading Experience
2. “James Purdy’s Notions of Childhood: a Historical and Contextual Consideration,” Richard Canning,
University of Northampton, England
3. “James Purdy and John Cowper Powys: from The Nephew to Jeremy's Version,” Charles Lock,
University of Copenhagen
Respondent: Michael Snyder, Oklahoma City Community College
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 18-I The Cultural Politics of Latinidad
Organized by the Latina/o Literature and Culture Society
Chair: Eliza Rodriguez y Gibson, Loyola Marymount University
1. “Becoming Betita,” Annemarie Perez, Loyola Marymount University
2. “Starvation and Power in Geographies of Home by Loida Maritza Pérez,” Karen Cruz Stapleton,
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
3. “ ‘My destiny was to come to this island’: Maternal Rejection and Colonization in Esmeralda
Santiago’s Conquistadora,” Cristina Herrera, California State University, Fresno

4. “Millennial Indigeneity in Natalie Diaz’s When My Brother was an Aztec,” Lourdes Alberto, University
of Utah
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 18-J Approaching Margaret Fuller I: Revisiting Critical Traditions/ Envisioning New
Directions Organized by the Margaret Fuller Society
Chair: Charlene Avallone, Kailua, Hawai'i
1. "Fuller Objectification: From Phenomenally Homely to 'Sexy Muse'," Emily E. VanDette, SUNY
Fredonia
2. "Earthly Mind: Margaret Fuller's Corporeal Thinking," Vesna Kuiken, Columbia University
3. "Fuller Futures: Transatlantic, Urban, and Political Perspectives," Brigitte Bailey, University of New
Hampshire
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: NONE
Session 18-K Business Meeting: Carson McCullers Society
Session 18-L Business Meeting: Charles W. Chesnutt Association
Session 18-M Business Meeting: Alcott Society
Session 18-N Business Meeting: William Faulkner Society
Session 18-0 Business Meeting: Kate Chopin International Society
Session 18-P Business Meeting: Toni Morrison Society
The Toni Morrison Society is planning to hold an organizational workshop from 2-5 following the
Business Meeting. The room and details will be announced at the Business Meeting.
Session 18-Q Business Meeting: Theodore Dreiser Society

Saturday, May 24, 2014
2:00 – 3:20 pm
Session 19-A Roundtable: Teaching Kate Chopin in Different Contexts
Organized by the Kate Chopin International Society
Moderator: Heather Ostman, SUNY Westchester Community College
1. "The I Hate Edna Club," Emily Toth, Louisiana State University
2. "Mrs. Mallard Doesn't Know Jack About Prison! Teaching 'The Story of an Hour' in a Prison-Themed
Seminar," Marlowe Daly-Galeano, Lewis-Clark State College

3. "A Truly American Experience? German Views on Kate Chopin's 'The Story of an Hour' and 'A Pair of
Silk Stockings'," Heidi Podlasli-Labrenz, University of Bremen, Germany
4. “Acadians and Canadians: Teaching Chopin and Atwood in the Lit Survey Classroom,” J. Christopher
O’Brien, University of Memphis
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: PowerPoint projector
Session 19-B Native Literatures and Visual Culture
Organized by: Association for the Study of American Indian Literatures (ASAIL)
Chair: Cari Carpenter, West Virginia University
1. “A Professional Image: Gertrude Bonnin Before the Camera Lens, 1898-1930," Julianne Newmark,
New Mexico Tech
2. “Charles Eastman at Pine Ridge Agency, 1891,” Kathleen Washburn, University of New Mexico
3. “A History of Engaged Resistance: Photographs from Wounded Knee,” Brian Twenter, University of
South Dakota
Audio-Visual Equipment required: digital projector and screen for Powerpoint
Session 19-C Reconsidering Sigourney
Organized by the Lydia Sigourney Society
Chair: Elizabeth Petrino, Fairfield University
1. “Remodeling The Kitchen in Parnassus: Inspiration, Originality, and Sigourney’s Early Poetics,”
Jennifer Putzi, College of William and Mary.
2. “Intimate Sigourney: Tracing the 19th-century Reception of Sigourney,” Erika L. Jenns, University of
Indiana.
3. “Case in Point: Lydia Sigourney and the “New” Canon of American Literature,” Mary Louise Kete,
University of Vermont.
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: projection of images.
Session 19-D International Blackness
Organized by the African American Literature and Culture Society
Chair: Aldon Nielsen, Penn State University
1.
“Una Marson’s Migratory Kinships Across the Global South,” Sarah Harrell, University of Georgia
2.
“Black Atlantic Sites of Memory in Paule Marshall’s The Chosen Place, The Timeless People,”
Shirley Toland-Dix, UNCF/Mellon Programs
3.
“Transnational Departures: Relocating Rail in the Autobiographical Work of James Alan
McPherson,” Shaundra Myers, Rutgers University
4.
“Locating Race: An American-African Reflection on African-American Racial Identity,” Cameron
Leader-Picone, Kansas State University

Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector
Session 19-E Perspectives on Saul Bellow’s Work
Organized by the Saul Bellow Society
Chair: Gloria Cronin, Brigham Young University
1.
“Story into Play: Him with His Foot in His Mouth on Stage,” Judie Newman, University of
Nottingham
2.
“William James and The Dean's December," Peter Quinones, Independent Scholar
3.
“Family Psychopathology in The Adventures of Augie March,” Allan Chavkin & Nancy Feyl
Chavkin, Texas State University
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 19-F “Influence on/of Contemporary American Playwrights”
Organized by American Theatre and Drama Society (ATDS)
Chair: Lincoln Konkle, The College of New Jersey
1. "The Influences On and Of Qui Nguyen, 21st Century Playwright," Kenneth Robbins, Louisiana Tech
University
2. "Bridging the Black Arts: Provocation and Spectatorship in the Theater of Amiri Baraka and Thomas
Bradshaw," Kee-Yoon Nahm, Yale School of Drama
3. “Sometimes I Sing: Finding Minnie Wright's Voice in Susan Glaspell's Trifles,” Milbre Burch, University
of Missouri
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector and Screen
Session 19-G Late Whitman: A Round Table Discussion
Organized by the Walt Whitman Studies Association
Chair: Ed Folsom, University of Iowa
1. "'Something to Remember Me By’: The Politics of Immortality in Whitman’s Two Rivulets," Adam
Bradford, Florida Atlantic University
2. "'Cold and tart-sweet': The Body in Late Whitman," Betsy Erkkila, Northwestern Univeristy
3. "Found Poetry and Whitman's Late Writing," Matt Miller, Yeshiva University
4. "Mourning and Grief in Whitman’s Later Poetry,” Maire Mullins, Pepperdine University
5. "Edward Dowden and the Invention of Whitman’s Late Style,” Anton Vander Zee, College of
Charleston
6. “Rewriting Cosmological Geography: Whitman, Alexander von Humboldt, and 'Passage to India,’"
Rebecca Walsh, North Carolina State University
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None

Session 19-H Ethics and Aesthetics in the Fiction of Percival Everett
Organized by the Percival Everett Society
Chair: Grégory Pierrot, University of Connecticut at Stamford
1. “ ‘Àppropos de bottes’: The (R)evolution of an erasure Intratext,” Joe Weixlmann, Saint Louis
University
2. “Suicide and the Absurd: Percival Everett’s Critique of Camusian Philosophy in American Desert,”
Keith Mitchell, University of Massachusetts Lowell
3. “How Percival Everett Manipulates the Grotesque in The Water Cure and Assumption,” Anthony
Stewart, Bucknell University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 19-I The Art of the Discard in Flannery O'Connor
Organized by the Flannery O’Connor Society
Chair: Avis Hewett, Grand Valley State University
1. "Throwing Out the Baby with the Bath Water: O'Connor's Discarded Children," Bridget Tomich,
Independent Scholar and O'Connor Society Webmaster
2. "O'Connor's Missing Mop: Lost Passages from Her Lectures," Robert Donahoo, Sam Houston State
University
3.
"Azaleas, Asylums, and Failing to Achieve Collection: O'Connor's Recycling of 'The Partridge
Festival,'" Roger Stanley, Union University
4. “`Something Haphazard and Botched’: The Daunted Discard of Sarah Ruth and O. E. Parker,”
Jacqueline Zubeck, College of Mount St. Vincent
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 19-J African American Short Fiction in the 1890s
Organized by the Paul Laurence Dunbar Society
Chair: Bill Hardwig, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
1. “Charles Chesnutt and the Place of Race in the Regionalist Atlantic Story,” Jill Spivey Caddell, Cornell
University
2. “Charles Chesnutt’s Animal Metaphors,” Thomas Morgan, University of Dayton
3. “Paul Laurence Dunbar’s Communities of Debt,” Christine A. Wooley, St. Mary’s College of Maryland
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 19-K Roundtable: Elizabeth Bishop: Students and Protégés
Organized by the Elizabeth Bishop Society
Moderator: Lloyd Schwartz, University of Massachusetts, Boston

Participants:
Jane Shore, George Washington University
Julie Agoos, Brooklyn College, CUNY
Megan Marshall, Emerson College
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 19-L The Life and Work of Carson McCullers
Organized by the Carson McCullers Society
Chair: Courtney George, Columbus State University
1. “Clock Without Hands as a Historical Novel,” Sam McGuire Worley, Arkansas Tech University
2. “The ‘Unjoined’ Subject of Life Writing: An Ecstatic Reading of Carson McCullers’ ‘Unfinished’
Autobiography, Illumination and Night Glare,” Melanie Masterton Sherazi, University of California, Riverside
3. “Musings between the Marvelous and Strange: Carson McCullers’s Correspondence with Mary
Tucker,” Carmen Trammell Skaggs, Columbus State University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 19-M Business Meeting: the Latina/o Literature and Culture Society
Session 19-N Business Meeting: James Purdy Society
Session 19-O Business Meeting: Mark Twain Circle
Session 19-P Business Meeting: Arthur Miller Society
Toni Morrison Society organizational workshop

Saturday, May 24, 2014
3:30 – 4:50 pm
Session 20-A Mark Twain: A Tramp At Home
Organized by the Mark Twain Circle of America
Chair: Linda A. Morris, University of California, Davis
1.
"Accounting for the Creoles: Sam Clemens, Mark Twain, and Franco-American Culture," Paula
Harrington, Farnham Writer's Center, Colby College
2.
"The Beggar as the Site of Economic Exchange in Mark Twain," Ann Ryan, Le Moyne College
3.
"Mark Twain's Washington Boardinghouses," John Muller, D. C. Public Library
Audio-Visual Equipment: Power Point Projector,

Session 20-B Getting Funded in the Humanities: A Workshop Organized by the National
Endowment for the Humanities
Chairs: John D. Cox and Jason Rhody, NEH
John D. Cox and Jason Rhody, senior program officers at the National Endowment for the Humanities
(NEH), will outline current NEH funding opportunities. The session will emphasize NEH programs in the
Divisions of Research and Education and the Office of Digital Humanities that support individual and
collaborative research and will include a brief discussion of grant writing tips and strategies. A questionand-answer period will follow.
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Computer projector for PowerPoint
Session 20-C Roundtable on Teaching Latina/o Literature
Organized by the Latina/o Literature and Culture Society
Chair: Eliza Rodriguez y Gibson, Loyola Marymount University
1. “Teaching the first Latina/o Lit Course at My Institution,” Karen Cruz Stapleton, University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill
2. “Updating Syllabi: Chicana/o Lit Beyond Anzaldúa and Moraga,” Lourdes Alberto, University of Utah
3. “Teaching Beyond the Classroom: Blogs, Twitter and the Rest,” Annemarie Perez, Loyola Marymount
University
4. “Forget Your Thesis: Experiments in Writing and Reading in the Classroom” Eliza Rodriguez y
Gibson, Loyola Marymount University
5. “Turf Wars: Teaching Literature Outside of The English Department,” Cristina Herrera, California State
University, Fresno
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Digital Projector
Session 20-D Geography, Trauma, and Region in African American Literature
Organized by the African American Literature and Culture Society
Chair: Keith Byerman, Indiana State University
1.
“Quicksand, Passing, and Idlewild: Black Bourgeoisie in the Wilderness,” Melissa Ryan, Alfred
University
2.
“I am holding light in one hand and carving letters with the other”: Trauma and the Makings of a
Lady Liberty in A Mercy, Patrick Allen, The Pennsylvania State University
3.
““Jesus Christ in Texas’: W.E.B. DuBois’s Biblical Geographies,” Molly K. Robey,
Illinois Wesleyan University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector
Session 20-E Hart Crane's Figures of Marginality
Organized by the Hart Crane Society

Chair: Brian Reed, University of Washington
1. “Berryman's Crane, Henry's Hart," Kamran Javadizadeh, Villanova University
2. "Haunted by Pocahontas: Native America in Hart Crane's The Bridge," Merrill Cole, Western Illinois
University
3. "Queer Classicism: Hart Crane and the Challenges of Modernist Exile," David Hester, College of
Charleston
4. "'To conjugate infinity’s dim marge / Anew..!': Hart Crane’s Queer Technology of Failure," Niall Munro,
Oxford Brookes University
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 20-F Special Session: Three of Kate Chopin’s Great Granddaughters and Three Chopin
Scholars Discuss Chopin’s Legacy
Organized by The Kate Chopin International Society
Moderator: Bernard Koloski, Mansfield University
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Susie Chopin, Kate Chopin descendant
Annette Chopin Lare, Kate Chopin descendant
Gerri Chopin Wendel, Kate Chopin descendant
Thomas Bonner Jr., Xavier University of Louisiana
Barbara C. Ewell, Loyola University of New Orleans
Emily Toth, Louisiana State University

Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 20-G The Subversive in the Sentimental Novel
Organized by the Southern California Society for the Study of American Women Writers
Chair: Christine Danelski, Independent Scholar
1. "The Sentimental Literary Tradition and its Subversive Impact on the American Novel: from Charlotte
Temple to Jazz," Wendy Martin, Claremont Graduate University
2. "Sensation Fiction as Subversive Sentimentality: The Dime Novels of Mrs. Alexander McVeigh Miller."
Lynda Zwinger, University of Arizona
3. “West Indian Romance and Plantation Ghosts in Harriet Beecher Stowe’s The Pearl of Orr’s Island,
Bethany Aery Clerico, State University of New York at Albany
4.
“I never knew how much like heaven this world could be”: Domestic Christianity in The Wide, Wide
World, The Lamplighter, and Little Women, Robin Riehl, University of Texas, Austin
Audio Visual Needs: None
Session 20-H

Reflections on the Canon of American Poetry: A Roundtable

Contributors to the forthcoming Cambridge History of American Poetry explain and debate what
poets and poems matter to this version and other versions of American literary history: who has decided,

who gets to decide, and why? What matters in literary studies today and how do those matters affect what
poets we keep, what poets we take as reference points, what poems stand out and for whom, in the
complexities and the density of the American poetic past, including the recent past
Moderator: Alfred Bendixen, Texas A&M University
Participants:
Stephen Burt, Harvard University
Betty Donohue, Cherokee Nation
Frank Gado, Independent Scholar
Tyler Hoffman, Rutgers University, Camden
Jack Kerkering, Loyola University, Chicago
Mary Loeffelholz, Northeastern University
Walton Muyumba, University of North Texas
David Sloane, University of New Haven
Willard Spiegelman, Southern Methodist University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 20-I Approaching Margaret Fuller II: Revisiting Critical Traditions/ Envisioning New
Direction
Organized by the Margaret Fuller Society
Chair: Brigitte Bailey, University of New Hampshire
1. "The Geography of Gender: Margaret Fuller, Jane Johnston Schoolcraft and Settler Colonialism in the
Upper Midwest," John J. Kucich, Bridgewater State University
2. "Old to New World Gothic: Margaret Fuller's Appropriation of the American Landscape," Monika
Elbert, Montclair State University
3. "Toward an American Secular Woman: The 'Margaret-Ghost' in Fiction," Dawn Coleman, University of
Tennessee
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: NONE
Session 20-J Terrorism and the 21st-Century American Novel
Chair: Howard Horwitz, University of Utah
1. “The Enemy Within: Max Brooks’ World War Z and the Terror of Living Death,” Scott Ortolano, Edison
State College
2. “The World That Was: Andre Dubus III’s The Garden of Last Days,” Keith Williams, St. Anselm
College
3. “The Aftermath and the Everyday: The Post-9/11 Trajectory of Terror in Amy Waldman’s The
Submission,” Jayne Waterman, Ashland University

No AV needed.
Session 20-K Milbre Burch Performs Susan Glaspell and More
A Grammy-nominated storyteller, a lauded dramaturg and a produced Playwright, Milbre Burch will perform
an adaptation of Susan Glaspell'sshort story, "A Jury of Her Peers" followed by her own original
monodrama, "Sometimes I Sing," written and performed in the voice of Minnie Foster Wright, the unseen
protagonist of Glaspell's 1916 one-act, "Trifles," a feminist masterwork of American theatre.
Session 20-L Business Meeting: Elizabeth Bishop Society
Session 20-M Business Meeting: Flannery O’Connor Society
Session 20-N

Business Meeting: Paul Laurence Dunbar Society

Session 20-0 Business Meeting: Lydia Sigourney Society
Session 20-P Business Meeting: Emerson Society
Toni Morrison Society organizational workshop

Saturday, May 24, 2014
5:00 – 6:20 pm
Session 21-A Creative Responses to the New York School: Four Poets
Organized by the New York School Society
Chair: Benjamin Lee, University of Tennessee
1. Ange Mlinko, University of Houston, author of Marvelous Things Overheard (FSG)
2. Rod Smith, author of Deed; editor, The Selected Letters of Robert Creeley
3. Marcella Durand, author of Traffic & Weather and AREA.
4. Mark Silverberg, Cape Breton University, author of Believing the Line and The New York School Poets
and the Neo-Avant-Garde
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector and screen for powerpoint presentation
Session 21-B American Editorial Platforms: From Print to Performance
Organizers: Cecily Swanson, New York University and Jane Carr, New York University
Chair: Allison Wright, Virginia Quarterly Review and University of Virginia
1.

“Social Psychology in American Modernist Magazines,” Cecily Swanson, New York University

2.
“Mapping the Editorial Networks of Mary Ann Shadd Cary’s The Provincial Freeman,” Jim Casey,
University of Delaware
3.
“Editorial Failures and Radical Clerks in American Literary History,” Jane Carr, New York University
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: Projector with VGA connector cable (organizers will provide own
adapter and laptop)
Session 21-C Chicago’s Black Metropolis: Crucible of the New Negro Writer
Organized by Richard A. Courage, Westchester Community College / SUNY
Chair: James A. Miller, The George Washington University
1. “The Chicago Career of James David Corrothers,” Richard Yarborough, University of California-Los
Angeles
2. “Fenton Johnson, Literary Entrepreneurship, and the Dynamics of Class and Family,” James C. Hall,
University of Alabama
3. “Chicago’s Letters Group and the Emergence of the Black Chicago Renaissance,” Richard A.
Courage, Westchester Community College / SUNY
Audio-Visual Equipment required: Projector for Participants’ Laptops
Session 21-D Terrorism and the American Novel: Beginnings
Chair: Jennifer Thorn, St. Anselm College
1. “Carwin the Terrorist: What Makes a Novel a Terrorist Novel and Why It Makes Wieland One, Too,”
Liam Harte, Westfield State University
2. “Thinking Like a Terrorist: Surpassing Sentimental Politics in Stowe’s Dred,” Zachary Marshall,
University of Madison, Wisconsin
3. “Terror at Home and Terror (from) Abroad in Sutton Griggs’ The Hindered Hand, or, The Reign of the
Repressionist,” John Gruesser, Kean University
AV needed for Powerpoint
Session 21-E Recovering, Reconstructing, and Making Sense of 19th-C Transatlantic Literary
Exchanges: A Roundtable Discussion
Organized by: Sarah Robbins, Texas Christian University, and Lucinda Damon-Bach, Salem State
University
Chair: Victoria Clements, College of Southern Maryland (Retired)
1. “Letters of the Mind and Heart: the Correspondence of Harriet Beecher Stowe and George Eliot”
(1869-1880), Rita Bode, Trent University, Canada
2. “Translation, Gifts, and Gaps in Catharine Sedgwick’s Sixteen-Year Correspondence with J.-C. L.
Simonde de Sismondi” (1827-1842), Lucinda Damon-Bach, Salem State University
3. "Gleanings from a One-Sided Correspondence: Race, Gender, and Sexuality in Catherine Impey’s
Letters to Albion W. Tourgée, 1890-1905,” Carolyn Karcher, Temple University (Emerita)

4. “The French Dis/connection: Why No Correspondence between George Sand and the Writers She
Fascinated: Fuller, Emerson, Sweat, and Stowe?” (1839 to 1876), Charlene Avallone, Independent Scholar
Yes, A/V equipment needed [for author images & one sample ms. from each, if possible].
Session 21-F Reflections and Relationships
Chair: Nicole J. Camastra, University of Georgia
1.
“Tell it Slant”: Representations of the Law in Truman Capote’s In Cold Blood And Norman Mailer’s
The Executioner’s Song,” John Marsden, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
2.
“A Love by Another Name: The Myth of the Relationship between Allan Ginsberg and Peter
Orlovsky,” Corinne E. Blackmer, Southern Connecticut State University
3.
“Ernest Hemingway: Early Influences That Shaped His Life and Work,” Nancy W. Sindelar,
Biographer
Audio-Visual Equipment: LCD Projector
Session 21-G

The Contemporary Novel and the Poetics of Genre

Organizer and Chair: Tim Lanzendörfer, Johannes Gutenberg University, Mainz
1. “Colson Whitehead’s Zone One and the Generic Turn,” Lee Konstantinou, University of Maryland
2. “Aliens in America: Spielberg, Morrison, and the Ends of Postmodernism,” Philipp Löffler, Heidelberg
University
3. “The Black Box of Genre in Colson Whitehead’s The Intuitionist and Charles Yu’s How to Live Safely
in a Science Fictional Universe,” Stephen Hock, Virginia Wesleyan College
4. “Reimagining Genre in the Contemporary Immigrant Novel,” Katie Daily-Bruckner, Boston College
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 21-H Rereading the American South
Chair: TBA
1.
“Populist Rhetoric, Donald Davidson, and the F.B.I.,” Samuel Prestridge, University of North
Georgia, Oconee
2.
”Southern Jamesians: Henry James and Southern Writers,” Jennifer Eimers, Missouri Valley
College
3.
“Southern Modernisms: Anne Spencer’s Letters and Legacy,” Noelle Morrissette, University of
North Carolina at Greensboro
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 21-I International perspectives/ Transnational Relationships

Chair: Yonggang Gao, China University of Geosciences
1.
“Sinclair Lewis studies in China”, Hairong Zhang, University of Yangzhou, China
2.
“Asian American Poetry in a Global Context: Mediating Transnational Positions,” Benzi Zhang, The
Chinese University of Hong Kong
3.
“Willow and Bamboo: W. C. Wiiliams and Chinese Nature Poems,” Ningkang Jiang (Nanjing
University, China)
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 21-J

Cultural, Polticial, and Emotion Contexts in the mid 19th century:

Chair: Frank Gado, Independent Scholar
1.
“Thoreau, Great Britain, and the Civil War,” Len Gougeon, University of Scranton
2.
“Frederick Douglass, William Lloyd Garrison, and the Afterlife of Emotion,” Faye Halpern,
University of Calgary
3.
“‘White Slaves’: A Labor History of Stowe’s Dred,” Joe Shapiro, Southern Illinois UniversityCarbondale
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 21-K New Perspectives On Naturalism
Chair: Martin Griffin, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
1.
“Romantic Love and Arranged Marriage in the Fiction of Abraham Cahan,” Michael Tavel Clarke,
University of Calgary
2.
“Comedy and Criticism: Frank Norris’s ‘The Green Stone of Unrest.’” Rachael L. Nichols, Skidmore
College
3.
Service is the Secret: Women’s Work and Progressivism in Kathleen Thompson Norris’s
Saturday’s Child,” Ann V. Bliss, Texas A&M University-San Antonio
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 21-L Business Meeting: ALA Author Society Representatives
Chair: Alfred Bendixen, Texas A&M University

Featured Reading and Reception
6:30 – 8:00 pm

Alice McDermott,

Author of Someone, Child of My Heart, That Night, Charming Billy, and other works

Sunday, May 25, 2014

Registration (Essex Foyer): open 8:00 am - 10:20 am

8:30 – 9:50am
Session 22-A Romantic Education in Nineteenth-Century American Literature and Culture
Chair: Monika Elbert, Montclair State University
1. “Race and Romantic Pedagogies in the works of Lydia Maria Child,” Lesley Ginsberg, University of
Colorado at Colorado Springs
2. “Pedagogies of Unruly Childhood,” Carol Singley, Rutgers University, Camden
3. “What has the artist done about it?”: Jane Addams, Educational Reform, and the Work of Art," Anne
Bruder, Berea College
Audio-Visual Equipment required: none
Session 22-B New Directions in Sherwood Anderson
Organized by: Peter Nagy, Lehigh University
Chair: Robert Fillman, Lehigh University
1.
"Journalistic Beginnings, Modernist Ends: Winesburg, Ohio and the Creation of Culture," Tom Ue,
University College London
2.
"Sherwood Anderson’s Dark Laughter: Whiteness and Modernist Fantasy," J. Gregory Brister, Valley
City State University
3.
"A Movement of Movements: The Gestural Politics of Sherwood Anderson’s Marching Men," Phillip
Mahoney, Temple University
4.
"Momma's Boys: Maternal Masculinity in Sherwood Anderson's Winesburg, Ohio," Peter Nagy,
Lehigh University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 22-C Roth and Arendt
Organized by the Philip Roth Society
Chair: Frederick Coye Heard, Virginia Military Institute
1. “Facts, Fictions and Other Lies: Philip Roth, Hannah Arendt and the Unmaking of the World,”
Frederick Coye Heard, Virginia Military Institute

2. “Silence, Speech and What Happened in Between: Roth, Arendt and Post-Holocaust Identity Politics,”
Hilene Flanzbaum, Butler University
3. “Odd Fellows: Hannah Arendt and Philip Roth," Ira Nadel, University of British Columbia
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 22-D Imagery and Influence: Hawthorne and Melville
Organized by the Nathaniel Hawthorne Society
Chair: Jason Courtmanche, University of Connecticut
1. "Disciplining Hawthorne and Melville; or, the political stakes of homoeroticism in Melville Studies,"
Bradley Ray King, University of Texas at Austin
2.
"Incorporation, Queer Exuberance, and Moral Containment: Undine in Moby-Dick and The Marble
Faun," Alec Magnet, City College of New York
3.
“ 'A Modern Arcadia': Hawthorne and Melville’s Sustainability," Abby Goode, Rice University
4.
“ 'Like Forgotten Lyres:’ The American Æolian in Hawthorne and Melville,” Paul T. Beattie, University
at Buffalo
Audio-Visual Equipment required:
Session 22-E Is There a Don DeLillo Doctrine?
Organized by the Don DeLillo Society
Chair: Jesse Kavadlo, Maryville University
1.
“A Thing that Kills:” The Politics of the Camera in DeLillo’s Fiction,” Abeer Fahim, American
University of Sharjah, UAE
2.
“War after War: Point Omega,” Linda S. Kauffman, University of Maryland, College Park
3.
“How Closely is Everything Connected? Underworld, Cruft, and the Postwar Allegory-Epic,” David
Letzler, Graduate Center at the City University of New York
4.
“‘The tone of agreement’”: DeLillo’s Aestheticization of Consent,” Jeffrey Severs, University of
British Columbia
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 22-F Sound in and of American Poetry
Organizer and Chair: Seth Forrest, Coppin State University
1. “The "Iron Harp": Encountering the Industrial Soundscape in the 1830s and 40s,” Robin Smith,
University of North Carolina,Chapel Hill
2. “Bring Your Own Bird Voices: Distance Listening and the Poundian Container,” Serena Le, University
of California, Berkeley
3. “‘Grandparents’ voices / uninterruptedly / talking, in Eternity’— A Bus Drive Full of Voices in Elizabeth
Bishop’s ‘The Moose’,” Sarah Meyer, University of Haifa

4. “Voices, Inflections and Silences in Robert Lowell’s ‘For the Union Dead’,” Christopher Moylan, New
York Institute of Technology
Audio-visual Equipment Needed: None
Session 22-G The Major Writers of the Chicago Renaissance
Organizer and Chair: Yoshinobu Hakutani, Kent State University
1.
“Theodore Dreiser’s Jennie Gerhardt and Richard Wright’s Black Boy,” Mary Hricko, Kent State
University
2.
“Langston Hughes’s Contribution to the Chicago Renaissance,” Toru Kiuchi, Nihon University,
Japan
3.
“James T. Farrell and the Second Chicago Renaissance,” Robert Butler, Canisius College
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 22-H The Emergence of Female Traditions in American Democracy
Chair: Frank Gado, Independent Scholar
1.
“An Unfinished Narrative: Women’s Quaker Life Writing in the Eighteenth Century,”
Jennifer Desiderio, Canisius College,
2.
“Rebecca Rush’s Kelroy and the Demise of Republican Idealism,” Richard S. Pressman,
St. Mary’s University of San Antonio
3.
“Nineteenth-Century Women’s Hymns and American Spiritual Democracy,” Keith Lawrence,
Brigham Young University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 22-I Politics and Literature in the early 20th century
Chair: Ann V. Bliss, Texas A&M University-San Antonio
1.
“North and South: Booker T. Washington, Jacob Riis, and the Danish Model of Reform,” Christa
Holm Vogelius, The University of Alabama
2.
“W. E. B. Du Bois’s Declaration: Race, Time, and The Prospect of Democracy in The Souls of
Black Folk,” Gregory Laski, United States Air Force Academy
3.
“A Bottle Marked Poison: The Complicated Conservatism of Kathleen Thompson Norris,”
Catherine Carter, Western Carolina University

Sunday, May 25, 2014
10:00 – 11:20 am

Session 23-A The Humorous Countertradition of American Nature Writing
Organized by: Katherine R. Chandler, St. Mary’s College of Maryland
Chair: Christine Wooley, St. Mary’s College of Maryland
1.
“A Countertradition: Humor’s Rhetorical Roots in American Nature Writing,” Benjamin A. Click, St.
Mary’s College of Maryland
2.
“Satire in an Age of Excess: Kenneth Burke’s Environmental Rhetoric,” Brian O’Sullivan, St. Mary’s
College of Maryland
3.
“‘Identifying’ a ‘Hidden’ Vein of Humor in Twentieth-Century Nature Writing,” Katherine R.
Chandler, St. Mary’s College of Maryland
Audio-Visual Equipment required: none
Session 23-B Round Table: Energy in Literature
Organizer and Chair:

Paula Farca, Colorado School of Mines

1.
“Fossil Love, Carbon Footprint: The Poetry of Gary Snyder,” Linda Lizut Helstern, North Dakota
State University
2.
The First Nations’ Way: Indigenous People’s Literary and Political Resistance to Big Oil,” Tracy
Lassiter, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
3.
“Mining in Contemporary Indigenous Literature,” Sarah Hitt, Colorado School of Mines
4.
“In the Shadow of the Mine: Life and Death in Julio Llamazares’ Escenas de cine mudo,” Olga
López-Valero, Southern Methodist University
5.
“Waste, the Bomb, and Surplus-Value: Examining Nuclear Power in Don Delillo’s Underworld,”
Zachary Tavlin, University of Washington
6.
“New American Georgic: The Marcellus Shale in Contemporary American Literature,” Matthew
Cella, Shippensburg University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: NONE
Session 23-C African American Writing Today
Chair: Shirley Moody-Turner, Penn State University
1.
“Don’t Crack: Black Vampires and Making Historical Time,” Habiba Ibrahim, University of
Washington
2.
“The New African Americans: Dinaw Mengestu’s The Beautiful Things That Heaven Bears and
Teju Cole’s Open City, “ Aliki Varvogli, University of Dundee, Scotland needs powerpoint
3.
“Free From the Bounds of Fact: Colson Whitehead's The Intuitionist and the Fiction of Blackness,”
Conseula Francis, College of Charleston
Session 23-D New Materialist Methodologies and Contemporary American Fiction

Organizer and Chair: Matthew Mullins, Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary
1. “Does the Underclass Matter? American Poverty and the Postwar Retreat of Materialism,” Aaron
Chandler, Stephenson University
2. “Realism Unbound: Conceptual Writing, Objects, and Post-Postmodern Capitalism,” Jeffrey T.
Nealon, Pennsylvania State University
3. “Philip K. Dick and the Object of the Self,” Josh Toth, Grant MacEwan University
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 23-E Is There a Don DeLillo Doctrine?
Organized by the Don DeLillo Society
Chair: Abeer Fahim, American University of Sharjah, UAE
1.
“Don DeLillo’s Ad-Aesthetic,” Aaron DeRosa, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
2.
“‘A Greek word, of course. Politics’”: The Names as Historiographic Metafiction,” Jason Markell,
Tulane University
3.
“Where Have All the Politics Gone? White Noise, Babbitt and the Lost Politics of American
Whiteness,” Susan Edmunds, Syracuse University
4.
“Point Omega’s Resistance,” Jesse Kavadlo, Maryville University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 23-F Intertextuality and Literary Authority in Nineteenth-Century America
Organized by: Sophia Forster, California Polytechnic State University – San Luis Obispo
Chair: Carl Ostrowski, Middle Tennessee State University
1. “Dreams of Dead Women and Talking Birds: Canonical Revision in Edgar Allan Poe and Geoffrey
Chaucer,” Ethan Knight, Texas A&M University
2. “The Class Accents of Racialized Masculinities in Herman Melville and Frank J. Webb,” Timothy
Helwig, Western Illinois University
3. “Elizabeth Stuart Phelps and the Establishment of Realist Authority,” Sophia Forster, California
Polytechnic State University – San Luis Obispo
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 23-G Writing Literary History in the 21st Century: A roundtable
Contributors to the forthcoming Cambridge History of American Poetry discuss the multiple
processes, methods and conceptual frames that organize the history of American poetry, as told by CHAP,
by rival literary histories, and by other channels of literary study. When does it make sense to think in terms
of schools and self-conscious movement? When does it make sense instead to think in terms of
geography, of regions? of topics, such as science or religion? Of microclimates and hinge points and

influential single volumes (as with the publications of 1855 or 1922)? When and where is the history of
American poetry comprehensible as one thing, and where does it look more like a braid of writers who do
not all refer to one another?
Moderator: Stephen Burt, Harvard University
Participants:
Alfred Bendixen, Texas A&M University
David Bergman, Towson University
Ed Folsum, University of Iowa
Nick Halpern, North Carolina State University
Cristoph Irmscher, Indiana University
Wendy Martin, Claremont Graduate University
Brian Reed, University of Washington
Eliza Richards, University of North Carolina
Angela Sorby, Marquette University
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: NONE
Session 23-H Business meeting: Philip Roth Society

Sunday, May 25, 2014
11:30 – 12:50 pm
Session 24-A Roth, History, Identity
Organized by the Philip Roth Society
Chair: Aimee Pozorski, Central Connecticut State University
1. “Re-ordering (Personal) History: The Case of Patrimony,” Pia Masiero, Ca’Foscari University of Venice
2. "New Deal (In)Securities: Liberal Disillusionment and the Birth Pangs of Narrative Artistry in The Plot
against America," Andy Connolly, The Fashion Institute of Technology
3. “Roth’s Children: Futurity, Aging, and Identity,” Aimee Pozorski, Central Connecticut State University
Audio-Visual Equipment required: None
Session 24-B Shirley Jackson, Gender, and the Cold War
Organizer and Chair: Leslie Allison, Temple University
Co-chair: Katharine Keenan, Cabrini College

1.
“‘What is this world?’: Queer Cold War Apocalypticism in Shirley Jackson’s The Sundial,” Jill
Anderson, Tennessee State University
2.
“‘Listening to what she had almost said’: Postwar Femininity and the Buried Narratives of Shirley
Jackson’s We Have Always Lived in the Castle,” Ashleigh Hardin, University of Kentucky
3.
“Demons and Savages: The Horror and Humor of Cold War Children in Shirley Jackson’s
Memoirs,” Andrea Krafft, University of Florida
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 24-C Mass Appeals: Gender, Genre, and the Court of Public Opinion
Organized by Melissa Adams-Campbell, Northern Illinois University
Chair: Stephen Rachman, Michigan State University
1.
“Charlotte Temple Meets Maria Monk: A Nineteenth-Century Reader’s Connection,” Melissa
Adams-Campbell, Northern Illinois University
2.
“Sentenced to the Ball and Chain: Marriage as Criminal Punishment in Mary Wilkins Freeman’s
Pembroke,” Kristen Renzi, Xavier University
3.
“Gendered Judgments and Catharine Williams’s Fall River,” Jon Blandford, Bellarmine University
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 24-D Reading Trauma
Chair: Olivia Carr Edenfield, Georgia Southern University
1.
“Exodus, Allegory and Trauma in Moses, Man of the Mountain, Dorothy Stringer, Temple University
2.
“Suffering in Silence: The Ordinariness of Melancholy and Trauma in Richard Ford's Frank
Bascombe Trilogy,” Derek Fisher, Texas A&M University
3.
“Straight, Pure, and Natural: Hemingway’s The Sun Also Rises in the Age of Penile Prosthesis,”
Aaron Shaheen, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 24-E Ralph Ellison
Chair: Wilfred Samuels, University of Utah
1.
“Rewriting the (W)hole: Racial and Spatial Intersections in Invisible Man and “The Man Who Lived
Underground,” Sasha Panaram, Duke University
2.
“The Morality of Using Persons for Entertainment: The Black Boys and the Magnificent Naked
Blonde in Ellison’s “Battle Royal,” Patrick K. Dooley, St. Bonaventure University
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 24-F Reading Contemporary Poetry:

Chair: Karen Weekes, Penn State University, Abington College
1.
“A Movie of Death”: The Horror of Weldon Kees,” Ola Madhour, University of Fribourg
2.
“’How not to see it?’: Race, Nation and Childhood in Natasha Trethewey’s Thrall,”
Katherine Henninger, Louisiana State University
3.
“Armand Schwerner’s Scholar-Translator: Notes, Paratexts, Avant-Garde Poetics, and Institutional
Form(ation)s,” Alan Golding, University of Louisville
4.
“John Ashbery, Dan Graham and the Aesthetics of the Interface,” Todd F. Tietchen, University of
Massachusetts Lowell
Session 24-G Reading Contemporary Fiction
Chair: TBA
1.
“Just Under 200 Miles and 89 Years Doesn’t Change Much: Mapping the Road between
Sherwood Anderson and Donald Ray Pollock,” Michael J. Martin, Stephen F. Austin State University
2.
“A Plot of Her Own: Joyce Carol Oates’s ‘The Lady with the Pet Dog,’ Female Desire, and the
1970s American Family,” Robert A. Wilson, Cedar Crest College
3.
“Pastoral Imagination and Empire Building: A Comparative Analysis of The Poisonwood Bible and
Mean Spirit,” Jiannan Tang, China University of Petroleum, Beijing.
4.
“The Deep Waters of Literary Theme: Nature, Narrative, and Textuality in Barbara Kingsolver’s The
Lacuna,” Markku Lehtimäki (University of Eastern Finland)
Audio-Visual Equipment Required: None
Session 24-H Available for Business Meeting
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Miller, Matt: 19-G
Miller, Ross: 6-I
Mills, Ashleigh: 11-G
Milne, Leah: 10-A
Mitchell, Angelyn: 2-F, 6-C
Mitchell, Keith: 19-H
Mlinko, Ange: 21-A
Mogford, Maria: 4-C
Montgomery, Travis: 8-J
Montgomery, Travis D.: 2-C
Moody-Turner, Shirley: 16-D, 23-C
Moore, Kevin: 12-I
Moreland, Kim: 7-F
Morgan, Tabitha A.: 15-C
Morgan, Thomas: 19-J
Morgan, Thomas L.: 12-H
Morris, Linda A.: 20-A
Morrison, Spencer: 3-J
Morrissette, Noelle: 21-H
Moylan, Christopher: 22-F
Mrozowski, Dan: 4-J, 5-G
Mudgett, Kathryn: 14-C
Muller, John: 20-A
Mulligan, Roark: 16-M
Mullins, Maire: 19-G
Mullins, Matthew: 14-G, 23-D
Munro, Niall: 20-E
Murphy, Brenda: 17-I

Murphy, Kevin: 7-H
Murray, Keat: 4-G
Muyumba, Walton: 20-H
Myers, Shaundra: 19-D
Myklebust, Nicholas: 17-C

N
Nadel, Ira: 22-C
Nagel, James: 14-I
Nagy, Peter: 22-B
Nahm, Kee-Yoon: 19-F
Napolin, Julie: 1-A
Nathaniel Hawthorne Society: 1-F, 22-D
Naydan, Liliana: 6-F
Nealon, Jeffrey T.: 23-D
Nesbitt, William: 12-A
New York School Society: 18-A, 21-A
Newman, Judie: 19-E
Newmark, Julianne: 19-B
Nichols, Rachael L.: 21-K
Nicosia, Laura M.: 11-B
Nielsen, Aldon: 19-D
Nitta, Keiko: 11-H
Noble, Marianne: 6-A
Noodin, Margaret: 10-I, 17-D
Noonan, Mark: 5-E
Nowlin, Michael: 18-D

O
O'Brien, J. Christopher: 19-A
O'Brien, Kelli Purcell: 15-B, 7-K
O’Dea, Meghan: 7-A
O’Sullivan, Brian: 23-A
Octavia Butler Society: 12-L
Octavia E. Butler Society: 11-K, 14-G
Ohler, Paul J.: 4-D
Olin-Ammentorp, Julie: 16-B
Oliver Scheiding, Oliver: 3-I
Olson, Nels E.: 4-G
Opest, Michael: 12-G
Orlando, Emily: 16-B
Orr, John C.: 7-F
Ortolano, Scott: 20-J
Ostman, Heather: 19-A
Ostrowski, Carl: 23-F, 6-K
Overby, Lynnette Young: 15-A

P
Palmer, David: 15-G, 16-N
Panaram, Sasha: 24-E
Panuska, Sarah: 2-A
Passin, Laura: 1-E
Patterson, Cynthia: 11-A
Patterson, Laura Sloan: 14-K
Paul Laurence Dunbar Society: 12-H,
19-J, 20-N
Paul, Abhijeet: 16-G
Pauline Hopkins Society: 4-H, 5-K
Pavletich, JoAnn: 4-H
Payne, Rachel: 2-H, 9-G
Pearson, Erin: 12-H

Peebles, Stacey: 9-E
Pennino, Anthony: 9-K
Percival Everett Society: 19-H
Perez, Annemarie: 18-I, 20-C
Pérez, Roy: 2-B
Perlow, Seth: 6-B
Peter Molin: 15-H
Peterson, James: 16-D
Peterson, Rai: 7-C
Petrich, Tatum: 12-A, 14-A
Petrino, Elizabeth: 12-F, 19-C
Petrulionis, Sandra Harbert: 16-C
Philip Roth Society: 22-C, 23-H, 24-A
Phillips, Anne: 10-I, 17-H
Pickens, Therí A.: 14-G
Pierrot, Grégory: 18-D, 19-H
Pittman, Elizabeth: 9-K
Plunkett, Kevin: 1-F
Podlasli-Labrenz, Heidi: 19-A
Poe Studies Association: 10-H, 11-P, 8J
Polidori, Courtney: 7-A
Pollack, Harriet: 7-H, 8-H
Porter Society: 17-M
Powell, Tara: 2-I, 6-H
Pozorski, Aimee: 24-A
Pressman, Richard S.: 22-H
Prestridge, Samuel: 21-H
Privett, Joshua: 16-G
Puff, Simone: 7-J
Purdon, Liam: 14-F
Putzi, Jennifer: 19-C

Q
Quashie, Kevin: 9-J
Quinones, Peter: 19-E

R
Rabiee, Robert Yusef: 16-K
Rachman, Stephen: 24-C
Radus, Daniel: 17-D
Rahman, Rafi: 2-H
Railton, Ben: 7-G
Ralph Ellison Society: 10-L, 11-M, 12-I
Ralph Waldo Emerson Society: 14-D,
16-K
Ramirez, Anne: 12-F
Raynaud, Claudine: 9-J
Rebhorn, Matthew: 7-I
Reception Study Society: 7-E
Reed, Brian: 16-H, 20-E, 23-G
Reesman, Jeanne Campbell: 12-E
Renfroe, Mischa: 1-I
Renn, Melissa: 9-D
Renzi, Kristen: 24-C
Research Society for American
Periodicals: 17-A
Research Society for American
Periodicals (RSAP): 10-O, 9-D
Reynes-Delobel, Anne: 8-K
Reynolds, Nicholas: 4-A
Reznick, Scott: 1-F

Rhody, Jason: 20-B
Rich, Charlotte: 11-A
Richard Brautigan Society: 8-F, 9-M
Richards, Eliza: 23-G
Richardson, Mark: 16-E
Richardson, Todd: 14-D
Richardson, Todd H.: 17-E
Riehl, Robin: 20-G
Riley, Jeannette E.: 1-B
Rioux, Anne Boyd: 2-B
Risquez, Cristina Alsina: 5-E
Roark, Jarrod: 7-E
Robbins, Amy M.: 7-G
Robbins, Amy Moorman: 6-B
Robbins, Kenneth: 19-F
Robbins, Sarah R.: 5-C, 21-E
Roberson, Susan L.: 3-B
Robert Frost Society: 16-E
Robert Lowell Society: 10-D, 11-D, 12M
Robertson, Sarah: 17-J
Robey, Molly K.: 20-D
Robinson, Chuck: 3-E
Robinson, Verna B.: 14-C
Rodrigues, Laurie: 15-E
Rodriguez y Gibson, Eliza: 18-I, 20-C
Rodriguez, Deanna: 14-A
Rody, Caroline: 6-G
Roffman, Karin: 18-A
Rohy, Valerie: 8-G
Rolens, Clare E.: 4-E
Romig, Nancy: 16-G
Rose, Jane E.: 5-H
Rosenbaum, Susan: 18-A
Ross, Bruce: 17-F
Rossetti, Gina: 3-H
Rossi, Bill: 9-I
Rounds, Anne Lovering: 16-H
Rovan, Aaron: 1-I
Roynon, Tessa: 10-L
Rozier, Travis: 2-E
Rpszak, Suzanne: 12-I
Rudnicki, Robert W.: 3-A
Rudolph, Kerstin: 4-H
Rumbinas, Barbara: 2-D
Ryan, Ann: 18-C, 20-A
Ryan, Melissa: 20-D
Ryan, Terre: 1-B

S
Saladin-Adams, Linda: 3-H
Salem, Linda: 10-I
Saltmarsh, Hannah Baker: 3-D
Samuels, Wilfred: 24-E, 2-G
Samuels, Wilfred D.: 3-D
Santin, Bryan M.: 12-I
Saul Bellow Society: 19-E
Scannavini, Anna: 2-D
Schachterle, Lance: 4-G
Scharnhorst, Gary: 15-J
Scherger, Deanna Gross: 14-G
Schilleman, Matthew: 8-C

Schlarb, Damien: 3-I
Schmid, David: 4-E, 15-B
Schneider, Richard J.: 9-A
Scholnick, Robert J.: 17-A
Schreiber, Evelyn Jaffe: 17-J, 9-J
Schultz, Kathy Lou: 8-D
Schwartz, Lloyd: 19-K
Schwob, Anneke: 3-G
Scott, Alisha: 10-C
Scriptunas, Melanie K.: 1-C
Seavey, Ormond: 8-L
Seglie, AnaMaria: 1-F
Serrano, Gabriela Ines: 10-J
Sessions, William A.: 2-K
Severs, Jeffrey: 22-E
Seybold, Matthew: 10-G
Shafer, Yvonne: 17-I, 8-E
Shaheen, Aaron: 24-D, 6-E
Shapiro, Joe: 21-J
Shaw, Amber: 10-F
Shaw-Thornburg, Angela: 1-C
Shealy, Daniel: 17-H
Sheehy, Donald: 16-E
Shelden, Mary Lamb: 17-H
Sherazi, Melanie Masterton: 19-L
Sheridan, Ándrea Laurencell: 14-H
Shevlin, Casey: 2-E
Shipe, Matthew: 6-F
Shockley, Evie: 6-D, 8-D
Shore, Jane: 19-K
Shu, Qizhi: 10-B
Sillin, Sarah: 1-H
Silverberg, Mark: 21-A
Simpson, Megan: 9-A
Simsek, Erhan: 16-M
Sindelar, Nancy W.: 21-F
Singley, Carol: 22-A
Sivils, Matthew Wynn: 8-A
Skaggs, Carmen Trammell: 19-L
Slender, Mary: 3-B
Sloane, David: 20-H
Smith, Andrew: 2-C
Smith, Carol: 15-J
Smith, Rob McClure: 1-J
Smith, Robin: 22-F
Smith, Rod: 21-A
Smith, Virginia: 16-E
Smith, Virginia Whatley: 16-I
Snyder, Michael: 18-H
Society for American Travel Writing: 1C, 3-B, 4-M
Society for Contemporary Literature: 7G, 8-M, 9-C
Society for the Study of American
Women Writers: 1-B, 4-D, 5-N
Society for the Study of Rebecca
Harding Davis and Her World: 1-I, 2M, 5-H
Society for the Study of Southern
Literature: 2-I, 6-H
Society for the Study of the American
Short Story: 14-I, 3-I, 4-K

Society of Early Americanists: 10-E, 12C, 7-B
Sommers, Sam: 15-A
Sorby, Angela: 23-G
Sorrentino, Paul: 10-B
Soto, Michael: 16-D
Southern California Society for the
Study of American Women Writers:
20-G
Spahr, Clemens: 11-H
Spiegelman, Willard: 20-H
Spong, Stephanie: 14-E
Spratt, Stephen M.: 11-E
Squire, Kelsey: 9-B
Srigley, Susan: 2-K
Stanley, Roger: 19-I
Stanutz, Katherine: 18-D
Stapleton, Karen Cruz: 18-I, 20-C
Stapleton, Paul: 6-H
Stefon, Matt: 8-F
Stehle, Bernard F.: 7-C
Steinhauer, Jason: 6-I
Stephen Crane Society: 10-B, 11-H
Stewart, Anthony: 19-H
Stewart, Michelle Pagni: 10-I
Stolz, Claudia Matherly: 6-E
Stone, Marjorie: 12-F
Stout, Janis: 8-B
Stowe Society: 6-A
Stringer, Dorothy: 24-D
Sumner, Gregory: 16-G
Sumption, Linda J.: 1-C
Suzuki, Erin: 10-A
Swanson, Cecily: 21-B
Sweeney, Brian: 4-H
Swift, John: 8-B
Sylvester, Chris: 3-B

T
T. S. Eliot Society: 10-G, 12-G
Tackach, James: 11-L, 3-J
Tang, Jiannan: 24-G
Tangedal, Ross K.: 5-A
Tavlin, Zachary: 23-B
Taylor, Andrew: 5-C
Taylor, Christin: 7-H
Taylor, Wilson: 15-I
Tedesco, Laureen: 14-B
Thananopavarn, Susan: 8-I
Theissen, Ashley: 16-F
Theodore Dreiser Society: 18-Q
Thomas, James W.: 8-J
Thoreau Society: 11-E, 9-I
Thorn, Jennifer: 14-B, 21-D
Thornton Wilder Society: 8-E
Tietchen, Todd F.: 24-F
Tillman, Kacy: 12-C
Tingley, Stephanie A.: 4-D
Toland-Dix, Shirley: 19-D
Tomich, Bridget: 19-I

Tomlinson, Susan: 14-L, 2-J, 5-J
Toni Morrison Society: 14-C, 18-P, 9-J
Torrens, Kathleen M.: 1-B
Toth, Emily: 19-A, 20-F
Toth, Josh: 23-D
Totten, Gary: 16-B
Townsend, Chris: 8-G
Tratner, Michael: 10-G
Travis, Jennifer: 10-B, 9-C
Trevino, Rene H.: 11-F, 4-F
Trumpeter, Kevin: 9-E
Tryphonopoulos, Demetres P.: 4-B, 5-F
TuSmith, Bonnie: 4-I
Tweedy, Clarence W.: 14-G
Twenter, Brian: 19-B
Tydal, Fredrik: 6-E

U
Ue, Tom: 22-B
Uecker, John: 18-H
Upton, Corbett: 18-D

V
van Laer, Rebecca: 9-F
Van Wert, Kathryn: 10-G
Vander Zee, Anton: 19-G
VanDette, Emily E.: 18-J
Varvogli, Aliki: 23-C
Verduin, Kathleen: 4-C
Vogelius, Christa Holm: 22-I
Voloshin, Beverly R.: 10-F
Vonnegut Society: 17-L
Voris, Linda: 18-E

W
Wainwright, Michael: 3-A
Wallace Stevens Society: 17-C
Walsh, Rebecca: 19-G, 8-G
Walt Whitman Studies Association: 19G
Walter Raubicheck, Walter: 14-H
Waples, Emily: 16-C
Warfield, Adrienne Akins: 10-K, 7-H
Washburn, Kathleen: 19-B
Washington Irving Society: 10-N, 6-J, 9G
Waterman, Jayne: 20-J
Watson, Rachel: 1-D, 3-A
Wearn, Mary McCartin: 6-A
Webster, Michael: 7-C, 8-C
Weeber, Susan: 18-D
Weekes, Karen: 24-F, 9-C
Weinstein, Michael: 14-E
Weinstock, Jeffrey Andrew: 2-C
Weixlmann, Joe: 19-H
Welch, Robert: 11-H
Welling, Bart: 17-J
Wendel, Gerri Chopin: 20-F
West, Benjamin S.: 9-E
Western Literature Association: 12-D

Whalen-Bridge, John: 12-A, 14-A
Wharton Society: 17-N
Whitley, Edward: 12-C
Whitman Studies Association: 16-C
Wichelns, Kathryn E.: 10-J, 12-F
Wideman Society: 5-L
Wilburn, Reginald A.: 6-C
Wilhite, Keith: 15-D
Wilkens, Matthew: 2-A
Willa Cather Foundation: 8-B, 9-B
William Carlos Williams Society: 9-H
William Dean Howells Society: 4-J, 5-G,
6-L
William Faulkner Society: 17-J, 18-N, 3A, 8-H
William Nesbitt, William: 14-F
Williams, Keith: 20-J
Williams, Nathaniel: 3-A
Willis, Lloyd: 17-E
Wilson, Deborah: 2-F
Wilson, Robert A.: 24-G
Windon, Nathaniel: 8-L
Wingate, Jordan: 7-B
Wisniewski, Kevin A.: 17-A
Witonsky, Trudi: 18-G
Witschi, Nicolas S.: 12-D
Woo, Jewon: 11-A
Wood, Adam H.: 16-M
Wooley, Christine: 23-A
Wooley, Christine A.: 19-J
Worley, Sam McGuire: 19-L
Wortham, Thomas: 4-J
Wright, Allison: 21-B
Wright, Susan Prothro: 17-G
Wynstra, Beth: 17-I

Y
Yang, Carol L.: 12-G
Yang, Lingyan: 16-F
Yarborough, Richard: 21-C
Yingling, Charlton: 9-D
Young, Gene: 11-J
Young, Jennifer: 5-B

Z
Zacharias, Greg: 18-F
Zagarell, Sandra: 3-F
Zeff, Jacqueline: 1-G, 9-K
Zhang, Benzi: 21-I
Zhang, Hairong: 21-I
Zheng, Jianqing: 16-I
Zibrak, Arielle: 5-H
Zieba, Izabela: 16-F
Zimbler, Samantha: 7-A
Zink, Amanda: 17-D
Zubeck, Jacqueline: 19-I
Zuck, Rochelle: 2-D
Zwinger, Lynda: 20-G

